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Observations on Behavior of Newborn Hog-Nosed 

Snakes^ Heterodon p. platyrhinos 

by GERALD G. RAUN 

Texas Memorial Museum 

When threatened by danger or molestation the hog-nosed snakes of 

the genus Heterodon typically react by resorting to highly stereotyped 

behavior patterns which may be termed “bluffing” and “death-feign¬ 

ing.” 

When a Heterodon bluffs it flattens its head and neck to form a 

hood which is somewhat reminiscent of that of the cobras, inflates its 

body with air, and hisses loudly. If the stimulus which initiates the 

behavior is not removed the snake may then roll over onto its back, 

open its mouth, and after a few convulsive movements lay still as 

though it were dead (death-feigning). Death-feigning may occur 

without preliminary bluffing or may not be resorted to at all. This 

behavior is well known and documented for adult hog-nosed snakes 

(Conant, 1958:138; Edgren, 1955; Schmidt and Davis, 1941:9, 117), 

but little mention has been made of this behavior in the young. Hay 

(1892) briefly described defensive behavior in newborn H. platyrhinos 

and Kennedy (1961) commented that some death-feigning was noted 

among young in three litters of the same species. Monro (1949), study¬ 

ing H. nasicus, stated that defensive behavior was not noted until 

several days after birth. Another observation seems worthy of mention 

in view of the dearth of literature reports. 

In April, 195 7, Mr. J. E. Swindells captured an adult female eastern 

hog-nosed snake (H. p. platyrhinos) near Dallas, Dallas County, 

Texas. The snake was kept in the laboratory and laid a clutch of 21 

eggs on the 13th of June, 1957. The eggs were placed in a metal con¬ 

tainer filled with moistened peat moss and warmed by a 60 watt light 

bulb. Water was added to the moss periodically to prevent drying. 

The following observations were made by Mr. Floyd E. Potter, Jr., 

myself, and several other observers at The University of Texas. 

On the 29th of July one young snake was found on the surface of 

the moss. The eggs were then removed to a glass-fronted cage. Nine 

more eggs hatched on the 30th and eleven on the 31st. As the young 

snakes emerged they were weighed, measured, and placed together in 

3 
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another cage. The mean length was 209.4 mm. (190-230) and the 

mean weight was 8.6 grams (6.9-10.8). No effort was made to de¬ 

termine the sex of the individuals. As most of the snakes hatched while 

under observation, an opportunity was afforded to observe the be¬ 

havior of the young immediately following emergence, and in several 

instances, while the hatchlings were still inside the egg. 

The mechanics of hatching were quite similar to those described 

by Monro (1949). No effort was made to time the hatching process. 

As soon as the young snakes were fully visible inside the opened eggs, 

they appeared alert and the tongue was rapidly flicked in and out. The 

snakes typically remained within the opened shell for a short period 

and then cautiously emerged. The longest that any snake remained 

within the opened shell was slightly over one hour. 

In the process of picking up the newly hatched snakes for measur¬ 

ing and weighing, it was noted that in nearly every instance the ap¬ 

proach of the observer’s hand elicited typical Heterodon defensive re¬ 

actions which were complete in every observable detail. Some of the 

young bluffed and some feigned death. One was peering out of the egg 

preparatory to emerging with only the head hanging out. It was ap¬ 

parently frightened by the movement of my hand near the egg and 

feigned death while still inside the shell. Monro (1949) and Kennedy 

(1961) have noted that the position of the egg tooth forces young 

Heterodon to slit the egg shell while in an inverted position. Judging 

by Monro’s (op. cit.) description, the snakes are first seen lying on 

their backs and this could easily be mistaken for death-feigning. In 

the situation described above, however, there can be no doubt that the 

behavior was death-feigning as the snake had been in the normal po¬ 

sition for some time before the behavior occurred. Two of the other 

snakes bluffed and then withdrew into the egg after having partially 

emerged, although none of the hatchlings took cover within egg shells 

after they had completely emerged. Since there was no cover in the 

cage the snakes attempted to hide beneath each other. 

No count was made of the number of young which displayed each 

of the behavior patterns, but the impression was that about half of them 

bluffed and half feigned death. For the first two days the young snakes 

were in one cage and no distinction could be made between individuals. 

Possibly the pattern of behavior was consistent with the individual; at 

least this was the situation observed later when the snakes were in 

separate cages. Hay (1892) noted both behavior patterns in the litter 

which he observed but only two or three out of the total of fifteen 

could be induced to feign death. 

The movement of a fairly large object, such as the observer’s hand. 
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was the only stimulus which was successful in triggering the defensive 

behavior. The movements of siblings in the cage were ignored. Young 

toads (Bufo) were placed in the cage for food and were eagerly seized 

and eaten by the Heterodon. Convulsive attempts of the toads to es¬ 

cape did not evoke defensive reactions even when the toads leaped 

directly in front of, or upon one of the snakes. The shape and size of 

the object that acts as a stimulus may be critical, as the movement 

of small objects was ignored. This problem is worthy of critical investi¬ 

gation. 

After about 10 days of handling the young snakes lost all traces of 

defensive behavior and neither bluffing nor death-feigning could be 

elicited even by persistent stimulation. Similar rapid loss of defensive 

behavior occurs in adult hog-nosed snakes when they are kept in cap¬ 

tivity and handled. Under these conditions they become quite docile. 

Some will even accept food offered to them while dangling from one’s 

hand. 

After about three or four days the death-feigning reaction was lost, 

although the bluffing persisted for a longer period. The early loss of the 

death-feigning pattern might indicate that this pattern is less adaptive 

than is bluffing and has less selective value. It is difficult to see how this 

death-feigning behavior could be particularly successful in discourag¬ 

ing a predator since many of this snake’s supposed natural enemies 

are known to eat carrion. 

Learning is not associated with the development of these complex 

and stereotyped behavior patterns as they are perfectly developed at 

birth. Also, the response is given only to a stimulus which represents 

a potential danger to the snake and is not elicited by food items nor by 

other hog-nosed snakes of the same size. 

One puzzling aspect of this problem is that the patterns of be¬ 

havior are so quickly lost in captivity. Conditioning seems to be in¬ 

volved as the snake, kept in captivity and handled repeatedly, appar¬ 

ently learns that bluffing or death-feigning is ineffective in preventing 

molestation. On the other hand, the snake may associate the per¬ 

formance of this behavior with being handled or prodded and this 

association might inhibit future performance. This is analogous to 

what Scott (1958:97-98) refers to as extinction of a response. 

Dr. R. K. Selander has informed me that birds which are exposed to 

an owl will first “mob” the owl, but if the exposure is repeated over 

a period of time the “mobbing” response wanes and the birds come to 

ignore the owl completely. 

Under natural conditions a hog-nosed snake has no opportunity to 

become habituated to failure of this defensive behavior. The first time 
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that the behavior fails to discourage a predator the snake is removed 

and the failure has no opportunity to become implanted. If death- 

feigning is the less efficient of the two defensive patterns, one would 

expect it to be selected against and eventually lost through evolution. 

The fact that death-feigning still persists in the genus does not neces¬ 

sarily mean that it is of equal selective advantage with bluffing. It is 

my impression that death-feigning is a secondary pattern which is 

resorted to after bluffing has failed. This impression is a result of ad¬ 

mittedly limited field experience with the genus and is open to ques¬ 

tion. The entire problem needs much critical field investigation. 

The feeding behavior was nearly as perfectly developed as was the 

defensive behavior. In almost every instance the proffered toads were 

grasped and swallowed head first. However, it was not uncommon for 

two snakes to attempt to swallow the same toad. One young snake was 

almost eaten by another when the two met in the middle of a toad 

which both were swallowing. They had to be forcibly separated as 

neither would release the toad. Small toads were scarce at the time 

and all of the young snakes died after a month. Presumably they died 

of starvation although no emaciation was apparent. 

I would like to express my gratitude to Dr. Robert K. Selander of 

the Department of Zoology, The University of Texas, for critically 

reading the manuscript and for offering helpful suggestions. 
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Soil Forming Factors on the Llano Estacado: 

Parent Material, Time, and Topography 

by FREDERICK B. LOTSPEICH and JAMES R. COOVER 

Agricultural Research Service and 

Soil Conservation Service 

Climate and vegetation are dominant soil-forming factors in the 

genesis of zonal soils. However, it is generally recognized that texture 

of the parent material controls the texture of the soil because texture 

is a nearly permanent characteristic of soil; this is especially true in 

arid to semiarid regions. This discussion will consider the effects of 

parent material on the broad textural zonation of the soils of the Llano 

Estacado as modified by the factors of time and topography. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE AREA 

Llano Estacado is a Spanish term for that portion of the Great Plains 

physiographic province south of the Canadian River (Fenneman, 

1931:6-9) that lies in eastern New Mexico and adjoining Texas. It is 

bounded on the west by the Pecos Valley and on the east by the Roll¬ 

ing Plains (Fig. 1); on the south it merges with the Edwards Plateau 

without the distinct scarp that is a distinguishing feature of the west, 

north, and east boundaries. Elevation ranges from 2500 feet in the 

southeast to 5000 feet in the northwest. 

This unique physiographic unit encompasses an area of about 20,000 

square miles and measures 250 miles north and south and about 125 

miles from east to west. Throughout this large area the surface is re¬ 

markably flat and is virtually untouched by water erosion except along 

the escarpment where short re-entrant canyons extend several miles 

into the plain. The interior of the plain is entirely lacking in prominent 

topographic features. A layer of calcium carbonate, which underlies 

the soil of the entire area, hardens on exposure to the atmosphere and 

causes the ledges that flank the upland on the north, east, and west. 

The Llano Estacado is dotted by a large number of play as. These 

play as are more numerous where fine textured soils prevail but are 

present throughout the area. Some of these depressions may be con¬ 

nected and have an integrated drainage pattern but most of them have 

their own local interior drainage basin. 

7 
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF THE LLANO ESTACADO 

Although geological history usually occupies time periods too long 

to be considered in relating a given soil to genesis, the nature of soil 

parent material is frequently determined by its geological history. An 

understanding of the geological history of soil parent materials is help¬ 

ful in studies of pedogenesis; weathered products that have passed 

through several sedimentary cycles may have different properties than 

similar products formed during a single cycle. Erosional products from 

much of the stratigraphic column west of the Llano Estacado constitute 

the parent material from which the soils of this plateau have developed 

and, although the soils are Pleistocene in age, parent materials date 

hack to the Permian. 

At depths of several hundred feet, the entire plateau is underlain by 

Permian sediments composed of several thousand feet of red shales and 

sandstones with local beds of gypsum and other evaporites (Sellards 

et. al^ 1932: 180-185). Triassic beds varying in thickness from several 

hundred to a few tens of feet, composed of sandstones and clays, un- 

conformably overlie the Permian. 

No Jurassic rocks are preserved in the Llano Estacado area, having 

been stripped off during subsequent periods of erosion. Most of the 
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Cretaceous sediments were also removed except in the southern part of 

the Llano Estacado where Brand (1953) has described Cretaceous 

rocks outcropping around some of the deeper lakes. 

During the Laramide revolution, erosion was removing sediments of 

the Cordilleran geosyncline and spreading them eastward. Ultimately 

the crystalline core of the uplift was exposed from which the present 

day Rocky Mountains were carved. 

Increasing aridity toward the end of the Tertiary Period resulted in 

the eastward flowing streams becoming overloaded and depositing 

their sediments near the mountains (Johnson, 1901). During the Plio¬ 

cene these streams filled their valleys with debris and spread sediments 

laterally in broad coalescing fans as desiccation continued. Eventually 

these overloaded, interlacing streams formed the deposits from which 

the Great Plains developed. None of the eastward flowing streams 

south of the Canadian River persisted because they were captured by 

the Pecos River flowing southward along the foot of the Southern 

Rocky Mountains. The capture by the Pecos permitted that portion of 

the plains south of the Canadian, now the Llano Estacado, to remain 

virtually undissected whose surface conforms to that deposited by the 

aggrading streams during Pliocene. 

PARENT MATERIAL AND TIME 

Pleistocene Deposits 

Although the surface of the Llano Estacado conforms to the Ogallala 

surface, the present day soils are believed to be formed from mid- 

Pleistocene deposits. Small areas of Nebraskan deposits are described 

by Evans and Meade (1944) who positively dated them from fossils, 

but these deposits are unimportant as soil parent material. These 

workers also describe a more recent deposit as Kansan in age, but this 

unit is also only of local importance. Nearly all of the soils on the 

Llano Estacado have formed from the eolian sediment called “Cover- 

Sands” by Frye and Leonard (1957b). These sediments overlie both 

the Nebraskan and Kansan deposits and are described as being Yar- 

mouthian and Illinoian in age. Closer dating is impossible because of 

the paucity of fossils. The only positive dating of these sediments is 

that they can be bracketed between Kansan and Wisconsinan deposits' 

that contain characteristic fossil assemblages for these time intervals. 

Frye and Leonard (1957a) have marshalled evidence, based on eco¬ 

logical interpretation of molluscan faunas, that both the interglacial 

Yarmouthian and glacial Illinoian were much drier than the preced¬ 

ing periods of the Pleistocene. They reasoned that during this pro- 
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longed, intense, desiccation, southwesterly winds deposited these 

“Cover Sands’" as a uniform blanket across the whole plateau. These 

sands probably had their origin in the Pecos Valley which was then 

actively eroding and collecting the red sediments of earlier geologic 

age. An additional source might well be the southwestern portion of 

the Llano Estacado itself because much of this area has been denuded 

of the Ogallala formation and the material spread downwind to form 

a band of dune-like deposits (Evans and Meade, 1944). Huffington and 

Albritton (1941) describe red sands on the southwest portion of the 

Llano Estacado and correlate them with periods of canyon cutting in 

the Davis Mountains. The Judkins sands of Huffington and Albritton 

are apparently part of the “Cover Sands” of Frye and Leonard, and 

both groups concur that these sands are Pleistocene in age and orig¬ 

inated from valleys to the West. 

Eolian means of deposition is indicated by certain characteristics of 

these sands; they are well sorted, dominantly less than 0.5 mm in size, 

well rounded, frosted, and composed mostly of clear quartz grains. 

These deposits also show a gradation in particle size from southwest 

to northeast, becoming finer to the northeastward. Samples from a 40- 

foot drainage well near Amarillo do not contain sand coarser than .200 

mm whereas soil to the southwest contains abundant sand from 0.50 

to .200 mm in diameter. 

Time is required for soil forming processes to alter parent material 

to a soil. Generally, soils of the Llano Estacado have well-expressed 

horizons indicating that they have been in place for a long time and 

have approached equilibrium with their environment. These soils have 

been forming for a long time. The dominant expression of pedogenesis 

is not mineral weathering but well developed soil horizons reflecting 

the accumulation of organic matter, the translocation of clay and 

CaCOs, and the development of structure. Buried soils of the Llano 

Estacado are probably one to two hundred thousand years old as corre¬ 

lated with geologic evidence. However, parent materials of the upper¬ 

most soils are much younger and are of the order of thousands of years. 

Wendorf (1961) presents evidence to show that climates of the past 

12,000 years have varied significantly from cool humid to warm and 

dry. Dry cycles would permit accretion of eolian sediments which 

would be stabilized during moist periods when soil forming processes 

would be accelerated. 

Present Day Soil Pattern 

The regional pattern of surface soil texture is presented by figure 2. ! 

This figure is based on a map by Carter (1931) and an unpublished 
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map of SCS and textural data from fifty samples of surface soil 

selected at random to cover the entire area. 

Clay and silt increase toward the north and east at the expense of 

total sand. In the southwestern part of the plain, silt is at a minimum, 

usually less than 10 per cent. Nearly equal proportions of sand, silt, 

and clay occur in a broad strip of soil extending northwestward from 

east of Lubbock tO' the north scarp. This broad textural pattern is in 

conformity with the soil pattern presented by Carter (1931) and the 

map of eolian deposits prepared by Thorp and Smith (1952) and sug¬ 

gests that the dominant source of sediment was from the west and 

southwest. 

Three areas not related to the general textural pattern are repre¬ 

sented in Figure 2. One of these is a nearly bare caliche strip 10 to 30 

miles wide from south of Portales to near Hobbs, New Mexico. A sand 

dune area, composed of about 95 per cent sand, extends from the west¬ 

ern scarp eastward between Clovis and Portales, New Mexico, to 

northeast of Littlefield, Texas. Another dune area of similar texture 

lies north of Plains, Texas. The bare caliche was probably stripped by 

the wind of any cover it may have had and the material carried east 

and northeast. Both sand dune areas are relatively small compared to 

the total area of other soils of the Llano Estacado. 

Fig. 2. Texfural zonation of fhe soils of fhe Llano Estocado. 
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Broadly speaking, the soil pattern conforms to the textural distribu¬ 

tion of the eolian sediments when allowances are made for local re¬ 

working by wind, sheetwash, and the effects of topography. Multiple 

sources of sediments are suggested by buried horizon in the Pullman 

soils that have been described by soil scientists.^ Zircon-tourmaline 

ratios from a Pullman profile, calculated by the senior author, confirms 

the presence of a different material that conforms to the field descrip¬ 

tion of the buried horizon. The parent material for these buried soils 

was the top of the red “Cover Sands” of Frye and Leonard (1957b) or 

the fine textured facies of the Judkins sand described by Huffington 

and Albritton (1941). Wisconsinan sediments overlie the “Cover 

Sands” in depressions and have been described and dated by Frye and 

Leonard (1957b). 

Brown (1956) describes a sequence of buried soils on the northeast¬ 

ern edge of the plain and assigns geologic ages to each soil correspond¬ 

ing to glacial and interglacial periods. A similar alternation of calcium 

carbonate layers with layers containing much less carbonate were 

noted in the deep well mentioned earlier. Such buried soils are reflec¬ 

tions of changing conditions of sedimentation in the past. Recent sands 

described by Huffington and Albritton (1941) and Melton (1940) are 

not red in color even though they are derived from nearby red source 

materials. The authors ascribe the light colors of recent sands to re¬ 

moval of the iron oxide coating during abrasion by the eolian processes 

and to removal of the red-colored fines by wind sorting. 

Red sands in the southwestern part of the plateau have a thin cover¬ 

ing of lighter colored sands. It has generally been thought that this 

uppermost layer was simply the leached horizon of the underlying red 

sand, but examination of fresh cuts near Hobbs discloses the red soil 

overlain by stratified sand with a sharp contact. It seems probable that 

this uppermost sand layer is of a more recent age than the underlying 

sandy clay loam and corresponds to the Monahans sands of Huffington 

and Albritton. 

In the northeastern part of the Llano Estacado the modern soil over- 

lying the red buried soil is generally grayish brown in color, suggesting 

a different parent material from that of the buried soil. Flint (1957: 

188), in a discussion of loess, concludes that wind directions during the 

glacial advances were much the same as today, dominantly NW, W, 

and SW in this latitude. Therefore, these winds could remove fines 

from an arid source area in the west or southwest. This deposit would 

he the fine facies of the Monahans sand, but this does not adequately 

explain the thickness of the modern soil. 

1 E. H. Templin, official soil descriptions used by Soil Conservation Service. 
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Geologists and soil scientists have also described loess deposits in the 

northern Panhandle of Texas ( Frye and Leonard, 1951; Thorp et. al^ 

1951). This loess probably originated to the north or northwest be¬ 

cause the deposits became thinner southward from the outwash 

streams that were draining the alpine glaciers of the Rocky Mountains. 

Some of this loess probably contributed to the modern soil parent 

material. 

Another possible source of fine material in the north and northeast 

is the large number of play as. Many of these basins record an episode 

of deposition and a later one of deflation (Frye and Leonard, 1957b). 

The period of deposition corresponds to the pluvial cycle of early Wis- 

consinan during which both alluvial and eolian sediments were being 

deposited in the playa basins. During late Wisconsinan a dry cycle 

started and the depressions were deepened by deflation processes and 

the fines spread downwind. A possible explanation for the absence of 

the A horizons of the buried soil is that, during this dry cycle, the 

friable surface soil was partially eroded and mixed with the deflation 

products and loess from the north and northwest to form the mantle 

from which the modern soil has developed. 

Soil Color 

Soil color varies from reds on the western edge, where sands dom¬ 

inate, to dark grayish brown on the northeastern part where silty clay 

loam soils are the rule. Parent material appears to be an important 

factor determining soil color because most of the material from which 

the soil has formed has a red or brown coloration and the base color 

of the soil is independent of climate. 

Soils of the llano Estacado have been placed in the Reddish Brown 

and Reddish Chestnut great soil groups (Anonymous, 1938, p. 1085- 

1094). Hues of the surface soils vary from 7.5YR in the south to lOYR 

in the north and northeast. The deeper horizons become redder, 5YR 

to 2.5YR, for much of the sandy soils, but hue for the modem soil in 

the zone of silty clay loam does not get redder than 7.5YR except for 

the buried horizon which is 5YR^. The thickness of the horizons with 

the reddish color, and the abrupt color change at the top of the buried 

horizon, suggests that much of the color is derived from the parent ma¬ 

terial and is not the result of soil-forming process. Pedogenesis may 

have intensified the color, but under the semiarid climate this does not 

seem probable because truly red soils forming today are in tropical 

regions. Thorp, et al. (1951) conclude that, unless a soil had formed 

2 Official soil descriptions used by Soil Conservation Service. 
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from a red parent material, soil color is rarely more red than lOYR 

unless they are older than Wisconsinan. Our conclusion is that the red 

hues prevalent in the soils of Llano Estacado are derived chiefly from 

the red parent materials from which they have formed. 

EFFECTS OF TOPOGRAPHY 

Topographic Expression of Texture 

In the southwest a dune topography prevails that changes gradually 

to broad slopes with narrow ridges in the central portion of the plateau 

to flat in the northeast. This variation in surface configuration is dis¬ 

tinctly separated from that caused by the innumerable play as. Where 

sandy textures prevail, excluding dune areas, the surface is undulating 

with the ridges and swales tending to be rather evenly spaced. Slopes 

are moderately short and steep, but water erosion is not a serious prob¬ 

lem because of the high intake rates. As textures become finer, slopes 

are longer although the ridges are still narrow and the general aspect 

is not nearly as billowy. 

Where silty clay loam soils dominate there is little relief between 

playa basins; the surface appears flat, although an instrument will 

detect a general slope to the southeast. These fine textured soils have a 

low permeability but under native conditions were stabilized by the 

well developed sod that retarded erosion and the divides between 

playas are smooth. 

The mechanics of eolian sedimentation processes explain variations 

in topographic expression with changes in soil texture. Sands are trans¬ 

ported largely by rolling on the surface or by saltation hence tend to 

form dunes. Finer particles are transported by suspension in the air 

which allows them to travel much farther. Fine particles also tend to 

be angular and resist rolling; they must be picked up bodily before 

being moved from a source area resulting in a smooth surface without 

hummocks or ridges. Vegetation is also a factor because sand tends to 

support tall grasses and shrubs which form foci for sand deposition, 

whereas the fine textured soils support short grasses that provide con¬ 

ditions for deposition as smooth surfaces. 

Soil Patterns Caused by Local Topography 

Each of the larger playas has enough relief associated with it to 

cause a concentric soil pattern to develop. Figure 3 portrays a typical 

soil pattern associated with playas in areas where fine textured soils 

prevail. This pattern is caused by two factors, deposition in the depres¬ 

sion, and erosion of the shallow soils on the rims of the playa. 
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HIGH CLAY CONTENT. 

DERIVED FROM SUR¬ 
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Fig. 3. Soil pattern surrounding a typicol playa in fhs clay loam soil near Amarillo, 

Texas. 

Many of the playas do not have the bench immediately above the 

lake bottom; this is especially true for the smaller depressions. The soil 

along the rim of the playa is usually calcareous to or near the surface 

because more rapid erosion is exposing the highly calcareous material 

underlying the zonal soil. Even very small depressions contain finer 

textured soils than the surrounding area, without the intermediate soil 

pattern. 

Most of the playas have similar patterns but the specific soil series 

will vary, depending on the textural area in which it is located. The 

soil in the center of the playa is usually finer in texture than the sur¬ 

rounding soil because the fines are continually being added to the lake 

bottom from the slopes of the drainage basin. Erosion is active on the 

periphery of the depression and has retarded normal soil development; 

therefore, soils along the upper edge of the depressions are usually 

shallow and more permeable than either the lake bottom or the sur¬ 

rounding soil. 

Total area of the lake bottoms constitute a relatively small percent¬ 

age of the total area of the region; however, the area influenced by the 

playas is several times this percentage, hence becomes a significant por¬ 

tion of the total. Linear soil patterns are also present as strips parallel 

to the draws and shallow canyons that extend into the Llano Estacado 

from the scarps. The soil pattern along these draws is related to 
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changes in parent material as erosion removes the zonal soil and ex¬ 

poses the underlying material. 

A feature of many playas is the presence of a dune on the southeast, 

east, and northeast rim. Such dunes do not usually occur where silty 

clay loam soil textures prevail, although there are many more playas 

in this textural class. However, in the areas of sandy to clay loam soils, 

nearly every playa has an associated dune composed of sand and cal¬ 

careous aggregates of silty to sandy clay texture. The soil formed on 

the dunes is much lighter in color and lacks distinct horizons in con¬ 

trast to the surrounding soil. 

SUMMARY 

The mantle of the Llano Estacado is characterized by a textural 

gradation from loamy sands in the southwest to silty clays in the ex¬ 

treme northeast. Although the generally smooth topography is con¬ 

trolled by the underlying Ogallala formation, the soils have developed 

from an eolian parent material deposited on the Ogallala surface. This 

parent material was derived from older sedimentary rocks, dating back 

to the Permian, and has passed through more than one cycle of weath¬ 

ering, erosion, and deposition. These erosional products were con¬ 

tributed by valleys to the west and southwest and deposited during 

arid interglacial periods of middle and late Pleistocene. This has re¬ 

sulted in several sequences of deposition separated by periods of soil 

development. The parent material of the uppermost soil, in the north¬ 

eastern one-third of the plateau, is believed to contain loess from the 

north and deflation products from the many playas dotting the Llano 

Estacado. As evidenced by the well expressed horizons and carbonate 

zones, age of the soils is sufficient for them to have come to near equi¬ 

librium with their environment. 

Nature of the transporting agents and repeated cycles of the sedi¬ 

mentary sequence have resulted in a well-sorted parent material con¬ 

taining well-rounded sand grains. Textural gradation of the eolian 

mantle is the dominant factor controlling the broad soil pattern. Parent 

material tends to dominate as a factor of soil formation under the vary¬ 

ing but limited rainfall of the Llano Estacado because soil forming 

processes are less intense under these conditions as compared to a 

humid climate. 

Local soil patterns are primarily related to topography because of 

erosion and selective sorting within the watershed of each topographic 

feature. Erosion on the rims of the playas results in a shallow soil when 

fines are removed and causes the appearance of caliche at or near the 
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surface as the underlying material is exposed. The lake bottoms are 

poorly drained because of the clayey character of the soil. This results 

in a water-logged soil during wet weather. 
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International Significance of Creative 

Inventiveness of Gulf State Pioneers in 

Food Preservation and Refrigeration^ 

by W. R. WOOLRICH 

The University of Texas 

Preservation of perishable foods has been an urgent problem of all 

civilizations since the dawn of human history. Over the centuries four 

methods to preserve food might be catalogued; namely, (a) drying or 

evaporation, (b) pickling, (c) sterilized canning, and (d) chilling in¬ 

cluding freezing. As homely exhibits of each of these procedures, the 

observer might note available meat products illustrating all four meth¬ 

ods; “jerked” beef, pickled pigs feet, canned chicken and frozen steaks. 

A multitude of examples of each process are exhibited in other perish¬ 

able food categories such as the preserved fruits, fish, eggs, dairy prod¬ 

ucts, and nuts. To bring our history up to the current hour, it would 

be well to present nuclear radiation as a preserving discovery. This is 

a sterilization procedure, however, and is generally recognized as com¬ 

plementary to the other processes. 

The Gulf Region of the United States has had an interesting role, 

international in scope, in the advancement of food preservation and 

health improvement. This area was settled by people who generally 

had migrated from the temperate or colder zones where nature dealt 

more kindly with the perishable food supply. As a matter of record, the 

present population of the Gulf Region includes more blonde race peo¬ 

ple than has ever before in world history taken up their permanent 

residence at relatively low elevations so near the equatorial zones. 

For the first one hundred years there was evidence that the Gulf 

Coast Region residents were fighting a losing battle. Hookworm, ma¬ 

laria, yellow fever, dysentery and similar tropical diseases took a 

heavy life toll and slowed up their gait. British and European writers 

repeatedly reported the Southerner of the United States was slow and 

lacked both energy and leadership. These writers usually assigned 

this “slothfulness” to the heat and even declared that the “leadership 

of the nations the world over would be resident where cool climates 

prevail.” 

1 Paper presented to the Texas Academy of Science, Galveston, Texas on 9 De¬ 

cember, 1961. 

18 
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In this fight for reducing the death rate and raising the material pro¬ 

ductivity of the South, the medical profession must be given first rating 

by conquering the aforementioned diseases. Contemporary with these 

men were an interesting group of scientists, inventors, and men of 

good will and common sense who lived and worked in the Gulf Coast 

Region and made remarkable accomplishments for the residents of 

the South and the world. 

A large percentage of these men lived and worked in Texas and 

Louisiana. In the national picture most of their names have gone un¬ 

sung. This can be explained because they worked during the years of 

intense rivalry between the North and the South. The South had no 

technical press, and the North seldom published any item that was 

complimentary to the people of the cornbread states. Most of the data 

presented herewith have been gleaned from the daily papers of Gal¬ 

veston, San Antonio, Dallas, Shreveport and New Orleans published 

prior to 1880. 

The historical notes presented herewith have been given some na¬ 

tional and international significance in recent publications by the 

writer. As a major portion of these inventions and discoveries were 

indigenous to Texas, it would seem fitting to preserve these brief biog¬ 

raphies in the Texas Journal of Science for permanent record. 

The processing of food for long-term storage made little progress 

in the hot climates of the world prior to the nineteenth century. Even 

as late as the twentieth century there were many examples in our 

Gulf States of more than forty per cent of annual loss of perishable 

foodstuffs. Much of this loss in the twentieth century was due to im¬ 

proper processing, poor marketing procedures, and inadequate cold or 

freezer storage. 

It was in the South and Southwest that necessity mothered inven¬ 

tion, especially for health protection and energy upbuilding of the in¬ 

habitants in the hot humid climates. Complementary to these im¬ 

portant reasons, it must be recognized that the new procedures adopted 

greatly improved the conservation of our perishable crops and prod¬ 

ucts. This contributed greatly to improving the industrial and agri¬ 

cultural economy and gave rise to the advancement of the Gulf States 

to their present improved position. 

Two of the most significant ‘‘breakthroughs” in the early critical 

period of the Gulf States came before the Civil War. In Apalachicola, 

Florida, Dr. John Gorrie invented and commercially operated the 

world’s first mechanical refrigeration machine, made ice for the hos¬ 

pital ice packs and cooled the hospital rooms for the relief of his yellow 

fever patients. In Galveston, Texas, Gail Borden, the Collector of the 
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Port of the Texas Republic, turned his spare time to an experimental 

search for some method of utilizing the hundreds of thousands of 

pounds of beef available at two cents per pound on the Texas ranges. 

He came up with a beef biscuit and a beef extract that were forerun¬ 

ners of his later developments in the production of condensed milk 

which significantly changed the economy of the dairy industry in 

North America. 

Dr. Gorrie’s invention was applauded by British scientists but ridi¬ 

culed by both the American press and the natural ice shippers of New 

England and the Midwest. He died a broken man, a martyr to his 

unselfishness at the age of 51. 

Mr. Gail Borden’s meat products were rejected by the U. S. Patent 

Office, but drew acclaim and the Highest Award from judges of the 

London Worlds Fair of 1851 as the first true extract to be produced 

from beef. Although near bankruptcy when he returned to Galveston 

from London, he set about to obtain a patent on his condensed milk. 

By persistence and a demonstration in a Shaker Colony Creamery in 

New York State, he emerged not only with a patent but also an order 

from the Federal Army that made him a millionaire before he could 

cross to the Confederate side to be with his family and friends. He was 

able to rise far above the opposition of his critics and died in Borden, 

Texas, at the age of 73, as a man of distinction. 

DR. JOHN GORRIE 1803-1855 

The inscriptions on a monument presented to the city of Apalachi¬ 

cola, Florida, April 30,1900 read: 

“Dr. John Gorrie born at Charleston, S. C., October 3, 1803, died at 

Apalachicola June 29,1855. 

“Inventor of the ice machine and refrigeration as described in his 

patent No. 8080 August 22,1850. 

“A pioneer who devoted his talents to the benefit of mankind.” 

In 1914 a statue was erected in his honor in Statuary Hall in the 

United States Capitol by the State of Florida as one of its two most 

distinguished pioneer citizens in recognition of his pioneer contribution 

to refrigeration and air cooling. 

Dr. Gorrie graduated from the College of Physicians and Surgeons 

of the Western District of the State of New York, Fairfield, New York, 

in 1827. While at medical school he gave Columbia, South Carolina, 

as his home. 

After a period of graduate internship, he settled in Apalachicola in 

1833, apparently upon the urging of his close friend and counselor, 

John C. Calhoun, who was greatly interested in the hospitalization of 

U. S. sailors afflicted with malaria and yellow fever. Dr. Gorrie took 
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a contract with the United States to care for the sick and injured sailors 

in the Marine Hospital that had been established at Apalachicola, 

From 1834 to 1838 Gorrie also served as Postmaster and as a mem¬ 

ber and Chairman of the City Council of Apalachicola. Later he was 

named the city treasurer and given the commission to supervise the 

draining of swamps around Apalachicola and expanding the hospital 

facilities. 

In 1838, he married Caroline Frances Beeman and had one son and 

one daughter. The son, a brilliant young attorney, died right after the 

Civil War but the daughter, Sarah, has descendants living in Florida 

and New York. 

The Apalachicola daily paper in 1844 reported his development of 

a refrigeration machine. Evidently, even at this early date he was 

cooling two special hospital rooms in an addition to his home to care 

for critical fever patients. The report shows that he also equipped his 

refrigeration machine to make small quantities of ice to be used in case 

of emergencies when the steamship deliveries of ice from Boston were 

delayed. Thus, he can be considered as the pioneer in developing the 

first refrigeration machine to produce ice and to cool rooms for com¬ 

mercial usage. 

One of the Gorrie machines was purchased by engineers in Great 

Britain where it was subjected to thorough testing under the direction 

of Sir William Siemans. A most favorable report was published in the 

Proceedings of the Civil Engineers of Great Britain. This gave it inter¬ 

national recognition as the first commercial refrigeration machine. 

Dr. Gorrie actually applied for his patent on March 16, 1849, and 

received it from the U. S. on May 6, 1851. He was granted a British 

patent on August 22, 1850. His model machine, U. S. Patent No. 8080, 

is on display in the Smithsonian Institution in Washington. 

Dr. Gorrie died in 1855 a broken man. The last 4 years of his life 

were most frustrating and he succumbed under the distressing circum¬ 

stances of unfair criticism, bitter sarcasm, and financial reverses. 

Dr. Gorrie’s best known scientific treatise was published the year 

of his death, 1855, in the New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, 

“On the Nature of Malaria and Prevention of its Morbid Agency.” 

In 1935, the John Gorrie Memorial Foundation was launched for 

the purpose of carrying out a nation-wide drive for a cancer hospital 

which was dedicated at Apalachicola. 

GAIL BORDEN 180I-1874 

Gail Borden was born in Norwich, New York, November 6th, 1801 

and died in Borden, Texas, January 11th, 1874. The family moved to 
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Covington, Kentucky, when Gail was 13 years of age but the family 

stay in Kenutcky was short as they decided to move down the Ohio 

to Madison, Indiana. 

In 1822 Thomas H. Borden, who had done some land surveying, 

secured an assignment to do land surveys in the State of Mississippi. 

Up to this date the health of the younger brother Gail had not been 

good, and Thomas and the parents decided it would be well for him 

to live in a warmer climate. The brother surveying team left Madison 

by river boat for Mississippi, and what proved to be other exciting 

adventures. 

In 1828, while the two Bordens were on a visit in New Orleans, they 

were introduced to some of the band of the “300 to go and help Texas.” 

Thomas H. Borden soon qualified for the adventure but Gail’s stature 

and health made it advisable for him to remain behind and finish the 

Mississippi surveys. During his six years in Mississippi he had quali¬ 

fied as a County Surveyor and a United States Deputy Surveyor as 

well as a rural school teacher. 

One year later his brother sent for him to come to Texas. Upon ar¬ 

rival he was put in charge of the land surveys of the San Felipe Colony. 

In 1833 he was elected a delegate to the 1833 Convention that was to 

petition the Mexican Government for separation. 

At San Felipe the Borden Brothers set up the newspaper office to 

print the Telegraph and Texas Land Register. Shortly afterward 

General Sam Houston named the Telegraph and Texas Land Register 

the official newspaper of the armed forces of Texas Colonies. The 

Alamo action at San Antonio and the eastern movement of Santa Anna 

toward the San Felipe Colony made it necessary to move on to Houston 

and set up on the Buffalo bayou. Before the Battle of San Jacinto the 

Mexican Forces captured the printing presses of Bordens and sank 

them in the Bayou. 

With Texas independence assured after San Jacinto, General Hous¬ 

ton appointed Gail Borden Collector of the Port of Texas for the Re¬ 

public. The Collector of the Galveston Port of the new nation had few 

duties and the Government had limited funds. He took up additional 

employment to complete the first surveys to lay out the City of Gal¬ 

veston, then served as the agent for Galveston and then as the agent 

for the Galveston City Company. 

Borden became interested in the beef economy of the Texas ranges 

and ranches. In his spare hours he worked on experiments to produce 

concentrated beef extracts and dehydrated beef biscuits. He envisioned 

these as marketable to soldiers and frontier travelers but neither group 

seemed impressed. The U. S. Army Quartermaster would have none 
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of it and the U. S. Patent Office refused his application. However, he 

did have the satisfaction that the active explorer of the Arctic, Dr. 

Elisha Kent Kane, carried Borden’s pemmican to the Arctic Circle as 

the meat source for his men. 

Convinced that he had a great product he exhibited his product at 

the Worlds Fair in London in 1851 and received the Highest Award 

for his beef extract. They announced Borden’s product as a new dis¬ 

covery in meat and meat juice concentration, a feat which Europeans 

had previously failed to accomplish. 

He returned to Galveston a near bankrupt man, but he was de¬ 

termined to try milk concentrate using some of his tried and tested 

principles he had used in meat juice concentration. By a vacuum 

process he produced his first successful milk concentrate, and again 

applied to the U. S. Patent Office. 

His previous experience convinced him that it would take a pilot 

plant demonstration to prove that his process really constituted inven¬ 

tion. He contacted a Shaker Creamery group in the State of New York 

and successfully demonstrated his new product. He not only secured 

his U. S. Patent, but the U. S. Federal Army placed such a large order 

that he remained in the North to establish a larger plant in New York 

and a new plant in the dairy land area at Elgin, Illinois. 

The Civil War cut off his return for some months but when he did 

get back to Texas to establish a milk plant at Borden, Texas, he was 

able to wipe out his old indebtedness and have sufficient funds left to 

expanded his business nationally many fold. 

He extended his experiments to coffee, tea, cocoa and fruit juice 

concentrates with some success for special applications. He never was 

able, however, to convince Americans that his beef products were ac¬ 

ceptable in competition with the fresh products. A small abandoned 

plant site located a few miles west of Columbus, Texas, stands as mute 

evidence that Texans prefer their beef fresh and even a revered patriot 

of the Texas Republic could not convince them that an extract or a 

biscuit was a suitable substitute for Texas steaks. 

DANIEL LIVINGSTON HOLDEN 

Daniel Livingston Holden was the son of W. B. and Malinda Holden 

of Higginsport, Kentucky. Although he was associated with the firm 

of Mepes, Holden, Montgomery and Company, he served with the 

Confederacy as a Major in the Magnetic Signal Corps. After the war, 

Mepes, Holden, Montgomery and Company purchased a Carre Ab¬ 

sorption machine of D/2 ice-making capacity from Bujac and 

Girardie of New Orleans in 1866. 
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This Carre plant, like two others that had been delivered in the 

South during the war, was direct-fired. After one year of commercial 

production, Holden replaced the direct flame with a steam coil under 

the generator to obtain more uniform control of the ammonia evapora¬ 

tion. 

Holden’s second improvement on the Carre machine, which he 

made because of the high percentage of impurities in San Antonio 

water, was the use of distilled water. This resulted not only in the 

absence of chemical solid impurities which concentrated in the center 

of the ice block, but also in elimination of air which gave clear ice. For 

nearly 50 years after this commercial demonstration, most American 

ice plants were designed for distilled water operation. 

In this same year, 1866, with his Philadelphia partnership, he ac¬ 

quired the patents of Professor P. H. Van Der Weyde of Philadelphia 

for a compression unit. This unit used a mixture of naptha and petro¬ 

leum ether as a refrigerant with the trade name of “chemogene.” 

In 1867, Holden wrote, “The only two concerns in the ice machine 

manufacturing business in America are the Carre interests and my¬ 

self.” 

The daily paper of San Antonio reported the following year: “No 

less than three companies are in a position to furnish ice in this city.” 

According to the U. S. Census this was half as many machines as were 

operating commercially on that date in the entire United States. 

Van Der Weyde type machines with improvements were built and 

installed by Holden by 1869 in Memphis, Tennessee; Galveston, Bon¬ 

ham, and Houston, Texas; Mobile, Alabama; and Charleston, South 

Carolina. 

Holden’s success in San Antonio by his improvement of the Carre 

absorption machines was immediately reflected when the Louisiana 

Ice Works ordered six 10-ton machines of the Carre type to be built 

in shops of Sylvester Bennet, Gretna, Louisiana. D. L. Holden of San 

Antonio and H. D. Stratton, another Philadelphian, were hired to act 

as consultants, and Frances DeCoppet of New Orleans was also em¬ 

ployed in this enterprise. 

D. L. Holden’s later years were spent in Pennsylvania and Texas 

operating ice plants and continuing his consulting practice. In 1871, 

he is credited with installing and operating in partnership with his 

brothers, who had become residents of Texas, a complete Holden-Van 

Der Weyde compression system in an abbattoir at Fulton, Texas. This 

unit was used to chill and cure beef and was evidently the first me¬ 

chanically operated abattoir in the United States. 

In this enterprise Holden was associated with Col. George W. Fulton 
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and his two son-in-laws, who were brothers of D. L. Holden. The 

Fulton and Victoria area in 1871 had developed an extensive beef 

canning and hide trade. The associated Holden and Fulton interests 

were the first to introduce refrigerated storage into the national beef 

slaughtering enterprise in the United States. 

D. L. Holden patents in refrigeration, especially on his so-called 

“regealed” system of ice making by which a flake type of ice was pro¬ 

duced, netted him a contract to install his system in a large eastern 

brewery. He established his home back in Philadelphia as a consulting 

engineer in ice manufacture. 

ANDREW MUHL 1831-1892 

Andrew Muhl was born February 17, 1831 in Paris, France, of Al¬ 

satian parentage. He died January 15, 1892 in Waco, Texas, and was 

buried in Holy Cross Cemetery, Waco, Texas. 

Muhl attended college in Paris, France, and learned the machinist 

and locksmith trade. He immigrated to the United States at the age 

of 34 to expand his opportunities in the technical field. 

After pursuing some inventions of his own origin in Washington 

and Atlanta for a short time, he moved to San Antonio, then the most 

active center of ice production in the United States. Muhl first engaged 

in helping to build an ice plant that had been designed by others; then, 

with the assistance of a Mr. Paggi, he constructed a plant of his own 

design, which operated successfully from 1867 to 1880. 

In 1866 he married Miss Josephine Fischer of San Antonio. To this 

union thirteen children were born. 

That towns of the South vied for possession of an ice plant within 

their city limits is revealed in an interesting news item clipped from 

the San Antonio Herald, May 6,1869, which read as follows: 

“We learn that Messrs. Muhl and Paggi of this city have been 

engaged to take one of their ice machines to Austin, Texas, to run 

it for the benefit of the people of that one horse town. This will 

not interfere with San Antonio’s prevailing arrangements for 

mint juleps.” 

In 1871 Muhl moved to Waco, Texas, and established an ice plant 

of his own design, which he personally directed until 1881. 

Muhl received U. S. Patent No. 121,188 on December 12, 1871, and 

U. S. Patent No. 146,267 on January 6, 1874; the latter included an 

air conditioning system for buildings. 

A brief description of the Muhl Patent Ice Machine is given in 
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Scientific American, August 17, 1872. A further description is given 

in the 1911 Columbus Iron Works’ Catalog which states: 

“In 1873, the Columbus Iron Works Company entered into a con¬ 

tract with Andrew Muhl for the manufacture of MuhFs Patent 

Ice Machine using ether as a refrigerant and during the same 

period erected one at Montgomery, Alabama. A second machine 

was erected in Cuba in 1874 but found not profitable.” 

At Waco, Andrew Muhl established an ice plant of his own inven¬ 

tion at the site that was later to be the power plant location of the 

Citizens Street Railway Company. He followed this by establishing 

the Star Foundry and Iron Works in Waco and continued to build 

ice plants. His last industrial enterprise was an ice plant built at 

Temple, Texas. 

He was a resident of Waco in 1892 when he died. He was buried in 

Waco and is survived by a number of direct descendants who reside 

in that city. 

Andrew Muhl must be numbered as one of America’s earliest, most 

creative and active inventors in refrigeration and air conditioning. 

DAVID BOYLE 1837-189I 

David Boyle was born in Johnstown, Scotland, October 31, 1837. He 

served his apprenticeship as a grocery clerk. He immigrated to Mobile, 

Alabama in November, 1859, where he found employment in a 

grocery. 

He secured a catalog of Seibe and Company, London, who had taken 

on the manufacture of the Harrison refrigeration compressors of 

Australia. He ordered a machine, but a year passed without delivery. 

Then Mr. Boyle engaged an attorney in London and recovered his 

money. 

Boyle heard of the work of Martin and Beath in California and, in 

July 1869, he moved with his family to San Francisco where he spent 

considerable time in the technical library of Mechanics Institute. 

After noting the discouraging results of the Martin-Beath trials, he 

turned to designing an ammonia compressor following ideas he had 

acquired by observation and study. He applied immediately for a 

patent on his design and was awarded U. S. Patent No. 128,448 on 

June 25,1872. 

Boyle moved his family back to New Orleans in November, 1872, 

and started construction of a machine of one-ton ice-making capacity. 

He opened negotiations to install it in Jefferson, Texas. Then, with the 

machine half built, he moved it to Jefferson on June 1, 1873, and de- 
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pended upon the machine shops of Jefferson and Nacogdoches, Texas 

for his machine completion. By personally working every daylight 

hour, he was able to put the machine in operation in October, 1873, 

with successful production. 

The winter of 1873-74 was spent in adjusting the machine and 

putting it into better mechanical condition. When the plant again 

operated in the spring of 1874, it is reported to have produced a high 

grade of transparent ice. This attracted a number of Midwestern men 

who were interested in finding a satisfactory ice manufacture machine 

which might be built in American shops. Unfortunately, this first 

Boyle machine was lost in a fire in the summer of 1874. 

After forming a partnership with W. B. Bushnell with the firm 

name of D. Boyle and Company, the two men tried briefly to set up 

shop at Quincy, Illinois. Late in 1875, Boyle and Bushnell prevailed 

upon R. T. Crane to build the Boyle Compressors in the Crane Shops 

in Chicago. An 1876 Crane Company record reveals that: 

“Two entries were made to the effect that one 1000 pound ice 

machine was made for Colonel Baker and one 5000 pound ice 

machine was made for the Capitol Ice Company. In 1877 another 

entry was made for an ice machine for Richard King and E. D, 

Baker. In 1878 an entry shows another machine for Richard 

King.” 

One of these machines, built in 1876, was on display at the Cen¬ 

tennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876. The Capitol Ice Company 

order was delivered to the Capitol Ice Company of Austin, Texas, and 

produced high grade ice for many years. The orders for Colonel Baker 

and Richard King were for South Texas; Mr. King, of the King Ranch, 

and his co-workers were interested in refrigeration of meat and in 

production of ice. 

The Boyle Ice Machine Company was the principal builder of am¬ 

monia compression machines from 1876 to 1884, during which period 

approximately 200 of the larger ice and brewery plants of the United 

States were equipped. 

David Boyle resigned from the Boyle Ice Machine Company in 1884 

and went back to Mobile, Alabama, to take up refrigeration work, 

which was less demanding upon his time and energy. He died in 

Mobile on June 25,1891. 

David Boyle contributed more to the early machine development of 

commercial ammonia compressors than any other one man in the 

United States and he preceded Linde of Germany by nearly two years. 

Boyle’s approach was that of an experimental mechanic, while Linde 

announced his theoretical designs, then subsequently had machines 
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built to his specifications and established his patent claims after those 

of Boyle. The U. S. Linde patent on ammonia compressors is dated 

1880. For relative dating there is evidence that Linde’s first work in 

the refrigeration field was in 1873-1874. 

DR. HENRY PEYTON HOWARD 1829-I913 

Henry Peyton Howard was born May 29, 1829 in Washington, 

D. C., spent most of his active life in San Antonio and died in Dallas, 

Texas, in 1913. He was buried in San Antonio, Texas. 

Dr, Howard was of Maryland stock; three of the Howard family 

had served as Governors of Maryland. In 1846 at the age of 17, H. P. 

Howard arrived in Galveston with a special message to Sam Houston 

from General Wool of the War Department in Washington. General 

Houston appointed him a Lieutenant in the Army of the Republic of 

Texas. 

Later Howard returned to Washington and entered Columbian Uni¬ 

versity (now George Washington University). He graduated as a 

Doctor of Medicine in 1853 and subsequently established his practice 

in San Antonio. 

In addition to practicing medicine in San Antonio, he organized a 

group of associates to set up an ox-cart transportation trucking firm 

to carry goods and supplies (including Boston Lake ice) from the Gulf 

Port of Indianola to San Antonio. The high cost of lake ice delivered 

in San Antonio resulted in a retail price of 10 cents per pound. The 

cost of beef—then a surplus commodity over the Indianola trail route 

—was 2 cents per pound for the better cuts. 

On an Eastern trip, Dr. Howard investigated the possibilities of 

shipping beef to the eastern markets. He contacted Wilson Bray of 

New York, who had developed a beef storage plant to keep beef frozen 

up to a six-month period prior to marketing. Bray demonstrated his 

plant located in a New York suburb, and Dr. Howard confidently 

purchased the Bray patent rights to be applied to a system for water 

shipment of frozen beef originating in Texas. 

In 1868, Dr. Howard acquired the steamship freighter, Agnes, to 

establish his initial beef transport route. He acquired a 25' x 50' cold 

storage room in New Orleans. He demonstrated that frozen beef could 

be safely shipped by presenting the sides of beef to hotels, hospitals, 

and selected charitable institutions of the New Orleans area. To climax 

his experiment which probably was the first successful shipment of 

slaughtered meat in world commerce, he presented a banquet of trans¬ 

ported beef to the notables of New Orleans in July 1869. The press 

reported in the Daily Picayune of New Orleans, Louisiana, July 13, 
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1869, page 1, columns 4 and 5, that the Howard shipment was a great 

success. 

This was an achievement of importance. At this very same time 

T. S. C. Lowe, who had successfully established a carbon dioxide re¬ 

frigeration plant in Dallas, Texas, was attempting an experimental 

shipment of beef from New York to New Orleans by the steamship 

William Taber. Unfortunately Lowe had selected and outfitted this 

steamship William Taber unaware that it could not make New Orleans 

with its cargo because of the shallow depth of the Mississippi channel. 

Dr. Howard’s interest was to move Southwestern beef to Eastern 

American markets. His 1869 success was followed by other shipments 

of frozen beef between American ports. This was not without its haz¬ 

ards, however, due to the then unpredictable Gulf tropical storms that 

resulted in destruction of some shipments. Several years passed before 

any successful shipments spanned the Atlantic but Dr. Howard’s 

demonstrations set the pattern and a subsequent race of many nations 

to successfully transport beef across the Atlantic. It was eight years 

later before both Argentine and Australian beef shipments to Great 

Britain established intercontinental movement of frozen beef as a 

commercial procedure for transport of perishable foods. 

THADDEUS S. C. LOWE 1832-I913 

Thaddeus S. C. Lowe was born in Jefferson, New Hampshire, 

August 20,1832, and died in 1913. 

Professor Lowe’s name is of rather short duration in the food re¬ 

frigeration and transport field. His greatest fame was in the construc¬ 

tion of military balloons and with these he had some spectacular suc¬ 

cess. In the development of military balloons he adopted carbon dioxide 

as a safe inflation gas. He relates that he started making CO2 machines 

in 1865. This led to his entering the promotional enterprise of carbon 

dioxide compressors for making icce and for refrigerating cold storage 

houses. 

The Dallas Herald of July 16, 1870, page 2, column 3 gives an ac¬ 

count of the Lowe process ice plant under title of ‘Tee, Ice-Snow- 

Balling in July in Texas”: 

“A few days ago a novel scene was witnessed at the new ice 

factory established upon the natural process adopted by Professor 

Lowe of New York. The great novelty, was, that the ice was 

frozen so hard, that the natural air surrounding it created a frost, 

similar to snow, which the boys gathered and used on each other 

as they do snow balls, and this in July in Texas. The process by 

which this ice is frozen, is precisely the same that nature uses in 
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its machinery, viz: extracting the caloric or heat from the air 

which surrounds the vessel holding the water, until it is frozen in 

blocks weighing from 150 to 200 pounds. There is no longer any 

doubt as to the fact of manufacturing ice in any and all the towns 

in the State, if the people desire it. We confidently endorse the 

process adopted by Professor Lowe, and predict that every city, 

and all the large towns in the State, will soon have their ice fac¬ 

tories furnishing the citizens this article, so essential to health and 

good living, especially as fortunes can be acquired by these who 

secure the machines. We are informed that there is a wide dif¬ 

ference between this process, and that heretofore used for the 

purpose, in this, that heretofore, the process used is to simply 

reduce the water to a freezing point, or a few degrees below, by 

surrounding it with salt water, while Prof. Lowe has ascertained, 

that carbonic acid gas, liquified, produces a temperature, if de¬ 

sired 150° below zero, thus freezing ice as hard as water can be 

frozen, and this too without any ingredient whatever being mixed, 

or coming into contact with the water, except the pure air, is 

shown by the thickness of the ice produced.” 

Brief sketches appear in the press of Lowe’s installations of carbon 

dioxide compressors at Jackson, Mississippi, as well as in Dallas. 

Whether the Agnes of Henry Peyton Howard or the William Taber 

under the direction of Professor Lowe would successfully transport 

chilled beef by steamship first created great excitement in the United 

States. The Taber was an unfortunate selection of a steamship for it 

was not discovered until after equipping it with refrigeration equip¬ 

ment that it drew too much water for Gulf ports. Hence the Agnes 

performed the feat first. 

It is unfortunate that Professor Lowe became discouraged by his 

mistakes in judgment on the problems involved in shallow water navi¬ 

gation. He was probably the first man to recognize the possibilities of 

carbon dioxide as a safe gas for ocean refrigeration and to do something 

about it. As a matter of record, until 1950, the Hall Refrigeration 

Manufacturing Company of London, suppliers of probably more CO2 

compressors in steamships than any other manufacturer in the world, 

had found CO2 most satisfactory for installation in all British food 

transport vessels that sailed under Lloyd’s Marine Insurance policies. 

Upon the licensing of International Chemical Industries of Great 

Britain by Kinetic Chemicals of United States (for 1. C, L to make the 

freons under the trade name of Arcton), the prominent position of 

CO2 in marine refrigeration quickly declined. 
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THOMAS L. RANKIN 

Thomas Rankin was born in Ohio but spent much of his early life 

west of the Mississippi. Rankin was a close friend of Mr. Livingston 

Holden and, according to J. C. Goosman in Ice and Refrigeration^ 

August 1923, had his first experience with refrigeration systems in 

New Orleans in 1868, at the Louisiana Ice Works. Frequent references 

to Rankin are made by those who built the Louisiana Ice Works, then 

the world’s largest refrigeration undertaking. 

Rankin a Versatile Inventor 

Thomas Rankin probably displayed the most versatile refrigeration 

activity of any of his contemporaries. He is reported to have taken out 

24 patents in that many years after 1868. Many of these were related 

to the absorption process. Rankin’s early work was in Dallas, Denison, 

and other Texas towns. He was interested in the refrigeration of 

breweries, ice houses, meat packing plants, and refrigeration cars. His 

absorption system was so successful that it was adopted for the Jacob 

Ruppert Brewery of New York City in 1879. The Ruppert Rrewery 

was a show place for large numbers of visitors after the installation of 

the system. 

Thomas Rankin’s first refrigeration patent was granted March 28, 

1876. It was a complete absorption system ice machine, U. S. Patent 

No. 175,498. Later, he adapted it to boats, breweries, ice rinks, cold 

storage and ice plants. 

Rankin’s greatest contribution was his pioneer work in developing 

refrigerator cars and abattoir service for the beef-raising areas of the 

Great Plains and Texas. The Galveston Daily News of December 12, 

1873, reporting on a rail shipment of refrigerated beef from Denison, 

Texas, to New York City states: 

“We rejoice at the success of the experiment of the shipping 

of fresh beef in refrigerated cars from Texas to New York. The 

telegraph reports that the meat arrived in good order and sold 

readily at six cents per pound ... a result which is doubtless 

satisfactory both to shippers and consumers. The business is said 

to be on a sure footing. Ninety-nine cars are to be built immedi¬ 

ately for the purpose of extending the operations of the enterpris¬ 

ing company which has inaugurated the business, and three 

trains a week are to be run on passenger time.” 

This development of Thomas L. Rankin and his associates rapidly 

spread to other beef-raising centers of the United States. 
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CHARLES ZILKER 1864-I946 

Charles Zilker was born in Indiana where he learned the trade of 

cabinet maker. He moved to Austin, Texas, in 1880 with his brother, 

Andrew Zilker, and started to work immediately as an operator of a 

redesigned Carre absorption machine that used copper ice cans of ten 

pounds capacity. These ten-pound blocks, Zilker wrote, he delivered 

for one dollar each. 

In 1882, the two brothers accepted jobs with Captain King of the 

King Ranch, to operate a Boyle ammonia compression machine that 

King had purchased in 1876 at the Philadelphia Centennial. This was 

one of three machines that had been built by Crane and Company, 

Chicago, for David Boyle after his disastrous fire of the first ammonia 

machine at Jefferson, Texas in 1874. 

In 1884, the brothers returned to Austin, Texas, and Charles pre¬ 

pared to enter Washington University of St. Louis to study engineer¬ 

ing, but was persuaded by Austin bankers to join them in a new ice 

plant enterprise. This company was somewhat discouraged by the 

quotation of $30,000 made to them by the New Orleans agents for a 

ten-ton ice-making plant of the Carre absorption type. Charles Zilker 

was then commissioned to get the materials and instruments necessary 

to build a ten-ton absorption plant, and, with the aid of available ma¬ 

chine shops, to assemble a plant of his own design. The Lee Iron Works 

of Galveston built the first plant of Zilker’s design, and it proved very 

successful. 

From this time forward, this company built a new ice plant of a 

similar absorption type every two or three years. The financial backers 

gave Charles Zilker authority to build a new plant in “any city where 

he could find enough prosperous people and sufficient cooling water for 

the condensers.” 

A chain of plants was built by Zilker extending from San Antonio 

to Atlanta, Georgia. He then turned north to Pittsburgh, but dis¬ 

covered the ice buying season was too short in this northern location, 

so he sold out the Pittsburgh plant and confined his program to south¬ 

ern territory. 

Charles Zilker was a clever businessman as well as a refrigeration 

engineer. In 1927, the Insull Interests of Chicago made him an offer 

of $1,000,000 for several plants which he had obtained by purchase 

from his original financial backers. After Insull representatives wined 

and dined him in their Chicago hotel for a few days, they announced 

that they definitely planned to buy his plants at the $1,000,000 pur¬ 

chase price, and further, they planned to make him Vice-President of 
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that part of the company devoted to ice production. They then in¬ 

formed him that they expected him to buy $1,000,000 of stock in the 

company. 

Zilker's retort was: “Gentlemen, you expect me to put up one mil¬ 

lion dollars to buy my own plants. It is now 10 A.M. I am taking the 

3 P.M. train back to Texas today. If you want my plants, you can 

keep your vice-presidency, but put up $1,000,000 cash on the barrel 

head at once so that.^ I can check out of this hotel and catch my train 

home.'' He reported delivery of the million dollar check by noon of 

that day. He immediately deposited the money in a Chicago bank, and 

made his train for Texas with time to spare. 

The irony of this transaction was that the so-called “Insull Empire” 

collapsed about one year later. Zilker had agreed to stay out of the 

ice business and he turned to mortgage loans, but as an avocation, he 

set up a commercial skating rink near his San Antonio home. He se¬ 

cured great satisfaction in providing summer skating in the tropical 

San Antonio climate. 

Zilker probably made a higher profit out of his refrigeration experi¬ 

ences than any other pioneer of the industry, and he was more per¬ 

sistent than most others in pursuing the development. At the time of 

his death, he had given 60 years of continued attention to ice-making 

and related food storage enterprises. Fortunately, he was induced to 

write a brief autobiography of himself just before passing away. 

RESUME 

1. The first commercially successful mechanical refrigeration and 

air conditioning system of the world was designed and installed by Dr. 

John Gorrie of Apalachicola, Florida in 1844. With his own equipment 

Dr. Gorrie made ice packs for yellow fever patients being treated in 

his hospital and air-cooled their rooms. He is rightfully named the 

father of commercial mechanical refrigeration and air conditioning. 

2. The development of meat biscuits and extract was proceeding at 

the same time by Mr. Gail Borden, Collector of the Port of the Texas 

Republic at Galveston, Texas, and his product won the Highest Award 

at the London Worlds Fair in 1851. The award emphasized the ac¬ 

complishment by stating it was the first true beef extract produced. 

It was used commercially by Dr. Elisha Kent for his Arctic party in 

1850. 

Gail Borden subsequently produced the first commercial condensed 

milk in Galveston just prior to the Civil War. 

3. Under the leadership of D. L. Holden and his two brothers, sons- 

in-law of Colonel George W. Fulton, the first commercially used me¬ 

chanical refrigeration cold storage was operated at Fulton, Texas. The 
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Victoria, Corpus Christi, and Rockport region had done extensive beef 

slaughtering at this very early date. Incidentally, D. L. Holden also 

operated a turtle soup canning plant with mechanical refrigeration at 

Rockport in 1878. 

4. D. L. Holden and J. Andrew Muhl built and operated mechanical 

refrigeration plants in San Antonio in 1865 and 1867. Holden created 

improvements to the Carre Absorption units of Paris, France, which 

made San Antonio the center of World Ice Making in 1867. 

5. David Boyle built and operated the first commercially successful 

ammonia mechanical refrigeration plant at Jefferson, Texas in 1873. 

Working without knowledge of Linde’s work in Germany, he out¬ 

distanced the German inventor by one year. 

6. Dr. Henry Peyton Howard, pioneer builder of an ox-cart ice and 

produce delivery system from Indianola to San Antonio, successfully 

delivered Texas beef in the refrigerated steamship Agnes^ to New 

Orleans. Dr. Howard’s unsuccessful competitor, Thaddeus S. C. Lowe, 

failed in his meat delivery because of the design of the ship. However 

the same Mr. Lowe successfully operated carbon dioxide compressors 

at Dallas, Texas and Jackson, Mississippi in the year 1870. 

7. Thomas L. Rankin built the first refrigerated meat cars to take 

Texas beef to New York in 1872. Apparently, the shipments were a 

success but the enterprise of car manufacturing folded and was super¬ 

seded by Kingan of Indianapolis, Indiana. 

8. From 1878 to 1928 Mr. Charles Zilker and Austin hankers main¬ 

tained a system of Texas patterned refrigeration plants from Austin 

to Atlanta, Georgia. The first of these plants was built in the Lee Iron 

Works of Galveston from Zilker design. Zilker sold his chain of plants 

in 1927 to the Insull Interests of Chicago for $1,000,000 cash. His auto¬ 

biography is a unique story of industrial success in a state devoted to 

ranching and agricultural products. 



Finding Primitive Roots of Primes 

Using Synthetic Divison^ 

by ROGER OSBORN 

The University of Texas 

The problem of finding all primitive roots of a prime has tradition¬ 

ally been a tedious one even though there is a conventional way to 

generate them after the first one is given. The problem of generating 

all primitive roots without the previous knowledge of a first primitive 

root has been discussed in another paper (Osborn, 1960). The present 

paper gives still another method for finding all of the primitive roots 

of a prime. 

The traditional method for finding all primitive roots, given one 

primitive root g of the prime p, is to take the residues of g^ for the 

0(p-l) positive value of i which are less than p-l and prime to it. 

The method for finding the first value of g has (with minor so¬ 

phistications) been to find an integer which belongs to p-l—that is, a 

non-zero integer g for which g® # 1 (mod p) for O < e < p-l. The 

exponentiation actually need not be carried to the exponent p-2, for 

. T)*l 
if g 2 = -1 (mod p), and if g® # 1 (mod p) if 0 < e < —, then it 

2 

can be shown that g is a primitive root. Even so, a great many false 

starts are frequently involved in finding this first value of g. 

The method discussed in this paper still holds an element of trial 

and error, but there is an algorithm for determining whether an in¬ 

teger g is a primitive root—possibly with less labor than in the method 

discussed above—and determination of the remainder of the primitive 

roots becomes successively easier. The present paper, then, is con¬ 

cerned with the method of finding the polynomial congruence of 

degree 0(p-l) of which the 0(p-l) primitive roots are the roots, and 

with determining these roots by synthetic division. As a sidelight, the 

0-degree polynomials whose roots are the primitive roots are displayed 

for p < 100 and for p = 211 (an interesting special case). 

In elementary number theory it is proved that the primitive roots 

of a prime may be paired so that the product of the members of each 

1 Parts of this paper were presented at the meeting of the Texas Academy of 

Science held in Galveston, Texas, December 7-9, 1961, 
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pair is congruent to 1 modulo p. That is, such a pair of primitive roots 

gives rise to the polynomial congruence 

(x - gi) (x - gs) = — (gi+g2)x + 1=0 (mod p) 

of which gi and gs are the roots. 

Treating every other pair similarly gives rise to 0 (p-1) /2 quadratic 

congruences. The product of these congruences is a 0-degree congru¬ 

ence of which the 0(p-l) distinct roots are the 0(p-l) primitive roots. 

The problem is one of determining the congruence without knowing 

the primitive roots. 

The primitive roots are roots of the Fermat congruence x^"^ — 1 

= O (mod p). Since for p > 2, p-l is even, the left number is factor¬ 

able, giving rise to 

p-i 

(1) X ^ — 1 = 0 (mod p), or 

p-i 

(2) X 2 +1=0 (mod p). 

p-i 

No root of (1) can be a primitive root since, for such a root, x ^ = 1 

(mod p), and the residue of + 1 is obtained for an exponent less than 

p-l. Therefore, the primitive roots of p are roots of the congruence (2). 

Now, if p = 2” + 1, then 0(p-l) = 2"“^, and -5— = 2*^"^, so congru¬ 

ence (2) is the congruence of which the roots are the primitive roots 

of p. 

If p-l has odd factors, then —— has odd factors. Assume that - 
2 2 

2-'•qi^-q2^---qk\ in which the qi are odd primes. There exist, then, a 

minimum of k different ways by which 

p-l 

x^T 1 

may be factored as the sum of two odd powers. Let 
p-l 

2 
be expressed 

as 
p-l 

2 
= a o with o being some odd factor greater than 1. Then 

Xao + 1 = (x^ + 1 ) (xa°“^ — ■^ao-2& -f- _ _ — X^ + 1 ) . 

No primitive root of p can be a root of the congruence 

xa + 1 = o (mod p), 

for, if it were , then 

x"^ = — 1 (mod p), 

x^a = + 1 (mod p). 
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contrary to the requirement for primitive roots that 

X® # 1 (mod p) for O < e < p-1. 

Therefore, the primitive roots of p must be roots of the congruence 
^ao-a — xao-2a + , _ — + 1 =0 (mod p) „ 

The greatest common divisor of the set of all such polynomials (gen¬ 

erated by taking all values of o) must then be the polynomial of which 

the primitive roots are the roots. 

Two examples illutrate this point. 
T>_1 

Example 1. Let p = 19. Then 0 (p-1) = 6, —-— = 9. 
Zj 

p-1 

x^ + l=x®+lsO (mod 19). 

x^ + 1 = (x^ + 1) (x® — x^ + 1) =0 (mod 19). 

Since the primitive roots cannot be roots of x^ + 1 =0 (mod 19), they 

must be roots of x® — x^ + 1 =0 (mod 19). Since this is a 6th degree 

polynomial, it must be the 6th degree polynomial of which the six 

primitive roots of 19 are the roots. 

, p-1 
Example 2. Let p = 31. Then 0 (p-1) = 8, —-— = 15. 

p-1 

+ 1 = x^® + 1 = 0 (mod 31). 

xi5 + l = (x^ +l)(xi2-x« + x«-x-^+1 (mod 31). 

= (x® + 1) (x^° — X® + 1) (mod 31). 

Hence, the primitive roots must be roots of the greatest common divisor 

of x^^ — X® + X® — x^ + 1 and x^° — x° + 1. The greatest common di¬ 

visor of these two polynomials is determined to be x® + x^ — x® — x^ — 

x^ + X + L so that 

x® -h x^ — X® — x^ — x^ + X + 1 =0 (mod 31) 

is the 8th degree polynomial congruence of which the eight primitive 

roots of 31 are the roots. 

Some refinements of the process of finding this polynominal may be 

found. Using p = 31 again, consider 

xi5 -|- 1 ^ (x® + 1) (x^2 — X® + X® — x^ + 1) (mod 31) 

= (x + 1) (x^ — X + 1) (x^^ — x^ + X® — x^ + 1) (mod 31), 

xi5 + i ^ (x5 + i)(xio-x5 + l)(mod31) 

= (x + 1) (x^ — x^ + x^ — X + 1) (x^° — X® + 1) (mod 31). 

By comparing the two sets of factors of x^® + 1, it can be seen that any 

X which is a root of x^ — x + 1 =0 (mod 31) must be a root of x^ + 

1=0 (mod 31) and hence is not a root of x® + 1 = 0 (mod 31) nor a 

root of x^ — x^ + x^ — X + 1 =0 (mod 31), the left member of which 

is one of the factors of x® + 1. Hence, the two roots of x^ — x + 1 =0 

(mod 31) must be roots of x^° — x® + 1 =0 (mod 31), so if x^° — 
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X® + 1 is divided by x^ — x + 1, the 8th degree polynomial quotient 

gives rise to the 8th degree polynomial congruence of which the primi¬ 

tive roots are the roots. 

Another device which helps in obtaining the desired polynomial can 

be illustrated from this continuation of Example 2. If Q(x) is the 

desired polynomial, then 

Q(x) 
-x^ + 1 -x^ + 1 

-x+ 1 +1 
(x + 1). 

The division is somewhat less complicated when the divisor is x® + 1, 

and a very interesting pattern—not the topic of the present paper— 

evolves. 

The second purpose of this paper is to show briefly the use of syn¬ 

thetic division to determine all of the primitive roots of a prime. This 

will be shown by example, since the method of synthetic division intro¬ 

duces no theoretical complications. 

Using the polynomial determined above for p = 31, synthetic di¬ 

vision will determine whether a given positive integer is or is not a 

primitive root according as the remainder is or is not congruent to zero 

modulo 31. The first trial divisor may be taken to be 2. 

^)l + l+ 0-l-l-l+0+ 1+ 1 

+ 2 + 6 + 12 + 22 + 42 + 82 + 164 + 330 

1 +3 + 6 + 11 +21 +41 +82 + 165 + 331 

Since 331 # 0 (mod 31), 2 is not a primitive root of 31. 

Before proceeding, it would be of interest to note that a simplifica¬ 

tion can be obtained in the synthetic division if the least numerical 

residue of each mulitplication and addition is recorded. Using this 

suggestion, let 3 be a trial divisor. 

^)1 + 1+ 0-1- 1-1+0+ 1 + 1 
+ 3 + 12 + 5 + 12 + 2 + 3+ 9-1 

1+4+12 + 4 + 11 + 1+ 3 + 10 + 0 

Since the remainder is congruent to zero modulo 31, 3 is a primitive 

root. Any further roots are roots of the polynomial represented by the 

quotient. 

Since 4 is a quadratic residue, and cannot be a primitive root, it is 

not used as a trial divisor. For simplicity’s sake, only the remaining 

primitive roots are shown as divisors. 

J^)l+ 4 + 12+ 4+11 + 1+ 3 + 10 

+ 11 + 10- 6+ 9 + 3 + 13-10 

12)1 + 15- 9- 2-11+4-15+ 0 

+ 12 + 14- 2 + 14 + 5 + 15 
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13)1 - 4+ 5- 4+ 3 + 9+ 0 

+ 13- 7+ 5 + 13-9 

17)1 + 9- 2+ 1-15 + 0 

- 14 + 8 + 9 + 15 

21) 1 - 5+ 6 + 10+ 0 

- 10- 5-10 

22) 1 - 15 + 1 + 0 

- 9- 1 

24)1+ 7+0 

- 7 

1 + 0 
It is easy to see that, since no primitive root is repeated, the suc¬ 

cessive trial divisors continue to be chosen in sequence (excepting, of 

course, the obvious quadratic residues), and the polynomial dividend 

becomes successively of smaller degree. Both of these features make the 

determination of the remaining primitive roots successively easier. 

To conclude the discussion, the polynomials of which the primitive 

roots are the roots will be given for all primes less than 100 and for 

p = 211. This latter case is shown because p = 211 is the smallest 

prime for which the coefficients of the polynomial are not all + 1, 

— 1, or 0. 

It might be of interest to note that these polynomials are analogous 

to the cyclotomic polynomials of corresponding degree (Nicol and 

Vandiver, 1954). 

p Polynomial of which all roots are the primitive roots 

2 X- 1 

3 X + 1 

5 x2 + 1 

7 x2 - X + 1 

11 x'-x^ + x^-x+l 

13 x^ — x^ + 1 
17 x« + l 

19 x^ - + 1 

23 x^® — X® + X® — x^ + X® — X® + x^ — X® + X“ — X 1 
29 x^^ — x^° + X* — X® + x^ — x^ + 1 
31 x^ + x^-x^ —x" —x3 + x + 1 
37 xi2_x6-f-i 

41 x^® — x^2 + x^ — x^ + 1 
43 x^^ + x^^ — X® — X® + X® — x^ — X® + X + 1 
47 x22 - x"^ + x^o - x"9 + xi« — x"^ + x"6 — x^^ + x^^ — xi3 + x^^ — 

xil xio — X® + x^ — X^ + X® — X® + x^ — X® + x^ — X + 1 
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53 — x^^ + x^® — x^^ + x^® — x^^ + x^^ — x^° + X® — X® + x^ — 

x^ + 1 
59 x^® — x^^ + x^® — x^® + x''^^ — x^® + x^^ — x^^ + x^° — x^® + x^® — 

x^^ + x^® — x^® + x^^ — x^® + x^^ — x^^ + x^® — x® + x® — x^ + 

x® — X® + X^ — X® + X® ~ X + 1 
61 x^® + x^^ — x^® — X® — X® + x^ + 1 
67 x^® + x^® — x^^ — x^® + x^" + x^® ~ x^^ - x^® -x® + x^ + x® — 

x4 _ X® + x + 1 

71 X^^ + x2® — xl® - X^® — X^" — X^® + X^" + X^® + X^“ + X^l + 
^ ^ — X^ _I_ X —I— 1 

73 x^^ — x^^+1 
79 x2^ + x^® — x2-^ - x2® + x^® + x^^ - x^^ — x^^ + x^^ — x^® — 

X® + X^ + X® — X^ — X® + X + 1 

83 X40 — x®® + X®® — x®^ + X®® — x35 + x®" — X®® + x®2 — X®1 + X' 
X29 _|_x2® — x®‘ + x2® — x25 + x24 _x2® + x®2 — x®! + x2® — x' 

Xl8 _XlT + xi® __ xl5 + X^4 — xi® + x^" -x^i + xi® — X® - f X® 

x'^ ■ + X®- -x^4 - x 4 _ ■x' ' + X® ^ + 1 
89 x4® — X®® + x®2 — x2® + X^" — x2® + xi® _Xl2 + X®- e +1 

97 X®2 _xi® + 1 

211 X48 _x47 + x4® + x4® — x"2 + 2x' “ —x« + x‘*’> + x=»=- - X®® + 
X®4 — X®® + x®^ — X®1 — x28 — x2® -x^4 — X^^ — x"» — + 

xi® _Xl5 + xi" — Xl3 + Xl2 + x® - -X®4- • 2x^ - -x« + X® + 

x2- -X-f 1 
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A Simple Solution in Rational 

Numbers of the Equation 

- D/32 = 1 

by WILLIAM EDWARD CHRISTILLES 

St. Mary^s University 

It is the purpose of this paper to demonstrate a simple and direct 

method of finding a solution of the equation 

(1) a^-'Dp^=\ 

in rational numbers a and p for any positive non-square odd integer 

D of the form 1 + 4u, where u is a positive integer. All results herein 

obtained are a direct consequence of the author’s study of the pell 

equation discussed by Landau (1958) and of linear transformations 

(related to binary quadratic forms) discussed by Dickson (1957). 

We begin by stating and proving the following two lemmas, the 

first discussed by Dickson (1957) and the second by Dickson (1952). 

Lemma 1, If N is an integer of the form 

(2) N = ax2 + bxy + cy^, 

in integers x and y with integral coefficients, then 

(3) 4aN = + D/32, 

in integers a and /3 where D = 4ac—b2. 

Lemma 2. The product of two numbers of the form 

(4) u2 + Dv2 

in integers u, v, and D, is also of the form 

z2 -f Dw2 

where z and w are integers. 

Proof of Lemma 1. Upon multiplying (2), N = ax2 + bxy + cy2, by 

4a we obtain 

4aN = 4a(ax2 + bxy + cy2) = (2ax + by) 2 + Dy2, 

where D = 4ac — b2. If we let a = (2ax + by) and B — j. we then have 

4a_N = «2 + D^^ 

where a, and D are integers since a, b, c, x, and y are integers. 

This completes the proof of lemma 1. 

Proof of Lemma 2. 

(5) M = ri r2 = (u2 + Dv2) (m2 + Dn2) = (um ± Dvn)2 + 

]^(un vm)2 

If we let (um ± Dvn) = z^nd (un vm) = w, we then have the fornr 

M = z2 + Dw2 

where z and w are integers since u, v, m, n, and D are integers. 

41 
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We now state and prove theorem 1. 

Theorem 1. If N is an integer of form (2), N = ax^ + bxy + cy^, 

in integers x and y with integral coefficients of discriminant D = 
4ac — b^, then 
(6) 4(a + b + c)N = y^ + DS2 
in integers y and 8. 

Proof of Theorem 1. It is easily seen that 

(7) 4(a + b + c)N = 4(a + b + c) (ax- + bxy + cy^) 
^ [2(a + b + c)x + (b + 2c) (y - x)]2 + 

_ D[y-x]^ 
where D = 4ac — b^ and N = ax^ + bxy + cy^ If we let y = [2(a + 

b + c) X + (b + 2c) (y — x) ] and 8 ~ [y ~ x] we have 

4(a + b + c)N = y2 + D8% 

where y and 8 are integers since a, b, c, x, and y are integers. This 

completes the proof of theorem 1. 

Now let 

(8) a = a + b + c. 

Then 

4aN = 4(a + b + c)N 

from (8); and, hence from (3), (6), and (8), we have 

(9) 4aN = 4(a + b + c)N = a^ + ~ y~ D8^. 
Moreover, from (8) 

(10) _ b = -c. 

Thus, since D = 4ac — b^, we have from (10) 

(11) D = 4ac — b^ = c(4a — c). 

We now make the restriction that 

(12) D = -D, 
where D is a positive non-square integer, and observe from (11) and 

(12) that for c = 1 and a ^ O, D has the form 4u + 1 with u = 0. 

We now state and prove our major theorem. 

Theorem 2. A solution of equation (1), — D^- = 1, in rational 

numbers a and p where D is a positive non-square integer of the form 

1 + 4u, with u a positive integer, is given by 

—4a^ x^ + 2acx^ + c^ y^ — c^ xy — Dy (y — x) 
(i) (a, /3) = [M (2ax — cy) ^ — Dy^ 

( 2ax(x —2y) )] 
(13) 

or (ii) (a, ^)= [±{ 

(2ax - cy)"' - Dy" 

4a^ x^ + 2acx“ + c^ y^ c2 xy + Dy (y - x) 

(2ax — cy)2 — Dy- 

12(ax^ + cy" - cxy)|1 

^ (2ax — cy) ^ — Dy^ 
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where a, b, c, x, and y are integers satisfying 

(14) D = — D = 4ac — = c(4a — c) 
and 

(15) N = ax^ + bxy 4-cy2, 

for any integer N O such that (2ax — cy)^ — Dy^ ^ O, y ^ x, 

X ^ O, y =7^ O, X =7^ 2y, and ax^ + cy^ — cxy 7^ O. 

Proof of Theorem 2. Let N be an integer of form (1), N = ax^ + 

bxy + cy^, in integers x and y with integral coefficients such that (8), 

a = a + b + c, and (11), D = — D = 4ac — b^ = c(4a — c). Then it 

follows from Lemma 1, Theorem 1, (11) and (9) that 

(16) 4aN = 4(a + b + c)N = «:^ — — D3^ 

where 

a = (2ax + by), jS = y, N = ax^ + bxy + cy^, D 
(17) — D = 4ac — b^ = c (4a ~ c), y = [^(a + b + c)x + 

(b + 2c) (y — x) ] and 8 = (y — x). 
Since — DS^, from (16), a solution of 
(18) («2 -D;82) (jn2 _ Dn2) = (y2 - DS^) 

exists if, and only if, 

(19) m^-Dn^^l. 

Note 1. Mention is made by Landau (1958) that an infinitude of 

solutions of (19), m^ — Dn^ = 1, in integers m and n, will always 

exist for D a positive non-square integer. 

From (5) and (19), (18) can be written as 

(20) («m D^n)2 — D(an t piaY -^(y^ - DS^). 

LFpon making the substitutions of (10), (11), and (17) in (20), we 

obtain 

(21) [(2ax ““ cy)m — Dyn]^ — D [ym — (2ax ■— cy)n]2 = 

[2ax + c(y-x)]" —D [y —x]^ 

Let 

(i) (2ax — cy)m — Dyn == ±[2ax + c(y — x] ) 

(22) (ii) ym-“(2ax — cy)n = =t(y — x). 

Upon solving (22) as a system of two simultaneous equations in two 

unknowns, m and n, we obtain 

n = -2ax(x —2y) 

(2ax — cy) ^ — Dy^ 

(23) 

or 

(ii) 
— 4a^ x^ + 2acx^ + y^ — 

(2ax — cy)^ 

c-xy-Dy(y —x) 

-Dy^ ] 
2(ax2 + cy^ — cxy) 

(2ax — cy) - — Dy^ 
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(ii) m = 
■— 4a^ + 2acx^ + xy + Dy (y — x) 

] (2ax — cy)^ — Dy^ 
according to which signs are used from (22). 

clearly n and m, from (23), are seen to be rational and non-zero if 

(25) x^O, y^O, y=7^x, x ^ 2y, and (2ax - cy)^— 

Dy"^0; 

and, with the restriction that 

(26) (2ax - cy) 2 — Dy^ ^0, x ^ 0, y ^ 0, 

and ax^ + cy^ — cxy =7^ 0, 

n and m, from (24), will have rational non-zero solutions. Since both 

(n, m) = (a,/?) and (n, m) = (a:, |d) yield solutions of (19), the proof 

is complete. 

Now we further observe from Theorem 2 that to seek a solution of 

(1), — D/?2 = 1, in integers a and as opposed to a solution in 

rational numbers, we need only find conditions sufficient for n or n to 

be integral; since, if n is integral m would be integral from <(19), and, 

if n is integral likewise m would be integral. 

We conclude the paper with the following three examples. 

Example 1. We seek a solution of equation 

(27) 

in rational non-zero numbers a and yd. Let D = — D = 4ac — b^ = — 5, 

from (27) and (14), where a = 1, c = — 1, and b = 1. If we let x = 4 

and y = — 1, which does not contradict (26) , we have from (24) 

 2[ax^ + cy^ — cxy] 1 

(28) 

(i) 

Ti) 

n 

m 

(2ax — cy) ^ — Dy^ 2 

 — 4a2 x^ + 2acx2 + c^ y^ — c^ xy + Dy (y — x)  

(2ax —cy) - - Dy“ 

- 3 

where a = b = 1 and c = 1. Hence 

(29) = 1, 
yields a solution of (27) in rational non-zero numbers a and yd where 

(a, yd) ~ ^ 
\ 2 ’ 2 / . 

Example 2. Given the solution (29), 
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in rational non-zero numbers (a, /3) ~ ^ (27), we at¬ 

tempt by repeated application of (5), to obtain an integral solution of 

(27). From (5) and (29) we have 

(30) ■ ■ ^ [(--!)■- a)w-iy-^ (^)j 

By a second applicaion of (5), on (29) and (30), we have 

= 1. 

(31) [©■- (-4)1 K-iy-a)] 
(I)’- < 9)2-5 (4)2 = 1, 

which yields an integral solution of (27) where (a, /?) = (—9,4). 
Example 3. We seek a solution, in non-zero integers a and /?, of the 

equation 

(32) a^-12^^=l 
directly from (23). From (32) and (14) let 

D = —D = 4ac — b2 = c(4a — c)=—12, where a = 1, b = —6, and 

c == 6. 

If we let X = 4 and y = 1, which does not contradict (25), we have 

from (23) 

(i) n= 2ax(x-2y)_^ 
(2ax — cy) 2 — Dy2 

(33) 

(ii) m = 

—7 

—4a2x2 + 2acx2 + — c2xy — Dy(y — x) 

(2ax — cy)2 — Dy2 

where a = 1, b = —6, and D = 12. Hence 

(—7)2-12(-2)2 = 1 

yields a solution of (32), in non-zero integers a and where (a, )d) = 

(-7,-2). 

Note 2. In example 3, D = —D = —12 is not of the form — (1 + 4u), 

where u is a positive integer. Requiring that D be of the form 

— (1 + 4u) is a sufficient, but not a necessary condition for satisfying 

Theorem 2, since we only required in our proof that D = —D = 
4ac — b2 = c(4a — c). If we let a = 1, b = —6, and c == 6, we have 

D = —D = —12 (as in example 3), which is in accord with those re¬ 

strictions set forth in the proof of Theorem 2. 
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The Thermal Decomposition of Inorganic 

Compounds V. Ethylenediamine and 

Propylenediamine Complexes of Nickel (II) 

hy TOMMY D. GEORGE and WESLEY W, WENDLANDT 

Texas Technological College 

Nickel (II) ion forms complexes with ethylenediamine (en) 

and propylenediamine (1,2-propanediamine, pn) of the type 

[Ni(amine) nJXg, where n is 1, 2, or 3, and X is halide, nitrate, or 

sulfate (Sidgwick, 1950). Although Werner (1899) was the first to 

characterize these complexes, little is known about their physico¬ 

chemical properties. Previous studies have dealt with their structure 

(Wantanabe and Atoji, 1951), absorption spectra (Roberts and Field, 

1950), thermochemistry (Yatsimuskii and Astasheva, 1950), polaro- 

graphic behavior (Morinaga, 1956), and heats of formation (Davis, 

Singer, and Stavely, 1954). There have been no studies, however, on 

the thermal properties of these compounds. It might be expected that 

the complexes would decompose upon heating to give complexes with 

a lower amine content. To confirm this viewpoint, the ethylene¬ 

diamine and propylenediamine complexes were prepared and studied 

by means of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential 

thermal analysis (DTA). 

CHEMICALS 

The nickel compounds used were in the form of halide, nitrate or 

sulfate and were obtained from the J. T. Baker Chemical Co., Phillips- 

burg, N. J. The ethylenediamine and propylenediamine were obtained 

from the Eastman Organic Chemical Co., Rochester, N. Y. Both com¬ 

pounds were redistilled before use. The other chemicals used were all 

of c.p. quality. 

PREPARATION OF COMPLEXES 

All of the ^m(ethylenediamine)-, Z?A(ethylenediamine)-, and 

trA(propylenediamine)nickel (II) complexes, except for the sulfates, 

were prepared by the method given by State (1960). The sulfate com¬ 

plex, [Ni(en)3]S04, was prepared by Werner’s method (Werner, 

1899). 

47 
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As no previous preparation of [Ni(pn)3]S04 was found in the 

literature, the following procedure was developed. Five grams of 

NiS04.7H20 were dissolved in approximately 120 ml. of methanol. 

Enough propylenediamine was then added to form a stoichiometric 

ratio of propylenediamine to nickel (II) of 3:1. The resulting solution 

was concentrated by heating on a steam bath, then cooled in an ice 

bath until orchid-colored crystals began to form. The crystals were 

filtered off into a sintered glass crucible, washed twice with ethanol 

and once with ether, and allowed to dry in air. 

The [Ni(en)o]Br2 was prepared in a manner similar to that de¬ 

scribed by State (1960) except that ether was used to precipitate out 

the crystals of the complex from solution. The resulting blue crystals 

were washed with ether and then dried in air. 

The complexes were analyzed by thermal decomposition on the 

thermobalance. From the weight-loss observed, the composition data 

in Table I was calculated. 

Table I 

Composition Data for the Ethylenediamine and Propylenediamine Nickel (II) 

Complexes, 

Compound 

Percent NiO Percent H^O 

theor. found theor. found 

[Ni(en)3]Cb.2H,0 26.1 26.5 10.45 11.0 

[Ni(en)3]Br3-2H30 17.2 17.6 8.47 8.5 

[Ni(en)3]l2 15.2 15.7 

[Ni(en)3](N03), 20.6 21.2 

[Ni(en)3]SO^ 22.2 22.6* 

[Ni(en)3]Cl3 29.9 30.4 

[Ni(en)3]Br3 22.1 22.2 

[Ni(pn)3]Cb-2H,0 19.2 19.2 9.3 9.9 

[Ni(pn)3]Br:.2H;0 15.7 16.1 6.8 7.53 

[Ni(pn)3](N03),-H,0 17.6 17.5 4.3 4.1 

[Ni(pn)3]S0^-2H;0 18.2 18.1* 8.7 9.3 

* Muffle furnace results. 

APPARATUS 

The automatic recording thermobalance and the differential thermal 

analysis apparatus have previously been described (Horton and Wend- 

landt, 1961). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. TGA Studies 

[Ni(en)s]X2 Type Complexes. The thermobalance curves for the 

^m(ethylenediamine) nickel (II) complexes are shown in Figures 1 

and 2. 

The hydrate-water found in the ^rzs(ethylenediamine) complexes 

agreed well with that previously reported with the exception of 

[Ni(en)3]S04. Werner (1899) described a light blue compound with 

four moles of water; the compound prepared here by the same method 

was orchid-colored and corresponded to the composition [Ni (en) 3] SO4. 

The [Ni(en)3]l2 and [Ni(en)a] (N03)2 complexes were also obtained 

in the anhydrous state. 

The two hydrates, [Ni(en)3]Cl2-2H20 and [Ni(en)3]Br2-2H20, 

began to dehydrate at approximately 55° and gave horizontal weight- 

levels corresponding to the anhydrous compounds beginning at 120° C. 

The anhydrous compounds began to decompose between 170° and 

300° yielding the nickel (II) oxide, NiO, between 310° and 765°. 

The TGA curves indicated no general decomposition pattern which 

Fig. 1. Thermobaiance Curves of Complexes. 

A. [Nilenl^lCI^ 

B. [Ni(en)“l CI22M2O 

C. ENKenlgll^ 
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TEMPERATURE. *C 

Fig. 2. Thermobalance Curves of Complexes. 

A. [NHenlglSO^ 

B. [NKenlgHNOg)^ 

C. [NHetilg] Br.,-2H.,0 

D. [NKenl^lBr^ 

could be applied to all the complexes. With the exception of 

[Ni(en)3]S04, all of the decompositions resulted in the formation of 

nickel (II) oxide. A green oxide was obtained for the sulfate, how¬ 

ever, when [Ni(en)3]S04 was ignited in a muffle furnace at 800° for 

6 hours. 

No intermediate horizontal weight-levels were observed for the 

?rz5-(ethylenediamine) complexes other than those corresponding to 

the formation of the anhydrous compounds, [Ni(en)3]Cl2 and [Ni- 

(en)3]Br2. In some instances, there were breaks in the curves which 

corresponded to the formation of unstable intermediate compounds 

containing fewer than three moles of ethylenediamine per nickel ion. 

The complex, [Ni(en)3]Cl2-2H20, gave a break at 230° which cor¬ 

responded to the loss of one mole of ethylenediamine and the forma¬ 

tion of [Ni(en)2]Cl2. This intermediate compound began to further 

decompose almost immediately. No other ?rA(ethylenediamine) com¬ 

plex gave a break corresponding to the loss of only one mole of ethyl¬ 

enediamine. Both of the complexes, [Ni(en)3]Cl2-2H20 and [Ni- 
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(en)3]S04, ga¥e breaks at 360° and 410°, respectively, which corre¬ 

sponded to the loss of two moles of ethylenediamine per nickel ion. 

The [Ni(en)3]S04 and [Ni(en)3]Cl2 complexes showed breaks which 

corresponded to the loss of three moles of ethylenediamine per nickel 

ion at 460° and 250°, respectively. As stated previously, no truly 

horizontal weight-levels were obtained beyond the level corresponding 

to the formation of the anhydrous material. The other breaks in the 

decomposition curves were not identifiable. 

The [Ni(en)3] (NOg) 2 complex showed only a single-step decom¬ 

position pattern. The decomposition began at 250° and was completed 

at 310°. The iodine complex was similar to the nitrate except that it 

showed a break at 250° which corresponded approximately to the loss 

of three moles of ethylenediamine per nickel ion. 

[Ni(enType Complexes. The TGA curves for the to (ethyl¬ 

enediamine) complexes, [Ni(en)2]Cl2 and [Ni(en)2]Br2, are shown 

in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Here again, there appeared to be no 

orderly decomposition pattern. The chloride did show breaks in the 

curve at 340° and 460° which corresponded to the loss of one and two 

moles of ethylenediamine, respectively, per nickel ion; the bromide 

gave no such breaks. Both the bromide and chloride were stable to 

approximately 220°. In comparing the TGA curves of [Ni(en)3]- 

Ci2-2H20 and [Ni(en)2]Cl2, the break corresponding to the loss of 

one mole of ethylenediamine from the ^rzs'(ethylenediamine) complex 

corresponded to the temperature at which the ^f5‘( ethylenediamine) 

complex began to decompose. There was no such corresponding agree¬ 

ment between [Ni(en)3]Br2'2H20 and [Ni(en)2]Br2. 

[Ni{pn)sJX^ Type Complexes. Thermograms for the ^m(propyh 

enediamine) nickel (II) complexes are shown in Figure 3. 

In each case, the ^rA(propylenediamine) complexes were obtained 

as hydrates. The chloride, bromide, and sulfate crystallized as 2- 

hydrates, while the nitrate crystallized as a 1-hydrate. 

The halides and nitrate of the frA(propylenediamine) complexes 

showed much the same thermal behavior as the corresponding tris- 
(ethylenediamine) complexes. Dehydration for all of these complexes 

began at approximately 50° and gave horizontal weight-levels corre¬ 

sponding to the anhydrous material in the temperature range of 100° 

to 170°. The anhydrous complexes then began to decompose in the 

temperature range of 200° to 270°. The complex, [Ni(pn)3]S04, ap¬ 

peared to he less stable than the corresponding ^rA(ethylenediamine) 

complex; whereas, the latter complex began to decompose at 300°, 

[Ni(pn)3]S04 began to decompose at 200°. 

After dehydration was completed, the nitrate, [Ni(pn)3] (N03)2, 
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TEMPERATURE, *0 

Fig. 3. Thermobalance Curves of Complexes. 

A. [NHpnlglCl'IzH^O 

B. [NKpnlglCO^^H^O 

i C. [NHpnlgllNOgl^H.O 

D. [NKpnlglBr^^H^o" 

showed the same one-step decomposition that was observed in the case 

of [Ni(en)3] (NQ3)2. The other propylenediamine complexes showed 

different decmoposition patterns tahn the corresponding ethylene- 

diamine complexes. With the exception of [Ni(pn)3] (N03)2-H20, all 

of the propylenediamine complexes showed a gradual decomposition 

with no breaks corresponding to the loss of a definite number of moles 

of propylenediamine per nickel ion. Here again, all of the decompo¬ 

sitions resulted in the formation of nickel (II) oxide except [Ni(pn3) ]- 

S04-2H20. 

B. Differential Thermal Analysis 

[NifenfzType Complexes. The DTA curves for the ?rz.s(ethyl- 

enediamine) complexes are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

In general, the decomposition of the ethylenediamine) com¬ 

plexes showed only exothermic peaks; the only endotherms recorded 

were those corresponding to the dehydration of [Ni(en)3]Cl2-2H20 
and [Ni(en)3]Br2*2H20. The peaks corresponding to the dehydration 
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Fig. 4. DTA Curves of Complexes. 

A. ENilenlglCU^H.^O 

B. [Ni(en) J ClJ 

C. ENiCen)“]Br“-2H^O 

D. [Ni(en)JBr“ 

C. [Ni(en)~]l./ 

of the chloride occurred at 95° and 130°, while those for the bromide 

occurred at 95° and 115°. It is of interest to note that in each case, a 

doublet was observed. There were no corresponding breaks in the 

thermograms to indicate a two-step dehydration to form the anhydrous 

compounds. 
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100 200 300 400 500 600 70 0 800 

TEMPEATURE/C 

Fig. 5. DTA Curves of Complexes. 

A. [NilenlglSO^ 

B. [NiCenl^lCNOg)^ 

C. [NHpnlgHNOgVH^O 

The major exothermic peaks that were given by the decomposition 

of [Ni(en)3]Cl2 and [Ni(en)3]Br2 occurred between 300° and 500°. 

The chloride showed peaks at 230°, 275°, 335°, and 410°, while the 

bromide showed peaks at 260°, 290°, 330°, and a rather broad peak 

beginning at 420°. The other itrz5(ethylenediamine) complexes 

showed fewer exothermic peaks, although they occurred in the same 

temperature range. The iodide showed only two exothermic peaks, as 
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was expected from the two-step decomposition shown on the weight- 

loss curves. In a similar manner, the nitrate gave two exothermic peaks 

and showed complete decomposition at approximately 350°. 

[Ni{en)sJXz Type Complexes. The DTA curves for the to(ethyl- 

enediamine) nickel (II) complexes are shown in Figure 4. 

In the case of the complexes, [Ni(en)2]Cl2 and [Ni(en)^IBr,, the 

DTA curves showed one less exothermic peak than was recorded for 

the corresponding ^rA(ethylenediamine) complexes. In each case the 

^rw(ethylenediamine) complexes showed an additional peak at a lower 

temperature than any of those recorded for the ^z5-(ethylenediamine) 

complexes. This difference was evidently due to the difference in one 

mole of ethylenediamine. The exothermic peaks for [Ni(en)2]Cl2 
occurred at 325°, 370°, and 455°, while those for [Ni(en)2]Br2 oc¬ 

curred at 300°, 330°, and 460. These peak temperatures corresponded 

closely with the last three peaks of the corresponding /rA( ethylene¬ 

diamine) complexes. 

[Ni{pn) Type Complexes. The DTA curves for the ifrA(propyl- 

lenediamine) nickel (II) complexes are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

Here, as in the thermograms, there was little comparison between 

the DTA curves for the ?m(propylenediamine) complexes and the 

corresponding ?rz5’(ethylenediamine) complexes. The dehydration 

peaks were less prominent, and only [Ni(pn)3]Cl2'2H20 showed the 

doublet. These peaks occurred at 140° and 160°. The major exothermic 

peaks occurred in the same temperature range as the ?rz5(ethylene¬ 

diamine) complexes. Here, however, the peaks appeared broader and 

less prominent. 

SUMMARY 

The thermal properties of some ^rz5(ethylenediamine) nickel (II), 

te(ethylenediamine) nickel (II), and ^rz5‘(propylenediamine) nickel 

(II) complexes were studied by means of thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA). The TGA curves 

showed no orderly decomposition pattern which could be applied to 

all of the complexes. There were no horizontal weight-levels observed 

beyond those corresponding to the anhydrous materials, although there 

were breaks in the curves which corresponded to the formation of un¬ 

stable intermediate compounds containing fewer than three moles of 

ethylenediamine per nickel ion. The DTA curves showed endothermic 

peaks which corresponded to the dehydration of the hydrated com¬ 

plexes; all other peaks for the decomposion of the nickel complexes 

were exothermic. 
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Fig. 6. DTA Curves of Complexes. 

A. [NKpnlglCI^^HgO 

B. [NKpnlglBr^^H^O 

C. INHpnlglsd^^”^ 
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The Transition State of the Diels-Alder Reaction 

by MARTIN G. ETTLINGER and. EDWARD S. LEWIS 

Rice University 

Current knowledge of the mechanism of the Diels-Alder reaction 

has been reviewed lately by Woodward and Katz (1959a). The sug¬ 

gestions of these workers and the ensuing discussion (Dewar, 1959; 

Woodward and Katz, 1959b) have not, we think, clarified the problem 

satisfactorily, and a critical summary is desirable. The Diels-Alder 

reaction, as we see it, is straightforward to interpret under guidance 

of the experimental evidence and the theory of absolute reaction rates. 

Confusion has arisen mainly from unwarranted attempts to elevate 

features of particular systems to universal postulates. Thus, general 

Diels-Alder mechanisms have received tags, such as “homolytic,” 

“heterolytic,” or “unsymmetrical,” which we discard as inappropriate. 

Agreement prevails (Woodward and Katz, 1959a) that the Diels- 

Alder synthesis can be regarded as a reversible bimolecular com¬ 

bination passing over one rate-controlling energy barrier. Possible 

cage effects or internal return attendant on dissociation of an adduct 

are energetically remote from the transition state and are neglected 

here (see Berson et al., 1956). Molecular compounds, which have been 

detected between some Diels-Alder reagents (Andrews and Keefer, 

1955) but need not lie on the path to adduct, are disregarded for the 

same reason. We shall therefore treat the reaction on the basis of cur¬ 

rent experimental knowledge as a single step (a division into two 

‘‘stages” (Woodward and Katz, 1959a) is irrelevant). The information 

then needed is the nature of the transition state, including its entropy 

and energy. What is wanted for the usual qualitative viewpoint of an 

organic chemist is a description of the geometry and bonds of the tran¬ 

sition state, sufficiently detailed to enable comprehension of the steric 

course of the reaction and the effects of substituents. When the essen¬ 

tials, previously considered piecemeal under “one step” or “two step” 

theories (Woodward and Katz, 1959a) are set forth, the mechanistic 

task envisaged here is done. 

The Diels-Alder transition state may be approximated as an as¬ 

sembly of the diene, in s-cis configuration, and dienophile systems 

roughly in parallel planes, arranged for cA-addition so that the --elec¬ 

tron clouds can overlap without interference from attached atoms. 
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Kinetic data for both forward and reverse reactions show that the tran= 

sition state resembles the adduct in entropy and hence probably in 

interatomic orientation and constraints, except along the axis of the 

reaction coordinate. The normal, large pre-exponential factor of dis¬ 

sociation also indicates that the system contains only paired electrons 

throughout. The reaction of combination is exothermic and its activa¬ 

tion energy generally no more than half of that of the reverse cleavage. 

Thus, the bonding between the two components in the transition state 

is loose and diffuse. We perceive no distinction between “partial 

bonds” and “secondary attractive forces” that include “electrostatic, 

electrodynamic, and even to some extent exchange forces” (Woodward 

and Katz, 1959a). To provide a ready qualitative estimate of the 

energy, we shall describe the electron distribution in the familiar lan¬ 

guage of resonance as a hybrid of selected conventional structures with 

localized valence bonds. 

The simplest Diels-Alder reaction is the combination of 1,3-buta¬ 

diene and ethylene. We represent the transition state (I) as a hybrid 

of four structures (la, b, c and d), two corresponding as always to 

la Ib Ic Id 

electron distributions resembling those of the distorted starting ma¬ 

terials (la) or product (Ib) and two^ (Ic and Id) depicting as intact 

only one or the other of the bonds between diene and olefin terminals 

(Evans and Warhurst, 1938; Evans, 1939). The third “Dewar” struc¬ 

ture, with a formal bond between the ends of the diene and no link to 

the olefin, is taken as implied by la. By a dotted bond we symbolize 

the presence of two interacting paired electrons, one at each end, and 

for this example the much less important ionic structures also, in 

which both electrons are at one end and a vacant orbital is at the other. 

If the ends of the dotted bond are so far apart that direct orbital over¬ 

lap between them is negligible, the result is a formal bond (see Whe- 

land, 1955)3 The symbolic distinction between dotted or solid bonds 

connecting diene and olefin in the transition state implies no necessary 

difference of type but stresses the probable relation of the bonding in 

this state to that in the associated stable molecules. The equivalence 

of Ic and Id is correlated with the geometric symmetry of the activated 

1 The notation is advantageous to circumvent worry about “diradical” character. 
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complex and appears reasonable to assume for simplicity and con¬ 

sistency with available evidence. 

For the activated complex (II) of Diels-Alder dimerization of 1,3- 

butadiene we write six structures (Ila-f), four (Ila-d) as previously 

shown for butadiene and ethylene and two (He and f) with extra 

bonding to the new vinyl group. (We are not concerned here whether 

the second molecule of butadiene is in s-cis or s-trans configuration 

and make no attempt to indicate the three-dimensional arrangement.) 

The increased number of energetically similar structures presumably 

corresponds to greater stabilization and hence to lower activation 

energy. Of the links closing the ring, the one between the ends of the 

butadiene systems appears in four structures (Ilb, d, e and f), the 

other in only two (lib and c). The 3,4-bond of 4-vinylcyclohexene is 

central to a biallyl system and therefore weaker than the 5,6-bond 

(cf. Sehon and Szwarc, 1950), and the formalism plausibly suggests 

that the same order of strength holds in the Diels-Alder transition 

state. 

The six structures given for II do not enumerate completely the 

independent modes of pairing 7r-electrons between four double bonds or 

eight atomic orbitals. Particularly, four canonical structures (III) exist 

in which the dienes are connected by two bonds, neither occurring in 

nr 
the adduct corresponding to lib. The weights to be granted the struc¬ 

tures III would depend on the geometry of the transition state. We 

pass over the uncertainty and assume that the adduct and transition 

state can be adequately correlated with the use only of structures that 

contain one of the final diene-dienophile bonds. Also, we set aside the 

fortuitous possibility that a single activated complex might lead to 

more than one adduct molecule, as would occur if two combining mole- 
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cules of butadiene were indistinguishable as parts of a Diels-Alder 

transition state. 

The dimerization of cyclopentadiene can be described as for buta¬ 

diene, with account taken of the added stereochemical fixation of the 

product. Kinetic control leads to the ^n^fo-dimer, exemplifying the 

“maximum accumulation of unsaturated centers,” The rationalizing 

assumption is that the molecules are oriented in the transition state of 

lower energy so that the dotted bonds expressing attractive forces, 

notably the one shown in IV (analogous to He), are as short and strong 

as possible. 

The reaction of butadiene and acrolein is analogous to the dimeriza¬ 

tion of butadiene, but the bonding from butadiene to the oxygen atom 

in the transition state (V) will be polar.^ We show in Ve and Vf just 

the net ionic component of the corresponding dotted bonds, without 

any quantitative implication of the extent of charge separation. The 

addition to butadiene of maleic anhydrite or of 1,4-benzoquinone can 

be depicted like that of acrolein, with two additional ionic structures 

to show the participation of a second carbonyl group.® The two car¬ 

bonyl groups are presumably equivalent throughout and the sym¬ 

metry is the same as for the butadiene-ethylene reaction (Dewar, 1959; 

cf. Woodward and Baer, 1944). The specific ^mfo-addition of maleic 

anhydride to cyclopentadiene is explicable by the general cause stated 

2 The old objection to polar character of a reaction in a non-polar liquid or a gas 

is no longer forbidding (.see Ingold, 1957). 

® The ionic structures bear a resemblance to those for molecular complexes, postu¬ 

lated as Diels-Alder intermediates by Woodward (1942). The description of the diene 

as a donor and the dienophile as acceptor, valid in many conventional Diels-Alder 

reactions, is not useful when non-polar structures dominate. 
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for dimerization of the hydrocarbon and reflects the partly electrostatic 

attraction in the activated complex between carbonyl oxygen atoms 

and 2,3-carbon atoms of the diene. Reaction of maleic anhydride and 

dimethylfulvene proceeds endo or exo with nearly equal rates at 0-80° 

(Alder and Ruehmann, 1950; Craig et al.^ 1954). The positive charges 

distributed to the isopropylidene group in the transition states (Wood¬ 

ward and Raer, 1944), as well as present there in the starting material 

(Wheland and Mann, 1949), assist ^zo-addition. 

We have supposed that the combination of butadiene and ethylene 

is a non-polar process, which may become polar through modification 

of the reagents. The familiar dienophiles are mostly good electron ac¬ 

ceptors and function accordingly in the Diels-Alder transition state, 

provided that the diene is a fair donor. However, we shall cite other 

examples with polarization reversed. The ionic character of the bond¬ 

ing between diene and dienophile in a transition state may in principle 

vary continuously between extremes, just as for a single bond between 

two unlike atoms. 

When both diene and dienophile are asymmetrically substituted, 

reaction can lead to two positional isomers. The series best studied is 

that of monosubstituted 1,3-butadienes combining with acrolein or 

other acrylate derivatives. The rule that the 3-carbon atom of the 

dienophile becomes joined predominantly to the 4-carbon of a 1-substi¬ 

tuted butadiene (“o-product,” VI) or the 1-carbon of a 2-substituted 

diene (“p-product,” VII) has been established for diverse orienting 

groups (R), including methyl (Lehmann and Paasche, 1935; Alder 

and Vogt, 1949), acetoxyl (Alder and Schumacher, 1949), alkoxyl 

(Fiesselmann, 1942), diethylamino (Huenig and Kahanek, 1957), 

chloro (Meek and Trapp, 1952), phenyl (Alder, Vagt and Vogt, 1949; 

Alder and Haydn, 1950; Meek et al., 1951; Meek et al., 1952), cyano 

(Marvel and Rrace, 1949; Snyder and Poos, 1950) and carboxyl 

(Alder, Schumacher and Wolff, 1949; Braude and Evans, 1956; Cul- 

venor and Geissman, 1959). The further specificity that a tram-\- 

substituent of the diene becomes cis to the adjacent dienophile carbonyl 

(as in VI) or equivalent group is a direct counterpart of ^?ifi?o-addition 

to cyclopentadiene. All eight substituents, whether electron supplying 
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or withdrawing, are conjugating or hyperconjugating, and the experi¬ 

mental results show that a transition state is stabilized by an increased 

number of structures regardless of polarity. 

The orienting effects of electron-donating groups, such as the first 

five listed, are perhaps easiest to conceive. Thus, if we refer to the 

transition state (V) for butadiene and acrolein, a methyl group on one 

of the positively charged carbon atoms in Ve or Vf will greatly stabilize 

the corresponding ionic structure and hence the state, whereas methy- 

lation of an alternate atom of the diene skeleton will have no such 

marked effect. To go towards the polar extreme, the transition states 

for reaction of 2-methoxybutadiene or 1-diethylaminobutadiene with 

acrolein in the manners observed must receive large contributions 

from structures (VIII or IX) with the diene substituents positively 

charged, which are impossible for opposite orientations. The phenyl 

group also can accept positive charge, but since it can participate easily 

in extra non-polar bonding, the possibilities are more elaborate. We 

show the added structures (X-XIII) for all reactions of the phenyl- 

butadienes with acrolein (charges on or dotted bonds to the aromatic 

rings are distributed over the o- and p-positions). Whereas Xb and XI, 

or Xllb and XIII, are closely analogous, the structures with bonding 

from the phenyl group to the carbonyl oxygen atom (Xa, Xlla) occur 

only in the favored modes. Indeed, a phenyl is better than a methyl 

group to stabilize positive charge, for the directive effect of the first 
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predominates in reaction of l-phenyl-l,3-pentadiene (Alder et al., 

1950). 

The substitution on butadiene of an electron-attracting group, such 

as cyano or carboxyl, greatly reduces the donor power. For the com¬ 

bination of vinylacrylic and acrylic acids, to take an example, little 

net polarization can be expected for the transition state, but the bond¬ 

ing otherwise follows the pattern for phenyl substitution. We give all 

the structures for both positional orientations (XIV and XV), choos¬ 

ing not to write positive charges adjacent to carbonyl groups. The 

XVe XVf EZg 

actual product, the tetrahydrophthalic acid, corresponds again to the 

transition state (XIV) for which one more structure is drawn. In re¬ 

action of sorbic and acrylic acids (Alder «Z., 1950), the methyl group 

acts mainly to stabilize by hyperconjugation (see XVI, analogous to 

XVg) the transition state leading to the isophthalic acid derivative, 

which predominates by a small margin in the resulting mixture. With 

cinnamylideneacetic and acrylic acids (Alder et aL, 1950), the effect 

of a methyl group is surpassed by accommodation of positive charge in 

the benzene ring and the 1,3-diacid is found alone. 

Diels-Alder processes are known in which the diene is the electron 

acceptor and the dienophile the donor. Thus, tetrachloro-o-benzoqui- 

none reacts as a diene easily with styrene, butadiene and cyclopenta- 
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X2I 

diene as dienophiles, but not at all with electron-demanding olefins 

such as acrylates or maleic anhydride (Horner and Merz, 1950; Hor¬ 

ner and Spietschka, 1953; cf, Burnell and Taylor, 1954 and 1955). 

Polar structures (XVII) are shown for the transition state of an o- 

quinone plus styrene. Condensations in which the dicarbonyl system 

of the quinone acts as a diene, wholly dominant with 1,1-diphenyl- 

ethylene, stilbene or ethyl styryl ether, may reflect extreme charge 

separation in the activated complex. 

Acrolein reacts as an electron-accepting diene with vinyl ethers 

(Longley and Emerson, 1950; Smith et al.^ 1951) in the orientation 

depicted for the transition state (XVIII). When acrolein behaves as 

diene toward a poor donor like itself, however, the process can have 

little polarity. We draw transition states (XIX and XX) for both 

possible modes of dimerization. Each state has six contributing struc- 
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xz 
tures and prediction of lower energy for the array (XIX) leading to 

the observed (Alder and Rueden, 1941) 3,3-dimer requires tentative 

consideration of other factors. The structures for 3,3-union (XIX) 

show an average of 7/6 carbonyl group, for 2,3-attachment (XX) only 

one. Since a carbonyl is decidedly more stable than a carbon-carbon 

double bond, whereas the corresponding single bond energies are nearly 

identical (Pauling, 1960), the actual reaction would be preferred.^ 

Again, the transition state for 3,3-dimerization of two s-cis molecules 

of acrolein can be arranged to be stabilized by dipolar attraction be¬ 

tween the carbonyl groups, oppositely directed in close proximity. 

Furthermore, we note particularly that the obvious ionic structure 

(XXI) favoring 2,3-junction, with one oxygen atom positively and the 

other negatively charged, is geometrically barred from contribution. 

^ The same consideration may be applied to the reaction of butadiene and acrolein. 

The transition state to form 2-vinyl-3,4-dihydro-2-pyran may be represented as a 

hybrid of Va-b and Vd-f, with adjustment in geometry and notation, plus a sixth 

structure that unlike Vc contains no carbonyl group. The resulting expectation that 

the transition state V would be of lower energy is correct, as the aldehyde corre¬ 

sponding to V is the observed product. 
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The double bond to oxygen would require planarity thereabouts and 

the acceptor molecule would be set nearly perpendicularly to the donor, 

preventing formation of a second bond. The one olefinic double bond 

of the dienophile molecule cannot overlap effectively both with the 

TT-electrons at the deposition of s-cis acrolein and the perpendicularly 

oriented unshared pairs on the oxygen atom. The valid ionic structures 

for 2,3-dimerization are indeed less stable than those for acrolein plus 

butadiene because the extra oxygen atom functions only to withdraw 

electrons inductively. Thus, acrolein is a worse electron donor as a 

diene toward an ordinary dienophile than as a base toward a proton. 

The stereoelectronic criterion just employed may have a counterpart 

in reactions of ketenes. The electronic structures, but not the appropri¬ 

ate geometry, have been indicated by Dewar (1949). Ketenes and 1.3- 

dienes unexpectedly furnish not Diels-Alder products but cyclobutan- 

ones (XXII) (cf. Vogel and Mueller, 1958). A similar reaction occurs 

between ketenes and mono-olefins but is less ready. The orientation of 

the adducts (XXII) suggests that the bond to the carbonyl carbon atom 

is the stronger of the newly forming links in the transition state. The 

diene should act as an electron donor and the ketene be the acceptor, 

becoming effectively an enolate ion. If the carbon atom of the carbonyl 

group is accordingly bonded to the diene and the oxygen atom is nega¬ 

tively charged, the carbon-carbon double bond of the ketene must be re¬ 

tained and the diene and ketene cannot lie in parallel planes. Addition 

to the carbon-carbon bond thus involves both perpendicular sets of 

TT-orbitals in the ketene and creates strain if the other molecule has 

only one direction of interaction. Perhaps the transition state (XXIII) 

is arranged somewhat as if in preparation for a diene addition to the 

carbonyl group {cf. Gresham and Steadman, 1949), with the diene 

and ketene systems in oblique planes, the oxygen atom between the 

ends of the diene, and the ketene substituents out of the way. Forma¬ 

tion of the cyclobutanone is a reasonable consequence. 

Ketenes combine as apparently normal olefinic dienophiles with 

conjugated unsaturated ketones (Staudinger and Endle, 1913; Hopff 

and Rapp, 1942), in an orientation (XXIV) suggesting a polar transi¬ 

tion state. We may envisage an activated complex (XXV) differing 
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iTwr 

XXTV 
from the general Diels-Alder configuration in that the carbonyl car¬ 

bon atom of the ketene is displaced toward the plane of the 1,3-enone. 

XX3I 

The bond between the terminal carbon atoms is formed by the 

TT-orbitals of each, whereas the other link in the new ring involves an 

unshared electron pair on the oxygen atom of the 1,3-enone and a 

TT-orbital of the ketene carbonyl group. The stereoelectronic peculiar¬ 

ities of the components, discussed in the two foregoing paragraphs, 

are thus tolerably matched. 

The theory of the Diels-Alder reaction developed here is indebted 

for stimulus to the publication of Woodward and Katz (1959a) and 

shares with their mechanism a unified view and some general fea¬ 

tures of the assumed electron distribution in the activated complex. 

We have given a more explicit description in terms of resonance. 

Furthermore, the presentations differ sharply in two major respects. 

We have focused on the transition state rather than the entire reac- 
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tion path, deeming any cinematographic portrayal to be imaginary 

and irrelevant. Also, we have found it needless to introduce asym¬ 

metry as a basic postulate of the mechanism. To elucidate the disagree¬ 

ment, we close by a review of the other derivation. 

With painstaking elegance, Woodward and Katz proved experi¬ 

mentally that of the two interannular bonds a-b and d-e in endo- 

dicyclopentadiene (XXVI), the first could be broken by heat while 

1021 
the second remained intact.® Hence, they inferred that in the dimeri¬ 

zation of cyclopentadiene, “the rate-controlling process is the forma¬ 

tion of a single bond” (d-e). The conclusion is reasonable in one 

sense, namely that since neither bond exists in the reagents, it may 

readily be supposed that the link stronger in the product will be 

stronger, and more localized, in the transition state. We have already 

commented to that effect in theoretical discussion of the bonding in 

4-vinylcyclohexene and in the transition to two molecules of buta¬ 

diene. However, the preceding authors buttressed their statement with 

dubious logic. 

Woodward and Katz tried, as it were, to shorten the extrapolation of 

bond strengths from dicyclopentadiene to the Diels-Alder transition 

state by the argument that the halfway stage (their structure XXVII) 

in the observed rearrangement of dicyclopentadiene derivatives lay on 

the Diels-Alder reaction path: “We now know that cleavage of one 

bond of the dicyclopentadiene molecule, with conversion to (XXVII), 

takes place relatively readily. We know further that if (XXVII) is 

more highly energized, a second bond . . . breaks, and two molecules 

of cyclopentadiene are produced.” However, the hypothesis italicized 

by us is unrealistic, for one cannot experimentally heat a transition 

state or pure unstable intermediate, and the “presumption that in the 

combination of two molecules of cyclopentadiene, . . . after passage of 

the barrier, reaction proceeds to the same array (XXVII)” is there- 

® Compare the rearrangement of cw-l,2-divinylcyclobutane to l,5-cyclo6ctadiene 

(cis,cis), connecting two dimers of butadiene with breakage of the 1,2-bond of the 

starting material and preservation of the 3,4-bond, between the ends of the diene 

residues (Vogel, 1958). Formation of 4-vinylcyclohexene could occur by the same 

cleavage but would require a geometrically different transition state. 
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fore unjustified. The paths of the Woodward-Katz isomerization and 

the relevant Diels-Alder reactions end at the same adducts but need 

not possess any common intermediary configuration. We have already 

remarked that the peculiar symmetry of (XXVII), in which diene and 

dienophile residues are indistinguishable, cannot hold in general for a 

Diels-Alder transition state. 

The gravest difficulty in the scheme of Woodward and Katz (1959a, 

b) lies, however, in the universal conclusion. The inequality between 

the bonds a-b and d-e of XXVI results from the dissymmetry of the 

substance, or of cyclopentadiene viewed as a dienophile. Surprisingly, 

the investigators automatically inferred from their experiments on 

dicyclopentadiene a fundamental asymmetry of the mechanism of the 

Diels-Alder reaction. We find contrarily in their work no jot of evi¬ 

dence that during the reaction of cyclopentadiene and a symmetric 

dienophile, such as maleic anhydride, the two bonds closing the new 

ring are not created identically. No present reason exists to assume in 

the transition state of the Diels-Alder reaction a non-equivalence of the 

newly forming bonds that is not specifically necessitated by asym¬ 

metric structures of reagents and product. Of course, when the reactive 

ends of the diene or of the dienophile are unlike, the bonding at each 

in the transition state can be expected to be distinguishable from that 

at the other. The difference between such bonds is but one result of the 

general treatment offered here. 
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Acoustic Evidence of Relationship in Caprimulgus 

by L. IRBY DAVIS 

Harlingen, Texas 

Various North American members of the genus Caprimulgus have 

vernacular names which suggest the typical “song” or call of the 

species. This indicates that each species has a pattern which does not 

vary appreciably in different areas. In this paper an attempt is made 

to demonstrate similarities and dissimilarities of the voices of the North 

American species in a more precise manner than phonetic interpreta¬ 

tion of the calls. Since the American Ornithologists’ Union has adopted 

official “common names” based on “what the bird says,” I will extend 

that plan to cover all the members of the genus found in continental 

North America (north of the Panama Canal). Such names not only 

give us uniformity but also are helpful for quick identification in the 

field (where one must depend almost entirely on sound). 

If we are to base a name on phonetics, it may be well to show some 

connection between human phonetics and bird phonetics. Figure 1 

shows a sound spectrogram of the spoken word “SALLY.” (In this 

and in all subsequent spectrograms the vertical scale in the figure is 

calibrated in kilocycles per second and the horizontal scale in deci- 

seconds.) It will be noticed that in the “LL” the important (mobile) 

second resonance bar slopes down from about 2000 cps. (cycles per 

second) to about 1000 cps. in the space of about one decisecond. Figure 

2 is a spectrogram of “SALLY” as pronounced by a Myna bird. Here 

the second resonance bar also drops from about 2000 cps. to 1000 cps. 

in one decisecond. From this we conclude that the “LL” has the same 

structure in a spectrogram whether made by a human or a bird. So 

little difference exists in fact, that if the figures were mixed we would 

not be able to tell them apart. Sounds which have the energy organized 

into definite harmonic bands and produced by what amounts to a con¬ 

tinuously driven oscillator operated by the breath stream are called 

voice sounds by students of the human voice. As the bird also produces 

similar sounds which are organized into definite harmonic bands and 

formed by what amounts to a continuously driven oscillator operated 

by the breath stream, I will call these voiced sounds also. In addition 

to voiced sounds, the human makes various unvoiced sounds (no vi¬ 

brating membrane is involved) such as clicks and hisses. Hissing 

72 
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: sounds are very common among the reptiles and are also quite fre- 

I quently used by birds. Reptiles,,humans, and birds all sometimes make 

I voiced and unvoiced sounds simultaneously so that they are mixed in 

: the same complex sound. 

I It may be seen from Figures 1 and 2 that the “Y” is just about the 

1 reverse of the “LL” except that it goes up somewhat more quickly than 

the “LL” comes down. It happens that a “WI” sound gives a spectro¬ 

gram that is almost identical to that of a “Y,” except it does not slope 

up quite as steeply and may not go up quite as high at the end. Thus 

we might guess that if we cut out the “Y” from Figure 1 and place it 
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just in front of the “LL,” we would have a reasonably good picture 

of a “WILL” sound. In other words we expect a “WILL” sound to 

give a picture of a resonance bar which sloped up a bit faster than it 

progressed to the right for a time, and then turned back and sloped 

down again to the starting point. 

Voice is the best means of identifying members of this genus. It will 

be used in this paper as a means of classification. 

THE EASTERN WHIP-POOR-WILL, Caprimulgus vociferous. 

Saunders (1933) said that the song of this species “consists of a con¬ 

tinuous repetition of the three-note phrase that has given the bird its 

name,” and then went on to say that the phrase commonly has the 

second note lowest and the last highest in pitch, with the accent on the 

the last note. He said also that “Whiterwee” was a better interpreta¬ 

tion than “whip-poor-will,” and that sometimes the last note is slurred 

downward so that it becomes “whiterweeo.” He illustrated the phrase 

by a diagram which showed a short horizontal line representing a 

note (for “whit”) at about the middle of the pitch scale; after a short 

rest there is a shorter horizontal line at the bottom of the pitch scale 

representing the second note (“e”); then a perpendicular line indicat¬ 

ing a vertical jump to the top of the pitch scale where there is a tiny 

loop indicating the “r” sound; and a horizontal line which is longer 

than either of the others indicating the final note (“wee”). A greater 

variety of vocalizations were discussed by Simmons (1925). He said 

that the bird does a ringing, rapid, “w-w-whipp-poor-will”; that near 

at hand a preliminary “chu” may be heard; that there is sometimes 

a soft flight call, “zue-see”; and sometimes a low, purring, grunting, 

“dack-dack.” Saunders also called attention to the preliminary sound 

used at the start of the song phrase, but he called it “tuck” instead of 

“chu.” Figure 3 shows the type of diagram used by Saunders to illus¬ 

trate the song phrase. 

Figure 4 shows a spectrogram of a song phrase of C. vociferous (from 

CU Cut 3). We will consider this a phrase of two syllables. (The word 

“syllable” is used herein to designate a division or part of a phrase.) 

What we are calling two syllables in Figure 4, Saunders designates as 

three “notes” of which the third is shown to be the longest and highest 

in pitch. Not one of the structures which Saunders represents by a 

straight line can properly be shown as such as none is of a single pitch. 

In acoustics the word “note” is defined as a sound of definite pitch and 

duration. In the case of the Saunders diagram we assume that he was 

using the word “note” in this way, but his ears did not detect the 

deviation from a single pitch in each case. In the spectrogram there is 
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only one resonance bar. (In this species only the fundamental fre¬ 

quency of the voiced sound contains enough energy to print on the 

spectrogram at settings ordinarily used, therefore, no harmonics show 

in any of the prints.) 

In Figure 4 the first syllable is inflected upward steeply in pitch 

for a short distance at the beginning and then flattens out and holds 

fairly flat to the end where it is cut off sharply. The upward inflection 

at the start is no doubt the reason for starting all words used to de¬ 

scribe this syllable with a “W.” The flattened area is interpreted as 

the short‘T’ sound. The abrupt ending at about the same pitch neces¬ 

sitates use of the “stop” consonant, “P” or “T.” Hence there is some 

phonetic reason for the interpretation of the syllable and we may 

conclude that the use of the word “WHIP” is a good descriptive term. 

The time interval following our first syllable is longer than the syl¬ 

lable itself, instead of much shorter as shown by Saunders. The second 

syllable may be considered as having three segments. A, B, and C, that 

is the “POOR,” the “WI,” and the “LL.” Structurally, A has three 

micro-segments of about equal length. Each of these is about twice as 

wide as high (at the scale used) and each is about 0.06 sec. long. The 

pitch of the first micro-segment (Ai) slopes up to a peak and drops 

quickly almost to the starting frequency. A2 and A3 each begin and 

end a bit higher in pitch than the preceding micro-segment; both slope 

up steeply for a short time and then flatten. The flattened part slopes 

up gradually and then abruptly drops down almost to the starting 

point. Thus there is a gradual climb in average pitch through the seg¬ 

ment. The structure of segment A indicates the word “Poor” is not a 

good phonetic representation. (The plosive effect of the “P” might 

have been selected because of the forceful beginning, and the vowel 

“0” may have been used because of the relative length of the almost 

flat portions of A2 and A3. However, if the undulations or depressions 

between the micro-segments are represented by the “R,” then there 

should be more than one “R.” Possibly “PROROR” would have been 

better.) In any event this segment is not properly interpreted by 

Saunders’ diagram. His error on the “R” sound is probably due to the 

fast tempo. 

It is not clear why this segment was diagrammed as the shortest. 

Segment B represents the “WI” part of the phrase. Here we have the 

pitch inflected upward steeply for about 1500 cps. (from about 1500 

to 3000) in four somewhat jagged poorly defined steps. The sound 

here probably would seem about the same to human ears if the band 

were entirely smooth. However, as birds seem to have better time 

resolution than humans, these jagged steps may be important. Seg- 
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ment C slopes down almost as steeply as B slopes up and goes down to 

the approximate starting point of B. During the duration of this seg¬ 

ment a considerable amount of unorganized or unvoiced sound (hiss) 

is also present, which contains enough energy in the frequencies of the 

resonance area to show plainly on the spectrogram. B conforms well to 

the “Y” or “WI” sound (see Fig. 1 and 2) and C conforms well to the 

“LL"’ sound. Of course the quality cannot be precisely the same be¬ 

cause the whip-poor-will has only one resonance bar while the voiced 

sound of the human as shown had several. The mobile bars in Figure 

1 are enough like the present segment B to indicate why the descrip¬ 

tive “WILL” as applied by Simmons (1925) and others is more ac¬ 

curate than the “WEE” applied by Saunders. It seems likely that error 

in use of the “WEE” is caused by the hiss frequencies, which are 

resonated in the area of highest pitch of the voiced sound after the 

voiced sound has stopped. As there is much more energy in the voiced 

sound, our ears usually detect only that. Because the Saunders dia¬ 

gram gives no indication of the up-sloping “WI” or “Y” sound and 

since this sound is as long and conspicuous as the “LL,” the diagram 

fails completely to give an accurate picture of the sound. (Those who 

use the Saunders system in recording songs on paper could possibly 

avoid such errors if they would first record the voice on tape and then 

play it back at one half or one fourth speed.) 

Figure 5 shows a narrow band analysis of the same sound as in 

Figure 4. The smearing of frequency bands is here cut down. The 

relative unimportance of the hiss accompanying the voiced sound is 

also indicated. 

Figure 6 shows a song phrase of another bird (CLF Cut 2). In this 

spectrogram the first syllable (“WHIP”) seems to stop like that in 

Figure 4, but then continues on weakly and gradually decays, giving 

an effect like the prolongation of sound by reverberation. In this case 

the rest between the two syllables is quite short, as Saunders indicates. 

Here the hiss during the “WILL” is more conspicuous and almost ob¬ 

scures the voiced sound. Perhaps this indicates use of greater force by 

the bird, which may also cause the “hang-over” energy that is visible 

after the first syllable. 

Figure 7 was made from a recording by Norma and Jerro Stillwell 

at Louisville, Kentucky, May 10, 1950. The recording was made with¬ 

out the use of a parabola and with the microphone very near the bird. 

In this spectrogram we see a soft preliminary syllable which consists 

of two short, narrow segments which are lower in pitch than the 

“WHIP” syllable and spaced about 0.07 sec. ahead of it. This bird 

showed some variation in the structure of the “WHIP” and the 
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“POOR” parts of the song phrase. The “WHIP” is longer than that 

of Figure 4 and has two segments, the first of which is similar to the 

micro-segments of the “POOR” segment. In Figure 4 also, there is a 

slight indentation in the structure of the “WHIP.” This suggests that, 

when long enough, this syllable is normally indented at the same in¬ 

terval as is found in the “POOR” segment. The “POOR” segment of 
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this second syllable is made up of four micro-segments instead of 

three, as in Figure 4. The added micro-segment however, is of the 

same general form and length as the others. 

Figure 8 shows a spectrogram of another phrase recorded by the 

Stillwells ten days later than the one in Figure 7. This may have been 

the same bird, as characteristics suggest the same individual variation; 

however, in this case the preliminary syllable is composed of only one 

segment. Other cases had either the single or double form. In this 

figure, too, four micro-segments occur in the “POOR.” These things 

suggest that the form rather than the number of micro-segments is 

important. 

Figure 9 represents a song phrase taken from CU Cut 1. Here the 

first syllable is prolonged by a weak shadow resembling reverberation. 

In the second syllable, Ai is almost flat, and the usual peak is rep¬ 

resented by a dense spot barely raised above the average pitch. Seg¬ 

ment B is composed of six micro-segments. 

Figure 10 shows a narrow filter spectrogram of a song phrase (CU 

Cut 12). Here again Ai is almost flat, but is so weak that it can scarcely 

be seen on the original print. Here there appears to be seven micro¬ 

segments, and then the “LL” segment extends out strongly after it 

flattens out instead of tapering off weakly as is more often the case. 

Here the hiss frequencies appear to be strongest just at the peak of the 

“WILL.” 

Figure 11 shows a different type of song phrase. This was recorded 

by the Stillwells at Louisville on May 20, 1950. Jerry Stillwell was 

the first person to call attention to this phrasing, which he called the 

“time signal,” because of the “ticking” that goes on with clock-like 

precision. A portion of the last phrase of the common song sentence 

is shown in the spectrogram in order to indicate the relative loudness 

and the transition between the two sentences. We will consider this 

as a two syllable phrase which may be paraphrased as “tick-tick 

r-r-r-r.” No one has reported on the behavior associated with this 

phrase and we cannot tell from an acoustical analysis of the sound 

how it was made. The first syllable is composed of two segments, 

identical in form and usually almost identical in pitch. The spacing 

between segments is rather precise and the drop in pitch from the first 

to the second syllable is closely controlled; however, in the space be¬ 

tween the two different sentences the first two segments in the “time 

signal” show a gradual step-down in pitch from the termination of 

the last “WILL.” 

In Figure 11 the first “tick” segment is almost lost in the hiss which 

follows the strongly accented and very forceful “WILL.” The second 
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syllable in this phrase is made up of from 25 to 31 click-like structures 

spaced at a rate of about 140 per second. This phrase sounds like a 

guttural rattle. The segments in both syllables have the appearance 

and short duration of clicks. However, the sound energy is concen¬ 

trated in a limited frequency range and the pitch is carefully con¬ 

trolled. These factors suggest voiced sound. If it were voiced sound 

(the pitch appears to be only about 600 cps.), the sound segments could 

be no more than two cycles wide. It seems impossible, if we think in 
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terms of man’s world, that an oscillator could generate an organized 

sound if operated for only two cycles or so. The possible explanations 

include start-stop modulation produced in the syrinx or a rattle pro¬ 

duced by flapping of a membrane in the fashion of a sheet in a breeze. 

In such cases we might assume that the energy in all frequencies out¬ 

side the very limited range of the resonance cavities is absorbed. In 

these ways an unvoiced sound with a definite frequency, as far as 

could be determined by our ears, could be produced. 

The Stillwells recorded several incidental calls from this same bird. 

These were mainly guttural sounds of low volume and pitch. Figure 12 

shows one which resembles the second syllable of the “time signal” 

phrase but is shorter. Figure 13 shows another which starts out like the 

usual type of voiced sound and runs into a guttural warbled sound; it 

may be paraphrased as, “uurrrr.” Figure 14 shows a sound which this 

bird repeated so that one followed the other after a short rest. It may 

be called a soft “cook.” Figure 15 shows a spectrogram of a call re¬ 

corded by George Reynard. This was repeated several times at inter¬ 

vals of about one half second and may be likened to a bark. 

Apparently no one has ever recorded the flight call mentioned by 

Simmons (1925). As far as is known all the variations in song and call 

which have been recorded are included in the above examples. The 

length of the common song phrase varied from 0.65 to 0.85 sec. Data 

for the second (last) syllable of this phrase for the material at hand 

may be summarized as follows: The first segment has three or four 

micro-segments of about 0.1 sec. length each, whose pitch varies about 

500 cps.: the?sebond segment has four to seven micro-segments, whose 

pitch is inflected up from about 1200 to about 2700 cps.; the last seg¬ 

ment has one part which lasts from 0.05 to 0.1 sec. 

THE WESTERN WHIP-POOR-WILL, Caprimulgus arizoTiae. 

Superficially all sounds of this species resemble those of C. vocifer¬ 

ous, There are somilow, guttural calls, a bark, a ‘?hime signal” phrase, 

and a two-syllable “WHIP-POOR-WILL” phrase. It seems unlikely 

that the same words would have been used to describe the “WHIP- 

POOR-WILL” if this form had not been thought to be conspecific with 

C. vociferous^ since only the last half of the last syllable is the same in 

structure. Figure 16 shows a spectrogram of a song phrase (CU Cut 6). 

It is readily seen that the preliminary syllable is structurally thicker, 

longer, and of a different slope from the corresponding part in C. vocif¬ 

erous, It is of the same pitch as the “WHIP” syllable (usually con¬ 

sidered the first syllable) instead of noticeably lower in pitch. It would 

appear that “WRRRP” would be a better representation of the first 
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syllable than “WHIP.” The second syllable might be better repre¬ 

sented by “PRRRRRWILL.” The “WRRRP” syllable appears arched 

and is composed of five segments, none of which is as much as 0.05 

sec. long. The first segment of the second syllable shows a frequency 

modulation or vibrato and the structure appears as though the sound 

were vibrated evenly about a central axis. There are slightly over three 

peaks in a decisecond or a vibrato frequently of slightly over 30 cps. 

Unorganized hiss frequencies appear after the last syllable and con¬ 

tinue on for some time. Figure 17 is a narrow filter spectrogram of 

the same phrase. 

In this species a much greater tendency exists for producing large 

amounts of hiss. In very forceful calls the voiced structure is fre¬ 

quently distorted or breaks down completely and is dispersed into the 

hiss. Figure 18 is a spectrogram made from a phrase recorded about 

seven miles south of Las Casas, Chiapas. Here the voiced structure 

breaks down in both syllables and the sound decays as though pro¬ 

longed by reverberation. 

Figure 19 shows a short and hurried version of a phrase recorded 

near Pueblo Nuevo Solistehuacan, Chiapas. Figure 20 is a spectrogram 

made from a recording taken at the Big Bend Nat. Park in Texas (CU 

Cut 13). Figure 21 represents another phrase (from CU Cut 11). Fig¬ 

ure 21 shows the “time signal” phrase (from CU Cut 10). Figures 23 

and 24 show the “Uurrrr” call of this species with the wide band and 

the narrow band filters. The narrow filter resolves the warbled part 

of the syllable into sidebands representing the warble frequency. 

The common song phrase in this species varies in length from 0.45 

to 0.75 sec. The structure of the second syllable varies as follows: The 

first segment has from 4 to 7 micro-segments, each about 0.043 sec. 

long; the second segment^has four to six^TOcro-segments, and climbs in 

pitch from a starting level of about 1000 up to 2500 cps.; the last seg¬ 

ment has a single part which is from 0.03 to 0.05 sec. long. 

THE CHEER-FOR-wiLL, Capriri^l^s saturatus. 

The structure of the common song phrase used by this species indi¬ 

cates that it resembles C. arizonae more than C. vociferous in voice. 

No “time signal” phrase or other guttural rattle call has thus far been 

reported. Figures 25 and 26 are spectrograms of the song phrase of this 

species (the latter made with the harrOtv filter). The first syllable is 

nearly twice as long as that of C. arizonae dcodi does noLhave the de¬ 

cidedly arching structure. The sdund does not suggest “WHIP” or 

“WRRRP” at all. It might be better represented by “CHERRR.” The 



first segment of the second syllable resembles a mathematical sine 

wave rather like that segment in the second syllable in the case of C. 

arizonae, but the vibrato frequency is considerably faster (40 cycles 

per sec. instead of 30). The “WILL” is almost the same as in the two 

previous species, but the pattern is more rounded at the top, the “LL” 

segment starts down with a gentler slope, and does not flatten out at 
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the bottom. This suggests a fairly close connection between saturatus 

and arizonae and a somewhat more distant one between these two and 

vociferous. In the CHEER-FOR.-WILL the song phrases may be given 

quite forcefully and the “WILL” strongly accented. Sometimes the 

phrase is shorter and so hurried that it may sound almost like “CHER- 

FORIT” from a distance. 

When given with great force the song phrase is apt to be distorted 

and the fine details of the voiced structure shattered, imperfectly 

formed, or obscured by hiss (Figure 27 shows such a phrase). Figure 
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28 shows another phrase of this nature but here the spectrograph was 

adjusted to print as little hiss as possible. The very light mark probably 

caused more shattering of the sound than usual, but there is a better 

indication of some of the segments in the first syllable. 

THE WIT-WIT-WILL, Caprimulgus rufous. 

Figure 29 represents a song phrase of this species recorded on the 

‘"north” bank of the Panama Canal near the middle of the Isthmus. 

The great amount of random noise was due to the “trade wind.” The 

phrase has four syllables. The first is a “preliminary” syllable similar 

to that of C. arizonae but longer and stronger, and of higher pitch. 

Then there are two, practically identical, “WIT” syllables. (It will 

be noticed that a “WIT” is a short or compressed version of a 

“WILL.”) And lastly we have a “WILL” syllable which is flatter and 

broader than any considered previously. The “LL” or downward slope 

is quite gradual with five ripples in the structure. In this species the 

preliminary syllable is relatively louder than in the previous ones, but 

is spaced further away from the other syllables and frequently is not 

noticed. At times it appears to be omitted. 

Figure 30 represents a song phrase recorded near Chepo, Panama. 

This appears to have only four ripples in the “WILL.” Here an at¬ 

tempt was made to filter out the trade wind noise by making a very 

light print with the narrow filter. 

Figure 31 represents a song phrase recorded near Caracas, Vene¬ 

zuela. This recording was made at close range. Here in spite of light 

printing, hiss or unorganized sound energy hangs on after the voiced 

sound stops. In Venezuela this bird is considered a diflE^rent species by 

some even though the voice is identical with that of the Panama birds. 

Figure 32 is from a recording of the “time signal” of this species. It is 

similar to comparable phrases of C. vociferous and arizonae but has 

only one segment in the first syllable instead of two, has only eight 

rattle segments in a decisecond, and has a higher pitch (especially in 

the case of the first syllable). This “time signal” sentence appears to 

have been given ahead of the more common sentence. The full song 

phrase in this species is “Chuck WIT-WILL-WILL.” This “WILL” 

has no “POOR” preceding it. Although we have here a similarity in 

general pitch level, total length of the song phrase, and enough simi¬ 

larity in construction of component parts to indicate birds of the same 

genus, the departure is sufficient to indicate a much wider deviation 

than in the other examples. 
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THE WILL, CaprimulgUS badius. 

The song of this species is a rythmical repetition of a single one- 

syllable phrase, “WILL.” A spectrogram of the typical phrase is shown 
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in Figure 33 (from CU Cut 3). As it slopes up steeply to the same pitch 

and then down slowly for the same distance with five ripples in the 

band of the down slope, it appears superficially to be identical with the 

last or “WILL” syllable of the song phrase of the previous species. In 

the present case the “WI” segment does not toe out at the bottom and is 

not a smooth band structurally. Instead it is composed of many fine 

micro-segments or vibratory undulations. However, this phrase would 

seem to indicate rather close relationship of bahius and rufous. Because 

many species of the genus have a “chuck” syllable at the start of the 

song phrase, rufous may more nearly represent the older stock, 

whereas badius, which has lost all but one of the syllables, is a newer 

development. Figure 34 shows one of the song phrases at a different 

scale which enables us to see the details of the structure better. It was 

made by playing the original tape recording at one-fourth speed (nar¬ 

row filter used). 

In this species there is individual difference in the number of ripples 

in the down slope of the “WILL” just as there was in the case of C. 

rufous. Figure 35 was made from a recording made at Orange Walk, 

British Honduras, In this the structure is a bit flat topped. Figure 36 

shows this flat topped effect (the recording was made 8 KM north of 

Carrillo Puerto, Quintana Boo). Figure 37 was made from a recording 

of another individual located only a few yards from the previous one. 

The narrow filter was used in the last three figures in order to cut down 

noise effects. Figure 38 shows a case where the down slope is straighter 

and somewhat steeper (CU Cut 6). 

Immediately before beginning a song in the evening, this species will 

sometimes gives a few soft, low pitched and more or less guttural calls. 

Figure 39 shows a series of “wut” calls recorded near Carrillo Puerto. 

Figure 40 gives a different call also recorded there. This was made with 

the narrow filter which resolved the terminal portion of the phrase 

into side bands. It indicates this structure to be similar to those shown 

in Figures 13 and 24 in the species vociferous and arizonae respectively. 

This species frequently speeds up the periodicity (the number of 

phrases per minute) toward the end of a long song sentence. Some 

other members of the genus (possibly all) and at least a few members 

of other genera of the family use a similar speed-up. This species was 

found only in Campeche, Yucatan, Quintana Boo, and northern Brit¬ 

ish Honduras. It was in association with three other goatsuckers (the 

Pauraque, the Yucatan Poor-will, and the Trilling Nighthawk) in 

parts of its range. 
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THE CHUCK-WILL, Caprimulgus salvini 

Figure 41 shows a narrow filter spectrogram of the song phrase of 

this species recorded at Valles, San Luis Potosi in May 1961. This 

species appears to be less closely related to C. rufous than the previous 

one, but may have branched off in a different direction from that type 

of parental stock. The first syllable may possibly have developed from 

something like the '‘WIT” (Fig. 29 or 31) but as the structure is mostly 

an even down slope, the sound is more nearly like the first syllable 

(“Chuck”) of C. rufous. The second syllable conforms to the general 

form of the “WILL” of rufous but is shorter and has only one indenta¬ 

tion in its structure. The human ear may detect the dip in sound at 

close range, although it is not a distinct pause. Using the apostrophe to 

indicate the slight dip as a slight hesitation, the phrase may be para¬ 

phrased “CHUCK WLLL.” Figure 42 represents a phrase recorded 

10 miles south of Valles in 1952. Here the second syllable is a bit flatter 

and both syllables also show hiss. 

THE chuck-will’s WIDOW, Caprimulgus carolinensis. 

The name does not fit this species very well phonetically, but is 

close enough to identify the bird. Figure 43 shows a song phrase re¬ 

corded in the spring near Agua Dulce, Veracruz. The first syllable or 

“CHUCK” is shaped like that of C. rufous and is spaced well out from 

the second syllable as is the case with rufous. The second syllable re¬ 

sembles the second syllable of C. salvini in that it has one indentation 

in the structure. However it shows a much greater development and 

the “WILL”-like structure is followed by a segment which is almost 

flat. This drawn out, flat segment is the cause of the “O” sound which is 

easily detected when the bird is singing. The third syllable is a modifi¬ 

cation of the second. The “WILL” structure is almost identical, but 

the terminal segment drops off quickly after bending up slightly. It is 

really too short for an “O” sound and would be better described as 

“AH”. Hence the bird says, “CHUCK-WILLOW-WILLAH.” 

Individual differences are mainly shown in the slope and peaking 

of the last segment of the second syllable. Some of them are so peaked 

as to make a second “WILL” on the-syllable, which is then like the 

first except for a lower top pitch and a shorter duration (phonetically 

we then have “WILLwill” with the second “will” made very quickly.) 

Figure 44 was made from a recording made (by the Stillwells) at 

Fayetteville, Ark., in 1951, and Figure 46 was made from CU Cut 1. 

Figure 46 shows some “time signal” phrases recorded (by the Still¬ 

wells) at Fayetteville, June 7, 1952. Here we have a single narrow seg- 
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ment in the first syllable as did the Wit-wit-will (Fig. 32), and in the 

second syllable from 7 to 9 rattle segments per decisecond. This also 

suggests a closer relationship to C. rufous than to C. vociferous and 

arizonae. Great similarity between Figures 32 and 46 seems to indicate 

slow evolution in some, if not all, vocalizations in this group. The 
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smooth bands observed in the spectrograms in this species and the lack 

of “ripple” effects suggest a closer relationship of this species to C. 

salvini than to C. rufous. 

THE cooKACHEEA, Cuprimulgus ridgwayi. 

A typical song phrase of this species is shown in Figure 47 (CU 

Cut 2). There are nine syllables; each successive syllable tends to be¬ 

come longer and louder. There is evidence of hiss mixed with organized 

sound, but no indication exists of any other similarities to song phrases 

of species already discussed. Figure 48 is a spectrogram made from 

CU Cut 3. It has eleven syllables. A phrase of sixteen syllables is 

shown in Figure in 49. In order to get such a long phrase on the plate 

this figure was made at a different scale. (This was from CU Cut 1.) 

In these three figures it will be noticed that the last three syllables in 

the phrase might be called a “terminal cluster”; also that the volume 

and tempo increase from the start. Except for the last three syllables 

all others are similar and superficially resemble what we have been 

calling a “chuck” sound in previous species. Here they are interpreted 

as “cook” or “cue.” The last three syllables are different in structure, 

and differ noticeably in pitch from the last “cook.” To indicate the 

quick drop down in pitch, the “a” (uh) sound is used for the first and 

last of these three syllables. A “chee” is used for the longest and highest 

pitched syllable (the middle one in the terminal three). A bird may 

occasionally “stammer” or repeat the last two syllables. Although it 

is most often blurred or smeared into the main body of the syllable 

structure on a spectrogram, it may be observed that there is a short 

hook on the left side at the start of the “cook” (on account of the very 

narrow scale, none of them can be detected in Figure 49). A reverse 

hook also occurs at the right side of the bottom of the structure. As we 

progress to the right and the syllables become stronger, this develops 

into a “V” type of formation. Sometimes the terminal cluster is spaced 

quite close to the final “cook” syllable, in which case this last “cook” 

may be modified in structure by having the bottom left off so that 

there is no “V”. 

Figure 50 shows a phrase from CU Cut 1. This shows the develop¬ 

ment of the “V” structure and the peculiar form of the terminal syl¬ 

lables to better advantage. In this case as in the previous figures for 

this species, the machine was set for zero compression so as to give the 

greatest possible contrast and attempt to show the energy of different 

components at the proper ratio. After stepping up the compression on 

the spectrograph, the same phrase was used to make Figure 51. Be- 
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cause compression makes the weaker sounds appear louder relative 

to the loudest sounds, the hiss is now conspicuous. Figure 52 shows 

a spectrogram of the same phrase made with the narrow filter. This 

also emphasizes the difference in intensity between the voiced and 

unvoiced sounds. 

The last part of this phrase (of the last figure) was used to make 

Figure 53. The horizontal scale here is such that the structure of the 

syllables may be seen more clearly (the tape was slowed down to make 

this). It will now be seen that the unvoiced sound fills in the area 

between the branches of the “V,” as well as the space between the 

formed structures. Figure 54 is a spectrogram of the same portion of 

the phrase made with the narrow filter. Here the hook at the start of 

the “V” appears almost rounded. The twisted nature of the terminal 

syllables can also be seen. 

Figure 55’shows a spectrogram from the end portion of a similar 

phrase from CU Cut 6, and Figure 56 is a narrow filter spectrogram 

of the same thing. Here the last syllable before the terminal cluster 

shows little more than the hook at the start, and the usual bottom 

and up-slope of the “V” is missing. Part of the space which would 

have been used in completing the “V” is occupied by the first syllable 

(“a”) of the terminal cluster. Figure 57 shows the same portion of the 

phrase at a still more extended horizonal scale. The gradual decay of 

the unvoiced sound between the voiced syllables, as in reverberations, 

is quite apparent. No unvoiced sound shows above the highest pitch 

of the voiced sound. Whatever controls the resonance of the voiced 
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sound also limits the energy of any unvoiced sound to such an extent 

that it appears in the spectrogram only within the pitch range of the 

voiced sound. The ‘‘band-pass” of the resonance cavities must be very 

sharp. This is also indicated by the lack of harmonics of voiced sounds 

on the spectrograms. Figure 58 shows a narrow filter spectrogram of 

the same portion of the phrase used in the previous figure. Here details 

of the voiced sound structure are apparent. The clipping off of the 

terminal portion of the last “cook” may be observed, and similarity of 

the two “a” syllables of the terminal cluster is clearly shown. 
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This species was found mostly on the Pacific slope of Mexico, but 

in lesser density as far east as a point 11 miles east of Jalapa, Veracruz. 

THE EUROPEAN NIGHTJAR, Caprimulgus curopaeus. 

Although extralimital, this species is interposed here for compara¬ 

tive purposes, because it is the type species of the genus. Figure 59 

represents a small portion of a phrase of this species. It was taken from 

a commercial phonograph record obtained from Germany. This sound 

appears to be a “roll” or “buzz,” i.e. an extremely fast “rattle” or 

series of clicks jammed together. Although there are some resonance 

bars, nothing indicates any voiced sound. Phonetically it may be repre¬ 

sented by “rrrrrrrrrrrrrr.” If this is unvoiced sound, we do not know 

why the energy is so sharply restricted to a definite band of fre¬ 

quencies. However we can assume a situation similar to that which 

operates in the species previously considered. Figure 60 shows the 

same portion of the phrase in a narrow filter spectrogram. It is similar 

to a series of rapid clicks with the interval between them filled in by 

reverberation. 

Figures 61 and 62 show spectrograms made by playing the last re¬ 

cording at one fourth speed. They indicate components of voiced sound 

hidden away in the heavy noise of the unvoiced sound (in spite of the 

fact that such was completely invisible in Fig. 59). (Compare Fig. 61 

with Fig. 53.) Figure 63 shows the same thing at a still more extended 

horizontal scale. These figures seem to show a series of very short 

bursts of voiced sound, spaced about 25 milliseconds apart. Although 

the unvoiced sound is the conspicuous thing here, and although the 

voiced elements are shorter and much closer together in this case, 

they suggest a relationship to C. ridgwayi. The fact that the voiced 

structures here are completely buried in hiss or unorganized sound, 

does not obscure similarity to the more lightly covered voiced struc¬ 

tures in the case of ridgwayi. At any rate it is vey easy to assume that 

ridgwayi is more closely related to europaeus than are any of the other 

North American species heretofore considered. 

THE PiT-swEER, Caprimulgus cayennensis. 

All spectrograms of this species were made from recordings made in 

Venezuela. Figure 64 shows a single song phrase. Figure 65 is a narrow 

filter spectrogram of the same phrase. Since the maximum pitch 

indicated is about 6000 cps., the picture is startlingly different from 

any considered earlier. The first syllable is a very quick, short “pit” 

and the second syllable is a drawn out “sweer” which gradually falls 
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my 

in pitch after a quick upward inflection at the start. The “err” effect 

is shown by the ripple in the structure of the second syllable. Figure 

66 shows the phrase with a more compressed vertical scale, which 
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permits us to see frequencies up to 12000 cps. Although minimum 

compression was used, a band of second harmonics printed easily. 

The fact that harmonics are demonstrated easily and that there are no 

interfering unvoiced sounds indicates a decidedly different sound 

from any considered previously. 

THE PIT-SWEET, Capnmulgus maculicaudus. 

Figure 67 shows a song phrase recorded near Agua Duke, Veracruz. 

Figure 68 represents the same thing (using the narrow filter). Figure 

69 shows a narrow filter spectrogram made by playing the tape at 

half speed. The syllable, the “pit,” is short; the second syllable is 

drawn out and smoothly inflected. The inflections are in this case 

reversed from what we had in the previous species. The total length 

of the phrase is only about half that of the PIT-SWEER. There was 

much background noise made by insects in the recording used for 

Figure 69, and the use of the narrow filter and low level machine 

settings necessary to minimize the insect noise almost cut out the band 

of second harmonics. Nevertheless, it printed sufficiently well to show 

this additional similarity to Figure 66. 

The males fly over the open grassland of the savanna at night and 

sing in flight. They perch in the woods during the day. The females 

nest on the ground (in the open areas) between clumps of grass. In¬ 

stead of a gradual “speed-up” toward the end of a song sentence, this 
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species occasionally puts in an extra phrase and thus has three phrases 

in about the same space usually occupied by two, after which the usual 

tempo is resumed. When displaying at the start of the breeding season, 

the male makes some wing flutter noise, usually three quick beats at 

about the same tempo as the three phrase “speed-up” in the song. 

SPECIES OF OTHER GENERA '■ $4^ ' ^ 

Because various other species of the family have voices which are 

sometimes confused in the field with those discussed above, it might 

be helpful to consider those which are found in the habitats frequented 

by the species discussed in Caprimulgus. 

Because of its variety of vocalizations and similarity to sounds used 

by other species, Nyctidromus albicollis is the most troublesome. For 

one thing the “common name,” “Pauraque,” bestowed upon the bird 

is phonetically poor. The name does not remotely suggest any of the 

phrases used by the bird. Figure 70 shows a spectrogram of a common 

song phrase used by the bird. It may be paraphrased as “paweerrr” or, 

if (as we have done in the case of the “WILL” sound) we use a short 

“I,” “puwirrrr.” The phrase consists of one syllable. In this structure 

we have first a relatively short segment which is a smooth band, es¬ 

sentially flat in the middle but bowed up slightly at each end. This is 

followed by a rainbow-shaped segment in which the sound is rapidly 

warbled about a central axis that bows first up and then gradually 

downward. The down slope is probably too gradual to be called an 

“LL,” even if it were smooth. 

Figure 71 shows a narrow filter spectrogram of the same phrase. In 

this the warbled sound is resolved into sidebands. Compare these last 

two figures with Figures 13, 23, 24, and 40. In those previous cases the 

structures were used in low pitched, soft calls; in the present case the 

pitch is higher, the syllable is much drawn out and is used as a song 

phrase. However, a similarity in the structure is evident. The warble 

frequency in Figure 13 at the top of the bow was about 130 cps. and in 

Figure 70 it is about 150 cps. Figure 72 shows a phrase with much less 

of the warbled sound (this was recorded by the Stillwells at Harlingen, 

Texas on February 23, 1955), and Figure 73 shows one with warbled 

sound throughout (CU Cut 1). Figure 74 shows a phrase (CU Cut 8) 

which is peaked so high in pitch that it makes as good a “will” as can 

be found in the repertory of any Eastern Whip-poor-will. Figure 75 

shows a phrase which is divided into two syllables and Figure 76 gives 

this phrase as shown by the narrow filter. The structures in these 

phrases are unique and easily identified by spectrograms, but the gen- 
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eral overall shape of such as the one in Figure 73 indicates that it 

could be easily confused with a song phrase of the WILL (C. badius) 

if the observer were not close enough to detect the even “ripple” on 

the down slope of the phrase of that species or the fast warbled effect 

of the Pauraque. To an experienced observer the difficulty would not 

be great unless the bird were disturbed and stopped singing after giv¬ 

ing only one phrase, because the manner of singing and the spacing of 

the phrases is different. 

Figure 77 shows a narrow filter spectrogram of a phrase from CU 
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Cut 16, and Figure 78 shows one from a recording made in Venezuela. 

Figure 79 shows a phrase from CU Cut 1 in a spectrogram made at an 

extended horizontal scale to indicate the structure more clearly; Fig¬ 

ure 80 is a narrow filter spectrogram of the same thing. In the early 

evening just before the first song phrase is sounded, this bird fre¬ 

quently produces some short syllables or low pitched guttural sounds 

as a preliminary or introduction. Figure 81 shows a series of phrases 

recorded by the Stillwells at Harlingen in 1955. These are the same 

type of structure as the “time signal” phrase of various other species 

W) 
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of the family, but they lack the first syllable or timing part of that 

structure. A longer phrase from the same recording has a quite soft, 

low pitched preliminary syllable which resembles the soft introductory 

syllable to the song of C. vociferous (see Fig. 7); this is shown in 

Figure 82. Two preliminary syllables from this same recording are 

shown in Figure 83. 

A narrow filter spectrogram of some preliminary syllables from CU 

Cut 1 (spaced thus by the bird) are shown in Figure 84; they are 

sounded immediately ahead of the first song phrase. Although enor¬ 

mously longer, higher pitched, and much more widely spaced, a simi¬ 

larity in structure will be noticed in the voiced sounds in the syllables 

of C. ridgwayi and C. europaeus (see Figures 58 and 62). These same 

differences (pitch and length) were observed between the song phrases 

of this species and certain calls of various other species; this time we 

have the recipocal in that we are comparing preliminary syllables of 

the present species with syllables of the song phrase of another. In 

none of the calls or short phrases of this species is there much noise or 

hiss produced simultaneously, and harmonics are fairly easy to de¬ 

monstrate. 

While the COMMON POORWILL, Phalenoptious nuttallii, is usu¬ 

ally thought of as a desert bird, it ranges into semi-arid brushland in 

the lowlands and into pine-oak regions in the mountains, where it 

comes into contact with several other goatsuckers. Figure 85 shows a 

song phrase of this species recorded a short distance west of Reynosa, 

Tamaulipas. This is a two-syllable phrase, “poorwill-ip,” or ‘'poorwill- 

up.” Recause of the low power used on the spectrograph, a portion of 

the first syllable almost failed to print. In this species the short second 

syllable is frequently omitted from the phrase. Figure 86 shows such 

a phrase. It is from a recording made on June 1, 1961 about 25 miles 

south of Tehuacan, Puebla. The “ip” syllable is most nearly like a 

“wit” or “whit” syllable used by other birds but does not rise high 

enough in pitch to give the same effect; also it is much less strongly ac¬ 

cented and decidedly softer in relation to the first syllable. 

Another species called the YUCATAN POORWILL, Otophanes 

yucatanicus^ is common in parts of Campeche, Yucatan, and Quintana 

Roo. Figure 87 shows a song phrase of this species. The drawn-out 

smooth flowing band of the same general pitch indicates a similar 

quality of voice. However,' here the little “ip” syllable is placed ahead 

of the long one, the variation in pitch is greater, and the total length of 

the phrase is almost double that of nuttallii. Individual variation in 

this species is shown mostly by small differences in the contours of 

slopes of the two humps on the structure of the second syllable, and in 
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the length of the phrase. The phrase in Figure 87 is 1.0 sec. long; 

Figure 88 shows one only 0.76 sec. long. In this shortened phrase the 

“ip” structure is fused to the remainder and we have only one continu¬ 

ous syllable. Observers tend to paraphrase any quite short, soft syllable 

used at the start of a phrase by any species of the family as “chuck.” 

These are soft and too quick for our ears to make much out of the 

structural detail. Consequently, the song phrase of this bird may be 

given as “chuck-willawell”, or “up-willawell.” The case of Figure 88 

should be “upawillawell.” (Notice the difference in syllable structure 

in the CHUCK-WILL’S-WIDOW which might be confused in some 

instances.) The “a” or “ah” sound has to be used to indicate the long 

low portions of the structure, and the “well” is used at the end to 

indicate the slower upward inflection before the terminal peak. This 
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species sometimes does a “speed-up” near the end of a song sentence. 

Two syllables of a “whinney” phrase of a TRILLING NIGHT- 

HAWK, Chordeiles acutipenms, are shown in Figure 89. The spectro¬ 

gram was made from a recording made in Venezuela. Hiss is conspicu¬ 

ous and the smearing of the harmonic bands is so heavy that it is 

difficult to interpret the structure of the syllable. Figure 90 shows a 

spectrogram of the same syllables made with the narrow filter. In this 

case we have five harmonic bands printed, and can surmise that there 

is more energy content in the third and fourth bands of harmonics than 

the others because of the heavier smearing. Figure 91 shows two of 

these syllables at a wider scale. Here the sound resolved into beat lines 

(about 750 beats per second). The distance between the bands of Fig¬ 

ure 89 is estimated to be about 750 cps. which agrees with the funda¬ 

mental frequency as determined by counting the beats. Figure 92 gives 

a narrow filter spectrogram of the same two syllables. This shows the 

trilled nature of the sound and emphasizes the fact that we have the 

third and fourth harmonic bands in a resonance bar (less compression 

was used here than in Figure 90). Thus we find the “whinney” is 

made up of a series of syllables spaced about 0.2 seconds apart; the 

third and fourth harmonics are most strongly resonated; the funda¬ 

mental frequency is about 750 cps.; there is a frequency modulation 

of about 110 cps. which gives a ripple or trill effect to the harmonic 

bands. The “whinney” is given in flight. 

A call which the BOOMING NIGHTHAWK, Chordeiles minor, 

makes in flight is shown in Figure 93 (CU Cut 1). We see here a wide 

area of strong resonance extending from about 2200 cps. to about 5000 

cps. and an area of lesser resonance extending to the top of the spec¬ 

trogram well above 8000 cps. The beat lines indicate a rather low 

fundamental frequency. A narrow filter spectrogram on this call is 

shown in Figure 94. The distance between the harmonic bands indi¬ 

cates a fundamental frequency of about 250 cps. There is a wavering 

of the pitch, but no even frequency modulation as in the previous spe¬ 

cies. All harmonics outside the general resonance are are too weak to 

print. It appears that we have visible hands representing the eleventh 

to the twenty-first harmonics. This rather broad based quality format 

seems to be peaked at about 4500 cps. This species apparently has a 

quite different resonance pattern from the previous one. These things 

suggest that this genus is quite different from any of those previously 

discussed. Figure 95 shows a spectrogram from a recording made near 

Agua Duke, Veracruz on June 20, 1959 (CU Cut 4). On both sides of 

the call there is a short syllable, which may be described as a “tic” 

sound. These “tic” sounds are sometimes given in a series as the bird 
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flies about. In this call the beat lines are largely obscured by hiss. 

Figure 96 shows another type of call (from CU Cut 5) which may be 

atypical or rare. Figure 97 gives a narrow filter spectrogram of the 

same thing. The sound is of good volume and decays slowly. The res¬ 

onance pattern is the same as in the usual call, but there are no beat 

lines in Figure 96 and no harmonic bands in Figure 97. This indicates 

that we have only unvoiced sound or hiss involved. 

DISCUSSION 

The phrases considered in this survey varied from those composed 

entirely of voiced sound to others made up entirely of unvoiced sound. 
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but in most genera combinations of the two were found to be used 

frequently, The structures of voice in Chordeiles indicate no close con¬ 

nection with other genera of the family which were considered. The 

fundamental frequency is not always emphasized by resonance in 

Chordeiles, but the pitch of the voice was always represented by the 

fundamental frequency in all other cases. Although it would seem that 

Phalaenoptilus and Otophanes are rather closely related (nothing in 

the voice alone to indicate Otophanes is anything other than a sub¬ 

genus of Phalaenoptilus), nothing indicates a close relationship to any 

other group. However, the structure of voice in these two genera sug¬ 

gest closer relationship to some species listed above under Caprimulgus 

than to Chordeiles. Nyctidromus uses voice patterns which show some 

connection with forms listed under Caprimulgus. These relationships 

seem to indicate the stability of voice structure in this family (and the 

tendency of structures to persist over extreme periods of time). 

Individual differences in voice within the species studied seem to 

have definite limitations and hence may be considered in themselves 

as a specific character. Thus in C. vociferous the first syllable in the 

song phrase bows up slightly in structure, and this variation in pitch 

from the start of the syllable to the high point may be anywhere from 

200 to 400 cps. The arching of this syllable in arizonae is greater (it 

also shows a definite frequency modulation which vociferous does not) 

and the pitch difference in parts of the syllable varies from 300 to 600 

cps. On this point the variation in saturatus (125 to 250 cps.) is due 

to frequency modulation rather than to overall arching. The first seg¬ 

ment of the second syllable in the song phrase of vociferous has three 

to five micro-segments. The first micro-segment is typically flatter than 

the others. The last two or three (similar ones) vary over a range 

spread of 300 to 500 cps., last from 0.06 to 0.1 sec., and tend to be flat 

topped. In arizonae the first segment of the second syllable may have 

from four to eight micro-segments, but they vary in length only from 

0.0 to 0.037 sec., have a range spread of from 300 to 400 cps, and have 

a smooth frequency modulation. In saturatus this segment has a 

smooth frequency modulation but the warble frequency varies from 

38 to 42 cps. instead of about 30 as is found in arihonae, and the range 

spread of these micro-segments is from 250 to 300 cps. No intermedi¬ 

ates between the structures in this segment were found in any of the 

three species using such a syllable. Similarly no indication exists of 

intergrading in any voice structure found to have a species-specific 

character. 

Among the forms presently listed under Caprimulgus, we have 

cayennensis and maculicaudus which have quite similar construction 
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of the voice patterns, but which are entirely different in voice pattern 

from any other species. C. ridgwayi was quite different in voice pat¬ 

terns from any other North American form, but did resemble C. euro- 

paeus in some slight degree (though certainly not enough to prove that 

it belongs in the same genus). We observed that rufous, badius, salvini, 

and carolinensis resemble each other more than they do vociferous, 

arizonae and saturatus, but were more like these last mentioned than 

they were like others listed in the genus. C. badius is more like rufous 

than like salvini or carolinensis. C. saturatus is more like arizonae than 

like vociferous. In Venezuela, rufous appears gray and has therefore 

been listed sometimes as a species distinct from the more rufous birds 

of Panama. However, the voice is identical and so I list them as con- 

specific and consider the color of plumage merely incidental. (Because 

of reduced visibility it seems doubtful if any nocturnal bird would de¬ 

pend upon color patterns as much as diurnal species.) Since arizonae 

in Texas and chiapensis in southern Mexico have the same voice pat¬ 

terns, chiapensis is considered merely a race of arizonae. Changes in 

plumage coloration and pattern apparently have little connection with 

species recognition in this group, hence might best be considered only 

for separation of geographical races. No basis for recognition of races 

was found in the voice; slight differences in voice within a species ap¬ 

pear to be individual. 

Hence it would seem advisable to ignore such things as buff or gray 

collars, and dark bars or spots upon the feathers when attempting to 

classify these birds at the species level (the markings on the young 

might possibly be more valuable). The different grades of relationship 

which are shown in the voice patterns suggest a different classification 

from that currently in use in this group. To indicate the decided dif¬ 

ference of ridgwayi from the others would require a separate genus. 

It might be kept in Caprimulgus until such time as voice studies of 

South American forms have demonstrated the proper characters of the 

group, and until the voices of related species in Africa and Europe are 

studied. To show that badius is somewhat more like rufous than these 

are like salvini and carolinensis would require some finer subdivision. 

To show the greater difference between vociferous and the other two 

of that subgroup would require some designation between subgenus 

and species, Trinominals would be useful only to indicate geographical 

races based on features as color variations which have no effect on 

voice. To indicate the finer divisions of relationship as disclosed by 

voice studies, a possible arrangement of the forms discussed under the 

genus Caprimulgus above would be as follows: 
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Genus Caprimulgus. 

Caprimulgas ridgwayi. 

Genus Antrostomus. 

Wit-wit-will Subgenus. 

Wit-wit-will Species Group. 

Antrostomus rufous rufous. 

Antrostomus badius hadius. 

Antrostomus hadius nelsoni. 

Chuck-will Species Group. 

Antrostomus salvini. 

Antrostomus carolinensis. 

Cheer-for-will Subgenus. 

Cheer-for-will Species Group. 

Antrostomus saturatus. 

Antrostomus arizonae arizonae. 

Antrostomus arizonae oaxacae. 

Antrostomus arizonae chiapensis. 

Eastern Whip-poor-will Species Group. 

Antrostomus vociferous. 

Genus Antiurus. 

Antiurus cayennensis albicauda. 

Antiurus maculicaudus. 

SUMMARY 

Songs of all North American species presently classified under the 

genus Caprimulgus are described and illustrated with all of their 

known variations. The songs apparently are species-specific and offer 

an easy means of field identification. Spectrograms of the song phrases 

offer a certain means of identification of recordings. The song patterns 

suggest evolutionary development along three lines. One line is repre¬ 

sented by a single species, ridgwayi. A second is composed of two 

species, cayenensis and maculicaudus. And the third is made up of two 

diverging branches: (1) with a subgroup, rufous and badius, and a sub¬ 

group salvini and carolinensis(2) with a subgroup composed of 

saturatus and arizonae, and a subgroup containing vociferous. 
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Artificial Hybridization of Crenichthys baileyi 
With Related Cyprinodont Fishes 

by CLARK HUBBS and GEORGE E. DREWRY 

The University of Texas 

Fresh-water fishes are well known for their ability to produce hy¬ 

brids. C. L. Hubbs (1955) has shown that the occurrence of natural 

hybrids correlates with suspected phylogeny based on morphologic 

studies. In a previous paper (C. Hubbs and Drewry, 1960) we con¬ 

curred and pointed out that artificially produced hybrids can also be 

correlated with phylogeny. We believe that hybridization studies can 

be extremely useful in determining the relationship of groups of fishes. 

Such analyses would be most useful with problem groups whose rela¬ 

tionships are difficult to ascertain by morphological studies. 

Cyprinodont fishes were used in some of the earliest studies of fish 

hybridization; before the first World War, Newman (1914) had 

shown that Fundulus hybrids could be reared more easily than Fundu- 

lus X Cyprinodon hybrids. Subsequently, we were able to show that 

Fundulus, Adinia, or Lucania could be crossed much easier than any 

of the three could be hybridized with Cyprinodon. Fundulus, Adinia 

and Lucania have long been considered to be more closely related to 

each other than any is to Cyprinodon. Therefore, we desired to ascer¬ 

tain if a similar study might aid in the taxonomic allocation of Cre¬ 

nichthys and the related Empetrichthys. Both genera live in warm 

springs and associated waters in southern Nevada and southeastern 

California. The close relationship of the fishes comprising these two 

genera was recognized when Crenichthys was described (C. L. Hubbs, 

1932) and this conclusion has not been questioned. As we have con¬ 

fined our laboratory study to Crenichthys, we do not have any data 

that apply to the differences between these two genera. Empetrichthys 

was allied with Orestias (a South American genus) by Eigenmann 

(1920) and Jordan (1923). However, numerous others (Carman, 

1895; Myers, 1931; Miller, 1948; etc.) have considered the relation¬ 

ship to be with Fundulus and its allies. Likewise, Crenichthys has been 

considered as a relative of Fundulus, as soon as the former was recog¬ 

nized as a distinct genus; however, Gilbert (1893) described the species 

we studied as Cyprinodon macularius baileyi. Superficially this species 

looks more like Cyprinodon than Fundulus. Moreover, the teeth are 

107 
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bicuspid, whereas they are tricuspid in Cyprinodon and conical in 

Fundulus. As Myers (1931) separated the subfamilies Fundulinae and 

Cyprinodontinae on tooth type, Miller (1956) has considered that the 

Crenichthys tooth type weakens the subfamilial separation. Therefore, 

it is desirable to allocate the relationships of Crenichthys more fully. 

Our study supports placing Crenichthys closer to Fundulus than to 

Cyprinodon and therefore suggests the lack of validity of the tooth 

structure as a sole criterion to separate the subfamilies. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Gametes were removed from the experimental animals following 

the techniques outlined in Strawn and Hubbs (1956). The eggs and 

larvae were maintained in glass finger bowls 200 mm in diameter. 

The stocks of Crenichthys baileyi were obtained from Crystal 

Springs, 4 miles south of Hiko, Nevada by the senior author and his 

family. Two separate collections were involved, the first on July 5, 

1959, and the second on July 9, 1961, Because of other duties, the fish 

were brought to Austin after one or two weeks in the field. Consider¬ 

able mortality (probably due to cold) occurred and few females sur¬ 

vived. Males were more hardy and provided sperm readily. Therefore, 

our hybridization experiments involved C. baileyi sperm and eggs of 

related species. 

The stocks of related species included laboratory stocks used by the 

junior author for his studies of isolation mechanisms in cyprinodonts, 

and those obtained by the senior author in southern Texas. 

EXPERIMENTS i 

Controls: Eight eggs stripped from a female C. baileyi on Novem¬ 

ber 2, 1959, were fertilized by C. baileyi sperm. Five of the eggs were 

destroyed accidentally and the others were healthy until November 11, 

at which time two had hatched. Unfortunately, all died shortly. The ' 

rearing temperature was approximately 26°C. 

Fundulus eggs: Four F. puluereus (Live Oak Peninsula, Texas, | 

stock) eggs were exposed to C. baileyi sperm on August 7, 1959. All j 

developed, but one was damaged during examination. The other 3 de- | 

veloped pigmentation. One died on the fourth day. At that time, one 

had a good circulation and the other appeared somewhat delayed. It 

died on the 6th day. The remaining egg hatched on the 12th day and 

lived for 2 more days and died after the yolk sac had been absorbed. 

The rearing temperature was approximately 28°C. ; 
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Five F, zebrinus (Live Oak Cr., Texas, stock) eggs were exposed to 

C. baileyi sperm on August 5, 1959. Only one developed and it hatched 

on the seventh day. It lived one more day but then died without feed¬ 

ing. The rearing temperature was approximately 29°C. 

Ten F. kansae (Sandy Creek, Texas, stock) eggs were exposed to 

C. baileyi sperm on July 14, 1959. Three developed normally but died 

from fungus on the tenth day. The rearing temperature was approxi¬ 

mately 24° C. 

Two hundred forty and two hundred twelve F. grandis eggs (Lula 

Sams State Fish Hatchery stock) were exposed to C. baileyi sperm on 

July 24, 1961. Fifteen and twenty-five respectively developed em¬ 

bryos. The low fertilization percentage was probably due to the limited 

volume of sperm used, not to reduced fertilization by heterospecific 

sperm. None hatched and some eggs lasted 17 and 16 days respectively 

at a temperature of about 24°C. The eggs were studied on the 11th day 

and the eggs of the first experiment had: the blood islands partly de¬ 

veloped; conus and ventricle present but without any heart beat; no 

blood vessels on the yolk sac; some had well developed eyes and others 

did not; all had a spinal curvature. The eggs of the second experiment 

were also abnormal with: a heart beat of 34/minute; a reduced conus; 

no noticeable blood flow in the vessels on the yolk sac; poorly developed 

blood islands; prominent melanophores; lens present or absent; cho¬ 

roid of eye pigmented; and the central nervous system not detected. 

Lucania eggs: Sixty L. parva eggs (Live Oak Peninsula stock) were 

exposed to C. baileyi sperm on July 25, 1961. Nineteen developed blas- 

todiscs, and 8 of these produced embryos. One hatched in 12 days 

and died 6 days later without feeding. One other egg lived two more 

days before dying. The experimental temperature was about 24°C. 

The eggs were studied on the 10th day and appeared to be normal: 

The eyes had a lens and a pigmented choroid; the opercles were slowly 

moving; the circulatory system appeared normal with blood flow ob¬ 

vious. 

Adinia eggs: Twenty-two A. xenica (Live Oak Peninsula stock) 

eggs were exposed to C, baileyi sperm on July 24, 1961. One developed 

a blastodisc but it did not survive gastrulation. The experimental tem¬ 

perature was around 24°C. 

Cyprinodon eggs: Twenty-seven and fourteen C. variegatus (Live 

Oak Peninsula stock) eggs were exposed to C. baileyi sperm on July 

24 and 25, 1961, respectively. Nine and six, respectively, developed 

blastodiscs and all died in late gastrulation. These deaths are well after 

the stage at which gynogenetic eggs normally die. Therefore, it is 

likely that normal hybrid inviability is involved. 
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DISCUSSION 

Eggs of four species of Fundulus and L. parva fertilized with C. 

baileyi sperm developed late embryos or hatched. The development 

was more or less normal in all of these hybrids except those based on 

F. grandis eggs. Similar experiments based on C. variegatus eggs died 

in late gastrula. (The lack of success with an Adinia egg is difficult to 

evaluate because of sample size.) The marked difference in success of 

crossing C. baileyi with Fundulus and its allies as compared with 

crosses with Cyprinodon indicates that Crenichthys is phylogenetically 

closer to the fundulines than the cyprionodontines. 
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Gila pandora, a Cyprinid New to the Texas Fish Fauna 

by ROBERT RUSH MiLLER and CLARK HUBBS 

Tfm Uniuersity of Michigan and The University of Texas 

The genus Gila, comprising minnows chiefly confined to western 

United States and northern Mexico, has been recorded several times 

from Texas. Fowler (1925) questionably cited a specimen of Leuciscus 

nigrescens from ''Upper Medina River, Texas,” Miller (1945 and 

1952) listed Gila nigrescens from the Rio Grande drainage of Texas, 

Knapp (1953) and Moore (1957) both recorded G. nigrescens from 

the state, probably on the basis of a specimen at Michigan (UMMZ 

86940) collected in 1854 reportedly from Texas, Eddy (1957) also 

included Texas in his range statement for this-species. None of these 

represents valid records. There can be no doubt that Gila has not in¬ 

habited the Medina River within historic time, and there is no evi¬ 

dence that it ever lived there. All of the other "records” are presum¬ 

ably based, directly or indirectly, on the 1854 material, part of which 

is at Harvard (see below). 

The junior author discussed the possible occurrence of G. nigrescens 

in Texas (Hubbs, 1954) and implied that the Michigan specimen 

might have come from the Pecos River basin in what is now New 

Mexico. The species (— Gila pandora, see below) is common in New 

Mexican tributaries of the Pecos. The 1854 specimen at Michigan is 

1 of 6 {vide notes of C. L. Hubbs, 1928) originally catalogued as 

Tigoma pulchella (Baird and Girard) in two lots at Harvard (MCZ 

1671“72). Careful study of five of these specimens (all now available) 

discloses that this material came from neither the Rio Grande nor the 

Pecos River basins, but rather probably from a tributary of Lago de 

Guzman (which lies in extreme northwestern Chihuahua, Mexico) 

and very possibly from the Mimbres River north of Deming, New 

Mexico. Gila nigrescens was collected there in 1851, but is now re¬ 

stricted to streams of interior drainage that flow into several isolated 

basins of northern Chihuahua (Miller, 1961), 

Gila pandora was described by Cope (as Clinostomus pandora) from 

Sangre de Cristo Pass, New Mexico, in the basin of the upper Rio 

Grande. It differs in part from G. nigrescens (Girard) in having 8 

rather than 9 dorsal rays, 8-8 (Pecos) or 9-9 (Rio Grande) versus 9-9 

pelvic rays, 51 to 67 rather than 67 to 78 lateral-line scales, and 6 to 

10 versus 9 to 14 gill rakers (total) on the first arch. Although the 

111 
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1854 specimens are in poor condition, the following corresponding 

counts were obtained: dorsal rays 8 (1), 9 (4); pelvic rays 9-9 in all; 

67 to 71 lateral-line scales (1 not countable); and 10 to 13 gill rakers 

(the specimen with 10 had 11 rakers on the other arch). These data 

firmly align the material with Gila nigrescens {sensu stricto); the 

dental formula is 2,5-4,2 (2 examined) as it typically is also in G. 

pandora. 

Gila pandora has not been previously recorded, authentically, from 

the Texan part of the Pecos River basin, and it is also unknown in the 

middle or lower Rio Grande drainage. The first valid record for Texas 

is from Nations Canyon, Jeff Davis County, in the Davis Mountains, 

about 25 miles southwest of Balmorhea (Reeves County). Its existence 

was first made known to us through the interest of Dr. Robert E. Miles, 

of Pecos, who caught 4 specimens in Nations Canyon on May 30, 1960, 

that are now deposited in the Texas Natural History Collection at The 

University of Texas (No. 6649). In order to confirm the identification, 

Clark Hubbs and Jim Miles seined 24 juvenile to adult specimens 

(UMMZ 178947), 49 to 81 mm. in standard length, in the canyon on 

June 29, 1961. Also known as Little Aguja Canyon, Nations Canyon 

joins with Madera and Big Aguja canyons to form Toyah Creek, in 

turn a flood tributary of Pecos River. Normally no surface flow of the 

stream in Nations Canyon extends below the Buffalo Trail Boy Scout 

ranch house at the upper end of the road, and only to this point during 

years of exceptional rainfall. The population of Gila pandora is thus 

effectively isolated from access to other canyons or to the Pecos River. 

The species is not known to occur elsewhere in the Davis Mountains or 

in Texas, and has lived in Nations Canyon “as long as the old timers 

can remember” (letter of Oct. 8, 1960, from Dr. Miles to Texas Game 

and Fish Comm.). 

Meristic data for these specimens are as follows: dorsal rays 7 (2), 

8 (21), injured (1); anal rays 8 (24); pectoral rays 12 (1), 13 (2), 

14 (39), 15 (6); pelvic rays 8 (48). Both pectoral and both pelvic 

fins were counted and all rudimentary rays were included. Lateral¬ 

line scales 59 to 65 in 15; total sensory pores on one side of head (sum¬ 

mation of pores in preoperculomandibular, infraorbital, and supra¬ 

orbital canals) 43 to 50 in 15; gill rakers 6 to 9 in 15; pharyngeal teeth 

2,5-4,2 in 6, 2,5-4,l in 1, 1,5-4,2 in 5, and 1,5-4,1 in 1. These data 

fall within the range of variation recorded (Miller and Uyeno, MS) 

for samples of Gila pandora from the Pecos River drainage in New 

Mexico except that the pectoral rays are reduced (modal number 16, 

range 15 to 18, in New Mexico), the gill rakers average slightly fewer 

(7 to 10 in New Mexico) and there are fewer pharyngeal teeth in the 
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minor row (the formula is reduced from 2,5-4,2 in only 2 of 40 New 

Mexican specimens, in which the counts are 2,5-4,1 and 1,5-4,2). 

We are greatly indebted to Dr. Robert E. Miles for calling atten¬ 

tion to these fish, for supplying us with a map and instructions leading 

to our collection, and for providing valuable data on the distribution 

of Gila pandora in Nations Canyon. 
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Affairs of The Texas Academy of Science 

The sixty-fifth annual meeting of the Texas Academy of Science 

was held at The University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, 

Texas, December 7-9, 1961. The interesting program, in abbreviated 

form, is given below: 

GENERAL SESSIONS 

Friday, December 8. 

11:40 A.M. Presidential Address—James R. Schofield, Baylor Uni¬ 

versity College of Medicine. 

6:30 p.M. Banquet Address—Dr. Derek J. de Solla Price, Yale Uni¬ 

versity: Clocks and the History of Science. 

SECTION 1.—Mathematics 

Friday Afternoon, December 8. (Jointly sponsored by the Texas Sec¬ 

tion, Mathematical Association of America and the Texas 

Academy of Science.) Paul R. Culwell, San Antonio College, 

Chairman. 

A. Schild, The University of Texas: The Geometrical and Physical 

Interpretation of the Weyl Conformal Curvature Tensor. 

Ed Kelly, Stephen F, Austin State College: An Endomorphism The¬ 

orem and Summability. 

M. H. Burns and G. H. Dubay, Texas Institute for Rehabilitation 

and Research and University of St. Thomas: A ^^Random” Num¬ 

ber Generating Subroutine for the 1620. 

Louis Brand, University of Houston: Matrices over the Real Field 

with Specified Characteristic and Minimum Equations. 

H. J. Ettlinger, The University of Texas: The Role of the Solution 

Set in Mathematics. 

Elbert Pirtle, Stephen F. Austin State College: On Quasi-Inverses. 

Don E. Edmonson and Donald J. Hansen, The University of Texas: 

Linear Mappings on Two-Dimensional Hansen Spaces. 

Saturday Morning, December 9. W. T. Guy, Jr. The University 

of Texas, Chairman. 

Roger Osborn, The University of Texas: Finding Primitive Roots of 

Primes Using Synthetic Division. 

L. L. Silverman, University of Houston: On Certain Relations be- 

twen Szdsz Summability and Cesaro Summability. 
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George S. Innis^ Jr. The University of Texas: A Distortion Theorem 

for Certain Conformal Maps. 

Alexander A. J. Hoffmann, Defense Research Laboratory, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas: Some Practical Aspects of Power Spectral Analy¬ 

sis. 

Paul D. Minton, Southern Methodist University: Confidence Inter¬ 

vals for Sums and Products of Binomial Random Variables. 

Paul J. Knopp, The University of Texas: A Topological Space of 

Analytic Functions. 

James M. Nash, A. and M. College of Texas: A Perturbation Method 

for Detecting Ill-Conditioned Matrices. 

Sister Claude Marie Faust, C.C.V.L Incarnate Word College: On 

the Boundary Behavior of Holomorphic Functions in the Unit 

Disk. 

W. R. Woolrich, The University of Texas: The International Sig¬ 

nificance of the Creative Inventiveness, in Food Preservation and 

Refrigeration of Gulf States Pioneers. 

SECTION II.—Physical Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 8. Pat Windham, North Texas State Uni¬ 

versity, Introduction. 

Jason Ellis, North Texas State University: Electrical Conductivities 

of Quartz Crystal. 

Charles A. Adams and Kelley Scott, McMurry College, New Deter¬ 

mination of Dielectric Coefficients of Quartz. 

J. R. Sybert, North Texas State University: Low Temperature In¬ 

vestigation of Electron Energy Bands in Metals. 

Virgil Bottom, McMurry College: Magnetization Phenomena in 

Ferrites. 

Herbert B. Carroll, A. and M. College of Texas: Electron-Tunneling 

in NaCL 

J. D. Zund and Paul B. Crawford, A. and M. College of Texas: A 

Solution of the Heat Equation in Heterogeneous Solids by the Use 

of the von Lommel Transformation. 

Roy H. Riser, Lamar State College of Technology: An Undergrad¬ 

uate Research Project: Photon Diffraction. 

Max C. Bolen, Trinty University: Phase Equilibrium Studies of 

Polystyrene-Cyclohexane Solutions Using High Pressures. 

Friday Afternoon, December 8. Virgil Bottom, McMurry College, 

Chairman. 
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Aylmer H. Thompson, A. and M. College of Texas: The United 

States Meteorological Satellite Program with Some Examples 

from the Texas Area. 

Ronald Kirkpatrick, Robert Henson and Melvin Eisner, A. and M. 

College of Texas: Observations of Pinch Effect in Sodium Plasmas. 

Robert Henson, Melvin Eisner, A. and M. College of Texas: Pinch 

Instabilities in Solid State Plasmas. 

O. Dale Sittler, A. and M. College of Texas: The Effects of Isotatic 

Compensation in the Earth's Crust on Orbits of Artificial Satel¬ 

lites. 

R. B. Seymour, R. D. Barbee, W. T. Quinlin, Sul Ross State College: 

The Use of Graphs and Empirical Equations. 

D. Frank Clark, Trinity University: A Study of the Interaction 

Parameters in the Chemical Potential Equation in Polymer 

Solutions. 

J. D. Gavenda, The University of Texas: Electronic Properties of 

Metals from Magnetoacoustic Effect in Copper. 

Charles W. Burmeister. The University of Texas: Some Calculations 

of the Magnetoacoustic Effect in Copper. 

B, C. Deaton, The University of Texas: Surface in Cadmium from 

the Magnetoacoustic Effect. 

C. T. Stubblefield, Prairie View A. and M. College of Texas: Ther¬ 

mochemistry of the Europium (II) Ion. 

Saturday Morning, December 9. Virgil Bottom, McMurry College, 

Chairman. 

J. L. Carrico, North Texas State University: The Chemistry Cur¬ 

riculum at North Texas State University. 

Fred Connell, North Texas State University: A New Physics Cur¬ 

riculum at North Texas State University. 

James G. Potter, A. and M. College of Texas: American Institute of 

Physics Regional Counselor Service. 

Lauriston C. Marshall, Materials Science Division of the Graduate 

Research Center of the Southwest: Materials Science—Some New 

Frontiers. 

SECTION III.—Earth Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 8. Willis G. Hewatt, Texas Christian Uni¬ 

versity and Frank E. Lozo, Shell Development Company, 

Houston, Chairmen. 

Alvin W. Talash and Paul B. Crawford, Texas Petroleum Research 

Committee: Model Study of the Performance of Water-Driven 

Anticlinal Reservoirs. 
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Dwight S. Young and Noel B. Proctor, University of Houston: A 

Study of Non-Solar Influences on Terrestrial Phenomena. 

Warren J. Tomme, R. Milam and Paul B. Crawford, Texas Petro¬ 

leum Research Committee: Transient Performance of a Vertically 

Fractured Well. 

K-. S. Heiser, Rice University: The Possible Origins of Some Am¬ 

phibolites in an Area of High Metamorphic Grade. 

A. J. Ehlmann and R. B. Graf, Texas Christian University and Gen¬ 

eral Dynamics, Fort Worth: Ultrahigh Pressure Research-Tech- 

niques and Geological Implication. 

J. E. McQueen and R. E. Boyer, The University of Texas: Fracture 

Patterns in Burnet County. 

B. C. Burchfiel, Rice University: Structures in Southern Nevada. 

Leo Hendricks, Texas Christian University: Physical Unconform- 

ability of Lower Paleozoic Formations of the Colorado Plateau. 

R. K. Matthews, Rice University: Sparker Profiles of a Topographic 

Prominence Near the Continental Margin^ Northeastern Gulf of 

Mexico. 

Burr A. Silver, Baylor University: Sedimentary Stuctures and Their 

Environmental Significance in the Bluebonnet Member, Eagle 

Ford Group, Central Texas. 

Robert W. Roger. Pan American College: Carbonate-Clastic Rela¬ 

tionships in the Glen Rose Limestone Type Area. 

SECTION III.—Earth Sciences 

Friday Afternoon, December 8. (Sponsored by Texas Section, Na¬ 

tional Association of Geology Teachers.) William H. Matthews 

III, Lamar State College of Technology, and James W. Dixon, 

Baylor University, Chairmen. 

John L. Snyder, The University of Texas: Teaching Ereshman 

Physical Geology. 

William R. Muehlberger, The University of Texas: Use of Closed 

Circuit TV Video-Tape Lectures for Supplementary Material in 

Physical Geology. 

0. T. Hayward, Baylor University: Role of the Student Geological 

Society in Geological Education. 

H. E. Eveland, Lamar State College of Technology: Who Should 

Go to Graduate School? 

Samuel P. Ellison, The University of Texas: Geological Education 

in Saudi Arabia. 

Donald H, Lokke, Pan American Petroleum Corporation, Fort 

Worth: Objectives in Pre-College Geological Education. 
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Willard R. McDaniel, East Texas College: Goals, Organization and 

Values of a Science Fair. 

R. K. DeFord and Robert E. Royer, The University of Texas: Use 

and Abuse of Aptitude Tests. 

Saturday Morning, December 9. Robert E. Boyer, The University of 

Texas, Chairman 

Paul Harvard, Texas Christian University: Some Foraminifera 

from the Edwards Limestone in the Subsurface of South Central 

T exas. 

Keith Young, The University of Texas: Oxytropidoceras and Related 

Ammonite Genera (Cretaceous) Texas. 

Edward S. Davidson, Arlington State College: A Historical Outline 

of the Decapod Genus Linuparus and a New Cretaceous Species 

from Texas. 

Louis S. Kornicker, A and M. College of Texas and Donald Squires, 

American Museum of Natural History: Source of Exotic Corals 

on Texas Barrier Islands. 

K. G. Martin, Shell Development Company, Houston: Stratigraphy 

of the Washita Group, South-Central Texas. 

C. L. McNulty, Jr. and Bob Slaughter, Arlington State College: An 

Obscure Vertebrate Horizon in the Woodbine Formation, Tarrant 

County. 

Dan E. Feray, Southern Methodist University: Relationship of 

Hurricane Carla to Beach Erosion, Bolivar Peninsula. 

Field Trip Along Bolivar Peninsula and Galveston Beach. Conducted 

by Dan E. Feray, Southern Methodist University and Saul Aro- 

now, Lamar State College of Technology. 

SECTION IV—Biological Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 8. W. Gordon Whaley, The University of 

Texas, Chairman. 

John Skvarla, The University of Texas: Pollen Development in 

Parkinsonia aculeata. 

Donald A. Larson and C. Willard Lewis, The University of Texas, 

Fine Structure of Pollen Cytoplasm During Meiosis. 

Benjamin Rosario, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Elec¬ 

tron Microscope Observations of Spermatogenesis in Cestodes. 

W. Gordon Whaley and Hilton H. Mollenhauer, The University of 

Texas: Observations of the Endoplasmic Reticulum. 

John D. Waggener, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The 

Ultrastructure of the Glial-Schwann Cell Junction of the Rat. 
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Kenneth A. Wright, Rice University: An Electron Microscope Study 

of the Intestinal Cells of a Parasitic Nematode, Capillaria hepa- 

tica. 

James C. Hampton, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The 

Effects of Ionizing Radiation on the Fine Structure and Function 

of Intestinal Epithelial Cells of the Mouse. 

Division B: R. H. Rigdon, The University of Texas Medical Branch, 

Chairman. 

Russell Deter, Baylor University, College of Medicine: The Devel¬ 

opment of Acute Gastric Ulcer in GTG Treated Rats. 

R. H. Rigdon, The University of Texas Medical Branch; Experi¬ 

mentally Induced Neoplasms in the Lungs of White Pekin Ducks. 

Frank L. Lanza and Lothar L. Salomon, The University of Texas 

Medical Branch: Glomerular Filtration in the Ureter ally Ligated 

Rat. 

Edward J. Massaro, Frank L. Lanza and Lothar L. Salomon, The 

University of Texas Medical Branch: Histological Observations 

on Kidneys of Ureterally Ligated Rats. 

Clarene C. Skrovan and Lothar L. Salomon, The University of Texas 

Medical Branch: Hormonal Effect in Ascorbate Synthesis by the 

Rat. 

L. M. Joseph, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Effect of 

Hypothermia on Thoracic Duct Lymph. 

Division C: W. E. Norris, Jr., Southwest Texas State College, Chair¬ 

man. 

Gordon Welch and W. E. Norris, Jr., Southwest Texas Junior Col¬ 

lege and Southwest Texas State College: Effect of Different Con¬ 

centrations of Hop Extract on Respiration of Yeast. 

H. G. Swann, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Red Cell 

and Albumin Circulations in the Ileum. 

Dale Messer, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Activation 

of Fibrinolysis in the Prevention of Thrombotic Death. 

Ted P. Bond, The University of Texas Medical Branch; Detection 

of the Plasma Thromboplastin Component Carrier State. 

C. R. Arnold and S. W. Edwards, Southwest Texas State College: 

Some New Species of Trichoptera. 

Friday Afternoon, December 8. Division A; C. T. Ashworth, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas Southwestern Medical School, Chairman. 

F. Hermann Rudenberg, The University of Texas Medical Branch: 

The Ultrastructure of Paramecium: A New Look at an Old Friend. 

Allen C. Enders, Rice University: Electron Microscopic Studies of 

the Blastocyst. 
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Kazuo Hasegawa, The University of Texas Medical Branch; Com¬ 

parative Study of the Hypothalamico-Hypophysial, Portal Sys¬ 

tem. 

Robert A. Turner and Howard C. Hopps. The University of Texas 

Medical Branch: Some Fine Structural Changes in the Human 

Kidney Resulting from Hypertension. 

C. T. Ashworth and F. J. Luibel, The University of Texas South¬ 

western Medical School: Electron Microscopy of the Invasive 

Process in Human Neoplasms. 

A. Strano, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The Ultra 

structure of Human Burn Granulation Tissue: A Preliminary 

Report. 

Vick Williams and Donald Duncan, The University of Texas Medi¬ 

cal Branch; Electron Microscope Studies on the Structure of the 

Spinal Cord. 

Venita F. Allison and William Zebrun, The University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical School: Changes in the Fine Structure of 

the Seminal Vesicle in the Rat Following Castration and Injection 

of Testosterone. 

Division B: William R. Widner, Baylor University, Chairman. 

Robert W. Treadwell and W. E. Norris, Jr., Tarleton State College 

and Southwest Texas State College: The Effect of Water and 

Dinitrophenol on the Respiration of Onion Root Tips. 

Lamar Johanson and W. E. Norris, Jr., Tarleton State College and 

Southwest Texas State College: Effect of Oxygen Tension and the 

Number of Primary Roots per Bulb on Lateral Root Initiation by 

Onions. 

A. R. Schrank and A. F. Rumsey, The University of Texas; Differ¬ 

ential Effects of 2, 6-Dicholorobenzoic Acid on Growth and Geo¬ 

tropic Curvature of Avena Coleoptiles. 

Roberts Nabors and Sanders T. Lyles, Texas Christian University: 

Virulence Studies of Staphylococci. 

Viola Finefrock and Earl W. Gardner, Texas Christian University; 

Cholera Virulence Studies in the Embryonated Chicken Egg. 

Ted Cook, Baylor University, College of Medicine: A Study of the 

Effects of Triethylene Thiophosphoramide (ThioTEPA) on the 

Mouse Ovary. 

Adrienne T. Smith, The University of Texas Medical Branch; In¬ 

verse Anaphylaxis in the Mouse. 

Luddo Nanninga, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The 

Effect of Heat on the Kinetic Constants of Myosin-ATPase. 
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William P. Munsell, The University of Texas Medical Branch: 

Direct Observation of the Microcirculation in the Hypothermic 

Animal. 

Division C: C. E. Hall, The University of Texas Medical Branch, 

Chairman. 

Sekender A. Kahn, W. H. Thames and P. R. Johnson, Texas Agri¬ 

culture Experiment Station (Tyler, Texas), Some Plant Para¬ 

sitic Nematodes of Northeast Texas. 

Prince McCann, Prairie View A. and M. College of Texas: The 

Effects of a Restricted Diet on the Development of Hymenolepis 

diminuta in Rats. 

Charles E. Miller, A. and M. College of Texas: Some Aquatic Fungal 

Parasites and Hosts from Texas Soils. 

Etta Mae Macdonald and Mildred J. Wegner, The University of 

Texas Medical Branch: Survey of Candida Species Isolated from 

Medical Patients in Galveston, Texas, 

Phillip L. Yo'ung, Prairie View A, and M. College of Texas: Studies 

on the Transmission of Helminth Ova by Cockroaches. 

Thomas P. Dooley, Prairie View A. and M. College of Texas: A 

White Dandelion—Is it a Mutation? 

J. P. Kennedy, The University of Texas Dental Branch: The Tail 

of the Eastern Fence Lizard. 

Saturday Morning, December 9. Division A: Allen C. Enders, Rice 

University, Chairman. 

L, Dmochowski, C. Grey, J. Furth and K. Yokora, The University 

of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute: Electron 

Microscope Studies of Mammary Glands and Mammary Tumors 

of Mice Treated with Hormones and Bittner Virus. 

J. A. Sykes, A. Y. Elliott, L, Dmochowski and W. O. Russell, The 

Uiiiversiy of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Insti¬ 

tute: Isolation of Virus from Pink-Eye'^ of Cattle. 

J. M. Bowen, A. Y. Elliott, J. A. Sykes and L. Dmochowski, The 

University of Texas M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Insti¬ 

tute: Studies on the Influence of Pyrimidin Analogues on Poly¬ 

oma Virus Replication. 

■ William R. Hendee, The University of Texas Southwestern Medical 

School: Electron Microscopic Observations on the Fine Structure 

of Irradiated and Non-Irradiated HeLa Cells. 

Harvey Sparks, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Incidence 

of Pyelonephritis in Children at Autopsy. 
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Taylor Smith and John R. Derrick, The University of Texas Medi¬ 

cal Branch: Substitution of Parts of the Right Ventricle by Syn¬ 

thetic Prostheses—The Effect on Right Ventricular Function. 

George C. Morris, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Clinical 

Considerations in Renal Artery Reconstructive Procedures for 

Stenosis or Aneurysm Causing Hypertension. 

Donald Spencer, Robert Cooley and John R. Derrick, The Univer¬ 

sity of Texas Medical Branch: Arterial and Venous Phase and 

Angiography in the Diagnosis of Hypertension. 

John R. Derrick, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Ge¬ 

ometry of the Aorta and Atherosclerosis. 

Division B: James C. Hampton, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch Chairman. 

Robert A. Liebelt, Baylor University College of Medicine: Trans¬ 

plantation of Brown and White Adipose Tissue. 

Ronald 0. Wolf, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Evidence 

on the Function of Pituitary Grafts in Millipore Filter Chambers. 

Wayne Bardin, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Neoplastic 

Changes Occurring in Pituitary Isografts in Mice. 

Keith O’Steen, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Mast Cells 

in Mice with Hereditary Muscular Dystrophy. 

Darryl Williams, Baylor University, College of Medicine: A Cyto- 

chemical Analysis of the Eosinophil. 

Harry Selzman, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Histo- 

chemical Characterization of Paneth Cell Granules in the Mouse. 

Richard Morris, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Compari¬ 

son of the Mechanisms Involved in Experimentally Induced Per¬ 

sistent Vaginal Cornification. 

David Dean, Baylor University, College of Medicine: The Effects of 

Corticosterone upon Persistence of Ovarian Homografts in Mice. 

Bruce E. Walker, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Turn¬ 

over of Mast Cells in Normal Mouse Skin. 

Division C: Sidney 0. Brown, A. and M. College of Texas, Chairman. 

Ernest F. Couch and James R. Lott, North Texas State University: 

The Effect of Aging on the Respiratory Response of Rat Heart 

Tissue Slices to Metabolic Inhibitors. 

John F. Gaugl and James R. Lott, North Texas State University: 

Effect of X-Irradiation on the Blood Plasma Level of Corticoster¬ 

one in the Rat. 

Robert W. Flournoy, A. and M. College of Texas: The Effects of an 

Exogenous Gonadotropin and Gamma Irradiation on Mice Testes. 
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Bill Chitwood, Texas College of Arts and Industries: Liver Restora¬ 

tion in the Domestic Rabbit. 

Travis Griffin and S. O. Brown, A. and M. College of Texas: A Study 

of the Effect of Restricted Diets in the Male Albino Rat. 

S. O. Brown and H. B. Pace, A. and M. College of Texas: Chronic 

Irradiation on Successive Gestational Periods in the Albino Rat. 

Jerry Hunter and George M. Krise, A. and M. College of Texas: 

Chronic Irradiation and the Gonadotrophic Response of the 

Gonads of the Albino Mouse. 

Lois Wroten Boatwright and Fannie M. Hurst, Baylor University: 

Effects of Gibborellic Acid on Fruit Production of Capsicum fru- 

tescens {California Wonder Pepper.) 

Julian P. Cooke, A. and M. College of Texas: Standardization Tech¬ 

niques in Audiogenic Seizure Testing. 

Saturday Afternoon, December 9. Texas Anatomists. Robert A. Lie- 

belt, Baylor University College of Medicine, Chairman. 

John G. Sinclair, The University of Texas Medical Branch; The 

Pursuit of Porpoise Embryos. 

Virginia F. Harrison, Medical Field Service School, Fort Sam Hous¬ 

ton: Reciprocal Innervation or Co-Contraction? 

Joe G. Wood, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Some Cyto¬ 

logic Changes in the Adrenal Medulla Induced by Drug Admin¬ 

istration. 

John H. Perry, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Distribu¬ 

tion of Gold 198-Gold-thioglucose in the Mouse. 

Calvin C. Turbes, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Radiation 

of the Neuron Cell Body and Neuroma Growth. 

Robert D. Yates, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The 

Time of Cessation of Division of Cells in Chick Embryonic Spinal 

Ganglia. 

Walther Hild and Ichiji Tasaki, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch: Physiological Properties of Neurons and Neuroglia in 

vitro. 

Dale Gulledge, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Metastasis: 

Some Factors Concerned with Spontaneous Mammary Carcino¬ 

mas in Inbred Strains of Mice. 

Annabel G. Liebelt, Baylor University, College of Medicine: Hor¬ 

monal Influences on Leukemogenesis in Inbred Mice. 

Mary Elmore Sauer and Bruce E. Walker, The University of Texas 

Medical Branch: Development to Hatching of Chick Embryos 

Given Early Treatment with Tritiated Thymidine. 
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James A. Carlin and C. W. McNutt, The University of Texas Med¬ 

ical Branch: Urinary Amino Acid Excretion in Mice Homozygous 

for the Quivering Gene (qv). 

Gerald Callas, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Embryo- 

logical Analysis of X-ray Induced Cleft Palate in Mice. 

SECTION V.—Social Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 8. Political Science, James H. McCrocklin, 

Texas College of Arts and Industry, Chairman and Discussant. 

Bill Crane, St. Mary’s University: Proposed Reforms of the Electoral 

College. 

Mary Evelyn Huey, North Texas State University: Constitutional 

Reorganization of the Texas Legislature. 

Saturday Morning, December 9. Science Education, C. Jack Cross, 

North Texas State University, Chairman and Discussant. 

Grady P. Parker, A. and M. College of Texas: Science Education 

Programs. 

Alan H. Humphreys, The University of Texas: The Effects of Two 

Variables on Seventh and Eight Grade Science Students. 

Edwin Biggerstaff, North Texas State University. The Relationship 

Between Inter-personal Perception of Social Science Student 

Teachers and Their Classroom Relationships. 

Psychology, Roy Q. Bellamy, North Texas State University, Chair¬ 

man. 

D. H. Dickson, East Texas State College: Mood as Affected Psycho¬ 

logically by Music. 

Eugene H. Hadden, North Texas State University: Learning 

Theory: From Laboratory to Classroom. 

SECTION VI.—Environmental and Field Biology 

Friday Morning, December 8. Clarence Cottam, Welder Wildlife 

Foundation, Chairman. 

Omer E. Sperry, A. and M. College of Texas: The Relation of Soil 

to Herbicide Action in Weed Control. 

George Williges, Texas College of Arts and Industries and Welder 

Wildlife Foundation: Ecological Relations of Plants as Disclosed 

by Transect Studies. 

Thomas E. Kennerly, Jr. Baylor University: Microenvironment of 

the Pocket Gopher Geomys bursarius. 

Fred Knowlton, Purdue University and Welder Wildlife Founda¬ 

tion: Ecological Aspects of Coyote Food Habits. 
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Pauline James and Allan Hayse, Pan American College: Elf Owl^ 

Micrathene whitneyi, Rediscovered in the Lower Rio Grande 

Delta of Texas after 70 Years. 

Donald Lokke, Fort Worth, Texas: Movements of Rumina decolata 

Linne^ Terrestrial Gastropod, under Frontal Weather Conditions. 

Friday Afternoon, December 8. Pauline James, Pan American College, 

Chairman. 

N. G. Vick and Howard T. Odum, The University of Texas Institute 

of Marine Science: Comparative Oxygen Metabolism of Anaero¬ 

bic Basins of the Texas Coast. 

Douglas Robinson, A. and M. College of Texas: Relative Survival of 

Hatchery-Raised versus Wild Quail. 

C. S. Linn, Huston-Tillotson College: Sand Wasp vs. Army Worm. 

Dilford C. Carter, A. and M. College of Texas: The Systematic 

Status of the Florida Free-Tailed Bat, Tadarida cynocephala {Le 

Conte). 

Fannie M. Hurst, Baylor University: LindheimeCs Texas Plants at 

Baylor. 

Jack M. Inglis, A. and M. College of Texas: History of Vegetation 

Changes in the South Texas Brush County. 

Mary Pinkerton and Betty Head, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch: Studies on Native Mushrooms of the Galveston Area. 

Saturday Morning, December 9. W. Caleb Glazner, Welder Wildlife 

Foundation, Chairman. 

Elmer Cheatum, Southern Methodist University: Recent and Pleis¬ 

tocene Lymnaeid Shells of Texas with Ecological Implications. 

N. G. Vick and Ron Miller, The University of Texas Institute of 

Marine Science, Port Aransas, Texas: A Free-Floating, Contin¬ 

uous Recording Buoy-Sampler for the Diurnal Analysis of Dis¬ 

solved Oxygen and pH. 

Pauline James and Allan Hayse, Pan American College: The Fork- 

Tailed Fly-Catcher, Muscivora tyrannus, in Texas. 

N. G. Vick, The University of Texas Institute of Marine Science, 

Port Aransas, Texas: Report on Oxygen Metabolism and Produc¬ 

tivity Studies Being Conducted in the Hyper saline Upper Faguna 

Madre of Mexico. 

Clark Hubbs, The University of Texas: A Study of Texas Molly. 

Exalton A. Delco, Jr., Huston-Tillotson College: Food Habits of 

Two Cyprinid Fishes. 

R. W. Strandtmann, Texas Technological College: Nest Building, 

Mating and Incubation of the Golden Eagle in West Texas. 
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Gerald G. Raun, Texas Memorial Museum and Welder Wildlife 

Foundation: Seasonal Variation in Body Temperature of Wood- 

rats. Neotoma micropus, in South Texas. 

C. H. Connell and H. T. Garrett, Jr. The University of Texas Med¬ 

ical Branch: Disinfection in Heat Drying of Sludge. 
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Mathematical Analysis of the Microstructure of an 

Area of the Bottom of Lake Travis 

by C. W. HORTON, A. A. J. HOFFMAN,* and W.B. HEMPKINS 

Defense Research Laboratory^ The University of Texas 

ABSTRACT 

A 400 foot square area of the bottom of Lake Travis, Travis County, 

Texas, was surveyed and contoured at two foot intervals. The area was 

subjected to statistical analysis by computing autocorrelation coeffi¬ 

cients and power spectra for both sample depths along a profile and 

for sample depths distributed throughout the sample area. This analy¬ 

sis enables one to assign mathematical parameters to the area which 

lend precision to statements regarding the regional trends and local 

variations in topography. It is suggested that this new method of analy¬ 

sis of geographical landforms can give precise descriptions to areas 

processed in this manner. Power spectra of the kind presented in this 

paper are useful in predicting the behavior of sound reflection from 

the lake bottom. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Defense Research Laboratory of The University of Texas op¬ 

erates an acoustic test station at Lake Travis, approximately 18 miles 

north of Austin, Texas, and % mile east of Mansfield Dam. The area 

from the dam to about ^2 mile upstream is used extensively in acousti¬ 

cal experimentation by the Laboratory. Relatively precise quantitative 

knowledge of portions of the lake bottom are therefore a necessary 

part of the interpretation of the various measurements performed at 

the lake. 

In accordance with this program, a topographic map of the bottom 

of Lake Travis from Mansfield Dam to about 3,300 feet upstream was 

constructed from fathometer records utilizing transit triangulation for 

horizontal control. This procedure yielded results accurate to ±1 foot 

horizontally and ±1 foot vertically. The resultant map was contoured 

at 5 foot intervals (Fig. 1). An additional area was surveyed in the 

* Present Address: Texas Christian University, Mathematics Department, Fort 

Worth, Texas. 
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Fig. 1. Topography of Lake Travis near Mansfield Dam. Contour interval is 5 feet. Square 

in lower center indicates analyzed area. 

same manner except that sufficient point density was maintained so 

that the area could be contoured with two foot intervals. This area, 

a 400 foot X 400 foot square, is outlined in Fig. 1 and shown in greater 

detail in Fig. 2. Although this square is not oriented exactly north and 

south, it will save much circumlocution if directions are referred to 

briefly as north, south, east, and west. In order to subject the area to 

numerical analysis, the map in Fig. 2 was covered by a grid of 12.5 X 

12.5 foot squares. Depth values were read at the 1,089 vertices with an 

accuracy of ±1 foot and subjected to analysis. 

The sampled area occupies the southeastern slope of a wide bend in 

the Colorado River. The Colorado River in this area consists of broad 

bends approximately three miles long. The outside of a bend is rela¬ 

tively steep-sloped while the inside of the bend is gentle in slope. The 

sampled area occupies the outside of such a bend and is therefore rela¬ 

tively steep-sloped. As the dam is approached this pattern is reversed. 

These conditions are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. An inspection of Fig. 2 

shows that this area has a dip of approximately 25 feet per 100 feet to 

the north. 
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Fig. 2. Topography of 400 foot square analysed in this paper. The profile along AA' is 

shown at right. Contour interval is 2 feet; elevations in feet above mean sea level. 

The lake bottom is formed by beds of alternating limestone, marl 

and marly limestone of the Glen Rose formation (lower Cretaceous) 

which produce a terraced or “bench-structure” effect upon weather¬ 

ing. This “terraced” topography is very characteristic of much of 

Central Texas, and is readily evident in Fig. 2. 

THE AUTOCOVARIANCE FUNCTIONS 

An examination of Fig. 2 shows that profiles in the north-south 

direction, such as AA' not only show the north dip but also significant 

departures from a uniform slope. Profiles in the east-west direction do 

not show the dip and in general show very little variation. The effect 

of a linear trend such as this north dip has been discussed by Black¬ 

man and Tukey (1959: 48) who point out that such dips “may rea¬ 

sonably be regarded as zero-frequency sine waves, just as constant 

displacements are regarded as zero frequency cosine waves.” Since 
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the procedures of numerical analysis used to compute power spectra do 

not have perfect resolution, the large amplitude of the zero frequency 

sine wave will have some effect on all of the power spectral estimates 

unless it is removed. Blackman and Tukey (1959: 49) give a formula 

which shows the magnitude of the effect of such a trend on the value 

of Cr. One method of removing this slope is to introduce a “smooth” 

or plane surface and analyze the data as departures from this smooth 

or plane surface. Another method is to filter the data numerically 

prior to analysis and then remove the effect of the filter after analysis. 

The first method, which is frequently used by geophysicists in proc¬ 

essing regional maps such as of gravity, was not applied to these data 

since it does not permit assignment of unique quantitative values. 

The elevations along the profile A A' of Fig. 2 were subjected to 

analysis first. The elevation Zi of the bottom was determined at each 

of sixty-five sample points spaced at 6.25 foot intervals along this 

profile. The autocovariance coefficients, Cr, are computed from the 

definition, 
N-r 

i = l 
In the present case N is equal to sixty-five and m, the number of lags, 

is equal to ten. The physical significance of Cr can be explained rather 

simply. If two tracings of the profile are placed on top of one another, 

the two profiles will agree perfectly. However, if one profile is dis¬ 

placed a distance r^x (^x = distance between sample points) to the 

right or the left, the agreement will be less perfect. The coefficients 

Cr may be considered as a measure of this agreement when one profile 

is shifted r units. The largest coefficient will be Co since, in general, 

the agreement will be perfect only when the profiles are not displaced 

relative to one another. For this reason one often computes the auto¬ 

correlation coefficients Cr/Co since they fall between —1 and +1. A 

large negative value for Cr means that when one curve is displaced r 

units, it resembles the negative of the other profile. If the land surface 

is highly periodic like a series of sand dunes, the coefficients Cr will 

also be highly periodic. 

The solid curve in Fig. 3 is a plot of the autocovariance function for 

the profile AA'. The discrete points computed from Eq. (1) are indi¬ 

cated by circles but they can be regarded as sample values from a con¬ 

tinuous function. The only other instances known to the authors of a i 
similar analysis of land forms are contained in a paper by Diaman- 

tides and Horowitz (1957) who give the results of a similar analysis 

for two topographic profiles approximately 21 miles long. One of their j 
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Q 

Fig. 3. Autocovariance function, C^., versus the number of lags computed by Eq. (1) plotted 

as circles. The dashed curve is a north-south cross-section of the two-dimensional autoco¬ 

variance function plotted in Fig. 4. One lag is 6.25 feet. 

profiles is located in Ohio while the other is located in Arizona. Al¬ 

though their profiles are 250 times as long as AA^, the autocovariance 

functions are similar in that each shows a monotonic decrease in Cr 

with increasing r and there is no suggestion of negative values. 

The idea of shifting a profile with respect to itself and studying the 

agreement for a series of shifts (i.e., computation of autocovariance 

coefficients) may be extended from the one-dimensional case with 

profiles to the two-dimensional autocorrelation using the array of 

numbers from the area map. The two-dimensional autocovariance 

coefficients, Crs? are computed from the definition, 
N-r M-s 

Crs - (N-r) (M-«) Zi +r j +s (2) 
i=l .1=1 

Here Zij designates the elevation of the lake bottom at the intersection 

of the i~ row and the column. 

It is of interest to compare the symmetry properties of the auto¬ 

covariance coefficients computed by Eqs. (1) and (2). In the case of 

the linear profile the coefficients Cr are symmetric in r, i.e., C_r = C+r. 

An inspection of Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) in the Appendix shows that 

C-r,—s but Cr,—s 7^ Cr,s* 

One-hundred-twenty-one values of Crs were computed from the 

1,089 samples of the depth. Figure 4 is a contoured presentation of the 
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Fig. 4. Two-dimensional autocovariance function computed from unfiltered samples of the 

elevation of the sampled area. One lag is T2.5 feet: contour interval is 50 feet squared. 

autocovariance function. The east-west trend of the lake bottom is re¬ 

flected in the nearly parallel contours. One sees that on the average 

the trend of the sampled area of the lake bottom is S87°E relative to 

the square array of Fig. 2 or S68°E relative to geographic north. This 

trend is evident in Fig. 2 but it would not be easy to determine a re¬ 

liable average direction for this trend by visual inspection. 

The dashed curve in Fig. 3 is a plot of a north-south cross-section 

of the two-dimensional autocovariance function contoured in Fig. 4. 

In the present example the one-dimensional autocovariance function 

of a profile of the lake bottom is very similar to the profile of the two- 

dimensional autocovariance of the lake bottom. The strong north dip 

of the lake bottom has a significant effect on the curves plotted in 

Fig. 3 and on the surface contoured in Fig. 4. 
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FILTERING THE DATA 

A sample area 400 feet X 400 feet is large enough to contain 100 or 

more topographic features of size 40 feet X 40 feet or less. Hence sta¬ 

tistical averages of these features will not have the large fluctuations 

that occur in small samples. This statement cannot be made quantita¬ 

tive since no theory is available at the present time to provide confi¬ 

dence levels for the calculations. As explained above the large ampli¬ 

tude, “zero frequency sine wave” effects the values of the 

autocovariance function and, hence, the power spectral estimates. In 

order to reduce the errors introduced from this source the observational 

data were smoothed by forming a weighted average of nine contiguous 

elevation samples. The array of nine grid points and the weight as¬ 

signed to each datum is shown in Fig. 5. This filter is frequently used 

in the processing of magnetic maps (Vaquier et al., 1951) and it is 

commonly said (Henderson and Zietz, 1949: 516) that this particular 

average of the nine values 3delds a measure of the curvature of the 

bottom. An interpretation of this kind is not necessary since the effect 

of the filter is removed at a later stage in the analysis. 

The original sample values Zij of the elevation of the lake bottom 

are replaced by new quantities Wi j which are defined by 

FILTER COEFFICIENTS 

+0.5 -2.0 +0.5 

—2.0 +6.0 —2.0 
+0.5 -2.0 +0.5 

Fig. 5. A graphic presentation of the square array of filter coefficients used to remove the 

large scale variations. 

Wij = 6zij - 2(zi + ij + Zi_ij + Zij + , + Zij_i) 

+ 0.5(zi + ]j4.i + Zi^.]^j_i + Zi_ij_|_i + Zi_ij_i). (3) 

The values Wij may be described as weighted averages of the original 

elevations, but it is more in keeping with the spirit of the present 

paper to say that they represent the output of a numerical filter which 

is applied to the original data. 

The concept of filtering can be explained most easily by analogy 

with a simple time series. If one measures, for example, the acoustic 

pressure in a lake or ocean at a point as a function of time, one has a 

non-periodic function of time p(t). One can say, however, that this 

function of time may be expressed as a superposition of periodic sig¬ 

nals of the form A(o)) exp(i(ot) where, in general, all real, positive 

and negative values of w must be considered. If the signal p(t) is 
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passed through a filter, one can describe the effect of the filter by 

assigning the change in A (w) for each value of w. 

In the same manner one can think of any land form as the super¬ 

position of two-dimensional waves of the form 

A(ki, k2)exp(ikix + ikay), (4) 

where ki = 27r (wave length)"^. If horizontal distances are measured 

in feet, the dimensions of ki are radians per foot. The effect of the 

nine-term filter defined in Eq. (3) is to reduce the values of A(ki, ks) 

for long wave lengths (small ki). This filter also eliminates the 

average value and any plane of constant slope. For each pair of values 

(ki, kg) the filter changes the amplitude A(ki, k2) by a complex mul¬ 

tiplicative factor T(ki, k2). This quantity can be most readily pre¬ 

sented as a contour map of log |T(ki, kg) as in Fig. 6. Thus, in the 

language of electrical engineers. Fig. 6 gives the response of the filter 

in bels. 

The deep hole in log [Tj^ at the origin shows that the filter strongly 

rejects such low-frequency effects as landform variations of a size 

greater than, say 40 X 40 feet. Therefore application of this filter to the 

array of lake bottom depths removes the north dip shown in Fig. 2 and 

the effects of the ledges are reduced so that the filtered values reflect 

only the finer details of the topography. In this case, as in the time 

series p(t) mentioned above, one no longer speaks of amplitude but of 

power density. In the present case power is measured in feet squared, 

and the density is an area density in the (ki, kg) plane so the units of 

power density are feeF per (radian per foot) 

Formulas for computing power density estimates are given in the 

Appendix, and the result of this computation is shown in Fig. 7. 

These data have been corrected for the response of the filter. This pro¬ 

cedure does not yield a power density estimate at the origin since the 

inverse response of the filter is infinite and the power density is inde¬ 

terminate. However, the value of the power density at the origin can 

be obtained by applying the same analysis to unfiltered elevations 

provided the average value is subtracted. The contours in Fig. 7 show 

that the major portion of the surface irregularities are due to undula¬ 

tions having wave lengths greater than 40 feet. This result is not 

readily evident from an inspection of Fig. 2. Figure 7 also shows that 

after the dominating north dip has been removed, the remaining topo¬ 

graphic irregularities do not have a preferred geographic orientation. 

COMMENTS 

The area selected for this study is not an ideal one with which to 

demonstrate the usefulness of the new technique of analysis of two- 
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Fig. 6. Response of the two-dimensional filter defined by Eq. (3) to sinusoidal topographic 

features. The center of the square is the response to features of infinite length while the 

boundary gives the response to wave lengths of 25 feet measured along the coordinate 

axis. The quantity contoured is the logarithm of the power response, i.e. bels. Contour 

interval is one bel. 

dimensional maps. The strong north dip and the prominent ledges 

dominate the power spectra yet the area is not large enough to yield a 

reliable statistical average of these prominent features. Nonetheless, 

the data presented in Figs. 3, 4, and 7 show that the present analysis 

enables one to assign quantitative parameters to the topography. 

The power spectrum P(ki, k2) plotted in Fig. 7 plays a vital role in 

the theory of the reflection of waves from an irregular surface (Eckart, 

1953). The shape and size of the dominant maximum contoimed in 

Fig. 7 governs the spreading of sound waves when they are reflected 

from the bottom provided the topographic variation is less than a wave 

length of the sound wave. On the other hand the two principal radii of 
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SOUThl 

Fig. 7. Power spectrum of the topography of the sampled area. Contour interval is 0.5 

feet squared per (radian/footF. A value for the origin is not available since the product of 

the filter response and its inverse is indeterminate. The two scales shows the frequency of 

the undulation in fractions of the Nyquist frequency f^. f^ = 0.008 cycles per foot. 

curvatures of the maximum contoured in Fig. 4 govern the reflection of 

sound waves whose wave length is much less than the topographic 

relief. 

One last remark should be made regarding the choice of the separa¬ 

tion between the samples. In the course of work on this and other con¬ 

tour maps, it has been found that one should select a grid interval 

(i.e., a spacing between samples) which is about one-half of the extent 

of the smallest feature that one wishes to consider. The problem of 

“aliasing” which frequently arises in the analysis of time series is 

seldom serious for the quantities normally presented on contour maps 

because of the monotonic behavior of the autocovariance function. 
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APPENDIX 

It is easier to describe the process of computing two-dimensional 

autocovariance functions than it is to express the process by a formula. 

Imagine a square array of 2N + 1 by 2N + 1 points at each of which a 

sample value u(i,j) is written; i,j == 0, ±1, ±2,. . ., ±N, This array of 

numbers is copied on each of two transparent sheets which are placed 

on top of one another. R(0,0) is the average of all the pairs of products 

of a number on the first sheet times the number located above it on the 

second sheet. The upper transparent sheet is now shifted r units down 

and s units to the right. The average of all possible pairs of products is 

now R(r,s). If a number on one sheet is not accompanied by a number 

on the other sheet, it does not contribute to the product. It is readily 

seen that R(—r,—s)= R(r,s), but, in general, R(r,—s)^ R(r,s). 

The proceeding manipulations can be expressed most readily by 

using two equations with only positive values for the shifts. One has, 

for a square array with an odd number of rows and columns, 

i =N-r j=N-s 

R(i^s)=(2n+i-m2n+i-s) 12X1 u(i,i)u(i + r,j + s)... (A-1) 
i =-N j =-N 

i=N-r J = N 

- s)= (,N+i-r)(2N+i-s) XI XI u(i,i)u(i + r,i + s). . . (A-2) 
i=-N j=-(N-s) 

It is evident that the second equation is equivalent to interchanging 

the two transparents sheets and repeating the shift of upper sheet 

down and to the right. 

The Wiener-Khintchine theorem, which is given in most mono¬ 

graphs on noise theory (Bartlett, 1956: 192) states that the power 

spectrum P(ki, kg) is the Fourier transform of the autocovariance 

function. Thus 
+ 00 

P(ki,k2)=^|| R(Ti,T2)exp(ikiTi + ik2r2)dTidT2. (A-3) 
— 00 

Since R(ti,t2) is computed for discrete grid points, this integral must 

be approximated by a finite sum and so the values P(ki,k2) are com¬ 

puted only for a finite set of values (ki,k2). When the integral is ap¬ 

proximated by a finite sum, a discontinuity is introduced in R(ti,t2). 

The effect of this discontinuity is removed by replacing R(r,s) by 

(l/4)R(r,s) [1 + cos(r7r/N)] [1 + cos(s7r/N)]. . .. (A-4) 

This smoothing procedure was initiated by Blackman and Tukey 

(1959) who refer to it as “banning.” 
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The Acid Properties and pH Titration of Dihydrogen-di- 

(l,2,39-benzotriazolatium)hexacyanoferrate(II) 

by R. F. WILSON and J. JAMES 

Texas Southern University, Houston 

The suggested mechanism of the formation and of the thermal de¬ 

composition of dihydrogen-di( 1,2,3-benzotriazolatium) hexacyanofer- 

rate(II), H2(C6H4N2NH2)2Fe(CN)6, have been reported previously 

by Wilson and James (4). In the aforementioned study, several de¬ 

composition products were isolated and identified. 

Certain resonance structures have been proposed by Fagel and 

Ewing as the principal contributing structures of the 1,2,3-benzotria- 

zole molecule in neutral and mildly acidic, acidic, and basic solutions; 

these structures are, respectively, the neutral molecule, the cation 

and the anion which are indicated in formulas I-III (2). 

M 

N 

N 

NH 

VAn Yan- 
m 

N 1-) 

These authors further suggested that the benzenoid structure indi¬ 

cated in structure I and the quinoid structures in II and III for 1,2,3- 

benzotriazole and its ions are proposed from an analogy of the charac¬ 

teristic ultraviolet absorption bands from known spectra of benzene 

and o-quinone. 

The present authors find it convenient to propose the respective 

structures I, IV or V, and VI in order to account for certain reactions 

of the compound in practically neutral, acidic, and basic media. 

Classical structure I, which takes into consideration the benzonoid 

structure of 1,2,3-benzotriazole, is consistent with the high stability of 

1,2,3-benzotriazole since the compound is quite stable to moderately 

strong oxidizing and reducing reagents. The mechanism of the thermal 

143 
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I E Y H 

decomposition of dihydrogen-di (1,2,3-benzotriazolatimn) hexacyano- 

ferrate(II) and the increase in the rate of formation of H2(C6H4N2- 

NH2)2-Fe(CN)6 from aqueous solutions of 1,2,3-benzotriazole hydro¬ 

chloride and of potassium hexacyanoferrate(II) as compared with the 

rate of formation of the compound when an aqueous solution of 

1,2,3-benzotriazole and potassium hexacyanoferrate(II) is acidified 

seem to be justified by structures IV and V. Whereas, the well-known 

reaction of silver with 1,2,3-benzotriazole in which silver is used to 

replace the acidic hydrogen ion of 1,2,3-benzotriazole in an am- 

moniacal medium appears to be consistent with structure VP. More¬ 

over, structure V accounts for the fact that the authors so far have 

not been able to ascertain whether or not the two hydrogens on the 

1-nitrogen are equivalent in the solid and/or solution states. A possible 

analogy of this phenomenon is hydrogen chloride which is a pre¬ 

dominantly covalent compound in the gaseous state and is ionic in the 

solution state. Structures I, IV, V and VI retain the benzenoid struc¬ 

tures which indicate a higher resonance energy than the quinoid 

structures and hence account for the high stability of 1,2,3-benzo¬ 

triazole and certain of its products over a wide pH range. 

Preliminary studies indicated that dihydrogen-di(l,2,3-benzo- 

triazolatium)hexacyanoferrate(II) is a moderately strong acid. The 

purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of titrating the 

acidic hydrogens of H2(C6H4N2NH2)2Fe(CN)6 with a view toward 

determining the number of titrable hydrogen ions, the order in which 

such ions are titrated and hence the mode of ionization of the acid. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Reagents, Solutions and Methods. H2(C6H4N2NH2)2Fe(CN)6 was 

prepared by a slight modification of the procedure by Wilson and 

James (4). The modified procedure offers several advantages as com¬ 

pared to the original procedure in that the rate of precipitation is 

faster, fewer steps are required in the preparation, and a yield of ap¬ 

proximately 38% of H2(C6H4N2NH2)2Fe (CN)6 is obtained instead of 
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a yield of approximately 18%. The modified procedure consisted of 
reacting 6% aqueous 1,2,3-benzotriazole hydrochloride, C6H4N2NH2- 
Cl, with 6% K4Fe(CN)6’3H20; the resulting solution was shaken 
vigorously for several minutes to accelerate precipitation. The pre¬ 
cipitate was filtered on a medium porosity sintered glass crucible, 
washed with three 20 ml. aliquots of distilled water and dried in a 
vacuum dessicator for two hours to constant weight. The 1,2,3- 
benzotriazole, C6H4N2NH, used throughout this study was obtained by 
triply recrystallizing practical grade 1,2,3-benzotriazole, Eastman Or¬ 
ganic Chemical (No. 5017), from distilled water and once from abso¬ 
lute ethanol. 1,2,3-Benzotriazole hydrochloride was prepared by the 
method of Krollpfeiffer, Potz and Rosenberg by reacting reagent grade 
hydrochloric acid with 1,2,3-benzotriazole in an ether medium (3). 
All other chemicals were reagent grade compounds. 

The sodium hydroxide used in this study was standardized against 
reagent grade sulfamic acid, and the hydrochloric acid was standard¬ 
ized against the secondary standard sodium hydroxide. All other solu¬ 
tions were prepared by dissolving a specified amount of the reagents 
in a specified volume of solution. 

The end points in all titrations were determined by the second- 
derivative method in which the equivalent point corresponded to the 

volume at which = 0. 

Apparatus. All pH measurements were made on a Beckman zero- 
matic pH meter which was standardized before use against two differ¬ 
ent standard buffer systems. 

The pH-titration of Dihydrogen-di(l,2,3-benzotriazolatium)hexa- 
cyanoferrate(ll). The pH titration curve of a 0.00502 M aqueous solu¬ 

tion of dihydrogen-di(l,2,3-benzotriazolatium) hexacyanoferrate(II) 
with a 0.10089 N solution of sodium hydroxide is given in Fig. 1. 
The titration was carried out within two hours after preparation of 

the aqueous H2(C6H4N2NH2)2Fe(CN)6 solution since aqueous solu¬ 

tions of this compound begin to change from practically colorless to a 

light yellow color after standing at room temeprature for approxi¬ 

mately six hours. Two distinct breaks are observed during the course 

of the titration. The first break corresponds to the titration of four 

hydrogen ions and the second break corresponds to the titration of six 

hydrogen ions per formula weight of H2(C6H4N2NH2)2Fe(CN)6. 

The pH-titration of 1,2,3-Benzotriazole. Graphical representation of 

the pH titration of a 0.10022 M aqueous solution of 1,2,3-benzotriazole 

with a 0.10089 N sodium hydroxide solution is shown in Fig. 2. 

As expected, only one break, which occurs on the basic side, is ob- 
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Vol. of NaOH,Ml. 
Fig. 1. pH-titration of 50.00 ml, of 0.00502 M H2(CgH4N2NH2J2-F®«CN)g with 0.10089 

N NaOH. 

served. This break is not sharp and corresponds to the titration of one 
hydrogen ion per mole of 1,2,3-benzotriazole. 

The pH-titration of 1,2^5-Benzotriazole Hydrochloride. In Fig. 3, 
the pH titration curve of a 0.05065 M 1,2,3-benzotriazole hydro¬ 
chloride solution with a 0.10089 N sodium hydroxide solution is 
shown. Two breaks are observed. The first of which is sharp and cor¬ 
responds to the titration of a strong monobasic acid, and the second 
break, which is not sharp, corresponds to the titration of a weak 
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Vol. of NaOH, Ml. 
Fig. 2. pH-tietration of 30.00 ml. of 0.10022 M CgH^N^NH with 0.10089 N NoOH. 

monobasic acid. Moreover, the curve in Fig. 3 was superimposable on 
the curve which, was obtained by titrating an equimolar aqueous 
solution of 1,2,3-benzotriazole and hydrochloric acid with 0.10089 N 
sodium hydroxide solution; both the equimolar solution of 1,2,3- 
benzotriazole and hydrochloric acid titrated and the 1,2,3-benzotria- 
zole hydrochloride solution which was used to obtain the titration data 
in Fig. 3 had the same concentrations. 

In Table I are shown duplicate calculations which are based on the 
titration data and compared to the corresponding theoretical data 
which are based on the equations suggested in the discussion. 
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Vol. of NaOH, Ml. 
Fig. 3. pH-tItration of 30.00 mi. of 0.05065 M CgH^N^NH^CI with 0.10089 N NaOH. 

Table I 

Acids 
mmols 
of acid 

Total number 
of megs, of 

NaOH required 

Total number 
of titrable 

hydrogen ions 

Exact number 
of titrable 

hydrogen ions 

n,(C,n,N^Nn^)^Fe(CN), 0.2510 1.5083 6.009 "6.000 

H,(C,H,N,NH2)2Fe(CN)g 0.1277 0.7654 5.994 6.000 

C.H.N^NH 3.0066 3.0216 1.005> 1.000 

CgH^N^NH 2.9958 3.0025 1.002 1.000 

CgH^N^NH^Cl 1.5195 3.0348 1.997 ' 2.000 

CgH^N^NH^Cl 1.5022 2.9987 1.996 ■ 2.000 

CgH^N^NH and HCl 1.5205 3.0344 1.996 2.000 

C^n^N^NH and HCl 1.5030 2.9983 1.995 2.000 
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DISCUSSION 

The experimental data obtained in this study show that dihydrogen- 

di (1,2,3-benzotriazolatium) hexacyanoferrate (II), H2 (C6H4N2NH2) 2- 

Fe(CN)6, 1,2,3-benzotriazole, C6H4N2NH, and 1,2,3-benzotriazole hy¬ 
drochloride, C6H4N2NH2CI, can be titrated accurately in aqueous 
media using standard sodium hydroxide solution. Graphical repre¬ 
sentations of the curves of these titrations are shown in Figs. 1-3, 

respectively. These data indicate the H2(C6H4N2NH2)2Fe(CN)6 is a 
strong acid in the ionization of the first four hydrogen ions and is a 
moderately weak acid in the ionization of the remaining two hydrogen 

ions. 
The authors believe that the most probable mode of ionization of 

dihy drogen-di (1,2,3-benzotriazolatium) hexacyanoferrate (II) takes 

place as follows: 

\aI< 

|—N 

\ /N 

1 11 

It is interesting to note that during the course of the titration that 
the solution develops a yellow color which is apparently characteristic 
of the hexacyanoferrate (II) ion prior to the first titration break. More¬ 
over, the yellow intensity of the solution increases as the first equiva¬ 
lent point is reached and the yellow color reaches a maximum in¬ 
tensity at the first equivalent point and gradually changes from yellow 
to a light violet color at the second equivalent point. The light violet 
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color might result from some interaction product of the mono¬ 

negative ion of 1,2,3~benzotriazole with the hexacyanoferrate(II) ion 
in which possibly a chromophore containing complex is formed. 

In Fig. 2, the titration curve of 1,2,3-benzotriazole with sodium 
hydroxide suggest that the former is a weak monobasic acid and the 
titration product along with the 1,2,3-benzotriazole exhibit marked 
buffer properties over a wide range of the course of the titration. The 
curve shape corresponding to the second break in Fig. 1 is quite similar 
to the curve shape in Fig. 2 for the titration of 1,2,3-benzotriazole. The 
probable mode of ionization of 1,2,3-benzotriazole is given in equa¬ 
tion 2. 

The data in Fig. 3 suggest that 1,2,3-benzotriazole hydrochloride is 
a moderately strong dibasic acid. It is a strong monobasic acid in the 
first ionization and is a weak monobasic acid in the second ionization. 
The suggested mechanism of these ionizations is given in equations 

1 and 2. 
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The Hydrolysis of Sodium Polyphosphate in 

Concentrated Acids^ 

by PEGGY M. DUNLAP and WILLIAM E. GROVES^ 

Socony Mobil Oil Company, Inc., Field Research Labora¬ 

tory, Dallas 

ABSTRACT 

The hydrolysis rate of sodium polyphosphate in hydrochloric acid 
is shown to be proportional to the polyphosphate concentration and to 
the square of the acid concentration. It is also shown that the hy¬ 
drolysis reaction is not catalyzed by acids weaker than orthophosphoric 
acid. The dissociation constant of the activation complex is estimated 
to be greater than 7.5 X 10~® and less than 5.0 X 10“^. 

The acid-catalyzed hydrolysis of sodium polyphosphate has been 
well defined in the literature for very dilute acids (Van Wazer et al., 

1952). In acid solutions, hydrolysis of the end groups on the polyphos¬ 
phate chain occurs rapidly and orthophosphate ions are liberated in 
the reacting solution. This study is concerned with the hydrolysis 
reaction in concentrated acids. A wide range of hydrochloric acid con¬ 
centrations was used. The rate of orthophosphate production was also 
measured in several other acids of approximately 4V concentration. 

The phosphate was a sodium polyphosphate glass of industrial 
origin, which contained 29.0 weight per cent Na20 and 66.0 weight 
per cent P2O5. Baking at 1100°C for 48 hours caused a weight loss of 
2.8 per cent, apparently water. The remaining small, unidentified 
fraction was probably tightly bound water. Qualitative tests for the 
presence of inorganic contaminants gave negative results. The mole 
ratio of Na20 to P2O5 was 1.01, The average length of the polyphos¬ 
phate chain was estimated by end group titration. Corrections for 
orthophosphate and ring compounds were applied and the resultant 
calculated average chain length was 9.8 P’s per chain. The X-ray 
powder diffraction pattern showed only broad bands of low intensity 

1 Presented in part at the 140^^ National Meeting of the American Chemical 

Society, Chicago, Illinois, September 3-8, 1961. 

2 Present Address: National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, Maryland. 
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which were centered at the positions characteristic of “sodium hexa- 
metaphosphate” as given in the ASTM Index. All of the rate measure¬ 
ments were made with this single supply of material. 

METHOD 

In each experiment a quantity of powdered sodium polyphosphate 
glass was dissolved as quickly as possible with manual stirring in 200 
ml of acid in a polyethylene beaker, either at room temperature or at 
0°. The time record began when the polyphosphate glass was dropped 
into the acid. Small aliquots (0.5 to 4.0 ml) were removed at intervals 
and promptly diluted with about 75 ml of distilled water to retard the 
hydrolysis reaction. The amount of orthophosphate in the aliquot 
sample was determined according to the method of Fiske and Sub- 
barow (1925), as modified by Young and Golledge (1950). The 
method consists of the measurement of the optical density of solutions 
of the molybdenum blue complex. Our measurements were made at 
700 mft in a Beckman Model B Spectrophotometer fitted with a tung¬ 
sten lamp and a red-sensitive phototube. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The effect of polyphosphate concentration was determined as fol¬ 
lows. Quantities weighing from 0.0099 to 1.980 g were hydrolyzed in 
200 ml of 4.57V HCl. The initial rate of formation of orthophosphate 
was found to bear a first order relationship to the amount of unreacted 
polyphosphate, (C), present at any time, i.e., 

^Of) =k'(C) 

dt 
The concentrations are expressed in moles P per liter. The rate meas¬ 
urements were made in the first few minutes of the reaction while 
the initial concentration of end groups was of relatively constant pro¬ 
portionality to the total P concentration. For any given HCl concen¬ 
tration, k' appears to be a constant. Values of k' may be calculated 
from the slope of the straight line produced by plotting log C versus t. 
The approximate constancy of k' with varying initial amounts of 
sodium polyphosphate in 4.57V HCl is shown in Table 1. This infor¬ 
mation conforms with the observation of a first order relationship in 
individual rate measurements. 

The effect of hydrochloric acid concentration was observed by 
following the orthophosphate production from a constant initial 
amount of polyphosphate, 0.0198 g per 200 ml acid. The data are 
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Table I 

Rate of Hydrolysis of Sodium Polyphosphate in 200 ml of 4.5 N HCl at 23-24°C. 

Glass, g 

d(PO, )/dt, 
mole 1"^ hr”^ X KP , k', hi-^ 

0.0099 1.05 0.264 
0.78 .225 

0.0198 2.88 .438 
2.48 .362 
1.84 .205 

.0206 1.74 .266 

.0297 3.81 .314 
2.74 .295 

.0396 4.52 .347 
3.39 .244 

.0508 4.20 .260 

.0566 6.14 .322 
4.71 .274 

.1003 8.75 .282 

.1980 22.5 .453* 
1.980 283.0 .481* 

* Corrected for (HCl) =4.66 N. 

listed in Table II. The quantity, k', in the empirical rate equation 
is a constant during individual experiments but varies with changes 
in the HCl concentration. The rate of production of orthophosphate is 
proportional to the square of the acid concentration. At constant tem¬ 

perature the quantity 
k' 

(HCl) 2 
is the specific velocity constant, k, of 

the overall hydrolysis reaction. The general empirical kinetic equation 
for the reaction is 

d(P04 ) -k(C)(HCl)2 
dt 

The data in Table III show that an increase from 0° to 25 °C in¬ 
creases the reaction rate by a factor of 11. The activation energy was 
calculated to be 15,600 cal per mol of phosphorous for this industrial 
product, compared with a value of 26,000 cal (McCullough et ah, 

1956) for a glass containing polyphosphate chains of about 100 units 
in length. 

In addition to the kinetics data for hydrochloric acid, k' values were 
also determined for several other acids. These data are summarized 
in Table IV. It is noteworthy that acids having a smaller ionization 
constant than the first ionization constant of orthophosphoric acid do 
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Table II 

Hydrolysis of 0.0198 g Sodium Polyphosphate in 200 ml of HCl at 23-26°C. 

(HCl), N k', hr*:* k7(HCl)2 

0.95 .0661 .0732 

1.01 .0307 .0306 

2.0 .0674 .0168 

3.0 .0801 .0090 

3.64 .215 .0161 

4.0 .157 .0099 

4.5 .362 .0179 

.438 .0216 

.205 .0101 

.266 .0131 

5.0 .475 .0190 

5.66 .627 .0195 

6.14 .508 .0135 

7.05 .840 .0169 

8.38 .684 .0097 

9.02 1.69 .0208 

9.49 1.09 .0121 

9.60 1.87 .0203 

10.56 1.76 .0158 

12.55 2.05 .0128 

Table III 

Hydrolysis of Sodium Polyphosphate in 200 ml of 4.5' N HCl at 0°C. 

Glass, g 
d(PO, )/dt 

mole 1“:* hr^:^ X 10° k', hr-i 

0.0099 0.4 0.0346 

.0198 .5 .0191 

.9 .0476 

.0297 .9 .0198* 

.0396 1.2 .0229 

.0566 1.6 .0227 ■ 

* Estimated. 

not appear to be catalysts of the hydrolysis reaction. On the basis of 

the data in Table IV, it may be supposed that the dissociation constant 

of the activation complex in the hydrolysis reaction is probably greater 

than 7.5 and less than 5.0 X 10"^. 
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Table IV 

Hydrolysis of 0.0198 g Sodium Polyphosphate in 200 ml Acid at 25-27 °C. 

Acid Acid Cone., N ^ion k', hr-i 

Acetic 4.1 1.75 X 10-5 0* 
Formic 4.0 1.77 X 19-^ 0* 
Monochloroacetic 4.1 1.4 X 10-3 0* 
H3PO, 7.5 X 10-3 
Dichloroacetic 4 5.0 X 10-2 Rf 
Oxalic 4 6.5 X 10-2 Rf 
T richloroacetic 4 1.3 X 10-1 Rf 
Acetic/HCl Mixtures 4.0/2.0 0.112 
H.SO^ 3.6 4 X 10-1 .114 
HCl 4.0 strong .242 
HNO3 4.0 strong .273 

* No orthophosphate production in two hours, 
f Slow hydrolysis occurs, rate was not measured. 

They are also indebted to Miss Maryann Duggan and Mr. H. G. 

Bufford for analyses of the sodium polyphosphate glass, 
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Notes on the Morphology of the Common Gulf Squid 

Lolliguncula brevis (Blainville) 

by LAWRENCE S, DILLON and ROBERT O. DIAL 

The A. M. College of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

While several thorough-going anatomical studies of the western 
Atlantic squid, Loligo pealei^ and of the eastern Atlantic species, L. 
vulgaris, have been published (Williams, 1909; Bullough, 1950; 
Bidder, 1950), apparently no critical accounts of the structure of the 
common gulf squid, Lolliguncula brevis (Blainville) have appeared 
in print. In view of the fact that squids and their relatives are becom¬ 
ing with steadily increasing frequency the subject of various studies 
dealing with behavior, nerve and eye function (Mullins, 1959; Cole 
and Moore, I960; Hagiwara and Tasaki, 1958; Villegas and Villegas, 
1960; Young, 1939, 1960), and circulatory system function (Skram- 
lik, 1941), it appears requisite to describe the distinctive features of 
this form so readily obtainable in the southern portion of North 
America. Moreover, because of its relatively small size when mature 
and its generally less elongate form, it would be easier to study under 
the dissecting microscope than L. pealei and would offer some advan¬ 
tages in this way for student use were an adequate description of its 
parts available. It is to the fulfilling of these needs that the present 
paper is prepared, the illustrations for which are the work of the 
junior author. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Numerous well-prese’rved specimens of both sexes, received through 
the courtesy of the Department of Oceanography and from Dr. Wm. 
J. Dobson, of the Biology Department, A.&M. College of Texas, were 
employed in this study. All specimens were taken at various seasons 
close to the shore off Galveston, Texas. Also at hand were a number 
of formalin-preserved examples of L. pealei obtained from commercial 
sources. Dissections were made in the usual manner, the several species 
being compared both from freshly dissected specimens and from 
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published illustrations. As histological considerations were not in¬ 
volved in the present studies, all examinations were macroscopic. 

The name of the squid follows that listed by Voss (1956); it is often 
but erroneously called by its synonym, L. brevipinna Lesueur. 

EXTERNAL MORPHOLOGY 

In contrast to the elongate slender form of Loligo pealei^ which also 
occurs in the Gulf but usually in deeper water, Lolliguncula brevis is 
short and stocky, the mantle often expanding in width from the head 
to the fins rather than narrowing (Fig. 1). Moreover, the fins are 
transverse, together being distinctly wider than long, whereas the 
opposite condition is true in pealei; furthermore these organs fail to 
reach the middle of the length of the mantle as they do in the latter 
species. Another distinctive feature of this form is found in the fact 
that the gladius is visible through the semi-transparent mantle. 

The arms and tentacles need little special comment; however, the 
suction cups of the latter are distinctive in two ways. First, they are 
compactly and regularly arranged in transverse rows in the present 
form, and, secondly, the chitinous rings bear small, equal-sized teeth 
which are uniformly inclined. 

THE SIPHON 

Externally the siphon shows little that is noteworthy, although the 
form of the cartilaginous groove is somewhat less elongate than in 
pealei. Within the siphon the lateral and anterior glands of Verrill 

are approximately equal in mass to each of the lateral glands instead 
of having the latter greatly exceed the lateral ones as in the species of 
Loligo. 

INTERNAL ORGANS 

Greater distinctions between genera occur in the internal organs 
than in the superficial ones indicated above. In the present species 
the anal valve fails to attain the hindmost point of the siphon, so that 
the contents of the digestive tract are discharged somewhat behind 
the siphon in the mantle cavity rather than directly into the siphon 
as in Loligo. Probably its posterior location results mostly from the 
reduction in length of the rectum, which is not more than one-fifth as 
long as the mantle instead of nearly one-third as in Loligo. Similarly 
a reduction in relative length is found in the ctenidia, which in 
Lolliguncula do not equal the length of the siphon whereas in Loligo 
they greatly exceed it. 
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Lateral Fin 

Mid-dorsal Ridge 

Visceral Hump 

Olfactory Crest 

Fig. 1. Dorsal view of Lolliguncula brevis (Blainville). 

In the present species the branchial hearts lie just behind the 
anterior edge of the fin and thus are placed well caudad of the center 
of the mantle cavity. A like location in relation to the leading edge 
of the fin is found in the two species of Loligo, which places them 
anterior to the middle of the mantle cavity. 

In Lolliguncula the kidneys in both sexes are placed so that their 
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Visceral Mass 

Posterior Mantle Vein 

Median Mantle Artery 

Median Mantle Vein 

Anterior Mantle Vein 

Branchial Heart 
Branchial Vein 
Nidomentai Gland 
Ctenidium 

Rectum 

Anal Valve 

Anus 
Cephalic Vein 

Cartilaginous Groove 
on base of Siphon 

Olfactory Crest 

Siphon 
Orifice of Siphon 

Fig. 2. internal anatomy; superficial structures exposed by removal of the ventral portion 

of the mantle. 

posterior portions are strongly divergent, the long axes of the organs 
nearly forming a right angle to one another. In contrast, the kidneys 
of Loligo lie parallel to one another and are contiguous throughout 
their length. 
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Fig. 3. Internal anatomy of the siphon shown by removal of its ventral wall. 

The inksac is somewhat less extensive than in Loligo, but is simi¬ 
larly located at the anterior end of the visceral mass. It likewise dis¬ 
charges its product by way of a short duct into the rectum. 
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REPRODUCTIVE ORGANS 

The Female Reproductive System. In Figure 4 the ovary is seen to be 
overlaid by the stomach and caecum but otherwise it fills much of the 
visceral cavity. The oviduct is provided with a basal oviducal gland, 
concealed in the figure by portions of the caecum and kidney. The 
opening of the oviduct is wider in the present species, never being 
slit-like as in Loligo. Moreover, the lips are cordate in outline, indented 
anteriorly and thickened posteriorly. Here too a more posterior loca¬ 
tion of the opening can be noted, for it scarcely attains the caudal end 
of the inksac, whereas in L. pealei^ it surpasses the anterior end of that 
organ. 

As the relationships of the nidamental gland, accessory nidamental 

Anal Valve 

Anus 

Rectum 
Inksac 
Oviduct 
Accessory Nidamental 

kidney Duct 

^kidn^y^ 
Heart 

ranchial Heart 
Median Mantle Vein 

Posterior Mantle Vein 

Stomach 
Caecum 

Lateral Mantle Artery 

Median Mantle Artery 

Ovary 

Fig. 4. Visceral mass lying in the coelomic cavity of the female, the nidamental glands 

removed to show the more dorsally located organs. 
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gland, and kidneys have never been adequately depicted in any 

species, Figure 5 is offered in an effort to remedy this situation. Here 

as in Loligo the opening of the nidamental gland is directed dorsally, 

ending in close proximity to the accessory nidamental gland, and this 

in turn is placed just cephalad of the kidney duct. Normally the orifice 

of the nidamental gland faces toward its accessory; in the illustration 

the lips of the orifice are shown as though turned outwards in order to 

provide a better concept of their shape. 

As the kidneys lie in an oblique position, and the nidamental glands 

a longitudinal one, the relations of these glands to the other internal 

parts is quite different. In addition to overlying the kidneys and 

median heart as in Loligo^ these glands in the present species conceal 

much of the anterior portion of the stomach as well. 

Compared to their condition in Loligo, the accessory nidamental 

glands are much reduced. In Loligo, they appear at least to equal the 

branchial heart in mass, while they are less than half as large in the 

present case. 

The Male Reproductive System. In the male (Fig. 6) the single testis, 

situated medially on the dorsal surface, is entirely concealed by the 

caecum which fills most of the coelomic cavity. From that of the two 

Loligo species, in both of which it is rather regularly elongate-ovate 

in shape, the testis differs in being smaller, more robust, and some¬ 

what sigmoid. Often the opening on its ventral surface, through which 

the sperm are emptied into the coelomic cavity, is difficult to discern. 

While the sperm bulb, the posterior portion of the vas deferens, and 

the spermatophoric gland display no notable features, the remainder 

of the male tubules are highly modified. For one thing, the terminal 

Rectum 

Nidamental Gland 

Accessory 
Nidamental Gland 

Kidney Duct 

Branchial Heart 
Ctenidium 
Retractor Muscle 

2 of Siphon 

Fig. 5. Openings of glands and ducts in female, lateral view of right side, the dorsal 

surface to the lower side of the figure. 
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Anal Valve 
Anus 
Rectum 
Inksac 
Vas Deferens^ 
Kidney Ducti 

1 VWA 

Ctenidiumi 
Kidney 

siHeart 

Branchial Heart. 
Stomach 
Median Mantle Vein 
Posterior Mantle Vein 
Caecum 
Testis 
Opening in Testis Wall 
Lateral Mantle Artery 
Median Mantle Artery 

Fig. 6. Deeper organs lying in the coelomic cavity of the male; a portion of the caecum 

is shown as though removed to expose the underlying testis. 

portion of the vas deferens is short, often broad, and flattened, lacking 

in rigidity, and is never long, slender, and rather firm as in Loligo. 
Secondly, and what is more striking, is the fact that no spermatophoric 

sac is present on any of the numerous examples dissected, the vas 

deferens leaving the spermatophoric gland at the latter’s posterior end 

and continuing to a point to the left of the inksac. 

THE NERVOUS SYSTEM 

When the anterior portion of the nervous system is exposed dorsally 

(Fig. 7), by removal of the appropriate portions of the skull, mantle, 

and oesophagus, several distinctive features can be noted at once. The 
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Brachial Nerves 
Tentacular Nerve 

Optic Ganglion 

Cerebral Ganglion 

Oesophagus 

Retractor Muscle Nerve 

Funnel Muscle Nerve 
Visceral Ganglia 
Skull 

Mantle Nerve 

Median Salivary Gland 

Visceral Nerve 

Stellate Ganglion 

Montle Nerve 

Siphon Muscle 

Fig. 7. Cerebral ganglia and associated structures in dorsal view. 

visceral nerve relative to the two mantle nerves is a much heavier 

fiber than in Loligo and becomes double rather more cephalad. More- 
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over, after becoming double, the two resulting constituents remain 

contiguous for a short distance before bifurcating and becoming at¬ 

tached to the cephalic vein. The mantle nerves, normally concealed 

by the median salivary gland (only one of which is shown in the 

figure), penetrate into the cartilage of the neck directly behind the 

skull. However, it remains in this substance for only a short distance, 

emerging just posterior to the median salivary gland and extending 

dorsad to the mantle. Here, as in Loligo, some fibers leave to enter the 

stellate ganglion, which supplies the muscles of the mantle; the gang¬ 

lion also supplies the mantle nerve with some fibers posteriorly. 

Within the skull, the major ganglia differ widely in shape from 

those of Loligo; especially does the regular pentagonal outline of the 

cephalic ganglion of the present species contrast with the broadly ovate 

form of pecdei and vulgaris. The optic ganglia, instead of projecting 

strictly laterally, are directed forwards as well, and, hence, are ob¬ 

liquely disposed. Nor is the optic nerve located at the center of each 

ganglion as in Loligo, for in Lolliguncula it enters the ganglion close 

to the posterior margin. 

The brachial and tentacular nerves at the anterior end of the ganglia 

are strongly fused basally for a short distance, forming a sort of 

peduncle which then bifurcates and gives origin to the separate nerves. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a whole the distinctions between Lolliguncula and Loligo are far 

more pronounced than those between the two species of Loligo, 

namely, pealei and vulgaris. Hence, additional support is provided for 

the placing of the present species in a distinct genus. 

SUMMARY 

The principal anatomical features of the common Gulf squid, Lolli¬ 

guncula brevis, are figured and comparisons made with Loligo pealei 

and L. vulgaris, the two common Atlantic species. 

Externally the chief distinctions are in the more robust body form, 

the proportionately shorter fins, and in structure and arrangement of 

the tentacular suckers. 

Internally many differences arise as a partial consequence of the 

withdrawal of the visceral mass to a more posterior position within 

the mantle. Particularly is this true of the anal valve and inksac. In 

addition, the kidneys are placed obliquely within the coelom, not 

longitudinally. In the female, the opening of the oviduct is more 

widely dilated and the accessory nidamental glands are reduced. In 
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the male, the testis is smaller than in Loligo and the anterior portion 

of the vas deferens more robust and shorter. Many points of differences 

also occur in the nervous system, particularly concerning the shape 

of the several ganglia. 
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Local Movements of the Harvestman Leiohunum 

Townsendi (Arachnida: Phalangida) 

by WAYNE H* McALISTER 

University of Chicago 

INTRODUCTION 

During the interval of June 20~-September 6, 1958 observations 

were made on a group of harvestmen {Leiobunum townsendi) which 

inhabited several buildings located five miles east of Austin, Travis 

County, Texas. The objective was to determine whether or not diurnal 

aggregations of quiescent harvestmen are formed from day to day by 

the same groups of individuals. Because of the paucity of such infor¬ 

mation for American phalangids, other incidental observations on 

local movements are mentioned below. 

Three buildings were included in the study area (Fig. 1). Harvest- 

men sought diurnal resting sites in the interiors of a garage and an 

adjacent storehouse, and on the exteriors (principally under the eaves) 

of these two buildings as well as on a nearby house. Occasional speci¬ 

mens were found on neighboring oak trees {Quercus stellata) and on 

various outbuildings in the vicinity. The region surrounding the study 

area has been described by Blair (1960), 

I am indebted to Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Blair who permitted this study 

to be conducted on their property. 

METHODS 

Harvestmen encountered on the garage were marked on the cara¬ 

pace with a spot of yellow enamel paint and released near the site of 

capture. Specimens on the storehouse were marked with red paint and 

similarly released. Individuals found on the house were left unmarked. 

A few animals were specially painted so that they were individually 

identifiable. 

A routine check of the area involved a late afternoon search of each 

building. The numbers of marked and unmarked specimens and their 

specific locations on the buildings were recorded. Unmarked harvest- 

men on the garage and storehouse were appropriately marked and 

released. Marked individuals were not disturbed. The area was checked 
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Fig. 1. The sites inside (squares) and outside (circles) at which harvestmen were seen 

during this study. The figures indicate the total number of harvestmen (exclusive of intro¬ 

duced individuals) seen at each site. The dashed square on the house represents individuals 

seen underneath the house; the dashed and solid squares on the storehouse show specimens 

in the attic and storeroom respectively. The number of times each building was searched 

between June 30 and September 6 is indicated in parentheses. 

on the last day of June and on 26 days in July. During the remainder 

of the study interval the buildings were searched on eight days. The 

area was thus under regular observation only during July. 

RESULTS 

The information based on individuals marked on the garage is sum¬ 

marized in Table I. The table can be read as follows: on July 15, 65 

yellow-spotted harvestmen were seen; 91 % of these were found on the 

garage while 4% and 5% were encountered on the storehouse and on 

the house respectively. By July 15, 104 harvestmen had been marked 

with a yellow spot and 37% of the 104 were not seen on this date. 

The data show that during July over 80% of the individuals present 

in the diurnal aggregations on the garage were animals which had 

been initially marked there (colunm 3). The figures in column 6 show 

that about one-quarter to one-third of the specimens marked on the 

garage were regularly not seen during July. After only one week of 
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Table I 

Dispersion of harvestmen initially encountered on the garage and marked with yel¬ 

low paint. A dash indicates that no check was made. See text for further explanation. 

Date 
Total number 
yellows seen 

Percent 
on garage 

Percent on 
storehouse 

Percent 
on house 

Percent 
unaccounted for 

Total 
number yellow 
marked to date 

1 July 12 100 37 19 

2 35 100 57 82 

3 81 96 4 12 92 

7 80 99 1 16 95 

8 84 99 1 17 101 
9 82 99 1 20 102 

10 81 96 1 3 21 103 

11 80 94 1 5 22 103 

12 72 99 0 1 30 103 

13 71 93 0 7 31 103 

15 65 91 4 5 37 104 

16 61 94 3 3 44 109 

17 76 91 5 4 30 109 

18 80 91 4 5 27 110 
19 87 90 9 1 21 110 
20 80 83 9 9 27 109* 
22 82 87 7 6 25 109 
23 81 85 7 7 26 no 
24 80 88 6 6 29 112 
25 81 83 9 9 28 113 
26 75 91 9 0 34 114 
27 74 87 9 4 29 114 
28 77 88 11 1 34 117 
29 73 86 11 3 38 118 
30 74 88 12 0 38 120 
31 79 81 11 8 34 120 

1 Aug. 85 85 13 2 33 126 
2 71 100 0 45 128 

18 64 55 28 17 54 139 
20 69 71 26 3 51 141 
30 54 72 24 4 72 143 

1 Sept. 55 69 29 2 72 144 
4 55 71 24 5 73 147 
6 49 69 27 4 77 149 

* On this date one individual was marked; two marked specimens were found dead and deleted from 
the total count. 

marking, the bulk of the harvestmen which used the garage in July 

were marked (column 7). 

Similar results were obtained when records for the harvestmen on 

the storehouse were tabulated. In this case, however, only about 75% 
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of the diurnal aggregations were composed of red-spotted residents. 

Immigrants from the garage accounted for most of the remainder of 

the aggregations. About one-quarter of the red-spotted specimens 

which were released were regularly unaccounted for. 

The dispersion of quiescent harvestmen on any given day was de¬ 

cidedly clumped. Throughout the study period certain sites on the 

buildings regularly harbored most of the animals (Fig. 1). These points 

of aggregation were often not noticeably better suited as diurnal re¬ 

treats than adjacent unoccupied sites. 

Close observation of one aggregation which regularly occurred on 

the northeast corner of the garage suggests that the harvestmen are 

responsive to variations in the microclimate. The position of the ag¬ 

gregation was noted at 0700 and at 1800 on 11 days in late July. At 

0700 the aggregation occurred high on the wall beneath the eaves. At 

1800 the aggregation was displaced downwards about 14 inches to a 

more exposed position. Presumably the location under the eaves be¬ 

came too warm for the harvestmen during the afternoon. A thermom¬ 

eter mounted on the wall near the morning position of the aggrega¬ 

tion showed the following average readings during July (C°): 0700— 

27.1°; 1200—36.0°; 1700 to 1800—34.0°. Todd (1949) reported that 

the lethal maximum temperature for Leiobunum rotundum, a British 

species, is near 38° C. 

On July 20, an aggregation of seven yellow, four red, and 24 un¬ 

marked harvestmen was removed from the interior of an unused 

chimney on the north side of the house. The chimney was then sealed. 

Twenty specimens were marked for individual identification; the re¬ 

maining 15 were given a common distinctive marking. The harvest- 

men were then released on top of the chimney. Nine of the individ¬ 

ually-marked harvestmen and approximately 10 of the group-marked 

ones were not seen again after being marked. Three individually- 

marked and five group-marked specimens were still present in the 

area at the termination of observations 48 days after their release. 

Most of the animals were seen about six times before they disappeared; 

two individuals were seen on 14 of the 18 days that the buildings were 

searched between July 20 and September 6. Some specimens were al¬ 

ways recorded at the same station while others made moderate moves 

within the study area (Fig. 2). One individual was found outside the 

study area and 120 feet from its point of release on the chimney. 

On July 26, 235 harvestmen were collected 15 miles southwest of 

the study area and released on the roof of the garage. These specimens 

were marked with a spot of silver paint. Prior to the introduction of 

the silver-spotted specimens an average of 82 and 60 harvestmen were 
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Fig. 2. A-—Fifteen harvestmen were given a common marking and released on the 

chimney (dark circle). The circles and figures show the site and number of times that 

a harvestman from this group was seen in the area. B, C, D—-Each of these figures shows the 

sites and number of times a specific individual was seen in the area after being marked 

and released on the chimney. The number of days between the first and last observation 

of each individual is shown in the lower right corner of the figures. Building designations 

as in Figure 1. 

recorded on the garage and storehouse respectively on each day. After 

the introduction about 15 silver-spotted individuals regularly appeared 

in the storehouse aggregations with no apparent effect on the number 

of residents which occurred there (Table II, columns 5 and 6). During 

the week succeeding the introduction about 100 silver-spotted harvest- 

men regularly occurred in the garage aggregations with no noticeable 

effect on the number of residents. During this week the daily number 

of harvestmen resting on the garage was more than twice its usual 

magnitude. Between mid-August and early September six checks of 

the area indicated that two phenomena were occurring in the group 

of harvestmen on the garage: a) introduced individuals were decreas¬ 

ing in number and apparently leaving the area (Table II, colunms 3 

and 8); b) an increased number of yellow-spotted residents were mov¬ 

ing to the storehouse (Table I, colunrn 4) and also either emigrating 
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Table II 

Numbers of resident and introduced harvestmen on the garage and storehouse. Two 

hundred and thirty-five harvestmen were introduced on the garage on July 26. 

Prior to this date the garage harbored about 82 resident harvestmen daily; the 

storehouse harbored about 60 residents daily. 

Storehouse 

Date 

Garage 

Residents 
Introduced 

(garage) Total 

Percent 
introduced 

unaccounted for Residents Introduced Total 

26 July 84 235 319 69 0 69 

27 84 125 209 67 10 77 34 

28 86 109 195 64 15 79 41 

29 82 103 185 57 11 68 49 

30 84 89 173 70 12 82 49 

31 89 99 188 79 15 94 42 

1 Aug. 94 91 185 82 15 97 50 

18 73 46 119 59 13 72 68 
20 68 46 114 66 14 80 65 

30 72 38 110 54 13 67 70 

1 Sept. 71 55 126 59 13 72 62 

4 61 44 105 45 18 63 67 

6 61 37 98 52 17 69 69 

from the study area or otherwise avoiding observation (Table I, 

column 6). Since the reduction in yellow-spotted individuals is con¬ 

comitant with the increased discovery of unmarked specimens (Table 

I, column 7), it is possible that marked harvestmen were losing their 

identification rather than emigrating. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

These observations on L. townsendi suggest that a given adult tends 

to remain in the same vicinity during the summer months, and that 

it generally utilizes a restricted area as a daytime retreat. According 

to Dice (1952: 249) such a regular resting spot is called a homesite. 

Individuals of L. townsendi characteristically frequent a homesite 

which is simultaneously utilized by others of their kind. Allee (1958: 

27) cites instances of isolated animals which express a positive social 

reaction by forming nocturnal “slumber parties.” Harvestmen aggre¬ 

gations may be diurnal examples of this type of phenomenon. 

The homerange of an individual is that area over which the indi¬ 

vidual habitually travels (Dice, 1952: 231). The movements of in¬ 

dividually-marked harvestmen suggest that these phalangids return 

to a given homesite for several consecutive days. Occasionally they 

cease to use one homesite and begin to occupy another one in the same 
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vicinity. After a variable period the original homesite may be re¬ 

occupied, Records of such movements were made during this study. 

The homerange of a given individual apparently contains several 

homesites, and the individual leads a semi-nomadic existence as it 

moves from one homesite to another within its homerange. The regular 

absence of a large proportion of the marked specimens from the study 

area and the occasional discovery of a marked individual in neighbor¬ 

ing areas indicate that individuals roamed over an area greater than 

that included in this study (ca. 2000 ft.^). 

Presumably the occurrence of suitable daytime shelter and locally 

mesic conditions restricted the movements of most individuals to the 

vicinity of the study area. Without such environmental limitations it 

is possible that an individual would not consistently remain in one 

area, and that it would occupy a succession of ephemeral “home- 

ranges” as it moved from one microgeographic locale to another. 
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Time-Lapse Cinematographic Observations of 

Developing Sea Urchin Eggs* 

by H. R. McDaniel and P. O’B. MONTGOMERY 

The University of Texas Southwestern Medical School 

The developing sea urchin egg is an established and excellent model 

for experiments designed to delve into the complexities of fertilization, 

cellular growth, differentiation and dynamics of protoplasm. Biochem¬ 

ical analysis, enzyme assay and microscopic techniques incorporating 

fixed cells are currently in vogue for exploring these parameters of a 

developing cytoplasmic unit, the cell (Harvey, 1956). 

The developing cell is a dynamic unit of activity. Biochemical assay 

or microscopic techniques using dead cells can encompass informa¬ 

tion of the ever-changing cell at only fixed moments in time. The pur¬ 

pose of these experiments is to record the effects of ultraviolet irradi¬ 

ation on developing sea urchin eggs by means of three time-lapse 

motion picture microscopic techniques. The time-lapse technique is 

employed to gain dynamic resolution in time. The three microscopic 

systems are used to compare the delineated morphology of each tech¬ 

nique and to establish control observations for ultraviolet irradiation 

damage. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Arbacia punctulata gametes employed for these observations were 

obtained from adult specimens collected from the jetties near The 

University of Texas Marine Institute, Port Aransas, Texas. The speci¬ 

mens were transported in 20 gallon plastic tanks containing sea water 

to The University of Texas Southwestern Medical School, Dallas, 

Texas. The sea urchins were placed in several aquaria of 5 to 25 gal¬ 

lon capacity. Management of the aquaria will be discussed in a sep¬ 

arate communication. The gametes were obtained by the electrical 

shock method of E. B. Harvey (1953). Uncentrifuged eggs were found 

to offer little detail of internal morphology. The eggs were centrifuged 

* This work was supported by the Atomic Energy Commission, the Tobacco Re¬ 

search Industry Committee, the Southwestern Medical Foundation and the Damon 

Runyon Fund for Cancer Research, Inc. 
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to remove the echinochrome pigment by the technique outlined by 

Immers (1960). The solution used to establish the density gradient 

was manipulated for optimum results foi| the eggs coming from the 

water of the Gulf of Mexico. This was found to be a IM sucrose solu¬ 

tion with a pH of 7. Egg fractions were mixed with dilute sperm and 

injected into specimen chambers made for the three microscopes. 

Simultaneous observations could be made on eggs collected at the same 

time and manipulated in the same manner. The specimen chambers 

were made by hand from glass coverslips, slides and beeswax. In ultra¬ 

violet microscopy quartz slides and coverslips were used. The develop¬ 

ing eggs were photographed at a temperature of 23° C =t 1 Ultraviolet 

television microscopic techniques have been previously described in 

detail by Montgomery (1956a, 1956b, 1957a, 1957b, 1959,1960a, 

1960b). The phase contrast and interference motion pictures were 

taken at five frames per minute. The ultraviolet flying-spot television 

motion pictures were taken at 10 frames per minute. The ultraviolet 

emitting cathode ray tube was set at a 25 microamperes beam current 

with a 0.25 second vertical sweep. The peak emission of the ultraviolet 

cathode ray tube is 2600 A with 80 per cent of the energy being 

between 2400 A and 2900 A. The field was scanned eight times in 2 

seconds with the ultraviolet flying spot then automatically turned off 

for four seconds during which time an unexposed 16 mm. film frame 

was pulled down for a new exposure. To facilitate rapid ultraviolet 

irradiation dosage the 4 second interval of darkness was eliminated. 

The results of these experiments represent data taken from 5,000 

feet of 16 mm. black and white film and 1,000 feet of color film. The 

activity of more than 200 developing eggs was observed. 

Accurate dosimetry is not available for the ultraviolet irradiation 

delivered to the sea urchins. The engineering aspects of dosimetry for 

the ultraviolet flying spot television microscope are currently being 

improved. 

OBSERVATIONS 

The resolution of the development of uncentrifuged fertilized eggs 

as seen with the phase contrast (Fig. 1), interference and ultraviolet 

flying spot television microscopic techniques was limited by the abun¬ 

dant echinochrome granules which obscure the egg constituents. With 

the phase contrast unit the nucleus was observed as it dispersed for 

cleavage followed by reconstitution during anaphase. The chromo¬ 

somes could not be resolved. Filmed sequences follow development 

from formation of the fertilization membrane to the swimming blas- 

tula. Uncentrifuged eggs absorb ultraviolet light so completely that 
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Fig. L Phase-contrast microscopy of developing uncentrifuged Arbacia eggs. 

only the fertilization membrane surrounding the clear perivitelline 

space followed by the opaque egg could be seen (Fig. 2). One could 

detect dividing eggs morphologically but no cytoplasmic structures 

could be observed because of the abundant ultraviolet absorption. 

Centrifugation of eggs prior to fertilization removes the echino- 

chrome pigment and permits greater visualization of internal struc¬ 

tures. The lipid cap, nucleus, clear cytoplasmic layer and granular 

cytoplasmic layer were well differentiated by all three microscopic 

techniques. Dissolution and reconstitution of the nuclear membrane 

in cleaving cells was well depicted by these techniques. The chromo¬ 

somes were not resolved. Cytoplasmic material appeared to work 

Fig. 2. Ultraviolet absorption Image of uncentrifuged Arbacia eggs. 
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through the cortical layer of the centrifuged eggs remaining as attached 

rounded masses 1 to 3/x in diameter (Fig. 3). These bubble-like struc¬ 

tures were never seen to develop before the second cleavage and were 

frequently observed to appear just following the formation of the four 

blastomeres. Some of these masses seemed of low viscosity as evidenced 

by vermicular motion and commonly appeared to be drawn back into 

the cortical layer. Larger more globular masses appeared to be gelled 

and nonmobile at the edge of the egg. 

The interference microscope demonstrates three zones of similar 

refractive index: the sea water, the fluid of the perivitelline space and 

a peripheral zone just inside the ectoplasmic layer of the egg. 

The ultraviolet absorption image of the centrifuged sea urchin egg 

indicates that the nucleus has considerably less absorption than the 

cytoplasm (Fig. 4). No ultraviolet absorption was noted in the nuclear 

membrane. The nuclear mass is seen to dissociate in prophase and 

to reconstitute itself in telophase. Individual chromosomes could not 

be resolved. As cleavages progress, the cytoplasm of developing eggs 

become progressively more absorbing as compared to noncleaving eggs. 

Ultraviolet irradiation of developing sea urchin eggs is most notable 

in respect to the production of a wide spectrum of observable effects. 

Irradiation damage noted with a repetitive sequence of eight ultra¬ 

violet beam sweeps in 2 seconds followed by 4 seconds of darkness is 

of an insidious nature. Cleavage times are delayed when compared 

to control eggs. In early experiments with uncentrifuged eggs an in¬ 

crease in ultraviolet absorption by the perivitelline space was noted 

(Fig. 5). The clear, non-ultraviolet absorbing perivitelline space which 

Fig. 3. Phase-contrast microscopy of developing centrifuged Arbacia eggs. 
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Fig. 4. Ui'raviolaf absorpHon image of cenlrifuged Arbacia eggs. 

Fig. 5 Perivifelline space with increased ultraviolet absorption. Compare with Figure 

No. 2. 

had initially developed symmetrically and elevated well from the cor¬ 

tex was noted to slowly become ultraviolet absorbing to the point of 

complete opacity. This observation was repeated with sporadic success. 

It was found to have two variations: a gradual uniform increase in 

ultraviolet absorption developing to the point of total absorption 

throughout the space or a slight increase in absorption with clumps 

of highly ultraviolet absorbing material in the perivitelline space. 

In centrifuged eggs observed developing in phase and interference 

microscopy, the lipid cap is seen to disseminate into the cytoplasm of 
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the developing blastomeres by the second or third cleavage. The lipid 

cap of the ultraviolet irradiated egg appears to be rapidly, selectively 

altered. It coalesces into an amorphous mass which changes shape but 

fails to disperse into the cytoplasm (Fig. 6). The cytoplasm of these 

Fig. 6. Lipid cap which has failed to disseminate following Irradiation. 

eggs initially appears to have undergone no detectable change in vis¬ 

cosity for protoplasmic granules show no change in mobility. Con¬ 

tinued irradiation results in cessation in the activity of these granules 

and the lipid mass ceases to change shape. Spontaneous rupture of an 

egg in this condition reveals cytoplasm which flows out of the egg in 

globules 2 to 3/i in diameter which then rapidly disrupt. In one se¬ 

quence a swimming blastula made contact with such a ruptured egg’s 

expelled protoplasm. The blastula was immobilized by the apparently 

tenacious property of the exuded protoplasm. 

The reaction of developing sea urchin eggs to four ultraviolet beam 

sweeps each minute without interruption was rapid and remarkable. 

This irradiation rate causes arrested development. The egg’s cyto¬ 

plasm appeared to contract and expand in a pulsatory manner. The 

containing membranes appeared to be stressed by this activity and 

rupture was common. The expelled protoplasm was a mobile mass 

with pseudopod-like activity. If the egg did not rupture, the cytoplasm 

slowly ceased its activity and developed agglomerates of highly ultra¬ 

violet absorbing material or spherical, non-absorbing areas which ap¬ 

peared to be multiple vacuoles. 

DISCUSSION 

In the ultraviolet absorption image of centrifuged sea urchin eggs 

it was noted that the nucleus had less absorption than the cytoplasm. 
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a characteristic similar to some mammalian cells (Montgomery, 

1956b). The cytoplasm retained small quantities of ultraviolet absorb¬ 

ing echinochrome pigment and lipid droplets which were set in motion 

by activity of the cytoplasm and served as estimates of cytoplasmic 

viscosity. The cortical layers showed no ultraviolet absorption varia¬ 

tion as compared to the cytoplasm. The outer limit of the cortical 

layer was sharply delineated from the clear, non-ultraviolet absorbing 

peri vitelline space and the fertilization membrane. 

Varying degrees of ultraviolet damage to the continuity of the mem¬ 

branous cortical layer, plasma and fertilization membranes were ob¬ 

served. The slow development of total absorption of ultraviolet wave 

lengths by the previously clear perivitelline space and the occasional 

observation of moderate absorption plus small globular masses of 

highly absorbing material were evidence for damage to the selectivity 

of the cortical layers of the egg. Rupture of the fertilization membrane 

and cortical layers with expulsion of the egg’s cytoplasm suggested 

weakening of these membranous structures. 

Alteration in viscosity of the developing egg’s cytoplasm was evi¬ 

denced by observing the motion of residual echinochrome granules 

and the lipid cap. These structures were noted to cease their random 

motion after 6 to 8 hours of intermittent irradiation. The protoplasm 

at this time appeared to be gelled. Rupture of an egg in this condition 

revealed the sluggish outflow of the egg’s contents. A motile swim¬ 

ming blastula impinging itself on this exuded, tenacious mass became 

adhered. These observations were interpreted as evidence that the cyto¬ 

plasm was not completely gelled prior to rupture and that the surface 

precipitation reaction of an internal nature had partially occurred 

(Heilbrunn, 1960). 

The lipid cap of the centrifuged egg showed selective ultraviolet 

damage before the second cleavage. The lipid inclusions coalesced as 

an ultraviolet absorbing mass and changed shape until the cytoplasmic 

viscosity increased to the extent that echinochrome granules ceased to 

move. In the eggs observed simultaneously with the phase and inter¬ 

ference microscopes, the lipid cap particles were noted to disperse into 

the cytoplasm by the second cleavage and the egg appeared more uni¬ 

form in composition. It was noted that the coalesced lipid changes 

shape with motion of the cytoplasm. The coalesced lipid particles 

appeared to be a flexible, multiple unit, agglutinated mass which was 

changed in shape by activity of the cytoplasm. 

Rupture of the developing egg which had received a rapid, high 

dosage of ultraviolet irradiation revealed the outflowing of protoplasm 

of a low viscosity. The tortuous gyrations of this dying mass were 
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highly suggestive of time-lapse observations of amoeba, Chaos Chaos, 

undergoing ultraviolet irradiation death (Montgomery et al., 1961). 
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SUMMARY 

Time-lapse cinematography observations of developing sea urchin 

eggs have been made utilizing phase contrast, interference and flying 

spot ultraviolet television microscopy. Discernible morphologic details 

have been indicated for each microscopic technique. Observed mani¬ 

festations of ultraviolet damage to developing sea urchin eggs have 

been described. Increased ultraviolet absorption by the perivitelline 

space and rupture of the containing membranes were noted. This was 

considered as evidence not only of altered functional selectivity but 

structural debasement of the developing egg’s cortical layers. More 

subtle damage, such as, lowered cleavage rates, increase in protoplas¬ 

mic viscosity and coalescence of the lipid inclusions into a nondiffus¬ 

ing mass was noted. 
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Artificial Hybridization Between the Microhylid 

Genera Hypopachus and Gastrophryne^ 

by B. J. WILKS and HAROLD E. LAUGHLIN 

Duke University and Southeastern State College, Oklahoma 

The microhylid genera Hypopachus and Gastrophryne are gen¬ 

erally considered to be closely related in spite of some striking mor¬ 

phological differences. Noble (1931) placed these two genera in dif¬ 

ferent subfamilies mainly on the basis of the presence or absence of 

clavicles and precoracoids, Hypopachus having these pectoral elements 

and Gastrophryne lacking them. Later workers such as Parker (1934), 

De Carvalho (1954) and others have not accepted this, the latter stat¬ 

ing that Gastrophryne and Hypopachus are closely related, Gas¬ 

trophryne being derived from Hypopachus. Past studies of taxonomic 

relationships of these forms have been based solely on morphology. 

Neosystematic techniques of determining relationships by hybridiza¬ 

tion studies of these forms have not been utilized. Littlejohn (1959) 

successfully hybridized Chiasmocleis panamensis (a central American 

microhylid having clavicles and precoracoids) and Gastrophryne 

olivacea. 

On the evening of August 26, 1959, with the assistance of Gerald 

Raun and Bill Tutor, calling male and gravid female Hypopachus 

cuneus and Gastrophryne olivacea were obtained from breeding 

choruses at Edroy, San Patricio County, Texas. Artificial crosses using 

these specimens were made later the same night in the laboratory of 

the Welder Wildlife Foundation, Sinton, Texas, by squeezing eggs 

from gravid females into sperm suspensions. One cross each of the 

following combinations was obtained: female Gastrophryne X male 

Gastrophryne; female Gastrophryne X male Hypopachus; female 

Hypopachus X male Gastrophryne and female Hypopachus X male 

Hypopachus. Only one female of each species was used so that the eggs 

for one control and one experimental cross came from the same indi¬ 

vidual. Sperm from two males was used in each experimental cross 

while sperm from only one male was used in each control cross. 

The female Hypopachus was made to express 452 eggs while 214 

1 Contribution No. 68 of the Welder Wildlife Foundation, Sinton, Texas. 
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were obtained from the female Gastrophryne. In neither case was the 

total obtained near the total present in each female (see Henderson, 

1961). The proportion of eggs produced, however, is a good indication 

of the size relationships of these species, the Hypopachus adults av¬ 

eraging 30-50 per cent larger in body length than Gastrophryne 

adults. After 20—30 minutes in the sperm suspension the eggs were 

transferred to pond water in enamelled pans. Eight hours after fertili¬ 

zation 30-50 per cent of the eggs were in the late gastrula stages and 

many others were obviously spoiled. These latter were removed and 

preserved in 10 per cent formalin as was done with all dead larvae as 

they were found. 

Muscular response was noted at approximately 23 hours after ferti¬ 

lization and by 37 hours all the larvae had hatched. The Hypopachus 

control showed the highest percentage of eggs that hatched. There was 

apparently poor fertilization in the Gastrophryne control with only 

5 per cent hatching, although this is almost exactly the figure obtained 

by Littlejohn {op. cit.) in his Gastrophryne control. As may be seen 

from Table I, the two hybrid crosses were intermediate in this respect. 

It is possible that the male Gastrophryne were not in peak breeding 

condition since the two crosses with the lowest percent hatching in- 

Table I 

Comparison of control and experimental crosses involving Gastrophryne olivacea 

and Hypopachus cuneus. 

$ Hypopachus $ Hypopachus $ Gastrophryne $ Gastrophryne 
X X X X 

cT Hypopachus ci" Gastrophryne cf Hypopachus d" Gastrophryne 

Number of eggs used 232 220 114 100 

Number of eggs hatched 81 19 29 5 

Hatching success (%) 

Days after hatching 

34.9 8.6 25.4 5.0 

to first metamorphosis 

Days between first and 

70 37 43 36 

last metamorphosis 

Mean total length at 

13 37 ♦ 38 

front leg stage (mm.) 

Number of hatchlings 

27.0 30.4 29.0 27.3 

which metamorphosed 

% hatchlings 

3 6 1 5 

which metamorphosed 

% hatchlings alive 

3.7 31.6 3.4 100 

after 84 days 49.4 26.3 24.1 60.0 

* Only one survived through metamorphosis. 
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volved male Gastrophryne. The larvae were fed boiled lettuce and pre¬ 

cooked baby cereal. 

Hind limb buds appeared at 14 days in the two controls but not 

until two to three days later in the hybrid crosses. Differences in pig¬ 

mentation were noted at this time. The Hypopachus control showed a 

pronounced golden pigment on the body and in the eye capsules. The 

Gastrophryne control had no golden pigmentation in the eye and very 

little on the body while decreasing amounts of golden pigment ap¬ 

peared in the hybrid crosses. Tail pigmentation also varied in the 

different crosses. In the larvae of the Gastrophryne control cross black 

pigment was confined to the distal end of the tail while in the 

Hypopachus larvae the pigment was generally concentrated at the 

proximal end. Hybrid larvae from the female Gastrophryne were 

similar to the Gastrophryne control while hybrids from the female 

Hypopachus showed a condition intermediate between the two con¬ 

trols. The highest degree of abnormality was noted in the hybrid lar¬ 

vae from the female Gastrophryne, the eye capsules being particularly 

affected. 

As the larvae reached the front limb stage they were transferred to 

slanted crawl-out pans where they could leave the water at will. At 

this stage live food in the form of Drosophila was offered them. There 

was very little difference in the mean total length of the larvae at this 

time. 

After the resorbtion of the tail and complete emergence onto land 

the frogs were put into 10-gallon aquaria with soil in the bottom. 

Small jar lids filled with water were buried flush with the surface of 

the soil. The young frogs were fed Drosophila and small ants which 

they readily accepted. 

A higher percentage of offspring from the two controls survived 

longer than offspring of either hybrid cross. After 84 days the survival 

percentages of the two controls were similar, as were those for the two 

hybrid crosses (Fig. 1). The experiment was essentially terminated 

after 90 days. The larvae which had not metamorphosed by this time 

were obviously abnormal and died soon thereafter. The metamor¬ 

phosed individuals all died soon after this due to drowning or unknown 

causes. 

In southern Texas G. olivacea breed after most rains during the 

warm half of the year while H. cuneus breeds only for a short time 

after the heaviest rains during this period. Natural interbreeding is 

probably completely prevented by the pre-mating isolating mecha¬ 

nisms involving differences in body size and mating call. Blair (1955a, 

1955b) found these mechanisms to be important isolating factors op- 
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SURVIVAL OF MICROHYLID HATCHLINGS 

Fig. 1. Survival curves for hatchlings from four artificial crosses Involving Gastmphryne 

e/lvocea and Hypopachus cuneus. 

erating to reduce interbreeding between G. olivacea and G. cam- 

linensis. 

The possibility that the hybrid offspring were gynogenetic and not 

true hybrids has not been completely ruled out. However, larvae from 

the experimental crosses were morphologically intermediate between 

the two control groups in several respects indicating that they were 

probably produced by combination of the two parental genomes. All 

metamorphosed individuals were very similar in size and appearance. 

The fact that intergeneric hybrid individuals from both reciprocal 

crosses survived through metamorphosis, a highly critical stage in 

anuran ontogeny, indicates that the genetic relationship between these 

two forms is much closer than indicated by present taxonomic desig¬ 

nations and that the family Microhylidae is in need of neosystematic 

reexamination. 
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The Use of Sodium Pentobarbital in Population 

Studies of Poisonous Snakes^ 

by HAROLD E. LAUGHLIN and B. J. WILKS 

Southeastern State College^ Oklahoma 

and Duke University 

From 1957 to 1960 we were engaged in capturing, marking, and 

releasing various species of snakes on the Welder Wildlife Refuge, 

San Patricio County, Texas. About one fourth of the individuals han¬ 

dled were members of venomous species {Crotalus atrox and Agkistro- 

don piscivorus). The necessary manipulation, particularly palpating 

of stomach contents, was not without risk. Late in the summer of 1959 

we decided to facilitate these operations by the use of an anesthetic. 

After reading the paper by Karlstrom and Cook (1955) on the use of 

three different anesthetics on snakes, we decided to use veterinary 

grade sodium pentobarbital. 

When a rattlesnake or cottonmouth was brought into the laboratory 

it was weighed to determine the dosage (discussed below) and the 

desired amount of sodium pentobarbital was injected intraperitoneally 

using a tuberculin syringe graduated in hundredths of a cubic centi¬ 

meter. After injection the snake was placed in a box or cage and ex¬ 

amined at frequent intervals to determine when reflexes had subsided. 

Karlstrom and Cook (1955) used complete loss of the righting reflex 

as a criterion for the anesthesia period but for our purposes complete 

loss of all large-muscle reflexes was necessary, since a snake which 

could not right itself could often swing its head laterally in response 

to a strong stimulus (such as clipping of the subcaudal scales in the 

marking process) and thus still be dangerous to the handler. When 

all body reflexes were gone and the snake was perfectly relaxed, the 

measuring, marking, palpating, sexing, and other operations could be 

performed with comparative ease and safety, but still with the caution 

and respect due any poisonous snake. After these operations were 

completed the snake was returned to the box or cage where recovery 

was speeded by the application of moderate heat from a 60 or 75 watt 

incandescent light bulb. Recovery was generally considered to be ac- 

1 Contribution No. 67 of the Welder Wildlife Foundation. 
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complished when the righting reflex was regained. However, it was 

often noted that a snake which could not right itself when placed on its 

back could nevertheless crawl slowly if placed right side up. Further¬ 

more, some snakes which righted themselves after a short recovery 

period showed few other reflexes except under the strong stimulus of 

vigorous prodding during the ensuing few hours. 

Anesthetization was attempted a total of 69 times on 68 individuals 

(46 C. atrox^ 22 A. piscivorus). Dosages ranged from 0.32 grains of 

sodium pentobarbital per kilogram of body weight to 0.63 gr./Kg. 

(Table I). Anesthesia and recovery periods varied greatly from indi- 

Table I 

Non-lethal anesthetization results on Crotalus atrox and Agkistrodon piscivorus. 

Species 
Average dosage 

(gr./Kg. body wt.) 

Avg. time to 
anesthesia 
(minutes) 

Avg. recovery 
time (hours) 

Crotalus atrox 

(41) 

0.388 (0.32^0.57) 31.4 (10- 90) 7.8 (1-48) 

Agkistrodon piscivorus 

m 
0.471 (0.36-0.63) 50.8 (12^190) 10.8 (2^24) 

vidual to individual, probably due to variation in physiological condi¬ 

tion. In general, the optimum dosage for rattlesnakes seems to be 0.35 

to 0.45 gr./Kg. while that for cottonmouths is somewhat higher— 

0.45 to 0.60 gr./Kg. Three of four rattlesnakes given dosages above 

0.50 gr./Kg. did not recover. However, one of these was in very poor 

condition when captured. Another rattlesnake and a cottonmouth 

which died after dosages of only 0.34 and 0.42 gr./Kg.., respectively, 

had been injured during capture. A sixth death, again a rattlesnake, 

was attributed to overheating during the recovery period. Dosages of 

0.61 to 0.63 gr./Kg. were given without detrimental effects to four dif¬ 

ferent cottonmouths. No higher dosages than these were attempted. 

Anesthesia periods ranged from 10 to 190 minutes. Only once was 

the attempt at anesthetization unsuccessful: this involved a large 

female rattlesnake given a suboptimum dosage of 0.33 gr./Kg. which 

gave birth to 13 young the next morning. Two of the yong snakes were 

dead at birth, possibly because of susceptibility to the sodium pento¬ 

barbital given the mother. Recovery periods ranged from one to 48 

hours. In general, smaller snakes responded more rapidly to the anes¬ 

thetic and recovered more rapidly than did larger snakes. A 70-inch 

rattlesnake required 68 minutes for anesthesia, was completely relaxed 

for 48 hours and during the next two days responded only to vigorous 
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Stimulation. Healthy individuals given dosages within the optimum 

limits cited above, were ordinarily anesthetized within 45 minutes and 

completely recovered within 18 hours. Cottonmouths generally took 

longer to reach anesthesia in spite of the larger doses given them, but 

also took longer to recover than did rattlesnakes. 

It has been suggested that perhaps snakes which have been anesthe¬ 

tized do not resume normal activities upon being returned to their 

environment, i.e., continue to feed and grow as do undisturbed snakes. 

Some indication that anesthetized individuals are in no way adversely 

affected is given the following examples from recapture results. 

A female C. atrox captured April 15, 1961 measured 19.8 inches in 

total length and weighed 62 grams. She was given a dosage of 0.32 

gr./Kg., was anesthetized in 15 minutes and recovered in five hours. 

She was released on April 19 and recaptured on June 1 approximately 

225 feet from the point of release. At this time she measured 21.3 

inches and weighed 79 grams. Thus in the 43 days after anesthetiza¬ 

tion and release she had gained 1.5 inches in total length and 19 grams 

in weight. There was no gain in number of rattle segments (three, 

including the button) during this period. She was again subjected to 

anesthetization, given a dosage of 0.38 gr./Kg., responding in 35 min¬ 

utes and recovering in one hour. She was re-released but has not been 

subsequently recaptured. 

Another female rattlesnake, collected July 30, 1960, measured 29.3 

inches, weighed 258 grams and had a rattle of four segments. She was 

given a dosage of 0.39 gr./Kg., was anesthetized in 35 minutes and re¬ 

covered in three hours. She was released later the same day and was 

recaptured on September 27 approximately 200 feet from the original 

point of capture and release. Her length and weight at recapture were 

31.3 inches and 266 grams, respectively. In the intervening 59 days 

she had gained two inches in length, eight grams in weight and had 

added one additional segment to her rattle. 

Because six of the snakes did not recover and seven others were kept 

in captivity for various reasons, only 56 of the snakes tested were re¬ 

leased at their original point of capture. Two subsequent recaptures 

(both rattlesnakes) represented 3.6 per cent of this number. Although 

this figure seems low it is actually close to our overall fom-year re¬ 

capture success of 2.8 per cent for rattlesnakes (four recaptures on 

143 individuals) and 2.9 per cent for all snakes (19 recaptures on 650 

individuals). Further analysis of these and related data will appear 

in a later paper. Although these bits of evidence are by no means con¬ 

clusive, they do indicate that anesthetized snakes are unaffected by 
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careful use of this technique, making it a potentially valuable tool in 

population studies of poisonous snakes. 

This study received generous support from the Welder Wildlife 

Foundation. We would like to thank the staff and students of the Foun¬ 

dation for their advice and assistance during the course of this work. 
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Bobby J. Wilks, co-author of the two preceding papers, died May 22, 

1962, in the crash of a commercial jet plane in Missouri. He had been 

an instructor in the Department of Zoology, Dul^e University, during 

the 1961-62 school year. Those who knew him will remember him as 

a well-read student of biology, and an exacting and thorough re¬ 

searcher in vertebrate zoology. His death means the loss of a great 

potential of biological research, as well as of a fine friend to many 

biologists throughout Texas and elsewhere. 

Wilks was born in Temple, Texas, October 12, 1934. He grew up 

in Taylor, where he graduated from high school as the highest-ranking 

boy of the class of 1952. He obtained his B.S. (Magna Cum Laude) 

from Abilene Christian College in 1956, and his M.A. from the Uni¬ 

versity of Texas in 1959. He had taught at Stephen F. Austin College 

in the summer of 1961. He was to have recevied his Ph.D. from the 

University of Texas in the summer of 1962. He had been a member 

of the Texas Academy of Science since 1957. 

The research for his thesis and dissertation (yet unpublished) con¬ 

cerned several aspects of the ecology of the pocket gopher, Geomys 

bursarius^ in south Texas. These studies were done under a scholar¬ 

ship from the Welder Wildlife Foundation. Most of the research took 

place on the Welder Refuge near Sinton. He had just been awarded 

an N.S.F. grant for the postdoctoral continuation and expansion of his 

work. The accompanying papers are typical of many side-projects in 

which he was engaged. 

A Bobby J. Wilks memorial fund has been established in cooperation 

with the Southwestern Association of Naturalists to provide an award 

for the best student paper at that organization’s annual meeting. 

Friends wishing to contribute to this fund should contact Dr. G. G. 

Raun, Curator of Zoology, Texas Memorial Museum, Austin. 



Tortoises From the Pliocene of Texas 

by WALTER W. DALQUEST 

Midwestern University 

Fragmentary remains of tortoises are common in Pliocene deposits 

of the United States, but relatively few specimens are complete enough 

to permit identification, even to genus. The scarcity of truly good 

Pliocene fossil tortoises has been pointed out by Williams (1950) and 

more recently emphasized by Brattstrom (1961).” Twelve species of 

tortoises have been attributed to the Pliocene, but some of the names 

are based on material that is not specifically determinate. Four of the 

nominal species were described from Texas, from beds of Blancan age. 

Blancan deposits of Texas are now known to be early Pleistocene in 

age, rather than late Pliocene (Meade, 1945). 

The Biology Department of Midwestern University has recently 

obtained some fossil tortoise material from Clarendonian deposits 

(lower Pliocene age) near Clarendon, Texas. Included are three fairly 

complete shells, representing two genera and two apparently unde¬ 

scribed species. 

Figure 1,A shows specimen number 2348 (M. U. Dept. Biol.), which 

was taken by the veteran collector, Mr. Will Chamberlain, of Claren¬ 

don, in his quarry seven, on the RO (Lewis) Ranch, a few miles north 

of Clarendon. This quarry is in the west-central part of the northwest 

quarter of Section 89, Block E, D and P Railway Survey, Donley 

County, Texas. The quarry lies in lower Pliocene deposits that appear 

to have accumulated in a deep sinkhole, formed by the solution of 

gypsum in the underlying Permian deposits. The quarry and Pliocene 

sediments are well below the surface of the surrounding Permian 

rocks. The stratigraphic level of the fossils cannot be determined, but 

the fauna is typically Clarendonian. The specimen was originally a 

complete shell, but the anterior-dorsal portion of the carapace was 

destroyed by the blade of the bulldozer when the fossil was discovered. 

No bones were found in the matrix inside of the shell. 

The specimen is well-preserved, though some slight vertical crush¬ 

ing is apparent. In spite of this, the shell is high, with steep sides. The 

carapace measures 24 inches long by 20 inches wide. The anterior tip 

of the plastron projects three inches past the carapace. The posterior 
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Fig. 1. CAI Testudo sp., N©. M. U. 2348, Donley County, Texas. Carapace length 24 inches, 

IBI Tmtudo sp., No. 2349, showing carapace crushed In by foot of mastodon. 
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tip is shallowly notched. The shell is thin but has prominent growth 

ridges. This tortoise obviously belongs to the genus Testudo {Geoche- 

lone). 

The specimen has been compared with figures and descriptions of 

the several described Pliocene Testudo species, and apparent differ¬ 

ences separate the Texas animal. The Kansas forms, Testudo orth- 

opyga (Cope), and T. gilberti Hay, are roughly contemporaneous in 

age with the Clarendon fossil, but the Texas tortoise does not seem to 

resemble T. orthopyga in numerous details. Comparison wdth T. gil¬ 

berti is not possible, for the type and only specimen is a skull. Among 

figured and described forms, our specimen seems to most closely 

resemble Testudo osborniana Hay, from the upper Miocene Pawnee 

Creek beds, of Colorado. Pending better understanding of the range 

of individual variation in the giant tortoises of the Tertiary, and the 

opportunity to compare type specimens directly, it seems best to leave 

the Texas specimen without a name. The Clarendon and Pawnee 

Creek deposits are separated by considerable time and distance, and 

it seems probable that the Texas specimen actually represents a new 

species. 

Number 2349 (Fig. 1,B) is a slightly smaller specimen of the same 

species as number 2348, found in the same quarry and only a few 

yards away from the first animal. The carapace length is about 21 

inches. The center of the carapace of this tortoise bears the distinct 

outline of a mastodon’s foot. Even the outline of the animal’s toes can 

be seen, where they crushed through the shell. This happened while 

the tortoise was alive, for the broken edges of the shell hang down, 

vertically, at the edges of the wound. The remainder of the carapace 

is undamaged. Had the pachyderm stepped on a dried, dead shell, it is 

thought that the shell would have been crushed flat, or at least the 

crushed-in portions would have broken completely free, to lie flat on 

the upper surface of the plastron. One can imagine the bogged-down 

mastodon striving to find a firm footing, placing its foot on the tortoise 

as it would a rock, and crushing it deep into the mud, v/here it became 

fossilized. 

Number 1432 consists of three fragments, all that could be saved 

of a broken and scattered tortoise shell found by a Midwestern Uni¬ 

versity field party on the Raymond Farr Ranch, seven miles north of 

Clarendon. The quarry is located on a bluff beside Turkey Creek, near 

the center of the northeast corner of Section 48, Block C-3, E. L. and 

R. Railway Co. Survey, Donley County, Texas. This locality may be 

a bit higher in the section than some of the Clarendonian sites, but the 

fauna is typically Clarendonian. The material saved includes the pre- 
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neural and first right marginal of the carapace and the right xiphi- 

plastron. These are so similar to the elements of nos. 2348 and 2349 

that identity seems very probable. The bones are larger, however, and 

suggest a tortoise with a carapace length of about 30 inches. 

Specimen no. 2357 (Fig. 2) was also found by Mr. Chamberlain, 

Fig. 2. Gopherus sp., No, 2357, Donley County, Texas. Carapace length 33% inches. 

near his quarry seven, at the divide at the head of Whitefish Creek. It 

consists of the nearly com.plete shell, much of the pelvic girdle, the 

larger bones of the hind legs and some proximal caudal vertebrae. 

Preservation of carapace and plastron is fair, though the plastron is 

cracked and there is some minor damage along the margin of the shell. 

Pocket gophers or other burrowing rodents have dug two holes through 

both plastron and carapace. The anterior tip of the plastron is missing. 

The other bones are heavily calichified and preservation is poor. 

The carapace is broad and low; greatest length is 33% inches, 

greatest breadth is 30 inches. The shell is very thin, not more than 
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seven mm. where exposed by the gopher burrowing. The pattern of 

the dermal scutes is distinct, but the bone is smooth, with no trace of 

growth ridges. The plastron probably measured about 27 inches in 

length by 28 inches in width when complete. The posterior end is 

broadly notched in a smoothly rounded curve, five and one-half inches 

wide and an inch deep. This tortoise plainly belongs to the genus 

Gopherus. 

Our specimen needs no comparison with such small forms of the 

Pliocene and Blanco as Floridemys nanus (Hay), Testudo turgida 

Cope, and T. riggsi Hibbard. Gopherus hayi (Sellards), of the Florida 

Pliocene, is said to be a thick-shelled species. G. campester (Hay), of 

the Blanco of Texas, is a gigantic species with relatively wider veterbal 

scutes than the Clarendon specimen. Moreover, the plastron of cam¬ 

pester bears a deep, angular posterior notch, very unlike the shallow, 

curved notch of the newly found fossil. G. canyonensis (Johnson), 

from the Blanco of Cita Canyon, Texas, resembles our animal in gen¬ 

eral shape of carapace and has a curved posterior notch. The notch is 

narrow, however, rather than broad and shallow. In spite of the simi¬ 

larity, specific identity of lower Pliocene and lower Pleistocene tor¬ 

toises is scarcely to be expected. Among upper Miocene species, our 

specimen resembles Gopherus pansae (Hay), of the Pawnee Creek 

beds, in size, general proportions, and even details of the carapace. The 

resemblance does not extend to the plastron. That of pansae is rela¬ 

tively narrow and angular (Hay, 1908). 

This specimen, too, seems to differ somewhat from all described 

members of its genus. Moreover, there is a considerable time gap that 

separates it from all known related species. As in the case of the Clar- 

endonian Testudo, resemblance to the upper Miocene Pawnee Creek 

species is close. Pending revision of the fossil Gopherus, and a better 

understanding of individual variation, especially in regard to the pos¬ 

terior plastral notch, it seems best to leave the Clarendon tortoise with¬ 

out a name. 
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Geologic Investigations^ Central Davis 

Mountains, Texas 

by J. L. SNYDERS 

The University of Texas 

ABSTRACT 

The central Davis Mountains, Trans-Pecos Texas are composed 

largely of a thick sequence of Tertiary volcanic rocks. Field and labo¬ 

ratory study has uncovered many problems in this area, and a few 

answers. Although the rocks range from felsic to mafic in composi¬ 

tion, the most common are porphyritic syenites, trachytes and rhyo¬ 

lites, resembling in many respects the Permian alkalic rocks of the 

Oslo graben, Norway. Hydrothermal solutions have silicified and 

otherwise altered these rocks in many places. The nature of a large 

block of sedimentary rock south of Sawtooth Peak is not completely 

understood. It may be an original remnant not covered by the lava, 

but more probably it was faulted into position. Typical welded tuffs 

have been recognized at some places, and many of the units may be 

of this type. If so, however, they no longer show the texture of welded 

tuff but exhibit instead a “snow-flake” texture, formed by the fine 

grained intergrowth of quartz, feldspar, and mafic minerals. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Davis Mountains cover approximately 2000 square miles of 

Jeff Davis, Presidio and Brewster Counties, Trans-Pecos Texas. Their 

highest point is over 8000 feet above sea level, and much of the adja¬ 

cent country is more than a mile high. State Highways 118 and 166 

form the “Scenic Loop,” 78 miles in circumference, around this high 

area with Fort Davis at the eastern end (Fig. 1). 

The mountains themselves are composed of Tertiary volcanic flows 

and tuffs as well as some associated small intrusives. Although pe¬ 

ripheral areas of these volcanics have been mapped (Eifler, 1951; Mc- 

Anulty, 1955; Goldich & Elms, 1949; Rix 1951), the high area within 

the Scenic Loop has never been described in detail. 

1 Presnt address: American Geological Institute, Washington, D.C. 
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Fig. 1. Index map. Scenic Loop area shown in black. 

In the summer of 1959, the mapping and petrologic study herein 

described was begun. As of January 1962, two M.A. theses had been 

written on the area and one Ph.D. investigation was in progress. Area 

“A” (Fig. 2) was mapped by W. B. Hempkins (1962), and M. L. 

Harvill (1961) made a geochemical study of the altered lava in a road 

cut at “B.” J. E. Anderson, a Ph.D. candidate at the University of 

Texas spent the 1961 field season mapping in the western half of the 

Scenic Loop, and plans to return to the field during the spring and 

summer of 1962. In the course of these and my own investigations, 

many problems have come to light, most of which are still unsolved. 

This paper is intended to point out some of these, and acquaint the 

reader with our progress to date. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

Within the Scenic Loop, the most abundant rocks are flows and 

tuffs, generally with a slight westerly dip. Associated with these are 

several stocks, ranging from less than 100 feet to over a mile across. 
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Fig. 2. Map of the Scenic Loop. (A) Mapped by Hempkins (1962); (B) Mapped by Harviii 

(1961); (1) White Hills sedimentary outcrop; (2) Bloy’s camp ground; (3) Medley kaolin 

mine; (4) Outcrop of silicified sandstone; (5) Silicified ring fracture; (6) Section of welded 

tuff. Silicified areas are shown in black. 

Also present in the western part of the Loop are some sedimentary 

racks, including one limestone and sandstone area covering nearly a 

square mile. 

Topographically, the Scenic Loop is dominated by Sawtooth Peak, 

(7748 ft., Fig. 3) Mt. Livermore (8382 ft.) and Blue Mt. (7330 ft.), 

which lie on a line from the NW to the SE corner of the area. As noted 

by Baker (1934: 209), this hneation accords with much of the regional 

structure of Trans-Pecos Texas. Baker and Bowman (1917) thought 

these three peaks delineated a gentle anticline whose core was a syenite 

stock. However, Blue Mountain is composed of gently-dipping flows, 

the uppermost of which is a fine grained trachyte porphyry (Table I). 

Throughout the eastern part of the Loop the exposures are predomi¬ 

nantly bedded volcanic rocks. Most of the instrusions crop out in the 

western half, and here the extrusive rocks are not so clearly defined. 

In fact, at some localities the distinction between extrusive and in¬ 

trusive rocks is nebulous, and the possibility exists that some so-called 

stocks are really remnants of massive flows. It is also likely that some 

of the stocks are feeders for the flows, whereas others are unquestion¬ 

ably younger (see Fig. 7). 

Intermittent drainage is to the north and east through Madera and 
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Fig. 3. View of Sawtooth Peak looking south across Highway 166. Outcrops in the fore¬ 

ground are coarse grained syenite. Valley at right background Is H-O Canyon. 

Limpia Canyons, and to the southwest through Merrill Canyon. All 

of these radiate away from Mt. Livermore. Maximum relief of over 

3000 feet is found in the vicinity of Livermore and Sawtooth Peaks. 

A major fault may separate the Davis Mountains from the 

alluvial valley of Ryan Flat to the west. Over 6000 feet of volcanic 

rocks were penetrated by the Killam deep test well in the valley 17 

miles southwest of Sawtooth Peak (Woodward, 1954). Although about 

half of this section is basalt, the remaining rocks as described by 

Woodward are lithologically similar to, and may correlate with, those 

exposed in the Scenic Loop. Also, the contact between mountains and 

valley is abrupt, and its trend parallels that of faults to the south and 

east. 

PETROLOGY 

So far, 161 thin sections of rocks from within the Scenic Loop have 

been examined. The extrusive units range in composition from basalt 

to rhyolite, with rhyolite and trachyte porphyry the most common 

types. The most typical intrusive rock type is syenite porphyry, but 

monzonite and granite are also found. The alkalic nature of most of 

these rocks is shown by the common occurrence of such minerals as 
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aegerite, riebeckite and anorthoclase. However, no analcite or other 

feldspathoid has been recognized, even with the use of staining tech¬ 

niques. Also many of the trachytes contain minor amounts of quartz. 

Magnetite is present to a surprising extent in such non-mafic rocks. 

Concentrations can he found as small placer deposits in creek heds, 

and in some localities a magnetic compass cannot be used owing to 

the large amount of magnetite in the outcrop. 

Petrographic descriptions of ten rocks from within the Loop are 

given below. These were chosen because they appear to be representa¬ 

tive rock types for this area. 

Petrographic Descriptions of Common Rock Types 

from the Scenic Loop 

1. Trachyte porphyry. Top of Blue Mountain (D 13a-59); 20% 

phenocrysts of fresh sanidine, slightly rounded, up to 5 mm. 

long, 2V ^30°. Some grains show Carlsbad twins but no poly¬ 

synthetic twinning. Pronounced dispersion r > v. Groundmass 

composed of elongate hematite grains (25%) in a felted pat¬ 

tern, potash feldspar in small laths, and minor interstitial 

quartz. Random rounded grains of zircon. Poorly defined 

“snowflake” texture in the groundmass. 

2. Alkali syenite porphyry. Roadcut % mile W. of Pile of Rocks 

picnic ground, S. side of Loop (D 6-59); over 50% pheno¬ 

crysts of mottled perthite, elongate grains up to 2 cm. long, 

partially kaolinized, phenocrysts have borders of potash feld¬ 

spar. Groundmass consists of: 25-35% potash feldspar grains, 

highly kaolinized; 10% augite with rims of green aegerite, 

some individual grains of aegerite; 5-10% magnetite, some of 

which is also present as inclusions in the phenocrysts; 5% 

brown hornblende and biotite, usually associated; few grains 

of apatite, some secondary chlorite. Mafics are interstitial to 

feldspar. Groundmass grains 0.5-2 mm. long, anliedral. 

3. Rhyolite porphyry. Unsilicified flow at location 4 (D-48)*; 

5% phenocrysts of sodic sanidine, grains 1-2 mm. long, fresh, 

slightly rounded, no zoning, some Carlsbad twins, 2V 25-30°. 

Phenociysts sometimes in clusters. Groundmass composed of 

small potash feldspar laths in interstitial quartz. Scattered 

magnetite and fine grained brownish mineral, probably an 

amphibole. Faint banding apparent in hand sample does not 

show up in thin section. Indistinct “snowflake” texture. Mafics 

tend to be concentrated between the flakes. Localized areas of 

the groundmass are slightly coarser grained. 
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4. Diorite porphyry. Top of Mt. Livermore (D-30); 25% pheno- 

crysts of zoned oligoclase up to 5 mm. long, polysynthetic 

twinning at centers of grains, some centers have mottled or 

perthitic appearance, grains subhedral, rounded. Groundmass 

consists of sanidine plus plagioclase 80-85%, average grain 

size is 0.1 mm., 15-20% fine grained magnetite, 2-3% sub- 

rounded grains of augite. 

5. Syenite porphyry. Near top of Sawtooth Peak (D 15a-59); 

20% phenocrysts of potash feldspar, up to 1 cm. long, sub¬ 

hedral, rims of clear sanidine (2V 30-35°) surround cores 

that are polys3rnthetically twinned, partially altered to kao- 

linite and epidote (?), and commonly contain tiny opaque 

inclusions. In some phenocrysts the alteration shows a zoned 

pattern, the centers being somewhat less altered than the ma¬ 

terial nearer the edge. Groundmass consists of subhedral laths 

of potash feldspar % to 1/2 mm. long (60-70%), plus magne¬ 

tite, biotite, augite, and brown hornblende in approximately 

equal amounts. Some euhedral phenocrysts of biotite have been 

altered and resorbed around margins leaving concentrations 

of magnetite grains. Minor interstitial quartz. Hornblende 

secondary after augite. Minor apatite and zircon. Localized 

trachytic texture. 

6. Syenite porphyry. “Rockpile” camp ground near Sawtooth 

Peak (D 2-59); 95% anorthoclase as both phenocrysts and 

ground mass, fine grid twinning, 2V 35—40°, some phenocrysts 

2 cm. long, kaolinized. 3% mafics consisting of aegerine-augite, 

brown hornblende, and riebeckite; these are small, interstitial 

grains and appear to have crystallized late. 1 % magnetite oc¬ 

curring as small grains associated with the mafics. Accessory 

minerals are apatite, biotite, and quartz. Grain size is grada¬ 

tional from large to small but all the large grains are feldspar. 

Hornblende is always slightly more pleochroic at the margins 

and some grains are gradational into riebeckite. 

7. Granite. White cliff across valley SE of Sawtooth Peak (D 

9-59); Orthoclase in anhedral sutured grains, untwinned, 

kaolinized, average grain size 2 mm. 5-7 % quartz as interstitial 

micropegmatite, occasional larger grains. 3-4% mafics, mostly 

pale greenish yellow uralitic hornblende which has apparently 

altered from colorless augite, a few traces of which are left in 

the centers of the hornblende grains. Hornblende in turn is 

partially altered to chlorite, biotite, and magnetite. Numerous 
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grains of zircon and some apatite associated with amphibole. 

Typical granitic texture. 

8, Latite porphyry. Road cut at eastern edge of location B (MC- 

33P); 20-25% rounded oligoclase phenocrysts, 2Vx = 75-80°, 

av. 1 cm. long, rims are fresh but interiors partially altered to 

hematite, chlorite, and epidote (?). Groundmass composed of: 

small anhedral grains of alkali feldspar 60%, frequently zoned; 

magnetite 10-15% in small grains; interstitial green chlorite 

and amphibole 10%. Minor apatite. Numerous tiny needlelike 

grains of unknown mineral with high relief incorporated 

throughout the groundmass. 

9. Welded tuff. Location 6, (D-5);* Composed of colorless glass 

with brown glass outlining the shards and bubbles which are 

only slightly deformed (see Fig. 9). Phenocrysts of clear, un¬ 

twinned but slightly zoned sanidine. Some pumice fragments. 

Minor calcite along fractures. Two rounded grains of bright 

reddish-orange mineral, possibly a variety of serpentine. Glass 

in shards has partially devitrified to cristobalite (?) and feld¬ 

spar, axiolitic texture common. Minor hematite and a few 

zircon grains present. 

10. Rhyolite porphyry. Three miles NNE of location 2 (D-27); 

15% phenocrysts 2—4 mm. long, fresh in appearance, some 

slightly fractured and distorted, subhedral, rounded comers, 

pronounced inclined dispersion r > v, 2V"^25°. One grain 

shows faint poly synthetic twinning. Fine grained groundmass 

of feldspar, quartz, and magnetite. Distinct “snowflake” texture 

with magnetite grains concentrated between the “snowflakes”. 

The extrusive rocks are preponderantly porphyritic, and the pheno¬ 

crysts, almost without exception, are a variety of high temperature 

alkalic feldspar. Phenocrysts from 14 different rocks throughout the 

Loop were analyzed for sodium, potassium and calcium (Table 2 and 

Fig. 4) using a flame photometer. Calcium is negligible in all of them, 

although it is somewhat less so in the more sodium-rich varieties. 

Most of the phenocrysts contain approximately equal amounts of 

sodium and potassium, but D-21, D-31, and D-32 are distinctly 

sodium-rich. 

The appearance of these phenocrysts in thin section varies greatly. 

Some show uniform extinction with no zoning or polysynthetic twin¬ 

ning. These are usually fresh in appearance with euhedral to sub- 

rounded outlines. Others are partially exsolved to perthite, and a few 

* Phenocrysts analyzed in Table II. 
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K 

Fig. 4. Triangular diagram showing the proportion of potassium, sodium and calcium in 

the 14 phenocryst samples of Table 1. 

are extensively zoned. Some exhibit polysynthetic or grid twinning, 

generally regarded as characteristic of anorthoclase. Many show 

pronounced inclined dispersion. They all fall in the sanidine-anortho- 

clase cryptoperthite series of Tuttle (1952: 557), and even the appar¬ 

ently homogeneous ones are probably perthitic. Oftedahl (1948) 

described similar feldspars from the Permian alkalic rocks of the Oslo 

region, southern Norway. Because of the possible variables such as 

presence of submicroscopic twinning, degree of order in the distribu¬ 

tion of Si and A1 in the tetrahedral sites, or presence of submicroscopic 

intergrowths (cryptoperthite) due to unmixing, a correlation of optical 

properties with chemical composition in the alkali feldspars is not 

always possible. However, Hewlett (1959) has shown that 2V and p 
provide a measure of Si/Al ordering if the composition is known. With 

the aid of universal stage studies and accurate index measurements, 

the writer hopes to determine whether these feldspars conform to the 

general situation described by Hewlett. 

The groundmass of many of these rocks exhibits what is here de¬ 

scribed as “snowflake” texture (Fig. 5). This results from a fine grained 
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Fig. 5. Photomicrogr0ph showing welf-dev@loped “snowflake” texture. Each “snowflake 

is composed of fine grained quartz and feldspar in which the quartz grains show simul¬ 

taneous extinction. Crossed nicols. D-27, south-central part of Loop. 

intergrowth of feldspar, quartz, and opaque grains which extinguish 

in such a way as to give the rock a mottled appearance. Possibly this 

texture results from devitrification of a glassy rock, although it may 

represent direct eutectic crystallization of quartz and feldspar. 

An interesting similarity exists between the rocks of the central 

Davis Mountains and the Permian rocks of the Oslo graben, Norway. 

The latter make up a classic petrographic province that has been 

extensively studied, first by Brogger (1894-1933), and more recently 

by Barth, Holtedahl, Oftedahl and others (1943-1957). The area con¬ 

sists of a series of rhomb porphyries (mostly latites and trachy-ande- 

sites) with three interlayered basalt units. Associated with these are 

plutonic rocks ranging from essexite to granite. The two regions are 

similar in the following respects: 1. In hand specimen, some of the 

Davis Mountain units bear a marked resemblance to the Norwegian 

rhomb porphyries (Fig. 6); 2. Aegerite and riebeckite are typical 

mafic minerals in both suites of rocks; 3. Recent workers in Norway 

(Oftedahl, oral communication, August 1960; Rutten and Van Ever- 

dingen, 1961) have suggested that the rhomb porph3rries are in reality 

welded tuffs or ignimbrites. Likewise in the Davis Mountains, there 
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Fig. 6. Hand specimen D-1 is a rhyolite porphyry from the Scenic Loop, half a mile west 

of location 6. RP-5 is a rhomb porphyry from the Oslo graben, Norway. 

is evidence that some of the extrusive units were deposited as ignim- 

brites. (This evidence is discussed in the section on welded tuffs.) 

On the other hand, certain differences are apparent. The Norwegian 

intrusives show a greater range in composition, and a larger percentage 

appear to be undersaturated with silica.* “Snowflake” texture has not 

been recognized in any of the Oslo rocks examined by the author. Also 

the phenocrysts in the Norwegian rhomb porphyries are submicro- 

scopically twinned oligoclase, commonly having an outer rim of mono¬ 

clinic feldspar. Laves (1956) suggested that the initial crystallization 

was monoclinic, with a slightly more potassium-rich rim. Then at a 

temperature near 500°C., the crystal interiors convert to the triclinic 

system. Possibly phenocrysts from Davis Mountain rocks have devel¬ 

oped the same way. However, the low calcium content suggests that 

if plagioclase is present as a submicroscopic exsolution fraction, it is 

albite rather than oligoclase. 

* However, to the south and west of the Scenic Loop, undersaturated rocks con¬ 

taining analcite, nepheline and olivine are found (Lonsdale, 1940). 
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SEDIMENTARY UNITS 

Several localities within the Scenic Loop are of special geologic inter¬ 

est. Among these is an area of sedimentary rock covering slightly less 

than a square mile and known locally as the White Hills, which occurs 

southeast of Highway 166 at the bottom of H-0 Canyon (Fig. 2, 

location 1). Because of its light color, the sedimentary rock contrasts 

sharply with the somber volcanic rocks surrounding. In spite of this, 

no mention of these sedimentary rocks has been found in geological 

literature since the brief description of Osann (1896: 400). 

Hempkins (1962) found most of the rock to be limestone, accom¬ 

panied by a small amount of sandstone. These have recrystallized to 

fine grained marble and quartzite respectively, but no calc-silicates 

typical of contact metamorphism were found, although some silica 

has apparently been added toward the western end of the outcrop. 

Bedding attitudes range from horizontal to steeply dipping, and sug¬ 

gest a series of folds plunging to the south and west. The stratigraphi- 

cally lower sandstone is exposed only in the crests of the northernmost 

anticlines. 

Hempkins (1962: 30) collected several high-spired gastropods but 

as they were distorted, the most that can be said about them is that 

they are probably Cretaceous in age. R. K. DeFord has tentatively 

identified these units as Cox sandstone and Finlay limestone (Cre¬ 

taceous) on the basis of their lithology (Hempkins, 1962: 31). 

This sedimentary block may have been faulted into position, it may 

have been carried upward as a huge xenolith during the volcanic 

activity, or it may be in place. The last suggestion seems unlikely 

because the rocks are deformed, in contrast to the nearest sedimentary 

units outside the volcanic area. Hempkins (1962: 106) incorporates 

both the other ideas in a theory involving preliminary block faulting 

of the underlying Cretaceous rocks followed by extrusion of lava along 

the fractures. In the process, some of the blocks were raised with re¬ 

spect to those adjacent, as well as being folded and slightly meta¬ 

morphosed. Eventually all but the very highest of these were covered 

by volcanic material. The northern boundary of this block is roughly 

parallel to the bed of H-0 Creek. Numerous pieces of highly brec- 

ciated limestone and adjacent volcanic rock in the alluvium along the 

stream channel suggest that this is a fault contact. 

ALTERATION 

Another notable aspect of many of the rocks of the Scenic Loop is 

their hydrothermal alteration. At one road cut near Madera Canyon 
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(Fig. 2, eastern edge of area B) acid solutions have attacked two differ¬ 

ent kinds of trachyte on opposite sides of a fault. Harvill (1961), 

found that the porphyritic trachyte to the north of the fault has been 

altered to nontronite (iron montmorillonite), whereas the fine grained 

trachyte to the south was kaolinized. He concluded that the kind of 

clay produced depended upon the original composition of the rock and 

was not, in this case, a function of the altering solution. 

But the most impressive results of hydrothermal activity are in the 

southwest comer of the Loop area where some of the flows and tuffs 

have been extensively silicified. North of Bloy’s camp ground these 

silicified rocks form prominent white or pink escarpments, readily 

seen from Highway 166. Associated with silicified areas on the Medley 

ranch are deposits of kaolin and mtile, and fine-grained white cristo- 

balite greatly resembling the kaolin has also been found. Vogel (1942) 

gives a brief summary of these kaolin and mtile occurrences, and a 

reconnaissance geologic map (unpublished) of much of this area has 

been made by J. F. Woodward and O. S. Hudnall for Hudnall Ex¬ 

ploration Enterprises, to whom the area is leased. 

Both tuff and flow rock have undergone silicification, and in the 

vicinity of the Medley mine (Fig. 2, location 3) there is complete 

gradation, both laterally and horizontally, from fresh porphyritic 

felsite to hard white chert. On the other hand, in a nearby outcrop the 

contact between chert and flow rock is well defined. 

At the Barrel Springs stage marker (Fig. 2, location 4) a ridge of 

silicified rock is cut by Highway 166. Examination of thin sections 

from this outcrop shows it to be composed of dusty-appearing quartz 

grains up to 0.5 mm. in diameter. Many of these have sutured outlines, 

and chalcedony is interstitial. This may be part of the same sandstone 

unit that crops out in H-0 Canyon. No other exposures of it have yet 

been found within the Loop, however, so it may be merely a xenolith 

brought up from below and subsequently silicified. 

About a mile north of the Barrell Springs outcrop, silicified rock is 

found in the form of a ring, half a mile in diameter, and continuous 

around 300 degrees of arc (Fig. 2, location 5). Vogel (1942: 4) refers 

to this as a ring dike, but it seems more likely that it is a cylindrical or 

conical fracture, by means of which hydrothermal solutions have 

silicified the surrounding rocks. Silicified pebble conglomerates of 

probable sedimentary origin have been recognized in the eastern part 

of this ring. 

The extensive silicification of the volcanic rocks probably results 

from hydrothermal activity associated with syenite stocks. The origi¬ 

nal tops of some intrusions apparently correspond very closely with 
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the present topographic surface. This can be seen from a nearly hori¬ 

zontal contact in a creek bed (Fig. 7), in which the intruding syenite 

Fig. 7. Contact between volcanic flow (upper and middle part of picture), and syenite 

stock (left and lower part of picture) which has intruded it. Note two rounded xenoliths of 

flow rock in syenite at extreme left adjacent to head of hammer. 

contains xenoliths of the older flow. Possibly the silicified ring men¬ 

tioned previously lies above one of these intrusions which has not yet 

been breached by erosion. 

WELDED TUFFS 

The mode of deposition of the extrusive rocks is another aspect of 

this area that will require considerable study. At first it seemed that 

most of these were normal trachyte and rhyolite porphyries, but it now 

appears that at least some are ignimbrites or welded tuffs.* Welded 

tuffs have been described from south (McAnulty, 1955: 554; Goldich 

* The term “ignimbite” is used here as defined by Cook (1959: 1)—“a nonsorted 

pyroclastic deposit of Pelean or nuee ardente origin.” Smith (1960a: 800) and Ross 

& Smith, (1961: 3) use the terms “ash flow” or “ash flow tuff” in a similar sense. 

“Welded tuff” does not have a stratigraphic connotation (Smith, 1960a: 800) but 

refers simply to those portions of an ignimbrite that are welded to some degree. 

Welded tuff makes up the bulk of, and generally defines a “cooling unit” (Smith, 

1960b: 157) and may include from part of one flow to several flows. 
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& Elms, 1949) and west (Twiss, 1959) of the Scenic Loop but it was 

not until the fall of 1961 that such a rock was identified in this area. 

In one recognized ignimbrite (location 6, Fig. 2) the middle part is 

a pink to light gray unsorted rock, with 10 to 15 percent feldspar 

phenocrysts and a few rounded vesicles. In thin section the shards 

and pumice fragments show very little deformation (Fig. 8) but they 

Fig. 8. Photomicrograph of typical welded tuff (D-5; Fig. 2, location 6). Devitrified but 

only slightly deformed. Plane light. 

have devitrified and exhibit the axiolitic structure first described by 

Zirkel (Ross and Smith, 1961: 37). This massive tuff grades upward 

into a zone showing horizontal foliation, produced by thin gray lenti- 

cules consisting mostly of quartz, a few millimeters thick and up to a 

meter long. This is probably not a flowage phenomenon, because the 

lenticules are foliate features and the rock shows no lineation. That 

they result from compaction is suggested by the way in which micro¬ 

foliations bend around phenocrysts (Fig. 9). This entire section is 

lithologically very similar to the Bauers tuff of southwestern Utah 

described by Mackin (1960: 91). 

Note also that Fig. 9 shows typical '‘snowflake” texture. As a conse¬ 

quence, the following arguments may be justified: 1. The rock of 

Fig. 9 is an ignimbrite because it grades into known ignimbrites, and 



Fig. 9, Phofomicrograph showing foliation bending around feldspar phenocryst (D 18—61; 

1 mile E of location 4). This Is attributed to compaction rather than lateral flowage. Note 

“snowflake” texture. Crossed nicols. 

because it exhibits a compaction foliation attributed to ignimbrites in 

other areas (Mackin, 1960: 91). 2, Part of this ignimbrite shows only 

“snowflake” texture. 3. Therefore, numerous other rock units in the 

Davis Mountains which show this texture may also be ignimbrites in 

which the original texture has been destroyed. At present, the most 

obvious loop hole in this hypothesis is our present lack of knowledge 

as to the origin of “snowflake” texture. There is also the possibility of 

a complete gradation between typical ignimbrites and typical flows. 

In southern Utah, Mackin (1960: 99) has recognized units with the 

features of both. 

AGE 

No definitive criteria for the age of these rocks have yet been found. 

A sample of unconsolidated tuff from the west end of the Loop was 

collected for pollen analysis but it proved to be barren, and all known 

vertebrate localities are well outside the Loop area. That the sedi¬ 

mentary block in H-0 Canyon is Cretaceous seems reasonably certain, 

both because of its lithologic similarity to known Cretaceous rocks, 

and on the basis of the few fossils which were recovered. Estimated 
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ages of volcanic rocks from outside the Loop range from Eocene to 

Pleistocene (McAnulty, 1955; Bridges, 1958; Huang and Craft, 1958). 

Hempkins (1962) suggests middle Oligocene for the age of the rocks 

at the western end of the Loop, but this is extremely tentative. It is 

likely though, that these are the youngest volcanic rocks in the vicinity 

as they are stratigraphically the highest in the Loop. 

FUTURE WORK 

It is obvious from the foregoing remarks that a great deal of geo¬ 

logic work remains to be done in the central Davis Mountains. The 

primary intent of this paper has been to call attention to some of the 

more interesting geologic problems in the region, and to briefly sum¬ 

marize what has already been learned. At present the writer is most 

concerned with: 1. Completing the geologic mapping of the Loop, and 

correlating the units with those of adjacent areas; 2. Studying the 

nature and origin of “snowflake” texture; and 3. Making a detailed 

study of the feldspar phenocrysts. Other problems of interest are: 

1. The origin of the silicified and kaolinized areas; 2. Mode of effusion 

of the volcanic rocks; and 3. Relationship of West Texas alkalic rocks 

to their tectonic environment, and to similar rocks from other areas.* 
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ABSTRACT 

Gravity observations in the Austin region delineate a broad, south¬ 

westerly trending trough that overlies the frontal zone of the buried 

Ouachita System in central Texas. The major anomalies are associated 

(1) with the trace of the Moimt Bonnell fault, the main fault of the 

Balcones fault system in this area, and (2) with Pilot Knob, a Cre¬ 

taceous submarine volcano. The Mount Bonnell fault of 715 feet maxi¬ 

mum throw has 2 mg relief across it. Pilot Knob has a closed high over 

the vent and is on a major south west-trending gravity nose. The other 

minor anomalies can generally be shown to relate to small faults or 

local intrusive masses. A few small anomalies have no known geologic 

reason. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Austin region straddles the Balcones fault zone, the major sur¬ 

face structural feature of central Texas. It has been carefully sur¬ 

veyed topographically and most of it has been studied intensively 

geologically. A gravity survey of this area thus furnishes valuable 

three-dimensional information on distribution of rock masses. 

LOCATION 

The Austin region is located in south-central Texas and as used 

herein includes the four 71/2 minute U. S. Geological Survey topo¬ 

graphic quadrangles: Austin West, Austin East, Oak Hall, and Mon- 

topolis (Fig. 1). The City of Austin is entirely within the map area. 

The maximum topographic relief of about 650 feet is from the high 

parts of the Edwards Plateau on the west to the low flats of the Colo¬ 

rado River on the east. 

* Present address: Regional Geophysics Branch, U. S. Geological Survey, Wash¬ 

ington, D. C. 
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Fig. 1. Index map showing location of Austin region (shaded) with respect to Travis 

County, Texas. Approximate city boundary of Austin is shown as dark shaded area. U. S. 

Geological Survey Z’A minute quadrangles included are Austin West (AW), Austin East (AE), 

Oak Hill (OH), and Montopolis (MO). 

GEOLOGY 

The Mount Bonnell fault divides the map area into two physio¬ 

graphic and geologic provinces (Hill and Vaughan, 1902). To the west 

of the fault lies the Edwards Plateau; to the east the Gulf Coastal 

Plain. The Balcones fault zone is the edge of a complex graben with 

the Mount Bonnell fault of 715 feet of dip-slip at Mount Bonnell mark¬ 

ing the western edge of this zone in the Austin area (Damon and 

McNutt, 1940: 10). Fifteen miles east of the map area (about 30 miles 

east of the Mount Bonnell fault) the other margin of the graben is 

defined by the Luling fault zone. 

The exposed rocks are Cretaceous in age except for thin veneers of 

Pleistocene and Recent terrace and alluvial deposits. These overlie 

an unknown thickness of folded, thrust faulted and slightly meta¬ 

morphosed Paleozoic rocks of the Ouachita structural belt. The entire 
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map area lies within the frontal zone of the Ouachita belt (Flawn et 

al, 1961: 164). 

Pilot Knob (PK on Fig. 2), an Austin age (upper Cretaceous) 

Fig. 2. Bouguer gravity anomaSy map of Austin region. Bouguer gravity contours shown 

have had 50 mg added to show on the map as positive values. Gravity stations occupied 

during survey shown as solid dots. Austin airport datum marked with “A”. Main roads are 

indicated by solid lines. Streams are shown as dash-dot-dash lines. Contour modification 

and additions in Pilot Knob (PK) area are from Romberg and Barnes (1954). Base maps see 

from U. S. Geological Survey Z’/a minute quadrangles. 

submarine volcano, is exposed in the southern part of the map area. 

Romberg and Barnes (1954) made a detailed geological and geophysi¬ 

cal study of Pilot Knob to determine its nature and shed light on the 

numerous “serpentine” plugs in the area. The contours in this portion 

of the map have been modified to conform to their study, even though 
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our traverses did not furnish the detail necessary to show the closures 

included. 

FIELD WORK AND CALCULATIONS 

The field work was done during the winter and spring of 1961. 

For the Austin region survey, 361 stations were occupied. LaCoste- 

Romberg Meter No. 96 was used for the bulk of the work. LaCoste- 

Romberg supplied reports of the hourly earth tide values. The earth 

tide meter was inoperative for approximately one week. Observations 

made during this period were corrected to a mean earth tide value. 

The uncertainty introduced into the data will not exceed ±0.15 mg. 

The IBM 650 at The University of Texas computed the Bouguer 

anomalies using a program devised by the senior author. Elevations 

used for the calculations are those shown on the U. S. Geological Sur¬ 

vey 7% minute quadrangle sheets and are accurate to within 6 inches. 

The Bouguer anomalies are absolute gravity values plus 50 mg. The 

density chosen for the rocks above sea level in the Austin area is 2.4 

g/cc. Gravity values are based on the Austin Municipal Airport datum 

(located at the curb at the southeast comer of Ragsdale Aviation 

Service Transient Terminal) whose value is 979.2889 (Behrendt and 

Woollard, 1961). Topographic corrections were applied to 18 stations 

which seemed most likely to have substantial errors due to variations 

in neighboring terrain. The calculated corrections varied from 0.05 to 

0.56 mg and are thus less than the contour interval shown. 

ANOMALIES 

Description 

The magnitude of the Bouguer anomaly (Fig. 2) decreases from 

north to south. In the southern part of the quadrangle, the anomaly 

seems to decrease from east to west. 

The anomaly having the largest extent is a broad trough extending 

north-northeastward from the southwest comer of the area. The 

trough broadens and deepens toward the southwest. 

Beginning near the comer of the left margin of the map, two or 

three nearly parallel contour lines extend northeastward to the center 

of the upper margin of the map. 

In the southeast quadrant, the 15, 16, and 17 mg contours form a 

“nose” which points toward the southwest. The closed contours cen¬ 

tered on Pilot Knob (PK) are on this nose. 

The 13 mg contour line turns sharply three times near the left 
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margin; the 17 mg contour turns sharply several times in the north¬ 

east quadrant; and the 12 mg contour turns sharply in the southwest 

quadrant. 

Closed contours are located in the center of the map (16 mg and 

14 mg contour lines) and near the upper left comer (19 mg contour 

line) of the map. 

Interpretation 

The broad gravity trough is associated with the frontal zone of the 

Ouachita stmctural belt (Flawn et al.^ 1961: 165-168; Watkins, 1961: 

32). Pinching out of the trough to the northeast may be due to a 

northwest-striking structural element, the exact nature of which is 

not known (Watkins, 1961: 37). Romberg and Bames (1954: 448- 

449) suggest a large mass of basalt to the north in Williamson County 

as the cause of the pinching out of the trough. 

Parallelism of the contour lines in the northwest quadrant coincides 

with the trace of the Mount Bonnell fault, the main break of the Bal- 

cones fault system in this area. Eight stations spaced approximately 

250 feet apart were occupied along the road crossing the fault in the 

vicinity of lat. 30° 17^10" N., and long. 97°48^30'' W. The stair¬ 

step configuration of the observed anomaly suggests that the displace¬ 

ment has taken place on two or more closely spaced fault planes rather 

than on one. 

The “nose” in the southeast quadrant is associated with the Pilot 

Knob intrusive body. Romberg and Bames (1954) previously mapped 

the body with a gravimeter and a magnetometer. They concluded that 

there is no major subsurface intrusive. The anomaly is sharpest to 

the southwest, but the major part of the anomaly (including the maxi¬ 

mum) is northeastward from the outcrop of the neck. The shape and 

sharpness of the anomaly suggest that the body is circular or elliptical 

in plan (with the major axis of the ellipse striking north-northeast) 

and that the body dips to the north-northeast. Irregularity of the con¬ 

tours in the vicinity of the body may be due tO' minor faults associated 

with the body. Romberg and Barnes suggest that Pilot Knob is at the 

intersection of a system of east-west and north-northeast-trending 

fractures. The prominent faults of the Austin region strike N, 40°E. 

The strong northward deflection of the contours 2 miles east of Pilot 

Knob is probably along one of these faults that is downthrown to the 

east. 

The sharp turns in the 13 mg contour line in the southwest part 

of the map area are located ilear minor faults. These minor faults are 

part of the Balcones system. Minor faults have been observed in the 
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vicinity of the turns in the 17 mg and 12 mg contour lines, but the 

exact location of these faults is not known accurately enough for de¬ 

finitive correlation because of extensive terrace deposits, 

A small intrusive body is known less than a mile southward from 

the closed 16 mg contour line. Basalt and ash are exposed at several 

places along Interstate 35 from the closed 14 mg low northeastward 

to the Colorado River. 

No known geologic features are associated with the closed 19 mg 

contour line. Possibly local cavernous limestone and topographic vari¬ 

ations are responsible. 

The northern one-third of this map is covered on a recently released 

aeromagnetic map (Andreasen and Petrafeso, 1962) which shows no 

major magnetic anomaly in the map area except a broad minimum 

extending west-northwest from the Austin airport (marked with “A” 

on Fig. 2). 
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Elemental Composition of Oyster Shell 

by R. A.SMITHa/z(f E. R. WRIGHT 

The Dow Chemical Company^ Freeport, Texas 

The shell of the oyster, Crassostrea virginica Gmelin, is a source of 

lime for the chemical industry, and in some areas is used as an additive 

to cattle and poultry feeds (Hofstetter, 1959; Shearon, 1951). The 

chemical nature of such uses gives rise to an interest in the ultimate 

or elemental composition of the shell. For example, manganese and 

boron, two trace constituents of oyster shell, are known to affect 

efficiencies in the process for recovery of magnesium metal from sea 

water where oyster shell lime is one of the raw materials (Hunter, 

1944). Also, iodine is of interest to users of poultry feed (Deisher and 

McNabb, 1938). 

Composition of the shell as found by analysis is shown in Table I 

where quantitative values are tabulated for each of some 21 elements, 

together with an indication of the analytical method used. An ad¬ 

ditional 19 elements were sought but not found at sensitivity limits 

estimated as follows: 

At 10 ppm: Arsenic, Barium. 

At 1 ppm: Antimony, Chromium, Cobalt, Germanium, Gold, 

Lead, Lithium, Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel, 

Vanadium, Zirconium. 

At 0.1 ppm: Beryllium, Bismuth, Cadmium, Silver, Tin. 

PROCEDURE 

A selection was made from commercial (non-living) shell dredged 

from Galveston Bay eight miles east of San Leon. Shells three to six 

inches in length were scrubbed thoroughly in tap water wdth a nylon 

brush, rinsed in distilled water, and dried at 110°C. The shell was then 

ground by hand in a porcelain mortar until passing a 14 mesh saran 

screen, and finally stored in glass bottles for analysis. 

Details of the analytical procedures will not be given here beyond 

the notes listed in Table L For the most part, standard procedures 

were used, checked by known additions of the elements sought. If 

wanted, further details are available from the authors. 
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Table I 

Composition of Oyster Shell 

Constituent Concentration 

Calcium (CaO) 54.6% (1) 

Carbon (CO.,) 43.5% (2) 

Sodium (NagO) 0.32% (3) 

Magnesium (MgO) 0.33% (4) 

Sulfur (SO3) 0.16% (5) 

Silicon (SiO^,) 006% (6) 

Strontium (SrO) 0.12% (4) 

Moisture (HgO) 0.58% (7) 

Total of Major Constituents 99.8% 

Organic Carbon as CH^ 400 PPM ( 8) 

Chlorine (Cl) 340 PPM ( 9) 

Aluminum (Al) 200 PPM ( 4) 

Iron (Fe) 180 PPM (10) 

Phosphorus (P) - 116 PPM (11) 

Manganese (Mn) no PPM ( 4) 

Fluorine (F) 54 PPM (12) 

Potassium (K) 30 PPM ( 4) 

Titanium (Ti) 12 PPM ( 4) 

Boron (B) 5 PPM ( 4) 

Copper (Cu) 3 PPM ( 4) 

Zinc (Zn) 2 PPM ( 4) 

Bromine (Br) 1 PPM (13) 

Iodine (I) 0.5 PPM (14) 

C 1) Chemical analysis by versenate titration. 
( 2) Gravimetric measurement of evolved COj. 

( 3) Flame photometer. 
( 4) Emission spectrographic analysis. 
( 5) Gravimetric chemical analysis. 
( 6) HF loss on precipitated silicic acid. 
( 7) Loss at 500°C, corrected for orgardcs. 
( 8) Ignition in oxygen and weighing of CO2 evolved. 
( 9) Potent!onmetric titration with AgNO,. 

(10) Colorimetric (thioglycolic acid) procedure. 
(11) Gravimetric as magnesium pyrophosphate. 
(12) Willard-Winter procedure. 
(13) X ray fluorescence analysis. 
(14) Chemical procedure based on catalytic effect of iodide ion. 

DISCUSSION 

Analysis of separate duplicate batches of shell agreed satisfactorily 

except for those elements (silicon, iron, and aluminum) thought to 

be present largely because of contamination by sand and clay. Ap¬ 

parently the individual shells vary somewhat in the degree of such 

contamination not removable by washing of the exterior of the shell. 

Traces of entrapped clay may also influence the findings for certain 

trace elements such as titanium, manganese, copper, or zinc. 
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A rough estimation of organic matter was obtained from the carbon 

dioxide evolved at 500 °C in oxygen after the sample had first been 

heated to this temperature in nitrogen. The organic content is likely 

to be less for old weathered shell than for relatively fresh shell. 

The dark coloration on the inside of the shell at point of attachment 

of the muscle appears to be caused by an organic pigment. This con¬ 

clusion is inferred from the fact that the brown spots disappear upon 

heating to 500°C, and that the spots contain no higher content of iron 

or manganese than the shell as a whole. 

Acknowledgment is made of several persons who were responsible 

for various phases of the analytical work: R. A. Borup, L. H. Giese, 

Jr., J. A. Greear, C. E. Michel, and V. G. Perry; all employees of The 

Dow Chemical Company. 
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The Number and Form of Chromosomes 

in the Genus Scaphiopus^ 

by NORMAN HUGHES 

Lubbock Christian College # 

Spadefoot toads, various species of the genus Scaphiopus, are com¬ 

mon in most regions of the southwestern United States. These interest¬ 

ing animals have been the subject of many ecological and behavioral 

studies. Surprisingly, however, the cytology of the genus has been 

studied very little. Trowbridge (1941, 1942) has reported the cleavage 

rate and the pattern of early development, and while the author 

described this as a “c34;ologicar’ study, no information was given 

concerning the chromosomes. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Two species of spadefoots, S. bombifrons Cope and S. hammondi 

Baird, were used in this study. Animals were collected from rain pools 

in Lubbock County, Texas, and stored in a refrigerator (8-10°C) or 

in a water tray (18-24°C). Chromosome studies were made of the 

following materials: embryos left overnight in acetocarmine and 

squashed in 45% acetic acid; testis treated in a similar manner; testis 

fixed in acetic alcohol, stained with the Feulgen method and squashed; 

and testis and embryos fixed in Allen’s modification of Bonin’s Fluid, 

sectioned at 15 microns, and stained with Heidenhain’s haematoxylin. 

The following descriptions are based on the sectioned material. A cell 

was used for a chromosome count only if there was material both 

above and below it in the section. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The haploid number is 13, which is the same number Wickbom 

(1945) reported for Pelobates, the European spadefoot. The chromo¬ 

somes are extremely small, which may explain the fact that they have 

been neglected for so long. They vary in length during mitotic meta- 

1 Supported, by grants from the National Science Foundation (G-8999) and the 

Permanent Science Fund of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 
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phase from 1.5 microns to 7.5 microns. Figures 1, 2, 4, and 6 illustrate 

the variation in length and in the position of the centromere. No dif¬ 

ference was observed between the twO' species. 

In some of the shorter chromosomes it is almost impossible to deter¬ 

mine the exact position of the centromere, although anaphase figures 

indicate that at least two of them are telocentric. Wickbom (1945) 

described Pelobates chromosomes as being entirely metacentric or sub- 

metacentric, giving the genus a nombre fondamental of 52 (Matthey, 

1949). If, as we believe, at least some of the chromosomes of Scaphi- 

opus are telocentric, the n.f. value would be less than 52. No explana¬ 

tion of this difference is apparent, but it may be justification for plac¬ 

ing Scaphiopus in a separate family as do Wright and Wright (1949). 

Most authors place Scaphiopus in the Pelobatidae (Noble, 1931; Steb- 

bins, 1951). 

The meiotic chromosomes during diakinesis (Figs. 3 and 5) show 

the rings so commonly observed in amphibian meioses. The bivalents 

arrange themselves at the periphery of the nucleus as if to move as far 

apart as possible. The pattern of tv\^o open rings, three smaller closed 

rings, and 8 more or less irregular blobs (Fig. 5) is almost perfectly 

uniform in every cell in this stage. 

SUMMARY 

The chromosome number of the spadefoot toad, Scaphiopus, has 

been determined to be 13 (haploid number). Since two of these seem 

to be telocentric, the n.f. for the genus is less than that for Pelobates, 

the European spadefoot, and may be justification for placing the two 

genera in separate families. 
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EDITORIAL NOTE 

The Executive Council of the Texas Academy of Science decided on 
the following additions to the Texas Journal of Science format at its 
meeting of 5 May 1962 in Waco, Texas. 

1. Inclusion of a section entitled '‘Brief Reports” in each issue of 
the Journal. These reports should have particular appeal as a means 
of summarizing significant results of scientific investigations in prog¬ 
ress. A limit of 1000 words and one illustration is placed on these 
reports; abstracts will not be included. All scientists are urged to sub¬ 
mit brief reports to the Editor of the Journal. 

2. Publication of abstracts of papers presented at the annual meet¬ 
ings of the Texas Academy of Science. Abstracts should be submitted 
to the Vice-President in charge of the section to which the paper is 
directed, and not to the Editor. These abstracts must be submitted so 
as to meet the same deadline placed on the titles of papers presented. 
Abstracts should not exceed 250 words and will not include illustra¬ 
tions. All authors presenting papers are encouraged to submit ab¬ 
stracts, but abstracts are not required. The abstracts will be published 
along with a copy of the program (as is present policy) in the March 
issue of the Journal each year. 
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Texas Weather From 450 Miles Up 

by AYLMER H. THOMPSON 

A and M College of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

The scientific satellite program of the United States has provided 

us with much new information about the earth and its environs. In 

particular, the meteorological satellites have furnished much informa¬ 

tion concerning the weather of the lowest several miles of this planet’s 

atmosphere. The objective of this paper is to discuss briefly the nature 

of the present meteorological satellite experiment and to present some 

examples of meteorological satellite observations made in the Texas 

area. Some references and a selected reading list are included. 

The purpose of the meteorological satellite program 

The meteorological satellite studies are referred to here as “experi¬ 

ments.” This is a correct designation. Nonetheless, the results of the 

experiments have been of sufficient caliber that the observations are 

being used in the preparation of weather forecasts. The observations 

have been incorporated into a routine “real time” utilization since 

soon after the launch of the first meteorological satellite. Thus the 

program is both experimental and operational. 

Vast areas of the world have no meteorological observing stations. 

This is usually because nobody is there, as is the case over much of 

the ocean as well as some land areas. Even in well populated areas, 

the stations are often about 100 miles apart, leaving large unobserved, 

or at least unreported, areas in between. Meteorologists long have 

desired a means of filling these gaps in the observed weather. Filling 

the gaps should help greatly both in understanding what is happening 

at observation time, and, more important, in forecasting future weather 

events. The TIROS (Television/nfra/?ed Observation Satellite) series 

of satellites was designed to fill partially the observational network 

gaps. 

It is sufficient for purposes of this paper to summarize the descrip¬ 

tion of the satellite, its motion and its characteristics. Reference may 

be made to Figure 1, which illustrates many of the items discussed in 
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PICTURE 

L_ 
Fig. 1. SchemaHc view of the satellite, its contents, its orbit and the pictures it takes. 

this section. Technical details of the satellite are available elsewhere 

(Sternberg et aL, 1960; Tepper, 1961; Widger and Wood, 1961). 

To date (October 1962), six TIROS satellites have been placed in 

orbit by Thor-Able and Thor-Delta rockets. All have near-circular 

orbits of about 100-minute period. The orbits are inclined about 50° 

to the equatorial plane. As the earth rotates within the orbit, the 

satellites pass at least once during a 24-hour period within range of all 

points equatorward of about 50°N and 50°S. The orbits are about 

400 to 500 miles above the ground. TIROS V, launched in June 1962, 

and TIROS VI, launched in September 1962, are still reporting regu¬ 

larly. 

The satellite itself is a cylinder about the size and shape of a bass 

drum. It contains two TV cameras, infrared sensors, magnetic tape 

recorders, receiving, programming and transmitting equipment, and 

power generation and storage equipment. The entire device rotates 

around an axis through the centers of the ends of the cylinder. The 

axis of rotation is approximately fixed in space. It is affected by 

precession, the magnetic field of the earth, and other factors, but these 

cause only a slow change in the space orientation of the spin axis. 

The axes of the TV cameras are parallel to the spin axis. The spin 

rate is slow enough that it causes very little blurring of the pictures. 
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The orientation and movement of the satellite with respect to the 

earth determine when pictures will be taken and what will be seen. 

Because of the space orientation of the spin axis and the camera axes, 

the cameras are looking at the earth during less than half the time. 

Injection of the satellite into orbit is arranged so that the cameras 

look away from the sun, and thus view sunlighted parts of the earth. 

Only about fifteen to thirty minutes of (taped) data can be obtained 

and stored for future readout, whereas the satellite may remain out 

of range of both readout stations (presently located in California and 

Virginia) for several orbits. The final result is that 20 per cent or less 

of the potentially observable area (between about 50°N and 50°S) is 

likely to be photographed during any given day. Most of the picture 

sets of any given orbit cover an area several hundred miles wide by 

two thousand or so miles long. These swaths are often oriented either 

SW-NE or NW-SE. The most common programming calls for picture 

swaths in several successive orbits, each swath several hundred miles 

west of the preceding one. Adjacent swaths sometimes show some area 

overlap, but are always about 100 minutes apart in time. 

The lens systems differ from one satellite to another, but all contain 

a wide angle lens, with a diagonal field of view of about 104°. This 

I corresponds to an approximately square area about 700 miles on a 

i side when the camera axis is directed straight down. The actual size 

and shape of the area pictured depend on the nadir angle (angle 

between the camera axis and the downward direction at the point 

where the picture is taken). 

The TV system contains a 500-line scan, so that each scan line 

; corresponds to a minimum distance of about 1.4 miles (a point directly 

i under the satellite). Since the dimension of the scanning spot is about 

I the same as the width of the scan line, the system will see objects 

: roughly a mile or two across under optimum conditions. It may 

I partially see (blurred or grayed) smaller objects. Two adjacent scan 

lines may see parts of the same minimum-sized object. Again the 

1 object may appear blurred or gray. In general, objects of dimensions of 

2 to 5 miles may be seen fairly well, provided sufficient area of dark 

background intervenes between adjacent similar objects and provided 

the objects are not near the horizon. The system is designed to provide 

optimum contrast between the cloud systems and the ground rather 

than to distinguish between various ground features. The TV system 

also contains some out-of-focus areas, some defects in sensing surfaces, 

and some dark streaks. Finally, electronic noise appears. Examples of 

some of these may be discerned upon examination of the pictures 

accompanying this paper. When studying the pictures, the reader 
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should remember that some of the detail has been lost in the reproduc¬ 

tion process. 

The TIROS I, II, IV and V satellites each also contain a TV system 

having a narrower angle lens, while TIROS III contains two wide 

angle lenses. In the first two satellites, this lens views an angular width 

of 13°, while in TIROS IV and V the angular width is about 50°. 

The discernment of smaller objects is thus greatly enhanced relative 

to that achieved by the wide angle system, as otherwise the TV 

systems are alike. The lens system of TIROS VI is similar to that of 

TIROS V. 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the satellite in orbit. This dia¬ 

gram gives an idea of how the satellite moves and what it sees and 

photographs. Table I lists some data on the TIROS satellites launched 

by October 1962. 

Table I 

Tiros Launchings 
Launch 

date 
Useful 

life Sensors 
Picture 

data 

TIROS I April 1, 1960 21/2 Mo. Wide and narrow 

TIROS II Nov. 23,1960 10 Mo. 

angle TV 

Wide and narrow 

22,952 

TIROS III July 12, 1961 41/^ Mo. 

angle TV; 

2 radiation systems 

Two wide angle 

36,152 

TIROS IV Feb. 8,1962 4 Mo. 

TV’s; 

3 radiation systems 

Wide and medium 

35,033 

TIROS V June 19, 1962 

angle TV’s; 

3 radiation systems 

Similar to TIROS IV 

35,000 

(approx.) 

TIROS VI Sept. 18, 1962 TV system only 

The infrared measurements certainly are as important in the over- j 

all experiment as the cloud photographs, but are not considered in | 

this paper. Discussion is available elsewhere (Fritz and Winston, 

1962; Weinstein and Suomi, 1961). 

SOME EXAMPLES OF TEXAS WEATHER SITUATIONS 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to several examples of the 

weather in and near Texas as viewed from the meteorological satellite. 

The samples also illustrate some of the variability in quality of the 

satellite observations as no serious attempt was made to pick only the j 

best situations, though poor pictures were avoided. No attempt is made | 

to discuss all features present in the pictures. 
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1. Two Fair Weather Cases—April 4, 1960, and August 23,1961 

The first example chosen serves the double purpose of providing a 

situation with only a small amount of cloudiness and of outlining the 

region being discussed as seen from the satellite. This is illustrated in 

Figure 2. Figure 2a shows Texas and the northwest Gulf of Mexico as 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Texas, Louisiana, and the northwest Gulf of Mexico. TIROS I Orbit 48, Frame TOD, 

4 April 1960, 1328 CST. 

seen by TIROS I. Adjacent states also are visible. Figure 2b is a 

schematic outline of the area pictured in Figure 2a. Note the coastline, 

which is visible in the lower left of the picture but hidden under 

clouds on the right, and the horizon in the upper left corner of the 

picture. The cloud masses over and east of Louisiana are mostly 

cumulus and altocumulus layers. The cumulus are the familiar “cotton 

ball” clouds scattered about the sky, while the altocumulus are the 

patchy billowy clouds seen at intermediate elevations. The “blurring” 

of the TV camera system has caused the cumulus clouds to look more 

like a solid sheet than like individual cloudlets. The mass of clouds 

near the horizon is over New Mexico and consists mostly of cumulus 

near and over the mountains. 

The coastline in Figure 2a, while definitely visible in the original, 

could be missed in a bad reproduction. An example of a clearer coast¬ 

line is presented in Figure 3, which pictures the western Gulf of 

Mexico and the adjacent land areas of the United States and Mexico 

as seen by TIROS III. The satellite was above Yucatan and looking 

toward the northwest. In the right part of the picture is the Yucatan 

Peninsula. Its coastline corresponds to the edge of the cloud over the 
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Fig. 3. Western Gulf of Mexico. TIROS III Orbit 608, Frame 12T, 23 August 1961, 1 

1304 csT. ; 

land. The coastline can also be followed around the rim of the Gulf : 

due to the contrast between the dark water and the lighter land ' 

surface. The bright water area in Campeche Bay is “sun glint,” or 

reflection. The Brownsville hump in the coastline is evident a little 

above center at the left side of the picture. Texas is in the upper left 

corner of the picture. For more detail, compare this coastline with i 

that sketched in Figure 2b, or with maps of Texas and Mexico. Note ; 

that some of the bays are visible. [ 

While many ships sail across the northern and eastern parts of the | 

Gulf, often taking weather observations along their routes, few sail | 

into the area pictured. In the case here, only one observation (other 

than a very few land stations) was available south of a line from ‘ 

Brownsville to the upper right corner of the picture. The satellite 

observation thus fills a definite gap in the observation net. It is antici- , 
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pated that such observations may be of real aid in discovering new 

storms as they develop, rather than after they move into the populated 

areas of the Gulf coast. 

Several kinds of clouds appear in Figure 3. Over southern Mexico 

and western Yucatan the clouds are mostly stratocumulus, or some¬ 

times large cumulus. The larger white masses along the south coast 

of the Gulf are cumulonimbus (thunderstorms). The tops of such 

storms often spread out and merge into large dense patches actually 

made up of several individual storms, as is the case over the Bay of 

Campeche, Farther north, the clouds are smaller and lined up into 

“cloud streets,” oriented in this case about along the direction of the 

wind near the base of the clouds. These “streets” consist of bands of 

cumulus and altocumulus. Still farther north, the clouds again are 

developed into large cumulus and cumulonimbus. These are the dense 

white clouds above and to the right of the central cross. The skies in 

central and southern Texas are clear or have only very thin, high 

cirrus which cannot be seen by the TV camera system. The clouds 

over western Texas are altocumulus, while those over eastern Texas 

are cumulus and stratocumulus. The individual clouds appear merged 

partly because of distance and partly because of the blurring of the 

TV system. 

2. A Spring Storm and Cold Front—April 1,1960 

Figure 4 is an example of a spring storm over the central United 

States. Figure 4a is the satellite picture while Figure 4b shows in 

schematic form the principal cloud masses and the underlying political 

boundaries. The storm center is in the upper right comer of the 

picture. A band of cloudiness corresponding to the cold front extends 

southward then south westward from the storm center. Typical clear¬ 

ing behind such a front is quite evident in terms of the lack of clouds 

over most of Texas, Arkansas and Oklahoma. Figure 4b has labels 

identifying some of the clouds. This storm has been discussed in more 

detail in an article by Bristor and Ruzecki (1960). 

3. Hurricane “Carla” on September 10,1961 

During September 1961, one of the worst hurricanes on record hit 

the Texas coast. Many words have been written and many more will 

be written about Hurricane Carla (Ludlum, 1961, and U.S. Weather 

Bureau, 1961; see also Texas newspapers of appropriate dates). It is 

sufficient to note here that Carla had her picture taken several times 

by TIROS III. One such picture is presented as Figure 5. The satellite 



Fig. 4. Storm center and cold front over the south central U.S. TIROS I Orbit 5, Frame 310, 

1 April 1960, 1428 CST. Fig. 4 (b) modified from Bristor and Ruzecki Cl 960). 
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Fig. 5. Hurricane Carla. TIROS III Orbit 869, Frame 1 7T, September 10, 1961, 1628 CST. 

cameras were looking almost directly east from a point above central 

Mexico. An overlay has been printed on the picture to help in locating 

positions. By this time, the TIROS III TV system was nearing the 

end of its useful life, and the resultant pictures did not have the 

quality of the earlier ones, but still gave a good idea of the over-all 

appearance of the storm. The size of the storm is evident, as well as its 

counterclockwise circulation spiraling into the storm center, indicated 

1 y the cloud bands on the perimeter of the storm. These bands of 

cumulus merged near the storm center into a solid (to the TV camera) 

cloud mass. No hurricane “eye” is evident in the satellite picture, 

though radar pictures showed an eye to be present. The clouds on the 

edges and away from the storm are cumulus and altocumulus patches. 

CONCLUSION 

Meteorologists believe that observations from meteorological satel¬ 

lites definitely are aiding the advance of the science. Operational use 
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of the observations has been made almost since the initial launch of 

TIROS 1. Nonetheless, the program remains experimental. Details on 

these initial experiments and study are available in the literature; a 

few examples are included in the list of references. 

It is planned that some of the shortcomings of the TIROS series of 

satellites will be corrected by the NIMRUS series and these in turn by 

the AEROS series. Table II compares some of the characteristics of the 

Table II 

Comparison of Nimbus and Tiros X 

Tiros Nimbus 

Geometry , Drum Dumbbell 

Weight (lbs) 280 650 

Orbital altitude (miles) 450±: 650 

Orbital inclination 48 ° Equatorial 80° Polar, retrograde 

Stabilization Spin-stabilized 3-Axes earth oriented 

Earth coverage (per cent) 10 to 20 100 

Camera raster 500 lines/frame 800 lines/frame 

TV resolution (miles) 2 1 

Maximum power available (watts) 20 400 

NIMRUS satellites, now under construction, with the TIROS satellites. 

The first NIMRUS should be launched during 1963. It will be in polar 

orbit and will always face the earth, thus providing complete earth 

coverage. The first AEROS satellite should be launched near the end 

of 1964. It is programmed to be placed in a circular orbit 22,300 miles 

above the equator. Accordingly, it will have a period of 24 hours, the 

same as the earth’s rotation period, and will continually photograph 

the same area, as it will be earth-oriented. Its camera system probably 

will not differ greatly from that of NIMBUS. 
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The Thermal Decomposition of Inorganic Compounds 

VI. Platinum (II) and (IV) Complexes 

by WESLEY W. WENDLANDT 

Texas Technological College 

Very little is known concerning the thermal dissociation of platinum 

(II) and (IV) complex compounds. Previous thermogravimetric anal¬ 

ysis (TGA) and/or differential thermal analysis (DTA) studies have 

been made on the [Pt(NH3)4] X complexes where X = SO4, Cr04, 

CI2, Bra, (N02)2, I2, and (SCN)2 (Grinberg and Ptitzuin, 1932), 

[Pt(NH3)5Cl] X complexes where X = SO4CI, CI3, (N03)3 and oxalate 

(Nikolaev and Rubinshstein, 1940), Peyronne and Magnus salts 

(Nikolaev, 1939), [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2 • H2O (Block, 1960; Nikolaev and 

Rubinshstein, 1948), (NH4)2 PtClg (Pannetier, 1960) and HaPtBrs • 

9H2O (Berg, 1957). 

In a continuation of our previous studies (George and Wendlandt, 

1962), the thermal dissociation of a number of platinum (II) and (IV) 

complexes were examined by TGA, DTA, and gas evolution analysis 

(GE) techniques. The platinum compounds contained ligands such 

as ammonia, ethylenediamine (en) and 1,2-propanediamine (pn) and 

anions of chloride, bromide, iodide, nitrate and thiocyanate. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

A. Preparation of Compounds. The [Pt(NH3)4] CI2 • H2O was pre¬ 

pared by the method of Keller (1946). 

The cis- and ?mm-[Pt(py)2Cl2] were prepared by the method of 

Kauffman (1962). 

The compounds, [Pt(en)2] CI2, [Pt(en)2Cl2] CI2, [Pt(en)2Br2]- 

Br2 and [Pt(en)2(OH)2] CR were prepared as previously described 

by Basolo, Bailar and Tarr (1950). 

The 1,2-propanediamine complexes, [Pt(pn)3] (N03)4, [Pt(pn)3]- 

CI4 and [Pt(pn)3] Br4 were prepared by the method of Smirnoff 

(1920). 

The complexes were analyzed for platinum metal content by 

ignition at 800°C. in a muffle furnace for two hours. The results of 

the analyses are given in Table I. 

264 
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Table I 

Analytical Results for Platinum Complexes 
Percent Platinum 

Compound Theor. Found 

[Pt(en)3].Br4 28.07 28.5 

[Pt(en)3]Ch-2.5H20 34.70 34.5 

[Pt(en)3](SCN), 32.12 32.8 

[Pt(en)2Br2]Br2 30.73 30.3 

[Pt(en)2Cl2]Cl2 42.68 42.9 

[Pt(en)2]Cl2 50.51 50.7 

[Pt(en)2(0H)2]Cl2-H,0 44.52 44.3 

[Pt(en)3]I, 22.09 22.3 

[Pt(pn)3](N03), 29.31 29.7 

[Pt(pn)3]Ch.H20 33.79 33.6 

[Pt(pn)3]Br4 26.47 27.6 

[Pt(NH3)JCl2 58.39 59.1 

ira/2^-[Pt(NH3)4Cl2]Cl2 48.16 49.4 

[Pt(NH3),Cl2](N03)2 42.58 42.4 

t-[Pt(py)2Cl2] 46.01 45.6 

c-[Pt(py)2Cl2] 46.01 45.7 

B. Apparatus. The automatic recording thermobalance has previous¬ 

ly been described by Wendlandt, George and Horton (1961). Sample 

sizes ranged in weight from 50-60 mg. and were pyrolyzed in an air 

atmosphere at a heating rate of 50°C. per min. 

The DTA-GE apparatus has previously been described by Wend¬ 

landt (1962). Sample sizes ranged in weight from 25-35 mg. and were 

pyrolyzed in a dynamic helium atmosphere at a heating rate of 10°C: 

per min. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. TGA Studies 

The weight-loss curves for the platinum compounds are given in 

Figures 1-3. 

In most cases, the compounds dissociated in one step, giving plati¬ 

num metal as the residue. Intermediate compoimds were absent as 

indicated by the lack of horizontal weight-levels in the curve. In the 

case of compounds containing water of hydration, the water was 

evolved giving the anhydrous compounds which then dissociated to 

give the platinum metal residues at higher temperatures. It is not 

possible to discuss all of the curves in great detail so only the more 

interesting curves will be dealt with. Since the decomposition products 

were not analyzed, the results reported here are only qualitative in 

nature and based on weight-loss only. Further studies are planned 

which will involve the analysis of the dissociation products in order 
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to determine the stoichiometry and probable mechanism of the decom¬ 

position reaction. 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

TEMPERATURE, X 

Fig. 1. TGA curves of some platinum complexes. 

A. [Pt(en)2]Cl2 

B. trons-Ept(NH3)4lCL2 

C. trans-lPfmH^)^a2UMO^)2 

D. EPt(en)2Cl2l Cl^ 2.5H.,0 

E. [PtCenlglCI^ 2.5H2O “ 

F. [PHpnJglCI^ H2O 
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The thermal dissociation of [Pt(en)2Cl2] CI2 • 2.5H2O is given in 

Figure 1, curve D. The compound began to evolve water at about 

65°C., the process being completed at 95°C. From the weight-loss data, 

8.4% found, 8.97% theoretical for 2.5H2O per mole of compound, the 

following stoichiometry is indicated. 

2[Pt(en)2Cl2]Cl2-2.5H20-^ 2[Pt(en)2Cl2]Cl2 + 5H2O (1) 
The anhydrous compound was stable up to about 210°C. where it 

began to evolve ethylenediamine. A break in the curve at about 250°C. 

approximated the composition, [Pt(en)Cl4] (weight-loss: 17.4% 

found; 15.14% theoretical for loss of one ethylenediamine per mole of 

anhydrous compound). Thus, the dissociation reaction at 210°C. 

corresponds to: 

[Pt(en)2Cl2]Cl2 [Pt(en)Cl4] + en (2) 

Further weight-loss then took place, with the formation of another 

break in the curve at about 290°C. There was no clear cut evidence 

that the second mole of ethylenediamine came off in a separate step 

since the data indicated a greater weight-loss than that for the theo¬ 

retical (31.7% found, 26.30% theoretical for the loss of two ethylene- 

diamines). Additional decomposition above 300°C. resulted in a resi¬ 

due of platinum metal at about 400°C. 

The thermal dissociation of [Pt(en)3]Cl4-2.5H20 is given in Figure 

1, curve E. The water of hydration was evolved beginning at about 

50°C. and was completed at about 80°C.; weight-loss: 7.6% found, 

8.01% theoretical for 2.5 moles of water. Ethylenediamine was 

evolved beginning at about 200°C. The break in the curve at about 

295°C. approximated the composition, [Pt(en)Cl4]; weight-loss: 

21.8% found; 23.24% theoretical for two ethylenediamines. Further 

weight-loss then took place, giving another break in the curve at 

350°C., the composition of which did not correspond to a definite 

compound. The platinum metal weight-level was obtained at about 

650°C. 

The thermal dissociation curves for [Pt(en)3]Br4, Figure 3, curve 

C, and [Pt(en) 2Br2]Br2, Figure 3, curve A, also contained a number of 

curve inflections but calculations revealed that no definite reactions 

nor compound stoichiometries could be assigned to them. For example, 

the curve break at 400°C. for [Pt(en)3]Br4 approximated the loss of 

three ethylenediamines and two Br“ per mole of complex; weight-loss: 

52.5% found; 48.94% theoretical. The deviation was even greater for 

the [Pt(en)2Br2]Br2 curve break at 410°C. Thus, although the evi¬ 

dence appears to favor the formation of PtBr2, there is probably a 

mixture formed at these temperatures. A similar situation existed for 

the curve inflections for [Pt(en)2 (OH)2]Cl2, Figure 3, curve E. 
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-J  _—J-—J  -I      L__ _I  

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 ! 

TEMPERATURE. *0 

Fig. 2. TGA curves of some platinum complexes. 

A. [PHenIg] (SCN)^ 

B. [PHenlg]!^ 

C. [PHpnlgKNOg)^ 

D. frons-[Pt(py)^CI^l 

E. c/s-EPHpylgCI,] 

|. 
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A 

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 

TEMPERATURE, *0 

Fig. 3. TGA curves of some platinum complexes. 

A. [Ptfenl^Brg] Br2 

B. [PHpnlglBr^ 

C. [PtlenlglBr^ 

D. [PhlNHgl^lCI^ H2O 

E. [Pt(en)2{OH)2]Cl2 H.,0 
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The 1,2-propanediamine compound, [Pt(pn)3]Br4, Figure 3, curve 

B, gave a curve inflection at 280°C. whose composition approximated 

that for PtBra; weight-loss: 50.1% found; 51.85% theoretical for the 

loss of three 1,2-propanediamines and two Br“. The curve inflections 

did not correspond to any definite stoichiometry. 

The thermal dissociation of [Pt(pn)3]Cl4-lH20 is given in Figure 1, 

curve F. The water of hydration was evolved from 50° to 80°C., 

weight-loss: 2.3% found; 3.14% theoretical for one mole of water per 

mole of compound. At 180°C., 1,2-propanediamine began to come off, 

resulting in a curve inflection at about 265 °C. The composition of the 

compound formed at this temperature did not correspond to [Pt(pn)2- 

CLJCls nor [Pt(pn)Cl4]; weight-loss: 21.4% found; 13.35% theo¬ 

retical for loss of one pn; 26.70% theoretical for loss of two pn. 

However, the inflection at 300°C. indicated the stoichiometry of PtCh 

at this temperature; weight-loss: 50.2% found; 52.82% theoretical 

for the loss of three pn and two Ch per mole of anhydrous compound. 

No definite stoichiometric compounds could be assigned for the 

curve inflections found in the thermal dissociation curve of [Pt(pn)3] 

(N03)4, Figure 2, curve C. The decomposition mechanism is probably 

quite complex due to the presence of oxidizing (NOs") and reducing 

groups (pn) in the coordination sphere. 

The thermal dissociation of [Pt (NH3) 4] Ch'HaO is given in Figure 3, 

curve D. Water of hydration began to come off at about 40°C., the 

anhydrous [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2 being formed at 100°C.; weight-loss: 

4.15% found; 5.12% theoretical. At about 180°C., the anhydrous com¬ 

pound began to evolve ammonia, giving the ^-[Pt(NH3)2]Cl2 weight- 

level at 260°C.; weight-loss: 10.4% found; 10.19% theoretical for the 

loss of two moles of NH3 from the anhydrous compound. This de¬ 

composition process is in good agreement with that found by Block, 

Roth and Simkin (1960). The diamine compound, ^[Pt(NH3)2Cl2], 

began to decompose at about 320°C., giving a residue of platinum 

metal at 450° C. 

No definite intermediate compounds could be assigned to the curve 

inflections for [Pt(NH3)4Cl2] (N03)2, Figure 1, curve C. Again, due to 

the presence of oxidizing and reducing groups, the decomposition 

process must be a complicated one. The thermal dissociation of i 

[Pt(NH3)4Cl2]Cl2, Figure 1, curve B, must involve a single step proc- | 

ess since no curve inflections were observed. 1 

The thermal dissociation of cis- and tram- [Pt(py)2Cl2] is given in | 

Figure 2, curves E and D, respectively. The two curves were quite i 

similar except that the cis- compound was somewhat less stable ther- ; 
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mally. No stoichiometric intermediate compounds were detected al¬ 

though each curve contained an inflection point at about 500°C. 

If the somewhat empirical criteria of minimum weight-loss tempera¬ 

ture is used, the thermal stability of the complexes can be correlated in 

the following manner. For the platinum (IV) complexes containing 

ethylenediamine, the thermal stability increased in the order: [Pt- 

(en)3]Cl4= [Pt(en)2(OH)2]Cl2< [Pt(en)3] (SCN)4 < [Pt(en)3]Cl4 
< [Pt(en)2Cl2]Cl2 < [Pt(en)3]Br4 < [Pt(en)2Br2]Br2. For the 1,2- 

propanediamine platinum (IV) complexes, the order of increasing 

thermal stability was: bromide < chloride < nitrate. If a comparison 

is made between compounds containing different ligands, the order of 

increasing thermal stability was: [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2 < [Pt(en)2]Cl2 = 

t-[Pt(py)2Cl2]; [Pt(pn)3]Br4 and [Pt(pn)3]BF < [Pt(en)3]Cl4 and 

[Pt(en)3]Br4. 

B. DTA and GE Studies 

The DTA and GE thermograms are given in Figures 4-7. Solid lines 

in the figures indicate DTA curves while dashed lines indicate the GE 

curves. 

In general, for reactions involving a gaseous decomposition product, 

a corresponding gas evolution peak should accompany the DTA endo¬ 

thermic or exothermic peak. The magnitude of the GE peak need not 

necessarily be the same as that of the DTA peak since this is de¬ 

pendent upon the recorder range and the response of the thermal 

conductivity cell to the gaseous product. The magnitude of the DTA 

peak is dependent, among other factors, on the heat of reaction in¬ 

volved. Thus, the magnitudes of the peaks are not comparable in 

themselves. The value of the GE peaks lie in the fact that if they are 

absent for a certain transition, a phase change or solid state reaction, 

not involving a gaseous component, is present. In this manner, a 

somewhat less empirical interpretation of the DTA curve can be 

made. Not all of the DTA-GE curves will be discussed. 

The DTA-GE curves of [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2 lH20 are given in Figure 4, 

curves A and B. The first broad endothermic peak, with a peak maxi¬ 

mum temperature at about 70°C. (henceforth referred to as peak 

temperature) was due to the evolution of hydrate bound water while 

the 225 °C. peak was caused by the deamination of anhydrous [Pt 

(NH3)4]Cl2. Further decomposition of the resultant trans- [Pt(NH3)2- 

CI2] gave the 325°C. peak. The 225 °C. peak temperature was in good 

agreement with the 230 °C. peak reported by Nikolaev and Rubinsh- 

stein (1948). 
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Fig. 4. DTA and GE curves of some platinum complexes. 

A. [PHNHgJ^lClg H,0 (GE) B. [PtfNH.J^] CI2 H^O (DTA) 

C. [Pt(en)^]Cl2 (GE) D. [Pt(en) J CI2 (DTA) ^ 

The DTA-GE curves of [Pt (en) 2CI2] C12-2.5H20 are given in Figure I 

5, curves A and B. The first peak, at 105°C., was caused by the de- | 

hydration of the complex as indicated by equation (1). The second j 

peak, at 260°C., was probably due to the evolution of one mole of I 

ethylenediamine from anhydrous [Pt(en)2Cl2]Cl2 as given in equa¬ 

tion (2), Further decomposition of the complex gave the 310° and 

365 °C. peaks. 
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Fig. 5. DTA and GE curves of some platinum complexes. 

A. [Pt(en)2Cl23Cl2 2.5H^O (GE) B. [PKenl^Cl^l Cl^ 2.5H2O (DTA) 

C. [PHenl^CI^HNOg)^ (GE) D. [Pt(en)2Cl2] (NOg)^ (DTA) 

A rather interesting set of curves was that obtained for [Pt(NH3)4- 

CI2] (N03)2, given in Figure 5, curves C and D. The exothermicity of 

the reaction was indicated by the sharp exothermic peaks at 270°, 

290° and 315°C. This was expected since both oxidizing and reducing 

agents were present in the compound. The only other compound 

which gave an exothermic peak was [Pt(en)3]Br4, given in Figure 7, 

curves A and B. The exothermic peak, at 235 °C., was followed by the 

broad endothermic peak at 365°C. 
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Fig. 6. DTA and GE curves of some platinum complexes. 

A. cis-[Pt(py)2CI.,] (GE) 

B. c/s-tPtCpylgClg] (DTA) 

C. frons-IPt(py)2CI.J (GE) 

E. [Pt(en)2(OH)2lCl2 H2O (GE) 

F. [Pt(en).,(OH)^lCl2 H^O (DTA) 

G. frans-[Pt(NHg)4Cl23Cl2(GE) 

D. trans-[Pt(py)2CIJ (DTA) H. tf0ns[Pt(NH3)^Cl2lCl2 (DTA) 

The DTA curves for cis- and ^r<2n.y-[Pt(py)2Cl2], as given in Figure | 

6, curves B and D, respectively, were quite similar to each other. The I 
cis- form had a shoulder peak at 235°C. which did not appear on the • 

trans- form curve. However, both of them had endothermic peaks at I 

285°C. 
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Fig. 7. DTA and GE curves of some platinum complexes. 

A. [PtCenlglBr^ (GE) D. [Pt(en)2Brp Br., (DTA) 

B. [Pt(en)g]Br^ (DTA) E. IPt(en)3]q (GE) 

C. [Pt(en).,Br.,l Br., (GE) F. [Pt(en)3ll4 (DTA) 

All of the compounds gave GE curve peaks which corresponded to 

the DTA peaks. No phase transitions were involved since a gaseous 

product was liberated in each case. The DTA thermal transitions 

corresponded quite well with the analogous weight-losses found on the 

TGA curves. 
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SUMMARY 

The thermal dissociation of a number of platinum (II) and (IV) 

complexes containing ligands of ammonia, ethylenediamine, and 1,2- 

propanediamine, and anions of chloride, bromide, iodide, nitrate, and 

thiocyanate, were studied by thermogravimetric analysis and differ¬ 

ential thermal analysis—gas evolution techniques. From the weight- 

loss curves, the thermal stability increased in the order: [Pt(en)3]Cl4 

- [Pt(en)3(OH)2]Cl2 < [Pt(en)3] (SCN)^ < [Pt(en)3]Cl4 < [Pt- 

(en)2Cl2]Cl2 < [Pt(en)3]Rr4 < [Pt(en)2Rr2]Br2. For the 1,2-propane- 

diamine complexes, [Pt(pn)3]x4, the order of increasing thermal sta¬ 

bility was: bromide < chloride < nitrate. For complexes containing 

different ligands, the order of increasing stability was: [Pt (NH3) 4] CI2 

< [Pt(en)2]Cl2 = ^-[Pt(py)2Cl2]; [Pt(pn)3]Br4 and [Pt(pn)3]Cl4 < 

[Pt(en)3]Cl4 and [Pt(en)3]Br4. 
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Congenital Heart Abnormalities in Biotin-Deficient 

and in Pantothenic Acid-Deficient White Rats" 

by WILLIAM A. COOPER 

West Texas State College 

INTRODUCTION 

The effects of teratogenic agents have been studied for a number of 

years by many investigators. Kennedy and Palmer (1945) were 

among the first to report reproductive failure in albino rats which 

were fed raw egg white diets containing the biotin antagonist, avidin. 

These workers showed that some intra-uterine resorption and produc¬ 

tion of weak and unhealthy offspring resulted from this deficiency of 

biotin. Couch et al. (1948) showed that biotin deficiency caused con¬ 

genital abnormalities, particularly skeletal, in the chick. Other organs 

were not elaborated upon. 

Little was mentioned in the literature relative to biotin-deficient 

reproduction until Cooper and Brown (1958b) reported extensive 

reproductive defects as well as tissue abnormalities in newborn biotin- 

deficient rats. Among organs affected were heart, liver, and kidneys 

(Cooper and Brown, 1958a). 

Pantothenic acid as a teratogenic agent has been investigated by 

numerous workers. Among the more recent studies is that of Nelson 

et aL (1957) who found cardiovascular anomalies in approximately 

12 per cent of 21-day fetuses of pantothenic acid-deficient female rats. 

These abnormalities consisted of interventricular septum defects and 

anomalies of the aortic arch patterns. Barboriak et al. (1957) studied 

the effects of partial pantothenic acid deficiencies on reproductive per¬ 

formance in the rat and found malformations and retarded develop¬ 

ment of the young. Rivers et al. (1959) reported on many teratogenic 

agents in a National Foundation sponsored conference on congenital 

malformations. 

The purpose of this study was to determine the extent of heart ab¬ 

normalities in newborn offspring of mother rats that were fed purified 

1 This study was made possible through Grant H-4062 from the Heart Institute 

of the National Institutes of Health. 
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diets lacking biotin or pantothenic acid for definite periods of time 

before mating or during gestation. 

METHODS 

The female Wistar strain rats used in these investigations were 

maintained on a stock ration (Purina Lab Chows plus salt supple¬ 

ment) from weaning until they attained a weight of 140-160 grams 

(approximately 8 weeks of age). They were then divided into control 

and experimental groups, placed into individual cages, and put on the 

semi-synthetic ration consisting of “vitamin-free” casein, cerelose 

(dextrose), salts mixture, necessary vitamins, and essential fats (see 

Cooper and Brown, 1958b, for basic dietary formula). In the biotin- 

deficient-ration dried raw egg white was substituted for 50 per cent 

of the casein and biotin was omitted. The pantothenic acid-deficient 

ration lacked only pantothenic acid. 

The biotin-deficiency experimental groups were arranged as follows 

(also see Table I): 

Group I—Females (5 control and 20 deficient) were put on the 

semi-synthetic diets 5 weeks prior to mating. Group II—Females (5 

control and 23 deficient) were mated after 6 weeks on the experi¬ 

mental diets. Group III—Females (7 control and 25 deficient) re¬ 

mained on the experimental rations for 7 weeks before mating. 

All females, both control and experimental, were mated with 

normal males after the proper time had elapsed and were maintained 

on their respective rations through-out the gestation period. 

The pantothenic acid-deficiency experimental groups were as fol¬ 

lows (also see Table III); 

Group I—18 control-fed females. Group II—22 experimental ani¬ 

mals which were placed on the deficient ration for 5 days after 4 days 

of gestation and then returned to control ration for the remainder of 

gestation. Group III—14 experimental females which were on de¬ 

ficiency rations from 0-5 days before gestation began and throughout 

gestation. Group IV—^25 females which were on deficiency rations for 

6-9 days before mating and throughout gestation. Group V—11 ex¬ 

perimental females that were on deficiency rations for 10-15 days 

before mating and throughout gestation. 

Vaginal smear techniques were utilized to determine the day of 

fertilization of all females and that day was considered as “day 0” of 

the gestation period. At parturition the newborn rats were collected, 

weighed, killed with chloroform, and their hearts excised and pre¬ 

served in formol-acetic-alcohol (FAA). Randomly selected hearts were 
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then routinely sectioned at 7 microns and stained with hematoxylin 

and eosin. Photomicrographs of representative normal and abnormal 

heart sections were made (Figs. 1—14). 

Female rats that did not litter by the end of the normal 22 day 

gestation period were sacrificed and their uteri examined for implanta¬ 

tion sites and for resorptions. The females that did litter were also 

killed (after the young had been collected) and their uteri were ex¬ 

amined in the same manner. Hearts of all mother rats were preserved, 

sectioned, and examined for abnormalities. 

RESULTS 

I. Biotin Deficiency 

Reproduction 

During the experimental period a total of 17 control-fed and 68 

biotin-deficient females were mated with normal males. Three experi¬ 

mental groups of biotin-deficient females were utilized. These groups 

were fed the experimental ration for 5, 6, and 7 weeks, respectively, 

before mating (Table I). 

Table I 

Biotin-Deficiency Reproduction 

Weeks on 
semi-synthetic diet 

Unit before mating 
Number 
females 

Number 
littered 

Average 
no. per 
litter 

Average 
weight offspring 

(grams) 

Total 
number 
resorbed 

A All 17 15 9.0 5.5 11 

(Controls) 

B 5 20 9 5.6 4.8 91 

C 6 23 16 8.6 4.9 63 

D 7 25 8 8.4 4.5 100 

Previous work with biotin deficient rats had shown that feeding the 

deficient ration for a minimum of 5 weeks was necessary to reduce 

reproduction (Cooper and Brown, 1958b). In this study evidence that i 

reproductive efficiency decreases as the store of biotin decreases is i 

shown by reduction in number of litters produced by females main- I 
tained on the experimental diet for relatively long periods of time, j 

The average weight of the viable offspring showed a decrease with | 

longer periods of female parental dieting before mating. i 

Newborn Heart Studies | 

Observations with a 30 X dissecting microscope showed no occur- , 

rence of abnormalities of the aortic arch patterns or of the external 

portions of the biotin-deficient hearts. r 
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Plate I. Biotin-Deficiency Heart Photomicrographs. 

Fig. 1. Auricle from control newborn rat. X 100. 

Fig. 2. Auricle from newborn rat of biotin-deficient mother. Note thin wall. X 100. 

Fig. 3. Section of ventricles of control newborn rat. X 25. 

Fig. 4. Section of ventricles of biotin-deficient newborn rat. X 25. 

Fig, 5. Right ventricle of control heart. X 100. 

Fig. 6. Right ventricle of biotin-deficient heart, X 100. 

Fig. 7. Longitudinal section of control newborn rat ventricle. X 900. 

Fig. 8. Longitudinal section of biotin-deficient newborn rat ventricle. X 900. 
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Histological observations of the hearts of the biotin-deficient new¬ 

born rats showed the right ventricular myocardium as the most usual 

place for abnormalities to occur. In many cases the myocardium of the 

right ventricle near the interventricular septum at the apex of the 

heart was reduced to less than 10 cell layers in thickness (Figs. 4 and 

6). The left ventricle was seldom affected in this manner. Engorge¬ 

ment of blood throughout the tissues and enlarged blood sinusoids in 

the myocardium were noted. Many of the blood sinusoids, which are 

extensions of the lumen of the ventricle, had no apparent endothelial 

linings (endocardium) and some had the appearance of eroded areas 

(Figs. 4 and 6). The cell structure of both ventricles and auricles was 

poor with cross-striations reduced or absent. The nuclei were enlarged 

and irregular in shape and were pycnotic when compared with control 

sections (Fig. 8). The cytoplasm of the myocardial cells was highly 

vacuolated which gave the effect of faded areas in the cells. The thin- 

walled appearance of the auricles could have been due to blood en¬ 

gorgement. However, some showed a reduction to only one cell layer 

thickness (Fig. 2) and the controls were at least three cell layers in 

thickness (Fig. 1). The cellular elements of the deficient auricles were 

better developed and more normal in appearance than were those of 

the ventricles. The hearts obtained from control newborn rats showed 

an over all average of approximately 90 per cent that had good myo¬ 

cardial tissue configuration with well developed nuclei and small 

blood sinusoids with endothelial linings and were considered as normal 

hearts (Table II). The remainder of the control hearts were observed 

to have poor cell configuration or enlargement of blood sinusoids re¬ 

sembling an incomplete condition and were considered abnormal 

hearts. 

The hearts from the 5 week deficient litters (Table II) showed that 

approximately 77 per cent were abnormal, while the 6 and 7 week ; 

deficiencies showed approximately 90 per cent of the hearts as i 

abnormal. 

Table II 

Biotin-Deficiency Congenital Heart Abnormalities 

Group 
No. hearts 
observed 

Per cent 
noniial 

Per cent 
abnoiTnal 

I 40 90.0 10.0 

(Control) 

II 18 22.2 77.7 

III 32 9.4 90.6 

IV 16 12.5 87.5 
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Mother Heart Studies 

Examination of histological sections of the 17 control-fed adult 

female hearts and 68 biotin-deficient adult female hearts showed no 

apparent differences. 

DISCUSSION 

The mother rats in these experiments did not exhibit the typical 

alopecia and dermatitis symptoms usually associated with biotin de¬ 

ficiencies as summarized by Sebrell and Harris (1954). The deficiency 

was evident, however, in the decrease in reproductive efficiency and 

in the reduced average weight of the offspring. 

Further examination of hearts of both control and deficient rats of 

from one to eight weeks of age is indicated to determine the effects of 

aging in conjunction with the deficiency. 

The role of biotin in biochemical reactions has been reviewed by 

Sebrell and Harris (1954) and was summarized as follows: “Biotin 

appears to participate in various enzymatic reactions such as in the 

decarboxylation of oxaloacetate and of succinate, in the deamination 

of aspartic acid and serine and threonine, in the dehydrogenation of 

succinic acid, and indirectly in the synthesis of citrulline and of oleic 

acid,” Some of these reactions have been reported to be reduced in 

duck heart (Olsen, Miler, Topper and Stare, 1958), in turkey liver 

(Ochoa et al. 1947), and in rat liver (Grisolia and Cohen 1948). From 

these malfunctions it could follow that if biotin is not supplied to the 

mother in sufficient quantity, the developing embryo would likewise 

show upset metabolic activities.- These metabolic changes could in 

turn be manifested by structural abnormalities. The ultimate result 

of this interference would be the death of the embryo or the formation 

of abnormalities that would persist throughout fetal life. 

The action of biotin in embryonic development is similar to that of 

other growth factors and reagents so that in the deprivation of biotin 

during certain periods (probably first one-third of gestation) suscepti¬ 

bility of the tissues results in improper development. A review of many 

compounds which cause such a condition was recently published 

(Rivers et al., 1959). 

11. Pantothenic Acid Deficiency 

Reproduction 

\ The results given in Table III indicate that a deficiency of panto- 

I thenic acid for a period of more than 5 days prior to fertilization is 
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sufficient to interrupt the normal reproductive pattern of white rats. 

Reduced number of litters, smaller litter size, and reduced average 

weight of the offspring appear to be symptomatic of such a deficiency. 

The estrus cycle and fertilization apparently are not affected by the 

deficiency. An average differential of approximately 1-2 grams may 

be seen between control and deficient offspring. 

Table III 

Pantothenic Acid-Deficiency Reproduction According to Time on Diet 

Before Fertilization 

Group 
Time 

on diet 
Number 
females 

Number 
litters 

Average 
no. per 
litter 

Average 
weight 

offspring 

Total 
number 

resorptions 

I All 

(Control) 

18 17 9.3 6.4 28 

II 5 days 

during gestation 

22 20 7.2 5.9 43 

III 0-5 days 

before mating 

14 12 12.6 5.3 8 

IV 6-9 days 

before mating 

25 6 5.2 4.3 230 

V 10-15 days 

before mating 

11 3 7.0 4.9 140 

Newborn Heart Studies 

Observations made with the 30 X dissecting microscope revealed no 

gross abnormalities of either the aortic arch pattern or the heart of the 

pantothenic acid-deficient newborn rats. 

Histologically the hearts from pantothenic acid-deficient newborn 

rats were similar to those described in biotin deficiency. The auricular 

walls were frequently only 2 or 3 cell layers thick with reduced intra- 

auricular septa (Figs. 9-10). Under low magnification the ventricles 

showed enlarged blood sinusoids which often did not have an endo¬ 

thelial lining. This condition, as in biotin-deficiency, was found most 

frequently in the right ventricle. Comparison of Figs. 11-14 shows a 

reduction in thickness in the right ventricular myocardium. In many 

of the deficient right ventricles the blood sinusoids and/or erosion 

areas extended to within 1 or 2 cell layers of the periphery. The 

cellular elements of both auricles and ventricles of the deficient hearts 

did not show as degenerate a condition as did those in biotin-deficiency. 

The nuclei were of more normal appearance and few vacuolations 

were seen in the cytoplasm. 

A total of 47 control hearts and 146 deficient hearts were examined 

for histological abnormalities as described above. Of the control hearts 
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Plafe II. Pantothenic Acid-Deficiency Heart Photomicrographs. 

Fig. 9. Control heart, section of auricle. X 100. 

Fig. 10. Deficient heart, section of auricle. X 100. 

Fig. 1 1. Section of ventricle, control. X 25. 

Fig. 1 2. Section of ventricle, deficient. X 25. 

Fig. 13. Control right ventricle. X 100. 

Fig. 14. Deficient right ventricle. X 100. 

6,4 per cent showed underdevelopment or enlarged ventricular blood 

sinusoids (Table IV). In the remaining groups the offspring were 

observed to have congenitally abnormal hearts in ranges from 16.3 to 

42.1 per cent. Generally it would seem that the longer the mother rats 

were maintained on the deficient diet the higher the occurrence of 

congenital heart abnormalities in their viable offspring. 

Mother Heart Studies 

Microscope slide sections of the hearts of 18 control and 72 panto¬ 

thenic acid-deficient-fed mother rats used in these studies showed no 

apparent differences. 
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Table IV 

Panothenic Acid-Deficiency Congenital Heart Abnormalities 

Group 
No. hearts 
observed 

Per cent 
normal 

Per cent 
abnormal 

I 

Control 

47 93.6 6.4 

II 

5 days during gestation 

43 83.7 16.3 

III 

0-5 days before mating 

45 64.4 35.6 

IV 

6-9 days before mating 

39 74.4 25.6 

V 

10-15 days before mating 

19 57.9 42.1 

DISCUSSION 

Pantothenic acid occurs actively as a part of coenzyme A in most 

organisms. Its functions have been summarized by Sebrell and Harris 

(1954) as follows, '‘It appears that CoA is involved in the primary 

pathway of carbohydrate oxidation through citric acid synthesis and 

through its function in ketoglutarate and pyruvate oxidation. Through 

its function in citrate and ketoglutarate metabolism, furthermore, it is 

involved in the synthesis of various amino acids, like glutamic acid, 

proline, and others from carbohydrate sources. Through succinyl 

transfer, it seems to enter into synthesis of the pyrrole ring in the heme 

molecule. Its role in acetoacetate synthesis and its well established role 

in fatty acid and cholesterol synthesis illustrate the instrumental part 

of the coenzyme in fat and steroid synthesis. Since the discovery of 

CoA, the function of pantothenic acid has been relegated to the 

metabolic territory of acetyl transfer in particular, and to that of acyl 

transfer in a more general sense.” 

Nelson et al. (1957) reported approximately 12 per cent gross 

cardiovascular anomalies in terminal fetuses of pantothenic acid- 

deficient rats as being interventricular septum and aortic arch pattern 

defects. 

SUMMARY 

1. Wistar strain female rats deprived of biotin for from 5-7 weeks 

before mating produced litters that had histological congenital heart 

abnormalities in 79.2 to 91.7 per cent of the offspring. It seems ap¬ 

parent that the longer the mother rats were maintained on the biotin- 
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deficient ration, the higher the percentage of occurrence of heart ab¬ 

normalities was in the viable young. 

2. Histological examination of the hearts of the biotin-deficient 

offspring showed improper development of the right ventricular myo¬ 

cardium, thin auricular walls, enlarged blood sinusoids in the ven¬ 

tricles, absence of endothelial linings of some sinusoids, and areas of 

cellular disruption of the ventricles. Myocardial cell structure showed 

loss of cross-striation, vacuolar areas in the cytoplasm, and irregularly 

shaped and deeply stained nuclei. 

3. Wistar strain female white rats deprived of pantothenic acid for 

longer than 5 days before mating and throughout gestation showed a 

reduction in reproductive ability and produced viable litters that had 

congenital heart abnormalities of 35.6 to 42.1 per cent. Mother rats 

subjected to a transient pantothenic acid-deficiency had 16.3 per cent 

young with abnormal hearts. Six per cent of control newborn rats had 

underdeveloped hearts. 

4. The histological picture of the congenital pantothenic acid- 

deficient heart was one of incomplete development of the myocardial 

tissues, particularly in the auricular walls and in the right ventricle. 

Cell structure appeared to be less affected than in biotin-deficiency. 

5. Histological studies of mother rat hearts showed no apparent 

differences between the control-fed and pantothenic acid-deficient-fed 

animals. 

6. In the present investigation on newborn rats only one inter¬ 

ventricular septum defect and no aortic arch defects were observed. 

Further study of congenital abnormalities in the hearts of pantothenic 

acid-deficient rats of ages from 1 through 8 weeks will be made in 

order to follow the effects of aging in conjunction with the deficiency. 
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Effects of a Hurricane on the Fish Fauna 

of a Coastal Pool and Drainage Ditch 

by CLARK HUBBS 

The University of Texas 

Hurricane Carla passed inland on near Port O'Connor, Texas, on 

September 9, 1961. It was one of the most violent hurricanes known. 

Fortunately, collections of fishes had been made at approximately one 

month intervals since February, 1960, from a coastal pool six miles 

north of Rockport, a locality approximately 40 miles southwest of the 

path of the hurricane. Similar collections had been made from two 

drainage ditches near Brownsville, Texas, some 200 miles south of the 

hurricane path, A collection trip was made on September 23 and 24, 

1961, to obtain information on the fishes present at that time to com¬ 

pare with the relative abundance of the fishes in the previous collec¬ 

tions. The prehurricane collections had been made as a part of a study 

on members of the genus Mollienesia (Hubbs, ms); therefore, the 

localities had been selected because of the abundance of these fishes. 

Details on collecting methods and effort expended as well as ac¬ 

knowledgments for field assistance may be found in the other report. 

Apparently only Breder (1962) has documented the effects of hur¬ 

ricanes on fishes; although Robins (1957) showed some of the effects 

of winds of lesser intensity. Baughman (1950) attributed the presence 

of apparently back-cross molly hybrids to the effects of a 1943 hurri¬ 

cane; however, he presented no supporting data. Robins’ report con¬ 

cerned the fishes killed and he did not compare the surviving fishes 

with those known to occur there previously. Although no dead fish 

were observed near Rockport, I did not visit the area until 14 days after 

the hurricane and most dead fishes would have been eaten by shore 

birds in that interval, Simmons and Hoese (1960) reported that tides 

from Hurricane Audrey introduced high salinity organisms into the 

previously low salinity Cedar Bayou; however, no hurricane force 

winds were involved. Breder (1962) reported on the effects of Hurri¬ 

cane Donna on fishes in Lemon Bay near Englewood, Florida, on 

September 10, 1960.^ Oddly the only hurricanes to affect an area in 

1 While this paper was at the printer, Tabb and Jones (1962) reported on other 

effects of Hurricane Donna. They emphasized observed mortalities and attributed 

them to high turbidity and low oxygen concentrations caused by the storm. How¬ 

ever, they did not consider that any permanent damage was caused in the aquatic 
fauna. 
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which the fish fauna had been studied previously occurred on succes¬ 

sive years, one day apart. My conclusions are very similar to Breder’s 

and the data complement his. His study area was in a bay and mine in 

a pond adjacent to a bay as well as coastal ditches. Moreover, he used 

traps and I used a 10' common sense minnow seine. 

The pond north of Rockport is closest to the hurricane’s path. It has 

been separated from the adjacent Aransas Bay for years by a sand bar. 

During wet periods the pond encroaches upon the adjacent vegetation 

and during dryer times the shore is bare. Obviously such changes 

affect the relative efficiency of any collecting effort, so that general 

conclusions only can be made concerning the “typical” conditions in 

the pond. Although I did not witness the events that occurred at the 

pond during the hurricane, a reasonably reliable estimate can be 

obtained from available clues. The water level rose all along the Texas 

coast on September 8 and 9. Apparently it reached a depth of about 6' 

above the normal pool elevation as a small hill adjacent to the pool 

had a terrace cut at that height. This must have changed the salinity 

from slightly below 10 ppt to well over 20 ppt suddenly. It also 

permitted an exchange of fishes between the bay and pool. The bay 

waters subsided as the hurricane passed and the accompanying rains 

and runoff caused a rapid reduction in salinity so that by the time of 

my visit the water scarcely tasted salty. This coastal pool did not 

nearly empty as did Lemon Bay during Hurricane Donna. 

The relative abundance of the fishes at various dates in collections 

obtained from the coastal pool are given in Table I, ending with the 

posthurricane collection. Exactly one-half of the species were taken 

only in the posthurricane collection. All but one of these are common 

in the adjacent Aransas Bay (Hoese, 1959). The exception, Gambusia 

affinis, is common in the adjacent more fresh-water swamps and 

ditches. Moreover, all species that had previously been obtained in the 

pool were recaptured in the single posthurricane collection. These data 

suggest that the fishes are scattered about during a hurricane and, 

rather than being a significant cause of mortalities, hurricanes act as 

a disseminating agent. Similarly, Breder noted that mixing of the 

fauna was a primary result of Hurricane Donna. He did note that 

three species, Lagodon rhomboides, Leiostomus xanthurus^ and Men- 

ticirrhus focaliger^ which had been present before the hurricane, were 

absent in his samples after the hurricane. The first two species were 

subsequently collected in the following spring. The absence of these 

fishes does not necessarily mean that they are seriously affected by 

hurricanes as the first two were among the species that appeared for 

the first time in my posthurricane collection. The dissemination of 
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fishes by the hurricane is also shown by the occurrence of young 

Mugil cephalus. Adult mullet were noted jumping about in the pool 

on virtually every prehurricane visit but were not captured in the 

small seine used. Arnold and Thompson (1958) have shown that 

mullet breed in the ocean, therefore the ‘"pool-locked” adults did not 

breed and no young were collected until the young could enter the 

pool from the bay. Five of the typical prehurricane fishes, Lucania 

parva, Adinia xenica, Fundulus pulvereus, Mollienesia latipinna and 

Gobeosoma bosci, were less abundant than usual in the posthurricane 

collection. Although the differences may be attributed to chance or the 

encroachment of the pool into the adjacent vegetation, it is more 

probable that it is due to the mixing action of the hurricane. None of 

those five species are common in the adjacent Aransas Bay and four 

species that retained their prehurricane numbers, Cyprinodon varie- 

gatus, Fundulus grandis, Fundulus similis, and Menidia beryllina 

were among the fishes most often taken in Aransas Bay by Gunter 

(1945). Some purely seasonal changes in abundance can be noted in 

Table I. Perhaps the most outstanding is the virtual absence of Adinia 

xenica in winter months. Essentially, this fish is either common or 

absent. 

Although it is not possible to determine with assurance how soon the 

pool would return to normal, a collection in June, 1962, contained the 

typical prehurricane fauna and two more tj^ical bay fishes, Para- 

lichthys lethostigmus and Chasmodes bosquianus. The latter had not 

been taken in the other posthurricane collection. There was also a low 

abundance of Mollienesia latipinna^ which I would attribute to cold 

weather. 

Somewhat different circumstances prevailed at Brownsville, the 

winds never approached hurricane force, reaching 36 (9th), 37 

(10th), and 38 (11th) miles per hour. Rains fell but never as much 

as one inch in 24 hours. The low pressure of the hurricane resulted in 

an unseasonable cold wave on September 14. The temperature fell 

from an average of 87°F on the 13th to an average of 73°F on the 

15th. Moreover 5.52 inches of rain fell on the 14th and 4.16 inches 

fell on the 15th. This rain fell when the temperature averaged 7°F 

below normal and 12°F below that of the 13th. This heavy rain should 

have caused a sudden drop in water temperature. Likewise, consider¬ 

able flooding resulted from those rains, and the resulting runoff could 

have affected the fish populations. The principal area studied, ditches 

on Lula Sams State Fish Hatchery, however, was not subjected to 

flood scouring as the hatchery is surrounded by a dike and water can 

escape only through a 2' culvert. During and just after the rains of the 
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14th and 15th the hatchery area filled so that the entire working area 

was one pond. Consequently the fish in the hatchery ponds were mixed 

with those of the drainage ditch where the collections were made. 

The relative abundance of the fishes at various dates in collections 

from the drainage ditch are shown in Table II, ending with the 

posthurricane collection. In sharp contrast to the coastal pool, few 

species first appeared in this posthurricane collection. One small 

Ictalurus punctatus was found dead. It probably came from the 

hatchery pools. One amphibian. Siren intermedia^^ was collected for 

the first time in the ditch. This species has been obtained in numbers 

from the hatchery pools. Likewise, Gambusia affinis and Lucania 

parva, species common in the hatchery ponds were noted in increased 

abundance. Cyprinodon variegatus, Cichlasoma cyanogattatum, and 

Mollienesia latipinna also increased somewhat in relative abundance. 

All were common in the ditches adjacent to the hatchery. Therefore 

some mixing did occur. On the other hand considerable mortalities 

were noted. In addition to the Ictalurus punctatus^ many dead Ast- 

yanax fasciatus, Micropterus salmoides, Lepomis cyanellus^ L. macro- 

chirus, and Cichlasoma cyanogattatum were noted. The first two 

are most notable in that no live examples were captured. Both 

species often had been obtained previously. The absence of live 

M. salmoides is especially important as many thousand were present 

in the adjacent ponds. These deaths undoubtedly resulted from cold 

shock. All of the fishes that were found to have been adversely af¬ 

fected were midwater inhabitants and the abundant fishes not af¬ 

fected were topwater species. The unusual combination of unseason¬ 

able cold and heavy rains must have suddenly reduced the temperature 

of the entire body of water. Occasional sudden cold weather not 

accompanied by such heavy rains would affect the surface more than 

the bulk of the water. Therefore, the topwater fish must become more 

adapted to sudden drops in temperature than are the midwater fishes. 

Gunter (1945) lists several records of fish kills attributable to cold, 

all of which occurred in winter. This report is the first I know of that 

supports a fish kill due to cold shock in warm months. 

Some other changes can be noted in the distribution of the fishes. 

1 Certain previously unknown aspects of the breeding habits of this species noted 

in the course of this study are reported here. On March 12, 1961, several nests 

comprising a depression about 2" deep' and 14" in diameter in the mud and vegeta¬ 

tion were seen in the hatchery ponds. One adult was found on each accompanying 

more than 100 eggs or larvae. The siren caught on September 24 was slightly 

smaller than the survivors maintained by Nancy Parker and Dr. Antone Jacobson 

in Austin. 
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Mollienesia latipinna was much less abundant after June, 1960, at 

which time the ditch was dredged. Astyanax fasciatus was more 

abundant in 1961 than 1960, which is probably due to the warm 

winter of 1960-1961. These changes are not both due exclusively to 

the dredging as both species increased in abundance in 1961 at a 

nearby station (Table III). This station was not sampled after the 

hurricane as water was still running off there at the time of our visit. 

Likewise, the severe cold winter of 1961 and 1962 affected the Browns¬ 

ville fauna as many of the fishes with tropical affinities were very 

scarce in June, 1962. 
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Reproductive Isolation in Damselflies and 

Dragonflies (Order Odonata) 

by CLIFFORD JOHNSON 

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a restatement of the isolation mechanisms im¬ 

portant to the Odonata in view of recent supporting experimental 

data and points out the areas where research is most needed. Students 

of animal speciation have given little attention to the Odonata although 

the problem of isolation and its proposed mechanisms were well out¬ 

lined at an early date. Williamson (1906) posed the question of what 

mechanisms “. . . determine the preservation of the species,” and his 

observations led to the following generalizations. First, species with 

distinctive sexually dimorphic color patterns usually have similar or 

non-distinctive abdominal appendages in the males (these structures 

are used to clasp the female in the pre-copula tandem position) and 

second, species without distinct sexually dimorphic color patterns have 

specific male abdominal appendages. Williamson concluded from these 

observations that species remain distinct by two mechanisms: 1. “ob¬ 

vious external characters” which implied that conspecific recognition 

was made by visual stimuli prior to the tandem position, and 2. “com¬ 

plexity of the sexual act” through which the female has to respond 

properly after the tandem position is accomplished to complete copula. 

See Wesenberg-Lund (1913-14) for odonate copulation. The assump¬ 

tion that adults orient to their environment principally by optical 

stimuli was inherent in Williamson’s thinking and has since been 

documentated and is discussed by Corbet et al. (1960). Williamson 

(1906) also commented on what has since been referred to as male 

territoriality in terms of the males fighting for the females. 

The first of Williamson’s factors listed above for preserving the 

species would now be regarded as ethological and the second as 

mechanical isolation following Dobzhansky (1961). Ethological isola¬ 

tion as used here refers to behavioral discrimination prior to the tan¬ 

dem position. This can be expressed two ways: 1. recognition of con- 

specific individuals without sexual discrimination and 2. recognition 
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of conspecific species together with sexual discrimination. Species of 

Odonata possessing the latter alternative very often also show male 

territoriality. 

ISOLATING MECHANISMS IN ZYGOPTERA (dAMSELFLIES) 

Most adults of the suborder Zygoptera show sexual dimorphism in 

the color patterns of the wings or of the body or both. The intensity 

of the color usually changes with the age of the individual, however 

the color pattern in the majority of species is observed to be rather 

constant over a wide range of environments. Where sexual dimorph¬ 

ism in color patterns is not strongly marked, the pattern in one sex, 

usually the male becomes partly obliterated by means of a whitish 

exudate, pruinesence. The presence of pruinesence in males has long 

been associated with sexual maturity. Sexual dimorphism produced 

by pruinesence is probably important in species recognition for many 

groups and has been demonstrated to serve this function in the anisop- 

teran, Pachydiplax longipennis by Johnson (1962c). 

The head and body color patterns have an important function in 

conspecific discrimination for the coenagrionid and platycnemidid 

Zygoptera as shown by C. Buchholtz (1956) and Krieger and Krieger- 

Loibl (1958). C. Buchholtz (1951, 1955) has also demonstrated that 

the wing color patterns characteristic of calopterygine Zygoptera serve 

as the basis for the female’s discrimination between males in the genus 

Calopteryx. Johnson (1961) has inferred a similar mechanism in the 

related genus Hetaerina. Ixiibl (1958) found pre-tandem conspecific 

and sexual discrimination poorly developed in certain lestid species. 

The Lestidae have colorless wings and mechanical isolation is known 

to be functional for some species. The group is ancestral to the Calop- 

terygidae. 

Increasing evidence that the color patterns function in conspecific 

recognition brings to light a number of intriguing problems. Wide 

variability in wing color patterns is found in males of Hetaerina titia. 

Studies are in progress to determine the nature of the variation and 

present evidence indicates a non-environmental basis. Behavioral 

differences in territoriality and oviposition were found to be correlated 

with these color pattern differences by Johnson (1961). Color patterns 

in the females of some genera, especially Ischnura^ are observed to 

exist in two distinctly different phases. 

Courtship is known for some Zygoptera in conjunction with recogni¬ 

tion by color patterns. Grieve (1937) refers to courtship by the female 

of the coenagrionid Ischnura verticalis^ however the phenomenon 
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described is similar to the cleaning process given by other authors for 

similar species and should be reinvestigated. C. Buchholtz (1956) has 

found a simple male courtship in the Platycnemididae. Complex 

courtship in the Zygoptera is rare outside the Calopterygoidea. C. 

Buchholtz (1951, 1955) and Johnson (1962b) have described male 

courtship in different species of Calopteryx. Johnson (1961) suggested 

that the display flights in male Hetaerina have a courtship function. 

Courtship in most of these species is easily observed and generally 

can be stimulated by the use of models. 

Mechanical isolation is often related to the lock and key concept con¬ 

cerning the fit of conspecific genitalia. This concept in the Odonata 

can be extended to include the fit of the male’s abdominal appendages 

with the structures on the female’s head and prothroax, the so-called 

tandem position. Documentation supporting the concept has been long 

in coming in spite of the fact that genital and abdominal appendage 

differences are fundamental in taxonomy. Krieger and Krieger-Loibl 

(1958) and Loibl (1958) have shown for certain clear-winged coen- 

agrionid and lestid Zygoptera that a female will not go into copulation 

when a male whose abdominal appendages have been damaged or 

partly amputated takes her in tandem. The male and female were 

otherwise in normal breeding behavior. The female can therefore 

recognize non-specific abdominal appendages by tactile stimuli after 

the tandem position is reached. 

ISOLATING MECHANISMS IN ANISOPTERA (DRAGONFLIES) 

Short distance optical detection of sexual differences in the color 

patterns is very difficult in many species of the suborder Anisoptera. 

Conspecific recognition without sexual discrimination prior to the 

tandem position could therefore be expected and appears to exist for 

a number of dragonflies. Moore (1952) has reported indiscriminate 

attempts in several species toward the tandem position without sexual 

recognition. Kormondy (1959) found a lack of sexual recognition in a 

study of the corduliid genus, Tetragoneura. Conspecific recognition 

together with sexual discrimination does exist at least for certain 

libelluid genera. As expected these species are sexually dimorphic in 

color patterns. Jacobs (1955) has described this behavior {or Plathemis 

lydia and Perithemis tenera. Johnson (1962c) has shown that the 

color pattern without pruinesence forms the basis for female recog¬ 

nition by the males of Pachydiplax longipennis. Courtship accom¬ 

panying visual discrimination appears to be relatively simple in the 

Anisoptera. The best known, case is perhaps shown by Perithemis 
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tenera. Male territoriality has been suggested to function as courtship. 

Population studies indicate that this function is not the principal 

advantage of territoriality as discussed below. Variability in the color 

patterns of the Anisoptera also offer challenging areas for study. 

Jacobs (1955) has shown that a behavioral difference in oviposition 

is correlated with the variation in the female color pattern in Perithe- 

mis tenera. The males are uniform in color, but do they breed at ran¬ 

dom with these female color phases? No experimental studies on 

mechanical isolation are available for the Anisoptera. This is an area 

where behavior investigations are badly needed. 

DISCUSSION 

Williamson’s early inferences appear to be supported by the studies 

cited above, however additional isolation mechanisms are surely im¬ 

portant for many species. Kennedy (1928) and others have discussed 

seasonal species replacement in the reproductive condition and daily 

activity periods for odonates. Kennedy (1922) also reported positive 

species associations correlated with different successional stages of a 

habitat. Ecological isolation is suggested by these and other references, 

but its study has hardly started. Walker (1958) recorded an attempted 

non-specific pairing in the aeshnid Anisoptera, Boyeria, and suggested 

that it was due to occasional individuals leaving their preferred habi¬ 

tat. A few possible hybrids have been reported, however nothing is 

known of genetic isolation. 

Territoriality has been found predominantly in the males of those 

species which possess pre-tandem conspecific and sexual discrimination 

and are sexually dimorphic in color pattern. A number of possible 

functions for this behavior have been suggested by St. Quentin (1934), 

Moore (1953, 1957), Jacobs (1955), Kormondy (1961), and Johnson 

(1962a). Some ecological advantages such as dispersal and density 

regulation were among those suggested. The function which has the 

strongest support from population studies is that which allows the 

male to maintain an area of reduced intramale competition for mates 

at breeding sites acceptable to the females. Maintenance of territories 

involves intramale competition at the peripheries of the defended area. 

Localization of males result and regions of reduced competition within 

the territory are produced. The biological function of the adult is 

reproduction, and the adult life span is the shortest time interval for 

individuals of most species. Complex adult traits, especially sexual 

dimorphic ones, would logically appear related to reproduction. I be¬ 

lieve this concept of territoriality is what Williamson meant by stating 
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that males fight for a mate. Where conspecific recognition without 

sexual discrimination occurs in some Anisoptera, a spacing out of 

males over the breeding habitat similar to the effect produced by 

territoriality may result. In this case, the spacing results from males 

which resist being sexually clasped by a non-discriminating male 

becoming displaced. The displaced male is not discriminating between 

species, but avoiding a homosexual attack. Sex drive varies in indi¬ 

viduals and the displaced male may also make homosexual attacks at 

a later time. Distinguishing between aggressive territorial displace¬ 

ment or an effort by one individual to take the other in tandem is 

important in such studies. 

Since mechanical and pre-tandem ethological isolation are known 

to be functional in the Odonata, a preliminary speculation on the 

evolutionary development of these mechanisms is in order. Terri¬ 

toriality and courtship appear from our present evidence to be best 

developed in the libelluid Anisoptera and in the calopterygine Zygop- 

tera. Fraser (1954) shows these same groups to be the most recent in 

odonate phylogeny and that they had common ancestors in the Lesti- 

noidea. Bick and Bick (1961) found no territoriality or courtship in 

their study of a Lestes population and ethological discrimination as 

mentioned earlier was found to be poorly developed in other studies 

of the group. If pre-tandem behavioral isolation is not well developed 

in the lestid stock one might speculate that mechanical isolation was 

developed long before courtship and territoriality and that these be¬ 

havior traits had independent origins in the libelluid and calopterygine 

genera. 

If this concept finds enough supporting data for a tentative accept¬ 

ance, it opens an interesting problem concerning Hemiphlebia mira- 

bilis. The latter species is the only existing representative of the super¬ 

family Hemiphlebioidea which is placed by Fraser (1957) in odonate 

phylogeny at the base of the suborder Zygoptera from which all recent 

Odonata are thought to have evolved. This conclusion is supported 

by comparative anatomy of recent and fossil material. Tillyard (1913) 

has however recorded a relatively complex courtship in H. mirabilis. 

Courtship in the Odonata therefore has possibly had several inde¬ 

pendant origins. This probability should be considered in comparing 

courtship behavior in different groups. The origin of sexually dimor¬ 

phic color patterns is associated with the problem. Species which are 

dimorphic at emergence and those which attain dimorphism later by 

pruinesence exist. These may be independent lines of evolution to 

achieve the same objective. 

Olfactory stimuli serving species recognition is unknown for the 
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Odonata. Live specimens attempt to court models which are usually 

dried insects that have been in moth ball collections for many years. 

Models painted to resemble certain color patterns also receive courting 

behavior. These observations suggest that olfactory releasers are not 

important to the Odonata. 

Moore (1957) and Corbet et al. (1960) have emphasized the oppor¬ 

tunities offered by the odonates for ecological research. The dragonflies 

and damselflies are also well suited to studies in speciation. With a 

little experience on the part of the investigator many species can be 

recognized in the field without collecting them. As visual stimuli are 

the major means of orientation in the adults all that is essential for 

experimental studies of isolation is a little paint to alter color patterns, 

pens, string, dead specimens to use as models, and close observation. 

Techniques are available in various references quoted above. Study 

habitats are available over wide areas, even in city parks. Man-made 

habitat disturbances have undoubtedly disrupted ecological isolation in 

many areas and have given rise to species problems. Study of geo¬ 

graphical variation takes on special importance when those characters 

which serve in isolation are considered. One such study on male geni¬ 

talia is reported by K, Buchholtz (1955) and a similar work on court¬ 

ship differences is given by C. Buchholtz (1955). 

SUMMARY 

Known isolation mechanisms between species of the Odonata are 

reviewed. Ethological isolation is functional in the Anisoptera and 

Zygoptera, but more highly developed in the latter group. Evidence of 

mechanical isolation is only available for the Zygoptera but is very 

likely functional in all Odonata. Territoriality as an advantage to 

males in breeding behavior is discussed. From a comparison of isola¬ 

tion mechanisms in different groups with odonate phylogeny, mechan¬ 

ical isolation is suggested as being more archaic than ethological iso¬ 

lation, and that courtship may have had several independent origins 

in the group. Problems are mentioned where research is most lacking. 
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Polymorphic Parenchymatous Cells of 

Rauwolfia vomitoria Afzl. 

by ABDUL J, MIA 

Bishop College, Dallas 

Parenchymatous cells are unique living components of plants, as 

they participate in development, regeneration, conduction, and meta¬ 

bolic functions. Experiments have been performed demonstrating their 

importance and various roles in plants (Ball, 1948, 1952; Wylie, 

1946). However, attempts have never been made to study their form 

and structure for comparison of various organs of plants under one 

species or genus (cf: Sinnott, 1960). The classical studies of paren¬ 

chymatous cells made by earlier authors, namely, Meyer (1923), 

Netolitzky (1935), and Sperlich (1939), are excellent treatises, but 

their studies are limited chiefly to the storage and assimilatory tissues 

of plants. In the present investigation, tissues were therefore taken 

from various vegetative organs; shoot apex, cortex, pith, petiole, 

lamina, and root apex of Rauwolfia vomitoria to study the diversified 

forms and structures of parenchymatous cells. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The seedling plants of Rauwolfia vomitoria obtained from the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, Beltsville, Maryland, were potted and 

grown in the greenhouse of North Carolina State College, Raleigh, 

North Carolina. 

The parenchymatous cells studied were all primary in origin. Ap¬ 

proximately 1x1 mm-pieces from the shoot apex and pieces of the 

same size from the region 1 mm below the shoot apex were excised 

under a high power binocular microscope. Materials from the cortex, 

pith, petiole, etc., were similarly excised and immediately fixed in 

aqueous saturated picric acid. 

Maceration techniques were employed to study these parenchy¬ 

matous cells, as this technique could permit isolation of individual 

cells. Fixatives and maceration fluids tried were strong chlorine water 

(Harlow, 1928), FAE, Fleming’s strong or weak, Allen-Bouin’s fluid 

(Sass, 1958), and aqueous saturated picric acid followed by macer- 
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ation with 3% hydrogen peroxide (Kisser, 1926). Only Kisser’s tech¬ 

nique gave excellent results by retaining intact the cell wall and the 

internal protoplasmic structures. 

After 24-hour fixation at room temperature, the materials were 

transferred to 3% hydrogen peroxide and kept in an oven at 45 

After maceration for about 6-8 hours, the materials were then thor¬ 

oughly rinsed in distilled water before staining. Forty-five biological 

stains were tried singly or in combinations of double and triple stains. 

The finest result of staining was obtained with freshly prepared IKI 

plus sulfuric acid, using 2 gms of iodine crystals and 3 gms of potas¬ 

sium iodide dissolved in 50 ml of distilled water. After staining the 

separated cells by this IKI-solution, the excess liquid was removed by 

blotting, and a drop of 25% of sulfuric acid was added (suggested by 

Professor Ball). This combination stains deep blue the primary cell 

wall of parenchyma, while protoplasmic materials, in sharp contrast, 

turn bright golden yellow. Photomicrographs were then taken at X400 

magnification with 5x7 Kodak Super XX sheet films to illustrate 

their difference in structure and size under similar magnification. 

OBSERVATIONS 

Macerated parenchymatous cells display a remarkable polymor¬ 

phism. Their form, size, and wall structure are discussed below with 

reference to their distribution and position in various vegetative organs 

of the plant body. 

Shoot Apex.—In the shoot apex, the cells exhibit approximate!}^ 

uniform size and shape (Fig. 1). They are thin-walled cells, more or 

less rounded in shape and small in size. They are meristematic but 

have conspicuous vacuoles in their dense cytoplasm and small nuclei. 

These observations agree with the tenets of Zirkle (1932) but conflict j 

with those of others (cf: Sinnott, 1960). | 

Cells approximately 1 mm below the surface of the shoot apex 

(Fig. 2) are two to four times larger than the cells of the first group. 

These cells are more highly vacuolated than those in Figure 1. Some 

cells in this group are elongated, while others are rectangular with 

rounded comers when viewed from the surface. The smaller cells are | 

apparently derived recently from the corpus, while the larger elon- | 

gated ones occur in regions below the corpus. The elongation is pos- j 

sibly due to the stretching which caused the rapid longitudinal growth I 
of the shoot. Groups of cells, two to four, seem to remain attached to ! 

each other indicating their origin from one initial cell (Mia, 1959a, I 

I960). 1 
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Figures 1—4. Fig. 1 and 2 illustrate the types of cells macerated from the shoot apex. 

Fig, 3 and 4 illustrate the cells macerated from the cortex of stem. (X400) 
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Cortex.—The parenchymatous cells in the cortex of stem show 

diversities in their form and structure. As in Figure 3, some cells are 

long, while others exhibit more or less round or barrel shapes. Each 

of these cells has a visible nucleus and dense cytoplasm with many 

chloroplasts. Some cells in the cortex (Fig. 4) show a square form in 

surface view and occasionally contain starch. These cells have thinner 

walls than the elongated cells. 

Some parenchymatous cells in the cortex have a tremendously long 

form with tapering ends. Figures 5 and 6 represent parts of such a cell 

at maturity and show approximately one-half of its original length. 

The great length of these cells can be appreciated by comparing them 

to the small cells in Figures 5 and 6. Such parenchymatous cells have 

not been described by any previous workers (cf: Esau, 1953, 1961; 

Foster, 1949). In radial longisection of the yoimg intemode, these cells 

can be located on the outer region of the cortex where they are rec¬ 

tangular in shape and lie in a row vertically one above the other 

(Fig. 7). In the transverse section of the internode (Fig. 8), these cells 

are seen to be distributed radially in the outer region of the cortex. 

From the early stage, these cells gradually elongate with the elon¬ 

gation of the organ and pass through stages as shown in Figures 9 and 

10. The elongation of these cells continues until they finally become 

tremendously long and tapering at both ends. They possess granular 

protoplasts without chloroplasts. This is in contrast to the small corti¬ 

cal cells. It is interesting to note that each individual cell at maturity 

does not possess more than one nucleus. The cell wall is somewhat 

thickened (allowing for slight shrinkage of protoplast) and has profuse 

primary pit fields which can be observed in their radial and transverse 

walls (Figs. 5, 6, 8). 

Pith.—Parenchymatous cells in the stem pith exhibit a homogene¬ 

ous type of cell with varying sizes. These cells are rectangular and 

square in form in surface view (Fig. 11). They have a large central 

vacuole and a thin peripheral cytoplasm and stain lightly. The nu¬ 

cleus is more or less oval-shaped and lies along the longitudinal wall. 

The wall is very thin and may be observed only by careful examina¬ 

tion. The pith cells are putatively mainly storage in function, but 

starch grains are infrequently seen in them (Fig. 11); periodically 

they contain crystals (Fig, 12). These crystals occur in cluster within 

the individual cells which are arranged in vertical rows. Pool (1928) 

wrongly described their occurrence in long tube-like cells. 

Petiole.—In the petiole the parenchymatous cells demonstrate their 

maximum diversification. Figure 13 shows a v\dde variation in the cell 

shape. In the right side of the illustration, four groups of cells show 
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Figures 5—9. Fig. 5 and 6 are parts of a single cell and represent one-half of the cell 

isolated from the cortex of the stem. Fig. 7 shows the radial longisection of stem with the 

large parenchymatous cells in the cortex. Fig. 8 illustrates the same type of parenchymatous 

cells in the cortex showing in a cross section of the stem. Fig. 9 illustrotes maceration of the 

stem showing two large parenchymatous cells. (X400) 
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Figures 10—13. Fig. 10 shows fhe large parenchymatous cell in the cortex of stem in 

radial longisection. Fig. 11 shows cells isolated from the pith of stem. Fig. 12 illustrates 

macreation of the pith of stem showing crystals (in cluster) in individual parenchymatous 

cells. Fig. 13 shows maceration ©f the petiole illustrating different sizes of parenchymatous 

cells. (X400) 
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similar general features. Such forms apparently arise as a result of 

cell division in different planes. Large cells on the left side are more 

or less barrel-shaped. All these cells in Figure 13 have a similar pattern 

with respect to their cytological features and distribution of chloro- 

plasts. The walls are moderately thick and primary pit fields can be 

observed in them. Figures 14 and 15 represent groups of cells which 

are larger than the groups of cells in the last figure. Some cells in 

Figure 14 are long, broad and barrel-shaped with dense granular 

cytoplasm. The walls of these cells are very thick and have numerous 

primary pit fields in them. In this illustration, as well as in Figure 15, 

some cells are very long and narrow. These cells become tapered and 

pointed at one or both ends when they attain maximum length. 

In Figure 16 are seen groups of barrel-shaped cells with slight nar¬ 

rowing at one end. There is some variation in the thickness of wall. 

Primary pit fields can be observed in them. These cells also possess 

chloroplasts throughout the cells. 

Occasionally large cells (Figs. 17, 18) may be found in petiole. 

These cells have the form of an elongated barrel and remain arranged 

in vertical rows like the ones found in the cortex as in Figure 7. Figure 

19 shows another form of cells also found in the petiole. These cells 

are barrehshaped and have thick primary walls with primary pit 

fields. These parenchymatous cells have dense granular cytoplasm 

with many small bodies which stain dark with IKI and sulfuric acid. 

The nucleus has a distinct nucleolus and is spindle-shaped. 

Figure 20 illustrates yet another form of parenchymatous cells that 

is very common in the petiole. As in face view, the cells are more or 

less rectangular in shape with their comers rounded. They undergo 

cell divisions at right angles as well as in oblique planes to the long 

axis of the cells. Due to oblique divisions some cells obtain a broad 

tapering angle at one side. They have thin protoplasts with chloro¬ 

plasts distributed sporadically. The cell walls are moderately thick 

and have primary pit fields in their walls. 

Mesophyll.—Mesophyll consists of two kinds of cells, palisade and 

sponge. The palisade cells are prismatic, cylindrical, and narrow with 

respect to their length (Fig. 21). These cells are more or less uniform 

in shape with slight tapering at one end. Many chloroplasts are im¬ 

bedded in the C3rtoplasm in rows along the side of the wall. The spongy 

parenchyma cells exhibit a great variety of form (Fig. 22). They are 

elongated cells connected to each other by lateral extensions of varied 

length. The cells elongate parallel to the surface of the leaf. They con¬ 

tain many chloroplasts which are arranged along the inner surface of 

the wall. The nucleus in each cell is large and stains more deeply than 



Figures 14—16 illustrate different shapes and sizes of parenchymatous cells macerated 

all from the petiole. (X400). 
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Figures 17—19 illustrate parenchymatous cells macertaed all from the petiole. (X400) 
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Figures 20—23. Fig. 20 shows maceration of petiole illustrating the parenchymatous cells. 

Fig. 21 and 22 show palisade and spongy parenchymatous cells macerated from the leaf. 

Fig. 23 illustrates maceration of the root tip showing parenchymatous cells. X(400) 
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the rest of the cell contents. The cell wall of both palisade and sponge 

is very thin and is devoid of primary pit fields. The mesophyll cells 

are typical of the leaf of angiosperms (Meyer, 1923). 

Root Apex.—The root apical meristen about .50 mm long has been 

used to show the form of the parenchymatous cells. Figure 23 illus¬ 

trates that the cells in the apex of root are somewhat similar in 

morphology. The cells are either rectangular or square shaped in 

surface view. Groups of cells ranging from two to eight are enclosed 

by the orginal mother cell wall. Each group consists of an even number 

of cells, which demonstrates that these cells are derived from a single 

initial cell. These cells have thin primary walls and their cytoplasm 

stains deep with IKI. 

DISCUSSION 

Cell size is the element of growth, while the cell shape is the mani¬ 

festation of organic form of individual cell (Sinnott, 1960). Sinnott 

emphasizes the need for study of individual cells to achieve the knowl¬ 

edge of their morphologic and morphogenetic relationships. The pres¬ 

ent investigation provides information of the form, size, and structure 

of primary parenchymatous cells derived from vegetative organs of 

Rauwolfia vomitoria. 

Maceration technique was employed to make observations of indi¬ 

vidual cells directly under the microscope. Cell shape as revealed by 

this study is their appearance as viewed from the surface. No attempt 

was made to determine the three-dimensional shape of cells with 

methods employed by Marvin (1939) or Matzke and Duffy (1956). 

The shoot and root apices are composed of cells conspicuously 

smaller than the ones in the cortex, pith and petiole. In surface view, 

the cells in the shoot apex show more or less rounded shape, in contrast 

to rectangular form seen in the root apex. This rounded shape has 

recently been confirmed by observations on the surface of living shoot 

apices (Ball, 1962). 

The cells of the pith possess thin walls, enlarged vacuoles, and are 

essentially rectangular in form, although occasionally isodiametric 

cells may be observed. Similar isodiametric pith cells have been re¬ 

ported to occur in Eupatorium (Marvin, 1939). The cells are homo¬ 

geneous in nature, lacking deposits of starch grains but show periodic 

presence of crystals, appearing in groups in vertical rows of pith cells 

(Fig. 12). 

Parenchymatous cells attain maximum diversities in the cortex of 

stem and in the petiole. The cortex possesses at least six different forms 
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and the petiole about twelve different forms of parenchyma. Struc¬ 

turally, most of the parenchymatous cells in the cortex and the petiole 

are similar in that they possess thickened primary walls, primary pit 

fields, dense cytoplasm, a distinct nucleus, and a variable number of 

chloroplasts. Apart from the structural similarities, some of these cells 

show such intimate morphological similarities that one can easily 

imagine them to have originated from the same initials. They retained 

their individual forms even in different topographical situations in the 

cortex and in the petiole (Mia, 1959a). 

In Figures 3 and 20, the cells from the cortex and petiole respec¬ 

tively, are indicated by arrows. These cells so closely resemble each 

other that it is difficult to visualize them to be taken from two different 

organs, except that the cells in the cortex of stem are smaller than those 

in the petiole. Another form of cells from the cortex (Figs. 5, 6, 9, 10) 

and those from the petiole (Fig. 17) are characteristically similar 

during their early stage of development although their ultimate forms 

are somewhat different. These cells in the cortex become very long, 

tapering and possess thick primary walls with numerous primary pit 

fields. However, they do not elongate as much in the petiole as they 

do in the cortex. Another important point which strongly favors the 

argument that these cells have a common origin is that they are dis¬ 

tributed radially in the outer regions of both cortex and the petiole as 

in Figure 8. They can be distinguished from the surrounding cells, 

both in the cortex and in the petiole, by their large diameter. It should 

be pointed out that these cells differentiate early in the growth and 

development of the seedlings, but they are totally absent in the em¬ 

bryos. 

In the maceration study of cells, an interesting aspect of cell division 

and cell arrangement is revealed. In all the illustrations in the text, 

one may find that two to eight cells usually remain attached to each 

other by their original mother cell wall. This phenomenon indicates 

their origin as a result of division of a single initial cell. This condition 

has been observed in parenchymatous cells (Priestly and Scott, 1939), 

in the shoot apices of Lupinus (Ball, 1949), Drimys (Gifford, 1950), 

and in Rauwolfia (Mia, 1959b, 1960). 

SUMMARY 

A topographical study was made of the parenchyma (primary 

tissues) from the shoot tip, cortex, pith, petiole, mesophyll, and root 

tip of Rauwolfia vomitoria. For this study the maceration technique 

(Kisser, 1926) which yields excellent results in separating the indi- 
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viclual cells and preserving the cell contents has been followed using 

saturated picric acid and 3% hydrogen peroxide. 

Forty-five biological stains, singly or in combinations of double 

and triple stains were tried, but only freshly prepared IKI followed 

by 25% sulfuric acid gave excellent results. The combination of IKI 

and sulfuric acid not only stains the cell wall but also stains cell con¬ 

tents as well. 

Twenty-four different forms of parenchymatous cells have been 

noted to occur in vegetative organs as mentioned above. Not more than 

2~3 forms of parenchyma are found in the shoot and root apices. In 

the pith, there occurs only one form of cells with vacuolated cytoplasm 

and thin walls. They are essentially rectangular in form but isodia- 

metric cells are found occasionally. 

Maximum cell diversifications in form and structure have been 

recorded to occur in cortex of the stem and in the petiole. As many as 

six different forms in the cortex and twelve different forms in the 

petiole have been recorded. One notable form of parenchymatous cells 

occurs in the cortex of stem and in the petiole. These are long, taper¬ 

ing, and thick-walled cells with a profuse number of primary pit fields 

and which possess a single nucleus embedded in dense cytoplasm. In 

the cortex they become tremendously long and tapering at the ends, 

whereas in the petiole they are short and truncated, 
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Effects of Maternal Death on Survival of Fertilized 

Eggs of the Fish, Etheostoma spectabile 

by ROBERT S. JONES, WILLIAM F. HETTLER, 

and CLARK HUBBS 

The University of Texas 

Studies on environmental circumstances that can affect the survival 

of fishes have been carried out for several years at The University of 

Texas. It is not surprising that such factors as temperature extremes 

(Hubbs, 1961) low O2 and high CO2 (Strawn, 1961) and salinity ex¬ 

tremes (Renfro, 1959) adversely affect the animals exposed to those 

conditions. Mortalities in offspring whose mothers have been exposed 

to the harmful environmental factors are less expected. For instance, 

Hubbs and Stavenhagen (1958) have shown that fislies whose mothers 

had been given foods deficient in carotenoids died more often than the 

controls. The present report concerns a parallel situation in which 

fishes whose mothers had been killed prior to the experiment had less 

success than the controls. 

Much of the work here on relative survival has contrasted survival 

of hybrid fishes with that of the controls (Hubbs, 1959). During these 

experiments gametes are often used as they become available. Occa¬ 

sional a ripe adult would jump out of a holding container and die. At 

first these gametes were used for experiments or controls. Fortunately, 

it was noted that the resulting zygotes had a survival rate distinctly 

lower than those from healthy parents. As a result all experiments 

using sick or dead parents were so designated so that unusual results 

could be discounted. In general, however, sick or dead adults with 

viable gametes were not used. 

A literature survey showed that, although data had been presented 

to show that gametes in dead fish often will not form zygotes, only one 

report indicated that the resulting zygotes might be less likely to live 

than the controls. Taning (1944) reported that a series of experiments 

using sperm from a healthy male and eggs from a dead female had a 

high postfertilization mortality and incidence of abnormalities. As this 

was not the problem being studied by Taning, he did not pursue the 

matter further. It is possible that Taning’s results could have been 

caused by incompatible parents or a parent which produced deficient 
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gametes for some other reason. Garth and Bendy (1952) have re¬ 

ported success rearing zygotes from suckers killed by rotenone; how¬ 

ever, no tests of relative survival were reported. The parallel results 

from our experiments as discussed by Strawn (1961) indicated that 

Taning’s conclusions were real and we initiated a series of experiments 

to confirm the phenomenon. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

This series of experiments concerned only female orangethroat 

darters {Etheostoma spectabile). The head of each experimental fish 

was cut off taking care to cut the ventral and dorsal aortae. Care was 

also taken to avoid opening the coelomic cavity and especially to avoid 

rupturing the ovary. By this method the various metabolic processes 

associated with death occurred as nearly instantaneously as possible, 

yet the coelomic environment was otherwise not affected. The headless 

female was then returned to a water bath maintained at 14 ± 1°C. 

After an interval timed with a stopwatch the eggs were removed from 

the females and fertilized with sperm from one or more living males 

following the techniques of Strawn and Hubbs (1956) and Hubbs and 

Strawn (1957). 

RESULTS 

The first experiments were performed May 17, 1956, using E. 

spectabile females and Percina caprodes males, both from Austin 

stocks. Fertilizations were rather equal up to 90 minutes after the 

female had been decapitated. A single experiment 185 minutes after 

decapitation had both a low fertilization and survival. A second series 

was initiated in the winter of 1959, using E. spectabile females from 

Austin and a variety of males. Fertilization occurred at intervals up 

to 262 minutes after decapitation; however, as would be expected, 

fertilization was lower with increased delay. Moreover, there was an 

apparent difference in survival of fertilized eggs after long delay. The i 

hatching percentage of fertilized eggs from females tested 60-119 

minutes after decapitation was 82; after 120-179 minutes delay, 83; 

after 180-239 minutes delay, 73; and after 240 minutes delay, 70. 

Unfortunately, because of sample size the probability of significance of 

the results was only between 0.05 and 0.01. 

Subsequently, three additional series were run in the spring of 1962, 

using males and females of E. spectabile from Georgetown, Texas, 

stocks. These experiments contrasted the hatching percentages of eggs 

from females decapitated just before fertilization with those tested 180 
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minutes later. The hatching percentages were 88.05, 96.64, and 92.30 

for the no-delay experiments and 84.68, 85.24, and 89.47 respectively 

forjhe delay experiments. The probability of the difference being by 

chance is much less than 0.001. Therefore, all five series of experi¬ 

ments showed a reduction in hatching of eggs from females tested 180 

or more minutes after decapitation. The slight variations in overall 

success were due to difference in culturing the fishes; i.e., dead eggs 

were removed only every other day in the 1959 experiments and the 

last two series in 1962 were aerated. Some of the differences may also 

result from the fact that the 1956 and 1959 experiments were based on 

hybrid zygotes and the 1962 experiments were not. 

DISCUSSION 

Experiments using eggs from females decapitated three or more 

hours before fertilization had a survival significantly lower than that 

of the controls. It is probable that greater delays would result in in¬ 

creased postfertilization mortalities. Therefore, gametes from dead or 

ailing females should be used for relative survival experiments only 

with grave reservations. As similar results occurred using dead males 

in preliminary experiments, such males should also be used only with 

caution. 

It is possible that the “fertilized eggs” that died in the three or more 

hour experiments were actually gynogenetic or perhaps androgenetic. 

This is unlikely; however, because the zygotes in the 1956 and 1959 

experiments showed signs of both maternal and paternal chromatin. 

Many darters and their hybrids have been reared in other experiments 

at the same time as these experiments and the developing eggs have 

enough morphologic differences so that hybrids and controls can be 

distinguished before hatching. The long-delay experiments did not 

include any eggs that appeared to be other than typical hybrids. More¬ 

over, tests for male sterility (Hubbs, 1958) include efforts to fertilize 

good eggs. In tests with sterile males these eggs die at or before gastru- 

lation, an embryological stage before that (eye pigmentation) we used 

to determine if the egg was fertilized. Therefore, the zygotes used in 

the decapitation experiments are in actuality fertilized eggs. 

It is possible that the cytoplasm and/or nuclear constituents of the 

eggs are adversely affected. Our experiments reported here do not 

resolve this question; however, if the indications of the same phenome¬ 

non in males are valid, nucleoplasm is probably involved. Obviously 

anoxic conditions could alter the sequence of nucleic acids either in 

the chromosomes or nuclear sap. 
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Apparently the effects of death begin to affect mature ovarian eggs 

tw'o to three hours after decapitation of the female at 14°C and some 

functional gametes remain for more than four hours. This interval is 

distinctly longer than the 2 minutes delay reported for success of eggs 

removed from the female before fertilization (Hubbs, 1957). Subse¬ 

quent work has extended this time to somewhat more than 4 minutes. 

Although it is conceivable that Etheostoma spectahile eggs can be 

fertilized as long as 8 minutes after removal from the female, a 30 to 

60 fold difference remains. Moreover, the four-minute eggs appeared 

to hatch as often as the controls. Definitely, physiologic phenomena 

are initiated in the unfertilized egg after removal from the female that 

are distinctly different from those that occur in the decapitated female. 
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A New Species of Scale Insect From the Rio Grande 

Valley^ Texas (Pseudococcidae, Coccoidea)^ 

by BURRAJSS McDANIEL 

Texas College of Arts and Industries 

The genus Heliococcus Sulc contains four species that are to be 

found in North America. Of these two are restricted to California, 

H. stachyos (Ehrhom) and H, adenostomae McKenzie. The remain¬ 

ing two species, H. insignis (Lobdell) and H, osborni (Sanders), are 

distributed throughout various states. The former species is recorded 

from Mississippi, Louisiana, Kansas and Texas^ while the latter one is 

found in Ohio, Mississippi, Louisiana, New York and Colorado. The 

new species herein described brings the total of species for North 

America to five and adds the family Malvaceae as a host for the genus 

Heliococcus. 

Ferris (1950-53) constructed a key to the three species known to 

occur in North America. McKenzie (1960) described a new species 

found in California and modified Ferris’ key of the North American 

Heliococcus to include his new species, H. adenostomae. A revised key 

has been constructed to include the new species of Heliococcus found 

in Texas. 

HELIOCOCCUS MALVASTRus, new spccies 

Type—The material upon which this description is based consists 

of two specimens taken from Malvastrum sp. at Brownsville, Texas on 

June 16, 1961 and collected by M. F. Schuster. The holotype, a single 

adult female, is deposited in the Stanford Natural History Museum 

Coccoidea Collection, Palo Alto, California, which is presently on loan 

to the University of California, Department of Entomology and Para¬ 

sitology, Davis, California. The only other representative of this 

species, a female paratype, is deposited in the author’s personal collec¬ 

tion. 

1 This research was supported in part by legislative appropriation to Texas College 

of Arts and Industries for organized research, Grant No'. 449-H. 

2 This record is based upon immature specimens of H. wheeleri (King) collected 

at Austin, Texas and considered by Ferris (1953) to be a synonym of H. insignis 

(Lobdell). 
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Diagnosis—Heliococcus malvastrus n. sp. may be separated from 

all other members of the genus Heliococcus by the absence of distinc¬ 

tive marginal cerarii except on the anal lobes, the arrangement on the 

dorsum of the enlarged and elongated tubular ducts, the number and 

arrangement of the setae at the base of the tubular ducts and the 

apparent absence of a denticle or tooth on the claw. 

Fig. 1. Ventral view of female showing an enlargement of trilocuiar pores. 

A. Enlarged section of ventral view of anal lobe. 
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Description—Female body oval-shaped, dorsum with one pair of 

cerarii on anal lobe represented by pairs of small, stout setae. These 

surrounded by smaller slender setae, associated with trilocular pores. 

Dorsal body setae represented by micro-setae. Enlarged ducts along 

margin of body, in small rows in center of body. All generally of same 

type; consisting of three large setae, one micro-setae on sclerotized 

pore base. Marginal ducts in small groups of two to six at posterior 

section of body, becoming singular at anterior region. Those in center 

of dorsum in rows extending from sixth abdominal segment to head. 

Abdominal segment seven apparently lacking ducts on holotype fe¬ 

male. In head region enlarged ducts, in rows consisting of two, merge 

with marginal series. Two pairs of dorsal ostioles. Trilocular pores 

scattered irregularly over dorsum. Ventrally anal lobe contains two 

large setae associated with numerous trilocular pores. Multilocular 

pores present, few in number, placed near vulva. Vulva with group of 

ten micro-setae at posterior margin. Venter with two types of setae; 

those large and concentrated at anterior portion and those medium¬ 

sized located over remaining portion of body. Venter with trilocular 

pores scattered irregularly over entire region. Circulus present, legs 

with trochanter somewhat enlarged, claw without a denticle or tooth. 

Antennae nine-segmented. 

SUMMARY 

A new species of scale insect. Heliococcus malvastrus^ from the Rio 

Grande Valley, Texas of the family Pseudococcidae taken from Mal- 

vastrum sp. is described. A revised key to the genus Heliococcus of 

North America and a list of host plants for all species contained in the 

genus is included. The treatment of Ferris (1953) placing//, luheeleri 

(King) as a synonym of H. insignis (Lobdell) is recognized. 
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KEY TO THE GENUS HELIOCOCCUS FOUND IN NORTH AMERICA 

1. Dorsum with conical cerarian spines only on anal lobe, all 

other cerarii of dorsum absent and replaced by enlarged 
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Fig. 2. Dorsal view of female showing an enlargement of trilocular pores. 

A. Enlarged section of anal lobe cerarius. 

B. Enlarged dorsal tubular duct showing arrangement of macro- and micro-setae 

on base. 

and elongated tubular ducts.MALVASTRUS n. sp. 

Dorsum with. 18 pairs of cerarii.....2 

2. Dorsum with small number of enlarged ducts, all similar 

in size .—.3 

Dorsum with numerous enlarged ducts of various sizes...4 
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3. Ventral multilocular disk pores present.INSIGNIS (Lobdell) 

Ventral multilocular disk pores lacking. 

.ADENOSTOMAE McKenzie 

4. Dorsal enlarged ducts predominantly of smaller size, with 

larger ducts few.OSBORNI (Sanders) 

Dorsal enlarged ducts predominantly of the larger size, the 

smaller ducts few...STACHYOS (Ehrhorn) 

HOST LIST OF HELIOCOCCUS FOUND IN NORTH AMERICA 

Species 

adenostromae McKenzie 

insignis (Lobdell) 

malvastrus n. sp. 

osborni (Sanders) 

H. stachyos (Ehrhorn) 

Host 

Adenostoma fasciculatum 
Ulmus sp. 

Nests of an ant, Camponotus 
maculatus, only immature 

specimen collected 

Malvastrum sp. 

Platanus occidentalis 
Ambrosia trifida 
Ampelopsis quinquefolia 
Rhus toxicodendron 
Cercis canadensis 

Symphoricarpos orbiculatus 
Fraxinus americana 
Catalpa sp. 

Populus sp. 

Acer sp. 

Stachys bullata 
Rhus diversiloba 
Monardella sp. 

Solanum umbelliferum 
Diplacus aurantiacus 
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A Geochemical Investigation of the Valley Spring Gneiss 

and Packsaddle Schist, Llano Uplift, Texas 

by GALE K. BILLINGS 

Rice University 

ABSTRACT 

Samples of the Valley Spring gneiss and Packsaddle schist were 
taken along two profiles in northern and southeastern Llano County, 
Texas, These samples were analyzed for the major oxides, thorium, 
and uranium. A comparison of the Valley Spring gneiss and Pack¬ 

saddle schist analyses with analyses of other rock t3rpes indicated: 1) 
the parent rock of the Valley Spring gneiss could have been granitic 
or arkosic material; 2) banded amphibolites of the Packsaddle schist 
were originally mafic tuffs mixed with calcareous sediments; and 3) 
the parent rocks of the non-banded amphibolites of the Packsaddle 
schist were iron-rich basaltic material, probably tholeiitic. 

INTRODUCTION 

The origin* of certain units of the Valley Spring gneiss and Pack- * 
saddle schist is the subject of considerate debate. The parent rock of 
the amphibolitic units of the Packsaddle schist is particularly enig¬ 
matic, whereas the Valley Spring gneiss has been considered both 
meta-igneous and meta-sedimentary. The term “amphibolite” as used | 
in this paper refers to metamorphic rocks composed principally of | 
hornblende and plagioclase (Turner and Verhoogen, 1960). Field and ; 
petrographic studies have commonly been inconclusive as to the origin | 
of these Precambrian rocks. The present investigation was initiated j 
in an attempt to elucidate the pre-metamorphic rock types of the 
Packsaddle schist and Valley Spring gneiss by consideration of their [ 
chemical composition. 

Samples were collected along two profiles in the areas shown in 
Fig. 1 through the upper portion of the Valley Spring gneiss and the 
lower portion of the Packsaddle schist. These samples were analyzed 
for the major oxides, thorium, and uranium. Identification of the [ 

* The term “origin” as used in this paper refers to the pre-metamorphic rock j 

types. 
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Fig. 1. Locations of Sample Areas. 

parent rocks of the Valley Spring gneiss and Packsaddle schist was 
attempted by means of comparing their present chemical composition 
with that of various unmetamorphosed rock types from other areas. 
Such a procedure has been applied in areas not apparently affected by 
regional metasomatism (Taylor, 1955; Evans and Leake, 1960; Chin- 
ner, 1960). 

GEOLOGIC SETTING AND PREVIOUS WORK 

The Llano Uplift is a structural dome and a topographic basin. 
Tightly folded and extensively intruded Precambrian metamorphic 
rocks are exposed within the basin and are overlain unconformably 
by Cambrian and younger strata, 

Paige (1911, 1912) mapped the Llano-Burnet quadrangle and con¬ 
sidered the quartzo-feldspathic Valley Spring gneiss meta-sedimentary 
and older than the Packsaddle schist. Stenzel (1935) concluded that 
the Valley Spring gneiss was meta-igneous and intrusive into the Pack¬ 
saddle schist. Field evidence which supports Stenzel’s hypothesis is 
the possible increase of schist units in the Valley Spring gneiss and 
gneissic units in the Packsaddle schist toward the contact between the 
two formations. Thames (1957) describes the following petrographic 
features within the Valley Spring gneiss: 1) grains of plagioclase 
showing sub-rounded, altered cores with relatively unaltered over¬ 
growths and, 2) poikiloblastic microcline with inclusions of myrmekite 
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and sub-roimded quartz. These petrographic characteristics suggested 
a sedimentary origin for that portion of the Valley Spring gneiss 
investigated by Thames. 

The Packsaddle schist is a complex sequence of marbles, graphite 
schists, leptites, mica schists, and amphibolites. This formation is 
commonly considered meta-sedimentary, with the possible exception 
of the amphibolitic units (Clabaugh, 1958; Doyle, 1957; Lidiak, et al. 
1961). 

The preponderance of evidence indicates that the metamorphic 
rocks of the Llano Uplift formed under the temperature and pressure 
conditions of the almandine amphibolite facies (Lidiak, et al,^ 1961; 
Doyle, 1957). Some local variation in metamorphic facies has been 
noted (Clabaugh, 1958). 

With the exception of four incomplete chemical analyses of the 

Packsaddle schist by Lidiak, et al. (1961) and a few random analyses 
of the Valley Spring gneiss, the present study represents the only geo¬ 
chemical investigation of these rocks known to be reported in the 
literature. 

Profiles were sampled in two localities (Fig. 1), the Little Llano 
River area in northern Llano County and the Honey Creek area in 
southeastern Llano County, Texas. 

The Little Llano River area is 10 miles north of Llano, Texas and I 
was mapped and described in detail by Lidiak, et al. (1961) (Fig. 2). j 
The Honey Creek Profile is located approximately 25 air miles south- ' 
east of the Little Llano River profile (Fig. 3) and has been partially j 

mapped by Barnes (1946). j 

METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 

i 
Sampling | 

A total of 42 samples was taken along the two profiles. Selection of ' 
sampling sites was based upon the following criteria: 1) a sample was j 

taken at each visible change in lithology or; 2) if the unit appeared I 
homogeneous throughout a thick section, samples were taken every | 
200-250 feet. Samples were taken as normal to strike as field con- | 

ditions would permit. | 

Chemical Analysis | 

The results of the chemical analyses (in weight %) of 12 Valley 
Spring gneiss samples and 17 Packsaddle schist samples are shown in 
Tables I and 11. Major elements were determined by rapid silicate [ 
methods and radioactive trace elements were determined by gamma- j. 
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Fig. 2. Little Llano River Area (after Lidiak, et al., 1961). “A" refers to acidic rock dia¬ 

grams and numbers in parentheses of Table 1. “B” refers to basic rock diagrams and num¬ 

bers in parentheses of Table II. 

ray spectrometry; (for a more detailed discussion of analytical 
methods, see Billings, 1962). 

Scatter Diagrams 

The analytical data are compared with analyses of various rock 
types from other areas by means of scatter diagrams. An analysis from 
the literature which has been plotted on the scatter diagrams has satis¬ 
fied all of the following requirements: 

1) The analysis was reasonably similar in entire chemical composition. 

For example almost all graywackes were excluded from the basic* 

* The term “basic” as used in this paper refers to rocks of gross chemical simi¬ 

larity to amphibolites; the term acidic refers to rocks of gross chemical similarity to 

gneisses. 
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rock scatter diagrams because their SiOa content was more than 20% ' 

higher than that of the Packsaddle schist specimens. | 

2) All rocks analyzed by the author had CaO/MgO ratios of greater than 

one. Therefore, any analysis with a CaO/MgO ratio of less than one , 

was not used for comparison. Almost all of the shales and many of the 
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Table I* 

Sample 
Rock type 

Ll(l) 
gn 

L2(2) 
bgn 

L3(3) 
bgn 

L17(4) 
bgn 

LW1(5) 
gn 

LW3(6) 
gn 

LW4(7) 
gn 

Si02 71.40 63.76 70.10 73.47 72.03 71.10 72.80 

A1203 14.31 16.00 15.06 13.28 13.11 15.26 13.10 

TiO^ .38 .77 .67 .29 .29 .46 .47 

Fe203 1.6 5.3 1.4 1.2 2.4 2.0 2.9 

FeO 1.42 .63 3.69 .88 .18 .20 .67 

MgO .6 1.0 .6 .7 nd .2 nd 

CaO .7 3.6 2.2 .8 .5 1.2 1.0 

Na^O 2.83 5.22 3.72 2.89 3.40 4.37 3.57 

K2O 5.49 2.65 3.33 4.77 5.35 5.53 4.59 

P2O5 
.04 .33 .05 .02 .05 .02 .04 

ppm Th 18.7 4.4 10.0 22.8 17.0 18.0 11.9 

ppm U 3.9 1.4 3.0 4.8 3.3 3.9 1.2 

Sample HC1(8) HC4(9) HC6(10) VS2(11) HC12(12) HC17(13) 
Rock type gn gn gn gn gn gn 

Si02 74.66 76.86 64.71 76.03 69.53 78.11 

A1203 12.48 13.38 15.22 12.07 14.14 10.75 

Ti02 .31 .33 .75 .43 .49 .22 

FegOs 2.0 .4 3.2 1.4 .9 2.4 

FeO .76 .3 1.89 .78 2.91 .14 

MgO .4 .1 2.1 .3 .7 .1 

CaO .8 1.5 4.6 .5 1.3 .5 

NagO ' 2.67 6.27 3.11 2.36 3.41 1.70 

K2O 5.68 .61 3.40 5.74 4.01 5.31 

P2O5 .02 .03 .13 .03 .04 nd 

ppm Th 9.9 13.3 7.1 19.7 8.9 8.6 

ppm U 2.8 2.2 1.9 2.6 2.5 3.1 

( )m Number plotted on scatter diagrams. 
gn = gneiss. 
bgn=: banded gneiss. 
nd=: below detection. 

Determination of percent H,0 in representative specimens resulted in totals closely approximating. 

100%. 

graywackes were excluded from both the acidic and basic rock dia¬ 

grams on this basis. 

3) In selecting analyses of basic rocks only analyses with NagO/KgO ratios 

of greater than one were used. All basic rocks analyzed by the author 

had Na20/K20 ratios of greater than one. 

The points representing basalt analyses on the basic rock scatter 
diagrams are averages of three or more analyses. This method was 
used because: 1) a single analysis of basalt seldom demonstrates all 
of the minute chemical differences between magma types; and 2) the 
validity of a name assigned to a single analyzed sample may be 
questioned. A plot of individual analyses is simply more disperse and 
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Table II* 

Sample LlO(l) Lll(2) L12(3) LW2(4) HC2(5) L4(6) L5(7) 
Rock type bam s bam ms^ pam^ pam bam 

Si02 44.97 76.03 49.36 53.62 50.05 46.13 49.38 
A1203 13.73 12.42 16.89 15.43 14.48 15.18 16.53 
TiO^ 2.05 .34 .65 .80 1.04 .99 .64 
Fe,03 6.7 2.0 1.5 7.3 1.5 4.7 2.4 
FeO 10.65 .95 7.25 2.14 10.89 10.02 7.65 
MgO 1.9 .4 3.5 5.2 7.2 6.4 4.3 
CaO 16.9 1.0 16.5 8.3 9.8 13.5 16.5 
Na20 .77 2.75 1.30 2.78 2.36 1.11 .78 
K2O .32 4.30 .15 2.48 .82 .31 .17 

P2O5 .88 .01 .05 .31 .13 .13 .08 
ppm Th 2.40 11.2 nd 3.28 .15 .08 .03 
ppm U 1.11 2.7 .42 .84 .22 .38 .09 

Sample L8(8) L9(9) L13(10) L14(ll) L15(12) L16(13) 
Rock type am bam am am am am 

Si02 49.01 50.06 49.55 49.02 48.34 53.32 
A1203 14.84 15.02 12.14 14.08 13.85 11.86 
Ti02 .93 .75 2.00 1.75 1.44 1.76 

2.3 1.7 3.9 4.8 3.1 3.4 
FeO 10.12 9.47 12.37 10.97 10.81 12.31 
MgO 5.1 3.1 6.5 6.4 5.6 5.1 
CaO 12.4 16.8 9.2 9.6 10.7 9.3 
Na20 1.61 1.69 2.48 3.03 2.39 2.36 
K2O .26 .12 .19 .19 .25 .34 

P2O5 .12 .06 .28 .25 .17 .35 
ppm Th .29 .08 .26 .18 .08 .39 
ppm U .12 .28 .29 .40 .18 .48 

Sample HC13(14) AC15(15) HC16(16) HC14 HC19 HCI8 
Rock type bam bam am gs gs gs 

Si02 51.58 48.88 55.82 
A1203 15.43 15.49 10.01 
Ti02 .72 .86 2.09 

3.8 2.4 4.5 
FeO 8.4 8.39 11.82 
MgO 3.9 5.5 4.4 
CaO 14.6 15.6 9.4 
Na,0 1.14 2.13 .92 
K,6 .21 .18 .17 1.69 2.26 1.58 

P2O5 .09 .10 .31 
ppm Th .10 .10 .13 9.3 4.8 4.39 
ppm U .13 .07 .49 2.6 2.9 4.96 

( ) = Number plotted on scatter diagrams. 
nd = below detection. 
1 — Valley Spring gneiss 
bam = banded amphibolite. 
s=: quartz-mica schist. 
ms = metasomatized schist. 
pam = porphyroblastic amphibolite. 
am — amphibolite. 
gs = graphite schist. 
* =: Determination of percent H^O in representative specimens resulted in totals closely approximating 

100%. 
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does not substantially change the interpretation of the scatter dia¬ 

grams. 

Analyses from the literature which have been used in the scatter 

diagrams may be obtained from Dr. John J. W. Rogers, Department of 

Geology, Rice University, Houston, Texas. Analyses from the liter¬ 

ature represent 12 arkoses, 42 granites and rhyolites, 42 shales, 47 

grajrwackes, 274 tholeiitic basalts and 117 alkali-olivine basalts. 

Numbers on the scatter diagrams refer to samples analyzed in this 

investigation. Numbers in parentheses in Table I refer to points plotted 

on acidic rock diagrams (Figs. 4-8). Numbers in parentheses in 

Table II refer to points plotted on basic rock diagrams (Figs. 9-12). 

More analyses of graywackes and granites could have been plotted 

on the acidic rock diagrams but would not have altered the interpre¬ 

tation of the scatter diagrams. 

Petrographic Data 

Modal analyses were performed by point-counting a minimum of 

1000 points per thin section. The modes are listed in Table III. The 

fine grain size of certain specimens and the general absence of twinned 

plagioclase grains introduces an error in the quartz and plagioclase 

percentages. 

DISCUSSION OF DATA 

Valley Spring Gneiss 

In this investigation, the major problem concerning the Valley 

Spring gneiss is its pre-metamorphic parent rock. The acidic rock 

scatter diagrams (Figures 4-8) indicate that the Valley Spring gneiss 

probably contains only minor amounts of metamorphosed shale be¬ 

cause so few shales are chemically comparable to Valley Spring gneiss 

specimens. Most shale analyses are excluded from the scatter diagrams 

because their CaO/MgO ratio is less than one. This low ratio is charac¬ 

teristic of Precambrian and Lower Paleozoic shales (Nanz, 1953). 

Arkoses and graywackes have compositions similar to certain units of 

the Valley Spring and therefore may be considered as possible pre- 

metamorphic rock types. The composition of average sandstones could 

be compared to only the more silicic units of the Valley Spring gneiss 

(Fig. 4). 

The Na20/K20 scatter diagram of acidic rocks (Fig, 6) indicates 

that only the more basic units of the Valley Spring gneiss, such as 

those rocks represented by points 2 and 10, can be considered meta¬ 

morphosed graywackes unless potassium metasomatism has occurred. 
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Table III 

Modal Data 

Ll L2 L3 L17 LWl LW3 

quartz 47.0 27.9 48.6 52.2 56.4 39.6 
hornblende 4.5 .6 
plagioclase 34.8 52.2 26.2 24.8 13.6 25.8 
opaques 1.1 .1 .6 1.4 .6 

pyroxene 

potash feldspar 23.1 .3 7.6 12.6 26.6 27.6 
biotite 3.5 25.7 14.2 6.0 2.0 .6 

calcite 2.0 2.6 

chlorite 1.6 1.8 5.2 
zircon tr tr tr tr 

apatite tr tr tr tr tr tr 

sphene 

muscovite 

tr tr tr 

garnet 

LW4 HCl HC4 HC6 VS2 HC12 

quartz 46.8 48.8 49.8 45.0 44.2 31.1 
hornblende tr 10.8 

plagioclase 30.0 25.8 48.2 39.6 37.2 44.2 
opaques 1.0 .6 .2 tr 1.0 .4 
pyroxene 

potash feldspar 20.8 23.0 .8 1.2 25.2 2.0 

biotite .6 1.0 .2 13.8 .2 22.6 

calcite 

chlorite 1.0 1.0 tr .8 

zircon tr tr .1 tr .1 

apatite tr tr .1 tr tr 

sphene 

muscovite 

garnet 

.5 
.1 

tr tr 

HC17* LIO Lll L12 LW2 HC2 

quartz 3.0 75.2 2.3 19.2 4.0 
hornblende 46.4 26.7 44.4 67.6 
plagioclase 17.6 8.1 33.4 4.8 28.4 
opaques 1.0 1.9 4.2 
pyroxene 

potash feldspar 

24.2 
11.8 

33.6 
19.8 

biotite 

calcite 

chlorite 

4.9 
tr 

7.0 

zircon .6 tr 

apatite tr 

sphene 

muscovite 

garnet 

7.8 3.1 tr 
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L4 L5 L8 L9 L13 L14 

quartz 2,0 7.2 4.3 5.8 2.4 7,3 

hornblende 65.4 35.8 72.7 45.2 83.6 75.7 

plagioclase 25.1 21.6 19.1 19.1 6.9 14.8 

opaques 3.5 2.5 1.9 .13 6.2 2.2 

pyroxene 31.4 27.9 1.1 

potash feldspar 
biotite 
calcite 
chlorite 

.7 
tr 

zircon .1 tr tr 

apatite 
sphene 
muscovite 

1.7 2.5 2.0 1.7 .8 

garnet 1.6 

L14 L15 Lie HC13 HC15 Hcie 

quartz 7.3 2.1 7.3 5.5 4.3 4.5 
hornblende 75.7 85.0 64.7 62.5 30.7 73.5 
plagioclase 14.8 7.9 23.1 17.3 18.6 10.5 
opaques 
pyroxene 
potash feldspar 
biotite 
calcite 
chlorite 

2.2 5.0 2.4 
10.7 40.4 

11.5 

zircon .2 tr tr 
apatite 
sphene 
muscovite 

tr 2.3 3.0 5.0 tr 

garnet 

* =: too fine-grained to point-count. 
tr = trace. 

These more basic units could also be metamorphosed arkoses with 
relatively more argillaceous material. 

An analysis of at least one granite is near every Valley Spring 
gneiss point on all acidic rock scatter diagrams. A granitic pluton, 
however, does not commonly exhibit the variation in composition 
shown by the Valley Spring gneiss: conversely, a metamorphosed 
granite might be locally variable in composition owing to metamor- 
phic segregation. 

Interpretation of the thorium and uranium data is difficult owing to 
the meager data on thorium and uranium in sedimentary rocks, (ex¬ 
cluding shales, limestones, and orthoquartzites, Adams and Weaver, 
1958). The range and absolute concentrations of thorium and uranium 
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in the Valley Spring gneiss is similar to the range and concentrations 

in granite (Whitfield, et al., 1959) (Fig. 8). The few data available 

suggest that the thorium and uranium contents of the Valley Spring 

gneiss are considerably higher than those of comparable sedimentary 

rocks such as arkoses (Fig. 8). 

Packsaddle schist 

In this investigation, the major problem related to the Packsaddle 

schist concerns the origin of the amphibolitic units. The problem of 

the distinction between ortho-and para-amphibolites has been exam¬ 

ined in considerable detail (Evans and Leake, 1960; Walker, et al.^ 
1960; Wilcox and Poldervaart, 1958). Two premises must be clarified: 

1) unless metasomatism has occurred, chemical differences will be 

apparent between ortho- and para-amphibolites; and 2) a distinction 

between high-grade metamorphosed igneous rock and high-grade 

metamorphosed sedimentary rock composed entirely of igneous debris 

is virtually impossible by chemical means. No indications of regional 

metasomatism are apparent in the specimens studied in this investi¬ 

gation, nor in the areas from which these samples were taken; how¬ 

ever, the process of regional metasomatism may have occurred within 

the Llano area, particularly within the schist units of the Valley 

Spring gneiss (Clabaugh and Barnes, 1959). 

Banded amphibolites within the Packsaddle schist (Group I—points 

1,3, 7, 9, 14, and 15) consist of alternating layers of dark green horn¬ 

blende and diopsidic clinopyroxene. The bands range in width from 

less than 1 mm to more than 3 cm and are parallel to schistosity. 

Plagioclase and sphene are more intimately associated with the pyrox¬ 

ene bands. Nonbanded amphibolitic units of the Packsaddle schist 

(points 5, 6, 8, 20, 11, 12, 13, and 16) are designated Group 11. 

The presence of banding has been suggested as a criterion of para- 

amphibolites (Eckelmann and Poldevaart, 1957; Wilcox and Polder¬ 

vaart, 1958; Walker, et al., 1960). Evans and Leake (1960) have 

shown that tectonic and metamorphic processes may result in a banded 

ortho-amphibolite. The consistent use of field criteria such as banding 

and interlaying with meta-sediments to distinguish para-amphibolites 

is questionable and may have adversely contributed to the amphibolite 

“problem.’' 

The CaO-MgO scatter diagram (Fig. 9) indicates: 1) a chemical 

separation of the amphibolites into two groups; and 2) an affinity of 

Group II with basalt analyses, particularly tholeiitic basalts. The 

similarity in composition of the amphibolites to tholeiitic basalts is 

particularly well demonstrated by Figures 10 and 11. The Si02-alkalies 
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scatter diagram (Fig, 10) suggests that a certain amount of the alkali 

content may well have been removed from the amphibolites. The 

overlapping of the two amphibolite groups (Fig. 10) may be explained 

by: 1) inherent variability in Si02 and alkali contents of basalts; and/ 
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or 2) slight errors in SiOs analyses, which result in relatively large 

changes in absolute SiOg percentages; and/or 3) local movement of 

the more mobile alkali elements during metamorphism. Figure 11 

(TiOa-AloOs diagram) illustrates the existence of two types of am¬ 

phibolites in the Packsaddle schist and their chemical similarity to 

tholeiitic basalts. The total iron-MgO scatter diagram (Fig. 12) indi¬ 

cates: 1) the presence of two types of amphibolites; and 2) that Group 

II is particularly iron-rich. 

Certain analyses (points 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8) have rather distinctive 

compositions. Point 1 is classified with Group I because it represents a 

banded amphibolite; however, with the exception of CaO content 

(Fig. 9), point 1 could be placed with Group II. Point 1 probably 

represents a mixture of impure calcareous material with a rock having 

the composition of Group II. Point 2 represents a quartz-mica schist. 

The composition of the quartz-mica schist is quite similar to that of 

numerous graywackes. Point 4 represents an amphibole schist unit of 

the Valley Spring gneiss from the Little Llano River area. This rock is 

similar in composition to those of Group I; however, the rock repre¬ 

sented by Point 4 may have been metasomatized by addition of Si02 

and alkalies and removal of CaO (Figures 9 and 10). This meta¬ 

somatism is possibly the result of chemical potential gradients estab¬ 

lished between the schist and the adjacent quartzo-feldspathic gneiss 

during metamorphism. Points 5, 6, and 8 represent non-banded am¬ 

phibolites and are therefore classed with Group IT These rocks may 

actually represent a chemical transition between Groups I and II 

(see especially Fig. 11). Points 5 and 6 represent the only am¬ 

phibolites containing resorbed garnet porphyroblasts. 

Radiometric data concerning the amphibolitic members of the Pack- 

saddle schist indicate: 1) that the uranium contents are quite similar 

to those of basalts (Heir and Rogers, in press); and 2) that the 

abundance of thorium is consistently less than that of basalts (with 

the exception of two Japanese tholeiites). The low thorium content 

and low Th/U ratio (average = 0.8) suggest a selective loss of thorium 

during metamorphism. A theoretical development of a possible mecha¬ 

nism of selective thorium mobilization is beyond the scope of this 

investigation. The original basaltic material may have been unusually 

low in thorium. The precision for thorium in these rocks is quite poor 

(± 60%); however, maximum adjustment for error would not sub¬ 

stantially change the thorium characteristics of the amphibolites. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Distinction between orth- and para-gneisses is not possible solely on 

the basis of bulk chemical composition; however petrographic data 

suggest that at least portions of the Valley Spring gneiss are meta¬ 

sedimentary. In order of decreasing volume, arkoses, graywackes, and 

shales could be pre-metamorphic rock types of the Valley Spring 

gneiss. If the Valley Spring gneiss is meta-sedimentary, the parent 

rocks were probably a series of pure arkoses and some relatively 

agillaceous arkosic sediments. The majority of the Valley Spring 

gneiss specimens have higher thorium and uranium contents than do 

arkoses and graywackes; however, thorium and uranium contents of 

granites are quite similar to those of the Valley Spring gneiss. This 

fact suggests an igneous origin for the Valley Spring gneiss; however, 

too few determinations of thorium and uranium have been made on 

arkoses and graywackes to entirely substantiate this possibility. If the 

Valley Spring gneiss is meta-sedimentary, thorium and uranium could 

have been added during metamorphism; however, such addition is 

somewhat unlikely on a regional scale. 

Non-banded ortho-amphibolites within the Packsaddle schist result 

from metamorphism of iron-rich basalts, (flows, dikes or tuffs), prob¬ 

ably of tholeiitic composition. Banded para-amphibolites within the 

Packsaddle schist represent metamorphosed mixtures of mafic tuffs 

and calcareous material. 
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Paleoecology of the Hurricane Lentil, Cook 

Mountain Formation (Eocene), East Texas 

by RICHARD A. DAVIS, JR. 

University of Illinois^ 

The Hurricane Lentil in the lower part of the Landrum Member of 

the Cook Mountain Formation can be recognized in East Texas for 

125 miles along strike. This lentil consists of fossiliferous glauconitic 

clay and ironstone and is bounded by a bentonite bed at the top and a 

disconformity at the base. Three marker beds are present at most 

exposures of the Hurricane Lentil, two bentonites and a fossil bed 

containing the cat’s paw oyster, Plicatula filamentosa Conrad. 

The fauna and associated sedimentary features indicate deposition 

took place on the continental shelf with a level bottom in a quiet, open 

marine sea. Depth restrictions of certain fossils suggest the Hurricane 

Lentil represents a slight transgression and regression of the sea. 

Plicatula filamentosa lived on banks similar to those present today on 

the northwest continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico. 

INTRODUCTION 

Detailed correlation of Tertiary rocks in the Gulf Coastal Plain is 

rarely possible due to similar lithology and faunal content of many 

units. The Hurricane Lentil provides uncommon criteria for sub¬ 

regional correlations in the form of two persistent bentonite beds and 

a unique fossil bed containing many individuals of the pelecypod 

Plicatula filamentosa Conrad. 

This lentil has a nearly uniform thickness of 20 feet throughout its 

recognized extent. Exposures have been located from Benchley in 

Robertson County to Lufkin in Angelina County (Fig. 1). 

Paleoecologic interpretations presented in this paper are based on 

field observations and laboratory study of samples collected from each 

bed of nine measured sections (Fig. 2). Mega-fossils and Foraminifera 

were studied to provide evidence for environmental interpretation 

and also sedimentary features and, to some extent, mineralogy were 

used as bases for interpretations. 

1 Work done while the writer was a graduate student at The University of Texas. 
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Fig. 1. Index map showing locations of measured sections of the Hurricane Lentil. 

Precise locations are given in the appendix. 

PREVIOUS WORK 

The Hurricane Lentil was first recognized by Stenzel (1940: 1668) 

who realized the beds present on Two-Mile Creek in Leon Comity 

(Stenzel, 1938: 139—144) were also present at Alabama Ferry and 

Hurricane Bayou in Houston County. Stenzel included the Hurricane 

Lentil in the lower part of the Landrum Member of the Cook Mountain 

Formation. The base is designated at a disconformity (Stenzel, 1940; 

Gimbrede, 1951) and the upper limit is the top of the upper bentonite 

bed. Above this bed fossils are rare and the lithology is chocolate 

brown, slightly fissile, shale typical of the upper part of the Landrum 

Member. 

Gimbrede (1951) described an additional composite section extend¬ 

ing the known limit of the Hurricane Lentil 20 miles. He collected and 

studied Foraminifera from these localities and concluded that the lentil 

represented a transgressive-regressive cycle. 

In a recent paper Gimbrede (1962: 1116) states that exposures of 

the Hurricane Lentil are known only in Leon and Houston counties. 
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Fig. 2. Stratigraphic cross-section of the Hurricane Lentil, Cook Mountain Formation 

(Eoccene), East Texas. 

During 1960 and 1961 the writer recognized and measured five addi¬ 

tional sections of the Hurricane Lentil (Davis, 1961) extending its 

kno\vn occurrence to 125 miles. Although these exposures include key 

beds of the lentil none include the entire unit. 
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STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS SECTION 

HURRICANE LENTIL 

COOK MT. FORMATION 
8Y 

RICHARD A. DAVIS JR. 

0 5 10 15 20 25 MILES 

LITHOLOGY AND FAUNA 

The Hurricane Lentil is composed primarily of gray, glauconitic 

clay and reddish-brO'Vm, clay-ironstone concretions which can be 

traced locally for a few miles. At some exposures glauconite pellets 

account for as much as 90 per cent of the rock. Fossils are abundant 

throughout the unit with the exception of a few thin silt beds and inter- 
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bedded silts and clays. Limestone nodules, primary pyrite and gypsum 

(selenite) occur locally. 

Abundant mega-fossils and Foraminifera are present in the 

glauconitic-clay and glauconitic clay-ironstone of the Hurricane 

Lentil. The mega-fauna is predominantly molluscan, although a few 

species of echinoderms, coelenterates, bryozoans, annelids, and arthro¬ 

pods are also present. The only vertebrate remains commonly found 

are shark and skate teeth, and fish otoliths. The most abundant species 

are: 

Mollusca 

Pelecypoda 

Anomia ephippoides Gabb 

Nucula mauricensis Harris 

Venericardia planicostata Lamarck 

Gastropoda 

Buccitriton texanum (Gabb) 

Distorsio septemdentata (Gabb) 

Mesalia claibornensis Conrad 

Natica limula Conrad 

Scaphopoda 

Dentalium minutistriatum Gabb 

Preservation of fossils is excellent; thin-shelled pelecypods are intact 

and few show signs of abrasion or wear. Original color is preserved on 

shells in many clay beds, however in the ironstone beds color is lacking 

due to post depositional alteration. In some places fossils are preserved 

in living position. This is especially true of the infaunal pelecypods 

Phlodomya claibornensis Aldrich and Tellina spp. and the scaphopod 

Dentalium minutistriatum Gabb. Many pelecypods are preserved 

with both valves articulated. 

Although there is a great diversity of Foraminifera, few species are 

abundant. All Foraminifera are benthonic with the exception of a few 

individuals of the planktonic species Globigerina oachitaensis Howe 

and Wallace. The common species are: 

Anomalina umbonata Cushman 

Cibicides cf. pseudoweullerstorfi Cole 

Eponides mexicana (Cushman) 

Gyroidina soldani var. octocamerata Cushman and Hanna 

Siphonina claibornensis Cushman 

The few Miliolidae and Textularidae found are poorly preserved, 

but preservation of other Foraminifera is excellent. 

Fauna of the Plicatula bed is distinctive although the remainder of 
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the lentil has a generally uniform fauna. This bed contains a diverse 

mega- and microTauna, but the abundance of various taxa is very 

different from the remainder of the Hurricane Lentil. The most 

abimdant fossil, Plicatula filamentosa Conrad, locally accounts for 

about 25 per cent of the rock, but is not present in any other bed in the 

lentil. At section L (Fig. 2) Plicatula is replaced by Anomia ephip- 

poides Gabb as the predominant species. Other fossils in this bed are 

present in small numbers at all localities. 

The foraminiferal assemblage includes the same species as does 

the rest of the lentil with the addition of abundant Milolidae and 

Textularidae. The most common species are: 

Anomalina costiana Weinzierl and Applin 

Anomalina umbonata Cushman 

Cibicides cf. pseudoweullerstorfi Cole 

Quinqueloculina mauricensis Howe 

Siphonina claibornensis Cushman 

Spiroplectammina natchitochensis Howe 

Textularia mauricensis Howe 

Textularia zapotensis Cole 

SEDIMENTATION 

In some beds glauconite accounts for as much as 90 per cent of the 

rock. Most is in the form of elongate, ellipsoidal fecal pellets, which 

average about 1.0 mm in length and 0.5 mm in diameter. All pellets 

have the same shape and approximately the same size suggesting they 

were made by one kind of animal. Some non-pelleted glauconite was 

found filling a few Foraminifera tests. Glauconite appears in large 

amounts in ironstone beds as well as clay beds. The only beds devoid 

of glauconite are two thin silt units in the eastern part of the lentil 

(Fig. 2) and the thick interbedded clay and silt unit at section CB. 

In most beds the glauconite pellets seem to be directly proportional to 

the abundance of fossils. 

The most common sedimentary structures are burrows. These are 

present throughout all of the clay units and although not discernible 

in the ironstone beds burrows were probably present during their 

deposition. This is suggested by the presence of burrowing pelecypod 

and gastropod species in the ironstone. Burrows are of various sizes 

and patterns indicating a diverse infauna. The obvious burrowing 

animals which are preserved as fossils were probably not the only 

infaunal organisms. Some burrows could have been made by worms 

and other animals not preserved as fossils. In many places large 
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burrows are filled with the glauconite pellets previously discussed and 

small burrows are filled with primary pyrite. 

ENVIRONMENT OF DEPOSITION 

Many forms of Tertiary life still exist or have close affinities to 

existing forms. By using the ecology of extant species the conditions 

present during deposition of the Hurricane Lentil can be postulated. 

The mega-fauna and the Foraminifera in the lentil indicate that these 

sediments were deposited on the continental shelf. Extensive work, 

chiefly by Parker (1956, 1959, 1960) and by Parker and Curray 

(1956), has been done on macro-invertebrates now inhabiting the 

northwestern continental shelf of the Gulf of Mexico. Foraminifera 

of this region have been studied in detail by Phleger (1960a, 1960b) 

and many other workers. Most authors agree that the distribution of 

living Foraminifera on the continental shelf is controlled primarily by 

depth related factors such as temperature, salinity, and turbidity. 

According to Thorson (1957: 463) the presence of abundant in¬ 

faunal species is indicative of a level bottom. He lists certain condi¬ 

tions that are vital to the existence of an abundant infauna (Thorson, 

1957: 466). The bottom must lack numerous “micro-landscapes” that 

are common where epifauna is dominant. The bottom must be muddy 

and associated with calm water and the salinity and temperature 

must be stable. Turbid water could be a limiting factor for species that 

are filter feeders. The above conditions are applicable to the environ- ! 

ment of deposition of this lentil because of the general predominance I 

of infaunal species. I 

Depth of Water i 

Certain depth restrictions can be inferred from the fauna of the j 

Hurricane Lentil although it is difficult to assign a specific depth of j 

water. The mega-faunal assemblage is one of a neritic environment. ! 

More specifically Tellina is common in depths less than 150 feet and | 

Anomia thrives in waters less than 100 feet deep. Living species of \ 
Veriericardia, Terebra, Turritella, Dentalium and many other genera 

found in the Hurricane Lentil are also living in waters of less than 180 

feet deep on the present continental shelf. The only specific change in 

depth indicators is the presence of the oyster Cubitostrea petropolitana 

Stenzel and Twining which appears in the uppermost clay beds of the j| 

lentil. This oyster indicates a depth probably less than 60 feet. |, 

Some of the Foraminifera also indicate depth of water, Gyroidina ! 

soldanii has been collected from depths of 200-900 feet by Phleger [' 
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(1960a: 65). This species is present in the lower portion of the Hurri¬ 

cane Lentil. Siphonina is most abundant at depths between 100 and 

300 feet and other genera now found on the continental shelf are also 

common in this unit. Scarcity of common shallow water Miliolidae 

suggests a depth of more than 100 feet. 

The Plicatula bed contains a fauna which indicates a depth of water 

shallower than 120 feet. Modem species of Plicatula live from the 

intertidal zone to depths of about 120 feet. Parker (personal communi¬ 

cation) has collected it living in the Gulf of Mexico at depths of 48 to 

120 feet. Shallow water Miliolidae are abundant in this bed. 

Salinity 

The fauna of the Hurricane Lentil is indicative of normal marine 

conditions (32-36%o). The taxa present show variation from this only 

in the uppermost bed of the lentil. At some localities the mega-fauna 

in this bed is limited to three species. The small number of taxa and 

presence of the oyster Cuhitostrea petropolitana suggest brackish 

water. Modem oysters commonly live in waters of below normal 

salinity; this is also postulated for oysters in the Hurricane Lentil. 

The fact that there are no fossils above the Hurricane Lentil indicates 

that the sea was regressing and subsequently the non-marine Landmm 

shale was deposited above this lentil. 

Temperature 

The fauna in the Hurricane Lentil probably lived in the warm 

waters of the continental shelf. Living representatives of common 

genera in this lentil such as Natica, Corbula, Anomia, Tellina, and 

Dentalium can tolerate temperatures from 10-30°C. with their opti¬ 

mum ranges about 15-22°C. It is assumed that temperatures tolerated 

by Tertiary species of these genera were similar. The seasonal thermo- 

cline in modern seas does not commonly extend to a depth greater 

than 100 feet. It is not probable that seasonal fluctuations in tempera¬ 

ture were common at depths greater than this during deposition of the 

Hurricane Lentil. Abundant glauconite also indicates warm water 

(Cloud, 1955: 468), however this is not always a good temperature 

indicator. 

Substrate 

The shelf was flat with the exception of banks inhabited by Plicatula 

filamentosa. The aforementioned discussion by Thorson (1957) sup¬ 

ports this hypothesis. The Plicatula bed must have been deposited un¬ 

der different conditions from the remainder of the lentil because this 
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species occurs only in that bed. Large numbers of living and dead 

Plicatula gibhosa have been dredged from calcareous banks and promi¬ 

nences in the Gulf of Mexico. The linear banks are interpreted by 

Curray (1960) as relic terraces and indicate marine transgression. 

Parker (personal communication) has collected Plicatula inezana 

from similar banks in the Gulf of California. The Plicatula bed in the 

Hurricane Lentil was deposited in much the same environment as 

modem Plicatula lives. 

The substrate on the continental shelf must have been soft enough 

for many burrowing organisms to inhabit. The Plicatula bed repre¬ 

sents a firmer substrate because these animals need a firm bottom to 

attach themselves as does Anomia which is abundant in the eastern 

portion of this bed (Fig, 2, section L). 

Rate of Sedimentation 

Throughout most of the time the Hurricane Lentil was being de¬ 

posited, the rate of deposition was probably constant. A few beds 

indicate variations in rate of deposition and some indicate a low rate 

of accumulation. An example of this is the glauconite bed at sections 

CB and CA (Fig. 2) where the clay has been winnowed leaving fossils 

and glauconite pellets. This winnowing probably occurred locally in 

other parts of the lentil. The Plicatula bed also represents a very low 

rate of accumulation. Because this bed was deposited on banks, the 

physical energy was more intense than on adjacent areas. This gave 

rise to a winnowing of fine particles and a slow rate of accumulation. 

The presence of encrusting worms and bryozoans on Plicatula valves 

also supports this hypothesis. 

Because an abundant infauna lived with their siphons at or near 

the water-sediment interface, the rate of deposition must have been 

rather slow. Bapid deposition of fine material would have brought 

about turbid water and eliminated the filter feeding infauna. 

Bottom Currents 

Several faunal and lithologic features indicate the presence of weak 

currents during deposition of the Hurricane Lentil. Abundant clay 

indicates this lentil was deposited in a low energy environment; ex¬ 

cellent preservation of the thin-shelled pelecypods and absence of 

abraded fossils supports this premise, 

A noticeable difference exists in the orientation of Plicatula valves 

at various localities. At section HB the orientation is random, but at 

section CA almost all valves are oriented with the convex surface 

upward (Fig. 3). This indicates currents were stronger at section CA 
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and that dead shells were preferentially arranged. Even though cur¬ 

rents were stronger at section CA than at section HB, they may have 

been rather weak. Plicatula valves are small and almost flat so that a 

weak current could orient them; if the currents were very strong the 

Plicatula valves would have been carried away. 

RANDOM ORIENTATION AT SECTION HB ORIENTATION SHOWING CONVEX SIDE 

UPWARD AT SECTION CA 

Fig. 3. Map showing orientation of Plicatula filamentosa Conrad parallel to the bedding 

planes. 

Chemical Environment 

Abundant marine life and good circulation during deposition of the 

Hurricane Lentil indicate a slightly oxidizing environment. Highly 

oxidized ironstone concretions are a result of post-depositional altera¬ 

tion. The presence of primary pyrite indicates a reducing environ¬ 

ment. According to Garrels (1960; 205) pjnite indicates oxygen was 

almost or totally absent. Most of the pyrite is in burrows where there 

would be little or no circulation, thus producing anaerobic conditions. 

Krumbein and Garrels (1952: 26) found pyrite to be formed at a pH 

of 7.0-7.8 and an Eh of 0.15-0.30. In general glauconite forms under 

the same pH conditions and slightly higher (0.00-0,15) Eh conditions. 

SUMMARY 

From the evidence brought forth the general ecologic conditions 

present during deposition of the Hurricane Lentil can be summarized 

as follows: 

1) Deposition took place in an open sea on the continental shelf. 

Depth of the sea ranged from about 50-200 feet. 
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2) Predominance of infaunal species indicates the bottom was flat 

with the exception of the banks where Plicatula filamentosa Conrad 

lived. 

3) Salinity was that of a normal marine sea (32-36%o). 

4) Abundant and diverse animal life was present. 

5) In general, water circulation was good, providing food and oxy¬ 

gen for abundant suspension and filter feeders. 

6) The substrate, with the exception of the Plicatula banks, was 

soft enough to permit burrowing by many infaunal species. 

7) The intensity of bottom currents varied, and in general the 

strongest currents were present on the Plicatula banks. 

8) The rate of deposition was slow enough to inhibit turbid water 

which would choke off the siphons of the infauna. 

9) The pH was generally about 7.0-8.0 and the Eh near neutral 

(0.0). 
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APPENDIX 

The locations of measured sections mentioned in the text and shown 

in Fig. 2 are: 

Section BEN—Located on State Highway OSR, 0.5 miles southwest 

of Benchley in Brazos County, on the slope of the road and in the 

ditch on the east side of the highway. The upper two beds are located 

about 100 yards north of the roadside park 0.3 miles east of the inter¬ 

section of State Highway OSB and U.S. Hwy. 190. 

Section BC—Located along north branch of Bee Creek, 2.0 miles 

west of the intersection of Hwy. OSB and Farm Boad 46 in Bobertson 

County. The section is exposed on a meander scar about 200 yards 

north of the highway. 

Section CB—Located in ditch and on adjacent hillside north of Hwy. 

OSB, 6.9 miles west of the Navasota Biver on east branch of Big 

Cedar Creek, Bobertson County. The upper beds crop out on the slope 

of the hill about 50 yards north of the highway. 

Section CA—Located in roadcut and on a branch of Caney Creek on 

Hwy. OSB, 3.2 miles east of the Navasota Biver, Madison and Leon 
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counties. The upper beds are exposed in a cutbank of the creek about 

50 yards north of the highway and the lower beds are exposed in the 

roadcut along the highway. 

Section TM—Located on the cutbanks of Two-Mile Creek, about 0.4 

miles upstream from the bridge on Farm Road 977, 4.0 miles east of 

Leona, Leon County. Exposed for several hundred feet along meander 

scar. (Bur. Econ. Geol. locality 145-T-52) 

Section AF—Located on the northeast bank of the Trinity River 

about 0.3 miles downstream from the abandoned Alabama Ferry, 7.5 

miles southwest of Porter Springs on the dirt road continuation of 

Farm Road 132, Houston County. (Bur. Econ. Geol. locality 113-T-9) 

Section HB—Located in the cutbank of Hurricane Bayou, 3.3 miles 

northeast of Crockett, Houston County, on Farm Road 2022. The lentil 

crops out 0.2 miles east from the bridge on the road. (Bur. Econ. Geol. 

locality 113-T-2) 

Section B—Located about 500 yards south of the bridge over Flat 

Branch Creek, 6.5 miles northeast of Crockett, Houston County. The 

bridge is on a dirt road east of Farm Road 2022, The lentil is exposed 

on a cutbank and along the creek toward the bridge. 

Section L—Located on U.S. Highway 59, 6.1 miles north of Lufkin, 

Angelina County. The lentil crops out on the creek bank west of the 

highway and 0.8 miles north of the intersection of Hwy. 59 and Farm 

Road 2021. At Locality 14 the unit crops out in the ditch along new 

Hwy. 7 about 7.0 miles west of Lufkin. The upper few beds of the 

lentil crop out 0.25 miles south of the intersection of Hwy. 7 and 

U.S. Hwy. 69. 



Observations on the Freshwater Fish Parasite 

Lernaea catostomi (Kroyer) 

by EXALTON A. DELCO, JR. 

Huston-Tillotson College^ Austin 

Fish collected from Onion Creek, Travis County, Texas in July, 

1959 revealed that several species were infected with the parasitic 

copepod, Lernaea catostomi (Kroyer). Additional collections in the 

early fall were conducted in order to ascertain incidence and intensity 

of infection. This paper reports the results of this survey, as well as 

som.e preliminary observations on the gross pathology of the infection. 

From July 11 through September 27, 1959, 1615 fish representing 4 

families, 9 genera and 13 species were collected at Onion Creek (Delco, 

1962). Of these, 299 (18.5%) of the fish harbored one or more L. 

catostomi (Table I). Representatives of 6 species were parasitized, but 

Table I 

Incidence of L. catostomi in fish collected at Onion Creek, Austin, Texas from 

July 11, through September 27, 1959. 

Host 
Number 

examined 
Number 
infected 

Percent 
infected 

Cyprinidae 

Notropis venustus 819 202 24.6 

TV. lutrensis 32 20 62.4 

N. volucellus 49 10 20.0 

Pimephales vigilax 10 0 0 

Poeciliidae 

Gambusia affinis 620 64 10.3 

Centrachidae 

Micropterus salmoides 27 0 0 

Lepomis punctatus 10 1 10.0 

L. macrochirus 7 2 28.5 

L. megalotis 2 0 0 

Elassoma zonatum 1 0 0 

Percidae 

Hadropterus scierus 12 0 0 

Percina caprodes 16 0 0 

Etheostoma lepidum 10 0 0 

TOTAL 1615 299 18.5 
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little or no significance can be accorded the negative findings in the 

other 7 species because of the few individuals examined. The inci¬ 

dence of infection was higher in members of the Cyprinidae and 

Poeciliidae than in other groups. 

The most commonly infected species was Notropis venustus. This 

species also consistently harbored the greatest number of adult cope- 

pods per individual. The number of adult L. catostomi on 125 IS, 

venustus ranged from 1 to 37 with a a mean of 3.2 copepods per fish. 

The mean copepod burden was higher in early August (5.4), than in 

September (1.2). 

Two hundred four (15.5%) of the 1316 fish upon which no L, 

catostomi were found, had one or more lesions that were similar to 

those found associated with the attachment of the copepod. Presence 

of the lesions was regarded as evidence of a history of infection with 

the parasite. The number of fish with L. catostomi, plus those with 

lesions only, was 503 or 31.1% of the total number examined. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INFECTION 

All of the lemaeids found attached to the body surfaces of the fish 

were maturing or adult females. Twenty-five mature specimens 

ranged in length from about 6 to 11 millimeters with a mean of 9.2 

millimeters, exclusive of the egg sacs. The anterior end of the parasite, 

with its four characteristic cephalothoracic horns, was deeply em¬ 

bedded in the flesh of the host. The tissue at the site of attachment was 

hemorrhagic and often necrotic. 

Adult female copepods were found embedded in all of the external 

body surfaces, particularly near the base of the fins, near the eyes, in 

the nares, and about the jaws. The area around the dorsal fin was most 

heavily infected. 

According to Wilson (1918), the life history of members of the 

genus Lernaea includes a temporary host for the copepodid stages, 

and a definitive host for the adult females. Gills of 27 of the 1615 fish 

collected were examined for copepodid larvae with the following re¬ 

sults: Notropis venustus (10 examined—3 with copepodid larvae), 

Gambusia affinis (7-1), Notropis lutrensis (8-3), Notropis volucellus 

(2-0). These data suggest that L. catostomi may be capable of com¬ 

pleting its life cycle by utilizing one or more host species. 
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BALANCE SHEET 

DECEMBER 31, I961 

Assets 

Current Assets: 
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Cash on deposit at the Bryan Building 
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Accounts receivable 

Total Assets 

Liabilities and Net Worth 

Current Liabilities: 

Accounts payable 

Payroll taxes payable 
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Special funds (see Schedule I): 
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Collegiate 

Libraries 
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Texas Journal of Science 
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Fund 

Convention proceeds 
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Transfers to other funds 

Total Receipts 

Expenses 

Publication and distribution of 

TheTexas Journal of Science 

Convention expense 
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Wages and payroll taxes 

Postage expense 

Auditing service 

Mailing list expense 

Typewriter rental 

Purchase of typewriter 

Publication of newsletter 

Miscellaneous expense 

Total Expenses 

Excess of Receipts over Expense 

Add Balance, January 1, 1961 

Balance, December 31, 1961 

$4,335.60 

145.00 

50.00 

700.00 

49.00 

958.00 

$6,237.60 

176.25 

250.00 

351.53 

586.21 

1,410.85 

(350.00) 

$8,662.44 

$5,107.21 

910.99 

147.72 

312.59 

883.95 

308.66 

175.00 

118.95 

18.00 

164.66 

128.38 

120.85 

$8,396.96 

$265.48 

353.99 
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ANALYSIS OF SPECIAL FUNDS 

FOR YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 3I, I961 

Permanent Fund 

Balance January 1, 1961 $3,912.57 

Add: Life memberships 150.00 

Balance December 31, 1961 $4,062.57 

Collegiate Academy Fund 

Balance January 1, 1961 $ 53.00 

Less: Transfers to general operating fund 

for collegiate memberships 49.00 

Balance December 31, 1961 $ 4.00 

Goethe Fund 

Balance January 1, 1961 $ 430.00 

Add: Donation during 1961 20.00 

Transfer from general operating fund $ 250.00 

Less: Transfer to general operating fund 

for Goethe membership 

$ 700.00 

700.00 

Balance December 31, 1961 

AAAS Research Grants 
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Less: Grants disbursed in 1961 

$ 979.06 

619.06 
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Balance December 31, 1961 

Visiting Scientist Fund 
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Add: Donations during 1961 1,500.00 

Less: Transfer to general operating fund 

$2,000.00 

300.00 

Transfer to National Science Foundation 1,049.93 

Balance December 31, 1961 $ 650.07 
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The Texas Academy of Science received a grant from the National 

Science Foundation for a Visiting Scientist Program, directed by 

Addison E. Lee, Science Education Center, The University of Texas, 

and administered financially by the Secretary-Treasurer of the Texas 

Academy of Science. The grant ran from July 1, 1961, to June 30, 

1962, and was supplemented by grants from the Alcoa Foundation 

and the Grassroots Educational League of Texas. The financial report 

is as follows: 

Receipts: 

National Science Foundation 

Alcoa Foundation 

Grassroots Educational League of Texas 

Residue from 1960-61 grants from the 

$23,920.00 

500.00 

250.00 

Alcoa Foundation and G. E. L. 150.07 

Total $24,820.07 

Expenditures; 

Honoraria 

Travel & per diem 

Wages & salary 

Administrative expense 

Indirect cost (allowable to T. A. S.) 

$ 5,820.00 

9,573.13 

3,927.80 

2,320.43 

3,178.71 

Total $24,820.07 

DON E. EDMONDSON 

Secretary-Treasurer 

Texas Academy of Science 
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The Virtue of Immaturity* 

by DONALD R. DUNCAN 

The University of Texas Medical Branch 

Members of the Texas Academy of Science, Junior, Collegiate and 

Senior, visitors and guests. Up tO' now it is a unique and no doubt will 

remain a rare occasion when we meet in the same place and in parallel 

with the National Academy of Science. This is in sharp contrast to our 

state and national governments where it is customary for both houses 

to assemble under the same roof. Let us believe that both are important 

in science as they are in the broader conduct of our affairs, that whether 

it be together or in separate places that neither will truly flourish and 

certainly will fall short of expectations without the activities of the 

other. We welcome this opportunity to meet with the* National Acad¬ 

emy, and we welcome each of the National Academy members to all 

our sessions. We are fully aware of the deservedly high honor bestowed 

on anyone elected to a group of such outstanding importance to our 

country. We hope that they in turn will take favorable notice of the 

Texas Academy and by their presence encourage all of us, but par¬ 

ticularly the younger members, to long and productive careers in 

science. 

In casting aro^und for a topic to meet this traditional duty of the 

president of the Texas Academy, it quickly became obvious that the 

classic and eminently good advice of Phideas was the only course to 

follow. (This despite a more than usual catholic interest in science and 

a burning desire to etch on the minds of all who are here a permanent 

will and desire to foster the affairs of this organization.) Even stick¬ 

ing to the last involves a considerable range of choice, since the anato¬ 

mist, like all shades and varieties of scientists, has a far ranging and all 

embracing definition of his subject. In this case, one that includes most 

of biology, that pervades all of medicine, and does not except the archi¬ 

tect, the astronomer, or the engineer. Structure and form are his pro¬ 

vince in whatever guise they may appear. Even narrowing the field to 

human morphology does not bring one to a practical 20 minute* le*veL 

There are ever so many distinctly human aspects of anatomy that are 

most interesting, but they are usually and quite pro*pe*rly left to the 

* Presidential address of the Texas Acade^my of Science, presented at the annual 
meeting on 30 November 1962, 
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medical expert. However, let me remind you that the faulty natural | 

history of the supraspinatus tendon and of the navicular bone is of ; 

great importance to someone every day and you might be that someone t 

tomorrow. We are indeed fortunate that there are people with a detailed | 

and useable knowledge of human structure, but this is not the place to j' 

present their efforts or the efforts of those who both lead and stand be- j 
hind them. I could, of course, quickly reduce the time to zero by re- ! 

counting my own contribution to knowledge of strictly human struc- ! 

ture. By and large most present day anatomists would find themselves I 
in the same predicament. Consequently, we shall turn our attention to j, 

some, by and large, well known and long established facts concerning i 

the “Fabrica Corporis Humani,” and from them suggest that certain j 

functional attributes of man are inescapable and should be embraced | 

rather than rej ected or fought against. 

Everyone is intensely interested in human structure, an interest [ 

that is usually unfailing and unflagging from infancy to old age. At ; 

times one should be wary before making light or trivial remarks on the j 

subject. Many years ago I was questioned by a fierce old lady about the | 

appearance of my newborn daughter. While allowing that she was 

nearly perfect, it seemed appropriate to at least indicate something ! 

short of the angels so I concluded by remarking that her ears seemed a i 

trifle large. The withering response to this was “Big ears are a sign of ' 

generosity”—and then I looked too late. J 

Our interest in form (anatomy) can be quickly estimated by think- ' 

ing how much is spent on clothes to ward off the elements and how • 

much to recommend the shape beneath them and sometimes to imply ■ 
considerably more or less than is actually there. Shoulder pads for men | 

come and go, but the same for their hips is unlikely. More seriously I 

would like to dwell briefly on those rather inconsiderable and few fea¬ 

tures that make us from a taxonomist’s standpoint, human, and to read i 

from these what appear to be worthwhile lessons. Wherein and how j 

then is man unique? He is not alone in being bipedal, although no j 

other mammal is equally proficient in this form of locomotion. He does | 

not have the biggest brain, the least hair, the best eyes or the sharpest i 

teeth, but he is nevertheless king of the beasts and the most potent of j 

living organisms in shaping the face of the earth. He even emulates | 

and beats the earthworm. In other words one is hard put to account for 

his obvious uniqueness on the basis of structure, but the true morphol¬ 

ogist believes that therein lies the answer. I 

Well, he does have one unique feature, a rather trivial one on the 

face of it, but nonetheless meaningful. I refer to his vertebral column 

and to one small part of that. In all the “higher” forms at least, the ; 
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body of each adult vertebra is formed by a block of bone and two thin 

wafers, one above and one below in man, fore and aft in quadrupeds. 

These plates develop separately and at the end of the major growth 

period fuse with the main piece. In every other form except man these 

epiphyses became complete bony plates but in man the process of con¬ 

version of cartilage to bone is never finished. Even in old age the cen¬ 

tral portion of the plate remains as cartilage. Hence in a sense this 

portion of our bodies never matures; we remain deep inside forever 

children. This and similar evidence led Bolk more than a generation 

ago to what is called the fetalization theory, to the idea that man’s 

uniqueness rests in his retention throughout life of attributes that ap¬ 

pear during the development of all vertebrates but ordinarily disap¬ 

pear during the maturation process. What are some of the other facts 

that suggest this thesis. Quickly, they are his pentadactylism, min¬ 

imum of exoskeleton, a small face compared to cranium, and certain 

attendant features of the nervous system. In other words, we have no 

hoofs or horns, no talons, no snout and not so much that we ever had 

and lost them as we never had them. While it is customary to depict 

our ancestors as hairy brutes it is unlikely that they have had pelts 

worth taking for ever so long in the past. Man therefore, has stuck by 

and large, to the generalized features that characterized the earliest of 

terrestrial creatures; of all the mammals he has departed least. In a 

sense he is tremendously conservative. Specialize we must, but it 

should never be embraced, instead regarded with wariness and re¬ 

luctance. While one could go on in this vein at some length, time does 

not permit. However, it might be worthwhile to review ever so sketchily 

the events of the past few million years wherein man became man. It 

is of great importance that our ancestors seem to have acquired, or 

better retained, all of their other immature characteristics before the 

most important one of all, namely, the oversize brain. This means 

something close to his present body size and proportions, completely 

erect posture, and with eyes and hands in their present form. The evi¬ 

dence strongly suggests that before us came the tool making, erect 

hominoid with full binocular vision, a completely opposable thumb, 

and most important a wide and shallow pelvis; also, no doubt a full 

measure of backache and flat feet. Only such a creature could give 

birth to infants with so much head, and only such creatures could rear 

such slowly developing and initially helpless offspring. Only then was 

it possible for children to beget children and perpetuate a never quite 

maturing strain. And thus we are by our encephalization ratio, our 

small faces, tiny teeth and weak jaw muscles, truly babes in the woods. 

By encephalization ratio one means the size of the brain in relation to 
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that of the spinal cord. In a newborn infant the spinal cord comprises 

1 % of the total weight of the central nervous system and in the adult 

the cord weight is 2% of the total. In our nearest competitors, the 

anthropoids, the spinal cord may be as little as 6% but this is still 3 

times greater than in man. And so, then we are notably large brained 

animals and uniquely so in terms of brain cord ratio. But our brains 

are not otherwise particularly specialized, we are a little short on smell, 

a little big on eyes perhaps, but no one part deviates excessively from 

the basic plan. 

No doubt there is significance in the highly and uniquely special¬ 

ized nature of the satellite nuclei surrounding the sources of nerve 

fibers to our tongues, also in the further fact that only in man are the i 

nuclei of the tuber cinereum grossly visible, a fact that might be indie- I 
ative of an unhealthy propensity for getting hot under the collar. But , 

these are trivial affairs compared to the lack of an olfactory apparatus I 

in the porpoise, the excessive development of the auditory apparatus i 

in the bat and so on and so on among our highly mature and specialized j 

contemporaries. I 

Despite much work and thought to the subject we still know sur- j 

prisingly little about the structure of the brain in terms of its capacities. I 

Many fairly small ones clearly outclass some very big ones when it . 

comes to performance and yet the biological and anthropological evi¬ 

dence is clear and unequivocal, big brains mean greater intelligence j 

and the greater intelligence the better the record in terms of survival 

and expansion. But while such questions are pertinent they lead away 

from the main theme; namely, the merits of immaturity. j 

We have established in a very sketchy fashion that man is a gen- i 

eralized animal rather than a specialized animal, and to this is added , 

an immaturity of form with adult retention of several characteristics ! 

common to all vertebrates but lost during the maturation process in 

all but Homo. Are there parallels or consequences in terms of behav- i 

ior? The answer is, of course, yes, and so obvious we rarely think about ' 

them. We take it for granted that little children learn faster than ‘ 

adults, that a man of 20 is far more adaptable than one of 60, and that i 

without immaturity there can be no further growth and development. . 

A ripe apple can only spoil, it is only while it is still green that it has ii 

a chance of becoming a better apple. And yet how often do we hear |i 

the term immature applied as if it were a blight, a stigma or a disease? I 

Every day in my environment, and I am getting very tired of it. Con- ! 

sider for just a moment all the nonsense pervading our lives on this j 

today, the exhalation of so-called maturity, the decrying of youth be- | 

cause they do not hurry up and be adults—hair-dos and nail polish : | 
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for little misses, long trousers and fore-in-hands for little boys, and a 

Junior Miss America in the bargain. Let me remind you that this is a 

return to peasantry among whom children are dressed as little adults 

and quickly act and serve as adults. The result is more peasants, more 

poverty, and more grinding toil. We would be better off insisting on 

distinctive children’s attire until age 21 and quit deluding ourselves 

that there is virtue in maturity. We should remember the article on 

the advantages of being over 40, the list was impressive and real, also 

inevitable, and as the author concluded none of it is worth as much as 

being less than 40. 

Too much and too often the term immaturity is applied when what 

is really meant is premature maturity, jelled at the infantile or even 

sub-human level of behavior, if your please. 

Was Churchill at 62 years of age old enough or mature enough to 

lead the free world against a brutish slavery or was he uncommonly 

gifted with the attributes of youth, a mobility of mind and purpose, a 

capacity to think in terms beyond his own immediate surroundings 

and times? Who seeks the chimney corner; who closes his intakes to 

further learning? Certainly not the immature, but the aged, and one 

can be very young in years and already aged. Old age pigment begins 

to accumulate early in the nervous system; literally this has no estab¬ 

lished significance, but as a symbol it is of great importance. And so a 

large segment of our so-called thinking is not in keeping with the pres¬ 

ent known facts of life. Under primitive conditions the average life 

span is very little over 30 years, and yet at least 15 or fully one-half 

of the total is required to produce a fully educated, self-sustaining, 

and tribe sustaining individual. Now the life span is around 70 and by 

like figuring it could take 30 years to train a citizen, and he would 

still have more than twice as many productive years ahead of him as 

his uncivilized ancestors. 

We are being forced, of course, to lengthen and to some extent in¬ 

tensify the educational process with ever so much reluctance about 

the length and many false claims and hopes for the speed-up proced¬ 

ures. One can suspect that we are annoyed over the seeming unpro¬ 

ductiveness of strong young muscles and forget that brain not muscle 

is our most important crop. It may not take long to train a human 

being, but it does take time to educate one. At the medical school we 

are besieged with bright young people in a hurry. They are smart, 

they can learn fast, but they are not wise or even remotely educated. 

They think history began at the battle of San Jacinto, but they do not 

know anything about that event. They have not the remotest concep- 
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tions of time and space in terms of history, geography, geology, or 

astronomy. While full of chemistry and certain aspects of biology, 

Wohler, Pasteur, and Mendel might be Indian chiefs for all they know 

or care. Perhaps pre-professional training in other areas is less special¬ 

ized and scanty, one who does not know for sure about this can at least 

hope so. 

Any recommendations coming from an anatomist on practical utili¬ 

zation of the biological facts of immaturity are probably out of order. 

However, I will suggest that as scientists and educators we discourage 1 

premature maturity, that we encourage prolongation of the develop- ! 

mental phase both in time and in depth. In nearly every instance 12 ' 

years of primary and secondary school should precede college, four j 

years should elapse between the beginning of an undergraduate pro- I 

gram and the awarding of a bachelors degree, and no doctor’s degrees 

should receive university sanction without a preceding or in some ' 

dwindling instances accompanying the baccalaureate. Every effort ' 

should be made to have periods of formal education interspersed with | 

real work experience including a good measure of simple and arduous ! 

toil. Contact with primitive areas, with great cities, and with foreign i 

lands should eventually become a part of the heritage of all young i 

people in their formative years. Every course of instruction from 

beginning to end should be one in history, language, and citizenship 

as well as the specific subject at hand. 



Affairs of the Texas Academy of Science 

The sixty-sixth annual meeting of the Texas Academy of Science 

was held at The University of Texas, Austin, Texas, November 29- 

December 1, 1962. The meeting was held in conjunction with the 

Autumn Meeting of the National Academy of Sciences for 1962. The 

program of the Texas Academy of Science meeting is given below. Ab¬ 

stracts are included for those papers preceded by an asterisk (*). 

GENERAL SESSIONS 

Friday, November 30. 

12:00 NOON. Luncheon and Presidential Address—Donald R. Dun¬ 

can, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The Virtue of 

Immaturity. 

6:30 p.M. Banquet AddresS'—-Paul Weiss, Rockefeller Institute, New 

York: The Living Organism: A Lesson in the Rule and Role of 

Order. 

SECTION I-—Mathematics 

Friday Afternoon, November 30. (Jointly sponsored by the Texas Sec¬ 

tion of the Mathematical Association of America and the Texas 

Academy of Science.) James F. Gray, St. Mary's University, 

Chairman. 

Herbert A. Luther, A & M College of Texas: An N-Step Method for 

the Solution of N Stimultaneous Linear Equations. 

*Louis Brand, University of Houston: The Solution of Difference 

Equations by Convolution. 

H. J. Ettlinger, The University of Texas: Operation Solution of the 

Wave Equations. 

* James F. Gray, St. Mary's University: Diagonal Forms of Odd 

Primes over P~adic Fields. 

’^Don E. Edmondson, The University of Texas: A Group Theoretical 

Proof of det (AB) = det A • det B 

'^'Thomas A. Atchison, The University of Texas: Convergence of In¬ 

finite Products. 

Robert T. Gregory, The University of Texas: On the Convergence 

Rate of an Iterative Process. 
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L. Sanders, Texas Christian University: A Discussion and Gen¬ 

eralization of the Weak Basis Problem. 

’"S. N. Afriat, Rice University: On the Rational Form of a Matrix. 

Saturday Morning, December 1. Landon A. Colpuitt, Texas Christian 

University, Chairman. 

T. Webster, Southern Methodist University: A Test for the Ex¬ 

clusion of an Independent Variable in Multiple Linear Regres¬ 

sion. 

’^Roy A. Axford and Paul B. Crawford, A & M College of Texas: Re¬ 

covery of Fluid Mass or Energy from Stratified Media with Cross- 

flow. 

*A. A. J. Hoffman and G. B. Dobbins, Jr., Texas Christian University: 

Representation of Stationary Time Series. 

Barbara Clinger, The University of Texas; Necessary and Sufficient 

Conditions for a Class of Groups. 

*Joe E. Cude, The University of Texas: Finite Almost Topological 

Groups. 

Patrick L. O’dell, The University of Texas: Gradient Methods of 

Solving a Problem in the Calculus of Variations. 

SECTION II.—Physical Sciences 

Friday Morning, November 30. Jointly sponsored by the Texas Sec¬ 

tion of the American Association of Physics Teachers and the 

Texas Academy of Science.) 

Division A; L. D. Vincent, Sam Houston State College, Chairman. 

M. L. West, The University of Texas: Time Constant Measurement 

for a Subcritical Nuclear Reactor. 

J. B. Ashe, E. L. Hudspeth, 1. L. Morgan, and D. O. Nellis, Texas 

Nuclear Corporation. (The University of Texas): An Anti-coinci¬ 

dence Spectrometer for Measurement of Gamma Rays Produced 

by Inelastic Scattering of Neutrons. 

Garnett C. Gray, Trinity University: Target Mass and Transverse 

Momentum in Extremely High Energy Nucleon-Nucleus Col¬ 

lisions. 

Joseph A. Smith, Baylor University: Some Classical Differential 

Scattering Cross-Sections. 

R. G. Packard, Baylor University: The Teaching of Physics in an 

Indonesian University. 
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Division B: Brother Bomard Barthel, St. Edwards University, Chair¬ 

man. 

B. T. Yoimg, A & M College of Texas: Bands of the 2000 A 

System of NH^, NDs, and NTs. 

Capt. W. W. Dunn (USAF), A & M College of Texas: Calculation 

of Intensity Envelopes for Vibronic Bands of Amonia. 

Carl B. Collins, The University of Texas: Selective Excitation of 

Spectra by Helium Metastables. 

Max C. Bolen and D. Clark, Trinity University: The Second Virial 

Coefficient in the Chemical Potential Equation of a Polymer Solu¬ 

tion in Relation to Phase Equilibria. 

* Virgil E. Bottom, McMurray College: Fabry-Perot Dilatometer. 

*P. M. Kenner and Paul Crawford, A & M College of Texas: General 

Method of Computing All the Independent Dimensionless Prod¬ 

ucts of a Given Set of Variables. 

Friday Afternoon, November 30. Division A: J. A. Scanlan, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas, Chairman. 

W. B. Woolrich, The University of Texas: Ten Years Progress in 

Desalinification of Sea Water by Freezing in the Laboratories of 

the United States. (Invited Paper) 

’*'John R. Watt, The University of Texas; Water Desalting by Com¬ 

pression-Extrusion Freezing. 

W. M. Reese, Jr. and W. R. Woolrich, The University of Texas: The 

White Room Facility with Instrumentation for Detection and 

Elimination of Ultra-Microscopic Contaminants on Strategic As- 

tronautic and Nuclear Equipment. 

*J. D. Zund and Paul B. Crawford, A & M College of Texas: An 

Analytical Solution of the Fourier Heat Equation for a Non¬ 

homo geneous Slab. 

*R. C. Anderson, The University of Texas: Coordination of Acety¬ 

lenic Hydrocarbons with Metallic Ions. 

’^Lila L. Gatlin, The University of Texas: Use of Set Theory in the 

Calculation of Base Sequence in DNA. 

Vernon E. Cates, East Texas State College: A Study of Sulfoxides 

and Sulfones and a Method of Structural Analysis Using Gas 

Chromatography. 

George Agogino, Baylor University: A Preliminary Report Involv¬ 

ing A Chemical Method for the Removal of ^^Preservative'' from 

‘‘Coated’' Radio-carbon Samples without Data Distortion. 
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Division B: Herbert D. Schwetman, Baylor University, Chairman. 

* A. Schild and J. Schlosser, The University of Texas; The Interaction 

of Particles with Charge^ Spin, and Intrinsic Magnetic Moment. 

(Invited Paper) 1; 

^Monty Kester, McMurry College: New Technique for Determining ^ 
the Magnetization of Ferrites. 

* Jerry L. Ivey, McMurry College: Temperature Dependence of the j 
Susceptibility of Ferrites. 

Richard A. Kane, A & M College of Texas: Microstructure of Whis¬ 

kers. 

T. E. Dixon, A & M College of Texas: Growth of MnO Whiskers. \ 

W. B. DeFacio, A & M College of Texas: Electron Microscopy Study 

of Selected Oxides on Thin Films of Gold. ! 

*Tom D. Laney, McMurry College: Lattice Constants of Alpha 

Quartz. j 

’’‘Bill T. Adams and Herbert D. Schwetman, Baylor University: X- i 

radiation Effects in Plastics. j 

B. J. Marshall, Arlington State College: An Investigation of the \ 

Ferro-electric Properties of Alum Single Crystals. 

*C. W. Burmeister, The University of Texas: Magnetoacoustic Oscil- j 
lations in Copper with Transverse Waves. ! 

P. L. Edwards and A. Svager, Texas Christian University: Some 

Observations on Spiral Whiskers of Copper. i 

Saturday Morning, December 1. Division A: J. D. Gavenda, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas, Chairman. | 

C. H. Bernard, Midwestern University: Some Modifications of 

Equipment for General Physics Experiments. 

C. J. Rigney, Lamar State College of Technology: Magnetic Meas- | 
urements in the Sophomore Laboratory. 

J. G. Shepherd, Lamar State College of Technology: A Simple De- | 
vice for Measuring e/m of the Electron in the Freshman Labora- \ 

tory. \ 

C. V. Parker, Sam Houston State College: The New Physics Pro- | 
gram at Sam Houston State College. | 

J. C. Thompson, The University of Texas: The Advanced Physics 1 

Laboratory at the University of Texas. j 

J. G. Potter, A & M College of Texas: Status of Regional Counselor ' 
Program in Physics. i 
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Vincent E. Parker, Louisiana State University and Oak Ridge Insti¬ 

tute of Nuclear Studies: Current Trends in College Physics 

Teaching. (Invited Paper) 

SECTION III.—Earth Sciences 

Friday Morning, November 30. (Jointly sponsored by the Texas Sec¬ 

tion of the National Association of Geology Teachers and the 

Texas Academy of Science) H. E. Eveland, Lamar State Col¬ 

lege of Technology, and Robert E. Royer, The University of 

Texas, Chairmen. 

*Glen K. Merrill, The University of Texas: Facies Relationships in 

Pennsylvanian Conodont Faunas. 

Thomas H. Banks, Lamar State College of Technology: An Inter¬ 

esting Feature of the Plagioclases in the Volcanic Rocks of Culebra 

Island, Puerto Rico. 

* Diego A. Cordoba, The University of Texas: Pre-Oxfordian Rocks 

in Northern Zacatecas, Mexico. 

Darrell E. Davis, Lamar State College of Technology: Progress Re¬ 

port on the Type Localities Project of the Gulf Coast Association 

of Geological Societies. 

W. Farrin Hoover, East Texas State College: Broad Field Earth 

Science Education in Training for Professional Geological Ca¬ 

reers. 

J. Earl Anderson, Jr., The University of Texas: Petrography of the 

Davis Mountains, Jeff Davis County, Texas. 

Friday Afternoon, November 30. John J. W. Rogers, Rice University, 

and Leo Hendricks, Texas Christian University, Chairmen. 

’^James L. Carter, Rice University: Quantitative, Non-destructive, 

y-radiometry of Basalts and Other Basic and Ultra-basic Rocks. 

* Thomas Patton, The University of Texas: Fossil V ertebrates from 

MillePs Cave, Llano County, Texas. 

Margaret S. Bishop, The University of Houston: Programmed 

Learning for Scientists? 

'•‘John W. Wood, The University of Texas: Geology of the Apache 

Mountains, Trans-Pecos, Texas. 

Gale K. Billings, Rice University: A Geochemical Investigation of 

the Packsaddle Schist, Llano Uplift, Texas. 

Lael E. Bradshaw, The University of Texas: Conodonts of the Fort 

Pena Formation. 
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^Arthur P. Troell, Jr., Rice University: Lower Mississippian Mud 

Mounds of Southwestern Missouri and Northwestern Arkansas. 

* Keith Young, The University of Texas: Ammonites of the Buda 

Limestone (Cretaceous), Texas and Mexico. 

*John J. Anderson, The University of Texas: Current Geologic In¬ 

vestigations in Antarctica. 

Miles O. Hayes, The University of Texas: Sedimentology of De¬ 

spar acida Bar^ Alacran Reef, Mexico. 

Saturday Morning, December 1. Jackie L. Watkins, Midwestern Uni¬ 

versity, and L. Frank Brown, Baylor University, Chairmen. 

L. McNulty, Jr., Arlington State College: Observations on Austin 

Equivalents in Northeastern Texas. 

* William L. Lindemann, The University of Texas: The Catahoula 

Formation, Duval County, Texas. 

Bill R. Jones, A & M College of Texas: Gravity Measurements at 

Sea. 

Ronald W. Harlan, A & M College of Texas: Sediments along White 

Oak Bayou, Northwestern Houston, Texas. 

’^Johnnie B. Brown, Baylor University: Geological Controls of Soils, 

Water, and Conservation, Flat Top Ranch, Bosque County, Texas. 

*Edward C. Bingler, The University of Texas: Precambrian Struc¬ 

tural History of the Petaca Region, Rio Arriba County, New 

Mexico. 

L. Mclntire, The University of Texas: Partition of Rubidium 

between Sylvite Crystals and Aqueous Solutions. 

Paul S. Freeman, The University of Texas: Thermoluminescent 

Studies of Catahoula Tuffs, Live Oak-McMullen Counties, Texas. 

Louis S. Komicker, A & M College of Texas: Shallow Water Sedi¬ 

mentation in the Vicinity of Bimini, Bahamas. 

^Michael E. Zellars, University of Houston: Formation and Char¬ 

acteristics of Barrier Islands and Their Significance as Potential 

Reservoirs. 

SECTION IV.—-Biological Sciences 

Friday Morning, November 30. Division A: Timothy D. Cotton, Texas 

Southern University, Chairman. 

Phillip L. Young, Prairie View A & M: The Possible Role of Cock¬ 

roaches in the Transmission of Viable Cyst of Trichinella spiralis. 
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Lula Hinton, Prairie View A & M: Effect of Cockroach Extract on 

in vitro Hatching of Oncosperes of Hymenolepis disminuta. 

* Timothy D. Cotton, Texas Southern University: Development and 

Multiplication of Avian Trypanosomes. 

*Burrus McDaniel, Clarence Cottom, and Eric Bolen, Texas A & I 

and Welder Wildlife Foundation: A Contribution to the Study of 

the Black-bellied Tree Duck (Dendrocygna autumnalis) in 

South Texas. 

William W. Milstead, University of Kansas City: Fossil Box Turtles 

(Terrapene) from the Central United States. 

"^Hal T. Weathersby and Layton R. Sutton, The University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical Branch: An Electromyographic Analysis 

of Thumb Movements. 

John Eaton Wolf, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Flores- 

cein Antibody Studies of the Pituitary Gonadotrophic Hormones. 

John D. Waggener, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Com¬ 

parative Fine Structure Studies of Ferritin Transport in Schwann 

Cells and Central Glia. 

G. W. Brown, Jr., The University of Texas Medical Branch: Saur- 

opsidian Liver Arginase. 

Pauline B. Mack, Texas Women’s University, George Vose and 

Sidney O. Brown, A & M College of Texas: The Application of 

Radiographic Bone Densiotemetry in Biology Studies. 

Division B: W. J. Dobson, A & M College of Texas, Chairman. 

*Sam C. Barranco, Radiation Biology Laboratory, A & M College of 

Texas: Biological Dosimetry—The Use of Hematological Vari¬ 

ables in the Estimation of Radiation Dose. 

*Tsueng-Hsin Chang, S. O. Brown, and G. M. Krise, Radiation Bi¬ 

ology Laboratory, A & M College of Texas: Effect of Chronic Pre- 

and Post-Natal Radiation on the Reproduction of Swiss Albino 

Mice. 

’•'Charles L. Sanders, Jr., Radiation Biology Laboratory, A & M Col¬ 

lege of Texas: The Effects of Gamma Irradiation on Serum 

Cholesterol and Blood Glucose Levels of the Albino Rat Treated 

with Alloxan or Cobaltous Chloride. 

I. L. Morgan, L. D. England, R. L. Launer, W. E, Tucker, J. S. 

Pizzuto, and C. M. Pomerat, The University of Texas: Micro¬ 

beam Irradiation of Single Cells with 16 Mev Protons. 
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*J. G. Sinclair, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Problems 

of Developmental Duplication. 

L. Brockman and J. P. Kennedy, The University of Texas I 
Dental Branch: Open Heart Surgery in Alligator mississipiensis. 

Walther Held, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Some Ob¬ 

servations on the Behavior of in Vitro Cultures from the Mam¬ 

malian Retina. 

Ichiro Yamamoto, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Elec¬ 

tron Microscopic Study of Mouse Lymph Infected with Salmo¬ 

nella enteritidus. 

*Ozro B. Wiswell, The University of Texas Dental Branch: The i 

Physiologic Amplitude of Adrenalectomized^ Intact and Isolo- • 

gously Transplanted Mice. 

Friday Afternoon, November 30. Division A: Walter V. Brown, The 

University of Texas, Chairman. 

’^Sekender A. Khan, Texas College: Effects of Giberellic Acid on 

Neurospora Growth. 

’*'John E. Endrizzi, A & M College of Texas: The Use of '‘Telocentric” 

Chromosomes in Linkage Mapping in Cotton. 

Ruble Langston, A & M College of Texas: Effect of Gamma Irradi¬ 

ation on the Growth and Development of Seedling Plants. 

Omer E. Sperry, A & M College of Texas: The Role of Soil Moisture 

in Chemical Weed Control. 

Charles S. Miller, A & M College of Texas: Absorption and Trans¬ 

location of Selected Cotton Defoliants. 

*Page W. Morgan and Wayne C. Hall, A & M College of Texas: i 

Distribution of the Indoleacetic Acid Oxidase Inhibitor System 

in the Cotton Plant. \ 

Abdul J. Mia, Bishop College: Polymorphic Parenchymatous Cells 

of Rauwolfia vomitoria. 

Arthur F. Beyer, Midwestern University: Petrified Sequoian Wood 

from the Queen City and Yegua Formations. \ 

John J. Sperry, A & M College of Texas: Research Participation in \ 

Summer Science Programs for High Ability High School Stu- \ 

dents. i 

*N. G. Vick, A & M College of Texas: A Report on Studies of the | 

Morphometric Relationships and Systematic Status of Fishes of ' 

the Family Istiophoridae from the Gulf of Mexico. \ 
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Norman Hughes, Lubbock Christian College: Development of Inter¬ 

specific Hybrids of the Genus Scaphiopus. 

*C. S. Lin, Huston-Tillotson College: Biology and Nesting Habits of 

Hunting Wasp Isodontia mexicana Tasch. 

Division B. George M. Krise, A & M College of Texas, Chairman. 

H. G. Swann, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The Appli¬ 

cability of Poiseuille^s Law to Flow of Blood Through Organ 

Vascular Beds. 

*Ted P. Bond, W. H. Levie, J. R. Derrick, and M. Mason Guest, The 

University of Texas Medical Branch: High Speed Photomicro¬ 

graphic Studies of the Microcirculation. 

’^Jimmy B. Throneberry, Abilene Christian College: Studies on the 

Differentiation of Hemoglobin in Rana pipiens. 

Carl W. Schultz and L. J. Olson, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch: Eosinophilia and Gut Allergy in Guinea Pigs Infected 

with Varying Dosages of Toxocara canis. 

D. L. Traber and S. M. Kolmen, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch: Chronic Lymphatic Fistulas—-Their Effect on Coagula¬ 

tion. 

John H. Quisenberry ^ and Elizabeth J. Dillon, A & M College of 

Texas: Growing Embryos in Plastic Shells. 

* Julian P. Cooke, Radiation Biology Laboratory, A & M College of 

Texas: Further Improvements on Standardization Techniques 

for Audiogenic Seizure Testing. 

Wilma D. White and Henry C. Browning, The University of Texas 

Dental Branch: Luteotropic and Lactogenic Action of Fractional 

and Multiple Pituitary Isografts in the Mouse. 

* Henry C. Browning, Geraldine Larke, and Wilma D. White, The 

University of Texas Dental Branch: Bioassay of Luteinizing and 

Luteotropic Activity of LH and LTH in Male Mice. 

*C. E. Hall and O. Hall, The University of Texas Medical Branch: 

Eclampsia-Like Syndrome Induced in Rats by Treatment with 

Polyvinyl Alcohol. 

’*'L. B. Nanninga, The University of Texas Medical Branch: On the 

Interaction Between the Muscle Proteins Actin and Myosin. 

* Sanders T. Lyles, Robert E. Nabors, and Pat Potter, Texas Christian 

University: In Vivo Penicillin Resistance of Staphylococci in 

the Chick Embryo. 
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Saturday Morning, December 1. (Jointly sponsored by Section IV and 

Texas Anatomists) Donald Duncan, The University of Texas 

Medical Branch, Chairman. 

Charles Pomerat, Pasadena Foundation for Medical Research, Pasa¬ 

dena, California: Recent Observations on Living Nerves in Vitro, 

(Invited Paper) 

Paul Weiss, The Rockerfeller Institute, New York, New York: 

Perpetual Proximo-distal Flow in Nerves and Its Peristaltic Drive. \ 

(Invited Paper) | 

Division A: Phillip L. Young, Prairie View A & M College, Chairman. 

*J. B. Middlebrook, R. O. Bowman, and H. R. McDaniel, Ling- I 
Temco Vought Research Center: A Practical Procedure for Sepa¬ 

ration of Pure Cultures of Algae from Contaminated Samples. | 

*H. R. McDaniel, J. B. Middlebrook, and R. O. Bowman, The Uni- i 

versity of Texas Southwestern Medical School: Metabolism of \ 

Guanidine Hydrochloride by Chlorella pyrenoidosa. 

James H. Elsey, Jr., and Jack Myers, The University of Texas: | 

Problems Encountered in Quantitative Repetition of the Priestley i 

Experiment. 

C. H. Connell, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Phos- \ 

phates in Municipal Waste Waters of the Southwest. 

E. Ed. Peeples, Mary Hardin-Baylor College: P. T. C. and the Al¬ 

coholic. 

O. Dayle Sittler, A & M College of Texas: Activity Rhythm in \ 

Headless Cockroaches. i 

E. J. Wheeler, The Baylor University Medical College: Compara- I 
tive Study of Paneth Cell Distribution in Vertebrates. 

E. Weller, The Baylor University Medical College: Comparative ! 

Development of Pheasant and Chick Embryonic Serum Proteins. \ 

David Wagnon, James R. Lott, North Texas State University: Ef- \ 

fects of X-radiation on Plasma, Cholesterol, Sodium, and Potas¬ 

sium in Rats. j 

Russell V. Brown, North Texas State University: Cellular Antigens i 

in the Chicken and their Genetic Implications. j 

Division B: R. J. Baldauf, A & M College of Texas, Chairman. | 

J. B. Flume, The University of Texas Southwestern Medical School: 1 
Fine Structures of Retrogressive Changes in Renal Tubules in \ 

Renal Disease of Humans. i 
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F. J. Luibel, The University of Texas Southwestern Medical School: 

A Comparative Study of the Fine Structures of Normal Epi¬ 

thelium and Neoplasms of Urinary Bladder in Humans. 

* William Zebrun and Venita F. Allison, The University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical School; Castration Effects on the Structure 

of Seminal Vesicle Epithelium in the Rat. 

Bruce E. Walker and Armond S. Goldman, The University of Texas 

Medical Branch: Origin of Cell Infiltrating Skin Graft Areas in 

Mice. 

*Vick Williams and Donald Duncan, The University of Texas Medi¬ 

cal Branch: Electron Microscope Studies on the Ultrastructure 

of Axoplasms. 

Robert D. Yates, The University of Texas Medical Branch: An 

Electron-microscopic Study of Adreno-Medullary Cells. 

Benjamin Rosario, The University of Texas Medical Branch: The 

Ultrastructure of Cuticle in Cestodes Hymenolepsis nana and H. 

diminuta. 

H. H. Mollenhauer and W. Gordon Whaley, The University of 

Texas: A Secretory Function of the Golgi-Apparatus in Certain 

Plant Cells. 

Jimmie Lee Laird, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Re¬ 

generation of Skeletal Muscle in Dystrophic Suckling Mice. 

Division C: C. C. Turbes, Baylor University Medical College, Chair¬ 

man. 

G. V. Russelh The University of Texas Medical Branch: The Phago¬ 

cyte of the Central Nervous System. 

Frances Marie Sansone, The University of Texas Medical Branch; 

An Electrophysiological Study of the Connections of the Sub¬ 

stantia nigra in the Cat. 

A. Jones, The Baylor University Medical College: Effect of Hypo¬ 

physeal Isografts on Lipid Deposition in Mice. 

R. Wemecke and G. V. Russell, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch: Central Course of Somatic Afferent Fibers in Cranial 

Nerves VII, IX, andX. 

L. McBumey, The Baylor University Medical College: Quantitative 

Relationships between the Ventro-medial Nucleus and Lipid 

Deposition in Mice. 
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*C, C. Turbes, The Baylor University Medical College and VA Hos- 

pital: Studies on Central Nervous Activity Following Application : 

of Electrical Energy-Effective in Electronarcosis. 

’^Don W. Stubbs and Lothar L. Salomon, The University of Texas i 

Medical Branch: Growth Hormone, Aldonolactonase, and the j 

Synthesis of Ascorbic Acid: Endocrine Control of a Reaction se- I 

quence by Specific Enzymen Induction. j 

*Lothar L. Salomon, Edward J. Massaro, and Frank L. Lanza, The , 

University of Texas Medical Branch: Fluid Return from the \ 

Hydoronephrotic Kidney of the Rat. 

Glen G. Gillett and Edward G. Bunnells, The University of Texas ! 

Medical Branch: The Reduction of Deciduomata in Intact and ■ 

Hypophysectomized, Immature Rats Treated with Prolactin or 

Bearing Pituitary Grafts. i 

Division D: F. J. Luibel, The University of Texas Southwestern Medi- I 

cal Branch, Chairman. ' 

* Carlos Canales, John Reid, Carlos Bazan, and John R. Derrick, The 

University of Texas Medical Branch: The Use of Oleic Acid 1131 \ 

as a Diagnostic Test in the Evaluation of Chronic Constriction of \ 

the Superior Mesenteric Artery. \ 

S.. Calmes and D. Williams, The Baylor University Medical Col- I 

lege: Cytochemical Analysis of Eosinophil Granules in Normal 

and Allergic States. ' 

L. Delmonte, The Baylor University Medical College: Extramedul- \ 

lary Hematopoiesis in Tumor-Bearing Mice. i 

A. G. Liebelt, The Baylor University of Medical College: Biologic j 

Studies of a Transplantable Melanoma in Mice. ; 

W. Keith O’Steen, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Myo- 

genesis in Diffusion Chamber Implants of Normal and Dystrophic ! 

Human Skeletal Muscle. 

V. Critchlow, The Baylor University Medical College: A Sexual ! 

Difference in the dreardian Rhythm of Adrenal Cortical Func¬ 

tion in the Rat. \ 

Vernon E. Scholes, North Texas State University: Phosphorus Me- j 

tabolism in Normal, Pre-malignant, and Malignant Tissue. j 

Ernst F. Davis and J. K. G. Silvey, North Texas State University: i 

Inorganic Nitrogen Utilization by Aquatic Actino-Mycetes. j 

Saturday Afternoon, December 1. (Jointly sponsored by Section IV 

and Texas Anatomists) Division A: William Zebrun, The Uni- i 

versity of Texas Southwestern Medical School, Chairman. ' 
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Joe A. Lynn, The University of Texas Medical Branch: An Acute 

Response of the Third Glomerular Cell Type in Goldblatt Dogs. 

^Charles H. Wells, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Sodium 

and Calcium Concentration Changes in Renal Tissue Homoge¬ 

nates Induced by Alterations in Calcium Metabolism. 

*John Reid, Van Rea, Howard Condren, and John R. Derrick, The 

University of Texas Medical Branch: The Effect of Reduced Seg¬ 

mental Blood Flow on Renal Parenchymal Oxygen Tension. 

George C. Morris, Jr., The Baylor University Medical College: Sur¬ 

gical Approach to Renal Failure of Renal Ischemic Origin. 

’^Van Rea, Howard Condren, John Reid, and John Derrick, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas Medical Branch: Effects of Renal Vein Con¬ 

striction on the Unilaterally Nephrectomized Dog. 

Raymond F. Blount, The University of Texas Medical Branch: A 

Urethral Obstruction in a Specific Strain of Mice Giving Bladder 

Distention and Hydromephrosis. 

Wallace McNutt, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Genetic 

and Physiological Differences in Tolerance of Salt in Two Strains 

of Mice. 

H. Rigdon and Jack Neal, University of Texas Medical Branch: 

Absorption and Excretion of Benzpyrene. 

B. W. Henderson, The University of Texas Southwestern Medical 

School: Observations on Lipemia of Aminonucleoside Nephosis. 

Division B: Lothar L. Salomon, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch, Chairman. 

Sidney Stewart, The University of Texas Southwestern Medical 

School: Demonstration of Macro-molecular Uptake by Mouse 

Mammary Cancer Cells in Vivo Utilizing Iron-Dextran. 

Gordon McGee, The University of Texas Southwestern Medical 

School: Fine Structure of Chronic Hypertensive Arteriopathy De¬ 

termined in Human Renal Biopsies. 

Russel E. Dill, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Observa¬ 

tions on Striated Muscle Fibers in the Pineal Body of the Rat. 

Virginia F. Harrison, Medical Field Service School, Brooke Army 

Medical Center: An Electromyographic Investigation of the Pat¬ 

terns of Activity of the Triceps brachii m. and the Biceps brachii 

m. 

R. Fulmer, The Baylor University Medical College: Transplantation 

of Cardiac Tissue into the Mouse's Ear. 
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R. Huff, The Baylor University Medical College: Transplantation 

of Homologous Cardiac Tissue in Thymectomized Mice, 

R. A. Liebelt, The Baylor University Medical College: Development 

of T umors in Hypophyseal Iso grafts in Mice. 

*Luke W. Able, The Baylor University Hospital of Medicine: Ported 

Hypertension in Children—Associated Pathophysiology and 

T reatment. 

"^R. J. Baldauf, A & M College of Texas: The Use of Morphological 

Criteria in Studying Anuran Phylogeny. 

SECTION V—Social Sciences 

Friday Afternoon, November 30. Division A: Oscar A. Ullrich, South¬ 

western University, Chairman. 

* James H. McCrocklin, Texas College of Arts and Industries: Coordi¬ 

nation of the Department of State and the Department of Defense 

in Respect to National Security. 

Chester A. Newland, North Texas State University: Press Coverage 

of the United States Supreme Court. 

*Alan H. Humphreys, The University of Texas: An Analysis of the 

Use of Laboratories and Consultants in Junior High School Sci¬ 

ence Courses. 

’^Herschel T. Manuel and H. Paul Kelley, The University of Texas: 

Ability Tests of College Freshmen. 

Division B: T. N. Campbell, The University of Texas, Chairman. 

’‘'M. Jourdan Atkinson, Texas Southern University: Conceptual Ac¬ 

culturation Used in Teaching Cultural Anthropology to Children. 

’^Francis J. Kelly, The University of Texas: Analysis of Deviant Be¬ 

havior Among Adolescent Males. 

’^Walter E. Driskill, Lackland Air Force Base: Partial and Continuous 

Feedback in an Auto-Instructional Situation. 

’*'1. E. Gerber, Brooks Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston, and 

Jackson B. Reid, The University of Texas: Proactive and Retro¬ 

active Effects in Programmed Learning. 

* Arthur A. Grusendorf, Southwest Texas State College: Teenage Be¬ 

liefs Concerning Causes of Juvenile Delinquency. 

’^‘Frances F. Fuller, The University of Texas: Influence of Client Sex 

and Presenting Problem on Client Preferences Regarding Coun¬ 

selor Sex. 
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Ira Iscoe and John Pierce-Jones, The University of Texas: Divergent 

Thinking, Age and Intelligence in White and Negro Children. 

Beeman N. Phillips, The University of Texas; Sex Differences in 

Anxiety. 

William F. Brown, Southwest Texas State College: College Students 

as Academic Adjustment Counselors. 

Saturday Morning, December 1, Walter L Firey, The University of 

Texas, Chairman. 

W. Cody Wilson, The University of Texas: Personality and Preju¬ 

dice. 

Garrett R. Foster, The University of Texas: Authoritarianism in 

Early Adolescence. 

Donald J. Veldman, The University of Texas: Computer Applica¬ 

tions in Social Science Research. 

Earl Jennings, The University of Texas: Cross Validation in Pre¬ 

diction. 

Carson McGuire, The University of Texas: Underlying Dimensions 

of Intelligence, Personality and. Behavior. 

Robert F. Peck, The University of Texas: Methods for Exploring 

the Process of Clinical Intuition. 

*P. C. Apostolakos, Texas Women's University: Actuarial Versus 

Clinical Prediction in Counseling and Medicine. 

James C. Horger, The University of Texas: A Factor Analytic Study 

of Rated Characteristics of Counselor Candidates. 

John R. Peck and Mrs. Beth Stephens, The University of Texas: 

Success of Young Male Retardates: A Research Project in Prog¬ 

ress. 

Robert J. Jones, The University of Texas: Peer Nominations as a 

Criterion of Human Talent. 

Frederick Koenig, Southern Methodist University: Probability of 

Attainment and Goal-Setting Decisions: An Experimental Study. 

Grady P. Parker, A & M College of Texas: Preparation Programs 

and Certification of Texas Secondary School Science Teachers. 

SECTION VI—Environmental Sciences 

Friday Afternoon, November 30. Lawrence Curtis, Forth Worth Zo- 

logical Park, Chairman. 
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*C. E. Murphy, Texas Christian University: Plankton Population in 

a New Impoundment in Wise County, Texas. 

F. Allan Hayse, Louisiana State University: Preliminary Report on 

Trichomonad Investigations in Family Columbidae of the Lower 

Rio Grande Delta of Texas. 

Pauline James, Pan American College: Cestode Species in the East¬ 

ern White-Winged Dove Zenaida a. asiatica. 

*Exalton A. Delco, Jr., Huston-Tillotson College: Local Movements 

of Two Cyprinids. 

Thomas E. Kennedy, Jr., Baylor University: Micro-environment 

of the Pocket Gopher Burrow. 

Ronald H. Pine and Dilford C. Carter, A & M College of Texas: Evi¬ 

dence for Seasonal Movements of Neotropical Cave Bats. 

*Donald H. Lokke, Fort Worth, Texas: Weather Influence on Ac¬ 

tivity of Armadillidium vulgare. Terrestrial Isopod, Fort Worth, 

Texas. 

Fred C. Jonah, Chance Vought Corp.: Solar Activity Effects During 

1958-59. 

Saturday Morning, December 1. Lawrence Curtis, Fort Worth Zoologi¬ 

cal Park, Chairman. 

Clinton E. Stewart and Fannie M. Hurst, Baylor University: Flora 

of Bosque County, Texas. 

Frank T. Awbrey, The University of Texas: Call Discrimination in 

Microhyla olivaxea. 

^Lawrence Curtis, Fort Worth Zoological Park: The Amazon Dol¬ 

phin, Inia geoffrensis, or New Animal for Research. 

Clark Hubbs, Thomas Wright,, and Orlando Cuellar, The Univer¬ 

sity of Texas: Correlation of Reproductive Season and Develop¬ 

mental Temperature Tolerance in Local Anurans. 

R. B. Davis, R. L. Spicer, and E. V. Klett, A & M College of Texas: 

Diet of White-tailed Deer on Selected Areas of Controlled and Un¬ 

controlled Brush in the Rio Grande Plains. 



Abstracts of Papers Presented at the Sixty-Sixth Annual 

Meeting of the Texas Academy of Science 

Section I—Mathematics 

ON THE RATIONAL NORMAL FORM OF A MATRIX 

S. N. Afriat, Rice University 

The rational normal form of a matrix will be deduced directly from 

theory of the invariant factors of polynomial matrices (e.g., Schreier 

and Sperner, 1955), by use of some results on partitioned matrices 

(Afriat, 1954). 

Let ^ be the space of vectors of order n with elements in a field 

K; and let fi be the ith fundamental vector, with jth element Sij, so 

that ^ — [fi, . . . ,fn]. If a is a matrix of order n with elements a^ in 

K, then afi =2fjaji. Equivalently, C(a)f = 0, where f is the par¬ 

titioned vector with component fi, and C(a) is the partitioned matrix 

with component Cij (a), the characteristic matrix of a being C(A) with 

elements Cij(A) =8ijA-aji. There exist elementary polynomial ma¬ 

trices M( A), N (A) such that M(A)C(A)N(A) =E(A) is diagonal, with 

elements Ei(A) which are the invariant factors of C(A). It follows 

that M(a)C(a)N(a) =E(a), and, since (N(a) )“^ = N“^(a), where 

(A) denotes the polynomial matrix inverse to N( A), that Ei (a) gi = 

0, for the component gi of the partitioned vector g = N“^(a). 

Therefore ri < mi, for the degree mi of Ei(A) and the dimension 

ri of the cyclic space {gi} = [gi, agi, . . .] generated for a by gi. 

Should ri = mi be the case, then Ei(A) is the characteristic of 

the minimum polynomial for a on (gi). But from f = N(a)git fol¬ 

lows that every element of C is of the form (a)gi + . . . + i/'n(a)gn 

for polynomials i/^i(A),..., ^„(A)eK[A], that is C={gi} +...+ 

(gn). Therefore mi + , . . + m,, = n<ri + . . . + rn. Hence ri = mi. 

Accordingly C — (gi) ® ® (gn), by which result a is equivalent 

to the direct sum of the companion matrices of its invariant factor 

(cf. Jacobson, 1953). 

CONVERGENCE OF INFINITE PRODUCTS 

Thomas A, Atchison, The University of Texas 

Considering infinite products of quotients of linear factors, conver¬ 

gence criteria were established equivalent to the convergence of an 

infinite series. 

397 
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RECOVERY OF FLUID MASS OR ENERGY FROM STRATIFIED MEDIA 

WITH CROSSFLOW 

Roy A. Axford and Paul B. Crawford, A. and M. College of Texas 

The simultaneous partial differential equations, 

1 0Vi 0^Vi 0^Vi 

(x,y,t) = (x,y,t) + (x,y,t) (i 1,2) 
ai 0t ^ ^ 0x2 ^ ^ 0y^ 

are solved analytically on the composite domain defined by the in¬ 

equalities, O < X < l,-a<y<0, and O ^y^b, subject to the coup¬ 

ling boundary conditions, 

9v2 , , 
(x,o,t) ki 4^ (x,o,t) = k 

3y • 8y 

Vi (x,o,t) = V2 (x,o,t) 

together with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the line x = o, Neu¬ 

mann boundary conditions on the lines x = 1, y = ~a, and y = b, and 

uniform field values specified initially. The field functions Vi(x,y,t) 

for i = 1, 2 may be interpreted as temperature distributions in energy 

recovery or as pressure distributions in fluid mass recovery through 

the stratified media faces on the line x = o. 

Expressions for the cumulative energy or mass flow over the time 

interval (o,t) out the end faces of each layer of the stratified medium 

are obtained directly by residue calculus from the temporal Laplace 

transforms of the field functions Vi (x,y,t). Analytical results in terms 

of rapidly converging series which represent crossflow effects are 

found for the ultimate flow of energy or fluid mass out of the ends of 

each layer. Numerical results obtained on an IBM 709 computer for 

the ultimate fraction of energy or fluid mass which passes out through 

the individual end faces of a stratified medium are presented. 

THE SOLUTION OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS BY CONVOLUTION 

Louis Brand, University of Houston 

The difference equation f(E)y = <i(t) of order n, where f(E) is a 

polynomial of degree n with leading coefficient 1, has the particular 

solution yi(t) =v(t)’^^(t). Here v(t) is the solution of f(E)v = 0 

for which v(0) = v(l) = . . . = v(n-2) = O, v(n-l) = 1 and the con- 

t— 1 
volution v*^ is defined as 2 v(x)<^(t—1—x); and the solution yi 

satisfies the initial conditions yi(0) ^yiXl) = . . . = yi(n—1) =0. 

The fundamental theorem of the sum calculus now gives yi(t) = 

A-'[v(x).^.(t-l-x)]4ro- 
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FINITE ALMOST TOPOLOGICAL GROUPS 

Joe E. Cude, The University of Texas 

(G, • ,T) is a Finite Almost Topological Group if and only if (G, •) 

is a finite group, (G,T) is a topological space, and • is a continuous op¬ 

eration in (G,T)? Theorem: If (G, • ,T) is a finite almost topological 

group, then for every UeT, U there exists {Oi/l <i<n, OieT} 

n 
such that U = Oi and i j implies that Oi O Oj — «/>• 

i=l 

A GROUP-THEORETICAL PROOF OF DET (ab) — DET A * DET B 

Don E. Edmondson, The University of Texas 

Exploiting the combinatorial identity y (2 Aij)=2 
lein ]clm f^Fn,!!! 

(tt Akf(k)), a proof is given for det (AB) = det A-det (B) which uses 
k£ln 

simple group-theoretical results. The group considerations come from 

the Pn, the permutation group of considered as a subgroup of the 

semi-groupoid Fn,n of all functions from G into In. 

DIAGONAL FORMS OF ODD PRIMES OVER 8-ADIC FIELDS 

James F. Gray, S.M., St. Mary's University 

A field K of characteristic zero complete under a discrete non- 

Archimedean valuation and having a finite residue class field k is 

called herein a generalized p-adic field or, briefly, a 8-adic field. In 

contrast to the fact that, for all n, Xi^ + Xg^ + . . . + Xn^ = 0 has only 

the trivial solution in the real field, diagonal forms Fr(X)= 2.^^ ai Xi^ 

over a 8-adic field K have a non-trivial zero in the ground field K pro¬ 

vided n is sufficiently large—i.e., there exists a minimal function !/^(r) 

such that n>i}/(T) guarantees a non-trivial solution to Fr(X)= 0. It is 

known that 5 (H. Hasse, 1928) and that 1/^(3)= 7 (D. J. Lewis, 

1957), this latter result destroying an old conjecture that (r) = r“ + 1. 

This paper, in seeking upper bounds on actually generated the 

following upper bound for all odd primes p: «/^(p) <p(p-i)+1. 

In fixing p and then considering a diagonal form Fp(X) of degree p 

over a 8-adic field K, we generate a sequence of vectors {Xi}, Xi = (xn, 

Xi2, . . . , Xin), XijsK, l<j<n, i = 0,1,2,..., which converges to a non¬ 

trivial vector X =(Xi, x,, ..., Xn), XjeK, that satisfies Fp(X)= 0. After 

determining X^, the recursive solution of simultaneous congruence 

systems produces the rest of the sequence. Determining Xq is crucial. 

When the characteristic of the residue class field k is different from p 
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this is relatively easy. The existence, for any diagonal form 2.^^ 

aixP = 0 over a finite field, of a non-trivial solution in that finite field 

is applied to the residue class field k to generate Xq. A key step uses 

the fact that if characteristic k = q =7^ p, then p is a unit in the ring of 

integers of K. This property fails when the residue class field has char¬ 

acteristic q equal to the degree p of the given form; may still be de¬ 

termined, but in a much more complex manner. 

The expectation that = p(p—1) + 1 for odd primes p, though 

verified for p = 3 since if/(3)'= 7, is shattered for p = 5 since if/(3) =^21. 

Sharpest results obtainable to date show that 16<i(/(5) < 19; even for 

n = 16, 17, 18, however the desired solutions exist in most of the pos¬ 

sible cases. There is some hope that eventually it may be established j 

that (5) = 16. i 

REPRESENTATIONS OF STATIONARY TIME SERIES | 

A. A. J. Hoffman and G. B. Dobbins, Jr., Texas Christian University | 

A stationary time series may be represented by a histogram, a cor- j 

relogram, a power spectrum, the set of Fourier coefficients, or by the | 

frequency of zero crossings. Each of these methods of representation | 

is applied to a particular stationary time series. The results are com- j 

pared to show what characteristics of the time series are revealed by j 
each representation. A summary of the results gives a statistical de¬ 

scription of the time series. 

SOME USES OF BLOCK ORTHOGONALIZATION IN THE ITERATIVE 

SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS LINEAR EQUATIONS 

H. A. Luther, A. and M. College of Texas 

The convergence rate of iteration can be influenced favorably by 

orthogonalizing, in a set of simultaneous equations, blocks of consecu¬ 

tive equations. One technique, herein called cascading, consists in hav¬ 

ing the orthogonalization overlap in consecutive blocks. For the case 

of Kaczmarz iteration and equations resulting from the use of Lapla- 

cian stencils, results are of particular interest. In this event, for the 

simplest stencil, if the maximum number of interior points on one line 

of the grid is m, then orthogonalizing in blocks of 2m + 1 and using 

an overlap of 2m equations gives an exact solution. For larger stencils 

results are similar. 

A DISCUSSION AND GENERALIZATION OF THE WEAK BASIS 

PROBLEM 

B. L. Sanders, Texas Christian University 

In the appendix of his book, Banach states (essentially) that a se- 
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quence of elements of a Banach space which is a basis of the space 

with its weak topology is a basis of the space with its norm topology. 

Questions as to the validity of this statement are raised, and a gen¬ 

eralization of this statement is considered. 

A TEST FOR THE EXCLUSION OF AN INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 

IN MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION 

J, T. Webster, Southern Methodist University 

The usual multiple regression model is 

Yi = ^0 + + p2^i2 + » . . + pn-\^i (n—1 ) + ^nXin + Ci 

where the fS's and Xij’s are fixed parameters and the ci’s are normally 

independently distributed (O, cf^) ; in particular, the o-^ is constant for 

all possible sets of x’s in the range of experimentation. 

This paper considers the problem of, given a set of experimental 

data (Yi, Xn, Xi2, . . . , Xin), i = 1, 2, . . . , N, determining a ‘‘good” 

estimator of E(Y) for a given X = (xi, X2, . . . , Xn) vector. Two pos¬ 

sible estimators are considered 

Yi = bo + biXi + . . . + b„_ix„_i + boXn 

and Ya = Ro + aiXi + . . . + an-ix„_i. 

For both estimators the coefficients, bk and ak, are the least squares 

estimates of with the condition that x,, is ignored in computing 

the ak. 

The choice between the two estimators is dependent upon the defi¬ 

nition of a “good” estimator. Two such definitions are proposed: 

1) The minimum variance, unbiased estimator. 

2) The estimator with a high probability of being within a given 

distance of the true value, E(Y|X). 

Under the first definition, it is shown that Yi is always the better 

estimator; however, under the second definition, Y2 may be better 

than Yi depending upon the X vector. A test is presented for deter¬ 

mining when to use Y2 rather than Yi should the second definition be 

used as the criterion for a “good” estimator. 

Section II—Physical Sciences 

X-RADIATION EFFECTS ON PLASTICS 

Bill T. Adams and Herbert D. Schwetman, Baylor University 

The electrical characteristics (dielectric constant and conductivity) 

of certain plastics (polystyrene, polyethylene, and two types of Plexi¬ 

glass) were measured. Results of dielectric constant measurement 

were within 19 per cent of published values. The conductivity of poly¬ 

styrene was found to be a factor of 10^ greater than published values. 
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The effect of high level X-radiation on the dielectric constant was 

found to be negligible. The conductivity of polystyrene increased by a 

factor of 1.6 during radiation, while the conductivity of polyethylene 

increased by a factor of 35 during comparable radiation. 

COORDINATION OF ACETYLENIC HYDROCARBONS WITH ME¬ 

TALLIC IONS 

Robbin C. Anderson, The University of Texas 

An interesting new series of coordination compounds are those of 

various substituted acetylenes, such as 1 - and 2-butyne and 1 -, 2-, and 

3-hexyne, with metallic ions in solution or with metallic compounds. 

Very few have been investigated. H. J. Lucas has reported complexes 

with silver ion and, very recently, with copper (I); and Chatt and 

others have reported certain instances of coordination of alkynes in 

some rather complicated structures. 

Exploratory experiments here have indicated that a variety of new 

complexes may be formed by direct coordination of the alkynes with 

various metallic ions. These are of interest and potential importance 

both as new types of compounds and also as intermediates in catalytic 

processes and in ionic and surface reactions. 

The reactions of the butynes, hexynes, etc., with a number of me¬ 

tallic ions are being investigated. Both direct reaction with liquid 

hydrocarbon and in benzene, hexane, and water solutions are tested, 

using color and solubility effects to indicate complex formation. Where 

reaction occurs, the solubility of the complex is checked, as well as its 

stability toward heating, exposure to oxygen, etc. Work is in progress 

in some instances to determine the formulas of the complexes and to 

get information on the structures by infrared or gas chromatographic 

techniques, 

A brief summary is given of results of work to date (in collabora¬ 

tion with B. Garrett, K. Shipper, E. Bodriguez, and D. Pickett). These 

show various complexes with titanium (IV), iron (III) and Iron (II), 

copper (I), and silver, but none with nickel (II) or copper (II). There 

is also evidence of reaction with vanadium (HI), molybdenum (V), 

and aluminum (III). 

Significant variations are found in reaction in different solvents 

such as benzene and hexane. 

FABRY-PEROT DILATOMETER'*' 

Virgil E. Bottom, McMurry College 

A dilatometer using the principle of the Fabry-Perot interferometer 

* This work was done at the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder Laboratories, 

Boulder, Colorado. 
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has been constructed. The sensitivity of the device is about 2 X 10~^ cm. 

Measurements are made directly in terms of the wavelength of a 

spectral line from an isotopic source. No calibration is required, and it 

is unnecessary to know any of the dimensions of the instrument. The 

only requirement is that the screw in a micrometer eyepiece be regu¬ 

lar. Since the instrument provides an absolute measurement of dis¬ 

placement, it may be used in calibration of other types of dilatometers 

as well as in the direct measurement of the small displacements en¬ 

countered in magnetrostriction, piezoelectric, and thermal expansion 

phenomena. 

MAGNETOACOUSTIC OSCILLATIONS IN COPPER WITH TRANS¬ 

VERSE waves’*' 

C. W. Burmeister, The University of Texas 

Transverse ultrasonic waves have been propagated in the [001] 

direction of copper with the polarization vector in a number of po¬ 

sitions in the (001) plane. The principal oscillations have been re¬ 

lated to the Fermi surface of copper and to the angle between the plane 

of polarization and the magnetic field. The prominent peak reported 

earlier^ for the plane of polarization and magnetic field parallel to the 

[110] direction is observed whenever the magnetic field is parallel to 

the [110] direction and the plane of polarization is within 40° of being 

parallel to the same [110] direction. 

USE OF SET THEORY IN THE CALCULATION OF BASE SEQUENCE 

IN DNA 

Lila L. Gatlin, The University of Texas 

The DNA structural problem involves how the four bases are ar¬ 

ranged linearly along the polymer, i.e., the base sequence. Recent ex¬ 

perimental measurements of doublet sequence frequencies suggest 

that statistical models may prove useful in the study of this problem. 

Models are constructed utilizing the concepts of the intersection and 

union of subsets of a sample description space in the following manner. 

Let i,j,k,l be generalized indices representing the four bases in DNA. 

S = {ij,jj,kj ... to include all 16 possible doublet sequences} 

E [i] = {ii,ij,ik,il) 

E [j] = 

* Supported in part by the National Science Foundation. 

1 R. W. Morse, H. V. Bohm, and J. D. Gavenda, Phys. Rev. 109, 1394 (1958). 
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i w i = 

Having thus defined the intersection and union in terms of these 

sets, the development is continued utilizing the fundamental theorem 

of probability theory and the classical assumption of the intersection f 

of independent events at adjacent loci. A new model is suggested uti- [ 

lizing the concept of the union of mutually exclusive events at a given i 

locus. It is shown that both models at the doublet level explain certain j 
features of the experimental data. 

The same method is applied to a third order vector sample descrip- j 
tion space where it is shown that triplet frequencies can be expressed 

as functions of the doublet frequencies. There are certain invariant 

features of third order models of this type regardless of the choice of ' 

doublet input data. The method is then generalized to sequences of ! 

order n, the generalized equations being, [ 

P [1,2,3... n] (P [1,2] P [2,3] ...P [(n-l),!!]) (1) | 

P[l,2,3...n]=^„(P[l,2...(n-l)]+P[2,3...n]) (2) | 
I 

where /xi and fin are the appropriate normalization constants. Equation [ 

(1) utilizes the intersection concept and equation (2) the union con- I' 

cept. 

Fortran programs have been developed to calculate all possible se¬ 

quence frequencies of order 7, which is the capacity limit of the IBM i 

7090 and CDC 1604. ! 

TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE SUSCEPTIBILITY OF 

FERRITES* 

Jerry L. Ivey, McMurray College j 
I 

The temperature dependence of the anhysteritic magnetic suscep- ' 

tibility of several nickel-zinc ferrite samples has been investigated ; 

over a temperature range of —20° to 200° C. In some samples the 

susceptibility is found to exhibit a maximum at certain temperatures. 

The isagric susceptibility as a function of temperature for different 

values of the magnetizing field is given. The maximum value is found | 

to decrease in value and to shift to a lower temperature as the magne- | 

tizing field is increased. j 

* This work was supported by a grant from the National Bureau of Standards, 

Boulder, Colorado. j 
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GENERAL METHOD OF COMPUTING ALL THE INDEPENDENT 

DIMENSIONLESS PRODUCTS OF A GIVEN SET OF VARIABLES 

P. M. Kenner and Paul B. Crawford, A. and M. College of Texas 

In many physical processes, the results obtained for particular con¬ 

ditions are systematic, yet an analytical expression for their predic¬ 

tion is unknown. When such situations arise, one usually resorts to di¬ 

mensional analysis, but this approach can be successful only if the 

proper dimensionless groups affecting the problem are isolated. A gen¬ 

eral program for the isolation of the critical variables would be to: 

(i) List all the variables that are thought to have an effect on 

the problem. 

(ii) Compute all the independent dimensionless products of 

these variables that contain 2, 3, . . . , k of them. 

(iii) Ascertain the effect of each variable or group by statistical 

analyses of actual laboratory data with a set of dimensional 

products that contain the variables of the test. 

This paper is concerned with the derivation of a general method of 

computing all the independent dimensionless products of a given set 

of variables. Our specific interest has been in the solution of a problem 

having more than twenty variables. 

NEW TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINING THE MAGNETIZATION 

OF ferrites’^ 

Monty Kester, McMurry College 

It has been shown that the anhysteretic, isothermal, magnetic sus¬ 

ceptibility of many ferrites is given by an empirical equation of the 
4 

form X = 2iAnexp(—ttiiH), where H is the applied biasing field, and 

An and n are constants for a given sample. 

The magnetization is related to the susceptibility by the relation 

X = . Integration of the equation for susceptibility from H = 0 to 

H = 00 yields the saturation magnetization Mg. Experimental values 

of Mg for several ferrites will be given in this paper. These values are 

in reasonable agreement with values reported in the literature on fer¬ 

rites. 

* This work was supported by a grant from the National Bureau of Standards, 

Boulder, Colorado. 
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LATTICE CONSTANTS OF ALPHA-QUARTZ 

Tom D, Laney, McMurry College 

* This work was suppdrted by an Undergraduate Science Education Grant by the 

National Science Foundation. 

The Bragg angles for a number of sets of atomic planes in alpha 

quartz have been measured using a double crystal x-ray spectrometer 

with copper Kdi radiation. The instrument was calibrated using the 

001 planes of calcite for which the Bragg angle, for CuKdi radiation 

is taken to be 14° 42.02' at 30° c. The linearity of the goniometer was 

checked, using the first, second and third order reflections from cal¬ 

cite, and found to be accurate to about ±0.05 minutes of arc. The 

values of the Bragg angles for five sets of atomic planes, at 30° C, are 

found to be: 

0003.25° 18.76' ± 0.05' 

01.1 .  13° 19.42' 

10.0 .10° 25.30' 

20.3 . 34° 2.89' 

11.0 ...18° 16.28' 

Some of these values differ significantly from the commonly ac¬ 

cepted values. 

THE INTERACTION OF PARTICLES WITH CHARGE, SPIN AND 

INTRINSIC MAGNETIC MOMENT* 

S. Schild and J. Schlosser, The University of Texas 

* This research has been sponsored by the Aeronautical Research Laboratory, Of¬ 

fice of Aerospace Research, United States Air Force. 

Consider a magnetic dipole jx at rest and an electrical charge e of 

mass m, circling in the equatorial plane of fx under the action of the 

Lorentz force e v X H. Perform naive Bohr quantization by equating 

the mechanical angular momentum of e to an integer multiple of n. 

If e, m and fx are taken to be the charge, mass and intrinsic magnetic 

moment of the electron, the resulting motion is highly relativistic, the 

radius of the orbit of e is of the order of 10“^^ cm. the mechanical ki¬ 

netic energy of e is of the order of 137 electron masses. (H. C. Corben, 

unpublished). This suggests that some of the elementary particles 

may be atoms composed of electrons and positrons, and perhaps also 

protons and antiprotons, the principal interactions being not the Cou¬ 

lomb e-e force between point charges, but e-fx or jx-gi forces where the 

intrinsic magnetic moments of the particles play an essential role and 

must not be considered as small perturbations. 
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A Fokker (or Wheeler-Feynman) action principle describing the 

interaction of point charges with magnetic moment and spin has been 

obtained. Once such a variational principle is found, there are stand¬ 

ard methods for obtaining the total angular momentum and total 

energy of such a system, which automatically includes the angular 

momentum and energy of the electromagnetic field (cf. J.W. Dettman 

and A. Schild, Phys. Rev. 5^5, 1057-1060, 1954), It will be interesting 

to see the result of applying Bohr-type quantization to stationary cases 

of such classical motions which include all the effects of relativity 

theory, retardation, etc. 

WATER DESALTING BY COMPRESSION EXTRUSION FREEZING 

John R. Watt, The University of Texas 

Freezing processes for desalting sea and brackish water utilize a key 

law of Nature: When solutions freeze, the solid crystals formed con¬ 

tain only pure fluid. 

The dissolved salts rejected from the crystals form a highly concen¬ 

trated brine film on and between the crystals. Because this film 

clings tenaciously, removing it is the big problem in desalinization by 

freezing. 

Since salt ice is permeable, much brine drains out if the ice is either 

aged or centrifuged near the melting point. The crystals are then 

melted into pure water. Aging and centrifuging are batch processes, 

ill-adapted to producing pure water continuously. Thus the large-scale 

Carrier, Blaw-Knox, and Zarchin processes wash the crystals with 10 

to 15 per cent of the newly made fresh water. It filters down through 

salt slush, leaving pure ice behind for conversion into water. 

Squeezing processes for removing the brine seem better suited for 

small- and medium-scale use. Compressing batches of salt ice at 1840 

psi pressure reduces solutions containing 35,000 parts per million of 

sodium chloride to only 500 ppm in two to four minutes. 

A continuous compression-extrusion process seems promising here. 

It freezes salt water on the inner surfaces of a vertical, hollow re¬ 

frigerated cylinder. This is kept filled with fresh solution, and its 

upper end merges into a smooth vertical nozzle of diminishing di¬ 

ameter. 

Originally, this machine used a powerful vertically reciprocating 

ram to scrape salt ice from the freezing surfaces and pack it upward 

into the nozzle. Four strokes per minute compressed the ice against 

the resistance of the nozzle and extruded it from the top as a prism of 

hard purified ice. Solutions of 4 to 7 per cent (40-70,000 ppm) sodium 
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chloride were repeatedly converted into ice of 0.2 to 0.3 per cent (2- 

3,000 ppm) by pressures under 700 psi exerted in four 2-3 second 

impulses per minute. 

The nozzle, whose flow area diminishes about 50 per cent in six 

inches, tended to govern performance. Regardless of the solution’s 

original strength, the purified ice contained a nearly constant 2-3,000 

ppm of salt. The longer the nozzle, with constantly diminishing di¬ 

ameter, the greater the percentage of salt removal. 

This machine now uses a helicoid screw or auger to scrape the ice 

and pack it upward. This applies a constant and sustained pressure on 

the ice in the nozzle, allowing a far simpler and cheaper mechanism. 

This machine is expected to remove more than 99 per cent of orig¬ 

inal salt and to yield potable water (under 500 ppm) directly from 

sea water (35,000 ppm). 

AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION OF THE FOURIER HEAT EQUATION 

FOR A NON-HOMOGENEOUS SLAB 

J. D. Zund and Paul B. Crawford, A. and M. College of Texas 

The method of the Jacobi transform is applied to the Fourier heat 

equation for flow in a non-homogeneous slab. It is shown that the 

Jacobi transform has applications in such systems when the thermal 

conductivity is proportional to i — x^ for — i < x < i. A general solu¬ 

tion is obtained when the initial temperature is a function of position 

and several examples are given. 

Section III—Earth Sciences 

ORIGIN OF ‘‘snowflake” TEXTURE IN VOLCANIC ROCKS OF 

THE DAVIS MOUNTAINS, TEXAS 

Jay Earl Andsrson, Jr., The University of Texas 

“Snowflake” texture is a term first used by Snyder in 1962 to de¬ 

scribe ill-defined patches of birefringent material, probably silica, in 

volcanic rocks of the Davis Mountains. Additional studies by the 

writer, incident to mapping, confirm and extend Snyder’s description 

and interpretation. 

The texture occurs in volcanic units that are probably ignimbrites 

or welded ash flows. Interpretation of the texture as a result of devi¬ 

trification, however, may not depend on the origin of the units in 

which it occurs. 

“Snowflake” texture is seen in every stage of development from the 

glassy base of a unit, with scattered and poorly-defined patches, up- 
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ward into the lithoidal interior where the rock is composed entirely of 

sharply-defined “snowflakes.” Before “snowflakes” develop, tiny feld¬ 

spar laths may form, after which the silica of the “snowflakes” poiki- 

litically encloses the feldspar. If there is an alignment of the feldspar 

laths throughout the rock and persistent across “snowflake” bound¬ 

aries, then the feldspar probably began to form before compaction or 

flowage ceased. On the other hand, if the feldspar laths are randomly 

oriented, they probably did not begin to form until after flowage or 

compaction was complete. In either situation, the feldspar laths pre¬ 

date the devitrified silica of the “snowflakes.” The development of 

“snowflake” texture may obscure original foliation. 

With advanced devitrification, there is a loss of the original mafic 

constituents of the rocks and an increase of iron-oxide minerals. The 

mafic minerals are a likely source of the iron-oxide, but another possi¬ 

bility exists. During devitrification, iron-oxide commonly becomes 

concentrated and coarser grained along the peripheries of the devitri- 

fying patches. In general, the more advanced the devitrification, the 

more pronounced is the peripheral concentration of opaque minerals. 

Many rocks show similar transitions from glass to devitrified ma¬ 

terial, but do not show “snowflake” texture. All the conditions neces¬ 

sary for the development of “snowflake” texture are not yet known. 

CURRENT GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS IN ANTARCTICA 

John J. Anderson, The University of Texas 

Antarctica may be divided geographically and geologically into two 

regions. East Antarctica, which forms a continental shield, consists of 

a Precambrian basement complex of highly metamorphosed rocks 

with numerous granitic intrusives, overlain by a thick, mainly unde¬ 

formed series of clastic sedimentary rocks of Paleozoic and Mesozoic 

age and included basic sills and dikes. West Antarctica consists of 

folded ranges and plateaus made up largely of Mesozoic and Tertiary 

sediments. In the Palmer Peninsula these sediments and the intrusives 

that invade them are geologic extensions of the Andes Mountains. The 

demarcation line between East and West Antarctica is generally con¬ 

sidered to be the Pacific Ocean side of a great chain of fault-block 

mountains extending across the continent from Cape Adare to Coats 

Land. 

Recent investigations in West Antarctica by personnel of the Uni¬ 

versity of Minnesota have shed light on two important problems of 

Antarctic geology, namely, the nature of the juncture between East 

and West Antarctica, and the question of what happens to the Andean 
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structures south of the Palmer Peninsula, In 1960 an airborne tra- ji 

verse along the 88th meridian from the Thiel Mountains to the ; 

southern Ellsworth Mountains demonstrated that there is no broad '■ 
trough separating East and West Antarctica. Furthermore^ small 

mountain ranges geologically similar to East Antarctica were dis- 1 

covered in this area. 

The Jones Mountains on the Eights Coast were investigated in '' 

1960-61. No Andean-type rocks or structures were found in this lo¬ 

cality, It is therefore suggested that the hitherto held belief that such 

structures extend along this coast is invalid, 

A geologic reconnaissance of the Ellsworth Mountains was con- ' 

ducted in 1961-62. These mountains were found to consist of at least j 
15,000 feet of mainly unfossiliferous clastic sedimentary rocks inten¬ 

sively folded about axes trending north-northwest. The connection, if , 

any, of these mountains with those of the Palmer Peninsula is uncer- 1 
tain. i 

I 
I 

I 
PRECAMBRIAN STRUCTURAL HISTORY OF THE PETACA AREA, 

RIO ARRIBA COUNTY, NEW MEXICO"^ | 

Edward C. Bingler, The University of Texas | 

* Published with permission of the Director, State Bureau of Mines and Mineral 

Resources, Socorro, New Mexico. j 

Detailed structural analysis of well-exposed Precambrian schist, ' 

quartzite, and metavolcanic rock in the Petaca area, Rio Arriba ! 

County, New Mexico, has led to a new reconstruction of the local ; 

Precambrian structural history. The recognition of three pervasive, | 

regional deformations resulting in specially and temporally distinct 

shear fold systems goes beyond existing structural concepts in this I 
area. I 

1 

The earliest recognizable deformation produced tightly compressed | 

and severely attenuated isoclinal folds with an A: WL:: 10:1 (ampli- ; 

tude to wavelength ratio). Fold axes and B-lineations resulting from j 

this deformation now bear S30°W and plunge about 30°SW. A con- | 

spicuous aspect of this deformation was the development of a promi- | 

nent axial plane cleavage in all rocks of the area. A later system of | 

nearly isoclinal shear folds overturned to the northeast and folded | 

about north west-trending, gently doubly plunging axes, has been | 

superimposed upon the older southwest-trending fold system. These | 

folds have an A:WL::3:1, and have folded the axial plane cleavage j 

developed during the earlier period of folding. The last period of fold- j 

ing which affected these rocks has produced very broad composite 
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folds with shear folded crests and trough and flanking flexural-slip 

drag folds. These folds are overturned to the south, have an 

A: WL:: 1:1, and are folded about axes which bear N80°W and plunge 

40°W. 

Lineations developed during the earliest recognizable deformation 

are the result of: 1) intersecting axial plane cleavage surfaces, 2) the 

preferred orientation of hornblende prisms and biotite flakes, and 

3) the intersection of bedding(?) and axial plane cleavage. Lineations 

formed as a result of younger deformations consist of the intersection 

of fracture cleavage and flow cleavage, slip cleavage, and shear bou- 

dins. All lineations in the Petaca area are B-lineations because of their 

parallelism with drag fold axes. 

Statistical analysis of structural data utilizing equal area projection 

delineates a geometric fold axis (/?), defined by foliation attitudes, 

which corresponds closely with the NW-SE trending system of fold 

axes. Equal-area projections of lineations and fold axes produce simi¬ 

lar great circle girdles that strike N40°W and dip about 35°W. Sub¬ 

maxima within the lineation girdle correspond closely with sub¬ 

maxima in the fold axis girdle which reflect the regional attitude of 

the three fold systems developed in the Precambrian rocks of the 

Petaca area. 

PROGRAMMED LEARNING FOR SCIENCE STUDENTS? 

Margaret S. Bishop, University of Houston 

Programmed instruction cannot be all things to all people. It does 

not guarantee that students will learn regardless of incentive and in¬ 

telligence. It is, however, a useful teaching tool when properly under¬ 

stood. 

Two kinds of programmed instruction are presently in use in a 

number of subjects. One method teaches by conditioning the student 

to give an automatic response through repetition. In scientific subjects 

this method may be useful for teaching definitions and pertinent data 

required for pursuing the subject on a higher level of understanding. 

The other programming method, known as “Branching” allows a 

choice among several possible responses. If properly prepared this type 

of program trains a student toward inductive reasoning. 

Mathematics, chemistry and physics are using programmed in¬ 

struction in some schools and finding them useful in raising class 

average, and in shortening the time required for learning. Earth 

sciences may well follow the example of these basic sciences in de¬ 

veloping programmed instruction. 
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GEOLOGICAL CONTROLS OF SOILS, WATER AND CONSERVATION, 

FLAT TOP RANCH, BOSQUE COUNTY, TEXAS 

Johnnie B. Brown, Baylor TJniversity 

Flat Top Ranch in Bosque County, Texas, is an ideal area for study¬ 

ing geological controls of conservation practices. The conservation 

program appears to be ideally suited to the outcropping Lower Cre¬ 

taceous Fredericksburg group, which in descending order, is com¬ 

posed of the Edwards limestone, Comanche Peak limestone. Walnut 

clay, and Paluxy sand. 

Soil development is controlled by five independent factors—parent 

material, topography, climate, organic factor and time. In the Flat 

Top Ranch area, geology (parent material) is the most important soil 

forming factor. Outcropping formations are characterized by particu¬ 

lar soil types whose genesis is closely related to parent material. 

Topographic configuration of the area is controlled by differential 

weathering characteristics of outcropping rock units. In turn, topogra¬ 

phy induces local climatic variations, which differ considerably from 

regional climatic conditions. 

Most of the surface reservoirs on the Flat Top Ranch were con¬ 

structed where the stream channels flow over permeable Paluxy sand. 

This has greatly facilitated restoration of the water table in the area 

by constant recharge of the Paluxy aquifer with subsequent increase 

in subirrigation adjacent to the streams. The effectiveness of subirri¬ 

gation is directly related to bank storage capacity of the outcropping 

formations. The position of the aquifer relative to surface reservoirs, 

character of the aquifer, surface spreading of water, and control of 

run-off are factors which control the efficiency of bank storage. 

Ground water is obtained from the Paluxy sand in limited quanti¬ 

ties and to a greater extent from the Hosston (Basement sands) for¬ 

mation of the Trinity group. No flowing wells occur in the area. 

The most significant factor in the success of this conservation pro¬ 

gram is that the entire surface water storage system was developed in 

the highly permeable Paluxy sand. Had the surface storage system 

been located on formations stratigraphically above or below the Pa¬ 

luxy sand, it is likely that the success of the conservation program 

would have been less spectacular. 

QUANTITATIVE, NON-DESTRUCTIVE y-RADIOMETRY OF BASALTS 

AND OTHER BASIC AND ULTRA-BASIC ROCKS 

James L. Carter, Rice University 

Thorium, uranium, and potassium contents of basalts and other 

basic and ultrabasic rocks have been measured by existing conven- 
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tional gamma-ray spectrometry. The ever-increasing desire for more 

accurate measurement of naturally occurring, low-level, radioactive 

material has required the design and fabrication of a new instrument. 

Increasing the signal to noise (background) ratio in low-level count¬ 

ing is essential. With this in mind, an annular-canopy, mercury-filled, 

shield was made. 

The new equipment can analyze Ax and Bx core, as well as the 

standard 350 gram canister. It can also accommodate, with minor 

modifications, an Nx core, a solid, irregularly-shaped sample, or an X 

gram annular canister. Non-destructive core analysis is extremely 

valuable because the core may then be employed in various engineer¬ 

ing tests and in other chemical tests. 

Parameters which are important factors in low-level counting (for 

350 gram canisters), such as the most favorable degree of sample com¬ 

paction, the nature of the various “fillers” required for background 

measurements, and the importance of completely filling the canister 

were investigated. 

Analyses of W-1 compare favorably to the standard accepted values. 

PRE-OXFORDIAN ROCKS IN NORTHERN ZACATECAS, MEXCO 

Diego A. Cordoba, The IJniversHy of Texas 

Five stratigraphic units crop out in the map area in the northern¬ 

most part of the State of Zacatecas, Mexico. 

1) The Caopas Schist, perhaps of Precambrian age, includes meta- 

volcanic rocks and quartzite beds. It is highly metamorphosed 

and folded. 

2) The El Rodeo Formation rests with an angular unconformity 

over the Caopas Schist. It is 2500 feet thick and of probable 

Permian or Carboniferous age. It consists of a crumpled schist, 

a chlorite schist, and green and gray phyllites capped by con¬ 

glomerate and graywacke. 

3) The Villa Juarez Formation rests unconformably on the El 

Rodeo Formation. It is equivalent to the Huizachal Group, which 

is reported to be older than late Triassic. The Villa Juarez For¬ 

mation, 250 feet thick, includes a dark red lava flow interbedded 

with siltstone and sandstone and a red shale. Locally some 

rhyolite is interbedded with the normal redbed section. A 50 

feet conglomerate in the upper part of the Villa Juarez Forma¬ 

tion is composed of pebbles of red lava and pebbles of meta- 

morphic material in a shale matrix; it may be equivalent to the 

La Joya Formation of the Huizachal Group. 

4) The Zuloaga Limestone of Oxfordian age, 900 feet thick in the 
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map area^ rests with angular unconformity on the Villa Juarez 

Formation, the El Rodeo Formation, or directly on the Caopas 

Schist. 

5) A limestone unit comprising the La Caja Formation of Kim- 

meridgian age and several Lower Cretaceous formations also 

crop out in the area. 

The area of outcrop includes part of the San Julian anticline. The . 

axis of this anticline has a northwest orientation, which is strikingly ( 

different from the east orientation of other sierras in this part of the > 

Sierra Madre Oriental. deCsema (1956) suggested that this may be a | 

'‘plis de fonde.” Absence of Mezosoic gypsum or other lubricant ma- • 

terial in the area is important for the mechanism of this process, re- 1 

suiting in folding of the Mezosoic strata together with the basement ' 

rocks. Thus the San Julian anticline probably reflects the orientation ,! 

of basement folding. i 

I 

QUATERNARY SEDIMENTS ALONG WHITE OAK BAYOU, NORTH- [ 

WESTERN HOUSTON, TEXAS 

Ronald W. Harlan, A and M College of Texas 

The sediments exposed in northwestern Houston along White Oak 

Bayou, between the 11th Street bridge and the Fort Worth and Den¬ 

ver Railroad bridge, consist of silts and clays, predominantly red, 

overlain unconformably by light gray clayey sand. Distinctive litho¬ 

logic units in the red silt and clay section can be traced along the i 

bayou for distances of several miles, and appear to* have been de- j 

posited on a flood plain or delta of regional extent. These beds have i 

an apparent dip to the southeast of about three feet per mile, whereas i 

the surface slope outside the valley is about five feet per mile in the ! 

same direction. No faults or significant folds were observed. j 

The light gray clayey sand about half fills a broad shallow valley i 
eroded into the red section. This valley had a width of one-half to one 

mile and a depth of about 30 feet. After the broad valley formed, it was 

incised by a narrow “inner” valley system, several filled segments of 

which are well exposed. In these the fill replaces the lower red beds 

to a depth greater than that of the present White Oak Bayou and con¬ 

sists of loose, well-sorted sand that continues upward into the light 

gray clayey sand unit. 

The sequence of events implies a Sangamon interglacial age for the 

red silt and clay section, incision of the valley during the Wisconsin 

glacial stage, accumulation of the light gray clayey sand during the 

early Recent rising sea level stage, and finally renewed erosion to form 

the present valley in the later Recent. Organic remains suitable for 
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paleontological correlation or Carbon-14 dating, which might provide 

a check on the foregoing, have not been foimd. 

Relations similar to those reported along White Oak Bayou have 

been observed along Buffalo Bayou and Greens Bayou. These observa¬ 

tions do not confirm the existence of a formation contact between 

older and younger Pleistocene sediments (Lissie and Beaumont) cross¬ 

ing the area studied, as shown on the 1937 Geologic Map of Texas, 

SEDIMENTOLOGY OF DESAPARECIDA BAR, ALACRAN REEF, 

MEXICO 

Miles O. Hayes, The University of Texas 

Desaparecida Bar, a migrating sand bar on the leeward edge of 

Alacran Reef, passes through an annual cycle of building up into an 

island a few hundred yards in length during winter storms (northerly 

winds) and then being quickly eroded away to the point of complete 

submergence during the spring and early summer by easterly wind- 

driven waves. During a three-week interval in the summer of 1960, 

the windward side of the island was eroded back 250 ft. and some of 

the eroded sediments were redeposited on the leeward side, extending 

the leeward boundary a distance of 75 ft. to the westward. 

The redeposited leeward sediments of a bar of this type could prob¬ 

ably be most easily recognized in the geologic record by the presence 

of high-angle (20-30°), unidirectional cross-bedding formed by the 

slip-off face of the migrating bar, and by the low-angle (7-8°), ran¬ 

domly oriented beach cross-bedding. Horizontal laminations and 

abundant abraded coral blocks (up to 20 in, in maximum diameter on 

Desaparecida Bar) would probably be the most useful criteria for 

identifying the storm deposited sediments. 

Graded beds, ranging in mean grain size from 2 mm at the base to 

0.5 mm at the top, are common in the leeward beaches, and are the 

result of tidal level fluctuations. During low tide, fine-grained sedi¬ 

ments are deposited in the swash zone of the beach because waves 

break on an offshore bar, but during high tide, waves pass over the 

bar and strike the beach with considerable force, greatly increasing 

the grain size of sediments on the beach. Coarse material in the graded 

beds is made up chiefly of mollusk fragments and whole Halimeda 

grains, whereas the finer sediments are usually composed of approxi¬ 

mately one half coral fragments and one half fragmented Halimeda. 

HYDROGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTOLOGY IN THE VICINITY OF 

BIMINI, GREAT BAHAMA BANK 

Louis S. Komicker, A. and M. College of Texas 

Descriptions of recent sediments in known environments and proc- 
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esses controlling their distribution are useful to the geologist interested j 

in interpreting the depositional environment of similar but lithified 

sediments, and was the purpose of a study encompassing 400 sq. km. | 

along the western edge of the Great Bahama Bank in the vicinity of \ 

Bimini. ; 

On the basis of geography, as well as differences in sediment param- | 

eters and depositional environments, three major facies are distin¬ 

guished: Lagoonal facies, Bank facies and marginal Bank facies, Sedi- || 

ments of the lagoonal facies, which are located principally in a lagoon |! 

incompletely enclosed by the Bimini islands, are moderately sorted 1; 

bioclastics with a median diameter in the medium sand size and have i 

a high organic carbon content. Bank facies sediments, which lie mostly 1 

east of the islands, contain a minimum of about 90 per cent pellets and 

oolites, are very well sorted, have a lower organic carbon content, but | 

also have a median diameter in the medium sand class. Sediments of 

the marginal Bank facies are peripheral to the islands and occupy the i 

outer platform. Their properties vary geographically; but, generally, j 

they are well sorted, low in organic carbon, and have a median diam- ' 

eter in the fine sand class. 

Consideration of tidal current patterns and energy distribution 

leads to the conclusion that sediment of the marginal Bank facies is a 

mixture composed of autochthonous skeletal debris, and current trans¬ 

ported fines from the lagoonal facies; the properties vary geographi¬ 

cally depending on the percentage of allocthonous ingredients. 

Coarse sands are related to areas of high energy prevailing in the 

surf and where topographic restrictions increase current velocity. 

Fine sand in the lagoon is related to areas of low energy created where 

oppositely moving tidal currents meet, and to the slowing down of cur¬ 

rents by the angiosperm, Thalassia testudinum. Fine sand of the 

marginal Bank facies is attributed to a high rate of supply of fines 

winnowed from the lagoon by tidal currents. Sediments from man¬ 

grove swamps contain the highest percentages of organic carbon (up 

to 3.36 per cent); this is attributed to high rate of supply and low rate 

of removal of humus formed by the decay of mangrove leaves. 

SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES OF THE CATAHOULA FORMATION 

(MIOCENE?) DUVAL COUNTY, TEXAS 

William L. Lindemann, The University of Texas 

The Catahoula Formation is a deposit of tuff, tuffaceous clay, sand¬ 

stone, and conglomerate. The volcanic ash in the tuff and clay is in 

part fluvial and possibly in part eolian. Sandstone and conglomerate 
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stringers, which are fluvial in origin, contain a high percentage of 

silicic extrusive-roch fragments of uncertain provenance. 

Festoon-type crossbeds are the most abundant paleocurrent indica¬ 

tors in the formation. The standard deviation of the crossbed dip di¬ 

rections, 74.3°, lies within the range of values computed by other 

writers for crossbeds of fluvial environments. Measurements of 326 

crossbed dip directions show that the general direction of current flow 

was southeastward and suggest that there has been little or no change 

in the paleoslope since late Oligocene and early Miocene time. The 

source direction, opposite of the current direction, was to the north¬ 

west. To the northwest the nearest possible source of the volcanic 

detritus in the Catahoula Formation is in the Trans-Pecos region of 

Texas and northern Mexico. Ripple marks, flute casts, and other sole 

marks are also present, but are minor in occurrence. 

Clastic dikes are abundant soft-sediment deformational features in 

the formation. The coincidence of the northeast strikes of the clastic 

dikes with joints and faults suggest that the intrusions were struc¬ 

turally controlled. The textural features of the clastic dikes indicate 

that the injection took place shortly after the deposition of the host 

rock. Load casts and slump folds are other types of soft-sediment de¬ 

formational features in the formation, but are minor in occurrence. 

PARTITION OF RUBIDIUM BETWEEN SYLVITE CRYSTALS AND 

AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 

W. L. Mclntire, The University of Texas 

Sea water contains about 0.12 ppm rubidium. On the evaporation 

of a body of sea water, most of the rubidium will be incorporated in 

the potassium minerals of the evaporite sequence. The amount of 

rubidium entering a mineral such as sylvite will depend on the value 

of the partition coefficient, D = (Rb/K)c / (Rb/K)L, where (Rb/K)c 

is the ratio of rubidium to potassium in the sylvite crystals and 

(Rb/K) L is the ratio of rubidium to potassium in sea water. Previous 

laboratory determinations of coefficients for the partition of trace ele¬ 

ments between crystals and saturated solutions of potassium chloride 

have been in part contradictory. The discrepancies may result from 

the fact that potassium chloride crystals tend to occlude considerable 

quantities of mother liquor. If a small amount of bismuth is added to 

the potassium chloride solution, crystals will grow having an octa¬ 

hedral form rather than a cubic one. Under these growth conditions 

very little mother liquor is occluded and consistent values for partition 

coefficients can be obtained. For the partition of rubidium between 
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crystals and saturated solutions of potassium chloride, results at five 

different temperatures in the range 0-80° C indicate that the value of 

D is related to temperature very closely by the equation D = 0.066 H- 

0.00080 t (°C). 

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON AUSTIN EQUIVALENTS IN NORTHEAST 

TEXAS 

C. L. McNulty, Jr., Arlington State College 

In northeast Texas the Austin Chalk changes facies into a mixture 

of calcareous, arenaceous and argillaceous units. Among those pre¬ 

viously proposed as Austin equivalents are the Fish Bed Conglomerate 

and an overlying unnamed shale. 

The Fish Bed Conglomerate is part of a sandstone unit, at the top 

of which it typically occurs. This unit appears to be a tongue of the 

Tokio-Centreville sequence and the overlying shale an opposing tongue 

of the uppermost Eagle Ford Group. 

FACIES RELATIONSHIPS IN PENNSYLVANIAN CONODONT 

FAUNAS 

Glen K. Merrill, The University of Texas 

For many years there existed a widespread belief that conodonts 

were facies controlled. The evidence for this was mostly negative; few 

faunas had been described from other than, marine shales. With the 

increasing use of acids to etch free specimens from limestones how¬ 

ever, it became apparent that conodonts might well be expected in any 

type of marine sedimentary rock. Today most serious students feel that 

conodonts are not only ubiquitous in their distribution within Paleozoic 

marine deposits, but that the same taxa are represented in different 

kinds of rocks of the same age. Although this supposition may be true 

for many areas, there are reasons to question its universal application. 

Such a reason exists in a relatively isolated part of the Pennsylvanian 

Ames limestone/shale (Conemaugh) in the Appalachian Basin, Here 

statistically different ratios in abundance between the platform genera 

Streptognathodus and Cavusgnathus seem significant. 

FOSSIL VERTEBRATES FROM MILLER^S CAVE, LLANO COUNTY, 

TEXAS 

Thomas Hudson Patton, The University of Texas 

Fossil vertebrates from Miller's Cave, Llano County, Texas, indicate 

considerable differences in climate of the Llano region between Late 
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Wisconsin time and the present. Climatic inferences drawn from the 

study of fossil forms were made on the basis of distribution patterns 

and habitat preferences of living members of their species. Additional 

evidence was provided by analysis of the fossil-bearing sediments. 

Fossils indicate that climatic conditions were more equable: rainfall 

was greater and more effective, and average temperatures were prob¬ 

ably cooler with summer extremes reduced. 

Four different communities contributed to the fossil fauna: stream 

and marsh border, lowland meadow, shrub and tree, and upland prai¬ 

rie. 

LOWER MISSISSIPPIAN MUD MOUNDS OF SOUTHWESTERN MIS¬ 

SOURI AND NORTHWESTERN ARKANSAS 

Arthur R. Troell, Jr., Rice University 

Massive calcium carbonate mud mounds are present within the St. 

Joe Limestone (Lower Mississippian) of southwestern Missouri and 

northwestern Arkansas. These lenticles are up to 30 feet thick and 

300 feet long. Thin-bedded crinoidal limestones enclose the mounds. 

The enclosing limestones onlap the knolls and by successive overlap 

extend over the mounds. Point-count analysis of thin sections from 

nine localities were made. The mounds consist mainly of calcite- 

mudstone (about 80 percent) with only a small percentage (approxi¬ 

mately 13 percent) of skeletal remains and 5 percent sparry calcite. 

Fenestrate bryozoans are the most abundant skeletal constituents, 

making up about 8 percent of the rock. Echinoderm fragments com¬ 

prise only 2 percent of the mounds. Other known skeletal components 

are present in a total amount generally less than 3 percent. The in¬ 

termound beds contain 47 percent skeletal grains including 13 per¬ 

cent fenestrate bryozoans and 25 percent echinoderm remains, 51 

percent calcite mud and about 1 percent sparry calcite. The most 

acceptable hypotheses for the origin of the mud mounds are: (1) the 

interaction of physical environmental factors and bathymetry; (2) 

the sediment-trapping and -stabilizing activities of fenestrate bryo¬ 

zoans, and; (3) the sediment-trapping and -stabilizing activities of 

plants, not preserved. 

PERMIAN STRATIGRAPHY, APACHE MOUNTAINS, TRANS-PECOS 

TEXAS 

John W. Wood, The University of Texas 

The Apache Mountains of southeastern Culberson County, Texas, 
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lie on the southwest margin of the Permian Delaware Basin and form 

a part of the northeast flank of the Diablo Platform. 

The western sector of the range, where modified horst-and-graben : 

structure is superposed on shelf, shelf margin, and basin facies ranging 

in age from Leonardian to Ochoan, is a southern extension of the 

structural trend of the Delaware Mountains. The eastern two-thirds 

of the range is an exhumed reef complex of Guadalupian age that is ' 

exposed also in the western sector. | 

The oldest exposed rocks, corresponding lithically to the upper 

part of the Victorio Peak Limestone exposed in the Sierra Diablo and 

the Guadalupe Mountains and cropping out in an isolated western 

ridge, are overlain conformably by shale and limestone of the Cutoff j 

Shale. At least the upper part of the Cutoff is of Guadalupian age. | 

An unnamed formation crops out in a narrow strip along the west- ; 

ern base of the range and makes up the southwestern ridges. Its two | 

members are composed of dolomite, siltstone, and limestone, and com¬ 

prise shelf and shelf margin facies. | 

The “backbone” of the Apaches is a southeasterly-trending, massive , 

carbonate body, the Capitan Limestone, flanked on the northeast by a i 

fault line scarp and on the south by ridges composed of bedded back- 

reef dolomite and siltstone of the Seven Rivers, Yates, and Tansill 

formations. The Seven Rivers and lower part of the Yates merge north¬ 

eastward into the Capitan reef. The Tansill crops out in the eastern 

third of the range. 

Small, downfaulted segments of the Castile and unconformably 

overlying Rustler formations of Ochoan age are found at the northwest 

base of the range in the Seven Heart Gap area, where also the Capi¬ 

tan reef talus intertongues with Bell Canyon basin facies. 

AMMONITES OF THE BUDA LIMESTONE (CRETACEOUS), TEXAS 

AND MEXICO 

Keith Young, The University of Texas 

Thirty-one species of ammonites are known from the Buda lime¬ 

stone of Texas and Mexico. Five of these species are distributed among 

the heteromorph genera Plesioturrilites (1 species), Ostlingoceras (2 

species), HypoturrHites (1 species), and Mariella (1 species). The 

remaining species are distributed among the genera Phylloceras, 

Pseudouhligella^ Lewesiceras, Euhystrichoceras, Adkinsia, Stoliczkaia, 

Tegoceras, and Budaiceras. Of these genera Phylloceras^ Pseudouhli- 

gella, Lewesiceras, Adkinsia, and Tegoceras have not previously been 

reported from the Buda limestone. 
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Of the 31 species, 12 species belong to the genus Budaiceras, whereas 

no other genus is represented by more than two species. Furthermore, 

95 per cent of the specimens of ammonites from the Buda limestone 

belong to the genus Budaiceras, and this genus may be the only genus 

with species really indigenous to Texas. 

Of the 31 species so far recognized 11 have been already named 

and described. These are Plesioturrilites sp. aff. brazosensis (Romer), 

Mariella wysogorskii (Lasswitz), Hypoturrilites tuberculatus (Bose), 

Euhystrichoceras remolinense Bose, Sharpeiceras mexicanum Bose, 

Mantelliceras budaense Adkins, Budaiceras hyatti (Shattuck) [= 

mexicanum Bose = roemeri harpax (Lasswitz)], Budaiceras evae 

(Lasswitz), B. texanum (Shattuck) \_—B. frechi (Lasswitz) = 

frechi curvatum (Lasswitz) = 5. haberfellneri (Lasswitz), non von 

Hauer], Budaiceras elegantior (Lasswitz), and Budaiceras roemeri 

(Lasswitz). Of the remaining 20 species 13 are new and 7 are un¬ 

identifiable at the specific level. 

Collections from the Buda limestone are not yet in sufficient detail 

to set up a zonation. On the other hand, the fauna herein listed places 

the Buda limestone in the upper part of the Lower Cenomanian, as 

had previously been pointed out by Adkins and others. 

FORMATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF BARRIER ISLANDS AND 

THEIR SIGNIFICANCE AS POTENTIAL RESERVOIRS 

Michael E. Zellars, University of Houston 

A history of the subsidence within the Gulf Basin should reveal an 

important role of barrier sands in reservoir genesis. Their prolificacy 

today in Recent sediments suggests that sands of similar origin extend 

down the Cenozoic section. Distinctive facies criteria are necessary for 

recognition of similar lenticular sand bodies in stratigraphic trap pros¬ 

pecting. Among these criteria'are: (1) The geometry of a sand barrier 

and its relationship to lagoon (shoreward) and marine (seaward) 

shale facies; (2) Its genesis, method of growth, and sedimentary con¬ 

ditions favorable to its growth; (3) Areal relationship to associated 

and surrounding environments, such as tidal inlets, lagoons, marshes, 

etc.; (4) Faunal criteria; and (5) Probability and method of burial 

by subsidence, mudflat accretion, or deltaic encroachment provided 

by streams emptying into shoreward lagoons and estuaries. A sand 

body the size of Galveston Island contains ^3 cubic mile of sand and is 

capable of a reservoir potential of 3 to 5 billion barrels of recoverable 

oil. 
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Section IV—Biological Sciences 

PORTAL HYPERTENSION IN CHILDREN-ASSOCIATED 

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY AND TREATMENT 

Luke W. Able, The Baylor University Hospital of Medicine 

The management of 33 patients with portal hypertension is pre¬ 

sented. The surgical treatment as developed was safe and effective in 

this series, even in early infancy. There was no surgical mortality. 

Gastro-esophageal tamponage, intravenous pituitrin, and trans¬ 

fusions were effective in the emergency treatment of the common 

complication of massive melena and hematemesis. Esophagoscopy, 

multiple portal pressures, and cine venograms were the best guides 

in surgical treatment. Portal hypertension and its complications were 

cured by a large-flow portacaval, mesenteric, or spleno-renal venous 

shunt that reduced the pressure to normal. 

During the first six to nine years, when the veins are small and con¬ 

fluent, lymphadenopathy is likely to compress all shunts; or for any 

reason whenever a permanent large-flow shunt appears impractical, 

bleeding from varices can be simply and effectively palliated by the 

suture obliteration of these varices. If in subsequent years new bleed¬ 

ing occurs, variceal suturing may be repeated or extended; or even 

better, when a venogram can demonstrate a fortuitously enlarged 

vein, a shunt can be established that is now likely to function a full 

lifetime. 

THE USE OF MORPHOLOGICAL CRITERIA IN STUDYING ANURAN 

PHYLOGENY 

R. J. Baldauf, A. and M. College of Texas 

Detailed studies of the cranial anatomy of anurans in the families 

Bufonidae and Leptodactylidae indicate the need for basic investiga¬ 

tions in embryology and in the functional role of certain structures. 

Examination of serial sections of a series of genera shows that some 

morphological units do not conform to the expected condition and that 

the utmost caution must be exercised when such criteria are used to 

explain phylogeny. 

BIOLOGICAL DOSIMETRY-THE USE OF HEMATOLOGICAL VARI¬ 

ABLES IN THE ESTIMATION OF RADIATION DOSE 

Sam C. Barranco and George M. Krise, A. and M. College of Texas 

The possibility of using hematological variables in multivariate 

equations to estimate radiation dose was explored. Sixty mature fe- 
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male albino rats were divided into six groups of ten rats each. One 

group was used as controls; the remaining five groups were irradiated 

at a rate of 103 roentgens per hour by a Co®® source, operated by the 

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas. They received doses 

ranging from 0 to 685 r at graduated increments of 137 r, 

A complete hematological study was made on each rat for four suc¬ 

cessive days following irradiation. These hematological variables were 

employed in the computations of the equations, using multiple regres¬ 

sion analyses that eventually led to the dose estimation. Probabilities, 

standard errors of estimate, and correlations were run as checks on 

these variables and on equations to determine their efficiency of esti¬ 

mation. 

The general conclusions were as follows: 1) it is possible to estimate 

radiation dose using hematological variables in multivariate equations; 

2) the efficiency of dose estimation was found to be sufficiently high 

to encourage additional research; and 3) the standard error of estimate 

was found to be its lowest when the data were grouped to include time 

as a variable. 

HIGH SPEED PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE MICROCIR¬ 

CULATION 

Ted P. Bond, W. H. Levie, J. R. Derrick, and M. Mason Guest, 

The University of Texas Medical Branch 

High speed cinematographic studies have been made of the circula¬ 

tion in the omentum of the dog. Vessels, approximately 50 microns in 

diameter, were photographed at a rate of 3200 frames per second. 

Water immersion objectives, 5OX and 90X, were employed with no 

other lens system between the objective and the film. 

In the vessels observed, no evidence of axial streaming can be noted. 

The red blood cells appear to flow with the long axis of the cell parallel 

to and in close proximity with the vessel wall. The cells nearest the 

vessel wall move downstream as rapidly as cells in the center of the 

stream; it appears that the blood moves as a cylindrical unit rather 

than in concentric laminae. Rouleaux formation in the normothermic 

circulation is not commonly observed. 

OPEN HEART SURGERY IN Alligator mississipiensis Daudin 

H. L. Brockman and J. P. Kenedy, The University of Texas Dental 

Branch 

The interventricular septum is complete in the heart of crocodilia, 

but there is anatomical communication between pulmonary and sys¬ 

temic circulation because the left aortic arch arises from the right 
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ventricle. A surgical technique was developed which permitted open¬ 

ing the right ventricle and suturing to the left aortic valve a woven 

dacron patch graft. Permanent occlusion of the left aortic valve at its 

junction with the right ventricle results in complete separation of pul¬ 

monary and systemic circulation in Alligator mississipiensis. At this 

writing observations of the alligators in an environment which does 

not permit submergence indicate no detrimental effects which can be 

attributed to the altered circulatory dynamics. Anerson (1961, Acta 

Physiol. Scand., 53:23-45) has shown that marked circulatory adjust¬ 

ments occur during prolonged submergence. Surgical occlusion of the 

left aortic valve may result in reducing the efficiency of such adapta¬ 

tions. 

BIOASSAY OF LUTEINIZING AND OF LUTEOTROPIC ACTIVITY OF 

LH AND LTH IN MALE MICE* 

Henry C. Brewning, Geraldine Larke, and Wilma D. White, 

The University of Texas Dental Branch 

Ovarian isotransplants in castrated female mice show cyclic de¬ 

velopment of mature and luteinized follicles. Similar transplants in 

intact male mice develop mature follicles only. 

Five groups of six male CE/BALB/c mice received bilateral intra¬ 

ocular ovarian transplants of l/g of an isologous ovary. Three weeks 

later all transplants showed mature follicles. Each animal of four 

groups received a single dose of 2.5, 5, 10, or 20 /xg of purified luteiniz¬ 

ing hormone (LH; NIH Endocrinology Study Section), administered 

subcutaneously in 15% gelatin vehicle (Armour). Luteinization oc¬ 

curred, in no transplant of animals receiving 2.5 or 5 /xg, in 75 per 

cent of the 11 viable transplants in animals receiving 10 /xg, and in 90 

per cent of the 12 transplants in animals receiving 20 /xg. No lu¬ 

teinization occurred in the transplants of untreated animals. 

Three groups of identically prepared CE/BALB/c male mice re¬ 

ceived 20 /xg of LH, administered as before. Commencing on the sec¬ 

ond day after administration, each animal in these groups received 

either 8, 40, or 200 /xg of LTH (prolactin; NIH), administered sub¬ 

cutaneously in 15% gelatin vehicle every 12 hours for seven days. 

The newly luteinized follicles exhibited a sinusoidal hyperemia 

(shown in other experiments in female mice to indicate function) 

lasting 2.4, 5.7, and 6.4 days, respectively at the three dose levels. 

The above experiment was repeated with dose levels of 5, 10, 20, 

and 40 /xg of LTH after a single dose of 20 /xg of LH. Luteal hyper- 

* Supported by USPHS Grant C 2880. 
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emia persisted for 1=2, 2.7, 4.1, and 5.5 days, respectively. The ex¬ 

periment was duplicated, except that the animals also received 20 

/xg of LH daily. The values for duration of hyperemia were almost 

identical. 

The male mouse, bearing intraocular ovarian isotransplants, ap¬ 

pears to be a useful tool in the bioassay of luteinizing and luteotropic 

activity. 

THE USE OF OLEIC ACID^^^ AS A DIAGNOSTIC TEST IN THE 

EVALUATION OF CHRONIC CONSTRICTION OF THE 

SUPERIOR MESENTERIC .4RTERY 

Carlos Canales, John Reid, Carlos Bazan, and John R. Derrick, 

The University of Texas Medical Branch 

Radio-labeled oleic acid, a neutral fat, was employed as a test in 

the evaluation of chronic constriction of the superior mesenteric ar¬ 

tery in dogs. Intraluminal arterial pressures and blood flow measure¬ 

ments were taken before and after constriction of both arteries. It was 

found that pressures and volume flow through the vessels were not 

closely related. Following recovery from surgery, the animals were 

again subjected to the oleic acid^^^ absorption test on postoperative 

days 4, 14, and 21 (in some dogs). Large variations were observed in 

the resulting tabulations. The development of a collateral blood supply 

was thought to contribute to this variation. Those dogs which clini¬ 

cally showed signs of superior mesenteric insufficiency consistently 

demonstrated a decrease in the oleic acid^^^ absorption. On the other 

hand, no demonstrable change in the test was observed in those dogs 

with a moderate to minimal reduction of blood flow. 

EFFECT OF CHRONIC PRE- AND POSTNATAL Co^’*^ GAMMA 

IRRADIATION OF THE REPRODUCTION OF SWISS ALBINO MICE 

Tsueng-Hsing Chang, Sidney 0. Brown, George M. Krise, and 

C. L. Sanders, Jr., Texas Engineering Experiment Station, College 

Station 

Swiss albino mice (commercially obtained from Maryland Breeders 

for Research, Burtonsville, Md.) were given chronic irradiation at the 

rates of 2, 5, 10, and 20 r per 23-hour day in utero from the first day 

of gestation. The young remained in the radiation field for various 

lengths of time after their birth and were then removed for breeding 

to unirradiated mates. 

In general, females were more susceptible to irradiation than were 

males. Specifically, the following results were obtained: 
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For males—at 2 r/day, normal reproduction after 520 r; at 5 r/day, 

decrease in litter size after 765 r; at 10 r/day, sterile after 1180 r. 

For females—at 2 r/day, decrease in litter size after 250 r, sterile 

after 404 r; at 5 r/day, reduced litter size after 310 r, sterile after 

380 r; at 10 r/day, sterile after 620 r. 

It should be noted that the sterilizing doses for the radiation levels 

given by no means represent the minimum estimates. The relation¬ 

ship between reproductive effect and dose rate is discussed. 

FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS ON STANDARDIZATION TECHNIQUES 

FOR AUDIOGENIC SEIZURE TESTING 

Julian P. Cooke, A. and M. College of Texas 

In the past, the principal stimuli for producing audiogenic seizures 

in mice and rats have been provided by means of electric bells. Such 

stimuli are of unknown frequencies and overtones, constantly chang¬ 

ing with use; they cannot be duplicated in different laboratories, or 

even in one laboratory over a period of several days. Tape recorded 

sine waves produce stimuli of known frequencies that can be con¬ 

trolled, and, once they are standardized, a voltmeter can be employed 

to measure the decibel level by measuring the potential across the 

speaker terminals. The decibel level can thus be controlled, and the 

stimuli can be duplicated an endless number of times. Discontinuous 

stimuli may easily be produced by splicing the tape. 

A significantly larger number (P<0.01) of Wistar-strain rats react 

to mixed frequencies between 5,000 and 11,000 cps than to mixed 

frequencies between 5,000 and 8,000 cps or between 8,000 and 11,000 

cps, when the decibel level is held constant. This suggests that a wide 

range of frequencies has a significant effect upon the incidence of 

seizure and should be carefully controlled if standardization is to be 

achieved. 

DEVELOPMENT AND MULTIPLICATION STUDIES OF AVIAN 

TRYPANOSOMES 

Timothy D. Cotton, Texas Southern University 

Studies of the development and multiplication of avian trypano¬ 

somes were made from experimental infections using baby chicks as 

an avian host. The experimental hosts received 1 cc of an inoculum of 

cultural form flagellates either intravenously or intraperitoneally. 

The parasites were recovered microscopically in the infected blood 

immediately following intravenous inoculations and over a period of 

time varying from five hours to 2+ days from intraperitoneal inocu- 
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lations. A sequence of the developmental stages was followed through 

the course of the infections (up to 72 days in some cases). The de¬ 

velopmental stages may be assigned the following categories: 1) cul¬ 

tural forms and 2) blood forms. In the latter category they may be 

subdivided into juvenile—represents parasites as seen in the infected 

blood from the first five hours to about five days; adults—the parasites 

in the infected blood from the fifth day throughout the infection; and 

polymorphic forms—commencing 10 to 12 days in the infections 

there appeared some morphologically distinct forms in addition to the 

adult forms. The significance of the polymorphic forms of the para¬ 

sites has not been determined; however, some investigators have re¬ 

ferred to them as representing polymorphism; other investigators have 

designated them with different names of parasites belonging to the 

same species; and still other investigators have assessed sexuality to 

similar forms of the parasites. 

A determined number of the cultural form flagellates were inocu¬ 

lated in establishing experimental infections for multiplication studies 

of the parasites in the vertebrate host. Daily counts were taken of the 

parasites in a known quantity of blood, and this number was converted 

mathematically to the total number of parasites per infected host for 

22 consecutive days. The parasites failed to show tissue specificity, 

i.e., they were never observed to show higher concentrations in other 

tissues examined (lymph, spleen, gonads, nervous, cardiac muscles, 

mesenteries, and bone marrow). The number of parasites determined 

from their presence in the peripheral blood was taken tentatively as 

representing the approximate number of trypanosomes present in the 

body at the time the counts were taken. These results along with ex¬ 

perimental infections established from the serial passage of blood from 

infected host to noninfected host (several passages) suggest that mul¬ 

tiplication does not occur in the vertebrate host. 

THE USE OF “telocentric” CHROMOSOMES IN LINKAGE 

MAPPING IN COTTON 

John E. Endrizzi, A. and M. College of Texas 

Telocentric or near telocentric chromosomes have been obtained in 

cotton through the misdivision of monosomes. In addition to using 

telocentric to position genes in a particular arm of the chromosome, 

telocentrics may be used to determine the position of the centromere 

in linkage maps. 

Monosomic analysis revealed that chromosome 6 of cotton carries 

the pilose gene H2, a marker which can be scored in the seedling stage. 
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A telocentric for the long arm of chromosome 6 carrying Hg was com¬ 

bined with a normal chromosome carrying hg. In cotton large defi¬ 

ciencies are rarely transmitted by the male gametes. 

In a preliminary test the Fi was used as male in a test cross, and 11 

of 83 seedlings had the pilose phenotype. Thus, recombination be¬ 

tween H2 and the centromere was 13.2 per cent. A larger experiment 

including a control is underway to determine whether compensatory 

recombination occurs in the telocentric heterozygote. 

ECLAMPSIA-LIKE SYNDROME INDUCED IN RATS BY TREATMENT 

WITH POLYVINYL ALCOHOL* 

* This study was supported by grants from the U.S.P.H.S. 

C. E. Hall and O. Hall, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

Nonpregnant female rats were given subcutaneous injections of 5% 

polyvinyl alcohol daily while being maintained on a high sodium diet. 

They rapidly developed severe hypertension which, during life, was 

often associated with various neurologic disturbances such as tics 

and seizures. Edema and ascites were also prominent manifestations. 

Deaths began tO' occur from about the fourth week of treatment on¬ 

ward, and in several instances death was preceded by a day or two 

of coma. At necropsy the liver was noted to be enlarged and often had 

numerous large surface hemorrhages; the kidneys and heart were 

enlarged and bore visible surface lesions. Organ weights revealed en¬ 

largement of the liver, spleen, kidneys, and heart, and atrophy of the 

thymus. Histologic examination revealed extensive glomerular and 

tubular lesions of the kidney; and hypertensive vascular lesions of 

the kidney, spleen, heart, pancreas, and liver. There were also hemor¬ 

rhage and necrosis of the liver and sometimes focal necrosis of the 

adrenal cortex. The clinical and morphologic characteristics of the 

syndrome bear a striking resemblance to those which characterize 

toxemia of pregnancy, and it is inferred that there are probably funda¬ 

mentally similar physiologic dysfunctions in the naturally occurring 

and experimental disorders. 

EFFECTS OF GIBBERELLIC ACID ON NEUROSPORA GROWTH 

Sekender A. Kahn, Texas College, Tyler 

Gibberellic acid has been widely known as a growth stimulating 

substance for many numbers of plant species. However, very little 

is known about its effect on microorganisms. In the present study, 

Neurospora crassa Em5256A was grown in minimal medium in the 
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presence of gibberellic acid at the concentration of .002%, .004%, 

.006%, and .008%. A control was maintained in which no gibberellic 

acid was added. The experiment was conducted at room temperature. 

The Neurospora was found to grow faster in the presence of .004%, 

.006%, and .008% concentrations of gibberellic acid. Measurements 

of the mycelial length from .006% gibberellic acid treatment at 72 

hours showed as much as 29 per cent more growth over the control. 

Profuse spore formation was observed in all the gibberellic acid treat¬ 

ments. 

At .002% concentration, however, gibberellic acid showed a tend¬ 

ency of growth inhibition. In this case mycelial growth was found to 

be about 16 per cent below the control. 

BIOLOGY AND NESTING HABITS OF HUNTING WASP IsodoTltia 

Harrisi fernald (hymenoptera:sphecidae) 

C. S. Lin, Huston-Tillotson College 

The fascinating biology of hunting wasps of the family Sphecidae 

can be observed and divided according to the nesting habits of these 

insects into the following categories: 1) the fossorial wasps, digging 

various sizes and types of burrows underground; 2) the mason wasps, 

building nests and cells with clay or mud; 3) the inquiline wasps, 

living in the nests belonging to other insects. This study deals pri¬ 

marily with Isodontia harrisi, which makes straw nests in the hollow 

cavities of various objects to rear the young. 

In late May, 1962, a small colony of about 20 Isodontia was found 

flying around the author’s house in Austin, busily searching for nests 

in the holes of the railing posts in the front porch. The cavities between 

each post and the sidings are three inches long and one-half inch in 

diameter. The wasps began their nesting activities by bringing in dry 

grass leaves to make brood chamber inside the cavity. Each wasp 

carried a grass blade about three to six inches long. Usually several 

blades were used first to plug one end of the cavity. 

These wasps prey predominantly on tree-cricket Oecanthus argen- 

tinus Sauss. The egg is laid on the first victim and glued horizontally 

on the thorax between the coxae of the front and middle legs. This 

species practices mass provisioning; usually a total of 10 tree-crickets 

of both sexes are stored up in a nest with single brood chamber. Their 

prey are partially paralyzed and have their antennae and one hind 

leg amputated before they are brought into the nest. 

The egg incubation period is two days. The newly hatched larva 

sucks the body fluid out of the first victim, then proceeds to devour the 
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entire internal contents of the prey. The feeding period is four days, | 

and the mature larva begins to spin a loose silk cocoon about itself; 

then an inner cocoon case is formed where the pupation will take 

place. No adult wasp emerged by middle October, so it is believed 

that the wasp is an univoltine species, i.e., it will remain as a prepupa 

until next May to complete one generation life cycle. 

Since it was difficult for the author to examine nests inside the posts, 

six small bamboo traps were used to lure the wasps on July 12. Within i 

a week, two traps were utilized by the wasps, each containing two I 

cells with mixed prey—five tree-crickets and five nymphs of the field i 

cricket Gryllus assimilis Fab. The other four traps were utilized later j 

as nests also and were kept at room temperature in the basement for | 

further observation. i 

In Vivo PENICILLIN RESISTANCE TESTS, USING THE CHICK j 

EMBRYO j 

Sanders T. Lyles, Robert E. Nabors, and Pat Potter, Texas Christian [ 

U niversity \ 

An in vivo system, using the eight day chick embryo as a test ani- 

mal, has been employed for assays of penicillin resistance of staphylo- ! 

cocci. Five decimal dilutions of triply washed cells were inoculated 

into each of 40 eggs by way of the chorioallantois. Six hours later, 50 

eggs (10 of each dilution) were inoculated with sufficient penicillin to ! 

constitute a level of 50 micrograms per ml of egg volume. In a similar I 

manner, 50 eggs were inoculated with sufficient penicillin to constitute j 
levels of 20 and 10 micrograms per ml volume. The other 50 eggs were ; 

inoculated with saline for virulence controls. Other controls consisted ; 

of eggs inoculated with saline and penicillin six hours later and with i 

saline at both inoculation times. 
i 

In the small number of strains tested, clear differentiation between ' 

susceptible, intermediate, and resistant strains was noted. Five strains 

were resistant, four intermediate, and only one completely resistant. ; 

Embryo deaths were directly proportional to size of inoculum, and in¬ 

verse to concentration of penicillin. 

There was general correlation between results obtained by LDgo ! 

calculations of embryo deaths and resistance determined by spread | 

plate methods, two strains appeared to be more resistant in vitro and 

two others more resistant in vivo. \ 
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE BLACK-BELLIED TREE 

DUCK (dENDROCYGNA AUTUMNALIs) IN SOUTH TEXAS 

Burruss McDaniel*, Clarence Cottonf, and Eric Bolenf 

Several breeding populations of the Black-bellied Tree Duck were 

studied in the south Texas region. Observations were conducted from 

May through September, 1962. Two major breeding sites consisted of 

Lake Corpus Christi and a small lake four miles southeast of Falfurrias 

on the Brodnax Ranch. A total of approximately 1000 ducks were 

studied revealing information on nesting sites, egg fates, and broods. 

Dump nesting was observed throughout the nesting period. Nests were 

found to be in open and closed cavities in trees, on the ground, and in 

artificial places such as carbide cans. Of the nesting sites studied, 17 

were found in trees, 3 were on the ground, and 8 were of artificial 

types. Of the 17 tree nests, 10 were located over water, and seven were 

over land. Ground nesting was without apparent regard to proximity 

of water and was concealed beneath a dense cover of shrub. Normal 

clutch size was variable but ranged from 12 to 16 eggs. The fates of 

315 eggs were observed during the incubation period, which lasted 

approximately 28 days. Only 13.6 per cent of the eggs hatched. Dur¬ 

ing the incubation period various predators (rat snakes and opossum) 

were found, and stomach contents revealed Black-bellied Tree Duck 

eggs. This would explain partially the low hatching percentage of the 

315 eggs studied. The earliest brood was observed on July 17, 1962. 

The age of broods was established on body size and plumage develop¬ 

ment. Young birds were black and yellow. The black stripe on back 

of the neck is retained throughout life from the downy young to adult¬ 

hood. The broad white wing stripe was found during the first year of 

development. In contrast to this, the reddish color of the bill and feet, 

so characteristic of adult Black-bellied Tree Ducks, is not attained un¬ 

til full maturity. A close family bond was apparent as the young were 

closely cared for by the parents even after reaching the flying stage 

of development. 

METABOLISM OF GUANIDINE HYDROCHLORIDE BY CHLORELLA 

PYRENOIDOSA 

H. R. McDaniel*, J. B. Middlebrookf, and R. O. Bowmanf 

In July, 1961, the Life Sciences group of the Ling-Temco-Vought 

* Texas College of Arts and Industries, Kingsville. 

f Welder Wildlife Foundation, Sin ton. 

* The University of Texas Southwestern Medical School. 

t Ling-Temco-Vought Research Center, Life Sciences Group, Dallas. 
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Research Center found that additions of 20 to 200 mg of guanidine 

hydrochloride per liter of a complete nutrient medium temporarily 

stopped all growth of a culture of Chlorella pyrenoidosa, Sorokin 

strain, for five to ten days. Normal rates of growth were recovered 

after the inhibitory phase. Ornithine, citrulline, creatinine, arginine, 

thiourea, and several other metabolites of similar structure have no 

effect on growth with similar supplementation of the medium. In 

1962, after supplying guanidine as the sole source of nitrogen in a 

Knop’s basic medium for Chlorella^ a strain was developed which has 

been adapted to grow on guanidine at a reduced growth rate. Chlorella 

have been grown with tagged guanidine and amino acids and pro¬ 

tein studied for clues to the steps in the utilization of guanidine. The 

results of these experiments will be given and the tentative conclu¬ 

sions indicated. Basic information of this type is necessary for the ap¬ 

plication of unicellular algae to a closed ecological system, particularly 

for their use as a waste recycling and food production system. 

A PRACTICAL PROCEDURE FOR SEPARATION OF PURE CULTURES 

OF ALGAE FROM CONTAMINATED SAMPLES 

J. B. Middlebrook*, R. 0. Bowman*, and H. R. McDanielf 

Algal cells arc quite resistant to rupture, considerably more so than 

bacteria, molds, or animal tissue cells. This property has been used to 

destroy contaminating microorganisms in the French pressure cell, 

while the treatment leaves sufficient intact algal cells for plating and 

growth of clean cultures. Samples of Chlorella pyrenoidosa, Sorokin 

strain, with bacterial and mold contaminants, were submitted to 

20,000 psy in a French pressure cell and released to atmospheric pres¬ 

sure in small portions. Bacteria and molds present are disrupted, large 

adult algal cells are also disrupted, but numerous small “daughter” 

algal cells appear intact when examined microscopically. Cultures of 

the French pressure cell product, on Knop’s agar plates, when lighted, 

will grow out colonies of Chlorella free of bacteria and molds in two 

to four days. Grinding with sand or silicon carbide, freezing and thaw¬ 

ing repeatedly, or treatment in the Hughes press by our experience 

will not allow the separation of pure algal cultures because overgrowth 

of the contaminants will prevent the picking of algae for subculture. 

* Ling-Temco-Vought Research Center, Dallas. 

f The University of Texas Southwestern Medical School, Dallas. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE INDOLEACETIC ACID OXIDASE-INHIBITOR 

SYSTEM IN THE COTTON PLANT 

Page W. Morgan and Wayne C. Hall, A. and M. College of Texas 

An enzyme which catalyzes the destruction of indoleacetic acid 

(lAA) and an inhibitor are present in at least one species in every 

genome group of the genus Gossypium as well as in many cultivars 

and races of Gossypium hirsutumA The enzyme requires 2, 4-di- 

chlorophenol and MnC 1 ^ for activity. 

The inhibitor(s) of lAA oxidase is dialyzable, heat-stable, and its 

major effect is to induce a lag in the initiation of measurable oxygen 

uptake. The lag is reduced or removed entirely by a combination of 

light and riboflavin, but either alone is ineffective in a partially puri¬ 

fied system. 

Current studies of the distribution of the inhibitor(s) indicate a 

decreasing gradient of activity from the younger to the older leaves on 

the cotton plant. Similarly, inhibitor activity decreases from unopened 

flowers to young to mature fruits. 

With respect to the enzyme, the opposite type of gradient has been 

noted in several experiments. The enzyme has very low activity in 

the apical growing point, and the activity increases down the plant, 

being highest in the old leaves. A similar gradient exists in the stem. 

When senescent leaves were compared with adjacent mature leaves 

(not obviously senescent), a much greater enzyme activity was found 

in the older leaves. However, the activity of inhibitor in the two tissues 

was almost identical. 

These findings agree with the classical concept of auxin distribu¬ 

tion and activity in plants and, therefore, suggest that lAA oxidase 

may function in vivo in cotton. 

ON THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE MUSCLE PROTEINS 

ACTIN AND MYOSIN^ 

L. B. Nanninga, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

The binding of F-actin to myosin was studied by centrifugation of 

mixtures with one actin concentration and increasing myosin concen¬ 

trations at 30,000 rpm for two hours. Blanks showed that the super¬ 

natant was free myosin except for a small correction, given by a blank 

without myosin. The fre myosin was determined by the extinction at 

^Morgan and Hall. 1962. Proc. Cotton Defoliation and Physiol. Conf. 16:13-14. 

Abstract, and Plant Physiology (in press). 

^This work was supported by the Liberty Muscular Dystrophy Foundation. 
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280 and 320 m^^,. Bound myosin was plotted versus free myosin, and ■ 

the maximum binding and the bindings-constant were calculated. [ 

This was done at different temperatures, and the effects of urea, para- ; 

chloromercuribenzoate and pyrophosphate have been studied. F-actin 

is a competitive inhibitor of myosin—ATP ase at pH 7 in the presence I 

of 0.02M, CaClg. The inhibitor constant was calculated and is 1 — 2 ’ 

X 10~®M, based on a binding of one mole of myosin per two G-actin : 

units, as follows from the maximum binding and the molecular 

weights of myosin and G-actin. The inhibition rapidly disappears in | 

urea. !, 
t 

EFFECTS OF RENAL VEIN CONSTRUCTION IN UNILATERALLY I 

NEPHRECTOMIZED DOG ! 

Van Rea, Howard Condren, John Reid, and John R. Derrick, The Uni- | 

versify of Texas Medical Branch i 

The renal vein in each of 10 unilaterally nephrectomized dogs was j 

constricted after all venous collaterals were divided. The following 1 

parameters were then determined: Blood pressure before and after | 

constriction, renal blood flow as measured by a “square wave” electro- | 

magnetic flowmeter, tissue oxygen tension, and microscopic study of ■ 
renal parenchyma. Following constriction, the kidneys usually be- 1 
came moderately to markedly increased in size with distention. There 

was no significant change in the tissue oxygen tension, although the 

blood flow was demonstrated to be decreased an average of 58 per 

cent. A mild degree of hypertension was observed in three of the ex¬ 

perimental animals. Continuing follow-up studies on the experimental 

animals suggests that some are developing urinary findings, signs and 

symptoms consistent with the “Nephrotic” syndrome. 

THE EFFECT OF REDUCED SEGMENTAL BLOOD FLOW ON RENAL 

PARAENCHYMAL OXYGEN TENSION 

John Reid, Van Rea, Howard Condren, and John R. Derrick, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas Medical Branch 

Fifteen mongrel dogs were divided into two groups. Group 1 con¬ 

sisted of eight dogs in which one kidney was removed, and after one 

week the animals were again operated upon for the purpose of con¬ 

stricting a segmental branch of the main renal artery. In the second 

operation comparisons were made of blood flow in the segmental artery 

and oxygen tension of the kidney both before and after constriction 

of the vessel. Group 2 consisted of seven dogs in which the same studies 

were performed, excluding preliminary nephrectomy. The results of 
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the procedures performed in both groups 1 and 2 indicate that when 

flow is reduced to a segment of the kidney, there is a corresponding 

reduction in oxygen tension in that area of the kidney, as compared 

with areas in which the supply is unrestricted. In both groups a grad¬ 

ual elevation in blood pressure was observed over a period 10 to 12 

weeks. These studies suggest that segmental ischemia may play an 

important part as one of the factors contributing to hypertension in 

some instances. 

ABSORPTION AND EXCRETION OF BENZPYRENE: AN EXPERI¬ 

MENTAL STUDY 

R. H. Rigdon and Jack Neal, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

Benzpyrene has been demonstrated spectrophotometrically in the 

blood and bile following oral and intratracheal administration. Ultra¬ 

violet light also has been used to demonstrate this hydrocarbon in the 

tissues of laboratory animals. These demonstrations of absorption and 

excretion of benzpyrene bring into question the problems of storage 

and carcinogenesis following the inhalation of benzpyrene. Ducks, 

chickens, mice and dogs have been used in this study. 

FLUID RETURN FROM THE HYDRONEPHROTIC KIDNEY OF THE 

RAT 

Lothar L. Salomon, Edward J. Massaro, and Frank L. Lanza, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas Medical Branch 

Following earlier findings (Salomon et al., Am. J. Physiol. 200, 871, 

1961; 202, 559, 1962) which showed that renal tubular conversion of 

fructose to glucose and glomerular filtration continued after total bi¬ 

lateral ligation of ureters in rats, and that substantial amounts of fil¬ 

trate must be entering the nephrons, it became of interest to investi¬ 

gate the route of fluid from the obstructed kidney. This return has now 

been studied radiographically by observing the depth of spontaneous 

penetration of contrast medium into the obstructed kidney. It is found 

that little, if any, fluid return occurs via the pelvis or ureter. Fluid 

seems to leave the kidney in the cortex, suggesting that tubular re¬ 

sorption or backflow accounts for the major fraction of fluid returned 

from the kidney. Fluid in the pelvic sac must thus be regarded as 

representing a relatively stagnant pool for at least 48 hours following 

cessation of urinary flow through the ureter. It is noted that penetra¬ 

tion of contrast medium usually occurs at unequal rates in left and 

right kidneys, suggesting some degree of difference in fluid exchange 

or function betv^een the two kidneys. 
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When renal excretion is blocked, biliary excretion appears to be '' 

the dominant method of disposal of the contrast medium employed in 

this study. Since cannulation of the thoracic duct fails to alter notice¬ 

ably the accumulation of contrast medium in the cecum of fasted rats 

with ligated ureters, it is concluded that contrast medium, and possibly 

fluid, enters systemic blood from the cortex through venous return. 

THE EFFECTS OF GAMMA IRRADIATION ON SERUM CHOLES¬ 

TEROL AND BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS OF THE ALBINO RAT 

TREATED WITH ALLOXAN OR COBALTOUS CHLORIDE 

Charles L. Sanders, Jr., and G. M. Krise, A. and M. College of Texas 

Exposure of male albino rats to 500 roentgens gamma irradiation, 

delivered at the rate of 200 r/hr for 2.5 hours, resulted in a significant 

increase in blood glucose levels (200 mg/100 ml blood at 35 days) 

in those rats previously injected with alloxan (15 mg/100 g body 

weight). Body weights of the allozanized irradiates steadily declined, 

losing an average 67 g in 35 days as compared with an average gain 

of 104 g in the nonirradiates. The alloxanized irradiates were the only 

rats which displayed an average decline in body weight. This group 

also displayed a significant difference between the low serum choles¬ 

terol values of the nonirradiates as compared with “control levels” of 

the irradiates, from day 7 to day 35 postirradiation. 

Body weights, blood glucose levels, and serum cholesterol levels of 

irradiates receiving either injections of saline or cobaltous chloride (2 

mg/100 g body weight) produced no consistently significant changes 

when compared with their nonirradiated counterparts. The trend in 

these two groups was towards higher glucose and cholesterol levels in 

the irradiates than in the nonirradiates. All cholesterol and glucose 

determinations were done after a 24-hour fast, in order to insure con¬ 

stant responses. 

PROBLEMS ON THE NATURE OF DEVELOPMENTAL DUPLICA¬ 

TIONS 

J. G. Sinclair, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

We show examples of duplication from digital or facial elements 

through Siamese-type twins to complete monozygotic twinning. An 

example of pseudomonozygosis is compared. Genetic factors loom 

large. Partial twins may be mirror images or may show complete regu¬ 

lation to normal bilateral asymmetry. The union is always lateral or 

ventrolateral, never dorsal. Whether the determining mechanism is 

genetic or intrinsic, it apparently operates over a very short time in- 
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terval and permits recovery of remaining potencies. When it does not, 

the effect is lethal. Experimentally, the determinant for duplication 

may precede the appearance of the primordium, in which case the 

separated groups of cells form independent axes. Or it may act on a 

formed axis suppressing the apex without destroying the potency of 

bilateral cell streams to regulate to a new axis. This applies to limbs 

and digits also. Prolonged suppression of centers of high activity re¬ 

sults in radical alterations of vascular patterns and often results in 

reabsorption of tissue even in large masses. 

GROWTH HORMONE, ALDONOLACTONASE, AND THE SYNTHESIS 

OF ASCORBIC ACID: ENDOCRINE CONTROL OF A REACTION SE¬ 

QUENCE BY SPECIFIC ENZYME INDUCTION 

Don W. Stubbs and Lothar L. Salomon, The University of Texas Medi¬ 

cal Branch 

Data obtained from earher studies including measurements of turn¬ 

over rates and urinary excretion of ascorbic acid (AscA) indicated de¬ 

creased synthesis of AscA in rats following hypophysectomy. Admin¬ 

istration of growth hormone (STH) was shown to stimulate two- to 

threefold the low excretion of AscA in these rats, thus indicating a role 

of this hormone in the h3rpophyseal influence on AscA synthesis. En¬ 

zymatic studies have shown hypophysectomized rats to have decreased 

aldonolactonase activity sufficient to be solely responsible for the de¬ 

creased production of AscA. It has been proposed that aldonolactonase 

has a rate-controlling influence on AscA synthesis and that STH con¬ 

trols this synthesis by maintaining aldonolactonase. Supporting evi¬ 

dence confirming the rate-controlling effect of aldonolactonase has 

ben obtained in vitro in a cell-free system synthesizing AscA from so¬ 

dium gulonate. Furthermore, evidence giving a more rigorous demon¬ 

stration of the relationship between STH, aldonolactonase, and AscA 

synthesis in vivo has also been obtained. Administration of STH to 

hypophysectomized rats results in increased aldonolactonase followed 

by increased serum AscA which is in turn followed by increased uri¬ 

nary AscA. These data give support to the following conclusions: 

1. The biosynthesis of AscA in rats is influenced by the anterior 

hypophysis. 

2. The specific mediator of this influence is STH. 

3. The pathway through aldonolactonase is the preferred route, and 

aldonolactonase is a rate-controlling enzyme in AscA synthesis. 

4. Among the enzymes investigated, only aldonolactonase is affected 

by STH. 
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5. By maintaining aldonolactonase activity, STH exerts a profound 

influence on the synthesis of AscA. 

STUDIES ON THE DIFFERENTIATION OF HEMOGLOBIN IN RANA 

PIPIENS 

Jimmy B. Throneberry, Abilene Christian College 

The objectives of this investigation were to determine when and 

where hemoglobin appears in the development of Rana pipiens^ and 

whether treatment of early embryos with this protein, or with anti¬ 

bodies against it, have effects on the hematopoietic process. A number 

of rabbits were immunized against hemoglobin, isolated according to 

a modification of Drabkin’s technique, from adult R. pipiens. The 

agar-diffusion technique of Ouchterlony was employed to determine 

the specificity of antisera, and also to detect the time of appearance of 

the hemoglobin molecule in development. Various modifications of the 

benzidene-peroxidase test were employed to localize the hemoglobin 

molecule, the most successful being a method employing 3,3'-dimeth- 

oxy-benzidene. In attempting to determine effects of hemoglobin and 

antibodies against it, on hematopoiesis, each was injected into the 

blastocoel of R. pipiens embryos, Shumway stages 8-9. Morphologi¬ 

cal and histological observations were made on their subsequent de¬ 

velopment. The following results were noted: 1) Specific antibodies 

against adult R. pipiens hemoglobin were obtained; 2) synthesis of 

heme and globin do not necessarily take place simultaneously, since 

globin was present in all stages of development, including body cavity 

eggs, whereas heme could not be detected by the method used until 

later stages (Shumway stage 21); 3) there was no consistent specific 

effect, either of an inhibitory or enhancing nature, of hemoglobin or of 

antibodies against it, on the differentiation of erythrocytes and of 

hemoglobin. 

STUDIES ON CENTRAL NERVOUS ACTIVITY FOLLOWING 

APPLICATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY-EFFECTIVE IN 

ELECTRONARCOSIS 

C. C. Turhes^ Veterans Administration Hospital and Baylor University 

College of Medicine 

These studies are concerned with changes in the recorded activity 

of the cerebral cortex and certain subcortical areas following applica¬ 

tion of electrical energy to the head of animals. The parameters uti¬ 

lized were those used in electrical anesthesia. Chemically anesthetized, 

tranquilized, and unanesthetized dogs and rabbits were used. Surgical 
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procedures were utilized in unanesthetized animals to determine if 

levels of “surgical anesthesia” have been attained. 

Cerebral cortical activity in rabbits showed evidence of depression 

that persisted for periods of from fifteen minutes to an hour after ap¬ 

plication of electronarcosis. 

Cerebral cortical activity in some dogs showed evidence of depres¬ 

sion, and in others there was shift to high amplitude synchronized 

slow wave activity. Both depression and synchronization of cortical 

activity was most obvious on the side of the brain beneath the cathode. 

Recordings from mesencephalic reticular formation in both rabbits 

and dogs showed depression that persisted from 15 to 45 minutes. 

The relationship of these findings to production of anesthesia is dis¬ 

cussed. 

A REPORT ON STUDIES OF THE MORPHOMETRIC RELATION¬ 

SHIPS AND SYSTEMATIC STATUS OF FISHES OF THE FAMILY 

ISTIOPHORIDAE FROM THE GULF OF MEXICO 

N. G. Vick, A. and M. College of Texas 

Five species representing four Genera of Istiophoridae have been 

collected from the waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Those species recorded 

are Istiophorus albicans (Atlantic sailfish), Tetrapturus belone (long- 

bill spearfish), Tetrapturus albida (Makaira albida^ white marlin), 

Makaira nigricans (blue marlin), and Xiphias gladius (broadbill 

swordfish). The external and some internal morphological descriptions 

are given for these five species. Morphometric comparisons are made 

between those species which have been collected and for which valid 

biometric data have been accumulated. A base map of the Gulf of 

Mexico showing capture locations of the species is used to present a 

brief preliminary distribution discussion. 

Of the five species collected only /. albicans has been collected in 

sufficient numbers to warrant morphometric comparison between dif¬ 

ferent Gulf of Mexico concentrations or populations of the same spe¬ 

cies. Graphical morphometric comparison of the Gulf L albicans spe¬ 

cimens and biometric data assembled for Atlantic and Pacific species 

of Istiophorus species is made by showing the relationship between 

various diagnostic external elements and total length. The results of 

this comparison are tentatively applied to current problems regarding 

the sy sterna tics of the Genus. Morphometric data for eight specimens 

of Tetrapturus albida^ five specimens of Tetrapturus belone, five spe¬ 

cimens of Makaira nigricans, and one specimen of Xiphias gladius are 

presented. 
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ORIGIN OF CELLS INFILTRATING SKIN GRAFT AREAS IN MICE 

Bruce E. Walker and Armond S. Goldman, The University of Texas 

Medical Branch i 

Homografts and isografts were made between or within the C57BL 

and A/Jax strains of mice. Thymidine-H® was injected into the host 

before or after grafting to label leukocytes or cells proliferating in re- ij 

sponse to the grafting. Study of radioautographs revealed that cellular ] 

infiltrations into and around the skin grafts were composed mainly of ^ 

leukocytes from the blood at early time intervals. Large lymphocytes 

from the blood hypertrophied into cells resembling fibrocytes except [ 

that their nuclei were somewhat smaller. Most of these cells eventu- r 

ally became aligned in a layer directly under the homograft and may • 

have been responsible for destruction of the homograft. The local 

fibrocyte population underwent extensive proliferation after skin 

grafting, and a relatively dense layer of these cells formed below the 

layer of hypertrophied large lymphocytes. Monocytes entered the 

graft area and displayed phagocytic activity. Cellular infiltration or j 

proliferation was much less extensive in isografts. 

AN ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS OF THUMB MOVEMENTS 

Hal T. Weathersby and Layton R. Sutton, The University of Texas 

Southwestern Medical School 

Interaction of the eight muscles inserting on the thumb was studied 

in 10 test motions by means of an ink writing, multi-channel electro¬ 

myograph. Electrodes of nylon-coated nichrome wire 37 microns in di¬ 

ameter were inserted into the belly of the muscles by hypodermic 

needles. A muscle stimulator was used to verify the proper placement 

of the electrodes. 

Movements of the thumb required a much more complex muscle 

coordination than the usual textbook description indicates. Six of the 

muscles were involved in five or more movements. Seven of the mo¬ 

tions required the contraction of five or more muscles to produce a 

smooth, even, isotonic movement. Several of the muscles were involved 

in opposing functions, e.g., the flexor pollicis brevis was active in ab¬ 

duction and adduction, the extensor pollicis longus in both flexion and 

extension of the interphalangeal joint. In many cases, a muscle 

thought to be an antagonist exhibited as much activity as the prime 

mover. Much of the muscle activity is considered to be stabilization 

since the position of the muscle is often such that it would be impos¬ 

sible to be a prime mover. 
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SODIUM AND CALCIUM CONCENTRATION CHANGES IN RENAL 

TISSUE HOMOGENATES INDUCED BY ALTERATIONS IN CALCIUM 

METABOLISM 

Charles H. Wells, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

Microscopic renal lesions resulting from parathyroid hormone ex¬ 

cess, associated with either a calcium free diet or exogenous hormone 

administration, and those from simple calcium salt excess have a strik¬ 

ing similarity. The few studies of renal functional changes which 

accompany the development of these lesions have likewise shown con¬ 

sistently similar results. Reductions in renal concentrating ability and 

in glomerular filtration rate have been reported for parathyroid hor¬ 

mone and calcium gluconate treated animals. 

Although the precipitating factors appear to be dissimilar, the 

similarities in the end result are suggestive of a common etiology. 

In order to define further the extent of these similarities, renal le¬ 

sions were induced in groups of immature rabbits by the administra¬ 

tion of parathyroid hormone or calcium salt, or by maintaining these 

animals on a calcium free diet. These groups, and a group of control 

animals, were then studied for urinary volume changes, urinary cal¬ 

cium excretion, and for sodium and calcium concentrations in homog¬ 

enates of renal cortical, medullary, and papillary samples. 

Urine volume was little changed by any of these procedures, while 

decreases in urinary calcium excretion were consistently noted in ani¬ 

mals subjected to any of the three treatments, i.e., calcium free diet, 

parathyroid hormone excess, and calcium salt excess. 

A gradient in sodium concentration between the cortex and papilla 

was seen in all animals studied. However, the magnitude of the grad¬ 

ient was significantly less in the experimental groups than in the 

control group. These differences were primarily due to reductions in 

the papillary sodium concentrations of animals subjected to an altered 

calcium metabolism. 

Analyses of tissue calcium revealed a gradient for calcium concen¬ 

trations similar to that seen for sodium. Furthermore, reductions in 

papillary calcium concentrations, with relation to control values, oc¬ 

curred in animals subjected to any of the three treatments. Changes 

in sodium and calcium concentrations were shown to have a high 

correlation. 
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LUTEOTROPIC AND LACTOGENIC ACTION OF FRACTIONAL AND l! 

MULTIPLE PITUITARY ISOGRAFTS IN THE MOUSE* | 

Wilma D. White and Henry C, Browning, The University of Texas 

Dental Branch 

Seventy virgin female BALB/c mice were castrated and received 

Bilateral intraoculra transplants of Vs of isologous ovary. Intra¬ 

ocular isotransplants of 1/32, %, or % of an anterior pituitary were 

added to each animal of three groups of eight, respectively; subcutan¬ 

eous transplants of 2, 8 or 16 anterior pituitaries were added to 

each animal of four groups of eight, respectively. Fourteen animals 

received no pituitary transplants (controls). Vaginal smears and ovar- ; 

ian transplant morphology were followed daily for four months, at j 

which time the fourth left mammary gland was biopsied. The sub- ^ 

cutaneous transplants had been placed under the fourth right mam¬ 

mary gland. 

Vaginal cycle length was 6.5 days in the controls. The mean length 

was increased progressively with increasing amounts of intraocular 

pituitary (9.4 days with %) and with increasing numbers of sub¬ 

cutaneous pituitaries (21.6 days with 16), Functional (hyperemic) 

corpora lutea persisted for only a mean length of 1.6 days in controls; 

their span was progressively increased with intraocular (5.2 days with 

%) and subcutaneous (16,2 days with 16) pituitary isografts. Mam¬ 

mary gland development, relative to that in controls, was unaffected 

by 1/32 of an anterior pituitary, showed moderate stimulation with 

and produced almost complete lobulo-alveolar development with 

%intraocularly. Eight and 16 subcutaneous pituitaries produced com¬ 

plete lobuloalveolar development with secretion. 

In cycle prolongation, increased span of functional corpora lutea, 

and mammary stimulation, % of a pituitary placed intraocularly was 

almost as effective as two pituitaries placed subcutaneously and was 

always more effective than the same amount placed subcutaneously. 

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF THE ULTRASTRUCTURE OF 

AXOPLASM 

Vick Williams and Donald Duncan, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch 

Electron microscope observations of longitudinal, oblique, and cross 

sections of myelinated nerve fibers in the granule cell layer of the 

cerebellum of the adult rat prepared by Palay’s perfusion technique 

* Supported by USPHS Research Grant C2880. 
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have revealed the presence of closely packed tubules occupying most 

of the axoplasm. The tubules are round or oval in cross section, have a 

diameter of 600 to 700 A, and are seen to consist of dense membranes 

surrounding a less dense central core. 

Because Palay’s fixative contains calcium chloride far in excess of 

the physiological level, studies were undertaken to determine if the 

presence of axoplasmic tubular structures could be explained as an 

artefact of fixation. Several animals were perfused with Palay’s fixa¬ 

tive containing 10 times the recommended amount of calcium chloride, 

and one rat was perfused with an unbuffered 1% solution of osmic 

acid containing no calcium chloride. Striking changes in the appear¬ 

ance of cerebellar tissue were obtained: marked shrinkage and collapse 

of tissue perfused with the extra-hypertonic fixative and moderate 

swelling in that perfused with the hypotonic fluid. On the other hand, 

there was spotty but remarkably good preservation of submicroscopic 

structures in all animals. Tubular structures, similar to those described 

above, were seen in the axoplasm of cerebellar tissue perfused with 

fixatives of increased tonicity as well as those in which the tonicity 

was reduced. 

These observations indicate that, if the appearance of axoplasmic 

tubular structures results from the process of fixation, neither the 

presence nor the amount of calcium chloride nor drastic changes in 

the tonicity of the fixative can be held responsible for this phenome¬ 

non. On the other hand, the presence of good preservation of this 

ultrastructural feature of the tissue suggests significance in terms of 

axoplasmic organization in the living state. 

THE PHYSIOLOGIC AMPLITUDE OF ADRENALECTOMIZED, IN¬ 

TACT AND ISOLOGOUSLY TRANSPLANTED MICE 

Ozro B, Wiswell, The University of Texas Dental Branch 

It has been demonstrated that various strains of mice possess differ¬ 

ent amounts of adrenal tissue when expressed as a per cent of total 

body weight. Adrenalectomy causes different percentages of mortality 

(60% to 75%). Strong A strain mice illicit one of the greatest mor¬ 

talities after adrenalectomy. If, however, the animals are maintained 

on 1 % saline during the interval when adrenal isographs are becom¬ 

ing established, the animals survive after the saline therapy is re¬ 

placed by water. If the transplants are subsequently removed, saline 

therapy is again necessary or the animal dies. When the transplanted 

animal is stressed (by hypoxia), the transplants become intensely 

hyperemic. 
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A hypoxic environment was established where 50 per cent of normal 

intact male animals died (LH50). Five groups of animals were | 

established: 1) normal controls on water; 2) normal controls on ' 

saline; 3) adrenalectomized on saline; 4) adrenaiectomized with an¬ 

terior eye chamber transplants; and 5) intact animals with anterior 

eye chamber and/or inguinal transplants. Animals of groups 4 and 5 

received one-half of a 24- to 36-hour newborn male adrenal in each 

eye, and group 5 animals received three additional newborn adrenals 

transplanted to the axilla or inguinal regions. When these groups 

were exposed to the LH50 hypoxic environment, groups 1 and 2 had 

50 per cent mortality each. Groups 3 and 4 suffered complete mor- ■ 
tality. Group 5 did not suffer any mortality. 

I 
CASTRATION EFFCTS ON THE STRUCTURE OF SEMINAL VESICLE ! 

EPITHELIUM IN THE RAT ' 

William Zebrun and Venita F. Allison, The University of Texas South¬ 

western Medical School \ 

Following castration of the rat, regression of the seminal vesicle ^ 

epithelium is most pronounced after a period of 21 days. The elaborate 

and abundant endoplasmic reticulum, characteristic of active protein i 

synthesis, is represented in the castrate by only a few scattered, . 

circular profiles with randomly dispersed RNP particles. Electron i 

dense secretion granules within the cisternae of normal epithelium i 

are virtually absent from the epithelial cells of the castrate. Highly 

irregular bodies of extreme density having the appearance of pigment 

granules are observed in increased numbers in the epithelium of the 

castrate. Prominent expansion of the Golgi vesicles is also apparent 

in the epithelial cells following castration. Contrary to the observations 

of earlier light microscopists, the basement membrane of the seminal 

vesicle epithelium appears to persist in the castrate animal. 

Section V—Social Sciences 

ACTUARIAL VERSUS CLINICAL PREDICTION IN COUNSELING 

AND MEDICINE 

P. C. Apostolakos, Texas Woman’s University, Denton 

Prediction is actuarial (AP) whenever it is based upon objective 

information statistically combined without regard to the experience 

or judgment of the individual making the classification. Prediction is 
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clinical (CP) whenever an individual uses his experience and judg- 

. ment in evaluating available information to make the prediction. 

The relative superiority of AP or CP has been examined in a number Iof studies (Meehl, 1954). In most of these studies, the AP have been 

superior to the CP. 

The increasing utilization of data computers has given impetus to 

development of AP in medicine, psychiatry, psychology and other 

areas where prediction (or diagnosis) is a central problem. The ma¬ 

jority of these investigators take for granted, it seems, the superiority 

of AP and few investigations make provisions for the study of com¬ 

parative effectiveness of AP and CP in the area with which they are 

involved. Still, there may be prediction situations wherein the CP are 

favored (Meehl, 1959) so that a study of relative effectiveness of 

AP and CP should always be made. 

To underline the necessity for AP vs. CP studies, two studies of 

relative effectiveness of AP and CP will be briefly described. 

1. AP versus CP in Counseling 

This study contrasted the relative effectiveness of AP and CP in 

differentiating 188 university preprofessional students into five groups. 

Four groups were composed of successful students (C or higher aver¬ 

age) in Pre-business, Pre-law, Pre-medicine and Medical Specialties 

(occupational therapy, medical technology, physical therapy, and 

nursing) respectively. The fifth group (Unsuccessful) consisted of 

students enrolled in one of these preprofessional curricula who failed 

to maintain a C average in the first year of preprofessional work. 

Multiple discriminant functions (Rao, 1952) based on eight variables 

provided the AP. Ten counselors provided the CP. The AP and CP 

were based upon college entrance test scores, high school scholarship, 

and information obtained from a personal information questionnaire 

completed by the students during their initial college registration. 

The number of correct predictions for AP and CP were: 

Group N 
Statistic 

(AP) 1 2 3 
Counselors (CP) 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Mean 

Cp 

Pre-Business 40 13 30 23 29 23 26 33 29 22 22 25 26.2 

Pre-Law 28 4 16 19 19 16 19 21 16 15 15 24 18.0 

Pre-Medical 40 16 36 30 31 33 31 36 24 29 24 28 30.2 

Med. Spec. 40 21 30 35 33 31 37 38 22 28 29 38 32.1 

Unsuccessful 40 33 10 25 11 22 23 14 31 24 30 25 21.5 

Total 188 87 122 132 123 125 136 142 122 118 120 140 128.0 
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The per cent of correct predictions by groups and total for the AP ■ 

and the mean CP were: i 

Group N AP Mean CP 

Pre-Business 40 32.5% 65.5% 

Pre-Law 28 14.3% 64.3% 

Pre-Medical 40 40.0% 75.5% 

Med. Spec. 40 52.5% 80.3% 

Unsuccessful 40 82.5% 53.8% 

Total 188 46.3% 68.1% 

This study indicated the superiority of the CP over the AP. The 

counselors (CP) made 68.1 per cent correct predictions while the AP 

were 46.3 per cent correct; this difference was statistically significant | 

(P<.01). The consistency (reliability) of the counselors’ predictions ' 

was .70. The reliability of the AP was, of course, 1.00. 

The complete methodology utilized in analysis of the AP and CP I 

has been reported elsewhere (McHugh and Apostolakos, 1960). ; 

2. AP versus CP in Medicine j 

The second study (Martin, Apostolakos, and Roazen, 1960) has 

been published in a journal not ordinarily perused by social scientists 

and for that reason will be briefly summarized here. 

This study investigated the relative effectiveness of AP versus CP 

in differential diagnosis of parenchymal and obstructive jaundice. 

The AP were obtained from a linear discriminant function utilizing 

results of two liver function tests. The CP were obtained from physi- | 

cians who based their predictions on relatively complete protocols of 

the 48 cases considered in this study. 

The mean number and per cent of correct predictions were: 

MB’s (CP) Statistic (AP) 

Mean Number 39.5 38.0 

Per Cent 82.3 79.2 

The MB’s made more correct predictions than did the statistic. 

However, the difference in the number of correct predictions made 

by the AP and CP was not significant (P>.05). 

Conclusion 

These two studies indicated that the superiority of AP over CP 

cannot be taken for granted. Researchers developing AP should there¬ 

fore include in their projects, subsidiary studies comparing relative 

effectiveness of AP and CP. 
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CONCEPTUAL ACCULTURATION USED IN TEACHING CULTURAL 

ANTHROPOLOGY TO CHILDREN 

M, Jordan Atkinson, Texas Southern University 

The sum of Man’s cultures is world civilization. Civilization is the 

result of acculturation. Conserving of cultures is education. The major 

factor in acculturation and in education is memory. Cultural memory 

depends on communication between individuals and between genera¬ 

tions. Communication depends on symbolism. 

The elements of memory are the percept and the concept. The 

percept, or mental image, is always distorted due to differing aptitudes 

and differing cultural experiences. Such distortion, by anthropological 

definition, is vested in Magic. Magic was early Man’s concept that he 

could identify himself with natural phenomena through mimicry. 

As a consequence of his intrinsic interest in mimicry, Man set up a 

system of objective symbolism through the gesture or dance, and 

through onomatopoeia or music—a mimetic system which served him 

as a system of mnemonic devices whereby he handed down his 

cultural heritage. But he saw mimicry as a means of controlling 

natural phenomena. 

More subjective fields of mimetic imagery evolved as drawing and 

painting, carving and sculpting. All symbolism became more and 

more abstracted. Distortions were magnified. 

In today’s education, the symbol still is the essence of the teaching¬ 

learning process; and empathy, self-identification with the perceived 

symbol, is still basic to intrinsic interest. But today the concept, or 

synthesis of percepts, is preponderant over the percept; and today’s 

concept can be as far removed from reality as primal Man’s concept 

of controlling Nature through mimetic imagery. This is particularly 

true of the concept of acculturation. 

To clear away distortion, it is easiest to begin with the child. The 

child who understands the steps of acculturation, from the simpler to 

the more complex, will have grasped the concept of historical descent. 

The concept of historical descent, as the master concept of all our 

natural sciences, is the major concept of today’s education. 

PARTIAL AND CONTINUOUS FEEDBACK IN AUTO- 

INSTRUCTIONAL SITUATION 

Walter E. Driskill, Lackland Air Force Base 

The literature on programmed instruction contains considerable 

agreement that the continuous provision of immediate knowledge of 

results constitutes reinforcement of a learner’s responses and con- 
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tributes materially to the effectiveness of auto-instructional methods. 

The results of research pertaining to regular and irregular reinforce¬ 

ment in human learning, however, indicate that continuous rein¬ 

forcement promotes faster immediate learning, but irregular rein¬ 

forcement produces more retention. 

The hypotheses of this study were, first, that continuous feedback 

in a linear type programmed instruction package would produce more 

immediate learning as measured by a post-test, and, second, that 

partial feedback in such a program would promote more retention as 

measured on a retention test. To investigate these hypotheses, 194 

basic airmen completed a linear program instruction course on powers 

and roots of numbers under two conditions. One group completed the 

program under 100% feedback and the second group completed the 

program after it had been altered to provide feedback following 30% 

of the responses on an aperiodic basis. The two groups completing 

the program were equivalent in aptitude and amount of knowledge 

before training (pre-test). 

The Mest (.05 level, two-tailed) was used to analyze the results. 

This analysis did not support the hypotheses. No significant differences 

appear between the groups on the post-test and the retention test. 

As a result of these findings, the question is raised whether the 

continuous provision of feedback is important in linear programmed 

instructional materials. In addition, the question is raised whether 

knowledge of results is a reinforcing agent in a linear program once 

the learner has learned to respond correctly by using the cues and 

prompts provided in a frame. Knowledge of results provided early in 

a program may reinforce correct responding behavior. Once this be¬ 

havior is established, knowledge of results may be unimportant as a 

reinforcement agent in the remainder of the program. 

INFLUENCE OF CLIENT SEX AND PRESENTING PROBLEM ON 

CLIENT PREFERENCES REGARDING COUNSELOR SEX 

Frances F. Fuller, The University of Texas 

Investigations in the areas of differential and social psychology 

have reported distinct preference patterns for males and females which 

are fairly consistent in different age groups, situations and cultures. 

It was hypothesized that preference patterns consistent with previous 

studies exist among clients presenting themselves for counseling. 

Pre-counseling preferences regarding counselor sex were secured 

from 588 non-client university students and 534 counseling center 

clients. Forty clients, 20 males and 20 females, balanced by prefer- 
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ence, were assigned to eight counselors, four male and four female so 

that half of each sex group and half of each preference group were 

assigned in accordance with expressed pre-counseling preference and 

half were assigned in opposition to pre-counseling preference. Post¬ 

counseling preferences were then obtained from this counseled group. 

The hypothesis was confirmed. Generally, both males and females 

preferred male counselors significantly more often than they pre¬ 

ferred female counselors and preferences for male counselors were 

more stable than preferences for female counselors. Specifically, male 

non-clients preferred male counselors and confidantes more frequently 

and female counselors and confidantes less frequently than did fe¬ 

males for both vocational and personal problems. Males expressed 

some preference more often on a personal than a vocational problem, 

and more often when choosing a counselor for a personal problem 

than when choosing a confidante. Female clients with personal prob¬ 

lems preferred male counselors more frequently than female non¬ 

clients. Clients who preferred female counselors before counseling 

were more likely to change preference after counseling than were 

clients who had preferred male counselors. 

Although no relationship was established between client preference 

or client assignment according to that preference and any counseling 

variables, preference patterns may be of interest in designing research 

concerned with client and counselor variables such as ethnocentrism, 

client sex, counselor sex or presenting problem. Simple balancing of 

male and female counselors for example, may well result in more 

frequent opposite preference assignments for male clients, female 

counselors and personal problem clients than for female clients, male 

counselors and vocational-educational problem clients. Other implica¬ 

tions of this data for the design of future research were discussed. 

PROACTIVE AND RETROACTIVE EFFECTS IN PROGRAMMED 

LEARNING 

J. E. Gerber, Jr., Brooke Army Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston, 

Texas 

Students were required to give new responses to stimuli to which 

old responses had been learned. The problem was to test learning and 

retention effects produced by auto-instruction program frames that dis¬ 

cussed similarities and differences between old and new responses. 

From 170 male Army junior officers pre-tested for knowledge of an 

“old’' phonetic alphabet well known by some of them, 3 groups 

matched on pretest error scores were formed. Six days after pretest, 
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Groups 1 and 2 completed a linear type program on this “old” alpha- |i 

bet. This task required a phonetic word response to each stimulus let- i 

ter and was designed to bring all students to equivalent knowledge. !' 

Group 3 studied a control program on map symbols. Five days later | 

Group 1 completed a “new” response alphabet program which dis- j 

cussed (bridged) similarities and differences between each new and | 

old response and required choosing the new response in the presence 

of the old. Concurrently Groups 2 and 3 completed an alternate (non- > 

bridging) program that likewise required choosing the new rather j 

than the old word that was present but neither discussed nor identi- j 

fied. I 

Program learning test immediately and retention test 5 days later | 

required reproduction of the new phonetic response alphabet. Mean j 

error scores on learning test (1.07, 1,48, 0.89) were not significantly | 

different, but on retention test: Group 1 (bridging) was lower than I 
Group 2 (p<.05) and same as Group 3; Group 3 was lower than ' 

Group 2 (p<.01). 

Of subjects making 11 to the maximum 25 pretest errors, those from i 

Group 3 retained new responses better than those from Groups 1 or 2 ' 

(p< .05) after learning equally as well as their parent groups. 

“Bridging” apparently facilitates retention of new responses by 

subjects with well-established high knowledge of old responses and ! 

confuses those without or with low prior knowledge of the old. 

TEENAGE BELIEFS CONCERNING CAUSES OF JUVENILE DE¬ 

LINQUENCY 

Arthur A. Grusendorf, Southwest Texas State College 

A survey to ascertain the beliefs of American teenagers about causes 

of delinquency was initiated in January, 1959, and was completed in 

August, 1961. The questionnaire used in the survey was directed to 

students of senior high schools and asked for the age, sex, and school 

classification of each respondent and for a statement of what he be¬ 

lieved to be “the most important cause of delinquency among boys and 

girls today.” Eighty-eight senior high schools in 16 states co-operated 

in this survey. Responses were secured from 46,487 students—-24,400 

girls and 22,087 boys. 

All responses were classified according to the cause emphasized in 

each response. Six major categories of responses were recognized. The 

categories and the percentage of the responses falling under each were 

as follows: 

1. Factors relating to parents, family, and home 
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a. Lack of love, concern for, interest in children by parents 

Girls, 33 per cent—Boys, 23 per cent—Girls and Boys, 28 

per cent 

! b. Faulty discipline—parents too strict, too lax, absence of guid- 

i ance, etc. 

I Girls, 26 per cent—Boys, 26 per cent—'Boys and Girls, 26 

^ per cent 

[ c. Broken, disorganized homes 

[ Girls, 10 per cent—Boys, 9 per cent—Girls and Boys, 9+ 

per cent 

2. Too much Leisure 

: Girls, 10 per cent—Boys, 9 per cent—Girls and Boys, 13 per 

I cent 

I 3. Peer Influence—Gang Pressure 

! Girls, 4 per cent—Boys, 5 per cent—Girls and Boys, 4+ per 

, cent 

4. Cultural Factors—TV, Comic Books, Movies, etc. 

Girls, 2 per cent—Boys, 4 percent—Girls and Boys, 3+ per 

cent 

5. Miscellaneous, Unclassifiable Responses 

Girls, 11 per cent—Boys, 13 per cent—Girls and Boys, 12 

per cent 

6. Responses Describing Forms of Compensatory Behavior (rather 

than causal factors) 

Girls, 4 per cent—Boys, 6 per cent—Girls and Boys, 5 per 

cent 

Conclusions 

1. This research did not isolate any factor that could be established 

as the major cause of delinquency. 

2. Of the total complex of factors which operate in relation to the 

development of behavior, whether conforming or deviant, those 

which characterize the parenFchild relationships are considered 

by far the most significant by teenagers themselves, 

3. Beyond the complex of behavior-conditioning factors represented 

by parents, family, and home, the absence of opportunities for 

participating in constructive, worthwhile activities in the com¬ 

munity is seen as a factor which contributes to delinquency in at 

least two types of cases: 

a. The absence of opportunities for constructive leisure activities 

is often thought to be the condition against which many teen¬ 

agers, especially boys, drift into unlawful activities. 
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b. Many of the respondents included in the present survey be¬ 

lieve that the complex of community factors which creates the 

condition of “too much leisure” is also associated with delin- I 
quencies which are committed for “kicks.” ^ 

4. Other factors, e.g., peer group pressure, “bad” movies, TV and ' 

radio programs and crime comics are believed to contribute to 

some delinquencies, but such factors are secondary, or subordi- | 

nate, to other factors, such as those that are inherent in parent- 

child relations and too much leisure. i 

5. The steady rise in delinquency is believed by many teenagers to I 
be a concomitant of increasing lawlessness among the adult, or ' 

parent, generation. i 

6. In so far as the findings of this research are valid, they provide ; 

an indication of the approach that might be taken tO' the problem j 

of reducing the incidence of juvenile delinquency in the United f 

States. 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE USE OF LABORATORIES AND CONSULT¬ 

ANTS OF JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE COURSES 

Alan H, Humphreys, The University of Texas 

Consultant programs for science teachers have been tested by the 

Cooperative Committee of the A.A.A.S. Many studies have attempted 

to elicit the effect of laboratory programs on the achievement in and 

interest in science of junior and high school students. The review by 

Curtis summarizes several of the more significant studies. 

Fourteen hypotheses were established for testing. In abridged form | 

they are; 

1. Laboratory programs will not affect student achievement scores. 

2. Consultants will not affect student achievement scores. 

3. Laboratories and Consultants will not affect achievement scores. 

4. Laboratories will not affect seventh or eighth grade student ^ 

achievement scores. 

5. Consultants will not affect seventh or eighth grade student 

achievement scores. 

6. The combination will not affect seventh or eighth grade student 

achievement. 

7. The laboratory program will not affect scores of students of either 

high or low mental ability on an achievement instrument. J 

8-14. Similar, related to interest in science, I 

The testing process was applied in ten Texas schools, enrollment 

300 to 500, in communities, population 500 to 5000. These schools ; 
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were selected through a semi-random process and were located within 

200 miles of Austin, Texas. The predominant community occupation 

was agriculture and ranching with some cases where oil, gas or petro¬ 

chemicals were supporting. The school population included urban and 

surrounding rural students. 

The schools were clustered as illustrated in table 1. Each seventh 

and eighth grade student completed five standardized instruments, 

table 2. 

Table 1 

No 

Consultant Teacher (N) 

Consultant Service Teacher(N) Service 

Laboratory Lampasas 3 Flour Bluff 2 

Program Brady 1 Jourdantown 1 

Woodsboro 2 

No Laboratory Mason 2 

Program San Saba 2 Leander 2 

Refugio 2 Menard 1 

Table 2 

Time administered Instrument 

Fall, 1959 STEP-Science Form 3A 

Occupational Interest Inventory—Inter. 

Form 

January, 1960 Otis Quick-Scoring Mental Ability Test— 

Form Cm 

Spring, 1960 STEP-Science Form 3A 

Occupational Interest Inventory—Inter. 

Form 

The analytical processes involved two types of equatings: covari¬ 

ance in the case of student intelligence range and interblock analysis 

where nonparametric data such as sex and grade were involved. Utiliz¬ 

ing the theory of linear estimation as described by Rao and Graybill, 

the problem of linear analysis was reduced to a specific one of analysis 

and co-variance. Of the fourteen null hypotheses tested, all but five 

were accepted. Those rejected will be found in table 3. 

It can be tentatively concluded from the study that the use of a lab- 
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Table 3 

Hypothesis Mean Square Error Term F Ratio Level 

2 624 30 20 .01 

4 329 30 11 .01 

5 163 30 5 .05 

6 225 30 7 .05 

13 60 14 4 .05 

oratory does not significantly augment post scores of students on either 

achievement or interest instruments. It can be further tentatively 

concluded that the use of consultants to teachers has a significantly 

deleterious effect on the post scores of their students on standardized 

achievement instruments. 

Two of the implications from this study are: 

(1) There is little ground, other than predeliction or desire, for the 

installation of expensive laboratories in junior high schools. 

(2) The deleterious effect of the consultant is in conflict with the 

recommendations of the Cooperative Committee of the A.A.A.S. and 

further study is needed to identify causative factors. 

ANALYSIS OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOR AMONG ADOLESCENT MALES 

Francis J. Kelly, The University of Texas 

Psychomotor and psychological test data were collected during the 

subjects seventh grade. Five years later these subjects were followed 

up to determine each person’s status regarding the following three 

categories: 

1. Delinquent (as determined by court records) 

2. Dropouts (school records) 

3. “Normal” (attending 12th grade). 

A generalized assumption of the present study was that individuals 

whose primary adaptive orientation is immediate need gratification 

(highly impulsive) perform more poorly on tasks that require time 

binding of tension. 

Deviants (delinquents and dropouts) are assumed to be character¬ 

ized as acting out of impulsive behaviors which the dominant middle- 

class culture disvalues. 
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Deviants are hypothesized to perform more poorly than purported 

nondeviants on tasks that require time-binding of tension. 

A factorial double classification 2x3 analysis of variance design 

was employed to test the significance of the selected variables. Two 

groups (deviant vs non-deviant) and three classes (middle, upper- 

lower, and lower-lower) were the classification characteristics. 

Four psychomotor variables were tested; dotting, writing x’s, copy¬ 

ing, and discrimination reaction time. 

Two convergent thinking tasks were tested: CTMM Language and 

STEP Listening. 

Significant F’s in the hypothesized direction were: 

Groups 

Dotting F ratio 5.30 (P<.05) df = 1,90. 

Copying F ratio 9.58 (P<.01) df = 1,90. 

Discrimination 

Reaction Time F ratio 6.56 (P<.05) df = 1,90. 

CTMM Language F ratio 5.26 (P<.05) df = 1,78. 

STEP Listening F ratio 2.30 (P<.01) df = 1.78. 

(Writing X’s N.S.) 

Class 

CTMM Language F ratio 10.79 (P<.01) df = 2,78. 

STEP Listening F ratio 14.09 (P<.01) df = 2,78. 

(no other significant findings). 

Interaction 

Discrimination 

Reaction Time F ratio 13.34 (P<.01) df = 2,90. 

(no other significant findings). 

Conclusions 

The main hypothesis was in general supported by the data. 

Class differences over and above group differences were noted. 

Further investigation apparently is warranted. 

ABILITY TESTS OF COLLEGE FRESHMEN 

Herschel T. Manuel and H. Paul Kelley, The University of Texas 

With the financial assistance of the Cooperative Research Branch 

of the U. S. Office of Education, a new series of “Inter-American” 

Tests of General Ability at five levels and Tests of Reading at four 
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levels has been constructed in Forms C and D of parallel English and 

Spanish editions—a total of 36 test booklets. The Level 5 Tests, Eng¬ 

lish edition, were administered to incoming freshmen at The Univer¬ 

sity of Texas, and the College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test scores 

presented for admission to the University were assembled for com¬ 

parison. 

The purpose of this paper is to present interpretative and evaluative 

data relating to the tests rather than to consider the possible use of the 

tests in a guidance program. 

Means, standard deviations, percentile equivalents, and intercorre¬ 

lations of part scores, subscores, and total scores were computed. The 

following are illustrative findings: 

Inter correlation of scores (median coefficient of four subgroups of 741 

to 768 students each) 

SAT Verbal with GA Verbal .74 

SAT Quantitative with GA Numerical .66 

SAT Total with GA Total .73 

SAT Verbal with Reading Total .79 

GA Verbal with Reading Total .76 

SAT Total with Reading Total .73 

GA Total with Reading Total .63 

Distributions of Total Scores 

nl514 nl505 n 1510 n 1509 

SAT GA-CE SAT GA-DE SAT R-CE SAT R-DE 

Mean 507 112 507 113 506 86 509 89 

Sigma 85 14.9 80 13T 82 14.6 83 14.6 

COORDINATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE AND THE DE¬ 

PARTMENT OF DEFENSE IN RESPECT TO NATIONAL SECURITY 

James H. McCrocklin, Texas College of Arts and Industries 

The United States is in a role of world leadership today whether 

she desires this task or not. Hampering her leadership capabilities is 

the fact that the departments of State and Defense have functioned as 

separate and independent units. Each has a duty to perform, but 

neither has deemed it necessary to coordinate its efforts with the other. 

The trend for increased coordination of defense and foreign affairs 

has been toward the establishment of interdepartmental committees 
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and agencies that have functioned as committees. However, the com¬ 

mittee system has been hampered by delay, and the effect of a quick 

decision has been completely lost. The 1961 appointment of General 

Taylor as chief military advisor to the President was a positive step 

in a new scheme to get more effective action, but his appointment to 

the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff in 1962 seemed to allow a 

return to the old committee system and a resulting lack of coordi¬ 

nation. 

The current system has confusion in its relationship between the 

Department of State and the Department of Defense. This confusion 

is clearly seen by the lack of the Defense Department to coordinate its 

research and development programs with the State Department, and 

the failure of the State Department to develop contingency planning. 

The development of a coordinated effort would allow vital long 

range planning which is greatly needed to improve the United States’ 

leadership role. However, the problems of unification and coordination 

in a government is as old as the states of government, and not easily 

solved. The recent changes made in the field of coordination have not 

been made voluntarily, and future changes will not come easily. The 

government has formulated its present plans due to pressure of world 

events, and as a result these actions reflect present world conditions. 

It is safe to predict that future changes also will be governed by future 

i world conditions. 

In final analysis, the United States is engaged in a struggle for sur¬ 

vival. It must organize so that the existing structure will function to 

meet the requirements of the times in the most expeditious manner. 

Section VI^—Environmental Sciences 

THE AMAZON DOLPHIN, luia geoffreusis, OR A NEW ANIMAL 

FOR RESEARCH 

I Lawrence Curtis, Fort Worth Zoological Park 

[ An introductory discussion is given of the potential research values 

in behavioral psychology and general natural history of the fresh 

water Amazon Dolphin, Inia geoffrensis, a relatively unknown ceta¬ 

cean. General external anatomy and relationship with other cetacea is 

discussed. A brief discussion of observed behavior of a captive pair is 

described. Problems to be studied in a proposed research program are 

reviewed. Film. 
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LOCAL MOVEMENTS OF TWO CYPRINIDS 

Exalton A. Delco, Jr., Huston-Tillotson College 

Migratory studies of redfin shiners, Notropis lutrensis, and black- 

tail shiners, Notropis venustus^ were performed during brief periods 

of 1959, 1960, and 1962, at Onion Creek, located 3.5 miles southeast 

of Austin Texas. These two shiners were collected, fin clipped or 

marked, and subsequently recaptured. Recapture data indicated that | 

the majority of the movements in both shiners were downstream. This 

pattern of behavior could have been habitudinal or reflected lowered 

physiological levels of the test animals caused by fin chpping. Migra- ! 

tory movements of both shiners occurred very infrequently, and when i 

migration did occur, both shiners were able to relocate their preferred 1 

habitat. ; 

WEATHER INFLUENCE ON ACTIVITY OF ArmadUUdium vul- 
gare^ terrestrial isopod, fort worth, texas 

Donald H. Lokke, Fort Worth, Texas 

Movement of ArmadUUdium vulgare on exposed surfaces, Weather 

Bureau observations, and the synoptic situation are reported for four 

periods in Spring and Fall of 1960. Observations were made during 

times of surface influx of warm moist maritime Tropical (mT) air 

moving northward from the Gulf of Mexico. High relative humidity, 

increased absolute humidity, high temperatures, and low level stratus 

and stratocumulus clouds characterized these periods of active isopod 

movement. The synoptic situation for the periods of observation com¬ 

prised a circulation around a high pressure area centered to the north¬ 

east, east, or southeast of Fort Worth. Terrestrial crustacean activity 

appears to be a direct response to the resultant higher temperatures 

and increased vapour content of the air. Physiological requirements 

usually limit terrestrial isopod activity to moist areas under rocks, 

boards, and foundations. Changes in weather patterns completely alter 

the environment in which the animals are immersed. When a weather 

system circulates moisture laden air over an isopod population, indi¬ 

viduals actively respond to the expanded favorable environment. Pre¬ 

diction of ArmadUUdium vulgare activity is possible by careful atten¬ 

tion to large scale weather movements. Correlation of physiological 

and behavioral responses to large scale weather patterns emphasizes 

the general conditions which determine the specific changes in tem¬ 

perature and humidity usually included in ecological studies. 

I 
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PLANKTON POPULATION IN A NEW IMPOUNDMENT IN WISE 

COUNTY, TEXAS 

Clifford E. Murphy, Texas Christian University 

A new impoundment was studied over a 57-month period to ascer¬ 

tain population patterns in the establishment of the plankton com¬ 

munity. Initial plankton samples were collected about six weeks after 

construction of the impoundment was completed and continued on a 

bi-weekly basis throughout the period of investigation. 

Sixty-nine species were collected but only forty-five to fifty-five oc¬ 

curred in any one year and eight to thirty-one in any one month. 

During the first two years, spring and fall peaks in number of species 

occurred but as the impoundment matured, there was a tendency to¬ 

ward a consistent distribution of species from month to month. 

Forty-five percent of the species were collected during each year 

but twenty-one percent occurred only in a single year. Sixty-six per¬ 

cent of the species collected during the last year of study also appeared 

in each of the previous years. This observation indicates that relatively 

permanent organisms appear and establish themselves early in the his¬ 

tory of impoundments in this local area. 

Not more than three organisms of a major group appeared in ap¬ 

preciable numbers. Rotifera was represented by the greatest number 

of species. The number of genera closely approximated the number 

of species. Dominant species exhibited dicyclic population patterns. 

The overall population development reached a peak during the first 

year and was followed by a pronounced decline. There was a gradual 

rise in abundance of organisms during the next three years until this 

number almost equaled that of the first year. The plankton com¬ 

ponents of this impoundment parallel closely those of older lakes in 

the same general area and in neighboring states. 



Upper Paleozoic Acrothoracic Barnacles From Texas* 
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ABSTRACT 

Burrows of acrothoracic barnacles occur in shells and skeletons of 

myalinid pelecypods, brachiopods, crinoids, rugose corals, and bryo- 

zoans from the Mineral Wells, Graford, Brad, Harpersville, Pueblo, 

Moran, Putnam, Admiral, and Clyde Formations of north-central 

Texas, the Smith wick Formation of central Texas, and the Gaptank 

and Leonard Formations of Trans-Pecos Texas. Burrows are shown in 

several published illustrations of North American Paleozoic brachio¬ 

pods and myalinid pelecypods, but generally have not been recognized. 

Apertures of burrows have average length of 1.8 mm and maximum 

width of 0.7 mm; length and width of burrows are slightly greater. 

Average depth of burrows is 1.4 mm. Peduncular slits are rare, pos¬ 

sibly due in part to corrosion of the burrows. 

Aperture shapes include: (1) elongate-elliptical (most common), 

(2) elongate-arcuate, (3) elongate-sigmoidal, (4) rounded-elliptical, 

(5) rounded-triangular, and (6) planulate. 

At any one locality burrows generally are restricted to a single host 

species, though the total fauna may be diverse. Burrows generally are 

concentrated on the more convex and higher part of the host and have 

apertures with long axes mostly aligned nearly parallel to linear 

features on the surface of the host. Shape and inclination of burrows 

are varied, and likely are controlled by position of the burrow on the 

host. 

INTRODUCTION 

Burrows of North American fossil acrothoracic barnacles have been 

reported and described from the Edwards Formation (Lower Creta¬ 

ceous) and Word Formation (Upper Permian) of Texas by Schlaudt 

and Young (1960). Fossil Acrothoracica were recognized first by Zapfe 

(1935) from burrows in gastropod shells from Helvetian rocks of 

Hungary. Codez (1951), Saint-Seine (1945, 1951, 1955), and Codez 

and Saint-Seine (1956, 1958) have reported or described burrows of 

* Publication authorized by the Director, Bureau of Economic Geology, The 

University of Texas. 
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acrothoracic barnacles from Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, 

Italy, Madagascar, and Russia in rocks ranging in age from Devonian 

to Pliocene. 

Morphology and manner of boring of a Recent North Pacific Coast 

species, Trypetesa lateralis Tomlinson has been described by Tomlin¬ 

son (1953, 1955). 

North American paleontological literature contains many illustra¬ 

tions of barnacle burrows which were not identified as such. Burrows 

are shown in illustrations of Paleozoic fossils in reports by Plummer 

and Moore (1922), R. E. King (1931), Dunbar and Condra (1932), 

Ehlers and Kline (1934), R. H. King (1938), Stainbrook (1939), 

Newell (1942), Cooper in Shimer and Shrock (1944), Darker and 

Thorsteinsson (1960), and Muir-Wood and Cooper (1960). Newell 

(1942, p. 96) referred to certain burrows of acrothoracic barnacles as 

“annelid borings of a type that are common in myalinas,” and as 

“borings of commensal worms.” R. H. King (1938, p. 273) stated that 

certain specimens of Dictyoclostus welleri King from north-central 

Texas “have been attacked by some boring organisms.” References to 

previously illustrated acrothoracic barnacle burrows are annotated in 

the bibliography. 

Stratigraphic and geographic distribution of acrothoracic barnacle 

burrows studied in this report are presented in Figure 1 and Table 1. 

Acrothoracic barnacles bored into shells and skeletons of a variety 

of Paleozoic invertebrates. Burrows are most common in shells of 

productid brachiopods and myalinid pelecypods, but also occur in 

shells of other brachiopods and pelecypods, and hard parts of crinoids, 

corals, and bryozoans. 

METHOD OF STUDY 

Shape and 3-dimensional aspect of the burrow must be studied by 

section as most burrows are at least partly filled. Random serial sec¬ 

tions of several burrows were obtained by repeated acid etching, grind¬ 

ing, and by making dry acetate peels at intervals of approximately 

0.25 mm. Photographic prints were made from acetate peels and out> 

lines of sections were traced from photographs (Fig. 2). Three-dimen¬ 

sional reconstructions were made from selected, oriented, outline sec¬ 

tions (Fig. 3). Position and density of burrows on host specimens, and 

shape and orientation of burrow apertures were determined by tracing 

aperature outlines from enlarged photographs of host specimens (Figs. 

4-12). 
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SYSTEM STAGE KANSAS-NEBRASKA OKLAHOMA WEST TEXAS N.CENTRAL TEXAS 

P
E

R
M

IA
N

 

GUADALUPIAN 

Word Fm. O 

LEONARDIAN 

y 

YO 
c g 

_j 

Clyde Fm, □ 

WOLFCAMPIAN 

Wreford Ls. 'tt Admiral Fm. 
Putnam Fm, M □ 
Moran Fm. O 
Pueblo Fm. O 
Harpersville Fm. OD 

P
E

N
N

S
Y

L
V

A
N

IA
N

 

VIRGILIAN 

Waubaunsee Gp. □ 

Deer Creek Ls. O 
Lecompton Ls. O 

Stranger Fm. O 

Thrifty Gp. 'A’ 

MISSOURIAN 
c 
c 
c 
c 
e 

Brad Fm. X 

Graford Fm. O • 

Mineral Wells Fm. O 

DESMOINESIAN 

Lenopah Ls. O 

BENDIAN 

Smithwick Fm. • 

• "Corals X-Bryozoa □"Dictyoclostinoe ^"Derbyiinae 0"Myalinidae 

Fig. 1. Geographic, stratigraphic and host occurrences of Upper Paleozoic acrothoracic 

barnacles. 

MORPHOLOGIC DESCRIPTION 

Burrow apertures of Upper Paleozoic acrothoracic barnacles are 

mostly elongate-elliptical in shape, ranging in length from 0.5 to 2.0 

mm and in maximum width from 0.3 to 1.0 mm; average length is 

; 1.8 mm; average maximum width is 0.6 mm. Maximum width of 

I aperture generally is less than half the length of the aperture. Various 

aperture shapes are shown in Figure 13. Burrows generally have one 

I end narrower than the other, the narrow end being defined as anterior; 

I anterior end is adjacent to initial point of attachment of larva. Long 

axial planes of burrows are vertical to slightly inclined (right or left); 

short axial planes are vertical, inclined anteriorly or, rarely, posterior- 
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Fig. 2. Serial sections of burrows of Upper Paleozoic acrothoracfc barnacles in shell of 

Myalina (Myalina) copei Whitfield. Sections spaced at approximately 0.25 mm. 

ly. Widest part of the burrow generally is coincident with widest part 

of the aperture. Average depth of burrows is 1.4 mm, ranging from 

0.3 to 1.8 mm. Deepest part of the burrow generally is central or 

anterior. Of approximately 900 specimens observed only one had a 

distinct peduncular slit. In magnification a few specimens show a very 

slight notch at the anterior end which is possibly a remnant of a 

peduncular slit. Most burrows are corroded, and it is possible that 

peduncular slits have been obliterated. Bourrelets, slender laminae of 

shell material occurring at the posterior end of the peduncular slit. 
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Fig. 4. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of right 

valve of Myalma (Myalina) cope/ Whitfield (B. E. G. Cat. No. 4251). Contour interval, 

0.25 cm. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of left 

valve of Myalina (Myalina) copei Whitfield (B. E. G. Cat. No. 4251). Contour interval, 

0.25 cm. 

Fig. 6. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnecle burrows on exterior of left 

valve of Myalina (Myalina) pliopetina Newell (B. E. G. Cat. No. 12187). Contour interval, 

0.25 cm. 

are present in burrows of Recent acrothoracic barnacles, but rarely 

are preserved in fossils. None of the burrows observed had even a 

remnant of a bourrelet. Bourrelets also could have been obliterated by 

corrosion. In cross section a zone of altered shell material commonly 

encloses each burrow, but this is probably the result of normal weath¬ 

ering; a similar altered zone occurs on nonbored parts of shells though 

not as extensive as that enclosing the burrow. 
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Fig. 7. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of left 

valve of Myalina (Orthomyalina) subquadrata Shumard (B. E. G. Cat. No. 35477). 

Fig. 8. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of pedicle 

valve of Dictyoclostus welleri King (B. E. G. Cat. No. 35117). Contour interval, 0.25 cm. 

RELATION TO HOST 

Host Specificity 

Although a variety of invertebrates served as hosts for acrothoracic 

barnacles, at a given locality there is high host specificity. Burrows 

occur in only one host species at each of 30 localities from which bur¬ 

rows were obtained (Table 1). Schlaudt and Young (1960, p. 905) 

reported Cretaceous acrothoracic burrows restricted to shells of Ceri- 

tella proctori (Cragin), though many other gastropod species occur in 
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Fig. 9. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of 

pedicle valve of Dktyoclostus welleri King (B. E. G. Cat. No. 35116). Contour interval, 

0.25 cm. 

Fig. 10. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of 

brachial valve of Derbyia (B. E. G. Cat. No. 35114). Contour interval, 0.25 cm. 

the fauna. High host specificity is also characteristic of European 

forms described by Codez and Saint-Seine (1958). 

Burrows are present on 4 species of Permian brachiopods from one 

locality in the Arctic Archipelago (Marker and Thorsteinsson, 1960, 

pi. 15, 16, 19). No apparent morphologic distinctions occur among 

forms in different host species, and host specificity does not provide a 

proper basis for classification. High host specificity is difficult to under¬ 

stand especially as host shells or hard parts are commonly in a thanata- 
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Fig. 11. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of 

posterior part of brachial valve of Derbyia (B. E. G. Cat. No. 351141. Contour interval, 

0.25 cm. 

Fig. 12. Distribution and orientation of acrothoracic barnacle burrows on exterior of 

brachial valve of Derbyia (B. E. G. Cat. No. 35115). Contour interval, 0.25 cm. 

coenose. To our knowledge, no Recent acrothoracic barnacles burrow 

into shells of living animals, except gastropods occupied by hermit 

crabs (Genthe, 1905, p. 182; Hancock, 1849, p. 305; Kiihnert, 1935, 

p. 45; Noll, 1874, p. 114; Tomlinson, 1955, p. 97), and with one pos¬ 

sible exception, no fossil forms appear to have burrowed into hard 

parts of living animals. One articulated specimen of Myalina {Mya- 

Una) copei Whitfield from the Moran Formation (B, E. G. Locality 

208-T-3) has barnacle burrows in both valves. Unless, through fossili- 

zation, the valves were quickly cemented together, it is doubtful that 

this dysodont pelecypod could have been transported without disar¬ 

ticulation. This suggests, but does not prove, burrowing by acro¬ 

thoracic barnacles while the host was living. Among specimens studied 

there is no evidence of host reaction to boring, such as precipitation of 

new shell material. 
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Elongate - elliptical Elongate-arcuate Elongate-sigmoidal 

Eltiptical with 
peduncular slit 

Planuiate 

Rounded-elliptical Rounded-triangular 

Coalesced 

Fig, 1 3. Burrow aperture shapes ©f Upper Paleoioie acrothoracic barnacles. 

Orientation 

Definite orientation of acrothoracic burrows to surface features of 

host specimens suggests cypris larvae attached at sheltered positions 

on the host. Schlaudt and Young (1960, p. 905) stated that about 90 

per cent of peduncular slits on individuals of Rogerella cragini 

Schlaudt and Young originate at depressed suture lines. Saint-Seine 

(1955, p. 299) stated that larvae of Rogerella mathieui Saint-Seine 

commonly sheltered in ambulacral pores or tubercle perforations of 

echinoids. In shells of brachiopods and pelecypods, burrows of Upper 

Paleozoic acrothoracic barnacles generally are between costae or along 

growth lines or growth lamellae. Depressions or sheltered areas on 

surfaces of host specimens served as attachment points for cypris 

larvae; burrows tend to develop parallel to surface features of the host 

(Figs. 4~12), Generally the degree of deviation between long axes of 

burrow apertures and linear features of the host corresponds to the 

prominence of the surface features; long axis alignment is more nearly 

parallel to coarse costae on brachiopods than to less prominent surface 

features such as growth lines on myalinid pelecypods. Burrows occur¬ 

ring on the inner side of disarticulated valves of myalinid pelecypods 

generally are concentrated within and are oriented parallel to linear 

ligament grooves. Burrows in hard parts of corals and bryozoans also 

are concentrated in depressed parts of the host. 
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Density and Concentration 

Burrows generally are concentrated in clusters on higher or more 

convex parts of the host. On certain specimens of Dictyoclostus welleri 

King burrows are larger in the immediate pedicle area and smaller 

on the anterior part of the shell. Density of burrows on hosts is shown 

in Figures 4 to 12. Host specimens were contoured at intervals of 0.25 

cm, with the plane of commissure as datum. 

Reason for concentration of burrows on higher or more convex parts 

of hosts is not clear. It may simply mean that in a thanatacoense, with 

shells being covered by sediment, the higher parts of the hosts were 

exposed for a longer time and the more convex parts of the shells were 

more easily washed clean of sediment. 

Attitude of Burrow 

Tomlinson (1955, p. 98-99) described the manner of boring of a 

living acrothoracic barnacle. After initial penetration, the barnacle 

burrows both laterally and distally from the point of attachment, 

beginning perpendicular but soon slanting to the right as viewed from 

the point of attachment. Radiating striae caused by boring teeth on 

the mantle surface are developed on the underside of the thin shell 

covering the right side and on the thick left side of the burrow as the 

animal grows. Codez and Saint-Seine (1958) have, in part, character¬ 

ized fossil acrothoracic genera and species on shape and attitude of the 

burrow. Schlaudt and Young (1960, p. 903) stated that there was no 

consistent lateral inclination of burrows of Rogerella cragini Schlaudt 

and Young. 

Upper Paleozoic acrothoracic barnacle burrows that we have ob¬ 

served commonly are wider and slightly longer than the apertures 

with a few burrows as much as 5 times as wide as the aperture. In 

some burrows slope is anterior, in others posterior, and in many, both 

ends slope to the central part of the burrow. Long axial planes of the 

burrows are inclined either right or left, or, in some cases, are vertical. 

There is no consistent relationship of attitude of burrow to shape of 

aperture, except that small, elliptical burrows, probably of juvenile 

acrothoracics, generally are symmetrical in cross section and are not 

inclined laterally. Burrows of Upper Paleozoic barnacles commonly 

have long axial planes inclined in the same direction as the slope of 

the surface of the host shell where the burrow is situated. Burrows 

situated on horizontal parts of the surface of the host tend to have long 

axial planes vertical. Attitude of burrows is controlled largely by 

position on the host and irregularities of the host shell. 
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CLASSIFICATION 

Six species of fossil acrothoracic barnacles (only one of which is a 

North American form) have been described and assigned to 4 genera: 

Simonizapfes Codez 1957, Brachyzapfes Codez 1957, Zapfella Saint- 

Seine 1957, and Rogerella Saint-Seine 1951. Generic distinctions are 

based primarily on shape, length, width, and depth of burrow, and 

presence or absence of a peduncular slit. 

Biometric analyses were used by Codez and Saint-Seine (1958) as 

an aid in classification of burrows of European Mesozoic and Cenozoic 

acrothoracic barnacles. Similar analyses, involving length and width 

of burrow and aperture, ratios of burrow width to length, burrow 

depth to width, and burrow length to aperture length, were made of 

approximately 500 specimens of Upper Paleozoic barnacle burrows, 

but none showed distinct separation among hosts, localities, or strati¬ 

graphic position. There is no distinct separation from previously 

described genera. Burrows of Upper Paleozoic acrothoracic barnacles 

are characterized by distinctions in aperture shape: (1) elongate- 

elliptical, the most common shape, in which length is at least twice 

maximum width; (2) elongate-arcuate, similar to (1) but with long 

axis curved; (3) elongate-sigmoidal, similar to (1) and (2); (4) 

rounded-elliptical, in which length is only slightly greater than maxi¬ 

mum width; (5) rounded-triangular, in which length and maximum 

width are approximately equal; and (6) planulate (Fig. 13). 

Irregular shapes are due to coalescing of 2 or more burrows. All of 

these apertural types have been observed on a single host. Corrosion 

of host shells tends to enlarge and alter shape of apertures; rounded 

triangular and planulate shapes may have resulted from this process. 

In our opinion, Linnean classification of barnacle burrows is un¬ 

warranted. Burrow shape and attitude of Upper Paleozoic acrothoracic 

barnacles apparently is related as much to position of burrow on host 

and features of host as to soft-part morphology and manner of burrow¬ 

ing. 
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ing barnacle belonging to a new order of the class Cirripedia: Ann. and Mag. 

Nat. Hist., 4(2): 305-314. 

Harker, P. and R. Thorsteinsson, 1960—Permian rocks and faunas of Grinnell 

Peninsula, Arctic Archipelago: Canada Geol. Survey Memoir 309: 89, 25 pi. 

PL 15, Fig. 3, 5: Streptorhynchus kempei Andersson; Assistance Forma¬ 

tion (Permian), Grinnell Peninsula, Arctic Archipelago, Canada. Burrows 

in brachial valve. 

PL 15, Fig. 7-9: Streptorhynchus triangularis Wiman; Assistance Forma¬ 

tion (Permian), Grinnell Peninsula, Arctic Archipelago, Canada. A few 

burrows are in each valve. 

PL 16, Fig. 9, 10: Derbyia cf. D. grandis Waagen; Assistance Formation 

(Permian), Grinnell Peninsula, Arctic Archipelago, Canada. Several bur¬ 

rows in brachial valve, and a few in margin of pedicle valve. 

PL 19, Fig. 2: Spirifer striato-paradoxus Toula; Assistance Formation 

(Permian), Grinnell Peninsula, Arctic Archipelago, Canada. Holes in 

median fold of brachial valve appear to be barnacle burrows. 

King, R. H., 1938—New Chonetidae and Productidae from Pennsylvanian and 

Permian strata of North-Central Texas: Jour. Paleontology. 12: 257-279, pi. 

36-39. 

PL 39, Fig. 6; Dictyoclostus welleri King, 1938; Putnam Formation (Per¬ 

mian), 2.3 miles west of Putnam, Callahan County, Texas. Burrows are in 

umbo of ventral valve. King (p, 273) mentions that several specimens of 

D. welleri “have been attacked by some boring organism.” 
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King, R. E., 1931—The Geology of the Glass Mountains, Texas. Part II. Faunal 

summary and correlation of the Permian Formations with descriptions of 

brachiopoda: Univ. Texas Bur. Eco. Geol. Bull. 3042: 245, 44 pi. 

PI. 8, Fig. 3a, 3b: Derbya cymbula Hall & Clarke?; Wolf camp Formation 

(Permian), Glass Mountains, Brewster Co., Texas. Numerous burrows in ] 

brachial valve. j 

PI. 9, Fig. 28b; Orthotetella wolfcampensis King, 1930; Wolfcamp Forma¬ 

tion (Permian), Glass Mountains, Brewster Co., Texas. Several holes in 

pedicle valve may be barnacle burrows. 

PI. 10, Fig. 16a, 16b; Productus arcticus Whitfield, 1908; Word Formation ; 

(Permian), Glass Mountains, Brewster Co., Texas. Several burrows are in 

pedicle valve. ; 

PL 38, Fig. 2a, 2b, 2c; Spirifer (Neospirifer) huecoensis King; holotype; 

Lower Gym Formation (Permian), Hueco Mountains, El Paso Co., Texas. ! 

Many burrows in pedicle valve. i 

PI. 44, Fig. 19a: Dielasma spatulatum Girty, 1908; Word Formation |. 

(Permian), Glass Mountains, Brewster Co., Texas. Elongate holes in an¬ 

terior half of pedicle valve are probably barnacle burrows. I 

Kuhnert, L., 1935: Beitrag zur entwicklungsgeschichte von Alcippe lampas Han- j 

cock: Zeit. Morph, und Okol. Tiers., 29(1): 45-78. ' 

Muir-Wood, H. and Cooper, G. A., 1960—Morphology, classification and life habits ! 

of the Productoidea (Brachiopoda): Geol. Soc. America Memoir 81: 447, 135 | 

pis. 1, 

PI. 2, Fig. 9, 10; Hexagonaria; Traverse Group—Gravel Point Formation |j 

—lower blue shale (Middle Devonian), Emmet Co., Michigan. Several I 

burrows. j 

PI. 10, Fig. 17: Aulosteges wangenheimi (de Verneuil); Permian, Mt. I 

Grebeni, Orenburg, Russia. Many holes in brachial valve appear to be j 

acrothoracic barnacle burrows. j 

PI. 36, Fig. 7: Chonopectus elcicus Nalivkin; Upper Devonian, Sosna J 

River, Orel, Russia. One burrow in pedicle area. 

PI. 105, Fig. 4; Reticulata huecoensis (R. E. King); Hughes Creek Shale 

(Permian), Lancaster Co,, Nebraska. This is same specimen figured in 

Cooper (1944, pi. 136, fig. 18). Several burrows in anterior part of ventral j 

valve. [ 

Newell, N. B., 1942—Late Paleozoic pelecypods: Mytilacea: Kansas Geol. Surv.., \ 

10, (2): 115, 15 pi. I 
PL 3, Fig, 5a, 8b; Myalina (Myalina) miopetina Newell; Stull Shale | 

(Pennsylvanian), Elk Co., Kansas. Burrows are along crest of umbonal j 

ridge on right and left valves, I 
PL 4, Figs, la-e: Myalina (Myalina) copei Whitfield; Moran Formation 

(Permian), Shackelford Co., Texas. Burrows mainly along umbonal crest 

of both valves of an articulated specimen. 

PL 5, Figs. 2a, 2b: Myalina (Myalina) copei Whitfield; Moran Formation 

(Permian), Shackelford Co., Texas. Burrows in umbonal crest of left 

valve and near posteroventral margin of right valve of a bivalved specimen. i 

PL 5, Figs. 3a, 3b: Myalina (Myalina) copei Whitfield; Moran Formation i 

(Permian), Shackelford Co., Texas. Burrows small and few in number, lo- [ 

cated near posteroventral margin of a left valve. ■ 
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PL 6, Fig. 6; Myalina (Myalina) pliopetina Newell: Moran Formation(?) 

(Permian), Shackelford Co., Texas. Burrows in umbo and umbonal crest 

of right valve. 

PI. 7, Figs. 5, 7, 8a: Myalina (Myalina) glossodoidea Newell; Vinland 

Shale, Stranger Formation (Pennsylvanian), Franklin Co.. Kansas. Bur¬ 

rows mostly in umbonal crests of 2 left valves and 1 right valve. 

PI. 8, Fig. 4: Myalina (Orthomyalina) slocumi Sayre; Ozankie Limestone 

(Pennsylvanian), Osage Co., Kansas. Burrows in umbo and along antero- 

dorsal margin of a left valve. Newell (p. 96) mentions “annelid borings of 

tvpes that are common in malinas. . . .” 

PI. 8, Fig. 5b: Myalina (Orthomyalina) slocumi Sayre; Stull Shale 

(Pennsylvanian), Coffey Co., Kansas. Burrows in umbonal ridge of a left 

valve. Newell mentions “borings of commensal worms.” 

PI. 11. Fig. 1: Septimyalina orbicula*a Newell; Shaly limestone about the 

horizon of the Lenapah Limestone (Pennsylvanian). Okmulgee Co., Okla¬ 

homa. Burrows in umbo and umbonal crest of right valve. 

PI. 13, Fig. 9a: Septimyalina perattenuata (Meek and Hayden): Vinland 

Shale (Pennsylvanian), Douglas Co.. Kansas. A few holes along umbonal 

ridge of this left valve are probably barnacle burrows. 

PI. 13, Fig. 11a: Septimyalina perattenuata (Meek and Hayden); Stull 

Shale (Pennsylvanian), Coffey Co., Kansas. Holes along umbonal ridge 

are probably barnacle burrows. 

Noll, F. C.. 1874—Kochlorine hamata N., ein bohrendes Cirriped: Zeit. Wissen. 

Zoo/., 25(1): 114-128. 

Plummer, F. B. and R. C. Moore, 1922—Stratigraphy of the Pennsvlvanian Forma¬ 

tions of North-Central Texas: Univ. Texas Bur. Eco. Geol. Bull. 2132: 237, 27 pi. 

PI. 25, Fig. 1: Derbra crmbula Hall and Clarke; CoNman Junction IJmp- 

stone (Permian), Callahan Co., Texas. Several burrows are in umbo of 

brachial valve. 

Saint-Seine, R. de, 1951—Un Cirripede acrothoracique du Cretace; Rogerella de 

cointrei, n. g., n. sp.: C. R. Ac. Sc., 223: 1051-1053. (not seen). 

-, 1954—Existence de CirripMes acrothoraciques des le Lias; Zaofella 

pattei, nov. gen., nov. sp.: Soc. Geologique de France Bull., 4(6): 447-451 pL 

18-20. 

-, 1955—Les Cirripedes acrothoraciques echinicoles: Soc. Geologique de 

France Bull, 5(6): 299-303, pi. 16-17. 

-, 1956—Existence d’une fente pedonculaire chez Rogerella mathieui Saint- 

Seine: C. R. somm. Soc. Geologique France: 78. (not seen) 

ScHLAUDT, C. M. and Young, K., 1960—Acrothoracic barnacles from the Texas 

Permian and Cretaceous: Jour. Paleontology, 26: 903-907, pi. 119-120. 

Stainbrook, M. a., 1938—Atrypa and Stropheodonta from the Cedar Valley Beds of 

Iowa; Jour. Paleontology, 12: 229-256, pi. 30-35. 

PI. 30, Fig. 5: Atrypa gigantea Webster; Cedar Valley Formation (De¬ 

vonian), Johnson Co., Iowa. Several holes in brachial valve appear to be 

barnacle burrows. 

Tomlinson, J. T., 1953—A burrowing barnacle of the genus Trypetesa (Order 

Acrothoracica): Jour. Washington Acad. Sci., 43: 373-381. 
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-, 1955—The morphology of an acrothoracican barnacle Trypetesa latera¬ 

lis: Jour. Morphology, 96: 96-121, 4 pi. 

Zapfe, H., 1936—Spuren bohrender Cirripedier in Gastropoden-Gehaiisen des Mio- 

zans: Senkenbergina, 18: 130-134. 

LOCALITY REGISTER 

Brewster County 

22-T-2. Near Bird Mine, about 10 miles east-southeast of Alpine. Leonard 

Formation (Permian). ColL: Unknown. 

22-T-15. At clay slide 4 miles northeast of Widens Ranch. Leonard Formation 

(Permian). Coll.: Unknown. i 

22-T-25. Clay slide 2 miles west-northwest of Iron Mountain, Glass Mountains. I 
Leonard Formation (Permian). ColL: Unknown. 

22-T-47. 1.75 miles south of Arnold Ranch, southwest of Marathon. Gaptank j 

Formation (Pennsylvanian). ColL: F. B. Plummer. 

Brown County [ 

25-T-5. 2.5 miles west of Brown wood on old Brownwood-Bangs road. Brown- j 

wood Member, Graford Formation (Pennsylvanian). ColL: G. Kirby, ' 

F. B. Plummer, C. A. Hammill, R. C. Moore. | 

Callahan County 1 
30-T-3. 2.3 miles west of Putnam Hotel. Putnam Formation (Permian). ColL: | 

Unknown. } 

30-T-18. Between Dothan and Camp Colorado, 1.25 miles northwest of Pueblo, j 
Moran Formation (Permian). ColL: Unknown. j 

Coleman County j 

42-T-18. 5 miles southwest of Coleman. Admiral Formation (Permian). ColL: j 

P. L. Applin. 

42-T-47. 6.1 miles northeast of Echo, on north side of Burkett-Echo road. Moran 

Formation (Permian). ColL: G. D. Harris. 
I 

Eastland County \ 

67-T-33. Southwest Gorman. Mineral Wells Formation (Pennsylvanian). ColL: | 

Unknown. I 
I 

Kimble County ; 

134-T-3. Opposite Camp Walton, Llano River. Smithwick Formation (?) (Pennsyl- | 

vanian). ColL: H. J. Morgan. j 
I 

McCulloch County ! 

153-T-37. 1.6 miles south-southwest of Mercury on road to Placid. Graford Forma- | 

tion(?) (Pennsylvanian). ColL: H. J. Plummer and G. D. Harris. | 

Palo Pinto County | 

181-T-27. Foot of steep escarpment 0.25 miles north of Brazos River, 2 miles north¬ 

west of Kyle Mountain, 3 miles west of Graford-Palo Pinto road bridge 

over Brazos River. East end of Long Mountain (McKenzie Mountain). “ 

Graford Formation (Pennsylvanian). ColL: J. G, Burtt and R. C. Moore. 
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181-T-81. 1 mile north-northwest of McAdams Peak, south of Pickwick road, and 

1.3 miles east of Pickwick. Brad Formation (Pennsylvanian). ColL: H. J. 

Plummer and F. B. Plummer. 

Runnels County 

199-T-5. Colorado River below mouth of Mustang Creek. Talpa Limestone (Per¬ 

mian). Coll.: Unknown. 

199-T-6. Deadmans Bluff on Big Bend on Colorado River. Taylor Limestone (Per¬ 

mian). Coll.: Unknown. 

199-T-7. Herring Bluff, Colorado River. Talpa Limestone (Permian). Coll.: 

Unknown. 

Shackelford County 

208-T-3. 2 miles north of Moran. Moran Formation (Pennsylvanian). Coll.: 

Unknown. 

208-T-7. Breckenridge-Moran road, 18.3 miles southwest of Breckenridge. Pueblo 

Formation (Pennsylvanian). Coll.: F. B. Plummer. 

208-T-12. 5 miles west of Moran. Admiral Formation (Permian). Coll.: J. W. Beede 

and T. M. Prettyman. 

208-T-13. 1 mile south of cliff work of Brazos. 3 miles west of east line of Shackel¬ 

ford County. Moran Formation (Permian). Coll.: N. F. Drake. 

Stephens County 

214-T-6. 1 mile north of Wayland, just west of point where road turns east, south of 

the east-west road, northeast corner of Section 35. Wayland Member, 

Graham Formation (Pennsylvanian). Coll.: F. B. Plummer and R. C. 

Moore. 

Wise County 

248-T-l. West side of Hunt Creek, Waggoner Ranch, near Bridgeport. Graford 

Formation (Pennsylvanian). Coll.: Unknown. 

248-T-4. West side of Martins Lake, 1.6 miles south of Bridgeport. Graford Forma¬ 

tion (Pennsylvanian). Coll.: R. H. King. 

248-T-6. Bridgeport clay pit. Graford Formation (Pennsylvanian). ColL: Un¬ 

known. 

248-T-lO. East side of Hunt Creek south of old Jacksboro Road. Graford Formation 

(Pennsylvanian). ColL: F. B. Plummer. 

248-T-15. Landers Ranch, Bridgeport. Graford Formation (Pennsylvanian). ColL: 

Unknown. 

Young County 

251-T-28. 3 miles southwest of New Castle. Harpersville Formation (Pennsyl¬ 

vanian). ColL: C. L. Baker. 

251-T-42. 4 miles northeast of New Castle. Harpersville Formation (Pennsyl¬ 

vanian). ColL: R. H. King. 

Kansas 

K-27. 2 miles northwest of Dexter, Cowley County. Wreford Formation (Per¬ 

mian). ColL: C. L. Baker. 



Ten Years Progress in Desalination of Sea Water 

By Freezing in the Laboratories of the United States^ 

by W. R, WOOLRICH 

The University of Texas 

The national research program of Saline Water Conservation under 

the United States Department of the Interior was authorized in 1952. 

Subsequently, the Office of Saline Water was established in the De¬ 

partment of the Interior. 

Sea water salinity value commonly accepted as average is 34,600 

parts per million. This value is the average salinity between the depths 

of 1200 and 1800 feet. At depths from 1 to 100 feet, the salinity of 

ocean masses is usually 33,250 to 33,650 parts per million. While 

there are varying degrees of salinity in ocean waters brought about by 

conditions such as dilution by fresh water rivers, iceberg meltage, 

warm zone surface evaporation, rainfall and under sea spring and vol¬ 

canic flow, the relative proportion of contained constituents maintains 

a high degree of constancy in all saline water masses of the earth. 

The U. S. Public Health Service drinking water standard estab- j 

lished in 1946 states: “The total solids should not exceed 500 ppm 

(parts per million) for a water of good chemical quality. However, if ! 

such water is not available, a total solids content of 1000 ppm may be 

permitted. 500 ppm may be expressed also as 291/2 grains per gallon | 

of dissolved impurities.” Most of our American cities maintain a water j 

supply under 325 ppm or 18 grains per gallon. ! 

Table I gives characteristic values to be found of temperature and 

salinity respectively in soundings in the temperate zone. These sample | 

values were recorded off the coast of Southern California: | 

Table I 

Sounding Depth 

in Feet 

Temperature 

Degrees F. 

Grains Per 

Gallon 

Salinity 

PPM 

5 57 1,955 33,250 

100 45 1,988 33,650 

500 42 2,030 34,350 

1,000 38 2,050 34,500 

4,000 35 2,060 34,700 

* Paper presented to the Texas Academy of Science on Friday, November 30, 

1962 in Austin, Texas. 

480 
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For industrial use 60 grains per gallon (10,200 ppm) is considered 

the upper limit even for the less sensitive processes. For agricultural 

purposes not only the salinity but the percentage of chemicals other 

than sodium chloride such as boron is highly significant and may 

even, in small traces, make the water toxic to some crops. 

European scientists have been deeply interested in desalting water 

and have cooperated with the United States in their research program. 

In 1951, the “Working Party” of the Office of European Economic Co¬ 

operation on “De-Salting of Brackish Water” was called together at 

the suggestion of the Netherlands Delegation to consider desalination 

by electrodialysis as a cooperative program. The assembled Working 

Party discussed electrodialysis and other promising desalting proc¬ 

esses including distillation at the critical pressure, separation by freez¬ 

ing, vapor compression distillation, ion exchange and distillation by 

solar energy. Subsequently, this Working Party eliminated distilla¬ 

tion at the critical pressure and desalting by freezing as uneconomic. 

Although the Working Party of OEEC in 1951 put aside the freez¬ 

ing method of producing potable water from brackish or sea water, E. 

Vacino and B. Visintin of Italy as early as 1945 reported experiments 

with slushy ice-brine mixtures by a process of scraping refrigerated 

pipes in contact with sea water. 

In 1951, A. Steinbach and N. Nesselman of Germany froze saline 

water solutions in hollow cylinders of slush then experimented with 

several combinations of washing and centrifuging to separate the ice 

crystals from the concentrated solution. 

Since the establishment of the Office of Saline Water in 1952, the 

freezing procedure has progressed with better than anticipated suc¬ 

cess. Early in the program of the Office of Saline Water of the United 

States Department of the Interior the freezing method was considered 

of equal importance to electrodialysis, vapor compression evaporation, 

ion exchange, and the more common condensation of steam methods. 

In 1958 Public Law 85-883 passed Congress authorizing the construc¬ 

tion of one each of pilot plants to demonstrate the economic feasibility 

of each of these methods. Recently, a large capacity pilot plant con¬ 

tract to demonstrate the freezing method based on research performed 

since 1952 has been awarded for Wrightsville Beach, N. C., under the 

above Congressional authorization. This contract is under negotiation 

by Mr. C. F. MacGowan, Director of the Office of Saline Water, with 

Struthers Scientific and International Corporation. 

Thermodynamically, freezing methods have a distinctive advantage 

over the distillation processes of producing potable water from ocean 
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sources. To freeze a pound of ice from sea water at 26 or 27F tempera¬ 

tures to ice at 26 or 27F requires about 150 Btu while to produce a 

pound of steam from sea water requires approximately 1000 Btu. 

Potable and usable water will ever be the most important single 

item in our national and international economy. As recently as 1956 

one out of four families in the United States experienced a water 

shortage and the ratio was somewhat higher in Texas. 

Within Texas one of the five authorized demonstration desalination 

plants of the United States Department of the Interior is operating at 

Freeport, Texas by distillation. At Fort Worth the Texas Public Serv¬ 

ice Company has carried on an extensive research program with de¬ 

salination by ion exchange. At the Agricultural and Mechanical Col¬ 

lege of Texas, an extensive research program involving liquid-liquid 

solvent extraction has been under way for some time under the spon¬ 

sorship of the Office of Saline Water. At The University of Texas 

several Department of Mechanical Engineering research studies have 

been in progress since 1952 all directed toward the application of the 

freezing process. These studies have been reported in papers and 

theses and include: 

1 

1 

The Extraction of Potable Water from Salt Water by the Refrigeration I 

Method, Dissertation and publication by Brother Henry M. Curran of St. ! 

Edwards University. I 

Enthalpy Change of Sea Ice During the Thaw Period—Thesis by Raymond i 

Marlow. ' 
i 

Enthalpy Values of Sea Water Samples in the Freezing Zone—Disserta- : 

tion by Dr. Otto Brown of Lamar Institute of Technology. 

I 
De-Salination of Salt Water by Compression—Extrusion of Frozen Brine— | 

Thesis by Edwin Dean Smathers. 

De-Salination of Sea Water by Refrigeration by Compression—A report 

and a current research by Dr. John R. Watt 

Refrigeration Method Progress in Conversion of Saline Waters—W. R. j 

Woolrich Publication 568, National Academy of Science—National Re- i 

search Council—1958. j 

Potable Water From Saline Sources—W. R. Woolrich—Refrigerating Engi- j 

neering, Feb. 1958. '] 
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The Basic Theory of Water Purification by Freezing 

When a solution such as salt water freezes, the purest fractions are 

first to form the crystals of essentially pure water. These float around 

in the moth solutions which become more concentrated as the fresh 

water crystals form. The salt is rejected from the freezing water as 

the crystals form and redistributes itself into the remaining liquid. 

This rejection of the dissolved materials by the accumulating ice 

crystals is accelerated by water turbulence. By freezing at very low 

water pressures these crystals may increase in size thus creating less 

interstitial space for brine inclusion. 

Most authorities agree that the real problem is not in freezing the 

solution but in separating the ice crystals from the mother saline solu¬ 

tion so they can be melted back into potable water. 

United States engineers and scientists who have preferred the freez¬ 

ing desalination procedure for economically producing potable water 

from ocean supplies have had several choices. These include: 

a. Vapor compression freezing procedure 

b. Indirect freezing on the surface of vertical tubes with scrapers to 

remove the ice 

c. Hydrocarbon hydrate process 

d. Compression-Extrusion freezing 

e. Solvent extraction procedures 

f. Zone freezing 

The vapor compression process has been extensively investigated 

by the Carrier Corporation and by Dr. Zarchin of Haifa, Israel. While 

it involves a heavy investment in refrigeration equipment it has pro¬ 

duced some very significant results. 

The indirect freezing on the surface of vertical tubes originally pro¬ 

posed by Steinbach and Nesselman of Germany has been successfully 

used by Carrier Corporation and has the advantage of greater sim¬ 

plicity than the vapor compression procedure. 

The hydrocarbon hydrate process was first proposed to the Office 

of Saline Water by Dr. H. F. Wiegandt of Cornell University. More 

recently Blaw-Knox Company has utilized the Wiegandt method and 

is operating a pilot plant freezing sea water to a slush just below 32F 

by direct contact with boiling butane maintained at a pressure just 

below atmospheric. 

Koppers Company, using a similar direct freezing principle, has a 
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propane hydrate process instead of butane at temperatures approach¬ 

ing the freezing point of water. The recovery is approximately 40 

percent of the sea water in the conversion cycle. 

The compression extrusion process was first investigated by Dr. 

John Watt of The University of Texas. The process consists of com¬ 

pressing the salt ice as a means of removing the brine between the ice 

crystals. This was first suggested by The University of Washington 

and Dr. Watt has carried on the process by both mechanical and hy¬ 

draulic compression with production of potable water from sea water 

by a single compression cycle. 

As stated before, the solvent extraction of the salt portion has been 

extensively investigated by Texas Experiment Station of A and M 

College of Texas. 

Zone freezing has been investigated extensively by the Battelle In¬ 

stitute of Columbus, Ohio. A narrow zone of water is continuously 

frozen in a tube containing sea water. The zone moves along the tube 

with crystals collecting in the zone, then subsequently being melted 

providing near eutectic salt at one end of the tube and potable water 

at the other. 

Basic Economic Considerations in the Desalination of Brackish and 

Sea Water for the Southwest 

The irrigated farming areas of the western regions of Texas and 

Oklahoma will feel the urgent need of new sources of desalinated 

water before the middle and eastern areas of these two states. The 

requirements of water for irrigated crops for each acre of the world 

are so high that it will not be economically feasible to pay more than 

a few cents per 1,000 gallons for water delivered for this service. This 

limits the future sources of water supply for irrigation over the Great 

Plains area mostly to available underground reserves and their al¬ 

lowed portion of the rain water runoff. In the distant future, the de¬ 

salination problem of the Great Plains may resolve itself into the treat¬ 

ment of wells that have been drawn down to brackish sources. This is 

to supplement normal rainfall and water captured in ponds, and pub¬ 

licly financed dams. 

The two states will find it necessary to proportion the amount of 

captured runoff rain water that can be retained in dams and reservoirs 

for equitable distribution over the several watersheds even tO' the Gulf 

of Mexico for the population needs between the Great Plains and the 

sea. 
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Desalination in the present pilot plants by the several methods of 

salt elimination show total costs of $1.20 to $1.60 per 1,000 gallons. 

While most cities of Texas and Oklahoma enjoy metered water rates 

not over $.30 to $.40 per 1,000 gallons, they could adjust to a rate as 

high as one cent per ten gallons without seriously disrupting their local 

economy if the water is to be used for household and industrial pur¬ 

poses. 

There is sufficient evidence of the success of the tested freezing 

methods of desalting water to predict a future cost of 60 cents per 

1,000 gallons adjacent to sea level regions from either brackish or 

ocean sources when a plant is operated on a million gallons per day 

schedule. 

For smaller potable water supplies as required for isolated ranches, 

motels, hospitals, stores and farm homes, the compression methods of 

desalination recently developed by Dr. John R. Watt seem to offer the 

greatest promise as being economically feasible. While the overhead 

cost per family for a privately owned system of desalination by com¬ 

pression freezing may be much greater than will be required in cities 

that can furnish the citizens with a ‘'mass production process” rate, 

this has always been so with fresh water supplies. A survey made by 

the author of suburban private well supplies versus municipal metered 

bills in many southeastern U. S. suburban small towns indicated that 

the former cost per 1,000 gallons used was 250 percent above those of 

urban supplies. 

The arithmetic of our national water supply reveals that the aver¬ 

age annual rainfall of the continental 49 states is approximately 30 

inches or about 4,300 billion gallons per day. Of these 30 inches, 21 

inches pass back up into the atmosphere by either transpiration of 

foliage or by evaporation. Of the remaining 9 inches, 3 inches are used 

at least once by mankind and two of these three return to the streams 

to join an additional 6 inches that has escaped life, industrial or agri¬ 

cultural uses and returned to the sea. 

In other words of the 9 inches available for liquid water use, 2 

inches are delayed en route to the sea for use and re-use, one inch is 

transpired and/or evaporated by industries, animals and man, and 6 

inches evade mankind in flowing back to the sea except for interrup¬ 

tions for power, sports, and transportation functions in our rivers, 

canals, and lakes. 

Currently, since 8 of the available 9 inches of rainfall escapes back 

to the sea as fresh water, it is evident that much of our national water 
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problem is to capture and conserve this flowing water en route to the 

salt water masses of oceans and seas. While our anticipated national 

daily use by 1980 is 494 billion gallons as against 41 billion in 1900 

and 250 billion in 1950, yet even in 1980, 60 percent of our available 

fresh water will continue to make its way back to the sea unused. 

Looking at hard finance values, desalination of sea water must face 

then the evident competition of our unused water supply. The mech¬ 

anism of capturing and returning available runoff water to the cities, 

farms and industries of the United States before it becomes saline pre¬ 

sents an even greater challenge than the desalination of sea water after 

it joins the ocean and sea masses of this earth. 

The states of the Southwest can afford to spend many millions of 

dollars conserving every gallon of rain and spring water supply of 

potable water for home, industrial and farm use before it has to turn 

to desalination methods with public funds. The investigations started 

by the Office of Saline Water have been most timely, however. The 

continuance of energy, procedure and equipment studies to lower the 

cost of the several processes of desalination, especially for the larger 

supplies will probably approach a truly competitive level with present 

municipal supplies concurrently with the critical shortages that will 

inevitably occur in many regions. 

The freezing methods, once scorned by some scientists are today 

rising into recognition by realistic investigators. They bid fair to be an 

economical contender with any of the other processes investigated to 

date by the U. S. Office of Saline Water. 
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A New Jellyfish (Pelagia) From the Gulf of Mexico 

by OTTYS SANDERS and RUTH M. SANDERS 

Southwestern Biological Supply Company, Dallas 

In August, 1956, a huge swarm of small, rose-purple jellyfish in¬ 

vaded the coastal waters of Mustang and Padre Islands near Port 

Aransas, Texas. They were first observed on August 10th, then dis¬ 

appeared until August 17th and reached a peak of abundance on the 

18th. At that time they were stranded on the shoreline by the thou¬ 

sands in a belt about 9 feet broad extending for miles (Fig. 1). Ap¬ 

proximately a thousand specimens were collected by dip-net and pre¬ 

served in formalin. 

Fig. 1. Pelagia stranded on beach at Port Aransas, Texas. 

It was determined that the jellyfish were a species of Pelagia re¬ 

lated to the well-known Mediterranean Pelagia noctiluca, but differing 

in several respects from the American Pelagia cyanella Peron and 

Leseur as described by Mayer (1910:574-5, Plate 61). No species of 

Pelagia has heretofore been reported from Texas coastal waters. Mayer 
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gives the distribution of Pelagia cyanella from the coast of Brazil 

through the West Indies and Florida reefs, and states that in summer 

it may drift in the Gulf Stream as far north as the southern coast of 

New England, as recorded by Verrill and Smith (1874:430). Hedgpeth 

(1954:277-278), however, does not include Pelagia among the known 

Scyphozoa of the Gulf of Mexico. Inquiries made of several marine 

stations on the Gulf and Atlantic coast failed to turn up any specimens 

of Pelagia in their collections (University of Miami Marine Labora¬ 

tory, Gulf Coast Research Laboratory, Marine Biological Laboratory 

at Woods Hole, Texas Game and Fish Commission Marine Laboratory 

at Rockport, Texas, University of Texas Institute of Marine Science 

at Port Aransas, Texas). This paucity of both records and specimens 

may be attributed both to the transient inshore appearance of Pelagia 

and the lack of students of the Semaeostomeae as a whole in the U.S., 

if we may judge from listings in the Directory of Zoological Taxono¬ 

mists (Blackwelder & Blackwelder: 1961). 

According to Mayer, Pelagia noctiluca may be locally abundant in 

the Mediterranean for several seasons and then disappear for years. 

Hunt (1952) also describes their sudden appearance in the River 

Yealm estuary where they were previously unknown. This sudden 

occurrence and disappearance has been attributed in part to the fact 

that the medusae of Pelagia are pelagic in all stages, and reproductive 

processes take place on the high seas rather than in more protected 

areas affording attachment for embryological stages. It follows that 

their distribution is under the influence of ocean currents and that 

local swarms may be the result of unusual tide and wind conditions. 

Because of the pelagic habits of this jellyfish, its absence from marine 

collections made largely along the shoreline is not unexpected. On the 

other hand, now that Pelagia is known to occur in the Gulf, it can be 

hoped that additional specimens will be collected. In this regard, Ter¬ 

rance R. Leary of the Texas Game and Fish Commission Marine 

Laboratory, Rockport, informed us that he secured by trawl in Sep¬ 

tember 1957, a single specimen in Mesquite Bay. 

The genus Pelagia at the time of Mayer’s (1910) monograph on 

the Scyphomedusae included 14 species, 8 from the Mediterranean 

and Atlantic Ocean, 5 from the Pacific Ocean, and one from the In¬ 

dian Ocean. Bigelow (1928, 1940), Kramp (1955, 1961) and Stiasny 

(1934:388) believe on the contrary that the genus is monotypic with 

a single species, Pelagia noctiluca^ of world-wide distribution. These 

investigators reach such a conclusion, apparently, because of the un¬ 

reliability of morphological features characterizing the various re¬ 

ported species. These morphological features, aside from those char- 
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acterizing the genus, are the shape and position of nettle-warts on the 

exumbrella, width and height of disk, shape of marginal lappets, and 

proportions between the length of the mouth-tube and disk radius and 

between the mouth-arms and disk radius (r), Bigelow (1928) believes 

the measurements of Vanhoffen (1902), Broch (1913), Kramp (1924) 

and Bigelow (1913) prove that specimens with relatively long and 

relatively short manubriums showed no discontinuity. He also cites 

the work of Broch (1913) as demonstrating that the length of the 

manubrium varies with age. Mayer (1910), while recognizing the 

confusion existing among the described species of Pelagia^ proposed 

that they be divided into four cohorts on the basis of the nature of 

nettle-warts and their geographic location. Vanhoffen (1902), Broch 

(1913), Kramp (1924) and Bigelow (1928) believe that the exact 

form of the exumbrella warts has little if any diagnostic value. 

Kramp (1924) found the warts highly variable in size and shape on 

Mediterranean and Atlantic specimens with a tendency to be large 

and elongate on large specimens, round and more elevated on small 

specimens. Bigelow (1913), in examining small specimens 14-20 mm 

diameter from the northwestern Pacific, found the knobs (nettle- 

warts) round or oval and higher proportionally than on large 

Pelagia. This led him to suggest that “the large ridge-like knobs are 

characteristic of advanced stages of growth, which would explain 

their predominance in the large Mediterranean examples.” These 

observations when applied to our collection of Pelagia from the Gulf 

of Mexico tend to confirm their distinctness as a small size race of 

Pelagia separable from the larger Pelagia noctiluca of the Atlantic 

and Mediterranean. One of their most evident features is the linear 

ridge-like series of nettle-warts, seen in specimens as small as 14 mm. 

Maturity of the larger specimens is confirmed by the finding of ova 

in a 43 mm specimen and by the seasonal period in which they were 

collected. Hyman (1940:521) says that sexual maturity of Pelagia 

commonly occurs in spring or summer. The sexes are separate in 

Pelagia and some of the size differences in jellyfish in our collection 

may be of this nature but, if so, we have been unable to determine it. 

Jellyfish are subject to injuries which greatly modify their normal 

appearance. For example, specimens washed on the sandy beach at 

Port Aransas commonly had seemingly clear areas where the nettle- 

cells had discharged or been eroded by the sand, while those collected 

in the surf generally did not (Fig. 2). Measurements of manubrium, 

oral arms, tentacles and disk vary depending on the amount of con¬ 

traction or expansion of these structures as well as their freedom from 

injuries. With a sufficient size sample of both expanded and contracted 
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individuals, limits of variation of structures and contractile ability of 

the jellyfish are determinable so that proportions between the re¬ 

spective structures have justifiable descriptive value. 

Fig. 2. Pelagia noctiluca mexicana (preserved specimens). A. Exumbrella with oblong 

nettle-warts. B. Ventral view showing manubrium, oral arms, and marginal lappets. 

The significance of size and proportion in simply organized animals 

may be greater than in those of more complexity. Simpson (1950:141) 

says “changes in size of whole organisms or of various of their parts 

are probably the commonest sort of evolutionary change and such 

evolution can be in only one of two directions: toward larger or 

smaller.” In the more simple forms certainly size is one of the avail¬ 

able features which may be changed. In Pelagia^ aside from size, the 

possibilities for morphological variation preceding a more permanent 

change are few. They may be summarized as changes in number, 

shape and position of parts. Any radical change in these members has 

generally been regarded as of generic or a higher category nature. For 

instance, in the Family Pelagiidae, Chrysaora differs from Pelagia by 

its 24 tentacles and 32 marginal lappets, Sanderia by its 16 tentacles 

and 32 marginal lappets, Dactylometra by its 40 tentacles and 48 

marginal lappets. When tentacles are attached in clusters inward 

from the margin of the subumbrella, this new position of the tentacles 

forms the basis for a separate Family as in the Cyaneidae. 

If we recognize such changes in simpler organisms as comparable 

to the more major changes in more complex organisms, they warrant 

the same degree of distinction. The difficulty arises in judging at what 

level they should be distinguished. This is determined to a large 
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extent by current knowledge of the group to which the organism 

belongs and its place in a classification scheme which will allow for 

future expansion as knowledge increases. A classification scheme 

which does not permit such expansion, compiled to satisfy some cur¬ 

rent biological theory or fad, tends to be terminal and limit further 

investigation along the morphological lines on which biological classi¬ 

fication is built. The writers subscribe to the subspecies concept, not 

because of its geographic nature alone, but because it is a further 

refinement of organized knowledge utilizing the same basic features 

of binomial nomenclature. We therefore assign this new Pelagia to 

subspecies rank. In doing so, we are in agreement with Mayer (1910: 

571) who envisions the species as of world-wide di'tribution with 

development of local varieties not clearly differentiated from their 

parent stocks. 

Pelagia noctiluca mexicana^ new subspecies (Fig. 2) 

Diagnosis. It differs from Pelagia cyanella by elongate, ellipti¬ 

cal and irregular nettle-warts distributed over entire exumbrella; by 

quadratic marginal lappets; by less height and width of disk; by 

shortness of mouth-tube; by greater length of mouth-arms; and by its 

rose-purple color. It is distinguished from Pelagia noctiluca noctiluca 

by smaller size; by less height of disk in proportion to radius; by 

greater length of mouth-arms; and by smaller, more irregular and 

dense nettle-warts. 

Material examined. Twenty-three paratypes and the holotype have 

been measured and these measurements are given in Table 1. Several 

hundred specimens have been examined for variations in structural 

features and size without making exact measurements. Three speci¬ 

mens of the Mediterranean Pelagia n. noctiluca, obtained from the 

Zoological Station of Naples, have been measured and compared with 

the new subspecies described (Table 1), 

Holotype. No. PAS.56, collected from the Gulf of Mexico at Port 

Aransas, Texas, August 18, 1956, by Ottys Sanders, has been set 

aside as the holotype. As in other Pelagiidae, there is no ring canal. 

It has 16 marginal lappets, and 8 alternating tentacles and rhopalia. 

Proportions of the specimen are as follows: diameter of disk exclusive 

of marginal lappets 39 mm; height of disk 11 mm; length of manu¬ 

brium 18 mm; length of oral arms 60 mm, 61 mm, 63 mm, 81 mm 

respectively; greatest length of marginal tentacles 95 mm. The shape 

of the marginal lappets is quadratic. Rhopalia are as shown in Fig. 3. 

Rows of nettle-warts cover the entire exumbrella In gross appearance 
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Table I 

Measurements in millimeters of the two subspecies of Pelagia noctiluca. 

Condition 

of disk 

Disk 

diameter 

Disk 

height 

Manubrium 

length 

Oral-arms 

length 

Marginal 

tentacles Ig. 

Pelagia noctiluca mexicana 

Contracted 38 14 15 67 
n 36 12 14 51 
" 40 14 16 47 

22 12 8 10 15.5 
n 33 12 15 73 
n 37 14 14 85 

40 13 15 85 65 
n 38.5 12 15 56 45 

33 15 12 55 
n 36 10 10 40 56 

26 10 9 36 55 

49 15 16.5 60 86 

42 14 15 68 54 
ff 33 19 13 76 

42 14 12 82 

partly 40 12 12 35 

" partly 35 9 10 89 53 

" partly 22 9 7 33 27 

Expanded 39 3 17 85 129 
n 38 3 13 72 
" 42 3 12 72 
n 29 2 10 38 34 

” partly 44 10 12 79 
Pf 39 132 

Pelagia noctiluca noctiluca 

Contracted 60 21 27 64 incomplete 
" 59 19 25 46 
fP 60 22 25 60 PP 

the nettle-warts are elongate and elliptical, becoming rounded near 

the apex of the disk. They are arranged in linear rows which are 

somewhat irregular. The bell has a transparent tint of rose-purple 

with reddish-brown nettlewarts; gonads and marginal tentacles are a 

deep rose-purple. 

Paratypes. Twenty-three specimens have been set aside as para- 

types. Measurements of these are given in Table 1. The disk in normal 

contraction is generally less than a hemisphere but is hemispherical 

in a small minority of specimens. Except in completely expanded 

specimens, the quadratic marginal lappets are tucked under the disk 

in preserved material so that the disk circumference appears scalloped. 
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Measurements of the diameter are exclusive of the marginal lappets, 

which when extended add approximately 5 mm to the radius in a 

jellyfish 40 mm in diameter. When completely expanded, the flattened 

disk resembles that of Aurelia in general appearance, and has a thick¬ 

ness of only 3 to 5 mm. The height of the disk, therefore, varies in 

proportion to its degree of contraction, but in the series examined it 

approximated one-third the diameter. 

While most of the paratypes were of a rose-purple tint with reddish- 

brown nettle-warts on exumbrella and mouth arms, a few were of a 

paler pinkish-yellow with gonads and marginal tentacles reddish- 

brown. In formalin the specimens soon faded to a pinkish-white with 

orange-brown nettle-warts. 

Nettle-warts cover the entire exumbrella. Since the pigmented 

portion of the nettle-wart stands out, they appear linear rather than 

elliptical. Under the lens the pigmented portions may be variously 

fashioned, giving off symmetrical or asymmetrical lobes from a cen¬ 

tral longitudinal stem, and varying from one wart to another. The 

longitudinal axis appears to be an elevated central crest or ridge. In 

some of the rounded warts the pigmented area is divided into portions. 

Various shapes of pigment within the nettle-warts are illustrated in 

Fig. 4. Individual Pelagia n.mexicana vary in the distribution of pig¬ 

mented and non-pigmented nettle-warts. While usually those with 

pigment occur over the entire disk, some specimens have pigmented 

warts over only a part of the disk, either at the top half or lower half 

of the hemisphere; near the marginal lappets alone; only near the 

apex; or occasionally on one side of the disk and not on the other. In 



Fig. 4. Shapes and pigmentation of nettle-warts found on exumbrella of Pelagia 

nocfiluca mexicana. 

any case, examination shows the presence of typical elevated nettle- 

warts, even though colorless. An explanation of the absence of pig¬ 

ment may correlate with discharge of the nettle cells or their injury 

by abrasion rather than indicate a structural difference in this sub¬ 

species. The stinging qualities of the medusae are sharp though not 

severe. 

The hollow marginal tentacles vary greatly in their length among 

the specimens both because of breakage and degree of contraction. In a 

completely relaxed specimen they measured over three times its di¬ 

ameter. There are sixteen separate, but simple, stomach pouches, each 

of which ends in two side branches in the marginal lappets. The 

terminal ends of these two branches are separated by twice their 

width. The gonads are plaited tube-like organs found in four inter- 

radial folds in the wall of the subumbrella. 

The length of the mouth-tube or manubrium measured from its 

attachment to the subumbrella along one of its four sides, is less than 

the radius of the disk (Table 1). The length of the mouth-arms or 

oral arms, measured from the mouth-opening to their termination, is 

variable according to the amount of their contraction, but in general 
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reaches a length three times the disk radius (3r) and may reach a 

length of 4r (Table 1). 

Diameters of paratypes given in Table 1 illustrate the range in size 

of the series collected, varying from 22 mm to 49 mm. Only a single 

specimen of the 49 mm size was obtained and may represent maxi¬ 

mum growth. On 'the other hand, there are in the series a number of 

young medusae measuring around 22 mm diameter. These are similar 

to the larger adults except for having very short and broad oral arms 

and showing a lack of development in their gonads. Trial samples from 

jars containing several hundred specimens indicate that the majority 

of Pelagia n.mexicana measure 30-40 mm in diameter, with 36 mm 

being the most common width of disk. 

The holotype and paratypes are being deposited in the U.S. National 

Museum. 

Discussion. Morphological differences between Pelagia from, the 

Mediterranean and those from the Gulf of Mexico are few and not 

conspicuous except for size. We are aware of this, yet believe that a 

population study from a large series of individuals, such as we have 

made, shows their limits of variability and leads to a better under¬ 

standing of the group in a particular locality than the assumption that 

size and other differences are of no significance. This study has im¬ 

pressed us, not because of the variability of the Pelagia n.mexicana 

studied, but rather because of the lack of it, since most of the variations 

seen are explainable in terms of injuries, age and similar phenomena. 

Comparable population studies from other geographic areas, rather 

than comparisons of individual specimens or small series collected in¬ 

cidental to expeditions, could alter the concept that variations in Pe¬ 

lagia noctiluca are of little import in its evolution. Therefore, while 

agreeing with Kramp (1962) that Pelagia noctiluca is the only species 

so far demonstrable for the genus, we see a need to recognize finer 

divisions of the species when it is evident through population study 

that their particular characteristics are stable, as is the case in Pelagia 

noctiluca mexicana. 

The average height of the disk in P.n.mexicana is about 13 mm, con¬ 

trasted to an average height of 20 mm in P.n.noctiluca examined. 

(Heights given for P.n.noctiluca in Table 1 are less than those given 

by Mayer, p. 571, for specimens of the same diameter, i.e. 60 mm di¬ 

ameter, height 32 mm). In both subspecies the height of the bell is 

about one-third its diameter. Yet, that the degree of contraction rather 

than the diameter governs the height of the bell, is indicated in a 

much-contracted specimen of mexicana with a diameter of 33 mm 
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and a height of 19mm. That these contractile qualities may have a 

structural basis is apparent when the flattened disk of a medusa such 

as Aurelia is compared with the more contracted one of Pelagia. In a 

somewhat similar comparison, the contractile qualities of mexicana 

are thought to be less than those of noctiluca, so that the Mediter¬ 

ranean jellyfish is more bell-shaped in normal contraction than its 

Gulf of Mexico subspecies. Both in size and height of disk P.n.mexi¬ 

cana corresponds closely with Pelagia crassa Vanhoffen. The gelati¬ 

nous substance of its exumbrella is also notably firm as in P.crassa. 

P.n.mexicana differs from that species, however, both in the shape of 

its marginal lappets and position of nettle-warts which in crassa are 

concentrated near the apex of the bell (Mayer 1910:577). The length 

of the manubrium in both P.n.noctiluca and P.n.mexicana is shorter 

than in P.cyanella. The length of the oral arms is greater in P.n.nocti¬ 

luca than in P.cyanella.^ and even greater in P.n.mexicana than in 

P.n.noctiluca., reaching a length of three to four times the radius of the 

disk. 

While in gross appearance the nettle-warts of P.n.noctiluca and 

P.n.mexicana are similar, those of mexicana are smaller, more irregu¬ 

lar, and more densely distributed over the entire exumbrella. Inter¬ 

spersed with the more elongate nettle-warts in mexicana are rounded 

ones, sometimes appearing to be broken ends from longer warts. Refer¬ 

ence has already been made to the various shapes of pigment con¬ 

tained within these. The pigmented area encrusts along a central 

longitudinal crest with a brownish coating that extends laterally in 

lobes and other irregular forms. The nettle-warts in P.n.noctiluca 

examined are larger, less crowded, and more uniform. Since the pig¬ 

ment in these has faded, it is difficult to determine its configuration 

but there is some evidence that it was similar to that seen in P.n.mexi¬ 

cana. The bases of the nettle-warts in the Mediterranean jellyfish, 

however, show greater regularity and uniformity than those from the 

Gulf of Mexico. 

No adequate comparison has been made in color, for the Italian 

specimens obtained are faded, but the colored plate of Pelagia noc- 

tiluca in Mayer’s monograph (Plate 60, p. 570) is a close representa¬ 

tion of the color and appearance of the Gulf jellyfish. 

Two features of behavior of the Gulf Pelagia were of interest. One 

was a tendency to clump. They seemed to move together in groups 

both where exposed to wave action and while swimming in quiet 

water. A group dipped from quiet water had their oral arms com¬ 

pletely tangled with each other. 
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A second trait that was noteworthy may have survival value. When 

they were stranded on the beach the exumbrella by its pulsations often 

formed a small depression which filled with sea water with the jelly¬ 

fish partially submerged. Incoming waves often returned them to the 

sea before the sun and land had taken their toll. 
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Intragroup Genetic Compatibility in the Bufo americanus 

Species Group of Toads 

by W. FRANK BLAIR 

The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

This report deals with present knowledge of genetic compatibility 

among the 6 species of toads that comprise the Bufo americanus group. 

This group of toads has been more thoroughly investigated by lab¬ 

oratory hybridization than any other. A. P. Blair (1941) performed 

the first hybridization experiments with members of this group and 

first demonstrated interspecific fertility (of male hybrids from the 

cross of B. woodhousei females and B. americanus males). Additional 

hybridization experiments have been summarized by W. F. Blair 

(1959, 1961). The present report concerns additional hybrid combi¬ 

nations and the fertility of 6 of these in backcrosses to one or both 

parental species. 

The americanus group is a morphologically distinct assemblage for 

which the sequence of speciational events in the history of the group 

has been reconstructed from a variety of lines of evidence (W. F. 

Blair, 1958, 1962, 1963). For this reason, among others, we have 

concentrated on the testing of Fi hybrids between member species for 

degree of fertility. It has been previously established that when fe¬ 

males from this species group are crossed with males of most other 

North American groups {marinus excluded) there is metamorphosis 

of at least some Fi hybrids, which have been sterile in all instances 

tested by backcrossing, but when the male parent in a hybrid cross is 

of the americanus group development ceases in embryonic stages ex¬ 

cept when the cross involves a female of the closely related boreas 

group (W. F. Blair, 1962, 1963). 
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Tamsitt for B. hemiophrys; M. J. Fouquette, Wade Fox and J. L. 

Wittliff for B. terrestris and B. woodhousei; and J. P, Kennedy and 

John Wottring for B. houstonensis. 

METHODOLOGY 

The general methods used in our laboratory hybridizations have 

been described in an earlier report (W. F, Blair^ 1959). It is pertinent 

to point out that circumstances sometimes dictate the variation of our 

methods to be used in a particular instance and that the amount of 

information that can be derived from the results varies accordingly. 

The best information comes when it is possible to make a series 

of artificial crosses with controls. Crosses obtained through natural 

amplexus (usually under stimulation of both toads by injection of 

gonadotrophins) often have no controls because the eggs are fre¬ 

quently laid late at night when no observer is present. In addition, 

some of the crosses were made in the field several hundred miles from 

Austin, and the embryos were transported back before being treated 

in the routine manner of laboratory crosses. These variations in 

methodology are necessarily considered in interpreting the results of 

the crosses. 

A major hazard in interpreting hybrid performance in these animals 

is the susceptibility of the aquatic life history stages to environmental 

effects, including disease. 

The ensuing discussion concerns first the ability of the 6 species to 

form interspecific hybrids within the group and second the fertility 

of those hybrids that have been tested by backcrossing. 

PERFORMANCE OF Fi HYBRIDS 

When recently accomplished crosses are combined with those pre¬ 

viously reported in the literature, 18 hybrid combinations have been 

produced, with all females except B. houstonensis crossed with from 

one to 5 other species of males. Metamorphosis has occurred in all of 

these combinations. One exception reported earlier (W, F, Blair, 1959) 

involving the cross of female B. terrestris and male B. microscaphus 

appears to have resulted from technique, as this cross has been re¬ 

peated with results similar to those in other intragroup crosses. The 

following discussion concerns performance of the Fi hybrid genera¬ 

tion in these various intragroup crosses. 

Crosses Involving Female B. americanus 

B. americanus females have been crossed at least once with males of 

all of the 5 other species in the group. 
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With Male B. terrestris. One cross (B16-52) was made in the field, 

using a Bethel, Oklahoma, female and a Gainesville, Florida, male. 

Fertilization and hatching were high but not accurately recorded. 

Metamorphosis occurred in 50.0% of the 300 hatched larvae that were 

kept under observation (Table 1). Among subsamples, the highest 

Table 1 

Results of crosses: $ $ 5. americanus X ^ ^ of other americanus-group species. 

c? Parent Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

terrestris B61-52 High 300 50.0 63.3 

houstonensis B59^22 High 450 68.7 

hemiophrys B61-50 61 65.5 76.7 

hemiophrys B61-51 300 32.0 56.7 

microscaphus B56-24 Low 4 75.0 

microscaphus B62-32 100.0 97.9 347 24.3 33.3 23.8 

woodhousei B61-47 High 150 34.0 53.3 

woodhousei B61-54 100.0 100.0 300 43.7 63.3 43.7 

woodhousei B62-28 100.0 71.4 97 47.4 60.0 33.8 

rate of metamorphosis was 63.3 in two pans. No abnormalities were 

noted. 

With Male B. houstonensis. One cross (B59-22) was reported by 

W. F. Blair (1959). Metamorphosis was high with 309 (68.7%) of 

450 larvae passing this stage (Table 1). 

With Male B. hemiophrys. Two crosses were made in the field 

between females from Bethel, Oklahoma, and males from Laramie, 

Wyoming. Because of decay of all except the developing larvae dur¬ 

ing transport back to the laboratory, no estimate of percentage fertili¬ 

zation or percentage hatch could be made. In the smaller stock 

(B61-50), a few larvae appeared abnormal 4 days after fertilization, 

and by 15 days after fertilization 14 (22.9%) of the 61 larvae had 

died. However, metamorphosis was still high, with 40 (65.5) passing 

through this stage (Table 1). In the second cross (B61-51), only 14 

(4*^%) of tho 300 larvae had died by 15 days past fertilization, but 

an additional 7 individuals were noticeably abnormal. Metamorphosis 

was low (only 32.0%) among the 300 larvae, but this stock was 

strongly affected by the same contamination (possibly bacterial) that 

affected other stocks at the same time. Two subsamples of 30 each 

appeared not to have been affected, and in each of these 17 (56.7%) 

of the larvae metamorphosed. 
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With Male B. microscaphus. Two crosses have been made. In one 

(B56-24) reported by W. F. Blair (1959) only 4 eggs appeared to 

have been fertilized and 3 metamorphosed. In the other (B62-32) 

involving a female B. americanus from Urbana, Illinois, and a male 

B. microscaphus from Utah, a small counted sample was followed 

from fertilization through metamorphosis, and the standard 300 lar¬ 

vae were followed from hatching through metamorphosis. In the 

small sample, all 47 eggs were fertilized; on the third day 12 of the 

embryos were retarded, with one still in the neurula stage. Neverthe¬ 

less, all 47 were alive and apparently normal 6 days past fertilization, 

but only 15 (31.8%) metamorphosed. Results in the large sample were 

very similar. All but 3 of the 300 were alive at age 6 days and only 6 

were noticeably abnormal. However, only 24.3% metamorphosed, and 

only 33.3% in the subsample that showed the highest rate of meta¬ 

morphosis (Table 1.) The apparent reduction in viability of the Fi is 

discounted, however, by the fact that a pure stock of B. americanus 

(B62-24) raised at the same time gave similar post-hatching results 

(Table 9). 

With Male B. woodhousei. Three crosses have been made. One 

(B61-47) was made in the field between a female from Bethel, Okla¬ 

homa, and a male from Broken Bow, Oklahoma. Fertilization was 

high, but crowding during transport back to the laboratory was ap¬ 

parently responsible for relatively low hatching. Metamorphosis oc¬ 

curred in 51 (34.0%). of the 150 larvae, and 53.3% metamorphosed 

in the subsample with the highest rate (Table 1). Another cross 

(B61-54) was made in the laboratory between a female from Fayette¬ 

ville, Arkansas, and a male from Broken Bow, Oklahoma. In a sub¬ 

sample of 69 eggs that was followed closely, fertilization and hatching 

were 100%. Among 300 kept under observation after hatching, 131 

(43.7%) metamorphosed, and 19 (63.3%) metamorphosed in the best 

subsample of 30. The third cross (B62-28) involved a female from 

Montreal, Canada, and a male from Broken Bow, Oklahoma. In a 

subsample of 35, there was 100% fertilization but only 71.4% hatch, 

with 9 embryos failing at gastrulation and one dying as an abnormal 

larva. Eight (22.8%) of the original 35 in this sample metamorphosed. 

In the total sample, 46 (47.4%) of the 97 larvae metamorphosed; in 

one subsample of 30 there was 60.0% metamorphosis. 

Crosses Involving Female B. terrestris 

B. terrestris females have been crossed at least once with males of 

all of the 5 other species in the group. 
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With Male B. americanus. One cross (B56-22) between a female 

from Gainesville, Florida, and a male from Exeter, Missouri, has been 

previously reported (W. F. Blair, 1959). The Fi generation showed no 

evidence of incompatibility since there was essentially 100% hatching 

and 90.3% metamorphosis (Table2). 

Table 2 

Results of crosses: $ $ 5. terrestris X ^ of other americanus-^OM^ species. 

cf Parent Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

americanus B56-22 ca 100 ca 100 300 90.3 ca 90.3 

houstonensis B56-16 ca 100 ca 100 300 95.3 ca 95.3 

houstonensis B56-19 256 91.8 

hemiophrys B60-10 57.4 ca 9'8 300 97.3 ca 95.3 

microscaphus B61-126 86.7 67.3 360* 31.9 63.3 21.5* 

woodhousei B60-15 81.5 31.9 360 61.1 19.5 

* Excluding 4 pans (120 larvae) definitely contaminated. 

With Male B. houstonensis. Two crosses (B56-16, B56-19) between 

females from Gainesville, Florida, and males from Houston, Texas, 

have been previously reported by W. F. Blair (1959). The results 

(Table 2) were comparable to those in the B. terrestris X B. ameri¬ 

canus cross in showing no evidence of genetic incompatibility. 

With Male B. hemiophrys. One cross (B60-10) has been previously 

reported (W. F. Blair, 1961). No abnormalities were noted and hatch¬ 

ing and metamorphosis were exceptionally high (Table 2). 

With Male B. microscaphus. One cross (B61-126) has been made 

between a female from Gainesville, Florida, and a male from south¬ 

western Utah. Embryonic abnormalities were evident, but 35 hatched 

of 52 fertilized eggs kept under observation. Fifteen stopped as neu- 

rulae and two as gastrulae. Only 24.4% of the hatched larvae meta¬ 

morphosed, but much of the failure seems attributable to contamina¬ 

tion. If 4 definitely contaminated pans (120 larvae) are excluded the 

percentage metamorphosis is 31.9%. One subsample of 30 showed 

63.3% metamorphosis (Table 2). 

With Male B. woodhousei. One cross (B60-15) has been previously 

reported (W. F. Blair, 1961). In this cross there was high embryonic 

abnormality and failure. Only 415 (31.9%) of 1299 fertilized eggs 

hatched. Those that failed included 710 gastrulae and 174 neurulae. 

Of the latter, 23 had unenclosed yolk and were in early stages of neu- 

rulation. The combined pre-hatch and post-hatch attrition resulted in 
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the metamorphosis of only 19.5% of the fertilized eggs (Table 2). 

Crosses Involving Female B. hemiophrys 

Female B. hemiophrys have been crossed once with male B. ameri- 

canus and twice with male B. ivoodhousei. 

With Male B. americanus. One natural cross (B62-29) was made 

between a female B. hemiophrys from Delta, Manitoba, and a male 

B. americanus from Bethel, Oklahoma. In the subsample of 45 ferti¬ 

lized eggs under intensive observation, 34 appeared normal at age 

two days, 10 were abnormal neurulae with unenclosed yolk, and one 

was dead in gastrulation. A day later, 17 were alive, but 9 of these 

appeared abnormal. Eleven of these (24.4% of the original 45) meta¬ 

morphosed. In the standard sample of 300 there was metamorphosis 

of 42.0% of the larvae or a calculated 15.9% of the fertilized eggs 

(Table 3). 

Table 3 

Results of crosses: $ $ 5. hemiophrys and $ $ R. microscaphus X ^ (3 of other 

americanus-group species. 

Combinetlion Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
lai'vae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

$ hemio. X S amer. B62-29 64.3 37.8 300 42.0 66.7 15.9 

$ hemio. X $ wood. B62-30 97.1 83.6 196 24.5 33.3 20.5 

9 hemio. X $ wood. B62-31 100 90.0 9 66.7 60.0 

9 micros. X S terr. B61-99 93.5 70.9 390* 53.6 76.7 38.0 

* Excluding 2 pans (60 larvae) definitely contaminated. 

With Male B. woodhousei. One natural and one artificial cross were 

made. In the natural cross (B62-31) only 10 eggs were laid, and all 

were fertilized. One of these failed in late neurula, but the remainder 

hatched. Six of these metamorphosed (Table 3). In the artificial cross 

(B62-30) a subsample of 67 fertilized eggs was kept under close 

observation. Two days after fertilization, 41 of these appeared to be 

normal larvae, 19 were abnormal in being retarded, pale (1) or exo- 

gastrulated (1), and 3 were dead as gastrulae. One day later, 56 were 

alive, but 10 of these were abnormal. Only 22.4% of the original 67 

fertilized eggs survived through metamorphosis. In the total sample of 

196 larvae, 180 (91.8%) remained alive at age 8 days. Forty-eight 

(24.5%) metamorphosed, which means that 20.5% of the fertilized 

eggs resulted in metamorphosed toads (Table 3). 

Cross Involving Female B. microscaphus 

Only one cross (B61-99) was made, between a female B, micro- 
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scaphus (Utah) and a male 5. terrestris (Gainesville, Florida). There 

was a considerable amount of embryonic abnormality. In a sample of 

92 eggs preserved two days after fertilization, 86 had been fertilized. 

Of these, 61 might be regarded as potentially hatching but only 32 

were normally elongated. The others were in various stages short of 

the tail-bud stage. Nine were dead as gastrulae, and 16 were in the 

neurula stage, with 5 showing unenclosed yolk and 5 being monsters. 

There was metamorphosis of 209 (46.4%) of 450 larvae kept under 

observation, but contamination undoubtedly accounted for some of the 

mortality. The best subsample showed 76.7% metamorphosis. None 

metamorphosed in two definitely contaminated pans of 30 each. If 

these are excluded, the percentage metamorphosis is 53.6 and the 

percentage of fertilized eggs resulting in metamorphosed toads is 38.0, 

Crosses Involving Female B. woodhousei 

Crosses have been made at least twice between female B. woodhousei 

and males of all of the other species of the group except B. 

houstonensis. 

With Male B. americanus. One cross (B61-55) was made between 

a female B. woodhousei from Waller County, Texas, and a male B. 

americanus from Fayetteville, Arkansas. Fertilization was 100'% in a 

counted subsample of 91 eggs. Many of the embryos failed to develop 

beyond gastrulation, but no count of the percentage failing at this 

stage was made. In the standard sample of 300 larvae 94.8% remained 

alive at age 10 days and 125 (41.7%) metamorphosed, but the per¬ 

centage hatch was probably affected to some extent by contamination. 

The most successful subsample of 30 had a percentage hatch of 

56.7 (Tabled), 

Table 4 

Results of crosses: $ $ moodhousei X ^ of other americanus-growp species. 

<S Parent Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

americanus B61-55 100.0 300 41.7 56.7 

americanus B62-12 59.3 6.2 17 47.0 2.9 

americanus B62-13 100 17.6 9 55.0 9.8 

terrestris B57-1 Low ca 1.1 110 1.0 0.1 

terrestris B61-28 100.0 100.0 300 73.0 83.3 73.0 

hemiophrys B59-1 ca 100 90.3 600 24.3 21.9 

hemiophrys B57-36 ca 100 279 31.2 

microscaphus B61-106 Low 44 40.9 42.8 

microscaphus B57-10 Low 27 0.0 0.0 
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Two additional crosses (B62-12, B62-13) involved females from 

Karnack, Texas, and males from Bethel, Oklahoma, These gave results 

comparable to those from the previous cross and were better docu¬ 

mented. The percentage of fertilized eggs that hatched was low in 

both crosses, being 6.2 and 17.6, respectively. In the small samples of 

hatched larvae (Table 4), 47.0% metamorphosed in one and 55.0% 

in the other. In these two crosses, the calculated percentage of fertilized 

eggs that ultimately resulted in metamorphosed individuals is low, 2.9 

and 9.8%, respectively. 

With Male B. terrestris. One cross (B57-1) previously reported 

(W. F. Blair, 1959) gave results that suggested very low compatibility. 

However, a later cross (B61—28) gave results that indicated higher 

survivorship than in the crosses between B. ivoodhousei and B. ameri- 

canus. This cross was made between a female from Waller County, 

Texas, and a male from Gainesville, Florida. Fertilization was 100% 

in a small subsample of 29 eggs. Hatching was also 100%, and 73% 

of a sample of 300 larvae metamorphosed. The highest percentage 

metamorphosis in a subsample of 30 was 83.3 (Table 4). 

With Male B. hemiophrys. Two crosses (B57-36 and B59-1) have 

been previously reported (W. F. Blair, 1959). These were charac¬ 

terized by high percentage hatch but low rate of metamorphosis (31.2 

and 24.3%) of the hatched larvae. 

With Male B. microscaphus. One (B57-10) of the two crosses has 

been previously reported (W. F. Blair, 1959). Fertilization and hatch¬ 

ing were low but not accurately measured, and none metamorphosed. 

The results of a later cross (B61-106) were comparable except that 

18 (40,9%) of the hatched larvae metamorphosed (Table 4). Two of 

these 18 resorbed the tail without freeing the forelegs. 

FERTILITY OF F^ HYBRIDS 

The Fi hybrids from 6 of the combinations have been tested for 

fertility to lesser or greater degree. For two of the combinations, both 

male and female hybrids have been backcrossed to both parental 

species and an F2 generation has been produced. For two additional 

combinations, fertility of both male and female hybrids has been 

demonstrated, although not all combinations with the parental types 

have been produced. 

Fi Hybrids Between $ B. americanus and S B. terrestris. One back- 

cross generation and one set of F2 hybrids were produced from the 

offspring of Cross No. B61-52 (Table 5). A male hybrid was back- 

crossed (B62-23) to a female B. americanus from Montreal, Canada. 
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Table 5 

Crosses -to test for fertility of hybrid between $ B, americanus and $ B. 

hemiophrys (B61-52). 

Combination Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

$ amer. X ^ B6^2~23 91.1 85.4 235 37.0 50.0 31.6 
$ F, X ^ F^ B6^2-2 97.3 84.6 210' 25.2 36.7 21.3 

Hatching occurred in 35 (85.4%) of 41 fertilized eggs in a small sub¬ 

sample. One of those that failed to hatch showed exogastrulation and 

3 of those that hatched were abnormal. In the total sample of 235 

larvae, 25 were abnormal at age 3 days, and only 172, of which 36 

were abnormal, remained alive at age 20 days. One of these was pale. 

Approximately 31.6% of the fertilized eggs resulted in metamorphosed 

individuals. 

In the one set of Fa hybrids (B62-2), percentage hatch was very 

close to that in the backcross. In a subsample of 104 fertilized eggs, 

88 apparently normal larvae hatched; the non-hatch group included 

12 dumpy individuals, two exogastrulae, one dead gastrula and one 

monster. Percentage metamorphosis in the sample of 210 larvae was 

lower than in the backcross generation. Only 143 (68.1%) remained 

alive at age 7 days. Fifty-three (25.2%) of these metamorphosed in 

that the tail was resorbed, but 21 of them resorbed the tail without 

freeing the forelegs, and only 16 of the 53 survived through the 

period of metamorphosis. Only two of these were alive at age 132 days. 

Fi Hybrids Between 2 B, terrestris and $ B. americanus. Two back- 

crosses of female hybrids from Cross No. B56-22 to male B. terrestris 

have been previously reported (W. F. Blair, 1959). In one (B58-11), 

none of the 24 larvae survived beyond 18 days. In the other (B57-71), 

40 (69.0%) of the 58 larvae metamorphosed. 

F1 Hybrids Between $ B. terrestris and $ B. houstonensis. Although 

quantitative data are not available, metamorphosis did occur in a 

backcross (B57-26) of a hybrid male to a female B. terrestris from 

Gainesville, Florida (W. F. Blair, 1959). 

FI Flybrids Between $ B. terrestris and S B. hemiophrys. Hybrids 

of both sexes from Cross No. B60-10 have been backcrossed to both 

parental species and an F2 generation has been obtained (Table 6). 

One female hybrid was backcrossed to two B. terrestris males from 

Gainesville, Florida and gave very similar results in both matings. 

In Cross No. B61~12, only 12 of 143 fertilized eggs hatched, and 7 of 

these were flexed, dumpy, edematous or otherwise abnormal. One toad 
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Table 6 

Crosses to test for fertility of hybrid between $ B. terrestris and $ B. 

hemiophrys (B60-10), 

Combination Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

9 X ^ terr. B61-12 35.7 8.4 12 8.3 0.7 
9 F^ X terr. B61-13 60.6 2.1 12 0.0 0.0 
9 F^ X 5 terr. B61-15 100.0 95.0 300 45.6 60.0 43.5 
9 Fj X ^ hemio. B61-14 100.0 95.7 300 57.3 70.0 53.6 
9 terr. X $. F^ B61-22 100.0 93.7 300 48.3 70.0 45.3 
9 hemio. X ^ F^ B61-59 90.0 85.2 240* 41.2 56.7 35.1* 
9 F, X ^ F, B61-5 100.0 96.5 300 42.0 56.7 40,5 
9 F, X ^ F, B61-6 100.0 23.0 300 31.7 46.7 7.3 

* 2 pans excluded. 

(0.7% of fertilized eggs) metamorphosed but failed to feed. In Cross 

No. B61-13, only 12 of 571 fertilized eggs hatched, but only 5 of these 

appeared normal. None of these metamorphosed, and the last larva 

died at age 37 days. A sibling female was similarly backcrossed 

(B61-15). There were many abnormalities, but a higher percentage 

of the offspring metamorphosed. Nine of the 38 larvae that hatched 

from 40 fertilized eggs in a small subsample showed the same ab¬ 

normalities found in the above mentioned crosses. At age two days 

the embryos in this subsample fell into two groups; 20 were normally 

elongated and 20 showed little or no elongation. By age 4 days, 9 of 

the retarded larvae had overtaken their apparently normal sibs. Of 

the two zygotes that failed, one died as a neurula with unenclosed 

yolk and the other as a gastrula. In the standard sample of 300, 255, 

of which 24 were abnormal, were alive at age 4 days, but even so it is 

calculated that 43.5% of the fertilized eggs resulted in metamorphosed 

toads. In one attempted backcross (B61-11) of a female hybrid to a 

B. terrestris male from Gainesville, Florida, there was no fertilization. 

One female hybrid was backcrossed (B61-14) to a male B. 

hemiophrys from Laramie, Wyoming. A small subsample of 47 

fertilized eggs showed similar performance to that in Cross No. B61- 

15. At age two days the embryos fell into two groups; 27 were normal, 

while 20 showed little elongation with one of them having an unen¬ 

closed yolk. At age 3 days most of the retarded individuals had over¬ 

taken their sibs, and 44 appeared normal. Of the 3 that remained 

abnormal, two were monsters and one was exogastrulated. Thirty-two 

(68.1%) of the 47 fertilized eggs in this sample resulted in meta¬ 

morphosed toads. In the standard sample of 300 larvae, 280 (93.3%) 
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were alive at age 6 days, but 37 of these were abnormal. Approxi¬ 

mately 53.6% of the fertilized eggs in this cross resulted in meta¬ 

morphosed toads. 

One backcross (B61-22) was made of a male hybrid to a female 

B. terrestris from Gainesville, Florida. In a subsample of 45 fertilized 

eggs, 42 larvae hatched and 3 embryos failed at gastrulation. In the 

standard sample of 300 larvae, 282 (94.0%) were alive at age 5 days, 

and 266 (88.7%) were alive at age 12 days, but 15 were abnormal. 

Approximately 45.3 of the fertilized eggs resulted in metamorphosed 

toads. 

A single backcross (B61-59) was made of a male hybrid to a female 

B. hemiophrys from Laramie, Wyoming. In a small subsample of 27 

fertilized eggs, 23 hatched. A larger sample preserved at age two days 

shows various abnormal individuals, included retarded ones and 

neurulae with unenclosed yolks, but deterioration had proceeded too 

far at preservation to permit an accurate count. In the standard sample 

of 300 at age six days, only 203 remained alive, and 7 of these were 

obviously abnormal. In the calculation of percentage metamorphosis, 

two of the subsamples are omitted as obviously contaminated since 

only two individuals metamorphosed from each pan of 30. With this 

adjustment, approximately 35.1% of the fertilized eggs resulted in 

metamorphosed toads. 

Matings were made twice between Fi hybrids, and in both there 

was evidence of abnormality beginning with early embryonic stages. 

In Cross No. B61-5, a sample preserved at age two days contained 61 

normal larvae, 22 dumpy and retarded larvae and 3 gastrulae. In the 

standard sample of 300 larvae at age 7 days 267 (87.7%) remained 

alive, with only one being noticeably abnormal. At age 21 days, 218 

(72.7%) remained alive and 38 were now abnormal. Approximately 

40.5% of the fertilized eggs resulted in metamorphosed toads. In 

Cross No. B61-6, there was much greater embryonic abnormality. 

In a sample preserved at age two days, there were only 20 normal 

larvae and 67 normal gastrulae and neurulae. In the standard sample 

of 300 larvae, 248 (82.7%) were alive at age 7 days, with 6 obviously 

abnormal. At age 21 days, 204 (68.0%) remained alive, with 7 ob¬ 

viously abnormal. It is calculated that only 7.3% of the fertilized eggs 

were realized as metamorphosed toads. This low figure results largely 

from the high rate of abnormality in embryonic stages. 

FI Hybrids Between $ B. terrestris and S B. woodhousei. Hybrids 

of both sexes from Cross No. B60-15 have been backcrossed to both 

parental species, and the Fg generation has been produced (Table 7). 

Two female hybrids were backcrossed to male B. woodhousei from 
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Table 7 

Crosses to test for fertility of hybrid between $ B. terrestris and $ B. 

woodhousei (B60-15). 

Combination Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

$ Fj X ^ wood. B61-2 ca too 13.3 222 53.1 67.7 7.1 
$ F^ X (5 wood. B61-7 96.1 52.0 296 48.6 67.7 25.3 
$ F, X ^ terr. B61-100 100.0 83.3 300 52.7 83.3 43.9 
$ F, X ^ terr. B61-101 92.8 71.8 300 65.3 73.3 46.9 
$ wood. X F^ B61-1 ca 100 31.7 300 60.3 73.3 18.1 
$ terr. X ^ F^ B61-21 100.0 37.9 11 90.9 34.4 
$ F, X ^ F, B61-3 Low ? 25 24.0 
$ F^ X ^ Fj B61-57 100 100 300 31.0 43.3 31.0 
$ F^ X F^ B61-103 Low 100 1 0.0 0.0 

Austin, Texas. In Cross No. B61-2, 222 (13.3%) of 1663 fertilized 

eggs hatched and the large remainder failed at gastrulation. Meta¬ 

morphosis occurred in 53.1% of the hatched larvae, but the percent¬ 

age of the fertilized eggs that resulted in metamorphosed toads was 

only 7.1% with the heavy embryonic mortality the most important 

factor. In Cross No. B61-7, a sample of 50 fertilized eggs was kept 

under close observation. At age two days there were 16 apparently 

normal larvae, 16 abnormal and retarded neurulae, and 18 unelon¬ 

gated embryos, including two exogastrulae. At age 3 days, 26 larvae 

which ranged from apparently normal ones to monsters were alive. 

Ten (20.0%) of the original sample of 50 fertilized eggs resulted in 

metamorphosed toads. In the total stock of 296 larvae, including the 

above subsample, 167 (56.4%) remained alive at age 7 days, with 4 

being obviously abnormal. Metamorphosis occurred in 144 (48.6%) 

of the 296 larvae, and approximately 25.3% of the fertilized eggs 

resulted in metamorphosed toads. It is seen that the greatest attrition 

came in embryonic and early larval stages. In one attempted back- 

cross (B61-8) of a female hybrid to a male B. woodhousei from Austin, 

Texas, there was no fertilization as the apparent result of there being 

no amplexus at the time the eggs were discharged. 

Two of the female hybrids were backcrossed to male B. terrestris 

from Gainesville, Florida. In one cross (B61-100) the female was the 

same one used in Cross No. B61-2 after she had ripened a second set 

of eggs 125 days after the first laying. In a small sample of 30 

fertilized eggs at age two days, 25 (83.3%) had hatched and the 

remainder were abnormal neurulae. In a larger sample of 153 pre¬ 

served at the same age and counted at a later date, 136 (82.3%) were 
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normal larvae and the remainder were in the neumla stage. In the 

standard sample of 300 larvae, 243 (81.0'%) remained alive at age 10 

days, with only 3 showing obvious abnormality. Metamorphosis oc¬ 

curred in 158 (52.7%), which permits a calculation that 43.9'% of 

the fertilized eggs were realized as metamorphosed toads. In the 

second backcross (Bbl-lOl) the female had been used 61 days earlier 

in an attempt to produce an Fg generation, but no fertilization oc¬ 

curred in that set of eggs. In a small sample of 39 fertilized eggs from 

Cross No. B61-101 at age two days, there were 28 (71.8%) normal 

larvae and 11 dumpy and abnormal embryos. Metamorphosis oc¬ 

curred in 196 (65.3%) of the 300 larvae in the standard sample. 

Approximately 46.9% of the fertilized eggs thus resulted in meta¬ 

morphosed toads, which is very close to the percentage in Cross No, 

B61-100. In one attempted backcross (B61-10) of a female hybrid to 

a male B. terrestris from Gainesville, Florida, there was no fertiliza¬ 

tion as the apparent result of no amplexus at the time the eggs were 

discharged, for this female was used successfully in Cross No. B61-7. 

One hybrid male was backcrossed (B61-1) to a female B. wood- 

housei from Austin, Texas. In a sample preserved at age two days 

there were 20 normal larvae and 43 that had failed to pass beyond 

gastrulation. In the standard sample of 300, a total of 181 (60.3%) 

metamorphosed. Because of the high lethality in embryonic stages, 

only 18,1% of the fertilized eggs resulted in metamorphosed toads. 

One hybrid male was backcrossed (B61—21) to a female B. terrestris 

from Gainesville, Florida. Only 29 eggs were used in this artificial 

cross, and all were fertilized. At age two days, 11 (31.7%) had hatched 

and 18 were dead as gastrulae. Ten (90.9%) of these metamorphosed, 

which means that 34.4% of the fertilized eggs resulted in metamor¬ 

phosed toads. 

Five attempts were made to produce an F2 generation, but in only 

two was there metamorphosis. In one of these (B61-56) there was no 

apparent fertilization, although the same female was used later in a 

successful backcross (B61-101). Two of the attempts involved the 

same female but two sets of eggs laid at an interval of 117 days. In 

the first (B61-3) very few eggs were fertilized, and the 25 larvae 

that hatched possibly represent all zygotes that were formed. Only 

11 (44.0%) remained alive at age 5 days, and only 6 (24.0%) meta¬ 

morphosed. In the second cross (B61-103), involving this female and 

a different male, fertilization was again very low, and the one very 

abnormal larva that hatched apparently represented the only zygote 

formed. This larva died at age 8 days. In the fourth cross (B61-57), 

there was higher survival of the Fg generation. Fertilization was 
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apparently complete, and in a subsample of 44 eggs at age one day 

all were in the tail-bud stage and apparently normal. In the standard 

sample of 300 larvae, only 199 (66.3%) remained alive at age 8 days. 

Only 93 (31.0%) metamorphosed. Contamination could have been 

a factor in the failure of more of these toads to metamorphose, as other 

pans of larvae were affected at the time, but the pattern of die off was 

not of the suddenly appearing type associated with contamination. 

FI Hybrids Between $ B. woodhousei and $ B. hemiophrys. These 

hybrids (B59-1) have been tested for fertility in all ways except by 

backcross of the male hybrid to a female B. hemiophrys. One female 

hybrid was backcrossed (B61-17) to a male B. woodhousei from 

Houston, Texas. Eleven (23.4%) of a small sample of 47 fertilized 

eggs hatched, and the remainder failed as gastrulae. In the total stock 

of 115 at age 6 days, 101 (87.8%) remained alive, but 16 were ab¬ 

normal. Sixty-one (53.0%) metamorphosed. Only 12.4% of the fer¬ 

tilized eggs resulted in metamorphosed toads. Another attempted 

backcross (B60-19) of a female hybrid to a male B. woodhousei from 

Red Rock, Texas, was reported by W. F. Blair (1961). In amplexus 

after stimulation with chorionic gonadotrophin, this female laid strings 

of jelly without eggs. 

Two female hybrids were backcrossed to male B. hemiophrys from 

Laramie, Wyoming. In Cross No. B61-18, in a small subsample of 

47 fertilized eggs at age two days, 13 hatched and 34 remained as 

gastrulae. In the standard sample of 300 larvae at age 6 days, 270 

(90.0%) remained alive, although 12 were obviously abnormal. Meta¬ 

morphosis occurred in 213 (71.0%) of the larvae, but because of the 

high embryonic mortality only 19.7% of the fertilized eggs resulted 

in metamorphosed toads. The results were comparable in Cross No. 

B61-20. In a small subsample of 68 fertilized eggs at age two days, 

there were 24 (35.3%) larvae and 44 gastrulae. In the total sample 

of 151 larvae at age 6 days, 131 (86.7%) remained alive, although 

18 were abnormal. Fifty-one (33.8%) of the larvae metamorphosed. 

Approximately 11.9% of the fertilized eggs survived to become meta¬ 

morphosed toads. 

The backcross (B60-5) of a male hybrid to a female B. woodhousei 

from Red Rock, Texas, has been previously reported (W. F. Blair, 

1961). Failure in embryonic stages accounted for approximately 

91.4% of the fertilized eggs, which is largely responsible for the fact 

that only 5.0% of the fertilized eggs ultimately became metamor¬ 

phosed toads. 

One set (B61-19) of F2 hybrids was produced. Two samples counted 

at age two days gave quite different results. In one, 35 of 37 fertilized 
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eggs had stopped at gastmlation. In the other, only 11 of 38 fertilized 

eggs were still in this stage. The latter sample has been used in the 

calculations in Table 8. In the total sample of 266 larvae, 215 (80.8%) 

Table 8 

Crosses to test for fertility of hybrid between $ B. woodhousei and S B. 

hemiophrys (B59-1). 

Combination Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
oiig. met. 

2 S wood. B61-17 97.9 23.4 115 53.0 77.3 12.4 
2 F^X $ hemio. B61-18 100.0 27.7 300 71.0 90.0 19.7 
$ X hemio. B61-20 100.0 35.3 151 33.8 45.2 11.9 
2 wood. X ^ F^ B60-5 73.1 8.6 300 58.0 5.0 
$ Fi X ^ F^ B61-19 95.0 71.0 266 35.0 43.3 24.8 

remained alive at age 6 days, but 64 of these were abnormal. Only 93 

(35.0%) of the larvae metamorphosed. An estimated 24.8% of the 

fertilized eggs resulted in metamorphosed toads. 

DISCUSSION 

At a qualitative level, the results of our hybridization experiments 

are very conclusive. Eighteen of the 30 possible hybrid combinations 

(including reciprocals) among the 6 species of the americanus group 

have been attempted, and metamorphosis occurred in all 18 combina¬ 

tions, Every species has been crossed in at least two combinations with 

other species of the group. The only females that have not been crossed 

to males of another species are those of B. houstonensis. The con¬ 

clusion from this sample is that the 6 members of the americanus 

group have retained sufficient genetic similarity to produce viable Fi 

hybrids in interspecific combinations. This contrasts with the results 

of crosses between americanus-grow^ toads (W. F. Blair, 1962, etc.) 

and members of other species groups. In these latter, metamorphosis 

(often at reduced rates) usually occurs when the female parent is 

from the americanus group, but development usually fails in embry¬ 

onic stages when the male parent is from this group. 

In addition, all of the Fi hybrids from crosses within the americanus 

group that have been tested have proved to be at least partially fertile 

as evidenced by metamorphosis in a backcross or F2 generation. Tests 

for fertility have been made to lesser or greater degree for 6 of the Fi 

hybrid combinations. Since these involve 5 of the 6 species, it may be 

concluded that the potential exists for gene exchange among the 
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species of this group in the event that pre-mating isolating mechanisms 

should break down. The hybrids between B. microscaphus and other 

members of the group have not yet been tested for fertility. 

Viewed quantitatively, the hybridization data might be expected to 

yield clues as to the degree of differentiation of genetic systems in the 

various species of the americanus group and hence to provide clues to 

the evolutionary history of the group. Interpretation of the quantita¬ 

tive data is made difficult by the previously mentioned fact that the 

laboratory stocks of larvae are sometimes affected by contamination 

(presumably bacterial), and it is thus difficult at times to distinguish 

between developmental failure that has a genetic basis and that result¬ 

ing from contamination. In this assessment, failure in prehatching 

stages seems largely or entirely attributable to genetic factors. The 

same may be said for the die off of obviously abnormal individuals in 

the first few days after hatching. Some of the die off at later larval 

stages is obviously symptomatic of infection, as all or nearly all indi- 

vidulas in a pan are affected, become emaciated, and usually die 

within a relatively short period. These instances are quite obvious and 

have been taken into consideration in the foregoing accounts. The 

greatest difficulty lies in the lack of certainty as to whether or not low 

levels of contamination have affected the results in other pans. This 

inherent limitation must be kept in mind in the following discussion 

of quantitative results. 

Although every hybrid combination tested shows evidence of poten¬ 

tial gene exchange among the species of the americanus group, and 

hence gives evidence of affinity, it is evident from examination of the 

tables that there is lesser or greater degree of reduction in viability of 

the Fi and of the Fg and backcross generations. This evidence has a 

bearing on the theoretical evolutionary history of the group as postu¬ 

lated by W. F. Blair (1962, 1963) from a variety of evidence. In brief, 

B. woodhousei seems likely to represent the earliest speciation by 

reason of its sympatry with all of the other species except B. hemio- 

phrys, by morphological reasons of distribution of throat pigments in 

breeding males, and possibly by reason of the more rapidly pulsed and 

less finely tuned call. A subsequent subdivision may have separated 

the complex of eastern, long-calling species {B. americanus, B. ter- 

restris, B. houstonensis) from the two western, short-calling species 

{B. hemiophrys, B. microscaphus). Finally, B. houstonensis appears 

to be the youngest species of the group, if indeed it has achieved 

reproductive isolation from B. americanus from whose range it is dis¬ 

junct. The evidence also has a bearing on other pertinent questions: 

(1) the frequently reported natural hybridization of B. americanus 
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and B. woodhousei (A. P. Blair, 1941; Cory and Manion, 1955; Volpe, 

1952; and others), the natural hybridization of B. terrestris and B. 

woodhousei (A. P. Blair, 1941; Volpe, 1959), and the natural hybridi¬ 

zation of B. microscaphus and B. woodhousei (A. P. Blair, 1955; and 

others), (2) the stage of speciation of B. americanus and B. terrestris 

in respect to one another. Most morphological systematists have 

treated B. americanus and B. terrestris as conspecific since Netting 

and Coin (1946) published the statement, unsupported by published 

data, that “We have examined numerous specimens from Fall Line 

areas which are intermediate in their characters and which may be 

presumed to be intergrades.” 

There is at least a suggestion that B. woodhousei shows greater 

genetic divergence (presumably a function of time of separation) than 

the other species show from one another. The best evidence comes 

from Crosses No. B60-10, B60-15 (Table 2) and their control, B60-12 

(Table 9) and from tests for fertility of the two sets of hybrids (Tables 

Table 9 

Results of intraspecific matings which served as controls for some of the hybridiza¬ 
tion experiments. Fertilized eggs for B61-49 were collected in nature on night of 
laying. 

Stock Cross no. 
Per cent 

fert. 

Per cent 
of fert. 
hatched 

Total 
sample 
larvae 

Per cent 
met. 

Per cent 
met. 

best pan 

Calc, 
per cent 
orig. met. 

terrestris— 
Gainesville, Fla. B60-12 100 100 270 74.8 74.8 

americanus— 
Montreal, Can. B62-24 60.8 100 165 31.5 40.0 31.5 

americanus— 
Montreal X Bethel B62-27 100 98.4 150 38.7 60.0 38.1 

americanus— 
Bethel, Okla. B61-49 19 42.1 

6, 7). It is seen (Table 2) that in the Fi generation the cross of B. 

terrestris with B. woodhousei resulted in high embryonic mortality, 

while the progeny of the cross between B. terrestris and B. hemiophrys 

showed no abnormalities and were approximately equal to the control 

in embryonic success. The difference is less clear in the tests of the 

two sets of hybrids for fertility, as both showed a wide range of indi¬ 

vidual performance, implying a wide range of fertility in both sets. 

In the tests of the B. terrestris X B. hemiophrys hybrids, however, 

only 3 of 8 sets of progeny (Table 6) showed embryonic mortality of 

15% or more. Two of these sets involved the same female hybrid in 
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backcrosses (B6I-I25 B61-13) to separate males, which suggests that 

her eggs were at fault. The other low embryonic survival was in an F2 

set and could have been accounted for by either eggs or sperm, or both. 

In 10 tests of hybrids between B. terrestris and B. woodhousei (Table 

7), 8 showed embryonic abnormalities of more than 15%. One (B61- 

103) of the two that had lower percentage abnormality may be dis¬ 

counted, as only one egg was fertilized and hatched. Three female 

hybrids were used twice. One gave low percentage hatch in a backcross 

(B61-2) to a male woodhousei^ but a subsequently ripened set of 

eggs showed only 16,7% embryonic failure when fertilized by a male 

B. terrestris (B61-100). No development occurred in a mating (B61- 

56) between male and female hybrids, but a subsequent set of eggs 

from this female showed only 28.2% embryonic failure when fer¬ 

tilized by a male B. terrestris (B61--101). Two sets of eggs from an¬ 

other hybrid female were used in separate matings (B61-3, B61-103) 

with hybrid males; very few developed in both and in only the first 

did any individuals reach metamorphosis. One set of F2 hybrids (B61- 

57) differed from the others in showing no embryonic mortality, but 

the percentage metamorphosing was lower than in any of the sets of 

backcross hybrids. 

The results of the crossing of B. woodhousei with B, hemiophrys 

(B59-1) and subsequent tests of the hybrids for fertility (Table 8) 

support the impression of considerably reduced compatibility of B. 

woodhousei with other species of the group. In the initial cross, embry¬ 

onic failure (10'%) and post-hatching mortality (76%) accounted for 

low percentage success in the Fi generation. Embryonic failure ranged 

from 29 to 93% in 5 sets of tests for fertility of the hybrids (Table 8), 

and in a sixth mating (B60-19) the female laid strings of jelly without 

eggs. 

The various remaining crosses, among the 5 species exclusive of 

B. woodhousei, are too incomplete to be more than suggestive. Results 

of the testing of the Fi hybrid between B. americanus and B. terrestris 

are of particular interest, since these have been considered conspecific 

by some workers. A high percentage of developmental upset in the 

F2 generation (Table 5 and text) implies a considerable degree of 

genetic incompatibility. 

One possibility that must be taken into account in evaluating the 

results of interspecific crosses is the amount of developmental incom¬ 

patibility that might exist between geographically distant populations 

of the same species, in view of Moore’s (1946, 1949, etc.) evidence for 

latitudinal physiological effects in Rana pipiens. Our only intraspecific 

cross bearing on this is one (B62-27) between a female B, americanus 
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from Montreal, Canada, and a male from Bethel, Oklahoma. The 

results (Table 9) are essentially the same as those for a control mating 

of B. americanus from Montreal (B62-24). The relatively high degree 

of compatibility between B. terrestris from subtropical Florida and 

B. hemiophrys (Tables 2, 6) argues against existence in Bufo of the 

kind of latitudinal effect reported by Moore in Rana. Contrary evi¬ 

dence in B. woodhousei has been published by Volpe (1955) indi¬ 

cating greater incompatibility between B. woodhousei from New 

Orleans and B. americanus from North Carolina and Wisconsin than 

between B. woodhousei from North Carolina and B. americanus from 

those localities. 

In respect to the evolutionary dynamics of the americanus group, 

it seems highly significant that, in so far as evidence is available, inter¬ 

specific hybrids show a considerable reduction in viability and fer¬ 

tility. This should be looked to as at least a part of the explanation for 

the continued coexistence of B. woodhousei with 4 of the other species 

in spite of the natural hybridization that has been demonstrated. 

SUMMARY 

This paper reports in detail the outcome of interspecific crosses 

among the 6 members of the Bufo americanus species group of toads. 

Eighteen of the 30 possible hybrid combinations have been attempted, 

and metamorphosis occurred in all. Females of all species except B. 

houstonensis have participated in these crosses. Various of the Fi hy¬ 

brids have been tested for fertility through backcrossing and through 

production of an Fs generation, and all of the hybrid combinations 

tested show at least some degree of fertility. From the purely quali¬ 

tative data, the conclusion is evident that the potential for interspecific 

gene exchange exists among the 6 species of this group. 

Quantitatively, the results suggest that there is greater genetic in¬ 

compatibility between B. woodhousei and other members of the group 

than there is among these others, although interpretation of the results 

is made difficult by intrusion of problems of technique. Bufo ameri¬ 

canus and B. terrestris, as represented in our material, show evidence 

of a considerable amount of genetic differentiation. Finally, the con¬ 

siderable amount of genetic incompatibility among the various species 

may explain in part the continued coexistence of 5. woodhousei with 

4 of the other species in spite of natural hybridization with them. 
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Correlation of Geology and Gravity Observations in 

Southern Burnet County, Texas 

by WILLIAM R. MUEHLBERGER,^ TANAKARN 

BHATRAKARN,^ and YOUNATHAN Y. YOUASH^ 

ABSTRACT 

Gravity observations in southern Burnet County and vicinity make 

it possible to trace basement rock contacts beneath the overlying sedi¬ 

mentary cover and suggest a boundary between the Ouachita geosyn¬ 

cline on the east and the Llano uplift on the west. 

Gravity highs occur over schist and lows over granite and gneiss; 

the data indicate that south-central Burnet County is underlain mostly 

by granite. This belt of dominantly granitic rock extends south into 

Blanco County where it connects with the Grape Creek pluton. Aero- 

magnetic data indicate that gneiss is present only along the northeast 

margin of this belt. 

The —25 milligal contour is suggested as the boundary between the 

Llano uplift on the west and the Ouachita geosyncline on the east. 

Sparse well data corroborate this view by demonstrating a rapid 

thickening of Carboniferous sedimentary rocks to the east. 

INTRODUCTION 

At the apex of the Llano uplift in central Texas 1800 square miles 

of Precambrian crystalline rocks are exposed. These rocks are buried 

by Paleozoic and Cretaceous rocks where they abut the Ouachita 

structural belt on the east and south. The purpose of this study was 

to determine by gravity variations the distribution of Precambrian 

rock types from the Llano uplift east to their boundary with the 

Ouachita structural belt. 

A gravity survey of southern Burnet County and portions of Blanco 

and Llano Counties on the south and west (Fig. 1) covers an area of 

about 770 square miles. It is bounded on the north by State Highway 

29 and on the south by Farm Road 962. The area is traversed by U. S. 

Highway 281 and Texas State Highway 71. Unimproved county roads 

provide easy access to other parts of the area. 

1 The University of Texas. 
2 Chulalongkom University, Bangkok, Thailand. 
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This paper is a condensation by W. R. Muehlberger of unpublished 

M.A. theses by Bhatrakarn (1961) and Youash (1961). 

PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL STUDIES ON LLANO UPLIFT 

Most of the geophysical work published concerning the rocks of the 

Llano uplift is the result of a series of studies made by V. E. Barnes 

and Frederick Romberg on the application of gravity observations to 

the prediction of the shape of rock masses in the basement. 

The Smoothingiron granite mass in northwestern Llano County 

(Romberg and Barnes, 1944) has a nearly circular map pattern and 

gravity observations show a closed minimum over the center of the 

mass. The authors (pp. 85-86) state that “the mass probably has a 

depth of some 1 ^ km., and the shape (to smooth out the model) of a 

truncated cone.” This granite mass is of the same type (Town Moun¬ 

tain Granite) as the exposed granite of the area reported herein. 

In addition to studies of the shape and mass of specific mineral 

occurrrences of the Llano region (magnetite, Barnes and Romberg, 

1943; serpentine, Romberg and Barnes, 1949), a regional gravity and 

magnetic study of Blanco and Gillespie Counties extended the knowl¬ 

edge of basement rock types under the sedimentary cover along the 

southern margin of the region (Barnes, Romberg, and Anderson, 

1954). The present study extends our knowledge to the eastern margin 

of the Llano uplift. 

Almy, Lidiak, and Rogers (1961) gravity and magnetic study of 

the Little Llano River Valley enabled them to predict the depth of a 

schist-cored syncline and to demonstrate that the contact of the Lone 

Grove granite body (Town Mountain Granite) with the adjacent 

Valley Spring Gneiss is vertical and extends to a great depth. 

Some of Watkins (1962) gravity and magnetic profiles across the 

Ouachita structural belt east and south of the Llano uplift reach the 

area of Precambrian outcrops in the Llano region. 

A recently released open-file map (Andreason and Petrafeso, 1962) 

shows aeromagnetic data over most of the Llano region as well as the 

area to the east over the Ouachita structural belt. 

GEOLOGY 

The Llano uplift is structurally a broad dome. A topographic basin 

has been eroded over much of it by the Colorado River and its tribu¬ 

taries, in which rocks of Precambrian age are exposed surrounded 

successively by Paleozoic and Cretaceous age rocks. The area under 

discussion in this paper lies along the eastern flank of the uplift and 
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extends from the Precambrian outcrops to the Cretaceous outcrop 

region. 

The stratigraphic sequence, generalized lithology, thickness, and 

average density of each unit is summarized in Table 1. 

The structural history of this region includes regional metamor¬ 

phism and pluton emplacement during Precambrian time, deforma¬ 

tion antedating the Middle Cambrian Epoch, faulting and doming 

during the Pennsylvanian Period, and periodic gentle arching during 

the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Eras. 

The generalized geologic map (Fig. 1) is compiled from the maps 

of Paige (1912), Plummer (1950), and Warner (1961). The fault 

pattern is most clearly defined in the Carboniferous rocks because of 

recent detailed mapping in rocks of that age. Faults of considerable 

magnitude cut the Precambrian rocks. Some of these are Precambrian 

in age, and others have been active during the late Paleozoic deforma¬ 

tion. The Marble Falls fault has a throw of at least 3,000 feet. The 

other faults named on Figure 2 have throws ranging from 500 to 2500 

feet as a result of the late Paleozoic deformation. The most recent 

synthesis on the geology of the Llano region is in Barnes and others 

(1962). 

The Smithwick Formation is composed chiefly of black shale with 

some calcareous interbeds and many sandstone lentils. Its lower boun¬ 

dary is abrupt, where there is an obvious change from the underlying 

limestone. It is the youngest Paleozoic formation exposed in the map 

area and is the relatively undeformed foreland facies of the Ouachita 

geosyncline lying east of the map area. Although thicknesses cannot 

be measured directly, one water well and graphic solutions indicate 

there is about 450 feet of Smithwick on the outcrop in the map area. 

The Shell No. 1 Purcell (Fig. 3) about 6 miles northeast of the map 

area penetrated 6220 feet of Atoka beds (Smithwick or younger upper 

Paleozoic rock; Flawn and others, 1962, p. 337). Near the southwest 

corner of Williamson County the lesse Russell No. 1 A. B. McGill 

(Flawn and others, 1962, p. 337) penetrated 1900 feet of Smithwick 

before being abandoned. Near the southeast corner of the map area, 

but in Travis County, the Cypress Creek Drilling Association No. 1 

Romberg (Fig. 3) stopped drilling after penetrating 1200 feet of 

Smithwick (Flawn and others, 1962, p. 313). Each of these wells 

demonstrates a rapidly thickening sequence eastward of upper Paleo¬ 

zoic rock under the Cretaceous cover. The nature of the sedimentary 

rocks as well as the low dips suggest that this thickening eastward 

into the Ouachita geosyncline is real and not simply post-Paleozoic 

truncation. Barnes, on the basis of gravity studies, drew the western 
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Fig. 2. Index Map showing place names and prominent fault names in southern Burnet 

County and vicinity. 

margin of the Ouachita geosyncline in eastern Blanco County at the 

approximate location of the —23 milligal contour of Figure 1. The 

Twin Cities Oil and Gas Company No. 1 Taylor well (Fig. 3) in 

northern Burnet County, with only 105 feet of Smith wick and Marble 

Falls combined (Flawn and others, 1962, p. 239), probably lies on a 

horst block similar to the one between the Marble Falls fault and the 

Knob fault zone (Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 3. Index Map showing location of wells discussed in text with respect to map area 

ruled) and outcrop area of Carboniferous rocks (cross-ruled and with “C”). 

FIELD PROCEDURE 

The field work was done by Bhatrakarn and Youash during the 

months of June, July, and December of 1960 using LaCoste Romberg 

gravity meter number 22. 

The field work consisted of two main parts: the establishing of a 

main base net of control points, and the taking of measurements along 

lines connecting the control points. 

The “looping” method described by Nettleton (1940, pp. 38-39) 

was used in the survey. The closed loops of this study indicate an 

average value of drift of 0.10 milligal. For regional geological work, 

this amount of drift is negligible. 
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The survey work for any one day was tied to the nearest control 

station, and all stations were tied to a primary gravity base at the 

curb at the southeast corner of Ragsdale Aviation Service Transient 

Terminal (the site of the former Austin Municipal Airport Terminal), 

Austin, Texas, where the absolute value of gravity is 979.2889 gals, 

according to Behrendt and Woollard (1961). 

In all, 1003 gravity stations were occupied in the area. Elevations 

of these stations were determined from elevations given on U. S. Geo¬ 

logical Survey topographic maps, from known locations on highway 

profiles supplied by the Texas State Highway Department, and, for 

secondary roads, by use of an American Paulin System Surveying 

Altimeter in conjunction with known bench marks. The gravity 

stations were spaced at quarter-mile intervals along roads. 

Observed gravity values were corrected for tidal drift using data 

furnished by the LaCoste and Romberg Gravity Meter Company, 

Austin, Texas. 

DISCUSSION OF ERRORS 

Generally speaking, the errors in this survey may be regarded as of 

two types: those produced by the instrument itself, and those produced 

by field and reduction procedures. Instrumental errors include inac¬ 

curate calibration, which does not exceed 0.1 per cent relative accuracy 

(J. S. Watkins, June, 1960; oral communication). 

The second type of error, which affects each station differently, is 

more serious, because it affects the relative gravity value. The errors 

of this type include: the use of an incorrect density value in the 

Bouguer reduction; unreduced terrain effects; elevation control based 

on a probable maximum error of ± 10 feet (for altimeter points); and 

position control of the stations, which have an accuracy of two seconds 

of latitude. 

The most serious error is due to the elevation correction. Of the 

stations occupied, 40 per cent have an elevation accuracy of plus or 

minus 2 feet; the other 60 percent of the stations have an elevation 

accuracy of plus or minus 10 feet. The errors encountered in this 

survey are listed in Table 2. 

The standard deviation of the errors is 0.22 milligals; the probable 

error of the Bouguer anomaly of each station is 0.15 milligals. 

GRAVITY REDUCTIONS USED 

The difference between the observed gravity and theoretical gravity 

at any observation site is called a gravity anomaly. The geologic inter- 
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Table 2.—Source and Magnitude of Gravity Errors 

Source: Magnitude 

Observed gravity (includes reading, calibration, etc.) 

Elevation correction (based on a probable error of ± 10 ft.) 

Theoretical gravity (based on an accuracy of position of 2 sec.) 

Terrain correction (estimated) 

0.10 milligals 

0.60 milligals 

0.05 milligals 

0.25 milligals 

Total Errors 1.00 milligals 

pretations of this study are based on the Bouguer anomaly. In this 

study, the simple Bouguer anomaly is defined as: 

gB = go - gl + gE 
where 

gB = Bouguer anomaly 

go = observed gravity 

gi = theoretical gravity 

gE = elevation correction, which includes 

the Bouguer correction. 

Density of the crustal section above sea level is assumed to be 2.67 

grams per cubic centimeter. No topographic corrections were made 

because of generally low relief. A few stations may be in error by as 

much as 0.5 mgal because of proximity of cliffs (as along Backbone 

Ridge). The densities of the rocks in the map area are listed in Table 1. 

CORRELATION OF GEOLOGY AND GRAVITY DATA 

General 

Figure 1 is a gravity contour map of the map area superimposed 

on the generalized geologic map. The gravity data are contoured using 

a one milligal interval. The central one-third of the map area has a 

low gravity gradient of about 0.5 milligals per mile eastward. The 

remainder of the map area has gradients on the order of 1 to 2 milligals 

per mile. The gravity anomaly discussion that follows will, in general, 

cover the map area from west to east. 

Packsaddle Schist 

The high average density of the Packsaddle schist (Table 1) allows 

it to be distinguished from the masses of granite and gneiss (which 

are almost identical in density and thus are indistinguishable by 

gravity methods). The overlying sedimentary rocks are in the same 
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density range as the granitic and gneissic masses, and where not 

overly thick should not seriously affect extrapolation of schist identifi¬ 

cation. The Ellenburger Group, intermediate between granite and 

schist in density, will cause local anomalies that can be distinguished 

from basement rock anomalies because the surface geology is well 

known. Excessive thicknesses of light-weight shale (as found along the 

eastern side of the map area) blur the gravity contrasts of the base¬ 

ment rocks so that they are uninterpretable without supplementary 

information. The Packsaddle Schist outcrop area in the southwest 

corner of the area has the highest gravity anomaly in the region. The 

very steep gravity gradient northeastward onto the exposed granite 

mass clearly outlines the contact between the two rock types. 

Keppel (1940) concluded that the granite massifs of the Llano 

uplift are roughly cylindrical bodies with very steep contacts. Barnes, 

Romberg and Anderson (1954) also found gravity maxima associated 

with the Packsaddle Schist and gravity minima associated with the 

Town Mountain Granite (Romber and Barnes, 1944). The contact 

between the granite and schist has been arbitrarily projected to the 

south under the overlying Paleozoic rocks parallel to the gravity 

contour lines. Because of the divergence of the gravity contours south¬ 

ward it may be more realistic to extrapolate it closer to the —10 con¬ 

tour. 

The Hamilton (H, Fig. 1) gravity maximum, in the north-central 

portion of the map area, is known to be underlain by Town Mountain 

Granite because the Murchison well, 2 miles northeast of Sudduth, 

penetrates granite. The gravity high is the result of the maximum 

thickness of the more dense Ellenburger overlying granite in this 

fault block and not due to schist basement. 

Town Mountain Granite and Valley Spring Gneiss 

The outcrop area of the Town Mountain Granite is associated with 

a broad gravity minimum. This minimum is lowest in the area im¬ 

mediately east of Longhorn Cavern and is labeled here the Backbone 

Ridge Gravity Minimum (BR). The size of Longhorn Cavern is such 

that stations directly over it record a maximum gravity anomaly of 

only —1.0 milligals (written communication, J. S. Watkins, May, 

1961-. Thus, the observed minimum is believed to be centered on the 

granite pluton and not the result of cavern development. This broad 

gravity flat extends southeast under Marble Falls and southward to 

Round Mountain. The inferred granite-schist contact projected to the 

southwest intersects the contact of the Grape Creek granite body as 
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outlined by Barnes, Romberg, and Anderson (1954, p. 155), suggest¬ 

ing that the granite actually extends to the northeast into southern 

Burnet County. Because granite and gneiss cannot be distinguished 

gravimetrically in this region, it is not known whether the broad area 

which extends from Kingsland and Round Mountain on the west and 

from Burnet through Smithwick to Cypress Mill on the east is com¬ 

pletely underlain by granite or whether some of it is underlain by 

gneiss. On the aeromagnetic map of Andreason and Petrafeso (1962) 

the outcrop areas of gneiss are invariably magnetic highs, and the 

granite magnetic lows. Thus, extrapolating from their magnetic map 

it appears that the gneiss extends as a band from the outcrop in the 

northwest part of the map area along the eastern flank of the broad 

gravity flat to about 4 miles south of Burnet. 

The Inks Lake (IL) gravity maximum in the northwest corner is 

associated with a small outcrop band of Packsaddle Schist that extends 

in a southeasterly direction. 

The Buchanan (B) gravity maximum in the northwest corner is 

associated with the Valley Spring gneiss. A possible reason for this 

maximum is the presence of a great many inclusions of heavier 

schistose rocks that would increase the gravity values. 

The Ouachita Structural Belt 

The foreland edge of the Ouachita structural belt has been inter¬ 

preted by Barnes (1948, pp. 6-7) to extend south-southwestward from 

Spicewood; this approximates the position of the —23 milligal contour 

line of Figure 1 in Blanco County. His study did not extend further 

north than the vicinity of Spicewood. Our data suggest that this line 

should be moved eastward approximately one mile so that it lies just 

to the west of the Travis County line along the —25 milligal contour. 

The thickening of the Smithwick in the southeast corner as shown by 

the Cypress Creek Drilling Association No. 1 Romberg (Fig. 3) and 

northeast from the outcrop areas to the Shell No. 1 Purcell suggests 

that the foreland edge of the Ouachita structural belt in southern 

Burnet County is marked by the north-northwest trending —25 milli¬ 

gal contour. This contour marks a prominent change in gravity gradi¬ 

ent which probably reflects the rapid thickening of light-density 

Smithwick shale eastward into the Ouachita geosyncline. 

The extension of the major faults of the area under the overlying 

Cretaceous rocks can be seen by the sharp bends in the gravity con¬ 

tours southwest of Bertram (shown on Fig. 4 as a fault in pre-Cre- 

taceous rocks of small displacement). From the location of the bends 
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Vertieal exoggerotion 2 x 

Fig. 4. Geologic cross sections of southern Burnet County showing inferred basement rock 

types based on geophysical data. Map symbols same as Figure 1. 

it would appear that the Hale fault and the Mormon Mill fault or 

their related extensions are well developed and probably still have 

large throws in the region 3 miles southwest of Bertram. Minor deflec¬ 

tions appear to be related to the complex of faults 4 miles southeast 

of Marble Falls. The area is a structural high plunging to the north- 

northeast as can be seen by the configuration of the gravity contours 

in that direction. These features can also be seen on the accompanying 

cross sections (Fig. 4). The residual gravity anomalies are included on 

the cross sections to show more clearly the locations of the projected 

faults and the inferred basement boundaries. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this gravity survey, particularly when used in con¬ 

junction with the aeromagnetic map, make it possible to define the 
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major basement rock units of the map area, and determine their 

eastward extensions in the subsurface. It has also made it possible to 

define more closely the boundary between the Ouachita structural 

belt and the Llano uplift. Studies of this type in other areas could 

provide very useful data for extrapolating known basement geology 

into adjacent regions where the basement is buried. 
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Supplement to Annotated Bibliography, 
and Index of Conodonts 

By SAMUEL P. ELLISON, JR. 

The University of Texas 

The purpose of this supplement is to bring up to date the list of references and the 

index to the group of microfossils known as conodonts. This is a supplement to the 

University of Texas Publication No. 6210, published May 15,1962. 

One-hundred-twenty-three references are added to the list of articles about conodonts 

bringing the grand total now to more than 1,173. Most of the references in this supple¬ 

ment were published in 1960, 1961, or 1962, but a few have been found with earlier dates. 

The addition of eight new generic names increases the total number of generic names to 

228. Similarly, 42 new species are recorded so as to make a grand total of more than 2,442 

specific names. 

A small number of corrections to the University of Texas Publication No. 6210 are in¬ 

cluded here as an aid to the conodont research worker. 

Based on these additional references, conodonts are now known for the first time from 

China, Bulgaria, Portugal, and Spanish Sahara. Intense research and use of conodonts 

as stratigraphic age indicators continues most active in northern Europe and the United 

States. The publication of the “Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, part W, Miscel¬ 

lanea” by the Geological Society of America with Hass’ comprehensive paper on cono¬ 

donts and contributions from Rhodes, Muller, and Moore has done much to spread an 

understanding of conodonts. There is no doubt now that conodonts are world-wide in 

their distribution in the Paleozoic and lower Mesozoic rocks, since they are now known 

on all continents except Antarctica. No progress has been made in determining the exact 

zoological position of conodonts but an enormous amount of additional collecting and 

sampling has supplied new stratigraphic information as to their distribution. 

Financial aid for the completion of this supplement came from the University of Texas 

Research Institute and the Humble Oil and Refining Company, Houston, Texas. Dr. 

Willi Ziegler, Krefeld, Germany, has contributed information on European references; 

Dr. A. J. Scott, The University of Texas, has aided in finding numerous articles; Mrs. 

Thelma Guion, Geology Department Librarian, has helped in securing references; and 

finally, Mr. Glen Merrill, graduate student at the University of Texas, has been most 

diligent in keeping the reference list up to date and in finding obscure papers that nor¬ 

mally would have been overlooked. 

Anderson, R. Y. 
1962. News reports—United States—Rocky Mountain region: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 

538-540. 
Reports on the work of Ethington and Clark on the conodonts of the Great Basin, on the 
work of Murray on the Pennsylvanian conodonts near Meeker, Colorado, the biblio¬ 
graphic work of Ash at the University of New Mexico, and the work of D. J. Jones on 
conodonts at the University of Utah, 

50 
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Ball, S. M. 
1959. Stanton limestone in northeastern Kansas: Compass, Sigma Gamma Epsilon, v. 36, no. 4, 

pp. 279-288. 
Cites the occurrence of conodonts in the Eudora shale member of the Stanton limestone, 
Middle Pennsylvanian, of northeastern Kansas. 

Bartenstein, Helmut, and Bischoff, Gunter. 
1962, Conodonten-Stratigraphie im Devon und Unterkarbon Deutschland: Leitfossilien der 

Mikropalaontologie, Gubruder Borntraeger, Berlin, 1962, pp. 43-66, Tafs. 3-6. 
Sixty-six species and 16 varieties from among 15 genera of conodonts are described and 
illustrated as stratigraphically important fossils from Lower Devonian (Emsian), Middle 
Devonian (Couvinien and Givetian), Upper Devonian (Frasnien, Famennian, and 
Strunien), and Lower Carboniferous (Tournaisien and Visean) of Germany. Morpho¬ 
logical terms are illustrated and excellent stratigraphic range charts are given. 

Bazoche, D. 
1960. Decouvertes de Conodonts dans FOrdovicien inferieur du Sondage el Gassi No. 1 (Gi 1) : 

Rev. Micropoleontology, v. 3, pp. 183-186, (Paris), 
Eight species of conodonts are described from Lower Ordovician in a well bore at El 
Gassi in the east Sahara region of Algeria. 

Beach, G. A. See Clark, D. L. 

Bender, Hans. 
1960. Zur Geologic der Olonos-Pindus zone und der Parnass-Kionazone im Tal des Asklepieion 

(Argolis) : 
Ann. Geol. Pays Helleniz, v. 11, pp. 201-213 (Athens), 

Bergstrom, S, M. See Sweet, W. C. 

Berry, W. B. N, 
1960. Graptolite faunas of the Marathon Region, Texas: 

Univ. Texas Publ. no. 6005, pp. 1-179 (pp. 21, 34), 
Lists conodonts as being present in the Fort Pena formation, Middle Ordovician. He 
also mentions Grave’s work on the Devonian Caballos novaculite in the Marathon Basin, 
Texas. 

Bischoff, Gunter. See Bartenstein, Helmut. 

Bond, Ralph, Goldthwait, R, P., Holowaychuk, Nicholas, and Forsyth, J. L. 
1959. Road log of Columbus, Galena, Gahanna area, Ohio: Ohio Acad, Sci. sec. of Geol. 34th 

Ann, Field Conf. Guidebook, pp. 1-27, 
Records conodonts from the Sunbury shale, Lower Mississippian, and Ohio shale, Upper 
Devonian, of central Ohio. 

Bowyer, C, H. 
1959. From Crocodiles to conodonts: The Missouri Alumnus, April, 1956, pp. 16-17, 23. 

A popular account of conodont work at the University of Missouri. 

Branson, C. C, 
1962. Conodonts from Asia: Oklahoma Geol. Notes, v, 22, pp. 165-166. 

Reviews an article by Ching, 1960, on the conodonts of Upper Devonian, Middle Devo¬ 
nian, Pennsylvanian, Mississippian, and Permian of China. 

Budurov, K. 
1961. Conodonten aus dem Devon Nordostbulgariens: (in Russian) Review of the Bulgarian 

Geol. Soc., V. 22, pp. 259-273. 
Fifteen species from among 9 genera of conodonts are illustrated and recorded from 
Eifelian and Givetian limestone, Middle Devonian of northeastern Bulgaria. The fauna 
is dominated by Icriodus and Polygnathus linguiformis. 

Burchardt, Immo, 
1962. Beitrage zur Petrographie und Stratigraphic der Schichten am Rand der Sudharz- 

mulde nordliche von Stolberg: Geologie, Jahrg. 11, pp, 370-383. 
Lists Ancyrodella and Ancyrognathus from Upper Devonian Kieselschiefer of the south¬ 
ern Harz Mountains. 
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Burton, R. C. See Rexroad, C. B. 

Carleson, C. G. 
1960. Stratigraphy of the Winnipeg and Deadwood formations in North Dakota: North Da¬ 

kota Geol. Survey Bulk, 35, pp. 1-144 (pp. 66-77). 
Twenty-three species from among 17 genera of conodonts are identified and illustrated 
from the subsurface Winnipeg formations. Middle Ordovician, of North Dakota. 

Carpenter, J. W. and Ory, T. R. 
1961. The American Upper Ordovician standard. VI. The Covington sequence at Maysville, 

Kentucky: Ohio Jour. Science, v. 61, pp. 372-378, 
Gives a chart showing the stratigraphic ranges of conodonts in the Eden, Fairview and 
McMillan formations, Upper Ordovician, near Maysville, Kentucky. 

Carss, B. W. See Langenlieim, R. L., Jr. 

Caylor, G. W. 
1944. The Devonian of the Centralia-Salem area: Illinois Geol. Survey Bulk, 68, pp. 200-204 

(p. 203). 
Mentions the subsurface occurrence of conodonts in the Grand Tower limestone, Middle 
Devonian, of Illinois. 

Ching, Yu-kan. 
1960. Conodonts from the Kufen suite (formation) of Lungstan, Nanking: (in Chinese) Acta 

Palaeontologica Sinica, v. 8, no. 3, pp. 230-248, pis. 1, 2. 
Describes 8 species, 7 of which are new, from among 7 genera of conodonts from the 
Kufen suite. Lower Permian of Lungtan, Nanking province, China. This is the first 
report of conodonts from China. In addition, it is mentioned that conodonts from Upper 
Devonian, Pennsylvanian, Middle Devonian and Mississippian are known. However, these 
additional conodonts are not listed or described in this paper. 

Chronic, John. 
1961. Early and middle Paleozoic index fossils of Colorado: in a symposium on Lower and 

Middle Paleozoic rocks of Colorado by R. R. Berg and J. R. Rold, Rocky Mountain 
Assoc. Geok, pp. 91-100 (p. 96). 
Mentions Middle Ordovician conodonts in the Harding sandstone of Colorado. 

Clark, D. L, and Beach, G. A. 
1961. Late Devonian-Early Mississippian biostratigraphy, central Utah: (abstract) Program 

of the Geok Soc. Am. 74th meeting, Cincinnati, p. 25A. 
Indicates the value of conodonts in defining Devonian and Mississippian boundaries in 
central Utah. 

Collinson, C. W., Scott, A. J., and Rexroad, C. B. 
1961. Biostratigraphic zonation of the Devonian and Mississippian in the Mississippi Valley: 

(abstract) Program of the Geok Soc. Am. 74th meeting, Cincinnati, p. 30A. 
1962. Six Charts showing Biostratigraphic zones and correlations based on conodonts from the 

Devonian and Mississippian rocks of the Upper Mississippi Valley: Illinois Geok Surv. 
Circ. 328, pp. 1-32. 
A summary report showing the stratigraphic range of important conodont genera in the 
Devonian and Mississippian of the Mississippi Valley area in the United States. It also 
includes charts showing the ranges of important species of the genera Siphonodella and 
Gnathodus. Correlation of the conodont zones with similar zones in western Europe are 
also diagrammed. 

Cooper, C. L. 

1939a. Erratum to “Conodonts from a Bushberg-Hannibal horizon in Oklahoma”: Jour. Pa¬ 
leontology, V. 13, p. 626. 
Corrections are made to the township and range designations on the location maps of 
Cooper’s paper. 

Cuvillier, Jean. 

1962. News Reports, France: Micropoleontology, v. 8, pp. 116-119. 
Mentions continued work by Lys and Mauvier on conodonts of France, Belgium, Spain, 
and North Africa. 
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1962a. News reports—France: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 528-532, 
Reports on the studies on conodonts by M. Lys in France, Belgium, and the Sahara at 
the Institut Frangais du Petrole. 

Douglass, R. C. 
1960. NeYfs Reports—United States East Coast: Micropaleontology, v. 6, p. 247. 

Reports Turcots work with Sweet at Ohio State on the Ordovician conodonts of Ohio, 
1962, News Reports—United States East Coast: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 281-283. 

Reports on Devonian conodont work by Huddle in New York. 

Drooger, C. W. 
1962. News reports—Benelux: Micro paleontology, v. 8, pp. 523-526. 

Reports on the work of Boogard at the University of Amsterdam on the identification 
of conodonts from the Upper Paleozoic of southern Portugal. Also reports on the work 
of Concil at the University of Louvain on conodonts from the Mississippian of Belgium. 

' Dvorak, Jaroslav, Freyer, Brno, and Freyer, Gunter. 
1961. Die Devon/Karbon-Grenze im Mahrischen Karst (Sudteil des Mahrischen Sedimen- 

' tationsbeckens) auf der Grundlage von Conodontenfaunen: Geologie, Jahrg. 10, pp. 881- 
895. 
Lists and illustrates conodonts from beds ranging through the Upper Devonian and 
Lower Carboniferous in the Moravian karst area of east Germany. Limestone originally 
assigned to Upper Devonian is now interpreted as Carboniferous. There is also no indi¬ 
cation of an interruption of sedimentation across the Devonian-Carboniferous boundary, 

' Dvorak, J., Freyer, G., and Slezak, L. 
' 1959. Neuer palaontologischer Beweis fur das Devonische Alter der Englesberb-Schichten: 

Vest, ustred. Ustav, Geol. Ceskoslov, v. 34, pp. 457-458 (in Czech). 

Echols, D. J. 
1962. News Reports—United States Mid-Continent region: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 283- 

; 287. 
, Reports on conodont work in Ordovician and Devonian faunas by Glenister, Oberg, 

Anderson, Goodwin, and Klapper at the University of Iowa. He also reports on work by 
Thomas at the Iowa State University and Mehl and Shaffer at Missouri University. 

Ellison, S. P., Jr. Also see Scott, A, J. 
1951. Microfossils as environmental indicators in marine shales: Jour. Sed. Petrology, v. 21, 

pp. 214-225 (pp. 217-221). 
Cites conodonts as being used on a limited basis in paleoecologic studies due to lack of 
study of their environment interpretation. 

1962. Annotated Bibliography and Index of Conodonts: Univ. Texas Publ. No, 6210, pp. 1-128. 
More than 1050 articles on conodonts are reviewed and cross indexed geographically, 
stratigraphically, and by subject. A list of conodont genera and a review of the history 
of conodont work is included. 

Erben, H. K, 
1961. Ergebnisse der “Arbeitstagung uber die Silur/Devon-Grenze und die Stratigraphie von 

Silur and Devon. Bonn und Brussel. 1960”: Deutsche Geol. Gesell. Zs, Bd, 113, pp. 81-84. 
Reports on the proceedings of the Silurian-Devonian boundary symposium held at Bonn 
and Brusells in 1960 in which the paleontological evidence for determining these bounda¬ 
ries were presented by various experts. The evidence included data on the occurrence of 
conodonts. 

Ethington, R, L. and Furnish, W. M. 
1962, Silurian and Devonian conodonts from Spanish Sahara: Jour. Paleontology, v. 36, pp. 

1253-1290. 
Thirty-five species from among 18 genera of conodonts are recorded from Upper De¬ 
vonian strata in the Tindouf Basin in northern Spanish Sahara, Africa. Fourteen species 
from among eleven genera of conodonts are recorded from Silurian strata in central 

I Spanish Sahara. 

'Evitt, W. R. 
1949. Stereophotography as a tool of the paleontologists: Jour. Paleontology, v. 23, pp. 566- 

570 (p, 566). 
' Cites the use of stereopairs by Branson, Mehl, and Branson in 1933 as a means of illus- 
' trating conodonts. 
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Forsyth, J. L. See Bond, Ralph. 

Frederickson, E. A. 
1961. Pre-Pennsylvanian rocks of the Canyon City area: in a symposium on Lower and Middle 

Paleozoic rocks of Colorado by R. R. Berg and J. R. Rold, Rocky Mountain Assoc. Geol.. 
pp. 133-142 (p. 137). 
Mentions Middle Ordovician conodonts in the Harding sandstone of Colorado. 

Freyer, Brno. See Dvorak, Jaroslav. 

Freyer, Gunter. See Dvorak, Jaroslav. 

1961. Zur Taxionomie und Biostratigraphie der Conodonten aus dem Oberdevon des Vogtlandes 
unter besonderer Berucksichtigung des To V/VI: Freiberger Forschrungsh. C-95, pp. 
1-96. Tafs I-VI. 
Describes and illustrates 184 species (6 of which are new) and one subspecies from 
among 29 genera of conodonts from the Upper Devonian strata of Vogtland, eastern 
Thuringen, East Germany. Detailed stratigraphic distribution of the conodonts from 
To I to VI through the Upper Devonian and into the Lower Carboniferous are shown on 
charts. 

Furnish, W. M. See Ethington, R. L., Glenister, B. F., Klapper, Gilbert. 

Ganev, M. See Spasov, Ch. 

Glenister, B. F., and Furnish, W. M. 
1961. The Permian ammonoides of Australia; Jour. Paleontology, v. 35, pp. 673-736 (p. 689). 

Reports finding conodonts in the Kocketea shale, Upper Permian, from a bore hole at a 
depth of 1470 feet. Beagle Ridge, Perth Basin, western Australia. 

Goldthwait, R. P. See Bond, Ralph. 

Goodwin, P. W. 
1961. Late Cambrian and early Ordovician conodonts from the Bighorn Mountains, Wyoming; 

(abstract) Program of the Geol. Soc. Am. 74th meeting, Gincinnati, p. 58A. 
Records Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovician conodonts from the Gros Ventre and 
Galletin formations of the Bighorn Mountains, Wyoming. 

Grabert, Helmut. 
1962. Die Faziesentwicklung im Oberdevon des nordlichen Mittelbarzes: Geologie, Jahrg. 11, 

pp. 154-172. 
Briefly mentions conodonts in the Middle and Upper Devonian beds of the northern 
Middle Harz Mountains, Germany. 

Gutschick, R. C. 
1962. Arenaceous foraminifera from oncolites in the Mississippian Sappington formation of 

Montana: Jour. Paleontology, v. 36, pp. 174-175. 
Mentions the occurrence of conodonts in the Sappington formation, Lower Mississippian, 
of Montana. 

Gutschick, R. C., Suttner, L. J., and Switek, M. J. 
1962. Biostratigraphy of transitional Devonian-Mississippian Sappington formation of south¬ 

west Montana: Billings Geol. Soc. 13th Ann., Field Conf., pp. 79-89. 
Records conodonts from the lower and upper black shales of the Sappington formation. 
The lower black shale fauna is interpreted as Upper Devonian and the upper black shale 
fauna is interpreted as Lower Mississippian. Conodonts are also recorded from the lower 
part of the Lodgepole limestone, Lower Mississippian, all in southwestern Montana. 

Gutschick, R. C., Weiner, J. C., and Young, Leighton. 
1961. Lower Mississippian arenaceous foraminifera from Oklahoma, Texas, and Montana: 

Jour, Paleontology, v. 35, pp. 1193-1221. 
Mentions conodonts as being associated with arenaceous foraminifera from the Chappel 
limestone. Lower Mississippian of Texas, the Welden limestone. Middle Mississippian 
of Oklahoma, and the Lodgepole limestone of the Madison limestone, Lower and Middle 
Mississippian of Montana. 
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Harris, R. W. 
1962. New Conodonts from Joins (Ordovician) formation of Oklahoma; Oklahoma GeoL Sur¬ 

vey notes, V. 22, pp. 199-211. 
Seven new species from among four genera (3 of which are new) of conodonts are de¬ 
scribed from the Joins, Middle Ordovician, of the Arbuckle Mountains, southern Okla¬ 
homa. Eofalodus, Ptiloncodus, and Histiodella are proposed new genera. 

Hass, W. H. 
1962. Conodonts: Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, Part W, Geol. Soc. Am., pp. W3-W69. 

A comprehensive review of conodonts including morphology, internal structure, compo¬ 
sition, classification, mixed faunas, laboratory methods of preparation and background 
material on the zoological position of conodonts. Genera are illustrated and morphologi¬ 
cal terms are illustrated. Orientation rules for platform conodonts are reversed over the 
usage practiced by most workers. 

Helms, Jochen. 
1961. Die “nodocostata Gruppe” der Gattung Polygnathus: Geologie, Jahrg. 10, pp. 674-711. 

The knottily sculptured forms of the genus Polygnathus are called the nodocostata group 
and the evolution of the group from Upper Devonian rocks of Thuringia, Germany, is 
described. Three new species and two new subspecies are described. Species in the group 
aid in the zonation of upper Devonian strata. An unnamed new genus is illustrated. 

1961a. Die Bedeutung der Conodonten fur die Stratigraphie: Geologie, Jahrg. 10, pp. 973-995. 
A general discussion of the usefulness of conodonts in stratigraphy. He indicates cono¬ 
donts range from Middle Cambrian to the Cretaceous. He also indicates that the short 
stratigraphic ranges of some conodonts make them excellent guide fossils. The fact they 
occur in different lithologic facies also makes them useful. He illustrates zonation in the 
Devonian and Carboniferous with some excellent drawings of conodonts. 

Henningsmoen, Gunnar, 1948 (Correction to U. T. Publ. 6210, p. 44) 
The annotation should read “black Tretaspis shale, Upper Ordovician.” 

Hessland, Ivar. 

1962. News Report—Scandinavia: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 414-418. 
Reports on conodont work by Lindstrom, Bergstrom, and Fahreaus on the Ordovician of 
Sweden, 

Hiltermann, Heinrich. 

1961b. Mikropalaontologische Methoden: in A. Bentz; Lehrbuch der Angewandten Geologie 
1, pp. 346-366. Stuttgart. 
Discusses briefly the method of obtaining conodonts from rocks. 

1962. News Report—Germany: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 411-412. 
Reports on conodont work in the Devonian by Ziegler, Krebs, Thursch, and Zimmerman 
in Germany. He also reports on Huckreide’s paper on Devonian of Iran and on Miiller’s 
paper on conodont classification. 

1962a. Fortschritte der Mikropalaontologie in Deutschland mit einer Bibliographic fur das Jahr 
1961: Palaont. Zs., Bd. 36, pp, 203-225. 
Lists the conodont publications and briefly summarizes the work on conodonts in Ger¬ 
many for the year 1961, 

Holowaychuk, Nicholas. See Bond, Ralph. 

Jarrell, M. K. Also see Rexroad, C. B. 

1961. Conodonts from the Golconda Group (Chester) of the Illinois Basin; University of 
Houston unpublished Master’s thesis, Houston, Texas. 

Jones, D. J. 

1962. News Reports-United States Rocky Mountain region: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 125- 
127. 
Mentions conodont research work at Brigham Young University in Utah and the bib¬ 
liographic work at the University of New Mexico. 

1962a. Empirical classification of microfossils (abstract) : Program of Geol, Soc. Am., for Nov, 
1962, p. 82A. 
Includes conodonts among other microfossils which he believes should be treated on a 
practical useful basis by classifying them according to size, shape, composition, texture 
and ornamentation. 
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Jones, P. J. 
1961. Discovery of conodonts in the upper Cambrian of Queensland: Australian Jour. Sci., v. 

24, pp. 143-144. 
Conodonts are reported for the first time from the Mungerebar and Chatsworth lime¬ 
stones, both Upper Cambrian from southwestern Queensland, Australia. 

Jordan, Hanspeter. 
1960. Uber einen Scolecodonten-Fund aus dem Unterdevon des Harzes iind die Gattung 

Belodus Pander: Freiberger Forschungsh. C-89, pp. 227-235. Taf. 1. j 
Cites specimens from the Lower Ordovician of the Harz Mountain region of Germany | 

as being of the genus Belodus Pander but the composition and other evidence is toward ! 
interpreting these as scolecodonts. i 

Kay, Marshall | 
1962. Classification of Ordovician Chazyan shelly and graptolite sequences from central Ne- : 

vada: Geol. Soc. Am. Bull., v. 73, pp. 1421-1430 (p. 1426). 
Lists seven genera of conodonts as occurring in the Petes Summit formation, Middle 

Ordovician of the Toquima range, central Nevada. I 

Kennerly, J. B. See Langenheim, R. L., Jr. 

Kesling, R. V. ' 
1962. News reports-United States East central region: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 536-538. 

Reports on the work of Rexroad on the Mississippian at the Indiana Geological Survey. 

l! 

Klapper, Gilbert, and Furnish, W. M. j 
1962. Devonian-Mississippian Englewood formation in Black Hills, South Dakota: Am. Assoc. | 

Petrol. Geol. Bulk, v. 46, pp. 2071-2078. | 
Conodonts indicate that the Englewood formation of the Black Hills in South Dakota 
is in part Upper Devonian and in part Lower Mississippian. | 

Krebs, Wolfgang. 

1960a. Stratigraphie, Vulkanismus und Fazies des Oberdevons, Swischen Donsbach und Hirzen- 
hain (Rheinische Schefergebirge, Dil-Mulde) : Hess. Landdesamt. Bodenf. Abh. H. 33, 
pp. 1-118. (pp. 67-75). 
Conodonts from the limestone and shales surrounding the Dillenburger Tuffe are listed 

and interpreted as being in the middle and upper part of the Adorf-stufe, lower part of i 
the Upper Devonian. 

Kronberg, Peter, Pilger, Andreas, Scherp, Adalbert, und Ziegler, Willi. 

1960. Zu den altvarischischen Bewegungen an der Wende Devon/Karbon: Fortsch. Geol. 
Rheinland und Westfalen Bd. 3, pp. 1-46, 5 tafs. 
Over 90 species of conodonts from among 18 genera are recorded from strata ranging 
from Manticoceras-s,X\\{e through the CAef/oceras-stufe, Platyclymenia-sXxiie, Goniocly- 
777enia-stufe into the Lower Carboniferous of the western part of the Rheinische Schief- 
ergebeirge, in Germany. The faunas from the Eifelian, Givetian, Adorf-stufe, Nehden- j! 
stufe, Hemberg-stufe, Dasburg-stufe, Wocklumeria-'&X.wie and Dinantian are of Middle 
Devonian, Upper Devonian and Lower Mississippian ages respectively. Three new sub¬ 

species of Palmatolepis are proposed. 

Lamont, Archie, and Lindstrbm, Mauritz, 1957 (Correction to U. T. Publ. 6210, p. 53) Annota- j 
tation should read “Arenigian and Llaneilian beds. Lower and Middle Ordovician.” 

Langenheim, R. L., Jr., Carss, B. W., Kennerly, J. B., McCutcheon, V. A., and Waines, R. H. 

1962. Paleozoic section in Arrow Canyon Range, Clark County, Nevada: Am. Assoc. Petroleum 
Geologists Bulk, v. 46, pp. 592-609 (p. 599). 
Mentions Upper Ordovician conodonts identified by Sweet from the Ely Springs Dolomite 
of southeastern Nevada. 

Lesley, J. P. 
1889. A dictionary of the fossils of Pennsylvania and neighboring states: Geol. Surv. of Penn¬ 

sylvania Report P4, pts. 1-3, pp. 1-1283. (pp. 142, 1257-1259). 
Illustrates conodonts and scolecodonts. The conodonts are taken from Newberry’s work. 
He mentions in the errata the paper by U. P. James and gives his views on the origin of 
conodonts. I 
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Liebe, R. M. See Rexroad, C. B. 

Lindstrom, Mauritz, 1954 (Correction to U. T. Publ. 6210, p. 54) Date should read 1955 instead 
of 1954. Annotation should also read ^'^Dictyonema shale, Ceratopyge limestone, and upper and 

lower planilimbata limestone, Lower Ordovician.” 

1957. (Correction to U. T. Publ. 6210, p. 54) Annotation should read ‘'Didymographus 
balticus. Lower Ordovician, . . . Climacographus wilsoni. Middle Ordovician.” 

1960a. Errata and comments on “Conodonts from the Crug Limestone (Ordovician) Wales.”: 

Micropaleontology, v. 6, p. 446. 
Discusses the usage of Ctenognathus and Spathognathodus and concludes the later is 

valid. He also discussed the use of Periodon and Phragmodus. 
1962. Conodonter facies och stratigrafi: Geol. Foren. Forhandl. Bd. 84, pp. 240-241. 

A general statement on the occurrence of conodonts in various facies, thus making them 
good age indicators for rocks from Ordovician to Cretaceous. He points out the platform 

types are the best for age determination. 

McCutcheon, V. A. See Langenheim, R. L., Jr. 

Mamay, S. H. and Yochelson, E. L. 
1962. Occurrence and Significance of marine animal remains in American Coal Balls: U. S. 

Geol. Surv. Prof. Paper 3454, pp. 193-223 (pp. 195, 207, 209-211, 218-222, pi. 34, figs. 

36,37,42-45). 
Records 13 species from among 9 genera of conodonts from Pennsylvanian coal balls in 

Oklahoma, Kansas, Illinois, and Iowa. 

Matthews, W. H. 
1962. Fossils: an introduction to prehistoric life: Barnes and Noble, New York, pp. 1-324 (pp. 

257-258, fig. 151). 
A brief textbook reference to conodonts. 

Mauvier, A. See Lys, Maurice. (Correction to U. T. Publ. 6210). 

Meischner, Klaus-Dieter. 
1962. Rhenaer Kalk und Posidonienkalk im Kulm des nordostlichen Rheinischen Schief- 

ergebirges und der Kohlenkalk von Schreufa (Eder) : Hess. Landesamt Bodenf. Abh 

H. 39, pp. 1-47. 
In the description of the stratigraphy of the Culm strata known as Rhenaer Kalk and 
Posidonienkalk, Middle Mississippian, of the northeastern Rhinish slate hills, the fre¬ 
quency distribution of the conodonts in the Goniatites-slwie is presented. The fauna is 

dominated by various species of Gnathodus. 

Moniez, Michele. 
1961. Contribution a Fetude du Frasnien de la region de Trelon: Soc. Geol. du Nord (Lille). 

V. 81, pp. 105-112. 
Describes the reef facies of a portion of the Frasnien (Upper Devonian) in the region 
of Trelon in the Dinantian basin, northern France. He recognizes three speeies of cono¬ 

donts including Palmatolepis subrecta, Ancyrodella curvata and Belodus devonicus. 

Moore, R. C. 

1962. Conodont classification and nomenclature: Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, Part 
W, Geol. Soc. Am., pp. W92-W98. 
Reviews the attempts to solve the dilemma of a dual utilitarian classification of disjunct 
conodonts and a biological classification of the natural assemblages. 

Muller, K. J., 1959 (Correction to U. T. Publ. 6210, p. 62) Page numbers should read 434-485. 

1958. Conodonten der Oberdevonischen Independence-Schichten in Iowa: Paleont. Zs., Bd. 32, 
p. 9. - 

Reviews a paper by Muller and Muller published in the Journal of Paleontology on 
the Independence, Upper Devonian shale of central Iowa. 

1960b. The possibilities of conodonts in stratigraphy: Sheffield Univ. Geol. Soc. Jour., v. 3, no. 
5, pp. 135-136. 

Report of a lecture given at Sheffield University dealing with the internal structure and 
stratigraphic range of conodonts. 
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1961. Review of Bibliographie Stratigraphische Wichtiger Mikropalontologischer Publica- 
tionen von etwa 1830 bis 1958 mit Kurzrefereraten by Heinrich Hiltermann: Jour. Pa¬ 
leontology, V. 35, p. 1245. 
Mentions conodonts as being included in the Hiltermann’s bibliography of micropaleon¬ 
tology and stratigraphy, 

1962. Zur systematischen Einteilung der Conodontophoride: Paleont. Zs., Bd. 36, pp'. 109-117, 
Reviews the history of conodont classification, especially the creation of families and ' 
subfamilies. He proposes two new genera, Latericriodus and Gladigondolella and one ' I 
new subgenus Bispathodm. 

1962a. Taxonomy, evolution, and ecology of Conodonts: Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, 
Part W, GeoL Soc. Am., pp. W83-W91, 
Reviews the concepts of conodont taxonomy of disjunct parts, discusses the evolution as 
applied to conodonts and reviews the ecology of conodonts, J 

1962b. Supplement to systematics of conodonts: Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, Part W, i 
Geol. Soc, Am., pp. W246-'W’249. j 
Introduces the family term Westergaardodinidae and the order Paraconodontidae. The ll 
latter is introduced for the genera Pygodus, Problemutoconites and Rhombocorniculum 
which he believes are valid conodont genera. 

1962c, Aus der Praxis: Ein einfacher behelf fur die Losungstechnik: Palaont. Zs., Bd. 36, pp. [< 
265-267. 
Describes the extraction of conodonts from limestones by means of acetic acid. 

1962d. A conodont fauna from the Banff formation, western Canada: Jour. Paleontology, v. 36, li 
pp. 1387-1391. 
Thirteen species among 10 genera of conodonts are reported from the Banff formation, i> 
Lower Mississippian, near Crowsnest Pass, Alberta, Canada. 

Nilsson, Ragnar, 1951 (Correction to U. T. Publ. 6210, p. 64) Annotation should read “DfceL 3 
lograptus shale and the Upper Didymograptus shale.” 
1953. Nagra iakttagelser rorande undre och mellesta Dicellograptus-kiffern i vastra Skane: 

Geol. Foren. Forhandl., v. 75, pp. 43-48 (p. 44). 
Reports the occurrence of conodonts in the Middle Ordovician Dicellograptus shale of 
western Scania, Sweden. 

Ory, T. R. See Carpenter, J. W. j 

Peirce, F. L. 
1962. Devonian cavity fillings in subsurface Silurian carbonates of West Texas: Am. Assoc. l\ 

Petrol. Geol. Bulk, v. 46, pp, 122-124. ; 
Lists nine species from eight genera of conodonts identified by C. B. Rexroad from the ( 
Middle Devonian cavity fillings in Middle Silurian dolomitic limestone in the subsurface 3 
of West Texas. 

Pilger, Andreas. See Kronberg, Peter. ' 

Piveteau, Jean. 
1952, Traite de Palaeontologie: Masson et Cie., Paris, v. 2, pp. 173-179. 

A textbook review of conodonts including a discussion of their zoological position and < 
stratigraphic range. 

Pozaryska, Krystyna. 
1962. News Reports—Poland: Micropaleontology, v. 8, pp. 279-281. 

Reports on Ordovician conodont work by Miss Wolska from the erratic boulders of 
Poland. 

Rabitz, Gisela. 
1962. Die Granzschichten Mittel/Oberdevon hie Willingen/Waldek: Palaont. Zs. Herman : 

Schmidt Festband, pp. 203-205. 
Describes the locality and lists the conodonts of the Polygnathus linguiformis zone, upper ^ 
part of the Middle Devonian, near Willingen/Waldek, north central Germany. The i 
conodonts are from limestone layers alternating with shale. 

Reichstein, Manfred. 
1961b. Die Tanner Grauwacke—eine unterkarbonische Fazies des Herzes: Geologie, Jahrg. 10, i 

pp. 763-777. 
Presents a list of conodonts as evidence on the age of the Tanner Graywacke in the i 
Harz Mountains, Germany. The fauna is interpreted as lower Carboniferous, not Upper 
Devonian. 
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1962. Conodonten und Graptolithen aus einen Kalk-Mergel-Geschiebe des Unter Ludlow: 

Geologic, Jahrg, 11, pp. 538-547. 
He gives a record of occurrence of five species of conodonts including Kockelella 
vanabilis from boulders of Upper Silurian, Ludlovian, on the island of Rugen in the 

Baltic Sea. These are associated with graptolites, 

1962a. Die Stratigraphic der Hercynkalke bei Guntersberge im Unterharz und das Problem der 
Hercynkalkentstehung:; Geologie, Beiheft No. 34, pp. 1-73. 
Gives extensive lists of conodont species demonstrating that Hercynian limestone for¬ 
merly assigned only to Lower Devonian can now be assigned to Middle and Upper De¬ 
vonian with only a small thickness belonging to the Lower Devonian in the Guntersberg 

area of the Lower Harz Mountains, Germany. 

Reichstein, Manfred, and Schwab, Max. 
1962, Nachwies hochoberdevonischer Schichten und bretonischer Bewegungen im Nossen- 

Wilsdruffer Schiefergebirge: Geologie, Jahrg. 11, pp, 17-25, Taf. 1. 
Lists and illustrates an Upper Devonian conodont fauna from the Oxyclymenia to 
Wocklumeria limestones in the Nossen-Wilsdruff slate mountains at Heyneberg, East 

Germany. This limestone was formerly assigned to the Carboniferous, 

Rexroad, C. B, See Collinson, C, W., Scott, A, J. 

Rexroad, C. B. and Burton, R. C. 

1961. Conodonts from the Kinkaid formation (Chester) in Illinois: Jour. Paleontology, v. 35, 
pp. 1143-1158, 
Twenty-six species, two of which are new, from 12 genera of conodonts are described 
from the Kinkaid formation, Upper Mississippian, of southern Illinois. Since the Kin¬ 
kaid beds are the uppermost Mississippian of the standard Chester series, some of the 

uppermost portion of the Kinkaid possess a different kind of conodont fauna from the 
uniform types in the lower and middle Kinkaid and thus the uppermost portion might 
be Pennsylvanian, 

Rexroad, C. B., and Jarrell, M, K. 

1961. Correlation by (lonodonts of Golconda Group (Chesterian) in Illinois Basin: Am. Assoc, 
Petrol. Geol. Bulk, v. 45, pp. 2012-2016. 
The three lithologic subdivisions of the Golconda group, the Beech Creek, Fraileys-Big 
Clifty and Haney formations, each have a distinctive conodont fauna that are uniform 
in the Illinois Basin. The fauna of the Beech Creek formation is like that of the southern 
part of the United States but the faunas of the other two are typical of the northern 
province. Detailed fauna distribution charts are given. 

Rexroad, C. B., and Liebe, R, M. 

1962, Conodonts from the Paoli and equivalent formations in the Illinois Basin: Micropale¬ 
ontology, V, 8, pp', 509-514, 

Twenty-seven species, one of which is new, from among 12 genera of conodonts are re¬ 
ported from the Paoli limestone, Chester, Upper Mississippian, of the Illinois Basin. 

iRboads, D, C. 

1962. Microfossils of problematical affinity from the Maqiioketa formation of eastern Iowa and 
Illinois: Jour. Paleontology, v. 36, pp. 1334-1340. 

: Mentions conodonts in the Maquoketa formation as being problematical along with 
I tegmates. 

Rhodes, F, H, T,, 1953 (Correction to U. T, Publ. 6210, p. 70) Annotation should read “Silurian 
; and Ordovician strata^’ 

iRhodes, F. H. T. 

! 1962. The evolution of life: Pelican Book Co., London, pp. 1-301 (p. 286). 
Includes conodonts in a glossary of terms. 

1962a. 'Recognition, interpretation, and taxonomic position of conodont assemblages: Treatise 
' on Invertebrate Paleontology, Part W, Geol. Soc. Am,, pp, W70-W83. 

^ Reviews and illustrates the various natural assemblages and discusses their taxonomy 
and interpretation. 
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Rietschel, Siegfried. 
1961. Mittel-imd Ober-Devon bei Usingen und Munster: Senckenbergiana Lethaea Bd. 42, pp. 

453-456. 
Determines the age of a part of the Usingerkalk as Middle Devonian, Eifel-stufe, in 
central Germany on the basis of conodonts. Also gives lists of conodonts from the Plat- 
tenkalk, Adorf-stufe, and Flaserkalk, Nehden- and Hemberg-stufe, all Upper Devonian 
of the same area. Corrects the designation of the genus Scaphignathus formerly ac¬ 
credited to Ziegler, 1959, to Helms, 1959. 

Ruchholz, Kurt. 
1962. Zum Alter devonischer Kalke und des Hauptquartzites sudlich Trautenstein (Harz) : 

Geologie, Jahrg, 11, pp. 173-180. 
Gives lists of conodonts interpreted as Middle Devonian from Eifelian and Givetian 
rocks near Trautenstein in the Harz Mountains, Germany, The faunas are dominated 
by Polygnathus linguiformis and Icriodus. 

Rust, C. C. See Sweet, W. C. 

Sandberg, C. A. 

1962. Stratigraphic section of type Three Forks and Jefferson formations at Logan, Montana: 
Billings Geol. Soc. 13th Ann. Field Conf., pp. 47-50. 
Reports conodonts from the Sappington formation of the Lower Mississippian in Gallatin 
County, Montana. 

Scherp, Adalbert, See Kronberg, Peter. 

Scblegel, Ernst. 

1961. Stratigraphische und Tektonische untersuchungen bei Thale und Wernigerode (Nord- 
harz) : Geologie, Jahrg. 10, pp. 896-922. 
Identification lists of conodonts from Lower, Middle, and Upper Devonian limestone 
on the northern edge of the Harz Mountains, Germany, are used to determine the struc¬ 
ture of the region. 

Scblegel, Herbert. 

1962. Stratigraphische und kelintektonische Untersuchungen in der Nordlichen Blanken- 
burger Faltenzone des Harzes: Geologie, Jahrg. 11, pp. 354-369. 
Detailed lists of conodonts are valuable to assign the “main Quartzite” to Middle 
Devonian, both Eifelian and Givetian, in the Blankenburger fault zone of the Harz 
Mountains. One unit yielded Lower Carboniferous conodonts also. Two units yielded 
Upper Devonian conodonts. 

Schwab, Max. See Reichstein, Manfred. 

Scott, A. J. See also Collinson, C. W. 
1961. Three new conodonts from the Louisiana limestone (Upper Devonian) of western Illi¬ 

nois: Jour, Paleontology, v. 35, pp. 1225-1227. 
Three new species of Spathognathodus are described from the Louisiana limestone. 
Upper Devonian, of western Illinois, Morphological terms for use with spathognathodids 
and orientation rules are also given. 

1962. Review of “Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology: Part W Miscellanea”; Jour. Paleon¬ 
tology, V. 36, pp. 1398-1401. 
Reviews the conodont portions of the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology: Part W, 
Miscellanea. 

Scott, A. J., Ellison, S. P., Jr., Rexroad, C. B., and Ziegler, Willi. 
1962. Comments on the orientation of conodonts: Jour. Paleontology, v. 36, pp. 1394-1396. 

Discusses the orientation of platform conodonts so as to urge the adoption that the free 
blade end of the platforms be designated as anterior. This is a plea for stabilization of 
orientation rules and reversal of orientation rules used by Hass in the “Treatise of In¬ 
vertebrate Paleontology: Part W, Miscellanea,” 

Slezak, L. See Dvorak, J. 

Spasov, Chr. 

1960. Paleozoische Conodontenfauna aus sudest Bulgarien und Ostserbien: Travau sur la 
Geologie de Bulgaria, Paleontologie ser., v. 2, pp. 63-75, pi. 1. 
Recognizes 12 species from among 8 genera of conodonts from the Silurian and Devonian 
strata of southwestern Bulgaria and eastern Serbia (Yugoslavia). 
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Spasov, Chr., and Ganev, M. 
1960* Karnische conodonten aus dem Luda-Kamcia Teil des Ostbalkans: Travau sur la Ge- 

ologie de Bulgarie, Paleontologie, ser,, v. 2, pp, 77-99, pis. 1-2. 
Describes and illustrates 23 species (4 of which are new) from among 9 genera of 
conodonts from the Lower and Middle Triassic of the Kuda River region of eastern 
Bulgaria. 

SpjeMnaes, Nils. 
1950. On some vertebrate fossils from Gotland: Arkiv f. Min. o GeoL, v. 1, no. 8, pp. 211-218 

(p. 213). 
Records three genera of conodonts from the Silurian of the Island of Gotland, Sweden. 

Stefanov, S. A, 
1962. Conodonten aus dem Anis des Golo-Bardo-Gebirges: Travau sur la Geologic de Bulgarie, 

ser Paleont. v. IV, pp. 77-93, Tafs, 1-2, (in Russian with German summary) 
Nineteen species, one of which is new, from among 9 genera of conodonts are reported 
from limestone beds from the Anis-stufe, Triassic, of the Golo-Bardo Mountains of 
western Bulgaria, 

Steinerova, J. 
1959. Endeckung von Conodonten im Barrandium: Vestn ustred Usav Geol. Ceskosl, v. 34, 

pp. 459-461 (In Czech). 

Stewart, G. A, 
1955. Age relations of the middle Devonian limestones of Ohio: Ohio Jour. Sci., v. 55, pp. 

147-181. (p. 167). 
Mentions that representative conodonts from the icriodids and polygnathids are found 

in the Middle Devonian bone beds of Ohio. 

Stoppel, Dieter. 
1961. Geologic des sudlichen Kellerwaldgebirges: Hess. Landesamt Bondenf. Abh, H. 34, pp. 

1-114. 
Includes extensive detailed lists of conodonts from the Devonian and Mississippian ex¬ 
posures in the Kellerwald area of central Germany. Conodonts are reported from the 
Emsian (Lower Devonian), Eifelian and Givetian (Middle Devonian), Adorf-stufe, 
Nehden-stufe, Hemberg-stufe, Dasberg-stufe and Wocklumeria-slnie (Upper Devonian), 
and Culm shales (Lower Mississippian). 

Suttner, L. J. See Gutschick, R. C. 

Sweet, W. C. 

1961. Middle and Upper Ordovician rocks, central Colorado: in Symposium on Lower and 

Middle Paleozoic rocks of Colorado by R. R. Berg and J. W. Rold, Rocky Mountain 
Assoc. Geologists,, pp. 17-24. 
Mentions conodonts as part of the fauna of the Harding sandstone, Middle Ordovician, 
Colorado, 

Sweet, W. C. and Bergstrom, S, M. 
1962, Conodonts from the Pratt Ferry formation (Middle Ordovician) of Alabama: Jour. 

Paleontology, v. 36, pp. 1214-1252. 
Thirty-seven species, 12 of which are new, from among 25 genera, one of which is new, 
of conodonts are illustrated and described from the Pratt Ferry formation, Middle Ordo¬ 
vician, northern Alabama, Correlation of the fauna with those of the Crassicauda lime¬ 
stone and Upper Llandeilian shales of Sweden is demonstrated. Haddingodus is a pro¬ 
posed new genus. 

Sweet, W. C., and Rust, C. C. 

1961. Ordovician conodont succession in the Middletown core, southwestern Ohio: (Abstract) 

‘ Program of the Geol. Soc. Am, 74th meeting, Cincinnati, p. 158A. 
j Recognizes numerous conodont faunal zones from the Tyrone, Lexington, Cynthiana, 
i Eden, and Fairview formations of Middle and Upper Ordovician in southwestern Ohio. 

[Switek, M. J. See Gutschick, R. C. 
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Termier, Genevieve. See Termier, Henri. ; 

Termier, Henri, and Termier, Genevieve. 
1950. Evolution et paleogeographie: Albin Michel, Paris, pp. 1-254, (pp. 120, 169, 181, an 

chart opposite p. 208). j 
Reviews the position of conodonts in the evolution of the vertebrates and indicates the 
are near the early fish and developed in a littoral marine environment. A general tex 
book reference. 

Thorslund, Per. 
1935. Uber den Brachiopodenschiefer und den jungeren Riffkalk in Dalarne: Nova Act 

Regiae Societatis Scientiarum Upsaliensis, Ser. IV, v. 9, no. 9, pp. 1-50 (p. 13). I 
Reports conodonts from the uppermost Ordovician of north-central Sweden. , 

Waines, R. H. See Langenheim, R. L. Jr, 

Walliser, O. H. 
1960. Scolecodonts, conodonts and vertebrates: in Boucot, A. J., a Late Silurian fauna froi 

the Sutherland River formation, Devon Island, Canadian arctic Archipelago: Canad 
Geol. Surv. Bull. 65, pp. 21-39, pis. VII to VIII. ^ 
Twenty species (8 of which are new) from among 9 genera of conodonts are recognizei 
from the Sutherland River formation. Upper Silurian, of Devon Island, Northwest Tej 
ritories, Canada. | 

1960a. Zum Alter des jungsten Diabas-Vulkanismus in der Lahn und Dill-Mulde: FortscRi 
Geol. Rheinland Westfalan, Bd. 3, pt. 1, pp. 229-242. 
Recognizes and lists the conodonts for seven conodont zones in the Lower Carboniferou 
in the Lahn and Dill-Mulde areas. 

Westgate, L. G. [' 
1926. Geology of Delaware County: Ohio Geol. Surv., 4th ser., Bull. 30, pp. 1-134, p. 38, 70) 

Records the occurrence of conodonts in the Ohio shale, Middle and Upper Devonian, o 
Delaware County, Ohio. j 

Weyer, Dieter. 
1962. Zwei Oberdevon-Faunen von Schonau im Sudschwarzwald: Geologic, Jahrg. 11, pj 

384-386. 
Lists the faunas from two Upper Devonian zones in the Black Forest near Schonai 
The first fauna is interpreted as Adorf-stufe and the second is interpreted as Nehderl 
and Hemberg-stufe. 

Williams, H. S. 
1901. The Paleozoic faunas of north Arkansas: Ark. Geol. Surv. Ann. Rept. 1892, v. 5, pp 

268-362 (pp. 304, 312, 316-317). 
Records conodonts in the black Eureka shale and Sylamore sandstone, Upper Devoniar 
of northern Arkansas. 

Wisniowska, D. 
1958. Konodonty z famenu Gor Swietokrzyskich: Zaklad Micropaleont. U. W. Warsaw (i 

press). ; 

Wolska, Zdzislawa. ! 
1961. Conodonts from Ordovician erratic boulers of Poland: Acta Paleont, Polonica, v. 

pp. 339-365, pis. I to VI (in Polish with an English summary). 
Twenty-three species belonging to 17 genera of conodonts are described and illustrate« 
from Lower to Upper Ordovician erratic boulders from the vicinity of Warsaw, Poland 

Yoclielson, E. L. See Mamay, S. H. | 

Young, L. See Gutschick, R, C. ; 

Zankl, Heinrick. ! 
1962. Die Geologic der Torrener-Joch-Zone in den Berchtesgadener Alpen: Deutsche Geo 

Gesell. Zs. Bd. 113, pp. 446-462, (p. 453). 
Lists the conodonts Gondolella and Polygnathus from the Dachsteinkalk, Middle Triassic 
of the Austria and Germany boundary line area in eastern Tirolian Alps. 
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Ziegler, Willi. See also Scott, A, J. t 
1961. Ctenognathodus Fay, 1959, or Spatkognathodus Branson and Mehl, 1941 f: Jour. Paleon¬ 

tology, V. 35, pp. 1236-1238. 
Concludes that Spathognathodiis Branson and Mehl, 1941, must be valid lor those 
conodonts formerly referred to as Ctenognathus, Spathodus, Ctenognathodus, Mehlina, 
and Pandorina. He designates Ctenognathus murchisoni Pander 1856 as the type species 

of Spathognathodus Branson and Mehl, 1941. 
1962. Phylogenetische Enwicklung stratigraphische wichtiger Conodonten-Gattungen in der 

Manticoceras-stuie (Oberdevon, Deutschland) : Neues Jahrb. Geol. Paleont. Abh. 114, 

pp. 142-168. , ^ 
Demonstrates the origin and evolution of the conodont genera Ancyrodella, Ancyrog- 
nathus, Palmatolepis and Ancyrolepis and shows how useful these genera are in strati¬ 
graphic zonation in the Manticoceras stage of the Upper Devonian in Germany. All of 
these genera apparently originated from Polygnathus near the base of the Upper 

Devonian, 
1962a. Taxionomie und Phylogenie Oberdevonischer Conodonten und ihre stratigraphische 

Bedeutung: Hess. Landesamt Bodenf. Abh. Heft 38, pp. 1-166, Tafs 1-14. 
A summarizing work on the occurrence of conodonts and conodont zonation in the 
Upper Devonian in various parts of Europe. Twenty-four conodont zones are established 
and related to cephalopod, trilobite, and ostracode zones. Ninety species of conodonts, 
16 of which are new, from among ten genera are described in the taxonomic portion. 
Phylogenetic trees from Palmatolepis and Spathognathodus are developed. Stratigraphic 

and locality details are also included. 

Zimmermann, Edith. 
1960. Sonodonten aus dem Oberdevon von Wildenfels (Sachsen): Freiberge Forschungen 

C-89, pp. 179-211, Tafs. 1-9. 
Lists and illustrates 61 species of conodonts from among 15 genera in the Knoten- 
kalke, Upper Devonian, near Wildenfels, Germany. The conclusion based on the cono¬ 
dont fauna is to place the Knotenkalk in To Hb to To HI, Neden- and Hemberg-stufe of 

the standard European Upper Devonian. 
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Admixtures: Hass, 1962, 

Adorf-stufe: Krebs, 1960a ; Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, 

and Ziegler, 1960 ; Rietschel, 1962 ; Stoppel, 1961 ; 

Weyer, 1962 ; Ziegler, 1962a. 

Africa; 

Devonian: Ethington and Furnish, 1962. 

Ordovician : Bazoche, 1960. 

Silurian: Ethington and Furnish, 1962. 

Alabama: 

Ordovician : Sweet and Bergstrom, 1962. 

Alberta : 

Mississippian : Muller, K. J., 1962d, 

Algeria : 

Ordovician : Bazoche, 1960. 

Anis-stufe : Stefanov, 1962. 

Arkansas: 

Devonian : Williams, H. S., 1901. 

Assemblages: Hass, 1962; Moore, R. C., 1962; Miil- 

ler, K. J., 1962, 1962a, 1962b; Rhodes, 1962a. 

Australia: 

Cambrian: Jones, P. J., 1961. 

Permian: Glenister and Furnish, 1961. 

Austria: 

Triassic : Zankl, 1962. 

Banff formation ; Muller, K. J., 1962d. 

Beech Creek formation: Rexroad and Jarrell, 1961. 

Belgium : 

Devonian : Ziegler, 1962a. 

Bibliography: Anderson, 1962; Ellison, 1962; Hil- 

termann, 1962a. 

Bulgaria : 

Devonian: Budurov, 1961; Spasov, 1960. 

Silurian : Spasov, 1960. 

Triassic: Spasov and Ganev, 1960; Stefanov, 

1962. 

Bushberg sandstone: Cooper, C. L., 1939a. 

Caballos novaculite: Berry, 1960. 

Cambrian : Goodwin, 1961 ; Jones, 1961. 

Canada: 

Mississippian: Muller, K. J., 1962d. 

Silurian : Walliser, 1960. 

Chappel limestone: Gutschick, Weiner, and Young, 

1961. 

Chatsworth limestone: Jones, P. J., 1961. 

Cheiloceras-stufei Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962; 

Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and Ziegler, 1960 ; Zieg¬ 

ler. 1962a. 

Chester: Rexroad and Burton, 1961 ; Rexroad and Jar¬ 

rell, 1961 ; Rexroad and Liebe, 1962. 

China: 

Devonian: Branson, C. C., 1962; Ching, 1960. 

Mississippian : Branson, C. C., 1962 ; Ching, 1960. 

Pennsylvanian: Branson, C. C., 1962 ; Ching, 

1960. 

Permian : Branson, C. C., 1962 ; Ching, 1960. 

Coal balls : Mamay and Yochelson, 1962. 

Colorado : 

Ordovician : Chronic, 1961 ; Frederickson, 1961 ; 

Sweet, 1961. 

Composition of conodonts : Hass, 1962. 

Couvinien : Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962. 

Culm : Meischner, 1962 ; Stoppel, 1961. 

Cyclymenia-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962, 

Cynthiana formation: Sweet and Rust, 1961. 

Dachsteinkalk : Dankl, 1962. 

Dasburg-stufe: Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and Ziegler, 

1960 ; Stoppel, 1961 ; Ziegler, 1962a. 

Devonian : 

Lower: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; Erben, I 

1961; Reichstein, 1962a; Stoppel, 1961. 

Middle : Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; Branson, I 
C. C., 1962 ; Budurov, 1961 ; Caylor, 1944 ; ! 

Ching, 1960; Grabert, 1962 ; Helms, 1961a; 

Peirce, 1962 ; Rabitz, 1962 ; Reichstein, 1962a ; 

Rietschel, 1961 ; Ruchholz, 1962 ; Schlegel, E., 

1961 ; Schlegel, H., 1962 ; Stewart, G. A., 1955 ; 

Stoppel, 1961 ; Westgate, 1926. 

Undesignated: Berry, 1960; Spasov, 1960. 

Upper: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; Bond, 

Goldthwait, Holowaychuk, and Forsyth, 1959 ; | 

Branson, C. C., 1962 ; Burchardt, 1962 ; Ching, I 
1960 ; Clark and Beach, 1961 ; Collinson, Scott, { 

and Rexroad, 1961, 1962 ; Dvorak, Freyer, and | 

Freyer, 1961 ; Dvorak, Freyer and Slezak, 1959 ; f 

Ethington and Furnish, 1962 ; Freyer, 1961 ; 

Grabert, 1962 ; Gutschick, Suttner, and Switek, 

1962; Helms, 1961, 1961a; Klapper and Fur¬ 

nish, 1962 ; Krebs, 1960a; Kronberg, Pilger, 

Scherp, and Ziegler, 1960 ; Moniez, 1961 ; Miil- ; 

ler, K. J., 1958; Reichstein, 1962a; Reichstein 

and Schwab, 1962; Rietschel, 1961 ; Schlegel, 

E., 1961 ; Schlegel, H., 1962 ; Scott, A. J., 1961 ; i 

Stoppel, 1961 ; Westgate, 1926 ; Weyer, 1962 ; j 
Williams, H. S., 1901 ; Ziegler, 1962 ; Zimmer¬ 

man, 1960. 

Dellenburger tuffe : Krebs, 1960a. 

Dinantian: Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and Ziegler, 

1960. 

Eaglewood formation : Klapper and Furnish, 1962. j 

Eden formation : Carpenter and Oi-y, 1961 ; Sweet and 

Rust, 1961. 

Eifel-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; Budurov, 

1961 ; Grabert, 1962 ; Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and 

Ziegler, 1960 ; Rietschel, 1962 ; Ruchholz, 1962 ; 

Schlegel, H., 1962 ; Stoppel, 1961. 

Ely Springs dolomite: Langenheim, Carss, Kennerly, 

McCutcheon, and Waines, 1962. 

Ems-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962; Stoppel, 

1961. ! 

64 
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Eudora shale: Ball, 1959. 

Eureka shale: Williams, H. S., 1901, 

Evolutionary trends: Muller, K. J., 1962a; Termier 

and Termier, 1959, Ziegler, 1962. 

Fairview formation: Carpenter and Ory. 1961 ; Sweet 

and Rust, 1961. 

Famenian: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; Ziegler, 

1962a. 

Flaseekalk: Rietschel, 1961. 

Fort Pena formation : Berry, 1960. 

Fraileys-Big Clifty formation: Rexroad and Jarrell, 

1961. 

France: 

Devonian: Moniez, 1961; Ziegler, 1962a. 

Frasnien: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; Moniez, 

1961 ; Ziegler, 1962. 

Gallatin formation: Goodwin, 1961. 

Gattendorfia-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962. 

Germany: 

Carboniferous: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; 

Dvorak, Freyer and Freyer, 1961 ; Freyer, 1961 ; 

Helms, 1961a; Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and 

Ziegler, 1960 ; Meischner, 1962 ; Reichstein, 

1961b ; Schlegel, E., 1961 ; Schlegel, H., 1962 ; 

Stoppel, 1961 ; Walliser, 1960a. 

Devonian: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; Bur- 

chardt, 1962 ; Dvorak, Freyer and Freyer, 1961 ; 

Dvorak, Freyer and Slezak, 1959 ; Freyer, 1961 ; 

Grabert, 1962 ; Helms, 1961, 1961a ; Hiltermann, 

1962; Krebs, 1960a; Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, 

and Ziegler, 1960 ; Rabitz, 1962 ; Reichstein 

1962a; Reichstein and Schwab, 1962 ; Rietschel, 

1962 ; Ruchholz, 1962 ; Schlegel, E., 1961 ; Schle¬ 

gel, H., 1962 ; Stoppel, 1961 ; Weyer, 1962 ; 

Ziegler, 1962, 1962a; Zimmerman, 1960. 

Ordovician: Jordan, 1960. 

Silurian: Reichstein, 1962. 

Triassic: Zankl, 1962. 

Givet-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962; Budurov, 

1961 ; Grabert, 1962 ; Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and 

Ziegler, 1960 ; Ruchholz, 1962 ; Schlegel, E., 1961 ; 

Schlegel, H., 1962 ; Stoppel, 1961. 

Golconda group: Jarrell, 1961; Rexroad and Jarrell, 

1961. 

Gonioclymenia-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962; 

Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and Ziegler, 1962 ; Zieg¬ 

ler, 1962a. 

Goniatites-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962; 

Meischner, 1962. 

Grand Tower formation : Caylor, 1944. 

Gros Ventre formation: Goodwin, 1961. 

Haney formation: Rexroad and Jarrell, 1961. 

Hannibal formation : Cooper, C. L., 1939a. 

Harding sandstone: Chronic, 1961; Frederickson, 

1961 ; Sweet, 1961. 

Hemberg-stufe: Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and Zieg¬ 

ler, 1960 ; Rietschel, 1961 ; Stoppel, 1961 ; Weyer, 

1962 ; Ziegler, 1962a ; Zimmerman, 1960. 

Hercynkalk : Reichstein, 1962a. 

Illinois : 

Devonian: Caylor, 1944; Collinson, Scott, and 

Rexroad, 1961, 1962; Scott, A. J., 1961. 

Mississippian: Collinson, Scott, and Rexroad, 

1961, 1962 ; Jarrell, 1961 ; Rexroad and Bur¬ 

ton, 1961 ; Rexroad and Jarrell, 1961 ; Rex¬ 

road and Liebe, 1962. 

Ordovician : Rhoads, 1962. 

Pennsylvanian: Mamay and Yochelson, 1962. 

Independence shale: Muller, K. J., 1958. 

Indiana: 

Mississippian : Jarrell, 1961 ; Rexroad and Jarrell, 

1961 ; Rexroad and Liebe, 1962. 

Internal structure: Hass, 1962; Muller, K. J., 1960b. 

Iowa : 

Devonian: Collinson, Scott, and Rexroad, 1961, 

1962 ; Muller, K. J., 1958. 

Mississippian: Collinson, Scott, and Rexroad, 

1961, 1962. 

Ordovician : Rhoads, 1962. 

Pennsylvanian: Mamay and Yochelson, 1962. 

Iran : 

Devonian : Hiltermann, 1962. 

Joins formation: Harris, 1962. 

Kalloclymenia-stnie: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962. 

Kansas : 

Pennsylvanian: Ball, 1959 ; Mamay and Yochel¬ 

son, 1962. 

Kentucky : 

Mississippian: Jarrell, 1961 ; Rexroad and Jarrell. 

1961. 

Ordovician: Carpenter and Ory, 1961. 

Kinkaid formation; Rexroad and Burton, 1961. 

Knotenkalk : Zimmerman, 1960. 

Kocketea shale: Glenister and Furnish, 1961. 

Kufen suite: Ching, 1960. 

Lexington formation: Sweet and Rust, 1961. 

Lodgepole limestone: Gutschick, Suttner, and Switek, 

1962 ; Gutschick, Wiener, and Young, 1961. 

Louisiana limestone: Scott, A, J., 1961. 

Ludlow beds : Reichstein, 1962. 

McMillan formation : Carpenter and Ory, 1961. 

Manticoceras-stute: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962; 

Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and Ziegler, 1960 ; Zieg¬ 

ler, 1962, 1962a. 

Maquoketa shale: Rhoads, 1962. 

Mississippian: 

Lower: Bond, Goldthwait, Holowaychuk, and 

Forsyth, 1959; Clark and Beach, 1961 ; Col¬ 

linson, Scott, and Rexroad, 1961, 1962 ; Cooper, 

C. L., 1939a ; Dvorak, Freyer, and Freyer, 1961 ; 

Freyer, 1961 ; Gutschick, 1962 ; Gutschick, Sutt¬ 

ner, and Switek, 1962 ; Gutschick, Weiner and 

Young, 1961 ; Helms, 1961a ; Klapper and Fur¬ 

nish, 1962 ; Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and 

Ziegler, 1960 ; Muller, K. J., 1962d ; Reichstein, 
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1961b ; Sandberg, 1962 ; Schlegel, E., 1961 ; 

Schlegel, H., 1962 ; Walliser, 1960a. 

Middle: Collinson, Scott and Rexroad, 1961, 1962 ; 

Gutschick, Weiner, and Young, 1961 ; Meisch- 

ner, 1962. 

Undesignated: Branson, C. C., 1962; Ching, 1960. 

Upper: Collinson, Scott, and Rexroad, 1961, 1962 ; 

Jarrell, 1961 ; Rexroad and Burton, 1961 ; Rex¬ 

road and Liebe, 1962. 

Missouri: 

Devonian: Collinson, Scott, and Rexroad, 1961, 

1962. 

Mississippian: Collinson, Scott, and Rexroad, 

1961, 1962. 

Montana: 

Devonian : Gutschick, Sutton, and Switek, 1962. 

Mississippian : Gutschick, 1962 ; Gutschick, Sutt- 

ner, and Switek, 1962 ; Gutschick, Wiener and 

Young, 1961 ; Sandberg, 1962. 

Morphology: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962. 

Mungerebar limestone: Jones, P. J., 1961. 

Nehden-stufe: Ki'onberg. Pilger. S'^herp, and Zieg¬ 

ler, 1960 ; Rietschel, 1961 ; Stoppel, 1961 ; Weyer, 

1962 : Ziegler, 1962a ; Zimmerman, 1960. 

News reports: Anderson, 1962 ; Cuvillier, 1962, 1962a ; 

Douglass, 1960, 1962 ; Drooger, 1962 ; Echols, D. J., 

1962 ; Heisland, 1962 ; Hiltermann, 1962 ; Jones, 

D. J., 1962 ; Kesling, 1962 ; Rozaryska, 1962. 

Nevada: 

Ordovician : Kay, 1962 ; Langenheim, Carss, Ken- 

nerly, McCutchen and Waines, 1962. 

North Dakota: 

Ordovician : Carleson, 1960. 

Northwest Territories: Walliser, 1960. 

Ohio: 

Devonian: Bond, Goldthwait, Holowaychuk, and 

Forsyth, 1959 ; Stewart, G. A,, 1955 ; Westgater, 

1926. 

Mississippian: Bond, Goldthwait, Holowaychuk, 

and Forsyth, 1959. 

Ordovician : Sweet and Rust, 1961. 

Ohio shale: Bond, Goldthwait, Holowaychuk, and 

Forsyth, 1959 ; Westgate, 1926. 

Oklahoma: 

Mississippian: Cooper, C. L., 1939a; Gutschick, 

Weiner and Young, 1961. 

Ordovician: Harris, 1962. 

Pennsylvanian: Mamay and Yochelson, 1962. 

Ordovician : 

Lower: Bazoche, 1960; Goodwin, 1961; Jordan, 

1960 ; Wolska, 1961. 

Middle: Berry, 1960; Carleson, 1960; Chronic, 

1961 ; Frederickson, 1961 ; Harris, 1962 ; Kay, 

1962 ; Nilsson, 1953 ; Sweet, 1961 ; Sweet and 

Bergstrom, 1962 ; Sweet and Rust, 1961 ; Wol¬ 

ska, 1961. 

Undesignated; Pozaryska, 1962. 

Upper: Carpenter and Ory, 1961; Langenheim, 

Carss, Kennerly, McCutcheon, and Waines, 

1962 ; Rhoads, 1962 ; Sweet and Rust, 1961 ; 

Thorslund, 1935 ; Wolska, 1961. 

Orientation: Hass, 1962 ; Scott, A. J., 1961 ; Scott, 

Ellison, Rexroad, and Ziegler, 1962. 

Oxyclymenia-stufe: Reichstein and Schwab, 1962 ; 

Ziegler, 1962a. 

Paleoecology: Ellison, 1951; Muller, K. J„ 1962a; 

Termier and Termier, 1959. 

Paoli limestone: Rexroad and Liebe, 1962. 

Pennsylvanian: Anderson, 1962; Ball, 1959; Bran¬ 

son, C. C., 1962 ; Ching, 1960 ; Mamay and Yochel- I 

son, 1962. 

Pericyclus-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962. 

Permian: Branson, C, C., 1962 ; Ching, 1960 ; Glen- ij 
ister and Furnish, 1961. 

Petes Summit formation; Kay, 1962. ! 

Plattenkalk, Rietschel, 1962, 

Platyclymenia-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962 ; j 

Kronberg, Pilger, Scherp, and Ziegler, 1960 ; Zieg- I 
ler, 1962a. ■ 

Poland : 

Ordovician : Pozaryska, 1962 ; Wolska. 1961. ! 

Popular accounts: Bowyer, 1956. 

Pratt Ferry formation : Sweet and Bergstrom, 1962. 

Reviews : Hilterman, 1962 ; Mnller, K. J., 1958, 1960b, | 

1961, 1962 ; Scott, A. J., 1962. | 

Sappington formation: Gutschick, 1962 ; Gutschick, 

Suttner, and Switek, 1962 ; Sandberg, 1962. 

Siegen-stufe: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962. 

Silurian: 

Undesignated: Ethington and Furnish, 1962; 

Spasov, 1960 ; Spjeidnaes, 1950. 

Upper; Erben, 1961; Reichstein, 1962; Walliser, 

1960. 

South Dakota : 

Devonian : Klapper and Furnish, 1962. 

Mississippian : Klapper and Furnish, 1962. 

Spanish Sahara: 

Devonian: Ethington and Furnish, 1962. 

Silurian: Ethington and Furnish, 1962. 

Strumien: Bartenstein and Bischoff, 1962. 

Sunbury shale: Bond, Goldthwait, Holowaychuk, and 

Forsyth, 1959. 

Sutherland formation : Walliser, 1960. 

Sweden : 

Ordovician: Hessland, 1962 ; Nilsson, 1953 ; 

Thorslund, 1935. 

Silurian : Spjeldnaas, 1950. 

Sylamore sandstone: Williams, H. S., 1901. 

Tauner graywacke : Reichstein, 1961b. 

Taxonomy, Harris, 1962 ; Hass, 1962 ; Helms, 1961 ; 

Hiltermann, 1962 ; Jones, D. J,, 1962 ; Kronberg, 

Pilger, Scherp, and Ziegler, 1960 ; Lindstrdm, 

1960a ; Moore, R. C., 1962 ; Muller, K. J., 1962, 

1962a, 1962b; Rhodes, 1962a; Ziegler, 1961. 

Techniques: Evitt, 1949 ; Hilterman, 1961b; Muller, 

K. J., 1962c. 

Texas: 

Devonian : Berry, 1960 ; Peirce, 1962. 
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Mississippian: Gutschick, Weiner, and Young, 

1961. 

Ordovician; Berry, 1960. 

Textbook reference: Lesley, 1889 ; Lindstrom, 1962 ; 

Matthews, 1962 ; Piveteau, 1952 ; Rhodes, 1962 ; 

Termier and Termier, 1959. 

Toumasian: Bartenstein and Bischoif, 1962. 

Triassic: Spasov and Ganev, 1960 ; Stefanov, 1962 ; 

Zankl, 1962. 

Tyrone formation: Sweet and Rust, 1961. 

Usinger Kalk : Rietschel, 1962. 

Utah: 

Devonian: Clark and Beach, 1961. 

Mississippian: Clark and Beach, 1961. 

Visean: Bartenstein and Bischoif, 1962; Meischner, 

1962. 
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Weldon limestone: Gutschick, Weiner and Young, 

1961. 

Winnipeg formation : Carleson, 1960. 

Wocklumeria-stuie: Bartenstein and Bischoif, 1962 ; 

Kronberg, Scherp, Pilger, and Ziegler, 1960 ; Reich- 

stein and Schwab, 1962 ; Stoppel, 1961 ; Ziegler, 

1962a. 

Wyoming : 

Cambrian: Goodwin, 1961. 

Ordovician : Goodwin, 1961. 

Yugoslavia: 

Devonian: Spasov, 1960. 

Zoological position; Hass, 1962 ; Muller, K. J., 1962a ; 

Rhodes, 1962a. 

NEW CONODONT GENERIC NAMES 

Bispathodus Miiller, K. J,, 1962, U. Dev. 

Eofalodus Harris, 1962, M. Ord. 

Gladigondolella Miiller, K. J., 1962, U. Triassic 

Haddingodus Sweet and Bergstrom, 1962, M. Ord. 

Histiodella Harris, 1962, M. Ord. 

Latericriodus Miiller, K. J., 1962, M. and U, Dev. 

Ptiloncodus Harris, 1962, M. Ord. 

Rhombocorniculum Walliser, 1958, L. Cambrian 

INDEX TO CONODONT GENERA (Corrections to U. T. Publ. 6210, pp. 125-128) 

Ancyrodelloides Bisclioff and Sannemann, 1958. Lower Devonian. 

Bactrognathus Branson and Mehl, 1941, Osage, Middle Mississippian. 

Cladognathodus Rexroad and Collinson, 1961. See Kladognathus, Rexroad, 1958. 

Cladognathus Rexroad, 1957. Preoccupied by Cladognathus Burmeister, 1847. See Kladognathus, 
Rexroad, 1958. 

Kladognathus Rexroad, 1958. Chester, Upper Mississippian. 

Scaphignathus Helms, 1959, Upper Devonian and reworked in middle Permian admixtures (Not 

Scaphignathus Ziegler, 1960a) 



Some Observations Concerning the Genus 

Smilodon, With Special Reference to Smildon f atalis 

by BOB H. SLAUGHTER 

Shuler Museum of Paleontology 

Southern Methodist University 

ABSTRACT 

Three specimens referable to Smilodon fatalis (Leidy) recently 

recovered from the Pleistocene of Texas are described and a revised 

diagnosis of this previously ill-known species is offered. The variation 

indicated includes several characters previously used in specific sepa¬ 

ration. 

INTRODUCTION 

A fragmentary felid maxilli containing P4 from Hardin County, 

Texas was described by Leidy (1868) and a new species was proposed, 

Felis (Trucifelis) fatalis. Leidy later (1869) illustrated and re¬ 

described the specimen under the heading Trucifelis fatalis. The 

species has since come to be considered as belonging to the South 

American genus, Smilodon Lund, although Simpson (1945) retained 

Trucifelis as a subgenus. 

A fragmentary skull lacking teeth collected in Marion County, 

Florida was described by Leidy in 1889 and referred to the European 

genus Macharodus, M.floridanus. This species has been referred to 

Smilodon by all later workers. 

More recently two well preserved lower jaws believed to belong to 

S.floridanus were collected by Mr. Kent M. Ainslie from the Itchtuck- 

nee River and deposited at the Florida State Museum. 

In 1907 Bovard proposed the species S.calif or nicus^ separating it 

from S.floridanus by the latter’s shorter muzzle, more posterior posi¬ 

tion of the posterior nares, and possibly ridges on the palate. In the 

course of Merrian and Stock’s study, they negated Bovard’s diagnosis 

but proposed certain differences in the region of mastoid to dis¬ 

tinguish the two species. 

Brown (1908) erected a new genus, Smilodontopsis, to include two 

species he proposed from the Conard Fissure in Newton County, 

Arkansas. The two species, S.troglodytes and S.conardi, were sepa¬ 

rated by minor differences in the form of P4. After observing the 

68 
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amount of variation in these features as displayed in the large series 

of sabre-toothed cat material from Ranch La Brea, California Merriam 

and Stock (1932, p. 13) suggested that only S.troglodytes be recog¬ 

nized from Conard Fissure and that the specimens described as 

S.conardi be referred to that species. 

Matthew (1918) added another species to the genus, S.nebraskensis, 

based on a lower jaw from Nebraska. He expressed some doubt that 

the new taxon was of specific rank, but cited certain differences be¬ 

tween his specimen and S.californicus saying “The post-canine dia¬ 

stema is decidedly shorter than S.californicus specimens with which I 

have compared it, the cheek teeth are about the same size.” 

An isolated P4 from Cavetown, Maryland was described by Hay in 

1920 and referred to Brown’s genus, Smilodontopsis. He considered it 

distinct, however, and proposed the name S.mooreheadi. Simpson 

(1941) has since demonstrated that this specimen does not represent 

a sabre-toothed cat but instead probably belongs to Felis inexpectata. 

The last species from North America to be described to the genus 

Smilodon was S.trinitiensis Slaughter (1960). The holotype of this 

species is a lower jaw collected from a terrace of the Trinity River at 

Dallas, Texas. It was distinguished from previously described species, 

variously, by its larger cheek teeth, relative to the mandibular meas¬ 

urements, and the absence of P3. 

NEW INDICES 

Upon finding that the characters previously used to distinguish 

North American species of Smilodon are subject to a great deal of 

variation, a series of measurement ratios were tried in an effort to find 

more reliable means of demonstrating relationships. It was found that 

by platting the anteroposterior diameter of the inferior canine to the 

same measurement of P4 and the relative thinness of P4, two groups 

became apparent (see Table I). One group is made up of North Ameri¬ 

can Smilodon material of Wisconsin age from Florida and California, 

and the other may include all pre-Wisconsin material referable to 

Smilodon. 

Although the C-P4 indices of two Rancho La Brea specimens and 

the P4 index of one of the Florida specimens are quite similar to those 

of the older material referred to S.fatalis^ none of these three speci¬ 

mens have both indices in common with the older material. There¬ 

fore, if only one index is available in future specimens, reference to 

one or the other group could not be made with certainty, though it 

could referred with some confidence. 
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AP Diameter of Pa 
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18 

Fig. 1 (See Fig. 2 for explanation of symbols) 

ADDITIONAL CHARACTERS OF SMILODON FATALIS 

In 1920 a cranium (Fig. 5) was collected by Prof. Ellis W. Shuler 

from the basal member (Hill) of the Pemberton Hill-Lewisville (T-2) 

terrace of the Trinity River at Dallas, Texas. The specimen was 

described by Lull (1921) and referred provisionally to S.fatalis. The 

reference was made because the Dallas specimen seemed to represent 

an animal smaller than either S.fLoridanus or S.calif ornicus, but of the 

same approximate size of S.fatalis as indicated by the incomparable 

holotype of that species. Slaughter (1960) referred Lull’s specimen to 

S. trinitiensis because of its close geographical and geological associa¬ 

tion with the holotype of that species. Although the two Dallas speci¬ 

mens were collected from the same terrace formation, they are from 

different members. In closing the 1921 discussion of the Dallas 

cranium, Lull said ‘T have no assurance that the Dallas specimen is 

distinct from S.fatalis^ with the proportions of which it approximately 

agrees. The discovery of a cranassial attached to the cranium from 
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AP Diameter of P4 

Explanation of symbols on Figs. 1 and 2 

Solid triangle—S.gracilis; Port Kennedy Cave; Pennsylvania (Yarmouth). 

Solid circle—S.californicus; Rancho La Brea; California (middle to late Wisconsin). 

Open circle-—SJIoridanus; Itchtucknee River; Florida (late Wisconsin). 

Open square—S.fatalis; 

1C——Oakland, California (pre-bison). 

A—Conard Fissure; Arkansas (lllinoian). 

N—Hay Springs; Nebraska (Yarmouth or Sangamon). 

D—T-2 terrace; Texas (Sangamon). 

1— Hill Gravel. 

2— Hill-Shuler contact. 

3— Lower Shuler sand. 

1^—Ingleside; Texas (earliest Wisconsin). 

the Dallas sand pits alone can give assurance of identity or disagree¬ 

ment.” 

Such a specimen has not as yet been recovered at Dallas but an 

excellent skull containing both superior carnassials has recently been 

recovered from the Berclair terrace of Medio Creek in Bee County, 

Texas by Mr. George E. Klett. The specimen is deposited in the U.S. 

National Museum (No. 20750) (Figs. 3 & 4) and was compared with 
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Fig. 3 

Fig. 3. Smilodon fatali$ (Leidy). Skull collected from Berclair terrace equivalent of Medio 

Creek, Bee County, Texas. U.S.N.M. 20705. X V3. Diagonal hatching indicates reconstruc¬ 

tion. 

the type material of S,fatalis by Dr. C. Lewis Gazin. Dr. Gazin found 

the P4 similar enough, both in size and form, to leave little doubt that 

this “new” skull belongs to Leidy’s Texas species. It is of further 

importance that both the Bee County skull and the Dallas County 

cranium differ from S.fLoridanus and S.californicus in the same 

features: occiput more narrow and triangular and lack of well devel¬ 

oped vertical keel on the basi-occipital. 

Both the Bee County and Dallas County occiputs contain a rounded 

but well developed medium ridge dorsally, with deep excavations on 

each side. Only one specimen of S.californicus has a suggestion of this 

element and it was much less well developed. 

In 1960 Mr. Joe Cross of Dallas collected a lower jaw (Fig. 7) from 

the Hill gravels at the Moore Pit locality in Dallas County. As this 

specimen is from the same terrace member and just four miles down- 
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Fig. 4 Fig. 5 

Fig. 4. Smilodon fatalis (Leidy). Occipital view of Bee County, Texas skull. U.S.N.M. 

20705. X 1/3. 

Fig. 5. Smilodon fatalis (Leidy). Occipital view of Hill gravel specimen from Dallas 

County, Texas. SMU-SMP 60006. X V3. 

Fsg. 6. Smilodon californicus Bovard. Occipital view of skull from Rancho La Brea, 

California. X 1/3. 

stream from the locality (Lagow Pit) that produced Lull’s specimen, 

it is highly probable that it too represents the previously ill-known 

species, S. fatalis. In the light of this “new” material referable to 

S.fatalis, a revised diagnosis is offered. 

ORDER CARNIVORA 

Family Felidae 

Genus Smilodon Lund, 1842. 

Smilodon fatalis (Leidy), 1868. 

Felis {Trucifelis) /<2to/z.s Leidy, 1868. 
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Trucifelis fatalis Leidy, 1869. 

Smilodontopsis troglodytes Brown, 1908. 

Smilodontopsis conardi Brown, 1908. 

Smilodon nebraskensis Matthew, 1918. 

Smilodonci.fatalis (Leidy), Lull, 1921. 

Smilodon trinitiensis Slaughter, 1960. 

Holotype—P4 with fragment of maxilli attached from Hardin 

County, Texas. 

Known range—Middle Pleistocene to earliest Wisconsin. 

Known distribution—Arkansas, California, Nebraska, and Texas. 

Diagnosis—Total skull length less than any specimens of S.cali- 

fornicus; occiput narrow and triangular, not rounded above; basi- 

occipital lacking well developed vertical keel; inferior canine much 

reduced, with anteroposterior diameter less than 54 per cent of the 

same measurement of P4; P4 thin, having a transverse diameter less 

than 43 per cent of the anteroposterior diameter (see Table I). 

Smilodon troglodytes {Brown) incorporating S.conardi {Brown) 

The strongest difference that Brown used to distinguish the Conard 

Fissure material from S.fatalis was the presence of a protocone on P4 

in S.fatalis and the absence of this cusp in the Arkansas material. This 

would seem an important character were it not for the large series of 

Smilodon material available from Rancho La Brea. About this feature, 

Merrian and Stock (1932, p. 48) state that although the protocone is 

not ordinarily present, “In some specimens a very small but distinct 

protocone is evident.” Another distinction between S.fatalis and 

S.troglodytes proposed by Brown was the fact that the preanterior 

cone (prostyle) is more well developed in the former. This feature 

loses importance in the statement by Merriam and Stock (1932, p. 

48) “the prostyle is nearly always present but varies greatly in size.” 

Considering the fact that Brown’s diagnosis is based on characters that 

apparently are untrustworthy for species separation, plus the fact 

that the Arkansas material cannot be distinguished from the Texas 

material referred to S. fatalis, but can be separated from S.floridanus- 

S.californicus, S.troglodytes (incorporating S.conardi) is referred to 

S.fatalis. ^ 

Smilodon trinitiensis Slaughter, and two other lower jaws from Dallas, 

T exas 

All three lower jaws from Dallas are from the Pemberton Hill- 

Lewisville (T-2) terrace of the Trinity River and Crook and Harris 
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Fig. 7. Smilodon fatalis (Leidy). Right lower jaw from Hill gravel, Dallas CounJy, Texas. 

SMU-SMF 60105. X V2. 

(1958). They are, however, from different members and levels. Speci¬ 

men No SMP-SMU 60105 (Fig. 7) was recovered from the basal 

member (Hill) at the Moore Pit, which is the same member that 

produced the cranium described by Lull. Specimen No. SMP-SMU 

60227 (Fig. 8) was collected from the contact between the Hill and 

Fig. 8. Smilodon fatalis (Leidy). Left lower jaw from Hill-Shuler contact, Dallas County, 

Texas. SMU-SMP 60227. X V2. 

the overlying Lower Shuler member and could belong to either. 

Specimen No. SMP-SMU 60030 (Fig. 9) was recovered from well 

within the Lower Shuler member. The latter was described by 

Slaughter (1960) as S.trinitiensis. In spite of the fact that the faunas 

of the various members of the T-2 terrace indicate that the climate 

was changing from moist to dry, during the deposition of the sediments 

(Slaughter et al, 1962), F-U-N tests reported by Oakley and Howells 

(1961) indicate that the time represented was slight. The C-P4 and P4 

indices of all three Dallas specimens are very close to those of all 

other pre-Wisconsin Smilodon specimens from North America. Al- 
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Fig. 9. Smilodon fatalis (Leidy). Right lower jaw from Lower Shuler, Dallas County, Texas. 

SMU-SMP 60030. X Vi. 

though the type of S.fatalis is a P4 and this element is not present in 

the Dallas collections, the Dallas material is referred to this species 

through the Dallas cranium and the Bee County skull. 

Smilodon nebrascensis Matthew 

Matthew (1918) proposed the name S.nebrascensis for a lower jaw 

from Nebraska, distinguishing it from S.californicus by its “decidedly 

shorter post-canine diastema.” Although the transverse diameter must 

be considered approximate, the P4 index based on Dr. Churcher’s 

estimate fits nicely with the other material referred here to S.fatalis. 

The canine apparently has been lost and that index is therefore not 

available. It is noteworthy that the very short post-canine diastema is 

reminiscent of the youngest specimen from Dallas. The locality pro¬ 

ducing Matthew’s specimen is variously considered Yarmouth and 

Sangamon. 

Smilodon fatalis in pre-Wisconsin deposits of California 

The C-P4 and P4 indices of a lower jaw collected from Irvingtonian 

gravels (pre-bison) near Oakland, California affiliate it with the 

S.fatalis group and distinguish it from later material from that state. 

This further demonstrates that S.californicus is not simply a geo¬ 

graphic race of S.fatalis. This specimen (UCMP 44682) is deposited 

in the Museum of Paleontology, University of California. 

Smilodon fatalis in the Ingleside local fauna 

The lower jaw (BEG 30967-198) in the assemblage ^own as the 

Ingleside local fauna, San Patricio County, Texas, has C-P4 and P4 

indices that place it with S.fatalis. The specimen lacks P3 and has 

mandibular measurements slightly greater than the other material. 

But considering the fact that it is easily separated from S.floridanus- 

S.calif ornicus, it is referred to S.fatalis with some confidence. 
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THE AGE OF NORTH AMERICAN SMILODON MATERIAL AND 

THE SUGGESTION OF POSSIBLE TEMPORAL RACES 

The geologic span represented by material referred to S.fatalis is 

somewhat greater than that represented by material referred variously 

to S.floridanus and S.californicus. The Rancho La Brea accumulation 

apparently postdates the Wisconsin glacial maximum of approxi¬ 

mately 18,000 B.P. Also, Olsen (personal communication, 1962) 

assures me that the Smilodon material from Florida is Late Wisconsin. 

On the other hand, the material referred to S.fatalis ranges in age 

from middle Pleistocene to earliest Wisconsin. 

Although the pre-Wisconsin material seems without exception 

closely related, there are certain differences that suggest there may 

be temporal and/or geographic races represented. The sample is far 

too small to give assurance that collecting error has not created an 

illusion, but there is a subtle suggestion that part of this material may 

represent a show of evolution within the group, A formal proposal of 

races, temporal or otherwise, is not considered at this time, but the 

evidence is offered here merely as something for future workers to 

watch for. 

The material from the Conard Fissure in Arkansas, which is con¬ 

sidered as Illinoian by Hibbard (1957), is more primitive than other 

material discussed here in at least one feature. The recovery of three 

P3s from that deposit indicates that this tooth was persistently present. 

In addition, these teeth display three well developed cusps, though the 

tooth is single rooted. The next youngest specimen in the S.fatalis 

series is the Hill jaw from Dallas, which has been demonstrated as 

being Sangamon by Slaughter et al (1962). An alveoli indicates the 

presence of P3 although the form of this tooth is unknown. The speci¬ 

men collected from the Hill-Shuler contact, contains P3 but it is much 

more rudimentary than the three Arkansas P3s. The crown is simple, 

suboval, and has a small protuberance centered upon it. The post¬ 

canine diastema is decidedly shorter than it is in the Hill specimen. 

The youngest Dallas specimen (also Sangamon) previously described 

as S.trinitiensis (Slaughter, 1960), not only lacks P3, but apparently 

has taken more advantage of this tooth’s loss than S.calif ornicus. The 

space for P3 has been utilized by the shortening of the post-canine 

diastema and an increase in the anteroposterior diameter of the cheek 

teeth. Although P3 is present in but 6% of the specimens from Rancho 

La Brea, neither the post-canine diastema nor the size of the cheek 

teeth seems to be affected by the presence or absence of this tooth. The 

specimen previously described as S.nebrascensis may be even more 
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advanced in this direction. It lacks P3 and has a post-canine diastema 

even shorter than the youngest Dallas specimen. This line of thinking 

may, however, be negated by the characters of the specimen referred 

to S.fatalis from the Ingleside local fauna, being the youngest of the 

series. The fauna associated with the Ingleside specimen includes a 

giant form of Geochelone, which usually is considered to be pre- 

Wisconsin in North America as well as the typically Wisconsin 

species. Bison antiquus. It therefore seems probable that this assem¬ 

blage represents a period of earliest Wisconsin with a few Sangamon 

types lingering on at this relatively low latitude. The C-P4 and P4 

indices distinguish it from S.floridanus-S.californius and affiliate it 

with S.fatalis, but the diastema is not particularly short. It may be 

that S.fatalis was more variable, both in size and form, than S.cali- 

fornicus. Or it may be that there are both geographic and temporal 

subspecies represented in the S.fatalis series. The oldest specimen 

referred to the S.fatalis group is the Irvingtonian specimen from 

California. If the minor differences in certain specimens of the S. 

fatalis series were awarded subspecific rank, all could not be temporal 

as the oldest specimen (Irvingtonian of California) resembles the 

youngest specimen (Ingleside) more closely than any other. 

The deposits from which the Bee County skull was collected were 

considered a Medio Creek equivalent of the Berclair Terrace of Blanco 

Creek of Sellards (1941) by Conkin and Conkin (1962). The Berclair 

Terrace was traced by Sellards to its confluence with the Beaumont 

formation, which indicates a Sangamonian age for these deposits. It 

is also worthy of note that Slaughter et al (1962) proposed a tentative 

correlation between the Berclair deposits and the T-2 terrace at Dallas, 

which produced the Dallas Smilodon material. Therefore, there is not 

a single specimen predating the Wisconsin that could be referred with 

confidence to S.floridanus-S.californicus. Likewise, no specimen fitting 

the S.fatalis group seems to be younger than earliest Wisconsin. 

Dr. C. S. Churcher, Royal Ontario Museum, has advised me (per¬ 

sonal correspondence, 1962) that he has been unable to distinguish a 

fine series of Smilodon material, collected from tar seeps in Peru, from 

the Rancho La Brea sabre-toothed cat. Paulo Couto (1955) has pro¬ 

posed that there is but a single species of Smilodon in both North and 

South America. I cannot follow this, but it is interesting that the late 

Wisconsin material from North America resembles South American 

specimens more closely than pre-Wisconsin material from North 

America. 

Although the C-P4 and P4 indices seem to indicate a closer relation- 
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ship between S.gracilis and S.fatalis than between S.gracilis and 

S.floridanus-S.californicus, certain features such as the better develop¬ 

ment of the mandibular flange and further reduction of the inferior 

canine of the former, suggest that this form is far enough removed 

from both groups to retain its name. The deposit yielding S.gracilis is 

considered Yarmouthian by Hibbard (1958). 

CONCLUSIONS 

Considering Dinobastis as a genus separate from Smilodon, there 

appears to be but three well defined species of Smilodon in North 

America, S.gracilis, S.floridanus, and S.fatalis. Specimens referred to 

5. fatalis vary considerably in the persistence of P3 and size. Four P4s 

from Arkansas and Texas are smaller than all but one of the large 

series from Rancho La Brea while the California Irvingtonian speci¬ 

men contains a P4 longer anterposteriorly than any of the Rancho 

La Brea material. Likewise, two of the Texas P4s are larger than all 

but one of the S.californicus specimens. Considering this wide range of 

variation it seems probable that S.fatalis may be divided into two or 

more geographic and/or temporal subspecies when more material is 

available from these sites. It is doubtful, however, that these slight 

differences deserve more than subspecific designation. 

Although no formal proposal was made, Lammers (unpublished 

thesis) concluded that the distinguishing characters previously used 

for separation of S.californicus and S.floridanus lacked specific value 

but probably did warrant subspecific separation. S.floridanus is the 

prior name. This study seems to strengthen Lammers’ idea, in that 

the lower jaws from Florida cannot be distinguished from those from 

Rancho La Brea. Both Florida and Rancho La Brea material can be 

separated from all pre-Wisconsin material from North America, 

however. 
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The Concept of Semi-Unique Factorability in the 

Factorization of Integers 

by WILLIAM EDWARD CHRISTILLES 

St. Mary's University 

In a series of articles which appeared in the Mathematics Maga¬ 

zine [1 ;3] the author developed a method for factoring integers and of 

testing for the primality of integers by the use of positive definite 

integral binary quadratic forms. Although the method described re¬ 

duced the amount of labor involved, in general, it was particularly 

neat when the number M, to be factored, was properly representable 

in the form 

(1) aa“ + b«y + Cy“ 

in integers a and y with integral coefficients where (a,y)= 1, of dis¬ 

criminant D = 4ac — h^ > 0, and such that C(D) = 1. The main pur¬ 

pose of this paper is to develop a means, which shall be referred to as 

semi-unique factorability, that will allow for the same neatness and 

simplicity for certain cases when C(D)=7^1. Unless otherwise stated, 

all symbols used shall refer to integers. 

Let M be properly represented in form (1), aa“ + bay + cy^, of 

discriminant D = 4ac — b^ > 0. From Theorem 70 [5] every divisor 

of M, where M is properly represented in form (1) of discriminant 

D, is represented by some form of the same discriminant. Due to 

Theorem 51 [5] and Theorem 56 [5] there exists only a finite 

number, n, of reduced forms for a given positive discriminant D. 

Denote the n reduced forms by 

(2) fi = aiai^ + bittiyi + Ciyi^, 

of discriminant D = 4aiCi — bi^ = 4ac — b^, where 1 ^ i ^ n. It fol¬ 

lows that 

(3) M = TjTi, = fjfk =(ajaj^ + bjajyj + Cjyj“) (auair + bkaky., + Ckyk“) 

where rj = fj = (a^ay + bjajyj + Cjyy), rk = fk = (akak” + bkak-yi, + 

Ck-yir), D = 4ac — b^ = dajCj — bj^ = 4akCk — bk", 1 ^ i ^ n, 1 ^ j ^ n, 

and 1 ^ k ^ n. 

Now assume for certain discriminants that there exists an integer, 

h*, such that h’*‘ has the same form as fj for all fi where 1 ^ i ^ n. 

82 
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Two numbers S = aiX^ + bixy + Ciy^ and T = a2U“ + b2uv + CaV^ are 

defined to have the same form if, and only if, they have the same 

discriminant D = 4aiCi — bi^ — 4a2C2 — b2^. Denote this relationship 

between S and T by the notation S ^ T. The existence of discrimi¬ 

nants, D, for which such h’^’s exist is easily verified. Any discriminant, 

D, for which such an h* exists shall be denoted by D*. It follows for 

each D* that there exists a least h"^ which will be represented by h*min. 

The question of whether or not the number of such discriminants is 

finite or infinite is presently unanswered. 

Now let M be properly represented in form (1), aa^ + bay + cy^, 

of discriminant D* = 4ac — b^ > 0 having n reduced forms and such 

that h* = fi for all i where 1 ^ i ^ n. Then 

(4) 16(h*)2M = 16h*-h’^-rjTk = [4h*Tj] [4h’*'-rk] 

= [4(ajSi- + bjSiti + Cjti^) (ajaj^ + bjajyj + Cjyj2)] [4(akS2^ + bkSgta + 

Ckt2^) (akttk" + bkttkyk + Ckyk^) ] 

where M == r^rk, rj = {a^ar + bjajyj + Cjyj^), n, = (ak^k^ + bk^kyk + 

Ck-yk"), h* = (ajSi^ + bjSiti + Cjtu) = (akSk^ + bkS2t2 + Ckt2^), 1 ^ ^ n, 

1 ^ k ^ n, and D* = 4ac — b“ = 4ajCj — bj^ = 4akCk — bk^ But 

(5) (au^ + buv + cv^) (aP + blp + cp“) 

= (alu + bvl + cvp)2 + b(alu + bvl + cvp) (up — vl)+ ac(up — vl)“ 

= TT^ + b7rA + acA“, 

where tt = (alu + bvl + cvp) and A = (up — vl). Moreover, 

(6) 4(7r2 + bvrA + acA2) = (27r + bA)2 -f D*A2 = 

where 6 ={2tt + bA) and D* = 4ac — b^. Thus from (4), (5) and 

(6) it follows that 

(7) 16(h*)2M = [4h*Tj [4h*Tk] 

= [4(7rp + bjTTiAi + ajCjAp)] [4(772“ + bk7r2A2 + akCkA2“)] 

= (m2 + D’*'n“) (u^ + D*V“) 
= x^ + D* y2 

where h*Tj =(7rp + bjTTiAi + ajCjAp), h*rk =(772“ + bkTToAa + akCkA2^), 

m ==(2771 + bjAi), u =(2772 + bkA2), n = Ai, v = A2, x =(um ± D* vn), 

y =(nu =5= vm), l^j^n, l^k^n, and D* = 4ac — b^ = 4ajCj — 

bj^ = 4akCk ~ bk“. 

It has thus been demonstrated that although it is not necessarily 

known for which values of i rt ^ fi, where 1 ^ i ^ n and rt is any 

non-unit integer such that rt|M, it has been shown that 4h*Tt| 

16(h*)2M with both 4h*Tt and 16(h*)^M of the form 

(8) x2 + D*y^ 
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With this information and the fact that the value of h* is known, it 

would be a simple matter to determine the factor, rt, of M from the 

factors of 16(h*)2M if they were known. Therefore all future efforts 

to factor M shall be based upon first factoring 16 (h"^) ^M. 

To accomplish this, some new terminology is needed. Since the 

method developed for factoring M depends directly upon the factori¬ 

zation of 16(h*)^M, reference shall be made to a new concept called 

semi-unique-factorability. By semi-unique-factorability of 16(h*)^M 

with respect to M is meant that every factor 4h*Tt, of 16(h*)^M is of 

the form (8), X“ + D*y^, for each rt such that rt|M. Employing a 

slight modification of Theorem 2 [1], a new theorem specifically 

designed to factor integers properly represented in form (1), aa^ + 

bay + cy% of discriminant D'*' = 4ac — b- > 0 will now be stated and 

proven. 

Theorem. If M is an integer properly represented in the form (1), 

aa^ + bay + cy^, of discriminant D* == 4ac — b^ > 0 and rj and r^ are 

any pair of positive integral divisors of M, where M = rjrk, then there 

exist integers x, y, w, h*, and B, such that 

(9) 

(i) 16(h*)2M = + D^y- 

(ii) y2-4B(D*B-x)=wk 

Moreover, there are integers v and n where B = vn such that 

”'» « myy 

where , and 
2n 

16(h*)2 
are integers. 

Proof: It follows from the statement of the theorem, Theorem 70 

[5], Theorem 56 [5], Theorem 51 [5], (4), (5), (6), and (7), that 

(11) 16(h*)2M=(4h*Tj)(4h*Tk) 

= [4(7ri^ + bjTTiAi + ajCjAi^)] [4(7r2^ + bk7r2A2 T akCkA2^)] 

= (m^ + D’*‘n^) (u^ + D^v^) 

= x2 + D*y2, 

where M = aa- + bay + Cy% rj = (ajaj^ + bjajyj + Cjyj^), Fk — (akCKk^ + 
bkttkyk + Ckyk^), M = r^rt, h* = (ajsT + bjSiT + CjE^) = (akS2^ + 
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bkSgta + Ckt2“), 1 = j = n, k = n, = 4ac — b“ = 4ajCj — bj^ = 
4akCk — bk% TTi = (ajajSi+ bjajti + Cjtiyj), Ai = (Siyj — tittj), 7r2 = 

(akakS2 + bkakt2 + Ckt2yk), A2 = (s2yk ~ t2ak), m == (27ri + bjAi), n = Ai, 
u = (2772 + bkAg), V = A2, X = (um ± D*vn) and y = (un ± vm). 
Eliminating u from the last two relations and solving the result for 

m yields 

(12) m 
y ± Vy^ "b 4v(xn — D*vn^) 

2^^ 

Similarly, eliminating m and solving for u yields 

(12)' u 
 ~ y - Vy^ "b 4n(xv — D^v^n) 

2n 

Consequently in both cases 

y2 _ 4B(D*B — x)= w^, 

where B = vn; and solving for x yields 

w^ + 4D*B“ — y^ 
x — 

4B 

16(h*)"M = x" + D*y" = [ 
_ 1“ 4(D*)B" + 

4B ] + (D*)y= 

_ rw<-2(wy)"+y‘1 TSD* (wB)"+8D* (jB)"] , r4"(D*)2B-‘1 
~ L (4B)2 J L TIrTT J + L' 42R2 -J 

= [ 

(4B)^ 

(w^ —2wy+y2) (w^ +2wy+y^ 

16B2 

(w2-2wy+y2) + 

+D’ 

] + (D^)2B^ 

=[ 
(w-y)^(w+y) 

] +D* [ 
(w-y)"+(w+y) ] 1 6y^ n^ 

= [('!H)-+d-„.][(^)-+d-,.] 

+D*)“v-n^ 

2n 

where B=vn, ^)=m, and ~u from (12) and (12)'. Thus 

[(=52)+d-„.][(^)’+d.v.] 

(13) M: 
16(h*)= 
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where (^)= 

[(^)’+D-..][(^^)’+D-,.] 

16(h*)^ 

completes the proof of the theorem. 

Now from (11) 

are integers from (7). This 

(14) iB!^ 
4 V(h*)^M 

D' 

where B=vn and D*>0. Hence if M is not divisible by one of the non¬ 

unit Ri’s, where l^i^n, then either M is a prime integer or else there 

exists a solution of B, from (9), over the range of values specified by 

(14) that will yield a factor, 0, of 16(h*)2M, where 1 <0< 16(h*)2M, 

such that the greatest common divisor of 0 and M is an integer, T, 

with 1<T<M. 

The paper is concluded with the following example: 

Example: Let M=846,21L Now M can be properly represented in 

form (1) as 

(15) M=aa2 +bay+cy2=3(372)2+(372) (223)+7(223)^ 

of discriminant D*=83, having two reduced forms 

(i) fi=Ui-+UiVi+21vi- 

(16) 

(ii) f2=3u2“+U2V2+7v2“ 

with h*=T=(-l)^+(-l)(l)+21(l)^==f2=3(2)2+(2) (1)+7(1)^ 

Hence if M is not divisible by one of the non-unit ai, where l^i^n, 

then either M is a prime or else M is representable as one of fi T, fi'f2, 

or f2-f2, where neither fi nor f2 is a unit. Since there are only two 

reduced forms for D*=83, and the first form, fi, has a leading coeffi¬ 

cient, ai, of unity, we need only consider 16(h*)M for (9) (i) rather 

than 16(h’^)-])/!. This can easily be verified since all of 16h^’fi”fi, 

16h*-fif2, and 16h'^'f2"f2 can be transformed into form (8) by (5), 

(6), and (7). Now from (5), (6), and (7) 

(17) 16h*M=16[3(2)2-f (2) (1) + 7(1)2] [3(372)^+(372) (223) 

+7(223)2] 

=16[(4165)2+(4165) (74)+21 (74)2] 

=4[(8404)2+83(74)2] 

= (16,808)2+83(148)2 

=x2+D*v‘-’ 
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where x=± 16,808, y=±148, and D*=83. Due to the theorem and 
(14) either M is a prime or else there exists a solution of B, from (9), 
over the range of values specified by (14) which will lead to a com¬ 
mon factor, T, of 16h*M and M, with 1<T<M. By successively 
substituting for Bin (9)(i) the integers ± 1, ±2, ±3, . . . , it is found 

that for B=1 

(18) y2-4B(D*B-x) = (148)2-4(1) (83-1-16,808) = (298)2=w2, 

where y=± 148, B=vn=l, v=l, n=l, x=16,808, D^=83, andw=±298. 
Thus for y=148, v=l, n=l, w=298. 

(.9) 
= [(75)2+83(1)2] [(223)2+83(1)2] 

= (5,708) (49,812). 

Therefore, 

(5ra8)(W) 

= (1427) (593), 

where h*=21. It is perhaps worthy of mention that M may also 
have been factored from the conclusion of (19), by noting that 
(5708,846,211)=1427=T or (49,812,846,211)=593=T', where both 
T and T' are divisors of M with 1<T<846,211 and 1 <T'<846,211. 
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The Larva of the Casque-headed Frog, 

Pternohyla fodiens Boulenger 

by ROBERT G. WEBB 

Texas Western College 

Hylid frogs of the genus Pternohyla occur principally in western 

Mexico. There are two species—dentata, from the southern parts of 

the Mexican plateau in northern Jalisco (Smith, 1957) and Aguas- 

calientes (Chrapliwy et ah, 1961:87), and fodiens, extending from 

southern Arizona (Chrapliwy and Williams, 1957) southward in 

the coastal lowlands-of western Mexico to Michoacan (Duellman, 

1961:44). The larvae of fodiens hitherto have been undescribed. 

Larvae of two size-groups were obtained on 11-12 August 1957, one 

mile north of Mazatlan, Sinaloa, Mexico. All larvae are homogeneous 

morphologically, and are referred to Pternohyla fodiens because the 

hind feet of two larvae are recognizable as those of that species. The 

larvae are nearly representative of topotypic adults. The type locality 

of Pternohyla fodiens is Presidio (Boulenger, 1882:326), a place-name 

now known as Villa Union, and about 14 miles by road east-southeast 

of Mazatlan. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe the larvae of Pternohyla 

fodiens with the aim of determining characters useful in identification, 

and to comment briefly on breeding habitat and young postmeta- 

morphic individuals. 

DESCRIPTION OF LARVAE 

The sample of 272 individuals is separable into two groups on the 

basis of size and stage of development. Measurements are approximate 

as made with an ocular micrometer. The 236 larvae of the smallest 

group (KU 68720), lacking hind limb buds, range in size (snout to tip 

of tail) from 6 to 12 mm, and correspond to stages 25 and 26 in the 

larval development of Bufo valliceps as described by Limbaugh and 

Volpe (1957). The 36 larvae of the second group (KU 68721), show¬ 

ing different stages of development of the hind limb and near meta¬ 

morphosis, range in size from 26 to 42 mm, and correspond to stages 

31 through 41 in the larval development of Hyla avivoea as described 

by Volpe (1961). 

The larvae show hylid characteristics in having: sinistral spiracle; 

89 
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dextral anus; wide head with eyes dorsal and far apart; deep tail fin 

extending onto back; tooth rows 2/3; lips not infolded laterally; and, 

marginal papillae extending along entire lower lip and onto sides of 

upper lip. 

Body proportions.—Body full, globose; head broad having short 

snout with broadly rounded tip; eyes dorsal, far apart, not visible in 

ventral view; interorbital width greater than length of snout, about one 

third greater than distance from tip of snout to point midway between 

anterior edges of eyes; distance between narial openings slightly less 

than distance between eyes; nostrils about one half distance between 

eye and tip of snout; tail abruptly tapered posteriorly, musculature 

not extending to rounded tip; dorsal and ventral crests of tail about 

equal in depth, deeper than musculature; dorsal crest extending onto 

back a distance slightly less than one half length of body. 

Size-group differences: 

6 to 12 mm (Fig. lA).—Spiracle not observable; length of body 

about three fourths length of tail. 

26 to 42 mm (Fig. 1C).—Spiracle observable, opening directed 

posterodorsally; length of body about two thirds length of tail; hind 

limbs in various stages of development. 

Pigmentation.—Brown subdermal pigment more or less evenly dis¬ 

tributed over dorsal surface of body and tail; frontal (between eyes) 

and nasal (near nostrils) regions slightly elevated and darker than 

adjacent areas; brownish pigment on side of head, body and tail; belly 

whitish. 

Size-group differences: 

6 to 12 mm (Fig. lA, B).—Elevated, darkened regions on top of 

head well defined; subdermal pigment interrupted by small, scattered, 

pigment-free patches; pigment on side of body diffuse, especially pos¬ 

teriorly, extending on some larvae to ventrolateral position; pigment 

mostly absent from lower half of tail; postocular whitish stripe usually 

continuous onto upper, anterior part of tail; narrow, whitish stripe 

(often obscure) extending forward from eye to below nostril; side of 

head usually lacking pigment below eye; skin and tail fins mostly lack¬ 

ing melanophores; in life, dark brown to blackish. 

26 to 42 mm (Fig. 1C).—Top of head and snout mostly smooth; 

subdermal pigmentation mostly lacking small pigment-free patches; 

pigment on side of body mostly uniformly distributed, often extending 

onto lateral parts of belly and usually continuous across venter at level 

of anteriormost folds of intestine; lower half of tail pigmented, but 

having many pigment-free patches; whitish stripes and patch below 

eye often ill-defined or lacking, excepting short, whitish stripe or blotch 
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Fig. 1. Tadpoles and larval characteristics of Pfernohyla fodiens from one mile north 

Mazatlan, Sinaloa; A, B, tadpoles approx. 6 mm; C, tadpole approx. 35 mm; D, oral disc 

of tadpole about 36 mm long (papillae slightly larger than illustrated); E, tail showing 

pigmentation (contrast with that of C). 

on upper, anterior part of tail; filamentous melanophores peppering 

skin of body (as seen under microscope), few on tail (number increas¬ 

ing slightly with increase in size of larva); dendritic melanophores on 
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tail, few on body (number increasing slightly with increase in size of 

larvae); crests or fins of tail having differences in degree of pigmenta¬ 

tion (see contrast in C and E of Fig. 1); in life, dull olive green. 

The kinds of melanophores (filamentous and dendritic) mentioned 

immediately above were described and illustrated by Volpe and Har¬ 

vey (1958:201). Some of the large-sized larvae were collected by hand 

at night, and were noted to have black tails. None collected the next 

morning had blackish tails. The difference in intensity of pigmentation 

of the tail fins doubtless results from a response of the pigment granules 

(expansion or contraction) within the melanophores to changing con¬ 

ditions of light (Orton, 1952:383). 

Mouthparts.—Tooth rows 2/3; two rows in upper lip about equal in 

length, the first continuous whereas second interrupted medially; 

edges of homy mandibles black and finely serrate; upper mandible 

half-moon shaped; lower mandible narrower than upper, broadly V- 

shaped; three rows of lower lip continuous; two rows of marginal 

papillae along entire edge of lower lip and sides of upper lip; lateral 

fringe bearing accessory papillae, not folded inward. 

Size-group differences: 

6 to 12 mm.—Medial diastema in second row usually slightly less 

than one half length of either lateral segment (more than one half in 

smallest larvae); about 20 to 24 (seven counts) teeth in each lateral 

segment of second upper row in largest larvae; third lower row shorter 

than first and second rows, length variable, barely indicated and 

slightly less than one half length of first and second rows in smallest 

larvae; first lower row about equal or slightly longer than middle row. 

26 to 42 mm (Fig. ID).—Medial diastema in second upper row 

about one fourth length of each lateral segment; about 41 to 52 (10 

counts) teeth in each lateral segment of second upper row; first lower 

row of teeth slightly shorter than middle row; third lower row about 

three fourths length of middle row; larvae showing various stages of 

development of leg. 

METAMORPHOSIS AND POSTMETAMORPHIC INDIVIDUALS 

All larvae ranging in size from 26 to 42 mm have hind limbs in 

various stages of development. The smallest larva (26 mm) has short, 

undifferentiated hind limb buds. Most larvae about 35 mm long show 

the beginning of differentiation of the hind limb into five toes. One 

larva, 37 mm long, has small hind legs and small arms covered by 

skin, whereas another slightly larger individual (40 mm) also has 

arms covered by skin, but has the largest hind legs. The largest larva 
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(42 mm) has small hind limb buds resembling those of larvae about 

35 mm long, whereas another larva about 42 mm long has well de¬ 

veloped legs with feet recognizable as those of Pternohyla. The tips of 

the tails of the largest larvae are partly withered preventing accurate 

measurements, so that the maximal size of larvae is greater than 42 

mm, probably 45 to 50 mm. Judging from the characteristics of these 

larvae, the onset of metamorphosis seems to occur at a size of approxi¬ 

mately 40 mm (18 mm snout to vent). 

Of 15 recently metamorphosed frogs of Pternohyla (MSU 4916), 

14 measured 18 to 24 mm in length (including blackened tail stubs); 

one, 34 mm in length with body 18 mm, having well developed arms 

and legs and a long tail also was moving overland. Most frogs have 

(in preservative) distinct brownish markings on a purplish back and 

sides of body, but on some frogs the markings are obscure or absent; 

the dorsal surfaces of the arms and legs are darkened by a fine, 

smudge-like marbling. In life, the frogs had dark brown to olive 

markings on a background ranging from pale brown and tan to buff 

and greenish. Dark postocular and canthal stripes usually are con¬ 

sistent and conspicuous. None of the recently metamorphosed frogs 

show the lateral flaring of the upper lip that is characteristic of adult 

Pternohyla. 

COMPARISONS 

Descriptions of larvae of Pternohyla dentata, and of the species of 

the presumably closely related genera, Diaglena^ Triprion, and Tet- 

raprion, are yet to be published. The larvae of Pternohyla fodiens do 

not seem to possess any one unique characteristic that will distinguish 

them from other hylid larvae. However, a study of the arrangement 

and distribution of light chromatophores (guanophores and xantho- 

phores) may reveal a distinctive feature (Volpe, in litt.). 

The configuration of the mouthparts of P. fodiens, especially in 

having the third lower row about two thirds the lengths of the first 

and second lower rows, resembles that of many other hylids {e.g., 

several species in Wright, 1929, pi. 4, figs. 6-9; Hyla arenicolor, 

Zweifel, 1961: 8, fig. 4; and, Hyla avivoca, Volpe et aL, 1961: 348, 

fig. 7). Larvae of other species of hylids differ from those of Pternohyla 

only in having the third lower row shorter, about one half the length 

of the other lower rows. In P. fodiens the length of the third lower row 

seems to vary ontogenetically—short in the smallest larvae (6 to 12 

mm) and long in the largest (26 to 42 mm). Other hylid larvae 

differ from Pternohyla in having the second upper row continuous 
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(Rabb and Mosimann, 1955), papillae continuous on upper lip and 

a short first lower row of teeth (Breder, 1946: 415), whereas others 

have more tooth rows (Stuart, 1948: 30, 33). 

The pattern of pigmentation on the body of small larvae (6 to 12 

mm) of P. fodiens—pale postocular (continuous onto base of tail) and 

preocular stripes and subocular blotch—resembles somewhat that of 

other hylids {e.g.^ Hyla ocularis, Gosner and Rossman, 1960: 229, 

fig. 1, and Hyla squirella, Orton, 1947: 373, pi. 1, fig. 6). But that 

pattern is obliterated, except for remnants behind the eye and on base 

of tail, in large larvae (26 to 42 mm). The change in degree of pig¬ 

mentation of the tail depending on conditions of light in P, fodiens— 

expansion of pigment granules within melanophores in dark, con¬ 

traction in light—corresponds to that in Hyla gratiosa (Orton, 1952: 

383). 

The approximate size when metamorphosis is initiated, about 40 

mm in total length, in combination with the configuration of mouth- 

parts and features of pigmentation mentioned above may serve to 

distinguish larvae of P. fodiens from larvae of other hylids. Some of 

those characteristics, however, probably vary depending on environ¬ 

mental factors. 

Of the several species of hylid frogs occurring near Mazatlan, only 

the larvae of Smilisca baudini and Phyllomedusa dacnicolor have been 

described. Larvae of Smilisca from Guatemala (Stuart, 1948: 26-28, 

figs. 1-2) closely resemble those of Pternohyla fodiens, but seem to 

differ from them in having a longer third lower row of teeth and a 

less-elevated tail fin. Larvae of Phyllomedusa from Guerrero (Taylor, 

1942: 40, illus.) also resemble those of Pternohyla, but differ in being 

bluish in life and in having a longer body, a less-elevated tail fin, and 

the papillae on the lower lip mostly in a single row, 

BREEDING HABITAT 

The area of collection was about 200 yards from the Pacific Ocean 

on the leeward side of sand dunes, some up to 15 feet in height. 

Previous rains inundated part of a dirt road and the adjacent terrain 

having some grasses, sedges, thorny acacias, and other shrubs. The 

larvae were collected 11-12 August 1957 on the roadbed in murky 

and clear water about six inches in depth (Fig. 2). On the night of 

11 August adult males of Pternohyla were calling nearby on the 

ground fully exposed in a sparse, grass-sedge cover near shallow pools, 

and were unwary and easily captured (see Davis and Dixon, 1957: 

147). A female (MSU 123, 61 mm snout to vent) was found some 
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Fig. 2. Breeding site for Pternohyla fodiens, one mile north Mazatidn, Sinaloa. Tadpoles of 

that species collected in area devoid of vegetation near thorny acacia at far right; Hyla 

smithi calling from emergent vegetation in foreground, and Smilisca baudini from thorny 

shrubs In background; high sand dune in far background. Photograph taken 12 August 

1957. 

distance away moving across the dirt road, perhaps attracted by the 

calling males. The call of Pternohyla is a low, coarse “quack” sound¬ 

ing something like that of a duck, and reminiscent of the call of 

Scaphiopus, Two recently metamorphosed Pternohyla (included with 

lot of larvae KU 68721), 19 and 21 mm in body length, also were 

obtained on 11 August. At the same place on 2-4 August 1961, young 

postmetamorphic individuals (previously mentioned) were abundant 

and moving overland in daytime and at night, and one adult male 

(MSU 4233) was calling near a roadside pond in early morning. 

The observations mentioned immediately above, and the difference 

in size of the two groups of larvae described herein, indicate an ex¬ 

tended breeding season for Pternohyla fodiens—at least from late 

July to mid-August—in the environs of Mazatlan. Probably the 

length of the breeding season is coincident with the rainy season. 

Smilisca baudini and Hyla smithi were in breeding condition and 

associated with Pternohyla in 1957; the former species called in the 

branches of thorny shrubs, and the latter from waterlily “pads” and 

emergent grasses and sedges (Fig. 2). One recently metamorphosed 
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Smilisca (MSU 4917, 20 mm, 11 August) closely resembles some 

Pternohyla of corresponding size. Both species differ from other hylids 

from Mazatlan in having large, inner metatarsal tubercles. Young 

frogs of Smilisca differ from those of Pternohyla in having more 

webbing between toes, a barred pattern on the femora, a distinct dark 

mark or bar on upper lip below eye, and fewer dark markings on 

limbs and side of body. 
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Absence of Dermocystidium marinum at Port Aransas, 

Texas, With Notes on an Apparent Inhibitor 

by H. D. HOESE 

Institute of Marine Science^ 

The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

In the very recent compilation of records of the parasitic oyster fun¬ 

gus, Dermocystidium marinum, Mackin (1962) demonstrated a dis¬ 

junct distribution. D. marinum is essentially a ubiquitous organism 

wherever oysters occur, except for relatively few coastal areas where 

it is absent (Ray, 1954; Andrews and Hewatt, 1957; Mackin, 1956, 

1962). Its status in the North Atlantic States is not clear, but it is be¬ 

lieved to be absent north of Delaware Bay (Mackin, 1962). These au¬ 

thors have shown that D. marinum is absent in all very low salinity 

areas (salinity seldom above 10-15%^), and a few high salinity areas 

(salinity usually above about 30%^), but prevalent in virtually all 

moderate to high salinity localities sampled (Table I). 

In some high salinity areas (Lower Chesapeake Bay, Virginia, Apa¬ 

lachicola Bay, Florida) D. marinum is common, but in others (Sea¬ 

side of Virginia, Alligator Harbor, Florida, Port Aransas, Texas) it has 

not been found (Table I). The high salinity area near Port Aransas 

with no D. marinum is here reported. Theories of limiting factors in 

this and other high salinity marshes are discussed. 

The writer is indebted to Dr. Chase Van Baalen for much guidance 

and encouragement. Mr. Tom Heffeman of the Texas Game and Fish 

Commission supplied infected oysters and Mr. Michael Castagna of 

the Virginia Institute of Marine Science sent water samples from Vir¬ 

ginia. Dr. J. G. Mackin of the A. & M. College of Texas made many 

useful criticisms. Mr, Bill Gillespie drew Fig. 1. 

D. marinum distribution in central texas coastal 

WATERS 

Mackin (1962) gave detailed information on the distribution of D. 

marinum. In the bays near Rockport Ray (1954) found no D. mari¬ 

num, and he reported that Mackin failed to find any in a sample from 

1 Present address: Department of Zoology, University of Texas, Austin. 
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Table I 

Status of D. marinum infection in oysters from various moderate to high salinity 

localities. Several areas where the fungus is common are omitted. 

Locality Salinity (%q) D. marinum Authority 

Barataria Bay, La. 9-29 + Mackin, 1962 

Lower Chesapeake Bay, Va. 15-28 + Andrews and 

Seaside, Va. High — He watt, 1957 

Chincoteague Bay, Va. & Md. High — Ibid. 

Apalachicola Bay, Fla. 0.^36 + Dawson, 1955 

Alligator Harbor, Fla. 32-35 — Nichy & Menzel 

1962 

South Carolina marshes High — Mackin, 1962 

Eastern Shore Chesapeake 

Bay, Va. 

14-32 + Hoese, ms 

Seaside, Va. 18-36 — Hoese, ms 

Harbor Is., Port Aransas, Tex. 26-31 — Present study 

Aransas Bay, Tex. ? + See text 

Port Aransas. Mackin (1962) later reported finding it in oysters from 

Aransas Bay at Fulton, but some samples were negative. 

The first extensive study in the Aransas Bay area was made by 

Hofstetter and Heffernan (1959) who found D. marinum on four out 

of seven reefs in Aransas Bay. Heffernan and Hofstetter (1961) and 

Heffernan (1962) later reported it from all reefs sampled in that Bay. 

Heffernan (personal communication) found D. marinum very com¬ 

mon in oysters in Aransas and Mesquite Bays while the present study 

was conducted. All infected oysters used in inhibitor studies came from 

Long Reef or nearby reefs in Aransas Bay which were heavily in¬ 

fected. 

Oysters were sampled in the Port Aransas area in the spring and 

summer of 1962 (Table II; Fig. 1). Stations were picked to comple¬ 

ment the studies of Heffernan (1962) whose data suggested that D. 

marinum decreased in abundance toward Port Aransas. 

Although only 100 oysters were examined the relative rarity of D. 

marinum is apparent. No infections were encountered from Harbor 

Island to Port Aransas and very few in those taken from the bayside of 

Harbor Island. This is in sharp contrast with its abundance in Aransas 

Bay, where the majority of oysters are often infected. The presence of 

small amounts in oysters in Redfish Bay near Harbor Island, while 

completely absent from the Island marsh itself is identical to the East¬ 

ern Shore of Virginia where D. marinum is rare in an area adjacent to 

a marsh. Inside this marsh it is absent (Hoese, ms.). 
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Fig. 1. Port Aransas area showing distribution of D. marinum. Open circles denote 

absence, closed presence (Table II). Oysters are intertidal over whole area shown. Arrow 

points toward Aransas Bay where disease is common. Dotted line encircles shallow marsh 

area. 

Table II 

Incidence of Dermocystidium marinum in the Port Aransas, Texas area, 1962. All 

samples are intertidal oysters. 

Locality Date 
Percent 
Infected 

Weighted^ 
Incidence 

Number 
Examined 

Hog Island (Redfish Bay) 30 Mar 20 0.2 20 

Redfish Bay (at Harbor Isl.) 11, 13 Apr 13 0.33 15 

IMS pier, Pt. Aransas 18 Apr 0 0 15 

IMS boat basin, Pt. Aransas 2 May 0 0 10 

Harbor Isl., Marsh 10 May 0 0 20 

Harbor Isl., Marsh 2 July 0 0 20 

^ This is a combination of number infected and the degree of infection. The method is concisely 
described by Andrews and Hewatt (1957:3). 

INHIBITOR STUDIES 

Methods 

Demonstration of inhibition was by exposure of infected gaper tis¬ 

sue to 10 cc of various sea water samples with 5000 units of a penicillin- 
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streptomycin mixture. After three days exposure the tissue was re¬ 

moved to culture tubes with 0.5 per cent yeast extract, 0.5 per cent 

dextrose, and 2 per cent NaCl medium. This was the same method 

used in Virginia to demonstrate inhibition except for the substitution 

of the above media for thioglycollate media and the use of 2 per cent 

NaCl solution instead of Chesapeake Bay water for controls (Hoese, 

ms). In the example in Table III the oyster used was originally rated 

light-heavy. Forty pieces were randomly put in test tubes to which wa¬ 

ter samples were added. A piece from each main organ system was in¬ 

cluded in controls. 

Table III 

Samples of infected oyster tissue from a single gaper exposed in duplicate to 

various water samples. -|—|- = moderate infection -[- = light — = negative 

Locality Sample 1 Sample 2 

20 mi SE Port Aransas — — 

Rattlesnake Point + + 
Port Bay + + — 

Washover, Mustang IsL Lost — 

Marsh, Goose IsL (80%o) — — 

St. Charles Bay ++ — 

Sabine Lake (3.2%o) — — 

Pt. Aransas # 1 — — 

Pt. Aransas #2 — — 

Pt. Aransas #3 — — 

Finney Creek, Seaside, Va. — — 

Quinby, Va., Seaside, Va. + ++ 
Wachapreague, Va., Seaside, Va. ++ + 
Rattlesnake Point ++ ++ 
Port Bay ++ + 
Copano Bay ++ + 
Harbor IsL — — 

Control (2% NaCl) #1 ++ 
Control #2 

Control ^3 + ++ 

Results 

As in Virginia studies controls never failed to show hypnospore de¬ 

velopment. However, sea water samples from certain localities ap¬ 

parently stopped hypnospore development. The first assays were not 

always consistent (that is inability to always show lack of hypnospore 

development in different oysters and in different water samples from 

the same area), so a group of samples was exposed to tissue from the 
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same infected oyster in duplicate (Table III). Six controls were re¬ 

markably consistent while the remaining samples showed several cases 

of no development. Hypnospore size varied considerably among the 

samples, but less so among the controls. One of the Port Aransas sam¬ 

ples showed very small, non-staining hypnospores presumed to be non- 

viable. This is further indication that the tissues were in fact infected 

prior to treatment. The likelihood that all negative samples in Table 

III were due to original absence of cells is unlikely, but it is statistically 

more probable that any single piece was not infected. 

Several attempts were made to improve the assay with negative re¬ 

sults. Presumably inhibition would be more consistent on cells free 

from oyster tissue. Tissue exposed to 100 mg/1 CuS04“5H20 for 3 days 

was not inhibitory, but when enlarged hypnospores were separated 

from the tissue and held in thioglycollate media with copper sulfate 

concentrations as low as 1 mg/1 all cells disintegrated. The assay used 

here is at best a measure of the interaction between unknown factors in 

the oyster tissue, which seem to stop inhibition, and the apparent in¬ 

hibitor. It will be difficult to get more consistent results until the or¬ 

ganism is grown in pure culture. 

DISCUSSION 

Obviously some factor must be operating to keep D. marinum from 

infecting Harbor Island oysters and those in other high salinity marsh 

areas. Most possibilities (differences in salinity, temperature, position 

in relation to tides, currents) seem invalid because oysters in extremes 

of these factors are heavily infected in some places and free of disease 

in others. For example, water temperatures may reach 35°C. on Har¬ 

bor Island in summer, and Ray (1954) found temperatures over 35 °C. 

fatal to D. marinum. But, such high temperatures are probably not en¬ 

countered by Port Aransas oysters on protected pilings and bulkheads. 

Also, shallow flats at Nine-Mile Point in Aransas Bay have summer 

temperatures of 35°C. smdDermocystidium infected oysters. 

The fact that some water samples from localities where D. marinum 

is absent can be inhibitory, lends credence to the theory of a lethal 

substance being responsible for its absence. Conversely, waters from 

areas where the parasite is common never proved inhibitory, although 

these areas need much more study. Antibiosis is a common phenome¬ 

non in the microbial world and some authors think it is probably im¬ 

portant in the sea (Zobell, 1946; Lucas, 1961). Ray and Chandler 

(1955) first suggested that inhibitors might limit D. marinum. This 

was apparently based on Ray’s discovery (1954) that copper sulfate 

was apparently an inhibitor. 
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The origin of the inhibitor is very uncertain, but the absence of D. 

marinum seems to correlate with presence of Spartina salt marsh 

where consistently high salinities prevail. Large expanses of such 

marsh occur on the Seaside of Virginia, Harbor Island, Texas, Alli¬ 

gator Harbor, Florida, and in South Carolina. It should be possible to 

test this hypothesis by sampling other extensive high salinity marshes, 

such as occur in Georgia. It should be noted that D. marinum com¬ 

monly occurs in Spartina marshes, but these have low, moderate, or 

fluctuating salinity. 
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Bat as a Food Item of Rana pipiem 

by GORDON C. CREEL 

Wayland College, Plainview, Texas 

Just before dark on the evening of September 28, 1961, a very large 

Rana pipiens (114 mm, snout-vent) was captured about 15 feet from 

a pond which was 5 miles southeast of Plain view. Hale County, Texas 

(Fig. 1). Examination of the frog revealed that the wing of a bat was 

projecting from its mouth. The specimen was kept as captured and 

preserved about two hours later to prevent further digestion of the bat. 

Several days later the bat was removed for identification. Dissection 

revealed that the bat was ingested head first. Donald Tinkle (Dept, of 

Biology, Texas Technological College) who examined the bat for 

identification, wrote (personal communication) “Unfortunately, the 

end of the skull was damaged, possibly from a crunch of the vomerine 

teeth of the frog, so that an accurate tooth count was impossible. How¬ 

ever, the lower jaw was perfect and the bat was identified as Pipis- 

trellus and almost certainly Pipistrellus subflavus from what can be 

made of measurements and from the skull shape.” 

If the identification of this bat is correct, it extends the western 

boundary of the known range of the species, as shown by Hall and 

Kelson (1959), by about 100 miles. Glass and Morse (1959), working 

with P. hesperus in southwestern Oklahoma, reported “The range 

extension reported herein extends the known range of P. hesperus 

some 75 miles east of the western limit of the range for P. subflavusT 

The work by Glass and Morse (1959) establishes the overlap of the 

ranges of the two North American species of the genus. They also 

reported P. hesperus as occurring near Justiceburg, Garza County, 

Texas. The westward extension of the range of P. subflavus lends 

further evidence of the overlap of the ranges of the two species. 

The capture of the frog with the partially digested bat is the second 

observation of R. pipiens preying on bats. Kinsey (1961) reported a 

R. pipiens eating a bat of the genus Myotis in Minnesota. Large frogs 

have been known to eat several kinds of vertebrates. Howard (1950) 

reported a bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana, eating a brown towhee, Pipilo 
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Fig. 1. A large frog, Rana pipiens, wifh the wing of bat, PipistreHus sp., projecting from 

its mouth. 

fuscus carolae. Cohen and Howard (1958) reported finding a Pero- 

my'scus in the stomach of a bullfrog. 

The discovery in Texas of R. pipiens with the ingested bat upholds 

Kinsey’s (1961) addition of another species to the list of predators of 

bats. Bhattacharya (1941) reported the spider Heteropoda venatoria 

preying on Pipistrelle bats. Eads (1955) summarized the records of 
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Chiroptera predators and included owls and hawks. Haverschmidt 

(1948) observed that peregrine and sparrow hawks prey on bats. 

Wilks and Laughlin (1961) examined the stomach contents of the 

road runner, Geococcyx californianus, and found the remains of a red 

bat, Lasiurus borealis. Jones and Hettler (1959) captured a green 

sunfish, Lepomis cyanellus^ in a cave pool, that had just eaten a Mexi¬ 

can free-tail bat, Tadarida mexicana. The use of bats as food items 

for R. pipiens has rarely been observed, but these observations indi¬ 

cate that bats may be a more important food item of frogs than has 

previously been thought. 
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Distribution of the Black-tailed Jackrabbit in Eastern Texas 

by ROBERT L. PACKARD 

Texas Technological College 

Little has been recorded of the black-tailed jackrabbit, Lepus cali- 

fornicus, in eastern Texas. Oberholser, in Bailey (1905), reported a 

few jackrabbits from the prairie near Boston, Bowie County (Fig. 1, 

locality 1), and Davis (1960) recorded this species in Texas as far 

east as Houston, Walker, and Harris counties. McCarley (1959) 

stated . . . “Jackrabbits have been recorded from Nacogdoches and 

Cherokee counties, but their presence there has not been substanti¬ 

ated.” McCarley indicated that jackrabbits were common on the 

coastal prairie and seemingly occurred as disjunct populations in 

parts of the oak-hickory and pine-oak forest of eastern Texas. How¬ 

ever, McCarley had no specimens to document the occurrence of 

jackrabbits in the pine-oak forest. In mapping the distribution of the 

black-tailed jackrabbit in Texas, Hall and Kelson (1959) listed no 

records east of the 95th Meridian. The recent observation and collec¬ 

tion of a number of specimens from the pine-oak and longleaf pine 

forest regions of easternmost Texas extends the known geographic 

range of this species in Texas approximately 100 miles eastward. 

The eastward extension of the black-tailed jackrabbit in Texas 

seems to be a result of the intensified timber-cutting and land-clearing 

programs that were initiated in eastern Texas approximately 20 to 25 

years ago. Much of this cleared land was later used for the pasturing 

of dairy cattle. These pastureland openings, although usually of small 

acreage (20-30 acres) are contiguous and extend westward to the 

95th Meridian in a dendritic pattern. In the last 6 to 8 years many of 

these pastures have been either abandoned or re-seeded to native 

species of southern pines. This change in land-use has permitted plant 

succession to occur. Grasses such as the blue stems, Andropogon sp., 

needle grass, Stipa sp., red-top Triodia (introduced), along with cer¬ 

tain other forms now dominate much of this land. All of the jack¬ 

rabbits were collected and observed in this grassy type of habitat or on 

roadsides adjacent to it. 

A number of the specimens examined were found dead on roads. 

In all but one case these rabbits were so badly mutilated that no part 

of them was salvaged. Three specimens, however, were shot and a 
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single young rabbit caught by a dog. These are preserved in the 

Collection of Vertebrates, Department of Biology, Stephen F. Austin 

State College (SFA). The localities from which these specimens were 

collected including the SFA catalogue numbers are as follows: adult 

male. No. 843, 3 mi. N. of Nacogdoches, Nacogdoches Co., Dec. 10, 

1959 (6, this last number listed in the locality citations refers to the 

numeral beside the circles and squares in Fig. 1); juvenile female. 

No. 1042, 3 mi. W. of Carthage, Panola Co., Aug. 3, 1960 (3); sub¬ 

adult male. No. 1249, 10 mi. S. of Mineola, Wood Co., July 8, 1960 

(2); adult male. No. 1250, 5 mi. SW. of Center, Shelby Co., March 2, 

1961 (7). Single specimens found dead on roads and examined but 

not saved were from the following localities: adult female, 4 mi. N., 

and adult male, 2 mi. N. of Mt. Enterprise, Rusk Co., May 14, 1961 

(4); subadult male, 2 mi. E., and adult female, 4 mi. W. of Alto, 

Cherokee Co., March 10, 1961 (5). Jackrabbits were observed but 

not collected by myself and students in vertebrate natural history at 

Stephen F. Austin State College at the following localities: 8 mi. N. 

of San Augustine, San Augustine Co., April 1, 1960 (8); 2 mi. N. of 

Lufkin, Angelina Co., Febr. 20, 1961 (9); 3 mi. W. of Jasper, Jasper 

Co., Jan. 10, 1961 (10); 6 mi. W. of Newton, Newton Co., June 3, 

1961 (11). 

Hall and Kelson (1959) show the geographic range of two sub¬ 

species bordering the western margin of the area herein under con¬ 

sideration. The range of L. c. melanotis Mearns (type locality, Inde¬ 

pendence, Kansas) lies principally to the north of eastern Texas but 

abuts the range of L. c. merriami Mearns (type locality. Fort Clark, 

Kinney County, Texas) along the central part of the western edge of 

eastern Texas. The principal range of L. c. merriami lies to the south 

and southwest of eastern Texas. 

The specimens from eastern Texas have been compared by me with 

specimens of L, c. melanotis (Texas A & M, Cooperative Wildlife 

Research Collection, hereafter TAM) from 12 mi. SW. of Eagle Lake, 

Colorado Co., TAM 778, and 2 mi. W. of edge, Brazos Co., TAM 1477; 

to L. c. merriami^ from 35 mi. SE. of Cotulla, Lasalle Co., TAM 1359, 

and 11 mi. S. of Uvalde, Uvalde Co., TAM 1479. They differ from 

L. c. merriami in color of pelage, in the lack of the black nape typical 

of merriami^ and in the more blackish color on the dorsum and inner 

anterior margin of the pinnae; in cranial characters they differ in 

having smaller bullae, the foramen in the basisphenoid is more nearly 

oval rather than elongate, the foramen magnum is oval rather than 

arching dorsally to meet at a mid-line, the palate is broader from 

anterior to posterior, and zygomata are less slender. Compared to 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the black-tailed jackrabbit, Lepus californkus m&lanoth Mearns, 

in eastern Texas. Circles indicate a specimen examined, or a report in the literature; square 

symbols indicate an observation but no specimen examined. See text for explanation of 

numerals. 
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L. c. melanotis they differ only in having inner parts of the pinnae 

blacker, dorsum slightly blacker, and nasals flared less than typical 

melanotis. The specimens examined from eastern Texas seem clearly 

referable to L. c. melanotis Mearns. 

McCarley (1959) suggests that jackrabbits have been introduced 

in eastern Texas from time to time so they could be coursed by grey¬ 

hounds belonging to groups of sportsmen. I interviewed a number of 

individuals living in rural areas, and contacted several groups of 

sportsmen in Nacogdoches and Angelina counties. None of the people 

interviewed were aware of introduced jackrabbits into those counties. 

Probably there have been some limited introductions, but I suspect 

that most of the jackrabbits in eastern Texas have immigrated there 

from the west and north. 

It is interesting to note that avenues for dispersal of jackrabbits into 

eastern Texas are present in the central and southern parts of eastern 

Texas (save for the possibility of the Big Thicket acting as an inter¬ 

vening barrier in the southern part) as well as to the north-central 

and north. Because the jackrabbits studied and observed from eastern 

Texas are referable to L. c. melanotis^ it would seem that the success¬ 

ful immigrations of jackrabbits have been largely from populations 

of the subspecies to the west and north. The rather rapid expansion 

of the geographic range of jackrabbits into eastern Texas is similar 

to that of the armadillo and hispid cotton rat into that area as well as 

in others (see Hall, 1959). 

I am grateful to William B. Davis, Texas A & M Cooperative Wild¬ 

life Research Collection for permission to examine certain specimens 

herein discussed. 
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A New Scale Insect from the Panhandle of Texas 

(Eriococcidae, Coccoidea)^ 

by BURRUSS McDANIEL 

Texas College of Arts and Industries 

During a recent trip into the Panhandle region of Texas several 

plants were collected that contained parasitic scale insects of the fam¬ 

ilies Diaspididae and Pseudococcidae. In one lot of the species, Melan- 

aspis obscura (Comstock), was found to be heavily infesting Quercus 

stellata Wangenh (Post Oak). On examination it was discovered that 

another parasitic type of scale insect was living beneath the small 

scales on the rough, broken bark. This form belonged to the family 

Eriococcidae and was enclosed within a complete sac of felted waxen 

threads. This sac was oval in shape, giving the appearance of a small 

round ball, with the entire ventral portion of the insect exposed when 

removed from its host. Because of the light infestation of this new 

species, it is not felt any extensive damage was being done to Quercus 

stellata. 

ERIOCOCCUS STELLATUS Sp. nOV. 

Holotype—The material upon which this description is based con¬ 

sists of six mature females and one nymph taken from Quercus stel¬ 

lata along Highway 82 in Lubbock County, Texas on April 27, 1962, 

collected by Burruss and Shirley McDaniel. The holotype, a single 

adult female mounted on one slide and two paratype adult females 

mounted on a single slide along with one nymphal stage are deposited 

in the Stanford Natural History Museum Coccoidea Collection, Palo 

Alto, California, which is presently on loan to the University of Cali¬ 

fornia, Department of Entomology and Parasitology, Davis, Cali¬ 

fornia. Paratypes collected at type locality on same date as holotype 

are deposited in the U.S.D.A. Collection of Coccoidea, Washington, 

D. C. (single female). Museum of the University of California, Davis, 

California (single female), and the author’s personal collection 

(single female). 

Diagnosis—The species, Eriococcus stellatus, herein described was 

1 This research was supported in part by legislative appropriations to Texas 

College of Arts and Industries for organized research, Grant No. 449-3. 
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named for its host relation to Quercus stellata. It may be separated 

from all other members of the genus Eriococcus except E. gallicolus 

(Cockerell and Rohwer) by the presence of quinquelocular pores on | 

the dorsum. From E. gallicolus it is readily separable by the arrange- ! 

ment and structure of the enlarged setae of the dorsum, the structure ^ 

and arrangement of the dorsal quinquelocular pores, the structure of s 

the dorsal ducts which are large and surrounded by a transversely j 
oval sclerotized rim, the number of antennal segments being six ; 

rather than seven, and the apparent reduction of the legs and anal j 

lobes. i 

Description of Holotype—Female body form rotund, dorsum beset } 

with setae of varying sizes, those at posterior section being largest, ; 

with reduction of size toward anterior portion of body. Largest setae j 

long, tapering to fine point which in some is slightly curved. Setae ' 

arranged in distinct rows on posterior portion; being irregularly dis- i 

persed anteriorly. Quinquelocular pores associated with dorsal setae, | 

in distinct rows posteriorly, becoming irregularly dispersed anter- 1 
iorly (Fig. 1). Tubular ducts with a deep cup, scattered irregularly i 

over dorsum; orifices surrounded by transversely oval sclerotized rim. ! 

Dorsal setae of reduced anal lobe four in number; three located on i. 

lobe, the other between anal lobe and first row of quinquelocular j, 

pores and dorsal setae. Anal ring with eight slender setae. Ventrally f 

antennae six-segmented, third segment being elongated. Legs reduced 

in size, all segments clearly discernible, tarsal claw with a tooth, j 

Spiracles surrounded by sclerotized area accompanied by group of ! 

quinquelocular pores. Enlarged setae typical of those located on dor¬ 

sum found on outer marginal area of venter. Venter beset with small j 
microsetae. Quinquelocular pores (Fig. 1) forming incomplete rows ; 

over posterior section of body. Tubular ducts (Fig. 1) with deep cup, , 

scattered irregularly over venter. Anal lobe beset with a single slender | 

setae and large anal setae, lobes reduced in size barely projecting from i 

the body on unmounted specimens. Cauda reduced to merely a I 

rounded area between anal lobes. > 

REMARKS . I 

In the new species of scale insect, Eriococcus stellatus, from the | 

Texas Panhandle, it was found that the small size and apparent re- i 

duction of the anal lobes in this species and another, E. gerhergi Me- | 

Daniel (1959), from Mexico seem to typify the extreme variation of i 

lobe structure that exists within the genus Eriococcus Targioni-Toz- > 

zetti. This is especially apparent when they are compared with such j 
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Fig. 1. Bouguer gravity anomaly map of southern Burnet County and vicinity superimposed 

on a generalized geologic map of the region. BR = Backbone Ridge gravity minimum; 

B = Buchanan, IL = Inks Lake, H = Hamilton, and MF = Marble Falls gravity maxima. 

forms as Eriococcus phyllanthi Ferris (IQSS, 1957) which exemplifies 

the elongated development of the anal lobes and caudal region. 
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The Effects of Mioute Amounts of Diazinon 

on Periplanata Americana 

by JOHN M. WHITE 

Del Mar College 

The following experiment was undertaken to determine the in¬ 

fluence on activity, length of time required to kill, and behavioral 

reactions of adult female American roaches {Periplanata americana) 

subjected to topographic applications of minute quantities of technical 

grade Diazinond 

The following procedure was utilized. Fourteen wild female Ameri¬ 

can roaches were captured in the basement of a building which, as far 

as could be determined, had no previous record of being treated with 

insecticides; these roaches were considered to be relatively non- 

resistant to Diazinon. The fourteen roaches were divided into two 

groups of seven each. One group was used as a control group; the 

other was employed as the experimental group. Each roach in the 

control group was isolated and maintained in the laboratory in a 

wide mouth jar of one quart capacity which was covered with plastic 

screen. Each experimental roach was also placed in this type con¬ 

tainer and received one topical application of technical Diazinon 

applied directly to the approximate center of the dorsal surface of the 

pronotum. The application was made with the Hamilton microsyringe 

and each roach received a dosage of 1/10,000 ml. of technical 

Diazinon. The control animals received no Diazinon. Each treated 

roach responded in the following manner. 

Roach One: Immediately on being treated with technical Diazinon, 

the roach became excited and rushed about the container moving the 

antenna wildly. Within 3 minutes the roach assumed a peculiar stance 

in which it rested on its sharply flexed head and metathoracic legs. 

It underwent a series of spasms, toppled over on its back and remained. 

Occasional spasmodic movements of the legs occurred until the time of 

death, approximately 29 hours after exposure to Diazinon. 

Roach Two: Immediately on being treated with the Diazinon the 

roach became excited and rushed about the container trying to climb 

1 Diazinon is 0,0-diethyl 0-(2-isopropyl-4-methyl-6-pyrimidinyl) Phosphorothio- 

ate. Technical grade. 92-96% pure. Obtained through courtesy of Giegy Agricul¬ 

tural Chemicals, Yonkers, N.Y. 
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the sides. After about 6 hours and 50 minutes the roach began a 

peculiar dance using only the mesothoracic and metathoracic legs. 

It then assumed the peculiar pose in which it rested on the flexed head 

and metathoracic legs; from this position the roach toppled over on its 

back and remained. Spasmodic movements of the legs and anten¬ 

nae occurred for a period of approximately 12 hours and 40 minutes 

after treatment. After this period leg movement occurred only when 

the roach was touched with a glass rod. At the end of approximately 

27 hours and 20 minutes the roach was dead. i 

Roach Three: Excitability was demonstrated by the roach on being ! 

exposed to the Diazinon; the roach moved about the container waving j 

the antenna rapidly. In 1 hour and 19 minutes it had lost coordination, i 

and assumed a position on its back on which it remained after it had 

performed the stance of standing on its flexed head and metathoracic : 

legs. The only activity was an occasional uncoordinated and spas¬ 

modic movement of the legs. After approximately 17 hours and 50 j 

minutes the roach responded by moving the legs erratically only 

when touched with a glass rod. At the end of 26 hours and 30 minutes | 

the roach was dead. ! 
I 

Roach Four: On exposure to Diazinon the roach was excited and I 

moved hurriedly about the container waving the antenna vigorously. ; 

In 6 hours and 11 minutes the roach was found resting on its back j 

where it remained. Spasmodic movement of the legs occurred until 

the end of a period of about 19 hours and 10 minutes. At the end of 

this time the only response from the roach was a faint leg movement i 

evoked only when the roach was touched with a glass rod. The roach ' 

was dead in approximately 27 hours and 40 minutes. ^ 

Roach Five: After exposure to Diazinon, the roach demonstrated | 

excited activity. In 5 hours and 57 minutes the roach was on it back on 

which it remained. The only movement was an occasional twitch of 

the legs. After about 19 hours the roach demonstrated movement only 

when stimulated with a glass rod; movement was confined to an erratic 

jerking of the legs. In approximately 29 hours and 8 minutes the 

roach was dead. 

Roach Six: Immediately on receiving the Diazinon this roach showed I 

excited movement, but soon became calm and assumed a resting ' 

stance with the wings slightly spread. It remained motionless in | 

this position for approximately 35 minutes. The roach moved occa- i 

sionally about the container for the next 24 hours. At the end of j 

this time the roach was found on its back. Spasmodic leg movements | 

occurred only when the legs were touched with a glass rod. After ; 

approximately 32 hours and 25 minutes the roach was dead. ! 
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Roach Seven: On receiving the dose of Diazinon, this roach became 

quiescent, and remained in a normal resting position within the con¬ 

tainer. In 3 hours this roach was found on its back moving all its legs 

in a violent and spasmodic manner. Within about 24 hours and 20 

minutes after receiving Diazinon, this roach responded only when 

touched with a glass rod; the response was a spasmodic leg move¬ 

ment. At the end of approximately 31 hours the roach was dead. 

The control animals were all alive at the end of this experiment and 

were living one week after termination of the experiment. 

The following chart summarizes the results of this experiment. 

Roach 
no. 

Time elapsed 
after exposure 

to Diazinon till 
roach is on back 

No. of hours after 
exposure in which 
roach responds by 

voluntary movement 

No. of hours during 
which roach 

responds only on 
being stimulated 

Hours elapsed 
from exposure 

to Diazinon till 
death of roach 

1 3 min. 29 hrs. 29 hrs. 

2 6 hrs. 50 min. 12 hrs. 40 min. 14 hrs. 40 min. 27 hrs. 20 min. 

3 1 hr. 19 min. 17 hrs. 50 min. 8 hrs. 40 min. 26 hrs. 30 min. 

4 6 hrs. 11 min. 19 hrs. 10 min. 8 hrs. 30 min. 27 hrs. 40 min. 

5 5 hrs. 57 min. 19 hrs. 10 hrs. 8 min. 29 hrs. 8 min. 

6 24 hrs. 8 hrs. 25 min. 32 hrs. 25 min. 

7 3 hrs. 24 hrs. 20 min. 6 hrs. 40 min. 31 hrs. 

From the data presented it may be concluded that a dosage of 

1/10,000 ml. of technical grade Diazinon when applied topically to 

the pronotum of the female American roach resulted in a loss of 

coordination in the roaches. Their locomotive ability was greatly 

impaired. In most instances, within a few hours after exposure to 

Diazinon the roaches assumed a permanent position on their dorsal 

surface and remained quiescent except for short periods of time in 

which erratic or spasmodic leg motion occurred. Though death did 

not result immediately on exposure to Diazinon, the roaches were 

adversely affected in that their activity was greatly restricted or else 

they were incapacitated most of the time until their death. All roaches 

exposed to Diazinon died within 26 to 33 hours after exposure. 

Diazinon in amounts as small as 1/10,000 ml. was highly toxic to the 

adult female American roach. The effectiveness of Diazinon as an 

insecticide for other species of roaches has been investigated by other 

authors. Burden and Smittle (1961) showed Diazinon along with 

other insecticides could be used against the German roach Blatella 

germanica. Grayson and Townsend (1962) have shown Diazinon 

effective in killing German roaches on treated Masonite panels. 
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Notes on the Finding of an Addition to the 

Marine Mollusks of Texas 

by JEAN ANDREWS WASSON 

Corpus Christi, Texas 

On September 4th, 5th, and 6th of 1961 the writer made collecting 

trips to the northern shore of Nueces Bay near Ingleside, Texas, to 

obtain living specimens of mollusks for exhibiting purposes at the 

Corpus Christi Museum. One species collected is regarded as an addi¬ 

tion to the list of marine mollusks living in Texas waters. Prior to 

this time, no one has reported this specimen to live in Texas, although 

Pulley (1952) stated that it did not occur in Texas. 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Nineteen specimens of Smaragdia viridis viridemaris Maury, 1917 

were secured on the three collecting trips in a meadow of Diplanthera 

wrightii Anderson. These were collected mile southeast of the 

marina at Bahia Azul, Ingleside. All individuals were typical and 6 

were of maximum size. The S. viridis viridemaris were found living 

on the blades of grass with Bittium varium Pheiffer, 1840; Neritina 

virginea Linne, 1758; and Anachis avara semiplicata Sterns, 1873. 

The four species were collected by running the hand from the base of 

the grass to the tip of the blade. Their relative abundance was in the 

order in which they are listed. The S', viridis viridimaris occurred in 

an approximate ratio of one to every 50 of each of the N. virginea and 

A. semiplicata. The B. varium occurred by the thousands. 

RANGE 

Warmke and Abbott (1961) reported that Smaragdia viridis 

viridemaris Maury did not live in Texas, but had a range extending 

from southeast Florida to Bermuda and the West Indies, where it was 

abundant on turtle grass. The gastropod S. viridis Linne is the true 

emerald nerite which comes from the Mediterranean. Abbott (per¬ 

sonal communication) considers our S. viridis viridemaris to be a sub¬ 

species of the Mediterranean nerite. 
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DESCRIPTION 

The gastropod is a member of the Superfamily, Nerithacea. It is 

1/4 to 1/3 inch in length and is smooth, translucent, shiny, obliquely- 

oval and subglobular. The color is bright grass green with a few fine, 

broken white lines near the apex; these are outlined in maroon color in 

some specimens while several had no markings at alb The partial area 

is green with 7 to 9 minute teeth. The body whorl is swollen or ex¬ 

panded. The outer lip is thin and sharp. The operculum is calcareous, 

light green and smooth except for microscopic lines. The body of the 

animal is green with dark eyes at the end of pointed tentacles. 

REMARKS 

Specimens were more abundant when conditions were cloudy, or 

during the late afternoon. Two dead specimens with opercula were 

taken in the summer of 1961 by W. Rice (personal communication) 

by dredging around Mud Island in Aransas Bay. 

Following hurricane Carla, during the Fall and Winter of 1961 and 

the Spring of 1962, the writer attempted to collect S. viridis viri- 

demaris on several occasions at the same location, but the grass flat 

had been so decimated by the elements that a suitable habitat did 

not exist. 

Again, during the Fall of 1962, the location was revisited. On sev¬ 

eral occasions during the months of September, October, and Novem¬ 

ber of 1962 the S. viridis viridemaris was found alive on the D. 

wrightii^ suggesting that with the regrowth of the grass the mollusk 

was able to reestablish itself. 
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Homing and Home Range in Bufo valliceps 

by FRANK T. AWBREY 

The University of Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

This work is part of a preliminary attempt to define the role of the 

mating call in the orientation of Bufo valliceps to the breeding congress. 

It was believed that a knowledge of the movements and orientation 

behavior of this species at a time when there was little or no calling 

was needed for comparison with times when a full breeding chorus 

was in progress. 

The data reported herein are the results of observations made from 

May to October, 1962, and from March to May, 1963. On many nights 

during this time no toad calls could be heard. The study area was lo¬ 

cated on the east bank of the Colorado River in Austin, Texas, and 

comprised the 1500 block of the University of Texas Married Students 

Housing Project (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1. Scale map of the lower area of the Married Students’ Housing Project of the 

University of Texas, located on the east bank of the Colorado River in Austin, Texas. Houses 

of the adjoining blocks are not shown. The x’s represent sites at which toads were released 

in the homing experiment. 
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The block in which the work was done has 42 duplexes, each 20 feet 

wide by 48 feet long. There is 30 feet between the sides of the build¬ 

ings and 40 feet between fronts. There are no foundations, the build¬ 

ings being supported on short posts, and most are open underneath. 

The accumulated debris beneath the buildings furnishes excellent 

cover for the toads and the mostly well-kept lawns facilitate sighting 

and capture of the toads when they emerge from beneath the houses. 

The area is mostly flat but has a slight slope toward the river, ranging 

from 490 feet elevation at the high end to 468 feet at the edge of the 

bluff along the river’s edge. At the bluff there is a vertical drop of 10 

to 15 feet to the river bank. Access to the river in this area is gained 

through a heavily vegetated ravine which has been washed out of the 

bluff. There is another ravine about 200 yards up river and a third 

about 200 yards down river. In the region of this latter ravine the bluff 

is no longer vertical, although still steep, and the river bank is much 

wider. The vegetation is extremely dense and is composed primarily 

of pecan trees {Carya pecan) andhackberry {Celtis occidentalis) along 

the slope and mustang grape {Vitis candicans) ^ dewberry {Rubus 

trivialis)^ and poison ivy (Rhus toxicodendron) over the jumbled rocks 

of the bank. 

Between the bluff line and the duplexes is a large open, grassy area, 

which is mowed frequently except in the immediate vicinities of the 

ravines and the old abandoned garden (Fig. 1). In these areas there 

is a dense growth of Johnson grass (Sorghum halepense)^ Bermuda 

grass (Cynodon dactylon)^ and wild carrot (Daucus pusillus). 

I am grateful to Dr. W. Frank Blair who supervised this study and to 

Dr. Clark Hubbs and Dr. H. G, Merriam for their helpful comments 

in the preparation of the manuscript. I am also indebted to my daugh¬ 

ter Stacy for her aid in the field work, to my neighbors for bringing me 

the toads they found in their yards, and to my wife for her patience and 

assistance. This study was made during the author’s tenure as a Na¬ 

tional Science Foundation Graduate Fellow. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Toads were collected by walking back and forth along a fixed course 

between the houses using a head lamp for illumination. When first 

captured the toads were sexed, measured, and marked by toe-clipping. 

They were then either released on the spot or taken away and released 

at distances ranging from 120 feet to 730 feet from the original point 

of capture. The toads were handled as little as possible in order to pre¬ 

vent the possible spread of disease and to minimize the effects of such 

handling on their behavior. In toe-clipping, care was taken to excise 
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toes from more than one foot since natural toe loss is common in this 

species. No more than two toes were removed from one foot and in 

males the first digits of the forefeet, bearing the copulatory pads, were 

also spared. Searches for the toads were made at least once a week, and 

more often when possible, throughout the period of the study. Usually 

only one circuit of the block was made in an evening since additional 

circuits seldom revealed any toads which were not located in the first 

careful search. To simplify distance, home range and activity center 

measurements, a toad captured anywhere in the 44 feet by 50 feet area 

around one apartment of a duplex was regarded as having been cap¬ 

tured at the front door of that apartment. Since the houses are open 

underneath and therefore represent virtually no travel barrier to the 

toads, all distances given are straight line distances and were computed 

from a scale map of the area. This was necessary because the layout of 

the apartments and the density of the vegetation in some other areas 

made direct measurement of distances excessively difficult. Toads were 

released at points up river and -down river from the study area and also 

on the uphill comers of the block. In the case of toads released at the 

uphill locations an attempt was made to use toads from as far away in 

the block as possible. None was taken farther uphill as this would en¬ 

tail crossing a busy street with a presumable increase in mortality of 

returning toads. 

RESULTS 

The results of the homing experiments are summarized in Table 1. 

During 1962, 23 different toads were carried away and released a total 

of 36 times. Of these, 17 individuals or 74% returned a total of 36 times 

for a recapture rate of 77.8%. The homing ability of this species is 

strikingly illustrated by the behavior of 6 individual toads which were 

released 2 to 6 times each in different localities. Only 1 of these 6 failed 

to return every time it was released. In this particular instance toad 

No. 10, an adult male, was not seen again after its fourth release in a 10' 

day period. Previous to this series of releases this individual had been 

held in captivity for 4 weeks. It was then released about 215 feet from, 

its original capture point and, o.n the following day, was found back in. 

the same hole that it had been removed from 4 weeks earlier. It was: 

released again in the same location as before and was back the follow¬ 

ing evening. It next returned from 315 feet but failed to return when, 

taken down the ravine to the water’s edge, a distance of 350 feet. Sub¬ 

sequently 5 other toads returned from this point with one additional 

toad, a small male that was missing a leg, failing to return. 
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Table 1 

Numbers and sexes of toads released at different sites in the homing experiment. 

Also included are the dates of release and return and the straight-line map distance 

from the release area to the center of activity of each toad. 

Release site Date 
Toad 
no. Sex 

Recapture 
date 

Original 
capture 

site 

Release 
distance 

from activity 
center (feet) 

Ravine in 5/3 10 5/5 1531-A 215 

1500 block 5/5 10 s 5/6 

5/9 15 ? 5/10 1552-A 120 

5/8 16 $ 5/15 1517-B 380 

5/8 17 $ 8/29 1552-A 165 

5/8 18 $ 5/10 1517-B 400 

7/10 34 s 5/10 1530-B 330 

7/10 35 $ 8/5 1540-A 270 

Garden Area 5/11 10 s 5/14 1531-A 315 

5/9 14 $ 1517-B 340 

5/11 18 5/15 1517-B 410 

5/14 21 $ 6/6 1530-B 410 

5/14 22 2 5/15 1531-A 335 

5/15 23 $ 5/22 1530-B 410 

8/7 38 2 1530-B 410 

Dock Area 5/15 10 1531-A 350 

5/15 16 2 5/30 1517-B 450 

5/15 18 5/16 1517-B 450 

5/16 18 S 5/18 1517-B 460 

5/15 22 2 5/19 1531-A 350 

5/16 24 S 5/23 1540-B 310 

5/16 1500 S 1530-B 390 

1501-A 7/18 23 2 8/7 1530-B 440 

7/18 33 2 8/31 1530-B 435 

1511-A 8/9 41 2 9/17 1513-B 445 

Ravine in 6/29 16 2 8/9 1517-B 680 

1400 block 6/29 18 7/2 1517-B 680 

6/29 31 2 9/1 1519-A 690 

6/29 32 1552-A 510 

6/29 33 2 7/18 1530-B 730 

6/29 37 2 1552-B 560 

Ravine in 5/27 18 S 5/30 1517-B 600 

1600 block 5/27 25 $ 1528-A 630 

5/27 26 2 8/28 1528-A 630 

5/26 27 2 8/28 1541-B 470 

5/27 28 2 6/2 1530-B 490 
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Toad No. 18, an adult male, was released 6 different times in five 

localities at distances of 400 feet to 680 feet from its original point of 

capture (Table 1). The return distances given from the dock area (Fig. 

1) are misleading in that they are, like all others, straight line map dis¬ 

tances. In order to return from there it is necessary for the toad to 

climb up the steep, tortuous and heavily vegetated bottom of the ravine, 

negotiating several rock ledges of about a foot in height during the 

climb. The more distant of the two release points in this area was about 

10 yards upriver from the dock and around a large protruding area of 

the bluff. From this location it is impossible for the toad to see anything 

atop the bluff, yet both toads released here (Nos. 18 and 24) returned 

to their home areas. In addition to returning from the dock. No. 18 also 

returned from both the upriver and downriver ravines (Fig. 1) and 

from the garden area. As is seen in Figure 1, where the small x’s repre¬ 

sent release points, the straight line distance between the most widely 

separated points for this toad is slightly over 1,100 feet. 

Toad No. 16 was released three times, and Nos. 22, 23, and 33 twice 

each, all in widely separated spots (Table I), yet all found their way 

back over distances ranging from 335 feet to 730 feet. Among all of the 

toads there were returns from all release stations at distances ranging 

from 120 feet to 730 feet. The maximum straight-line distances known 

to have been traversed by a toad in returning to its home area was ap¬ 

proximately 1,000 feet. This longest return was accomplished by a fe¬ 

male, No. 33, who was found in amplexus downriver in a boat tie-up 

area on 10 April, 1963. On 21 April she was back in the same home 

area she had occupied in 1962 and, as of this writing, is still there. 

There is no apparent difference in the abilities of the sexes to return 

over the distances used in this study. Counting each release of the same 

individual as a separate release, there were 19 females released with 16 

returns and 16 males released with 11 returns. Individuals of both 

sexes returned from the most distant release points (Table I). 

HOME RANGE 

In order to learn something of their normal movements, records 

were kept of all toads seen in the study area both during and after the 

homing experiments. Figure 2 shows the number of toads captured 

against the number of recaptures per toad. Of 49 toads marked in 1962, 

32 were recaptured at least once. There was a total of 110 recaptures 

with a range of 1 to 17 per toad and a mean of 2.25. 

The high degree of attachment of individuals of this species to a lim¬ 

ited area is shown (Fig. 3) by plotting the number of captures of an in- 
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NUMBER of RECAPTURES 

Fig. 2. The number of recaptures per toad. 

DISTANCE from ACTIVITY CENTER (F^) 

Fig. 3. The number of recaptures of marked toads as a function of the distance from | 

the activity center. I 

dividual against the distance of capture from its center of activity. | 

Where possible (toads No. 18 and 22) this term refers to particular | 

hiding places, but, since this is not known in most cases, it usually re- | 

fers to the 44 feet by 50 feet area within which the toad was most often 

caught. Figure 3 indicates that the distribution of individuals is mostly ; 

restricted to within 150 feet of the center of activity. The mean recap- ^ 
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ture distance from this point was 71.4 feet. When compared to a Pois¬ 

son distribution the probability that this distribution was due to chance 

was less than .001 (ChP = 61.45, 3d.f.). It is evident, however, that 

the toads can and do wander over a rather large area (Fig. 4). 

Figure 4 depicts the home ranges of 1 male and 7 female toads. These 

outlines were obtained by plotting all recaptures on a map and then 

drawing straight lines between the outermost points to form a polygon. 

This is primarily intended to show the great variation in the areas over 

which different individuals wander and the large amount of overlap of 

home areas. It is of interest that the toad with the fewest recaptures 

(No. 27) ranged over the greatest distances and that the area covered 

by the toad with the most recaptures (No. 18) is less than that covered 

by three of the five toads figured. Because of of this great individual 

variation and also because of the small number of toads with sufficient 

recaptures to make the calculation meaningful no average home range 

area was calculated. Toad No. 27 was first captured on 27 May, On 28 

August she was recaptured 370 feet southeast of her first position. On 

27 September she was recaptured 105 feet northeast of her original po¬ 

sition for a distance of 410 feet between her most widely separated po¬ 

sitions. 

Between 25 August, when it was marked, and 21 September, toad 

No. 45 was recaptured 10 times. On 4 occasions she was found at the 

original capture site and on 5 of the 6 remaining occasions she was 

within 80 feet. On her sixth recapture she was 240 feet away after 

having been captured within her center of activity 3 days earlier. 

Three days later she was again back in the center of activity. 

In one night of activity toad No. 33 was observed to traverse vir¬ 

tually the entire area outlined as its home range (Fig. 4). She was first 

seen early in the evening at the northwest comer of the area. One hour 

later she had moved about 20 feet east of her previous position. She 

then hopped under a house and came out within 10 minutes near the 

northeastern boundary of her range, a distance of 50 feet. Two hours 

later she was seen near the southern limit of her range about midway 

between the eastern and western limits, or about 80 feet from her pre¬ 

vious location. Finally, at 0500, she had moved another 100 feet and 

was within a few feet of the spot where she was first seen that night. 

The straight line distances between the different points where she was 

observed total 250 feet. 

Eleven of the 110 recaptures were at distances of 200 feet or more 

from the activity center. These figures, with two possible exceptions, 

do not include movements to the breeding area. Both of these excep¬ 

tions occurred on 8 April, 1963, while the first breeding chorus of the 
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Fig. 4. Home ranges of five toads. Symbols are placed either midway between two 

houses or at the front centers of the duplex nearest which the toad was caught. Number 

of captures of each toad within home range is indicated by number in parentheses. 
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year was in progress along the river. Although neither toad appeared 

to be oriented toward the river at the time of capture they were picked 

up in the direction of the river at distances of 280 feet and 350 feet 

from their points of original capture. Both had been marked the pre¬ 

vious summer and this was their first appearance of the year. 

Individuals of this species apparently do not object to the presence of 

other toads as is evidenced by the large amount of overlap of home 

ranges. Moreover, several other toads were also caught more than once 

in these same areas. This differs from the findings of Pearson (1955) 

in Scaphiopus holbrooki where there is little or no overlap of ranges by 

individuals of the same sex. Pearson also found no evidence that more 

than one toad uses the same burrow. In Bufo valliceps burrow sharing 

is a common occurrence. One especially favorable location beneath a 

section of sidewalk that had been slightly raised by tree roots almost 

always yielded more than one toad when flushed out with water. An¬ 

other small hole beneath a sidewalk often yielded 2 or 3 toads. Cunning¬ 

ham (1962), working with Bufo microscaphus, also reports finding as 

many as 15 toads in the same burrow. 

Observations were begun early in 1963 in an attempt to determine 

whether the toads go to the river to breed and then return to their 

home area. Unfavorable weather and the press of other commitments 

prevented the gathering of sufficient data for decisive proof but some 

indications of the actual situation were obtained. Following an espe¬ 

cially cold and dry winter the first toad was seen on 17 March, 1963. 

This toad had not been previously marked. After this the weather 

turned cold again and no more toads were seen until 8 April, following 

a heavy rain. On this evening 5 previously marked toads (3^,2$) 

and three unmarked toads (1^,22) were captured in the study area. 

A check of approximately 400 yards of the breeding area along the 

river revealed no marked toads in the chorus. The eight toads were re¬ 

leased at the dock since it was believed that other toads from the 

marked population would later be found at the river also. Of these eight 

toads six were never seen again. The other 2(1 ^, 1 $ ) were later re¬ 

caught in the breeding congregation. The male was calling about fifty 

yards downriver from the dock on the following evening but was not 

seen again after that. The female (No. 33) was found 2 days later, in 

amplexus, about 200 yards downriver. Ten days after this she reap¬ 

peared in her home area, a distance of about 1,000 feet from where she 

had bred. 

Only two other marked toads, both males, were found on the river 

this spring. Even though the female was transported to the river the 

fact that she voluntarily traveled so far downstream and bred there be- 
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fore returning, and the presence of the two marked males which were 

not transported to the river is an indication that the toads in this popu¬ 

lation do breed on the river and then return to their home area. More 

work is needed to either confirm or refute this and to indicate whether 

or not all of the population breeds along the river. 

The nearest possible alternate breeding site for these toads is a series 

of three ponds located on the municipal golf course about one-fourth 

mile east of the study area. In order to reach this area the toads would 

have to cross two busy streets, one of which is a 4-iane boulevard. Be¬ 

tween the study area and the boulevard the terrain rises about 15 feet^ 

then slopes down 6 to 10 feet to the ponds. Because of this rise and the 

intervening two-story apartments a human within the study area can¬ 

not hear calls originating from the golf course ponds. Several hundred 

toads in breeding congresses on the golf course have been checked but 

no marked toads have ever been found there. Because of these factors it 

is believed that very few, if any, toads from the study population go 

to the golf course to breed. 

SEXUAL DIFFERENCES IN BEHAVIOR 

A breakdown of the toads by sexes shows that 21 individuals 

(42.9%) were males, 27 (55.1%) were females, and 1 (2%) was of 

undetermined sex. A male, with seventeen recaptures, was caught 

more often than any other individual, but multiple recaptures were 

nevertheless much less common in males than in females (Table 2). 

Only 2 males had more than 2 recaptures and 10 of 21 or 47.6% were 

never recaptured. Nine of the 27 females were recaptured more than 

twice each and only 7, or 26%, were never recaptured. 

The length of time spent within the study area by various toads is 

shown in Table 2. If a toad was recaptured during the first 2 days of 

activity in 1963 it was considered to have overwintered in the area. 

With one exception all the toads represented in this table were recap¬ 

tured at least 2 times. This toad (No. 44) was marked 25 August, 1962, 

and was not seen again until 10 April, 1963. It is evident that the males 

were not only recaptured less often but also spent considerably shorter 

times in the study area than the females. With the exception of toad 

No. 18 the only males which spent long periods within the area were 

those captured late in the summer. 

The predominance of females and the relatively short time that the 

males apparently spent in the study area could possibly be explained 

by the operation of factors such as those reported by Blair (1960). He 

reported that the males of Bufo valliceps recur in the breeding ponds 
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Table 2 

The time span in days during which some of the to-ads were recaptured in the study 

area. The capture days are numbered from day 0 (3 May, 1961) to day 372 (10 May, 

1963). If a toad was recaptured in the study area during the first two active days of 

1963 it is considered as having spent the winter in the area. 

Toad 
number Sex 

First 
capture 

day 

Last 
capture 

day 

Total 
number 

days 

Number 
recaptures 

1962 1963 

10 0 12 13 6 

16 $ 5 165 161 6 

17 $ 5 128 124 2 

18 5 157 153 17 

21 2 7 137 131 5 

22 $ 11 371 361 9' 4 

23 $ • 12 96 85 5 

26 $ 22 ■ 121 100 2 

27 $ 24 148 125 2 

28 2 24 137 114 2 

31 2 . 55 129 75 2 

33 2 57 372 316 3 4 

42 2 105 141 37 3 

43 2 113 141 29 3 

44 2 114 342 229 0 1 

45 2 114 141 28 10 

47 2 114 371 258 2 2 

48 114 340 227 1 1 

51 $ 116 143 28 2 

53 $ 118 340 223 1 1 

58 2 129 354 226 1 1 

much more frequently than the females and that while there they are 

possibly subject to increased predation. He also noted that movements 

of both sexes to the breeding pools decrease toward the end of the breed¬ 

ing season. Only in August and September did the number of males in 

the study area begin to approach the number of females. This is prob¬ 

ably the result of the movement of the m.ales away from the breeding 

area. 

Such differences in the behavior of the sexes could be of definite 

adaptive value in view of the breeding habits of this species. There is 

evidence that at least some individual female Bufo valliceps breed more 

than once in a single season (Blair, op. cit.). The males call on many 

nights throughout the summer, even in the absence of rain, and it is 

highly probable that some breeding occurs on such nights. The females, 

by staying away from the ponds except when ready to breed, would 

reduce competition for food in the limited area of the pond. This would 

enable a larger number of males to stay in the breeding area, thereby 
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insuring their presence any time a female might come into breeding 

condition. Such a situation could be of great advantage in areas where 

rainfall is undependable, but where there is some permanent water, in 

that it would allow breeding to occur even though there was not suf¬ 

ficient rainfall for the formation of large choruses. 

At the same time it is even possible that the females must range over 

a large, relatively uncrowded area. A female, because of the large 

amount of food energy stored in eggs, presumably must take in much 

more food than a male of comparable size. In addition the females are 

usually much larger than males of the same age, further increasing 

their food needs over those of the males. In an area of limited size it 

may be impossible for a female to compete with relatively large num¬ 

bers of other toads and still obtain sufficient food. A male, on the other 

hand, with his reduced food demands, might well be able to find 

enough food in a very limited area, especially if he had only other 

males to compete with. 

Admittedly this is speculation based on the assumptions that the 

males do remain at the breeding site and that the food supply in the 

area of the breeding pond is limiting. The first assumption is based on 

the observations of Blair (Zoc. cit.) and on the indirect evidence pro¬ 

vided by the scarcity of males in the study area and the more or less 

continuous calling throughout the summer. The second assumption, 

however, has no basis of evidence since nothing is known of the food 

supply or food needs of toads at the breeding site. 

DISCUSSION ' 

Even though this study was not specifically concerned with the ori- { 

entation mechanisms used by this species and records were not kept 

which would allow analysis of our data toward this end, some com¬ 

ments on the subject are in order in the light of previously published 

works, even though most of these are concerned with movement to i 

breeding ponds. : 

Geotaxis as a mechanism for finding the breeding pond by amphib¬ 

ians has been suggested by some authors (B. F. Cummins, 1912) but ■ 
has been refuted by experiments such as those of Boulenger (1912), ^ 

Bogert (1947), Chapman and Chapman (1958), Oldham (1962), all | 

with toads, and Twitty (1959) with newts. Apparently geotaxis has i 

little to do with homing in Bufo valliceps since individuals in this study i 

were found to be able to return to their home ranges from either uphill ' 

or downhill with equal facility. 

Bogert (1947) believes that long distance homing was possibly aided • 
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by auditory cues since calling was occurring at a nearby pond during 

the entire course of his experiments. M. Cummins (1920), however, 

noticed that migration to the breeding area by 4 species of frogs often 

was intense when the relative humidity was high and there was no 

calling from the ponds and concluded that voice does not direct the 

movement of frogs to the pond. In the present study, homing occurred 

while no calling was in progress. In addition, the fact that the toads 

call while spaced along the river banks makes this of somewhat doubt¬ 

ful value as an orienting device. It is not completely ruled out, how¬ 

ever, since there are areas in which toads sometimes congregate and 

other areas which are avoided because of fast water. 

The simultaneous migration of toads toward a pond from ail direc¬ 

tions as reported by Moore (1954) and as also observed by the author 

weaken the possible role of olfaction in orientation. In this study toads 

are known to have homed downwind, thereby adding to the evidence 

against long distance orientation by olfaction. Experiments by Oldham 

(1962) with Bufo americanus revealed no apparent role of olfaction 

in the orientation of that species to the breeding pond. 

Several other authors have suggested the use of vision for orienta¬ 

tion. (Bogert, 1947; Chapman and Chapman, 1958; Franz, 1927; and 

Moore, 1954). Both Bogert and Chapman and Chapman indicate that 

toads may become familiar with an area and use learned cues for find¬ 

ing their way about. Yerkes (1905) has shown that association in 

frogs can last for at least a month. Further evidence for this is the hom¬ 

ing of the toad in this study after it had been in captivity for 4 weeks. 

Bogert {op. cit.) estimates that the normal area with which an indi¬ 

vidual Bufo terrestris is familiar may possibly be over one mile wide. 

The high rate of return of the toads in the present study plus the wide 

area over which some of them have been found to wander would also 

seem to indicate familiarity with a large area. The indications are that 

more than one sense is used even though there is no direct evidence for 

this. Observations by the author both in the laboratory and in the field 

indicate that these toads see well in very dim light. Experiments also 

show that both sexes are responsive to the breeding call (see also Cour¬ 

tis, 1907; Wellman, 1917) so that auditory cues are possible. Localized 

odors and possible tactile sensations might also be used, especially for 

finding the exact location of a hiding place. 

SUMMARY 

During the summer of 1962 and early spring of 1963 mark and re¬ 

capture studies were performed on a population of Bufo valliceps oc- 
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curring in a one block area in Austin, Texas. Forty-nine toads were 

marked for home range observations. Twenty-three of these were also 

carried away and released a total of 36 times in homing experiments. 

Seventy-four percent of these returned from 1 to 6 times each for a re¬ 

capture rate of 77.8%. Release points ranged from 120 feet to 730 feet 

in 5 directions and toads of both sexes successfully returned from all 

points. One female toad returned to her home area after having bred 

approximately 1,000 feet downriver. In the home range observations, 

32 of the 49 toads marked were recaptured a total of 110 times with a 

mean of 2.25 recaptures per toad. The distribution of individuals was 

found to be mostly restricted to within 150 feet or less of the center of 

activity but wanderings of up to 410 feet were observed. The mean re¬ 

capture distance from the center of activity was 71.4 feet. 

There was a large amount of overlap of home ranges and sometimes 

two or more toads would be found together in a burrow. Observations 

in 1963 provide some evidence that the toads go to the river to breed 

and then return to their home ranges, but the data are not conclusive. 

Males were recaptured much less frequently than females. It is pos¬ 

tulated that they spend much of their time at the breeding area since 

the number of males captured approached that of the females near the 

end of the breeding season. 

It is speculated that the toads possibly use more than one sense in 

orienting to their home areas although vision seems to be the sense most 

likely to be used. 
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Notes on the Biology and Immature Stages of 

Panorpa nupitalis Gerstaecker (Mecoptera:Panorpidae) 

hy GEORGE GASSNER IIP 

The University of Texas 

Panorpa nuptialis is the most prominent mecopteran in eastern and 

central Texas, A recent publication deals with the life history and 

immature stages of this species. (Byers, 1963). It is the purpose of this 

paper to add to this study of P. nuptialis by reporting life history obser¬ 

vations made independently on this species in a separate laboratory. 

For the most part, the two studies are in general agreement, but certain 

unreported features which follow are of sufficient significance to be 

noted at this time. 

METHODS 

P. nuptialis adults were maintained in the laboratory in large bell 

jars which rested on pottery saucers filled with sandy soil and/or a 

layer of cellucotton. The saucers in turn were placed in pans of water 

thus providing moisture for the chambers and preventing the entrance 

of pests such as ants and cockroaches. Leafy green cuttings from shrub¬ 

bery and small potted plants were placed within the bell jars. For 

instar determinations, larvae were maintained individually in glass 

cylinders containing sandy soil (Yie, 1951). Also, large numbers of 

larvae were reared together in pottery saucers filled with sandy soil. 

Each of these saucers was covered with another saucer and sealed with 

a heavy wide elastic band. Smaller numbers were reared in plastic 

culture dishes containing two or three layers of moist filter paper. The 

temperature of the laboratory remained between about 72° and 78° 

Fahrenheit. 

Adults and larvae both ate a wide variety of dead animal tissue. 

They were never observed feeding on living animals nor on dead or 

living plant tissue. They ate crushed dead insects such as orthopterans 

and lepidopterans (adults and larvae), as well as annelids and ground 

1 The writer thanks the following: Dr. Osmond P. Breland for valuable sugges¬ 

tions and his unfailing enthusiasm which was a constant source of inspiration during 

the progress of this work; Dr. Marshall R. Wheeler, Robert B. Gumming, David G. 

Futch, and Michael E. Warren for their aid; and Virginia H. Gassner, the writer’s 

wife, for her tireless and dependable assistance. 
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beef. Crushed dead Drosophila and ground beef were the primary 

sources of nutrients. 

Although fungus growth seemed to cause egg deterioration, the fun¬ 

gus on the surface of the dirt-filled saucers caused no apparent difficulty 

in the larval rearing process. While the larvae were actively feeding, 

the fungus growth was very slight. However, after the larvae became 

quiescent prepupae, fungus grew in some cases over the entire surface 

of the dirt-filled saucer. Near the end of the pupal stage the saucers 

were uncovered, the fungus subsided, and the adults emerged freely. 

Mites, which sometimes appeared in the cultures, caused the greatest 

difficulties in rearing. At times infestation was so great that entire lar¬ 

vae were nearly covered with mites. Although larvae on which large 

numbers of mites remained generally died, larvae which were freed 

from mites often survived and matured to adults. Small annelids were 

often found on dead larvae but rarely were found on living larvae. 

Since the saucers and soil were exposed to fifteen to twenty pounds of 

steam for thirty minutes prior to being used as rearing chambers, the 

mites most likely entered the cultures on food such as dead adult 

Drosophila. 

During the study over 5,000 eggs were recovered from 317 adults. 

Over 150 larvae were studied in individual chambers. 

OCCURRENCE IN NATURE 

P, nuptialis adults were collected primarily in the vicinities of Aus¬ 

tin and Luling, Texas. These specimens were found most commonly in 

and around small stands of tall grass such as Setaria sheeli and Sor¬ 

ghum halapense (Johnson grass) and dense foliage of Rhus toxicoden¬ 

dron (poison ivy). Adults were most abundant in nature from October 

through December at the above localities. 

The adult often evades capture by dropping from its foliage perch 

and agilely burrowing under the mat of dead vegetation covering the 

ground below. However, it is usually easy to trap it on the ground by 

a quick search in the mat at the place of entrance into the dead vege¬ 

tation. 

Panorpa larvae have been found in nature only rarely. Brauer 

found Panorpa alpina Rambur {=variabilis Brauer) larvae in a mouse 

nest hollowed out between rotten roots. Later he found Panorpa com¬ 

munis Linn larvae under a stone in a moist stream bed. Also, many 

larval specimens of this same species were discovered under moss 

which covered a decayed tree stump (Brauer, 1871). 

The writer found P. nuptialis larvae in nature only twice. The first 
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larva was found in Austin, Texas on January 27, 1962 under dead 

Johnson grass and less than an inch of loose organic debris. On Febru¬ 

ary 8, 1963 a second larva (prepupa) measuring 18-22 mm. in length 

and orange-pink in color was found about four inches below the sur¬ 

face of the ground sealed in a rounded oblong capsule made of earth. 

ADULT HABITS 

Aggressive Behavior 

P. nuptialis generally does not appear to be aggressive, but an oc¬ 

casional male was observed lashing its abdomen to either side as if 

protecting its flanks. This movement apparently is used in an attempt 

to discourage an attacker or other panorpids from sharing food. As re¬ 

ported by Byers (1963), the claspers or dististyles were used by one 

male to rasp another male’s abdomen during battle. Generally, a male 

can grasp an object rather weakly with its claspers. One specimen, 

however, pinched the writer’s thumb cuticle firmly enough so that it 

could extend its body straight out and perpendicular to the thumb. 

Occasionally a robust male can pinch a person hard enough to startle 

him, but cannot break the skin. 

Females have occasionally been seen fighting. In one such case, each 

participant partially spread its wings and fanned them with an ele¬ 

vating folding motion. One female assailed the other by pivoting to the 

side and rear of the potential victim. From this position the aggressor 

attempted to thrust its mouth parts into an area just posterior to the 

attachment of the hind wings. This aggression ceased when food was 

introduced. Both females turned their attention to the food provided. 

Mating Behavior 

Often adult pairs in copula were captured in nature a few hours be¬ 

fore sunset. In the laboratory adults copulated regardless of the time 

so long as their container was well illuminated. Although placing 

copulating pairs in darkness did not interrupt the mating process, copu¬ 

lation never began in the dark so far as the writer has observed. 

Courtship and copulation have been observed in the laboratory on 

numerous occasions. The male frequently places its terminalia near 

the head of the female. At this time the male starts spreading and par¬ 

tially folding its wings, and straightening the abdomen. As if feeling 

its way, the male touches the female on the head with the tips of its 

wings. The male moves sideways palpating with its wings first the fe¬ 

male’s head, then the thorax, and finally the abdomen. When the 
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male’s terminalia reaches a point just posterior to the female’s last pair 

of legs, the male orients itself at right angles with respect to the female. 

The male slips its abdomen beneath that of the female. The male then 

curves its abdomen laterally toward the posterior end of the female’s 

abdomen and folds its terminalia over the tip. The male, using its dis- 

tistyles as guides, fastens its genital bulb to the female genitalia. The 

tips of the dististyles do not function in maintaining a grasp on the 

female, since they extend freely down and along the sides of the female 

terminalia. Once in copula, the female maintains its wings in a folded 

position, spreading and folding them periodically. Pairs were observed 

remaining in copula from ten minutes to more than two hours. 

The male deviates from the above courting pattern in the following 

ways. Instead of making contact on the first approach, it occasionally 

requires several approaches or is completely unsuccessful. The male 

sometimes makes immediate contact by a direct approach without the 

wing palpating ceremony. 

Males, from two separate groups of adults which were not given 

fresh food, formed small brownish somewhat cylindrical secretions on 

green leaves by ejecting a brown fluid from their mouths (Fig. 1). 

Perhaps Byers (1963) did not see these secretions because his speci¬ 

mens were well fed and did not have green plants available. The base 

of this secretion often has a transparent amber-like quality. The re¬ 

mainder of the secretion has a dark brown color. The shape of the se¬ 

cretions varies as evidenced by Fig. 1. Occasionally one large secretion 

is surrounded by smaller secretions (Fig. lb). The nature of the ma¬ 

terial was not ascertained but it may have been a salivary product as 

suggested by other workers, or regurgitated material. 

Other workers have also observed secretions which differ somewhat 

Fig. 1. Oral secretions from Panorpa nuptialis Gerst. adult males, a. A single secretion 

which is translucent near the base. b. Occasionally one large secretion is surrounded by 

several smaller secretions. Photographs by R. B. Camming and the writer. 
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in different species (Balduf, 1939), P. alpina Ramb. and P. cognata 

Ramb. form droplets that quickly solidify. P. communis and P. nup- 

tialis form somewhat cylindrical secretions. Whereas some male 

panorpids secrete material as soon as actual copulation commences, 

P. nuptialis males secrete it prior to coitus. The females of all the above 

species eat this oral secretory product during copulation. 

Eggs and Egg Deposition 

Panorpa nuptialis females deposited eggs freely within the confines 

of the bell jars and on a wide variety of materials including cellucot- 

ton, various grades of filter paper, styrofoam plastic, sand and loamy 

soil. Occasionally eggs were deposited on the surface of moist unglazed 

flower pots, on plant leaves, or in depressions in the soil against the 

base of plant stems. During one egg collection, eggs were found ce¬ 

mented to the wings and body of a dead adult. Another adult which 

was nearly dead also had eggs cemented to its body and wings. 

Often females show some preference for soil over other materials 

for egg deposition. The female begins the process by moving a short 

distance forward and backward over the bottom of the chamber. At the 

same time it moves the tip of its abdomen through lateral arcs. During 

this movement, the two segmented cerci are directed ventrally and give 

the impression of serving as tangoreceptors. If a small hole is made in 

a filter paper separating the gravid female from the soil or sand bottom 

of the chamber, the female usually finds the hole in the filter paper 

after searching. It then pushes the tip of its abdomen through the hole 

and deposits the egg cluster in the underlying sand or soil. 

The eggs are oval in shape. They are deposited sometimes singly, 

but more often in clusters. No typical number for eggs in a cluster oc¬ 

curs. The number of eggs in a cluster ranged from two to 136. Small 

clusters were more common. Four clusters contained eight, twenty- 

five, forty-seven, and over ninety eggs cemented together. Ryers 

(1963) reported the number of eggs in seventeen counted clusters as 

varying from two to forty-three, with an average of sixteen. Yie 

(1951) reported a maximum of 108 eggs in a cluster for P. folsa. 

Twelve is the largest number of eggs reported in the clusters deposited 

under laboratory conditions for three ofther species of Panorpa: alpinay 

montanay dcadi communis (Rrauer, 1863). 

Measurements of freshly deposited eggs are similar to dimensions 

reported by Ryers. Within the same cluster, size varies from an egg 

with a long axis of 1.0 mm. and a short axis of .80 mm. to an egg with 

a long axis of .70 mm. and a short axis of .54 mm. The eggs swell 

somewhat during development. 
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Several authors have described an egg color change from light to 

dark as the eggs mature. These include Brauer (1851) for P. com¬ 

munis, Yie (1951) for eleven Formosan panorpids, and Byers (1963) 

for P. nuptialis. This color change could not be confirmed in the 

writer’s specimens. Examination of developing eggs with a dissecting 

microscope shows that as eggs developed and swelled, the chorion be¬ 

came lighter because of the separation of the granules of the covering 

shell. 

Different eggs in the same cluster sometimes vary in color at the 

time of deposition. The surface of the chorion is either cream colored 

and smooth or wholly or partially covered with a black granulated 

material. This granulated material is the same substance as the cement 

which holds clusters together and anchors them to the substrate. Eggs 

within the same cluster are either free of pigmented granules or show 

various intensities of granulation. Heavily granulated eggs swell less 

than eggs with no granulation or a sparse amount. Eggs of all degrees 

of granulation quickly shrivel when placed on an absorbent surface 

such as dry filter paper. Larvae hatching from lightly granulated eggs 

are approximately six mm. long whereas those emerging from darkly 

granulated eggs are approximately four mm. in length. 

Brauer (1851) reported the chorion of P. communis eggs as having 

a network of dark brown lines. The writer observed one P. nuptialis 

egg of the many examined to have regular elevations of granular ce¬ 

ment arranged longitudinally and horizontally, but no reticulation of 

the chorion such as that described by Brauer was ever seen. 

EGG HATCHING 

According to Yie (1951), he and other investigators had not been 

able to observe mecopteran larvae during the period before hatching 

because o fthe opacity of the shell. Byers (1963), however, noticed 

dark red eyes through the chorion two days before hatching, although 

he did not describe the hatching process. 

The following description of hatching is based upon observations of 

the process for eighteen P. nuptialis larvae, W^hen the granulated ma¬ 

terial on an egg is absent or thin, the chorion is sufficiently transparent 

to permit observation of the larva inside the egg with the compound 

microscope. On the fifth and sixth days after egg deposition, slight 

muscular contractions and the presence of sclerotized mandibles are 

seen. Shortly after the appearance of the mandibles, the eyes become 

evident. Thereafter, the dorsal abdominal tubercles, the antennae, and 

the egg burster are apparent through the chorion. 
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The egg burster, so far as could be determined, has not been previ¬ 

ously reported in the genus Panorpa. In P. nuptialis it occurs only in 

the first larval instar. This structure is an irregular cone-like sclero- 

ized prominence which projects about 170 microns vertically above the 

head capsule (Fig. 2). From a lateral view it appears somewhat tri¬ 

angular with its base as broad as its height. The sides of the triangle 

vary among individuals from two nearly straight sides to a slightly 

S-shaped posterior side and a slightly C-shaped anterior side. In late 

first instar larvae the egg burster is surrounded by a red-brown heavily 

sclerotized patch which extends from the epistomal setae to the forked 

points of the epicranial suture. The more lateral portions of the frons 

appear less sclerotized than this elongated central patch. 

About six hours before hatching, the mandibles extend and retract 

weakly at periodic intervals; this is followed by about a minute of in¬ 

activity. The number of mandibular contractions increases between 

inactive periods. Approximately thirty minutes from the start of the 

mandibular movement, these mouth parts extend and retract weakly 

three or four times between quiescent periods of approximately one 

minute. 

a b 

Fig. 2. a. The frons of a first instar Panorpa nuptlalh Gerst. larva showing position of 

egg burster and sclerotized area surrounding the egg burster, b. Lateral view of the egg 

burster. 
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The following description applies to all larvae observed during the 

hatching process. The unhatched larva within the egg previous to 

and during the early period of hatching activity is in a cone-shaped, 

spiralled position. The larval head is situated at the widest end of the 

cone and there are one and one-half turns in the spiral. About four 

hours before hatching the larva turns within the shell. At first this 

turning is just a partial rotation around a short axis of the egg. A one 

to four minute inactive period follows each movement. During its first 

few partial rotations, the larva turns through only about one-fourth 

of the egg’s elliptical circumference. Shortly before emergence from 

the shell, the number of turns increases from one-half a turn to four 

full rotations. A short time before rupturing the shell, the larval posi¬ 

tion shifts from a conical spiral to a flattened spiral. The tip of the 

abdomen is tucked under the head and thorax. 

After the larva assumes the flattened, spiralled position, it expands 

and forces the egg burster through the chorion. Following the chorion 

puncture, the larva makes a quarter turn and slices open the shell with 

the egg burster. The larva then emerges, usually head first, uncoiling 

as it escapes. Occasionally, a larva moves out of the chorion tail first. 

The mandibles and the antennae are not used in tearing open the 

chorion. 

The mean time from egg deposition until egg hatching was 7.59 ± 

0.99 days in seventeen observed cases, with a range of five to nine days. 

The exact time of deposition and hatch was recorded for the above 

seventeen cases. In 1061 other cases in which the time of deposition 

and hatch were only approximately known, the mean maturation- 

hatch time was about eight days and the range from three to ten days. 

LARVAL HABITS 

The freshly emerged first instar larva has a cream-white head cap¬ 

sule with the exception of the previously mentioned red-brown, shield¬ 

like area on the frons from which the egg burster projects. The head 

capsule changes color over a period of three or four hours to a char¬ 

acteristic reddish brown. During the same period, the shield-like area 

takes on a dark brown color. Before the exoskeleton hardens, the length 

of the newly hatched larva in a contracted position ranges from 2.5 

mm. to 3.5 mm. In an extended position, the length is 3.5 mm. to 4.1 

mm. Table 1. gives the range of lengths and mean lengths of all instars. 

First instar larvae commence feeding before their head capsules take 

on the characteristic red-brown color. This has been ascertained by 

watching newly emerged larvae eat during this early period and ob- 
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Length in millimeters of immature stages 

I II Ill IV 

Number measured 24 31 22 41 

Range of length 5-7 mm. 8-14 mm. 10-18 mm. 14-22 mm. 

Mean length 6.5 mm. 9.5 mm. 14.5 mm. 18.5 mm. 

serving the gut darken as the food passes through the animal. As a 

control for this observation, newly emerged individuals were starved 

under similar temperature and humidity conditions. No dark color oc¬ 

curred in the gut of the starved individuals. Feeding continued through 

all stadia until a short time prior to the formation of the earthen cap¬ 

sule in which pupation takes place. At this time the fourth instar, now 

called the prepupa, stops feeding. Food is not consumed again until the 

imago emerges. 

Occasionally, before the food described in an earlier section was pro¬ 

vided, first instar larvae were observed chewing on the remnants of a 

chorion and on wrinkled or collapsed eggs. These same larvae seemed 

to have no difficulty in devouring dead Panorpa larvae. However, first 

instar larvae which attempted to pierce eggs with their mandibles or 

to chew on other living larvae were unsuccessful. 

Soil, along with other undigested residue, has been found within the 

intestinal lumen. The granular cement which often covers the eggs and 

also fixes the eggs to surfaces may be of nutritional value. Two larvae 

were once placed in a small stender dish on a moist disc of filter paper. 

The egg cement was eaten during a two-day period when no other 

food was available. 

Although these larvae normally occur in the soil, soil is not a neces¬ 

sary part of their diet. One group of six larvae was reared in a plastic 

petri dish on wet filter paper. These larvae were fed Drosophila and 

ground beef only. All larvae developed through three instars and 

entered a fourth instar stage. Five of the six fourth instars died, prob¬ 

ably due to desiccation since the filter paper became dry. A sixth mem¬ 

ber of the group enclosed itself in a papier mac/z^-like capsule made 

from the filter paper. It then pupated and emerged as an adult male. 

All four instars of P. nuptialis larvae have a protrusile four-forked 

structure which protrudes from the caudal end of the terminal ab¬ 

dominal segment. It is the same structure or “pushing organ” that 

Byers (1963) observed in the fourth instar larva. Often when a larva 

is preserved, shrinking of the protrusile fork occurs and the shape is 

altered. In life the terminal or eleventh abdominal segment is curved 
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ventrally, thereby giving the protrusile fork a ventral position. A struc¬ 

ture similar to the caudal protrusile fork of P. nuptialis was reported 

for P. communis. This structure in P. communis was first called a 

'^hervorstreckbar Organ'' and ''Haltgabel" by Brauer in 1851 and 1863. 

INSTAR DIFFERENTIATION 

The larvae of P. nuptialis pass through four larval stages. Byers 

(1963) distinguished between the various instars primarily by the 

relative size of the head capsule and by variation in the size of the 

annulated setae. Balduf (1939) points out that P. communis larval 

stages were distinguished on the basis of the number of spiracular oval 

openings. The present study shows that the number of spiracular aper¬ 

tures or oval openings of the spiracles on the pronotal shield provides a 

reliable means of distinguishing larval instars of P. nuptialis from each 

other (Fig. 3). This ring of oval openings is surrounded by a heavily 

sclerotized structure called the peritreme (Applegarth 1939). 

In the present study ten larvae from each of four larval stadia are 

used for instar determination. They are differentiated according to the 

number of oval openings on the pronotal shield spiracles (Table 

2). The absence of overlap in the number of oval openings of the 

various stadia and the large t values indicated that the pronotal shield 

spiracular oval opening feature gives an extremely reliable means of 

instar differentiation. 

Another feature which distinguishes the third instar from the fourth 

occurs on segments eight, nine, and ten. Both instars have a pair of 

subconical projections on abdominal tergites eight and nine, and a 

single subconical projection on abdominal tergite ten (Fig. 4). In the 

case of the third instar, an annulated seta protrudes from each of the 

above mentioned sclerotized subconical projections. On the fourth in¬ 

star, a sclerotized pedicel separates the annulated seta from the sub- 

Table 2 

Summary of statistics used in comparing the number of pronotal shield spiracle oval 

openings in the various larval stadia 

Larval stadium I II III IV 

Range 12-16 19-25 29-37 49-56 

Mean 13.2 21.7 32.2 50.7 

Standard deviation 

t for I and II, 

±1.22 ±1.70 ±2.54 ±2.75 

II and III, and III and IV 12.8 14.4 15.6 



d 
Fig. 3. Diagrammatic representation of Panorpa nuptialis Gerst. larval pronotal shield 

spiracles (drawn to scale), a. First instar. b. Second instar. c. Third instar. d. Fourth instar. 
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Fig. 4. Flagellated subconical profections taken from abdominal segment nine of Panorpa 

nuptialis Oerst. larvae, a. Fourth instar. b. Third instar. 

conical process. This sclerotized pedicel does not occur on the third 

instar. 

Time observations of life cycle development are similar to those 

reported by Byers (1963). The duration of the first instar was five to 

seven days, of the second instar was three to eleven days, of the third 

instar was six to fifteen days, and of the fourth instar was six to fifteen 

days. From sixteen to forty-eight more days were required before the 

fourth instar became quiescent as a prepupa in its earthen cell. In 

about thirty days, the pupa emerged as an adult. 
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SUMMARY 

A study has been made of the mecopteran, Panorpa nuptialis Gerst. 

which included general biology and distinguishing features of larval 

instars. Both larva and adults reacted well to laboratory conditions; 

adults collected in nature deposited eggs in the laboratory and most 

studies were made on laboratory-reared specimens. 

Particular attention was paid to the following points dealing with 

the general biology of this species; occurrence of adults and larvae in 

nature, mating behavior, adult aggression, egg deposition, egg hatch¬ 

ing, and feeding habits. Four larval instars occur and each can be dis¬ 

tinguished by the structure of the spiracles on the pronotal shield. Each 

spiracular opening is subdivided into a number of smaller oval open¬ 

ings, and the number of these small openings increases as the larvae 

pass from one instar to the next. In addition the third instar and fourth 

instar are distinguished by a structural difference in their flagellated 

subconical projections on abdominal tergites eight, nine, and ten. 
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Observations on the Life History of the Treefrog, 

Phyllomedusa callidryas (Cope)^ 

by WILLIAM F. PYBURN 

Arlington State College 

INTRODUCTION 

Treefrogs of the genus Phyllomedusa lay their eggs in gelatinous 

masses, usually fastened to leaves overhanging water (Barbour, 1926; 

Noble, 1931; Lutz, 1947). Upon hatching, the larvae wriggle free of 

the jelly, fall into the water, and continue development as free-swim¬ 

ming tadpoles. This paper is concerned with the reproductive activity 

and early development of Phyllomedusa callidryas, a Mexican and 

Central American species. 

Tadpoles and eggs of P. callidryas were described by Gaige in 1936 

based on material from Yucatan, and by Stuart (1948) from specimens 

collected in the Alta Verapaz region of central Guatemala. Dunn 

(1931) and Breder (1946) reported briefly on the habits of callidryas 

on Barro Colorado Island and in eastern Panama, respectively. My 

observations and collections were made at a single locality in the Sierra 

de Tuxtla range of southern Veracruz. This volcanic region is located 

in the Veracruz Biotic Province of Goldman and Moore (1945). Much 

of the original forest of the Tuxtlas has been cut or burned, and the 

land is now in cultivation. However, some areas of relatively undis¬ 

turbed rain forest remain, especially at higher elevations. Various fea¬ 

tures of the fauna and climate of the Tuxlas have been discussed by 

Wetmore (1943), Firschein (1950), Edwards and Tashian (1959), 

and others cited by these authors. 

METHODS 

In addition to field observations of breeding activity, methods in¬ 

cluded collecting and preserving twelve egg clutches for purposes of 

obtaining complete embryonic and larval series. Seven clutches were 

preserved when the eggs or embryos were in developmental stages 

ranging from unfertilized eggs to tail fin circulation (stage 22). Five 

clutches were maintained in the laboratory, the embryos or larvae 

^ Supported by grants from the Arlington State College research fund and the 

National Science Foundation (G23873). 
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being preserved at irregular intervals, a few at a time, in 10% for¬ 

malin. The method of sustaining egg clutches was to suspend a branch 

to which eggs were attached in a quart jar containing pond water. The 

water in the jar was about one inch deep and the egg mass was held 

about two inches above its surface by attaching the broken end of the 

branch to the jar lip. Air temperature in one jar was noted by suspend¬ 

ing a thermometer in the jar so that the bulb was on a level with the 

eggs. Twenty five recorded temperatures varied from 24.0°C to 32.0°C 

in the period 1:30 p.m., 21 July to 8:25 a.m., 25 July, 1962. Develop¬ 

ment in this interval was from gastrula (stage 12) to hatching (stage 

23). 

After hatching the tadpoles were transferred to enamel pans con¬ 

taining pond water. They were given boiled lettuce, upon which they 

readily fed and seemed to do very well. 

In the latter part of August I attempted to transport some of these 

tadpoles by car from southern Veracruz to Arlington, Texas. All but 

one died in transit or soon after arriving in Arlington, probably as a 

result of changing the water. The single surviving individual trans¬ 

formed on 2 Dec. 1962. 

In assigning the embryos and larvae to various developmental stages, 

I have followed the numerical designations of Limbaugh and Volpe 

(1957) and Gosner (1960). Their stage definitions, largely adapted 

from other authors, were adhered to as closely as possible, certain 

minor modifications being necessitated by the nature of the material. 

Measurements of preserved individual specimens were made with a 

binocular microscope and micrometer eyepiece. Preserved egg clutches 

were measured with a millimeter ruler. 

BREEDING SITE 

Breeding activities of P. callidryas were studied near a hamlet 

known locally as Encinal, which is 1.7 miles south (by road) of the 

village of Los Mangos. Encinal is located about seven air miles south 

of Lake Catemaco, at an elevation of approximately 1200 feet. The 

breeding site was a shallow pool (up to two feet deep) that remains 

filled for long periods in the rainy season (March to September, ac¬ 

cording to Edwards and Tashian, 1959), but apparently becomes com¬ 

pletely dry in the dry season. The margin of this pool supported vine- 

covered shrubs, small trees and, in some places, dense stands of cane. 

Low branches hung over the water at many points, and emergent 

grasses and other herbaceous plants grew in the pool itself. I visited 

this site 10 times in July and August 1962 (see Table 1). 
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Table 1 

Records of breeding activity at Encinal in July and August 1962 

Date Calling 

P. callidryas 

Clasped pairs Egg clutches Other species calling 

July 13 X X Hyla ebraccata, H. microcephala, 

Leptodactylus melanonotus, L. 

labialis, Microhyla usta 

(air temp. 26.5°C.) 

20 

26 

29 

Aug. 4 

X X Engystomops pustulosus (others 

calling but not recorded) 

Hyla baudini 

Hyla baudini 

none; pond dry 

10 X X X pond refilled; Hyla baudini, H. 

staufferi, Engystomops pustulosus, 

Microhyla usta 

11 X X Hyla ebraccata, H. baudini, H. 

staufferi, H. picta, Engystomops 

pustulosus, Microhyla usta 

13 X X Hyla ebraccata, H. microcephala, 

H. staufferi, H. picta, Engystomops 

pustulosus, Microhyla usta, 

Rana pipiens 

14 X X Same as 13, Aug. 

17 X X X Hyla ebraccata, H. microcephala, 

H. staufferi, H. picta, 

Engystomops pustulosus 

BREEDING BEHAVIOR 

Male P. callidryas usually called from small branches or leaves, 

three to seven feet above the ground. The call was a single or double 

"Thack,” uttered at intervals of 30 seconds or longer. The combination 

of double note and short interval seemed to be more frequent than the 

single note and long interval combination when breeding was near a 

peak. Breder (1946) described the call of callidryas in Panama, heard 

in February and March, as a single liquid ‘"quirt” every eight to 15 

minutes. He did not hear more than five calling at a time, and none 

was seen more than 25 feet from the water. Most called from overhead 

up to about 15 feet from the ground. Dunn (1931) characterized the 

call as “tlock” made by frogs calling from heights of six to eight feet 

in trees on Barro Colorado. 

If a calling male is disturbed, it rises slowly and creeps along the 

branch to another place, often very near the first. If the disturbance 
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persists it may jump to a near-by branch, grasping leaves with its out¬ 

stretched limbs, then slowly climb to a horizontal position. The move¬ 

ments are unhurried and appear rather awkward, as Halter (in Noble, 

1918) has stated. When handled these frogs emit a peculiar odor, simi¬ 

lar to that of Hyla ebraccata. 

Amplexus is normally axillary, with the fingers of the male wrapped 

around the upper arm of the female. However, on one occasion (17 

Aug.) I found a female being clasped by two males, one of which was 

directed anteriorly and the other posteriorly. The female was on a cane 

blade about one foot above the water with the males sitting side by 

side on her back. She was laying eggs, which were presumably being 

fertilized by the male in the more normal position. 

The site of egg deposition seems to be determined entirely by the 

female. During the early part of amplexus the male adheres closely to 

the female’s back, remains passive, and may even close its eyes. On 

several nights I watched clasped females walking about among the low 

branches apparently seeking suitable places over water at which to de¬ 

posit their eggs. Of 12 egg clusters collected at Encinal, eight were on 

the leaves of vines or low tree branches and four were on blades of 

cane growing in the water. The following description of the egg laying 

process is based on observations of an amplectant pair made the night 

of 11 August at about 10:30 p.m. 

The clasped frogs sat on the supper surface of a tree leaf about one 

foot above the water with heads directed upward and the hands of the 

female grasping the leaf edges. The weight of the frogs caused frogs 

and leaf to hang in a vertical position. The first eggs were deposited 

near the leaf apex. As more eggs were laid the pair moved upward on 

the blade, so that the last eggs deposited were nearest to the petiole. No 

attempt was made to curl the leaf edges around the egg mass as is done 

by some other species of Phyllomedusa (Kellogg, 1932; Goin, 1960). 

During the laying process the female extruded some eight to 12 eggs 

in a series, paused several seconds, laid another series, and so on, until 

the clutch was completed. As the eggs emerged both male and female 

arched their backs, bringing their cloacae close together and close to 

the leaf surface. Sperm were probably liberated over the eggs at this 

time. In the pause between egg series, the male bobbed its head rhyth¬ 

mically, the arc of head movement being short, so that the male’s 

throat skin remained in contact with the female’s back. 

Freshly laid egg masses of P. callidryas are roughly drop-shaped due 

to sagging of the jelly on the vertical leaf surface. The eggs are fairly 

evenly spaced near the surface of the clear jelly. At first the surface of 

the mass is relatively even, but as development proceeds the exposed 
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surface of the jelly around each egg becomes rounded, giving the entire 

clutch the globular appearance of a miniature bunch of grapes. Meas¬ 

urements of seven clutches are given in Table 2. 

EGG NUMBER 

Nine egg clusters laid under natural conditions at Encinal averaged 

50.8 eggs per clutch (range, 40-68). Three clutches produced by a 

single captive pair at about one hour intervals in a glass jar numbered 

79, 61, and 13 eggs in the order laid. This wide range in eggs per 

clutch was probably caused by the unnatural conditions under which 

laying took place, as it considerably exceeds the range in the nine 

clutches laid under natural conditions. 

Another captive female laid 182 eggs in a single irregular mass on 

the side of the jar in which she was confined. The frog was not in 

amplexus when caught and was not being clasped when the eggs were 

laid. The fact that this unclasped female deposited what appeared to 

be her total egg complement in one large mass, suggests that the pres¬ 

ence of the male may help to determine the normal pattern of egg 

deposition, which is to lay the eggs in several small lots in different 

places. I believe this female had not yet begun to lay when she was 

captured because of the large number of eggs she contained, and be¬ 

cause she was not in amplexus when caught. If 182 eggs approximate 

the mean total complement, then a female would be capable of pro¬ 

ducing three to four clutches of eggs in one night, based on an average 

of 50.8 eggs per clutch. 

Table 2 

Data for egg clutches of Phyllomedusa callidryas from Encinal 

Date collected No. of eggs 
Size of egg mass (greatest 

length X greatest width in mm) 
Distance above 

water (feet) 

July 20 54 3 

20 49 4 

Aug. 11 50 43 X 26 1 

11 46 X 27 1 

11 36 X 24 1^/2 
13 41 31 X 19 

13 40 31 X 18 

13 60 43 X 23 

13 68 34 X 21 

17 47 

17 48 
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EGG LOSS 

All of the egg masses that I saw at Encinal were on leaves over 

water, but Douglas Robinson (personal communication) informs me 

that he has seen the eggs of P. callidryas attached to fence wire and 

that he has found the eggs of this species suspended over dry ground. 

Newly hatched tadpoles of callidryas are capable of flipping them¬ 

selves about on a dry surface by vigorous contractions of the tail 

musculature, and could conceivably get to standing water if they fell 

within a few inches of the water’s edge. Deposition of eggs at greater 

distances from the water would most probably result in death of the 

tadpoles after hatching. I once found an egg mass of P. moreleti, a 

species with habits similar to those of callidryas^ attached to a leaf 

such that the tadpoles would almost certainly have fallen on the ground 

and died. The leaf was near a log with a depression in which water 

had accumulated, but the tadpoles could not have fallen in the water. 

Tadpole mortality in these species due to improper egg positioning is 

unknown. 

Leptodeira septentrionalis appears to be a common predator on the 

eggs of P. callidryas at Encinal. On the night of 11 Aug. four of these 

nocturnal snakes were observed among branches and vines where cal¬ 

lidryas was breeding. When first seen, one snake was crawling directly 

toward me in a tangle of vines about two feet above the water. It was 

about eight feet away and was clearly visible in my flashlight beam. 

When the snake encountered a leaf petiole, it moved its head laterally 

in a seemingly deliberate manner, scraping its chin along the leaf 

blade. This observation suggests that the egg masses are recognized as 

potential food items when the snake’s chin contacts the jelly. Duell- 

man (1958) has reported an instance of Leptodeira septentrionalis 

found in the act of eating the eggs of P. callidryas. 

The significance of the habit of laying eggs in several small clutches i 

in different places, rather than all in one large mass, is not clear. Leaf 

size does not appear to be a factor, because most of the leaves that held 

eggs could easily have supported larger egg masses than were attached 

to them. If the habit is prevalent, one might suspect a higher survival , 

rate among eggs deposited in this manner. It may be that small clutches ; 

are less often found by predators than large ones, or that a higher pro- | 

portion of small clutches are deposited over water than large ones. I 
There is, however, no evidence to support this hypothesis; but even if I 

it proves untrue, the habit could still enhance the probability that a | 

maximum number of adults will contribute to each succeeding gen¬ 

eration. If each female laid all of its eggs in one mass, then those frogs : 
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whose eggs were found by predators, or whose eggs were deposited over 

dry soil, would contribute nothing to the next generation, unless, in the 

latter case, standing water accumulated below the egg mass after it 

had been laid. On the other hand, the habit of laying several clutches, 

each in a different place, would tend to insure that at least part of each 

egg complement escaped detection by predators, and that each female 

laid at least some of its eggs over water. This habit in itself would not 

necessarily increase the number of surviving zygotes, but it would tend 

to increase the number of contributing adults in the population. The 

possible advantage derived from this breeding pattern would be the 

maintenance of a higher level of genetic variability than would be pos¬ 

sible with a smaller number of contributing adults. Even so, the habit 

would not be favored by selection unless there were differential egg 

survival between large and small clutches, or an associated differential 

survival among the adults. 

DEVELOPMENT 

Egg envelopes. The egg of Phyllomedusa callidryas is surrounded 

by two jelly envelopes. The thin inner envelope is closely applied to 

the vitelline membrane. The thicker, outer envelope has a layered 

structure, and is adherent in one or more places on its outer surface 

to the outer envelopes of adjacent eggs. At about stage 14 (neural 

folds) the egg capsule (vitelline membrane) begins to swell as a result 

of the accumulation of fluid. Enlargement of the capsule is accom¬ 

panied by thinning of both jelly layers, producing the globular appear¬ 

ance of egg masses in late pre-hatch stages. Measurements of egg cap¬ 

sules and jelly envelopes are given in Table 3. 

Table 3 

Measurements in millimeters of eggs and jelly envelopes of Phyllomedusa callidryas 

Stage Number measured 

Diameter (mean±standard deviation) 

Vitellus or capsule Inner envelope Outer envelope 

Unfert. 
egg 30 2.25 ±0.06 2.35 ±0.06 3.27 ±0.21 

9 23 2.27 ±0.03 2.37 ±0.03 3.66±0.17 
16 24 2.86 ±0.09 2.91 ±0.09 3.58 ±0.27 
19 30 3.04±0.09 3.07 ±0.08 3.61 ±0.15 
22 30 4.03 ±0.09 4.05 ±0.09 4.36±0.13 

Unfertilized egg. Ereshly laid unfertilized eggs of P. callidryas con¬ 

tain a large quantity of green yolk, capped by pale cream cytoplasm 
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at the animal pole. The border between colors is well above the equator 

in eggs from southern Veracruz (Encinal), but the relative size of the 

cream and green areas may vary geographically. Stuart (1948) states 

that the border between the two colors is a definite dividing line at the 

egg equator, in eggs from central Guatemala. In formalin preservative 

the cream area at the animal pole turns brown, while the green portion 

of the egg becomes cream-colored. 

Segmentation. Segmentation (Fig. 1) is slightly irregular from the 

beginning, probably because of the egg’s large yolk content. The first 

cleavage (stage 3) begins at the animal pole, but fails to completely 

divide the yolk before the second cleavage begins. Externally, the ends 

of the first cleavage furrow have extended to, or just beyond, the 

equator when the second furrow reaches the border between color 

areas (stage 4). The third cleavage coincides approximately with the 

border between color areas, cutting off four small blastomeres at the 

animal pole. The third cleavage is completed about the time the second 

cleavage furrow reaches the equator (stage 5), 

Segmentation becomes more irregular after stage 5 (eight cells) 

with the result that eight to 10 micromeres may be produced before the 

four large macromeres have divided. In anuran eggs with smaller yolk 

content, cleavage does not ordinarily become irregular until after stage 

6 (16 cells); in P. callidryas eggs the earlier beginning of irregular 

cleavage makes stages 6 and 7 (32 cells) difficult to recognize. Rela¬ 

tively slow division of the macromeres continues through mid- and late 

cleavage (stages 8 and 9) so that a considerable difference in the size 

of micromeres and macromeres is still evident as late as stage 10 (dor¬ 

sal lip). 

Dorsal lip to tail bud. Stages 10 through 16 (neural tube) are essen¬ 

tially the same as in other anurans (see, for example, Rugh, 1951), 

except that the yolk-laden belly region of P. callidryas is relatively 

much larger (Figures 1 and 2). An increase in capsular volume, ac¬ 

companied by reduction in the volume of yolk, begins at about stage 14 

(neural folds). By stage 17 (tail bud) the belly region has been re¬ 

duced to a thick, wide disc, with the elongated “embryo proper” rest¬ 

ing upon it. The entire embryo now occupies about half of the intra- 

capsular space. Optic protuberances are well developed; stomodeal cleft 

and hypophyseal invagination are apparent; and the tail bud is in line 

with the body axis. 

Muscular response to hatching (Figures 2, 3 and 4). Spasmodic 

muscular contractions begin in stage 18. The prominent gill plates are 

divided into vertical ridges, revealing the visceral arches; the dorsal 

tail fin is a low narrow ridge; and pronephric bulges are conspicuous 
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Fig. 1. Stages in the development of Phyllomedusa callidryas. Upper left, stage 3; 

upper right, stage 4; middle left, stage 5; middle right, 14 cells; lower left, stage 8; lower 

right, stage 12. Jelly envelopes omitted from all except upper left. Bar at upper right 

represents 1 mm. 
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Fig. 2. Stages in the development of Phyllomedusa callidryas. Upper left, stage 14; 

upper right, stage 17; lower left, stage 19; lower right, stage 21. Capsules and jelly 

envelopes omitted. Bar represents 1 mm. 

behind the gill plates. The embryo proper is arched either to the right 

or left with the tail tip bent slightly downward. 

Irregular, whitish flecks appear in the capsular fluid at about stage 

18. In live specimens these flecks can be seen on either side of the em¬ 

bryo moving in circular paths as follows: posteriorly along the sides 

of the embryo, laterally out to the wall of the capsule, anteriorly along 

the capsule wall, medially at about the level of the pronephros, and 

posteriorly again as before. The flecks continue to circulate until the 

capsule is broken at hatching. Their movement indicates a regular cir¬ 

culation pattern in the capsular fluid, but their nature and origin are 

unknown. 

Stage 19 (heart beat) is conveniently recognized in preserved ma- 



Fig. 3. Ora! view of Phyllomedusa callidryas embryo, stage 21. Bar represents 1 mm. 

Fig. 4. Newly hatched tadpole of Phyllomedusa callidryas, stage 23. Bar represents 1 mm. 

terial by the development of the external gills. Early in that stage the 

anterior gills grow out and back as hook-shaped structures with their 

ends directed postero-medially. Small bumps on their outer edges are 

the beginnings of gill branches. The posterior gill buds are small nubs 

directed postero-laterally. Olfactory pits and adhesive organs are prom¬ 

inent. The body is straight when viewed from above; the tail is curved 

to one side and downward; and the ventral fin meets the dorsal fin 

around the end of the tail musculature. 

In the latter part of stage 19 and in stage 20 (gill circulation) the 

anterior gills elongate and assume a semi-circular shape with about 15 
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finger-like branches. At first the posterior gills project laterally, at 

right angles to the body axis. Later they arch backward and upward 

and develop about 10 branches. Scattered melanophores appear on the 

head, body and anterior tail musculature in stage 20, and the tail fins 

become translucent. 

The cornea becomes transparent in stage 21 revealing the lens in the 

center of the darker optic cup. The gills attain maximum development, 

so that when pressed against the body, the longest gill branch extends 

posteriorly to the end of the cloacal tube, or beyond. Melanophores 

have invaded the partially transparent tail fins, and are present about 

half way down the sides of the bulbous belly. 

Tail fin circulation is established in stage 22. Melanophores appear 

farther down on the sides, and extend across the venter at the level of 

the heart. Adhesive organs are well developed in stages 21 and 22. 

In stage 23 the operculum appears as a transverse ventral fold over 

and between the bases of the gills. Resorption of the gills begins. Me¬ 

lanophores extend onto the ventral part of the belly, and may meet in 

the mid-line. A transverse unpigmented band persists behind the oper¬ 

cular fold, and a band along the ventral mid-line may also be unpig¬ 

mented. The belly is rounded, but no longer has the bulbous appear¬ 

ance of earlier stages. In life the green yolk is clearly visible through 

the body wall. The edges of the beaks darken and oral papillae begin 

to form. Hatching occurs in stage 23 and possibly also in stage 24. Five 

tadpoles preserved immediately after hatching, all in stage 23, had a 

mean body length of 3.5 mm (range, 3.4-3.8 mm), and mean total 

length of 10.6 mm (range, 10.1-11.4mm). 

Stage 24 has been defined by Limbaugh and Volpe (1957) for Bufo 

valliceps as that stage in which the operculum closes on the right side, 

leaving only the left gills in evidence. There are no specimens in this 

condition in my series. If stage 24 occurs in Phyllomedusa callidryas 

it is apparently of short duration. Gill resorption had begun in all five 

of the tadpoles in stage 23 mentioned above. In three of these the right 

gills are slightly shorter than the left; in two others the gills are the 

same length. 

Closed operculum to limb bud development. The operculum closes 

in stage 25 (Fig. 5), leaving a ventral, sinistril spiracle. Melanophores 

have extended to the tip of the tail musculature, but are, for the most 

part, absent from a diagonal band along the base of the tail muscle and 

ventral fin. The beak is well formed, the tooth rows as yet poorly de¬ 

veloped. Feeding begins in the latter part of stage 25. Three tadpoles in 

stage 25 had a mean body length of 4.0 mm (range, 3.9-4.2), and 

mean total length of 12.5 mm (range, 12.1-13.4 mm). 
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Fig. 5. Tadpoles of Phyllomedusa callidryas. Upper, stage 25; lower, stage 27. Bars 

represent 1 mm. 

Except for differences in size and limb bud development, stages 26 

and 27 are very similar. The length of the hind limb bud is less than 

one-half its diameter in stage 26, and equal to or greater than one-half 

its diameter in 27 (Fig. 5). The end of the tail is acuminate. The dorsal 

fin extends on the body to a point about two-fifths of the distance from 

the base of the limb bud to the tip of the snout. The spiracle is a ven¬ 

tral, flat tube visible in left lateral view, but not visible in right lateral 

view. Its opening is at, or slightly in advance of, a point directly below 

the anterior end of the dorsal fin, in stage 27. The anal tube is dextral, 

the mouth nearly terminal. Mean body length of four tadpoles in stage 

26 was 5.4 mm (range, 4.8-5.8 mm); mean total length was 15.7 mm 

(range, 14.4-17.0 mm). Six tadpoles in stage 27 had a mean body 

length of 21.8 mm (range, 19.8-24.7 mm). 

The oral disc of my specimens in stage 27 (Fig. 6) is in essential 

agreement with Gaige’s (1936) description. They differ from the illus¬ 

tration in Breder (1946, Fig. 20) in lacking a complete papillary border 

above the upper outer tooth row, but see Starrett (1960, p. 31) for 

comments on Breder’s specimens. 

Metamorphosis. Only one of the tadpoles in my series survived 

beyond stage 27. This individual had come from a clutch in which the 

eggs were in second cleavage (stage 4) at 3:05 a.m., 11 Aug. 1962. 

Tadpoles from this clutch began hatching between 9:00 p.m., 15 Aug. 
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and 8:00 a.m., 16 Aug. The one individual that survived attained a 

total length of 53 mm in stage 41, and transformed (stage 46) on 

2 Dec. 1962 at a snout-vent length of 18.5 mm. It differed from adult 

P. callidryas in having a yellow iris as in the tadpole (red in the adult), 

and in lacking the light vertical bars on the sides of adult frogs. There 

were no raised white spots, as are often present in adults. The pupil 

remained round until the tail was resorbed, at which time it became 

vertical. The young frog was preserved 14 days after metamorphosis. 

Its iris was still yellow, there were no indications of vertical bars on 

the sides, and there were no white dorsal spots. Starrett (1960) has 

reported similar differences between young and adults of P. helenae. 

SUMMARY 

Male Phyllomedusa callidryas call from trees, shrubs or vines near 

temporary water. Amplexus is axillary. The eggs are laid in gelatin¬ 

ous masses on leaves over water. Females lay about 51 eggs in each 

clutch and may produce three or four clutches in one night. The site 

of egg deposition seems to be determined entirely by the female. The 

eggs are preyed upon by the snake, Leptodeira septentrionalis^ and 

some larvae probably fail to survive as a result of clutches being sus¬ 

pended over dry ground. 

The egg of P. callidryas has green yolk and cream-colored cytoplasm 

at the animal pole. Each egg is surrounded by two jelly envelopes. Ir¬ 

regular, whitish flecks appear in the capsular fluid at about stage 18, 

These flecks circulate in definite paths on either side of the embryo 

until the capsule is broken at hatching. The branched gills reach full 

development in stage 21. 

Under laboratory conditions the larvae began hatching in stage 23, 

at which time gill resorption began. Hatching occurred about five days 
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after fertilization. One tadpole transformed (stage 46) 79 days after 

hatching, at a snout-vent length of 18.5 mm. The young frog differed 

from adult P. callidryas in having a yellow iris (red in the adult), and 

in lacking vertical, light bars on the sides. 
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Breeding Structure in Populations of the Odonata 

by CLIFFORD JOHNSON 

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro 

INTRODUCTION 

The object of this report is to present a concept of breeding structure 

in odonate populations derived from accumulated data of studies in¬ 

quiring into various aspects of dragonfly ecology. In the following 

discussion the terms mating and cross are used synonymously to mean 

actual exchange of gametes and consequent production of offspring. 

Mating frequency has been previously used by Bick and Bick (1961) 

to denote per cent of days spent at the breeding sites on which mating 

occurred. Mating expectancy as used in the following discussion equals 

the mean number of matings per individual during its average life ex¬ 

pectancy. Unique matings are taken as those crosses which do not in¬ 

volve the same $ and $ . Definition of other terms is given below when 

introduced in the discussion. 

Various aspects of the following presentation were discussed with 

members of the Mathematics Department of N. M. L M. T. The gen¬ 

eral thesis was given at the Odonata Colloquium at Purdue University 

during March, 1963. The author is indebted for criticism given during 

the course of the meeting, however the views presented here do not 

necessarily express the opinion of all comments contributed. 

MATING expectancy’s INFLUENCE ON POPULATION SIZE AND 

NUMBER OF UNIQUE MATINGS 

Analysis of mating structure should reveal the group’s ability to 

provide enough matings to ecologically replace itself and so distribute 

these crosses among the individuals in a way that does not endanger 

genetic variability. The relationship between these problems is given 

in Table 1. 

Table 1 

Values on the outside vertical row to the left and the diagonal row to the lower right 

represent selected mating expectancies for individuals of sex a and b respectively. 

The lower value in each box represents the actual population size, minimal density 

at the appropriate mating expectancies necessary for 100 crosses. The upper value of 

each box gives the effective population size under ideal structure necessary for 100 

crosses. Required habitat breeding units are given on the uppermost horizontal row. 

See text for explanation. 
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2 0.01 2S.o| 33.3 I 50.01 100.o| I 4 2.8 | 20 0.0 | 333.3 | 500.01 1000.0 | 

0.1 78.4 9 7.5 1 2 9.0 1 9 0.4 363.7 4 9 9.9 6 6 6.6 9 99.9 1 333.3 
10 20.0 1 0 25.0 1 033.3 1 0 50.0 1 100.0 1 142.8 1 2 00.0 1 333.3 1 500.0 2 000.0 

0.2 7 6.9 9 5,2 1 2 5.0 1 8 1.8 3 3 3.3 4 44.4 57 1 .4 80 0.0 0.1 
5 2 0.0 525.0 5 3 3.3 5 50.0 600.0 6 4 2.8 7 0 0.0 8 3 3.3 1 0 00.0 

as 75.4 9 3.0 121.2 173.9 30 7.6 399.9 4 9 9.9 0.2 
3 5 3.3 35 8.3 366.7 383.3 4 3 3.3 4 7 6.2 5 3 3.3 666,6 

0.5 72.7 8 8.8 114.1 160.0 26 6.6 3 3 3.3 0.3 

2 20.0 2 25.0 233.3 250,0 300.0 34 2.8 400.0 

< 0.7 70.2 8 5.1 108.1 141.8 2 35.2 0.5 

162.8 16 7.8 176.1 192.8 242.8 258.7 

X 
UJ 1.0 66.6 80.0 99,9 133.3 0.7 

CO 1 20.0 1 25.0 1 33.3 150.0 200.0 

2J0 5 7.2 66.6 80.0 1.0 SEX B 
70.0 75.0 8 3.3 100.0 

3.0 49.9 5 7.2 2.0 

53.3 58.3 66.6 

4.0 44.4 3.0 

4 5.0 50.0 

5.0 4.0 

40.0 

5.0 

The vertical and diagonal row of values to the left and lower right 

of the Table respectively from 0.1 to five represent selected values for 

the mean number of matings per individual of sex a and b. For those 

expectancies above one, the values may be taken as the mean number 

of matings or as the unique expectancy, matings between different 

individuals. Values corresponding to the vertical row of mating expec¬ 

tancies are read horizontally to the right and values corresponding to 

the diagonal row are read vertically up the page. An individual of sex 

a for a given mating expectancy may be mated with individuals which 

have equal or higher expectancies up to five. An individual of sex Z? at a 

given mating expectancy may be crossed with mates having equal or 

lower expectancies to 0.1. The lower value in the box for each mating 

expectancy combination represents minimal numbers necessary to ob¬ 

tain 100 crosses. This population density for a given combination is 

given by the sum of the two quotients when 100 is divided by each 

mating expectancy concerned. These values will be called the actual 

population size below. As defined earlier, the number of crosses which 

are unique equals 100 divided by the lowest expectancy of a given 

combination. If the lowest expectancy is less than one, this quotient 

is multiplied by the fractional expectancy to obtain the actual number 

of unique crosses. Therefore all 100 crosses are unique matings for 
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all combinations of sexes a and h in which the mating expectancy of 

one or both is one or less. Those combinations in which the lowest 

mating expectancy values are 2, 3, 4, and 5 have 50, 33.3, 25 and 20 

unique crosses out of 100 respectively. In other words the number of 

unique crosses equals the density of the less frequency sex. If the 

mating expectancies above one are taken as expectancies of unique 

matings, then all 100 crosses for these combinations are also unique 

and the required population size remains the same. 

Population geneticists have shown that finite groups experiencing 

no selection, mutation or migration will nevertheless continually lose 

heterozygosity (Li, 1955). The population based on random mating in 

which the rate of loss in heterozygosity is minimal consists of equal ^ 

and $ numbers. This is called the ideal population structure (Li, 

1955). Populations of unequal ^ and $ numbers necessary to produce 

a given number of crosses at random mating are always larger than 

the ideal population structure required to equal the given crosses. The 

number which reduces such a sexually unbalanced group to the equiv¬ 

alent ideal size is called the effective population size. The value is 

given by the expression 4NoNi/No + Ni where No is the number of 

$ $ and Ni the number of ^ ^; its derivation is given in Li (1955). 

The actual population size consisting of unequal ^ and $ numbers 

necessary for 100 crosses at unequal mating expectancies have their 

equivalent effective population size shown by the upper value in each 

such box of the Table. The mating expectancies are equal for both 

sexes in the effective structure and given by the mean of the expectan¬ 

cies for the appropriate actual population. 

The effective size is useful for comparison to actual size since mini¬ 

mal selection, mutation, and migration are needed to maintain vari¬ 

ability for the former population structure, assuming random mating 

exists in both (Li, 1955). An important point is to be made in the 

above comparison. If the actual population size is representative of un¬ 

equal mating expectancies as shown in Table 1, excepting the diagonal 

row of boxes to the far right, then the two sexes provide an unequal 

contribution of gametes to the next generation. As a consequence these 

actual populations produce more unique matings out of 100 than the 

equivalent effective population size. For example, when sex a has an 

expectancy of three and sex h of five (simply mean matings per indi¬ 

vidual), the number of different crosses equal 33.3 and the effective 

structure gives only 25 sue hcrosses out of 100 respectively. For this 

particular combination the effective size is only 3.4 individuals less. 

In addition to sexual inequalities, the effective size of natural popu¬ 

lations can be and probably is further reduced by variation in number 
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of offspring among individuals, periodic depletion in breeding num¬ 

bers, and inbred parents composing the breeding group (Li, 1955). 

These additional possibilities of reduction in effective numbers do not 

however invalidate the following conclusions based in part on these 

values. The above phenomena are independent of change in mating 

expectancies and further reduction of effective size would lower still 

more the number of unique crosses and strengthen the following con¬ 

tentions. 

Certain observations can now be taken from Table 1. Equal increases 

in similar mating expectancies maintain a given number of crosses 

with fewer individuals. This condition is shown by the diagonal row 

of boxes on the right of the Table reading from upper right to lower 

left and by any horizontal row of effective population sizes reading 

from right to left. As the mating expectancy of one sex decreases below 

that of its mate, both actual and effective population sizes required for 

the given number of crosses increase, and as the mating expectancy 

increases above that of the opposite mate, both the actual and effective 

required population sizes decrease. For example, where both sexes have 

expectancies of only one, 200 individuals are required. As the expec¬ 

tancy for sex a falls, the actual population must increase to 1100 at an 

expectancy of 0.1 for «, or as sex Z?’s expectancy increases to five, the 

necessary actual population size has fallen to 120. The effective popu¬ 

lations increase much slower, 363.7 being equivalent to 1100, and 

decrease faster, 66.6 being equivalent to 120. 

These relationships show that a decrease of mating expectancy of 

even one sex below one will result in non-reproductive individuals 

whose numbers increase as the above expectancy decreases. In such 

groups the given number of crosses can be achieved with considerable 

economy on required density by adopting the effective structure of 

equal mating expectancies. This observation is more pronounced as 

differences in mating expectancies increase. For example, at an expec¬ 

tancy of 0.1 for sex a and 0.2 for sex Z?, 166.7 fewer individuals are 

needed under the effective structure and for expectancies of 0.1 and five 

for sexes a and h respectively, 941.6 fewer individuals are required 

under the effective structure. In any case mating expectancies below 

one are inefficient in the ecological sense due to the fact that food and 

space are being taken by individuals which do not contribute to the 

next generation. 

Increase in mating expectancies above'one, even in only one sex, 

allows the same reproductive potential to be produced by fewer num¬ 

bers. Unequal expectancies above one are also accompanied by an in¬ 

crease in number of unique crosses above that observed in the effective 
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structure. This phenomenon is achieved by a relatively small cost in 

density as given above in the example using expectancies of three and 

five. 

Mating expectancies in Odonata have been evaluated in only a few 

cases, however it is doubtful that any dragonfly species has an ex¬ 

pectancy below one for either sex. The data will not be difficult to ob¬ 

tain in those species which lend themselves to capture, make, recap¬ 

ture methods. Experimental use of natural copulation marks (Corbet, 

1963) should also increase our knowledge of the phenomenon. Jacobs 

(1955) found that $ Plathemis lydia mated an average of four times 

daily and could extend this value to 80 times daily by experimentally 

removing most other Bick and Bick (1961) have shown that 

multiple mating occurs in both the $ and $ of Lestes disjunctus aus¬ 

tralis. Evidence given below indicates that these expectancies also 

differ between the sexes. 

FACTORS PRODUCING NON-RANDOM ENCOUNTER OF THE SEXES 

Departure from random encounter of mates in Odonata appears to 

be achieved in two ways, unequal mating expectancies of the $ and 2, 

and a higher likelihood of unique matings than expected by chance. 

Eemale mating expectancies in most species are probably less than 

those of ^ due to the period of time required to mature successive egg 

batches, and heavy $ mortality and damage during oviposition. The 

period of time between successive acts of oviposition is very likely 

longer in all species than the interval of time between matings by the 

^ and has been so determined in Plathemis lydia by Jacobs (1955). 

The female is known to encounter additional hazards during oviposi¬ 

tion and Wolfe (1953) has suggested that very few $ $ of Uropetla 

carovei survive the first oviposition. Physiological and ecological factors 

tend therefore to produce the first departure from random mating. 

The second step from random encounter of mates could occur in per¬ 

haps one of three ways irrespective of whether mating expectancies 

are equal or unequal between the sexes. Eirst, individuals could recog¬ 

nize earlier mates and avoid them. A proficiency for learning would 

be needed and no data support this possibility in Odonata. Second, one 

sex could outlive the other. For example, where sex a has a mating 

expectancy of three and sex b of five, b could live five times longer 

than and mate once during the average life expectancy of a, or more 

efficiently in regard to time, a could live three times longer than b and 

mate once during the average life of b. This possibility is not very 

likely on a biological basis. Some mechanism would be needed to bring 
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the sexes into breeding behavior on different time scales. Also the 

species would be limited in its ability to adapt to short reproductive 

seasons. A variation of the method involving a diurnal exchange of 

individuals at the breeding sites is mentioned below. Third, instead of 

the sexes being differentially dispersed through time as above, they 

could be so dispersed through space. Namely, one sex would have to be 

localized and the other to move freely through the habitat. For ex¬ 

ample, using the mating expectancies of three and five for sexes a and 

b respectively, if b moved five times farther than a, it could encounter 

five individuals of a. However if the sex with the highest mating expec¬ 

tancy became the localized one, with a then moving three times farther 

than Z?, the goal of different encounters could be achieved with the most 

economical use of space. 

The last condition given above has no biological drawbacks and in 

fact is found expressed in various degrees for many species. The 

presumed high mating expectancy sex, the $, is also the one to show 

localization, often true territoriality. The female has a wider range of 

movement than the S apparently in every case where quantitative 

data are available. Bick and Bick (1961) found 2 movement greater 

than that of ^ ^ in Lestes disjunctus australis and Pajunen (1962) 

also observed that Leucorrhinia dubia 9 9 wandered over wider breed¬ 

ing areas than S S. Earlier studies of movement are summarized and 

cited in Corbet (1963). To influence unique mating expectancies, dif¬ 

ferential movement of the sexes need only apply to the breeding sites,, 

which are often vertically or horizontally close to the oviposition area. 

A further increase of unique matings could result from a diurnal turn¬ 

over of S S localized at such areas, which has in fact been observed 

for Plathemis lydia by Jacobs (1955), 

SEX RATIO AND SPATIAL DISPERSION’s INFLUENCE 

ON BREEDING STRUCTURE EFFICIENCY 

Evolution of a population structure which will satisfy variability 

requirements at the most efficient utilization of food and space is a 

reasonable assumption to make of species adaptation. Equal S and 9 

numbers having unequal mating expectancies constitutes an inefficient 

system as well as those cases where the mating expectancy falls below 

one. Reducing a sexually equivalent group with unequal mating ex¬ 

pectancies to a more efficient structure produces an unequal sex ratio. 

Observations given above suggest that $ and 9 mating expectancies 

are not equal in Odonata. The group possesses an XO--XX sex chromo¬ 

some system which could give equal S and 9 numbers at fertilization 
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(Oksala. 1943). Reliable sex ratio data has been assembled by Corbet 

(1963). For species in which such data were available, males con¬ 

sisted of less than 50 per cent of the total emergence. As stated by Cor¬ 

bet, the consistent pattern is more significant than a statistical com¬ 

parison of any one sample. Garman (1917) suggests that $ larvae are 

more viable than those of , and as yet unpublished work of the 

author strongly supports this view. Additional data on sex ratios at 

emergence have become available since Corbet’s review. Bick and Bick 

(1961), Kormondy (1959), and Pajunen (1962) found lower $ num¬ 

bers in Lestes disjunctus australis, Tetragoneuria cynosura, and in 

Leucorrhinia dubia and L. rubicunda respectively. Corbet (1952) and 

Kormondy (1959) have however observed a higher per cent of ^ at 

emergence in Pyrrhosoma nymphula and Tetragoneuria spinigera re¬ 

spectively. It should be noted however that these data did not include 

observations throughout the total emergence period. 

If the hypothesis of a 1:1 sex ratio at emergence is taken for dragon¬ 

fly populations, irrespective of species, then a series of such observa¬ 

tions can be compared by the Sign Test (Ostle, 1954). The hypothesis 

may be statistically rejected since the distribution observed in the data 

has a P < 0.01 of occurring due to chance as shown in Table 2, If these 

unequal adult sex ratios are in fact an expression of adaptation toward 

more efficient systems, then an explanation must be given for their 

origin by selection. An equal environmental resistance against both S 

and $ immatures which have unequal mating expectancies at matur¬ 

ity will produce a higher selective pressure on that sex which will have 

the lowest mating expectancy. This result follows from the fact that a 

larger per cent of gametes would be affected in that sex. Evolution of 

immunity to a portion of environmental resistance encountered by 

both sexes could this occur in the sex which has the lowest mating 

expectancy at maturity. Each generation could therefore initially have 

equal S and $ numbers which could experience equal environmental 

resistance and yet reach maturity with an unequal sex ratio. Differ¬ 

ences in sex ratios cited above were measured at emergence. This event 

is followed by a maturation period prior to breeding, during which the 

sex ratio differences may increase. 

A more efficient mating system would result by spacing and localiz¬ 

ing over the breeding habitat the sex of the highest mating expectancy 

for reasons given above. Odonata $ S are in fact found to show con¬ 

siderable spacing and localization. Evolution of this $ behavior is 

discussed by Johnson (in press). In addition to advantages for the $ 

due to such localization, an increase in unique crosses would result 

from differential dispersion of the sexes. An increase in unique crosses 
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could increase gene variety in the following generations and thus 

improve the ability of small populations to withstand loss of variability. 

The spaces occupied by the sex of the highest mating expectancy can 

therefore be taken as the functional breeding units in the habitat. The 

size of these units can vary to some extent with density as shown 

by Buchholtz (1955), Ishida (1958), Zahner (1960) and Johnson 

(1962) and with available space as shown by Moore (1953). The 

range of movement recognition by the dragonfly and microtopography 

are among the determining factors for location of the breeding spaces 

(Moore, 1953; Kormondy, 1959). For an interbreeding group there¬ 

for the breeding units equal the number of the sex with the highest 

mating expectancy. These values are shown in the uppermost row of 

Table 1. Any given value of spatial units applies to all boxes of Table 1 

directly under the given value. 

Acceptable breeding habitat for many populations is often limited. 

As a consequence, a breeding structure is advantageous which allows 

more crosses per unit area. As seen in Table 1, the required habitat 

breeding units are in fact fewer where mating expectancies are high 

and required densities are low, a condition which can still maintain 

variability by unequal mating expectancies of one and above in associ¬ 

ation with unequal dispersion and movement of the sexes. 

Johnson (in press) has given the ^'s advantage of this behavior as 

an increased likelihood to successfully mate. The $ ’s advantage ap¬ 

pears to rest in part from the increased genetic variability made to her 

offspring by way of more unique crosses. These factors should give 

ample selective advantage necessary to maintain the mating system 

discussed above. 

DISCUSSION 

Dragonflies are often the first animals observed at aquatic habitats. 

This fact is due in part to the vigorous diurnal activity of many species 

rather than large population densities. Both larvae and adults are car¬ 

nivorous. The larvae change positions in the food chain during growth 

to the extent of often eating their own kind. Many species are probably 

near the top of the aquatic food pyramid by the time of emergence. 

The adult density therefore can often be rather low. In addition to this 

effect of adult numbers, short reproductive seasons found in temperate 

and mountainous areas and small isolated breeding sites typical of arid 

terrain may well have provided the selective pressure for establishing 

the most efficient structure of breeding populations. 

The data given for Lestes disjunctus australis by Bick and Bick 
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(1961) appear to present an alternative population structure to that 

proposed above. These authors found that mature S $ spent most of 

their reproductive life span at the breeding sites and $ 9 came to these 

sites only to breed and then left. This differential behavior produced a 

higher S density at water than that of 9 9. Their study also reports 

that 9 9 mated more often than ^ ^ . In view of the fact that S $ were 

at the water more frequently than 9 9, the overall average of matings 

per $ and 9 were given as equal. A closer analysis reveals that the 

data for L. d. australis actually support the concept suggested in this 

paper. 

The Bicks reported that the sex ratio at emergence consisted of 45 

per cent $ $. The teneral (immature adult phase) 9 was found to 

move away from the pond at a faster rate than that of ^ ; neverthe¬ 

less, the sample of teneral specimens taken after emergence consisted 

of 63.4 per cent 9 9. Females were therefore still greater in num¬ 

ber during the immature stage and this density is surely lower than 

the real value since 9 9 were moving out of the sampling area faster 

than S $. The Bicks explain that their study population was isolated; 

namely, adults were neither received nor contributed from or to other 

breeding groups. Seven and 58 per cent recaptures of teneral and ma¬ 

ture marked 9 9 respectively were reported and the comparable values 

for S $ were 43 and 82 per cent respectively. Data calculated on 

marked recoveries are therefore representative of a much smaller por¬ 

tion of 9 9 that did emerge than the comparable statistic for S S. In¬ 

stead of total number of marked mature individuals, the Bicks calcu¬ 

lated their mean number of matings per individual by using only those 

individuals which were recaptured. If one recalculates these values 

using the total number of mature S $ and 9 9 which were marked and 

the same number of observed matings, the $ is then seen to have the 

higher mean number of matings. While the difference between the $ 

and 9 values for number of matings is not statistically significant, one 

must recall that (1) they are minimal values since data were not taken 

on all days during the study and (2) the data for 9 9 represent only 

the highest values of the mating expectancy curve. The last point is 

well indicated by the fact that of a total of 4,797 observations, 9 9 only 

composed 672 of these records and yet the population consisted of 63.4 

per cent 9 9 during the teneral stage which is most likely a minimal 

value due to faster 9 dispersal away from the pond. A large part of 

the 9 9 which did emerge were therefore never again recorded. 

The S S of L. d. australis also demonstrated a localization within 

given sectors of the pond that was not observed for 9 9 . Unequal mat¬ 

ing expectancies (the $ having the higher value) and differential 
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spatial dispersion (the 6 being localized) both appear as part of the 

population structure for L. d. australis, 

Corbet (1956, 1957) and others have found that the interaction of 

growth rates with onset of diapause for some anisoptera of northern 

latitudes results in the adults present in one breeding period repre¬ 

senting two larval generations. This adult composition could buffer 

effects of gene frequency change in members of one generation. Factors 

important in seasonal regulation can therefore also influence the 

maintenance of population variability. 

Mating expectancies may be influenced by factors not listed above. 

Female insects of some groups are known to oviposit fertile eggs several 

times over various periods from one copulation. Grieve (1937) has 

shown that this phenomenon can occur in Ischnura verticalis where 

one $ laid five fertile egg batches over a period of 34 days from one 

copulation. Much more data will be required before we know if this 

condition is common. Grieve’s animals were housed in the laboratory 

which may have reduced mating expectancy. Corbet (1957) has also 

found one copulation serves more than one oviposition period in Anax 

imperator. In any case sperm storage by the $ will tend to increase the 

differences in mating expectancy between the sexes. 

SUMMARY 

The maintenance of innate variability under the most efficient sys¬ 

tem relative to food and space is discussed in terms of S and $ mating 

expectancies. Systems which have mating expectancies of even one sex 

less than one and those in which the sex ratio and mating expectancies 

are not in balance are inefficient from the above viewpoint. Odonata 

appear to approach efficient systems in their population structure. 

Available data from dragonfly ecology indicate that mating expect¬ 

ancies are usually above one and can be quite high for $ $. The func¬ 

tional mating expectancies are apparently different between the sexes; 

the $ having the lower expectancy due to the time required to mature 

successive egg batches, high $ damage and mortality at oviposition and 

possible $ storage of sperm. The resulting unequal mating expectan¬ 

cies between the sexes are also associated with unequal sex ratios at 

emergence in which S $ are less frequent. This is the type of sex ratio 

expected if the has a higher mating expectancy than the ?. The un¬ 

equal mating expectancies could serve as the basis for selection of 

unequal sex ratios during the period from fertilization to emergence. 

The breeding structure is non-random in two ways; 1. unequal mat¬ 

ing expectancies, and 2. differential dispersion of the sexes through 
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space and occasionally in diurnal activity. Both of the latter are ac¬ 

complished by behavior differences between the sexes. Such a breeding 

structure can produce more crosses between different individuals than 

expected by chance and in view of mating expectancies that are over 

one, allow a small population to protect itself against loss of genetic 

variability. 

Those populations having the most efficient system in regard to den¬ 

sity and variability also require fewer breeding sites, areas which are 

often limited. 
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Some Exact Perturbation Results for the 

Ground State of the Helium Atom^ 

by CHARLES W. SCHERR 

The University of Texas 

A formulation in perturbation theory due to A. Dalgarno and J. T. 

Lewis is employed with Schrodinger perturbation theory for applica¬ 

tion to the helium atom problem. Previous results of Dalgarno and 

co-workers are extended to obtain the exact first-order corrections for 

the expectation values of certain operators involving cos 9-^2 and of 

certain operators involving gi2(si2), the greater (lesser) of ri and rg. 

A discussion of higher-order corrections is given, and a method of find¬ 

ing a second-order correction from a first-order wave function is pre¬ 

sented. 

INTRODUCTION 

Conventional Schrodinger perturbation theory presents an atomic 

wave function as an expansion in powers of the nuclear charge Z: 

^ = (1) 

where the sum to a particular n is called the nth order wave function. 

This expansion leads to what might be called a perturbation expansion 

for the expectation value of an operator. Thus, the expansion through 

first order of the expectation value of an operator O is given in obvious 

notation by: 

(Q>o + Z“^ (0)i = J dr'^o*^^o “b 2Z"'^ J drTi^OTo. (2) 

Recently a fund of information on such perturbation expansion terms 

of various expectation values averaged over the ground states of the 

first few members of the two electron isoelectronic sequence has be¬ 

come available both from theoretical calculations [Bibliography A] 

and from analysis of experimental data [Scherr, Silverman, and Mat- 

sen, 1962]. Some of these calculations used or could have used exact 

values of various <Q>i to advantage. Knight and Scherr [1962] have 

used the results of the present note, particularly Sections III and IV, 

to estimate the degree of convergence of their calculation of the sec- 

^ This work was supported in part by a grant from the National Aeronautics 

and Space Administration. 
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ond-order perturbation energy coefficient. Thus, it seems desirable to 

have exact <0>i available. A discussion of higher order corrections and 

a method of finding <0>2 from a first-order wave function are presented 

in an appendix. 

This note reports the determination of a number of exact <0)i. The 

derivations are based on an aspect of perturbation theory developed 

by Dalgarno and Lewis [1955] and by Dalgamo and Stewart [1958]. 

For the general two-particle problem their results may be stated as 

follows. If* 

+ 2V,f • • V2^o - (O - <o>o) ^0, (3) 

where f is an otherwise arbitrary function, then 

<0>i = 4(fHi>o ~ 4£i<f>o, (4) 

where Hi is the perturbation, and ci is the first-order perturbation 

eigenvalue. 

For the helium atom isoelectronic sequence Hi is chosen to be ria"^. 

For reference, there are the following well known results for this 

case.* 

^0 = Z^TT-^ exp [— Z (ri + rg)]; (5.1) 

£0 “Z^ -- 0.625Z ; (5.2) 

Ho = -1/2Vi^ - - Z(ri- + rr^); (5.3) 

Ho^o = £o^o; (6.1) 
Ho^i + Hi^o = £0^1 + £1^0; (6.2) 
Ho^n + Hi^n_i = Sign £i^n-i ; (6.3) 

and in addition from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.3), e.g., 

Vi^^o- (Z^-2Zrr^) ^0= (7) 

Note that if Eq. (3) is multiplied from the left by ^o, and inte¬ 

grated over all space, that the right hand side vanishes by the defi¬ 

nition of <n>o. Thus, not any arbitrary function defines an f. For ex¬ 

ample, ri2 cannot be an f. However, many functions expressible as a 

power series in ri and r2 furnish a suitable f. In order to see this, let 

f be ri^r2^. Then it is easily verified that 

O — <0>o = a(a + l)ri^~2r2'' + b(b + l)r/r2'’"^ — 2Zari^“T2’^ — 

2Zbr/r2"-h (8) 

a,b > - 1. 

* Atomic units (of length, the Bohr radrus; and of energy, 2Rhc) are used 

throughout. 
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Formally, at this point, when a or b is — 1 the vanishing term(s) 

should be replaced by — d-n- 8(r) (cf. Eq. 18 below). The general for¬ 

mula for <Q>i is too clumsy to be worth presenting, but special cases 

are readily evaluated. 

ONE-ELECTRON OPERATORS 

Dalgarno and Stewart [1958] point out that Eq. (3) is separable 

if O is the sum of terms, each of which depends only on the coordi¬ 

nates of one electron. A special case of interest is the operator 

rn = q- (Q) 

Thus, (r“) gives [Dalgarno and Stewart, 1958] the diamagnetic sus¬ 

ceptibility; <r“^> gives [Schwartz, 1962] the diamagnetic portion of 

the magnetic shielding constant; and <r”^> is related to certain rela¬ 

tivistic corrections discussed below. A general solution has been given 

[Cohen and Dalgarno, 1961] for the operators of Eq. (9). For ease of 

reference the results are summarized and numerically extended in 

Table I. 

Table 1 ^ = 

n <^^>0 (^^>1 

-2 4Z2 -4.25Z + 3Z/n2 
-1 2Z -0.625 

1 3Z-1 1.125Z-2 
2 6Z-2 4.78125Z-3 
3 15Z-3 18.80859375Z-4 
4 45Z-4 78.1875Z-5 

Cohen and Dalgarno [1961] and Schwartz [1959] have shown that 

47r<8(r0 +S(r2)>i = -9.5Z2 + 6Z^Zn2; (10.1) 

where 8(ri) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta-function. Cohen and 

Dalgarno further show that: 

so that 

<Pl^h=:2jdr(V,2 4^0* ^0 

= -8.25 Z^ + 6 Z^ Zn 2, 

<Pi^>i = 87rZ<S(ri))i + 1.25 Z^ 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

These results were obtained by the above authors by derivations based 
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on the use of some version or other of the present Eq. (3). For ex¬ 

ample, Eq. (10«1) may be obtained from Eq. (8) with f = r"^ via 

47r<8(ri) + 8(r2)>i = 2Z<r~^>i-Z^. (10.2) 

It is of some interest to note that Eqs. (10), (12) and (13) can be 

completely or partially derived independently of that formulation as 

follows. From Eqs. (5.3) and (7), it follows that Eq. (11) may be 

written 

<Pi^>i = 2 J dr (—— 2Zr-i — 2Ho) (Z^ — 2Zri-^) ^o- (14) 

The Ho is eliminated via Eq. (6.2). Then, after some manipulation 

which takes into account that is a Hermitian operator, the above 

simplifies to: 

<pi">i = 2Z2<r-2>i + 0.25 Z^ (15) 

If (pi^)i be written directly as 

<p,^>l=:2jdT^l* (16) 

= 2 J (Z^ - 2Zrr^) ^0, (17) 

then account must be taken* of the fact that: 

V,2rr^ = _4^8(r0. (18) 

After some trivial manipulation, Eq. (17) reduces directly to Eq. 

(13). If the known value of <r“^>i is inserted into Eq. (15), then Eq. 

(12) follows, and hence Eq. (10), also. 

OPERATORS INVOLVING COS 612 

Operators involving cos 6x2 lead to non-separable forms for Eq. (3). 

Thus, in most of the interesting cases, no f could be found. However, 

it was possible to find expectation values for the sums of certain oper¬ 

ators, which should be nearly as useful. One general result follows. 

For an f of rirgr^ cos 9x2 there corresponds, n > -1, 

O = [n(n + 3)rir2r"“^ -2Z(n + l)rir2r''"^ -2Zr*^''^]cos 9x2 (19) 

with {Q)o equals zero, and 

<0>i = -(n + 1)! 2Z2(4Z)-^-^(n3 + 17n^ + 98n + 200 - (20) 

Special cases of this result as well as some others are listed in Table 2. 

* Account must be taken, either as here, or by some equivalent procedure, such 

as that of H. A. S. Erickson, 1938—Z. /. Phys. 109 J62, 
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Table 2 Operators involving cos 

f n <^>i 

r^-r. -2Zr cos 6^2 0.875Z-1 
rri-Fg (4r-8Zr^r2-2Zr2)cos ^^2 3.0625Z-2 

cos 0^2 -2r-2 cos 6^2 0.5Z 

r cos 6^2 +*4Z)cos 6^2 1.25 
r2r,-r2 (20rj^r2-6Zr^r2r-2Zr3)cos 0^2 6.46875Z-3 

r,r2r,-r2 (4r2-4Zrjr2)cos 6^2 2.890625Z-3 

(Zr-f 2)r^-r2 -(SZr^^rg + 2Zr2)cos 6^2 4.8125Z-1 
(Z2r^r2 + 2Zr + 4)r^-r2 -(16Z2rj^r2 + 4Z3rr^r2)cos ^^2 12.515625Z-1 

OPERATORS INVOLVING S12 AND gi2 

Operators involving the smaller ri and r2(si2) or the greater of ri 

and r2(gi2) have some interest. In order to establish a notation, 

consider: 

T^i(ri, Yz) Pi (cos e^2) d cos 0i2, (21) 

where P? (cos ^12) is the Zth Legendre polynomial. Define: 

<Q>d = (22) 
Then, for example, 

y2(ri2-^>/ = y2<gi2-^>/ = £2^ (23) 

is called the s-limiting value of £2. Also, for all operators which do not 

depend on cos ^12, 

<t2>i = <a>/; (24) 

that is, they may be obtained exactly from a knowledge of only. 

It may, for these operators, be more efficient to concentrate on obtain¬ 

ing 4^1® rather than 4^. Consequently, exact will be required as 

a test of convergence. 

In general: 

2si2 = s-|t|, (25.1) 

2si2 = s + lt|, (25.2) 

where s = r2 + ri and t = r2 — ri. Thus, for example, 

2^=1, (26.1) 
9s 

2^ = - ill = - (26.2) 
3t t ^ 

Note that the (f> defined in Eq. (26.2) is a step function, so that: 

~ = 2Sit), (27) 
ot 
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where S(t) is the one-dimensional Dirac delta-function. Further, it 

is necessary to recognize, via Eqs. (25), that 

4s 

s^-t^ 
(2- 

gl2 
+ 2) (28.1) 

and 

^=(2—2_)^, 
S^-F gi2 Si2 

(28.2) 

From these considerations it is readily verified that 

(V,^ + - 2Zrr^r,-Vi - 2Zr2-^r2-V2) s^^^ gi2^ 

= a(a + I)si2^-2gi2^ + b(b + I)si2^gi2'^“^ — 2Zasi2^“"gi2'^ (29) 

-2Zbsi2^gi2'^“^ + (-asi2^“^gi2^ + bsi2^gi2''“^)28(t). 

Due to its slight interest, the author has not established it in general, 

but it may pobably be assumed that, as with Eq. (8), Eq. (29) defines 

an Q for any choice of a and b > -1. This assumption is correct for 

any f of the form Sig^, Si2''gi2, or gi2^, and for all the special cases 

tested. Finally, 

(Si2^gi2"S(t))o = 2-«(a + b + 4) !(4Z)i—(30) 

A useful exact result follows from f = gi2 and use of Eq. (23); 

462^ + 2<8(t)>i = -0.921875. (31) 

NUMERICAL COMPARISONS 

The values obtained directly [Knight and Scherr, 1962] via an 

accurate and also obtained indirectly via an analysis [Scherr and 

Silverman, 1962] of Pekeris’ recent very accurate calculations [C. L. 

Pekeris, 1958] have been compared with the results reported here in 

some detail, elsewhere [Scherr and Knight, 1962]. A selected set is 

presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 Numerical comparisons 

12 Exact (12>j Compaison 

r-i -0.625 -0.624999998^ 
Z3r2 -4.78125 -4.78124998^ 
Z2r cos d-^2 -0.4375 -0.437499808^ 
Z3(4r^.r2 + r2 cos -2.40625 -2.40624943a 

-4.091116916. . . 
f-4.0911498a 
1-4.092b 

47rZ-2S^(rj) -2.670558458 ... 
C-2.6711384a 
|-2.67b 

Eq.(31) -0.921875 -0.92179088a 

^ From a 70-term [Knight and Scherr, 1962]. 

^ From an analysis of the Pekeris wave function; [Scherr and Silverman, 1962]. 
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APPENDIX. HIGHER ORDER CORRECTIONS 

Eqs. (3) and (4) were derived by Dalgarno and Lewis via Eqs. 

(5.3), (6.1) and (6.2). It is a simple matter to extend their results 

somewhat by considering also Eq. (6.3) in place of (6.1). When this 

is done, it is found that 

<n|o|0> = (A.l) 

can be found in terms of of lower order than T,, provided the Q 

are given by Eq. (3). In particular, for such O, 

<2|q|0> = (frir^h - eAi)i - 2£2(f>o11>, (A.2) 

where the normalization condition, 

(1|1) = Jdr4^y4^i =-2\dT<t2*^o, (A.3) 

has been used. Knowledge of will thus allow calculation of the 

<0>2 since 

(O>2==2<2|o|0) + <1|o|1>. (A.4) 

Two (Q>2 values computed in this fashion [Scherr and Knight, 1962b] 

are: 

{r-^)2 = 1.2x 10-«Z-\ (A.5) 

and 

<r2>2 = 3.10057497 Z-\ (A.6) 

The computed value of (r“^>2 above is in excellent agreement with the 

exact value, zero. The <r^>2 value is discussed elsewhere [Scherr and 

Knight 1962]. In general, of course, none of the higher order correc¬ 

tions can be found exactly, since the lower order Tm are not known 

exactly. However, for example, when a ^2 is obtained it will pre¬ 

sumably be inferior to the best available Ti’s, so that an (0>2 obtained 

via Eq. (A.4) will be, relatively speaking, exact compared to the 

same <0)2 obtained directly from a calculation with the 4^2, and thus 

furnishes a standard sufficiently accurate to judge the goodness of 

the 4^2. 
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Diphenylborinate* Esters of 2-Pyridylalkanol Derivatives 

by HOWARD K. ZIMMERMAN 

University of the Pacific, Stockton, Californiaf 

The preparation of 8-quinolineboronic acid and its interesting cata¬ 

lytic effect on the elimination of chloride ion from chlorohydrins was 

reported not long ago (Letsinger and Dandegaonker, 1959), In that 

report it was indicated that direct ring closure between the boron 

and nitrogen atoms is not possible, probably because of unfavorable 

stereochemistry resulting from the fused rings and the undue strain 

from any resulting four-membered ring. Douglass (1961) reported the 

preparation of several aralkylborinate esters of 8-quinolinol, and Neu 

(1961) described a few simple 2-pyridylalkanol esters of diphenyl- 

borinic acid. The latter two investigators indicated that the formation 

of these products from solutions containing the corresponding borinic 

acid and nitrogen-containing alcohol occurs with exceptional ease; the 

products precipitate from the mixture almost immediately. At the time 

these reports appeared, we had just completed a related series of prepa¬ 

rations, viz. 

CH, 

CH, 
NH, 

H0B(C6H5)2 

H.O \ 

In three cases, this work overlapped the results reported by Neu. 

Since the characterizing properties of our products differ somewhat 

from those given by Neu, additional properties have been determined 

and are reported here together with preparative details. 

In the present preparative work, which was designed to discover 

both the effects of substituents on the boroester carbon atom and the 

effect of the size of the coordinated N-B ring resulting from the reac¬ 

tion, the ease of reaction reported by both Neu and Douglass was only 

partially confirmed. Although precipitation of product occurred im- 

* The nomenclature used here conforms to that preferred by the editors of this 

Journal. An alternative system may be found in the “Preliminary Report of the 

Advisory Committee on Nomenclature of Organic Boron Compounds,” cf. K. L. 

Koening, 134th Meeting, American Chemical Society, Sept. 1958. 

f This work was performed in the chemistry laboratories of the A. & M. College of 

Texas, College Station. 
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mediately from moist ether with 2-(2-pyridyl)-ethanol and with all 

the 2-pyridylcarbinols except diphenyl-2-pyridylcarbinol5 the more 

severe conditions of azeotropic esterification in toluene had to be ap¬ 

plied with diphenyl-2-pyridylcarbinol and 3-(2-pyridyl)-1-propanol 

derivatives. Moreover, even in the cases where precipitation could be 

classed as “immediate” there was a noticeable time-lag, amounting to 

as much as a minute or two, before precipitation in the cases of 2- 

(2-pyridyl) ethanol and the more highly substituted carbinol deriva¬ 

tives. In addition, it appears from the comparison of yield and melting 

point data given in Table 1 that in at least two cases the expedient of 

Table 1 

Comparison of properties recorded for Diphenylborinate Esters of 2-Pyridylalkanols 

Reported by Neu (1961) This work 
Diphenylborinate Ester M.P.,°C. % Yield M.P.,°C. % Yield 

I. 2-Pyridylcarbinyl 147 84.3 152-3 78 

II. 2-(6-Methylpyridyl)carbinyl 184-6 71.4 176-7 100 

V. 2-(2-Pyridyl)ethyl 166-9 85.4 157-8 87 

azeotropic esterification may lead either to an increase in product 

recovery or to an increase in quality. It may be suggested that this 

precaution is to be desired in any case, in order to assure that true 

esterification has occurred and thus to exclude the possibility that the 

product is merely a coordination complex between the pyridine de¬ 

rivative and the diphenylborinic acid. 

It was also observed that the form of the crystals obtained for 

2-pyridylcarbinyl diphenylborinate (cyclic)’* *' depends markedly on 

the medium from which crystallization occurs. From toluene, the 

crystals appear as large, transparent plates, while from aqueous al¬ 

cohol, they occur as large, white needles. However, this difference 

appears to have no influence on the melting point. 

Because of the quantitative differences noted in rates of precipita¬ 

tion, it was thought that the various products might be behaving in 

this way because of large differences in their solubilities in ether. 

Accordingly, their solubilities were determined in absolute ether at a 

series of temperatures ranging from about 0° to the boiling point of 

* A justification has been recommended by the reviewer for this “cyclic” designa¬ 

tion, which follows the recommended Chemical Abstracts nomenclature. No direct 

evidence is presently available. The designation follows, however, the usage of Neu 

(1961), the obvious analogy to the boroxazolidine structures where coordinate cycli- 

zation is established (Zimmerman, 1963), and the indications of polarity suggested 

by the solubility data presented herein. 
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ether. Figure 1 presents the results of these measurements, from which 

it can be seen that, while solubility differences do exist, they are not 

so large as to account entirely for all the differences in precipitation 

rates recorded in the preparative section. Consequently, the pre¬ 

sumption exists that the precipitation rates reflect, at least in part, 

kinetic differences. The fact that the cases of the slower precipitations 

(i.e., the more difficult reactions III-VI) correspond to precisely 

those cases in which either the boroester carbon atom is highly hin¬ 

dered, or the N-B ring closure is less probable because of the size of the 

Fig. 1, L©g0rithm ©f Esfer Solubility fg./lOO g. @f efherl as a Function ©f Reciprocal 

Tmperature. Numbers beside the curves correspond to numbered compounds in the experi¬ 

mental section. 
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resulting ring, lends support to this idea. The numerical values of the 

ether solubilities (in g./lOO g.) of the six compounds reported here 

may be obtained from the parameters given in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Parameters for the solubilities (g./lOO g.) of Diphenylborinate Esters of 

2-Pyridylalkanols in absolute ether according to the relation: Log S = A — B/T 

Diphenylborinate Ester A B 

I. 2-Pyridylcarbinyl 3.55 1640 

II, 2-(6-Methylpyridyl)carbinyl 4.02 1730 

III. Methylphenyl-2-pyridylcarbinyl 4.21 2100 

IV. Diphenyl-2-pyridylcarbinyl 0.50 790 

V, 2-(2-Pyridyl)ethyl 2.49 1255 

VI. 3-(2-Pyridyl)-l-propyl 0.20 529 

In addition to the solubility data, the products here reported have 

been characterized through their infrared absorption spectra, which 

are given in Table 3. While these spectra are characteristic of the type 

Table 3 

Infrared absorption spectra of diphenylborinate esters of 2-pyridylakanols. Fre¬ 

quencies are given in cm 

Comp. 
No. I II III IV V VI 

680 m 
706 vs 

700 s 702 vs 700 vs 705 vs 704 vs 

723 vs 
741 vs 

732 vs 
747 s 

741 vs 737 vs 732 vs 730 vs 
744 vs 

752 vs 754 m 749 vs 752 vs 
758 s 

749 s 756 s 

776 vs 768 s 
784 s 

764 s 
771 s 
778 s 

774 s 
789 s 

768 w 
784 vs 

805 s 
815 m 

801m 
811 s 

813 s 800 sh 
797 s 
812 s 

835 m 
841 m 822 sh 820 m 841 vw 822 s 

861 w 852 vw 868 s 867 m 868 s 

883 s 885 s 877 m 
887 m 
882 m 885 s 887 m 

895 s 
910 s 
919 m 

899 w 
910 m 

906 m 
898 w 
907 m 
913 m 

913 m 
901 m 
911m 

951 vs 
968 sh 
974 m 
998 m 

953 s 
975 m 
992 vw 

993 s 

930 m 
947 s 
962 vw 
977 vs 

967 sh 
974 sh 
989 s 

974 s 
987 sh 
998 vw 
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Tables (cont.) 

Comp. 
No. I II III IV V VI 

1009 m 
1015 m 1009 w 

1033 m 
1031 m 
1042 m 
1048 m 

1029 m 1026 s 
1054 vs 

1034 m 
1044 w 
1060 m 

1031 m 
1043 m 

1074 vs 1071 m 1071sh 
1076 s 

1068 vw 
1080 vs 1073 m 1073 s 

1115 m 1093 vs 1094 s 
1122 s 1115m 1100 s 

1121 s 
1112 vs 
1121 vs 

1150 vs 
1157 vs 1146 s 1153 s 1150 vs 1147 s 

1165 s 1150 vs 

1195 vs 1179m 
1193 s 1180 s 1177 vs 1184s 

1206 vs 1207 m 

1222 s 1246 m 1220 w 1227 m 1223 m 1226 m 
1235 w 

1266 m 1262 m 1270 m 1270 m 1250 w 
1273 w 

1288 s 
1313 w 

1296 vw 
1308 vw 1302 m 1297 m 

1312m 1303 m 

1351 m 
1391 sh 

1356 m 
1388 m 1372 m 1396 vw 1358 w 

1382 w 
1351 w 
1378 m 

1438 s 1439 m 1438 sh 1434 s 1440 s 1436 s 
1456 m 1452 s 1449 vs 1452 sh 1459 s 

1482 s 1490 s 1488 s 1482 s 
1493 sh 1498 s 1492 s 

1576 m 
1595 w 

1588 m 1575 m 1578 m 1524 m 
1590sh 

1622 s 1629 m 1627 s 1614 s 1627 s 1624 s 

1673 s 
1755sh 
1788 vw 1785 vw 

1841 vw 
1869 vw 

1830 w 1841 vw 

1915 vw 1895 w 
1950 vw 
1991 vw 
203^ vw 
2094 vw 
2148 vw 

1979 vw 1969 m 1973 w 

2850 s 
2908 sh 

2750 sh 

2950 m 2950 vw 
2920 sh 
2983 w 

2879 m 
2932 m 

2940 m 2961 m 

3082 s 3069 s 3082 m 3073 s 3091 vw 3079 s 

Meanings of symbols: vs—very strong 

s—strong 
m—medium 
w—weak 

vw—very weak 
sh—shoulder 
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of compound in question, it is evident (Taylor, 1963) that their com¬ 

plete interpretation is too complex to permit any reasonable attempt 

to assign band frequencies at the present time. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Preparative:— 

/. 2-Pyridylcarbinyl diphenylborinate (Cyclic): An ethereal solu¬ 

tion from the hydrolysis of 3.0 g. B, B-diphenylboroxazolidine 

(Chremos et al., 1961) was added to 1.45 g. of 2-pyridylcarbinol to 

give an immediate precipitate of 2.0 g. (59%) of crystals, melting at 

151- 2°; recrystallization from 80% ethanol gave needles melting at 

152- 3°. Evaporation of the ether over the precipitate and its replace¬ 

ment by 250 ml. of toluene followed by 30 minutes reflux and azeo¬ 

tropic distillation gave, after cooling, 2.85 g. (78%) of large, trans¬ 

parent plates melting at 152—3°. Recrystallization of the plates from 

80% ethanol gave needles, melting at 152-3°. 

CisHieBNO (M.W. 273.1) C H N 

Calcd. 79.15 5.90 5.13 

Found 80.03 5.92 5.22 

II. 2-(6-Methylpyridyl)carbinyl diphenylborinate (Cyclic): The 

ethereal extract from 5.0 g. of hydrolyzed 3-methyl-B, B-diphenyl- 

boroxazolidine was added to 2.6 g. of 2-(6-methylpyridyl)carbinol to 

give immediate precipitation. Replacement of the ether by toluene, 

followed by azeotropic distillation after 45 minutes under reflux gave, 

upon cooling, a quantitative yield of white needles, melting at 176-7° 

after recrystallization from toluene. The product can also be recrystal¬ 

lized from 80% ethanol. 

CisHisBNO (M.W. 287.2) C H N 

Calcd. 79.47 6.32 4.88 

Found 79.25 6.36 5.20 

III. Methylphenyl-2-pyridylcarbinyl diphenylborinate (Cyclic): 

The ethereal extract from 1.0 g. of hydrolyzed B, B-diphenylbor- 

oxazolidine was added to 0.9 g. of methylphenyl-2-pyridylcarbinol to 

give exothermic precipitation of a product which, after replacement of 

the solvent by toluene, was refluxed 2 hours. Distillation to 10 ml, 

gave, after cooling, 1.5 g. (93%) of crystals melting at 233-5° after 

recrystallization from benzene. 
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C H N 

Calcd. 82.66 6.10 3,86 

Found 82.38 6.04 4.28 

IV. Diphenyl-2-pyridylcarhinyl diphenylborinate (Cyclic): The 

ethereal extract from hydrolysis of 1.3 g. B, B-diphenylboroxazolidine 

was added to 1.5 g. diphenyl-2-pyridylcarbinol and azeotropically 

distilled (after replacement of solvent with toluene) after one hour 

under reflux to give a quantitative yield of crystalline product melting 

at 216° after three recrystallizations from toluene. 

C29H28BNO (M.W. 425.3) C H N 

Calcd. 84.71 5.69 3.29 

Found 84.36 5.69 3.77 

V. 2-(2-Pyridyl)ethyl diphenylborinate (Cyclic): Addition of the 

ethereal extract from the hydrolysis of 1.1 g. of B, B-diphenylbo¬ 

roxazolidine to 0.6 g. of 2-(2-pyridyl) ethanol gave an exothermic pre¬ 

cipitation of a white solid which, after replacement of the solvent by 

150 ml. of toluene, was subjected to reflux for 90 minutes and then 

distilled to 7 ml. Upon cooling 1.2 g. (87%) of crystals were recovered, 

melting at 157-8° after recrystallization from toluene. 

CisHisBNO (M.W. 287.2) C H N 

Calcd. 79.47 6.32 4.88 

Found 79.52 6.38 5.21 

VI. 3-(2-Pyridyl)propyl diphenylborinate (Cyclic): Addition of 

the ethereal extract from the hydrolysis of 4.0 g. of B, B-diphenyl¬ 

boroxazolidine to 2.45 g. of 3-(2-pyridyl)-1-propanol gave no pre¬ 

cipitate. The solvent was replaced by 250 ml. of toluene; subjected to 

one-hour reflux and distillation to 20 mol., the mixture gave, upon 

cooling overnight in the refrigerator, 4.5 g. (84%) of white crystals 

melting at 119-20° after recrystallization from cyclohexane. 

C20H20BNO (M.W. 301.2) C H N 

Calcd. 79.75 6.69 4.65 

Found 79.21 6.54 5.24 

Measurements: 

Solubility measurements were carried out by saturating absolute 

ether under reflux (with protection from the atmosphere by a tube 

filled with CaCl2) and then allowing the solution to stand 10 to 24 

hours at constant temperature, after which an aliquot of the super¬ 

natant solution was withdrawn. The weight of the sample was de- 
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termined and the ether was removed by gentle heating to dryness 

under an infrared lamp. The weight of the residue was then measured 

by means of an analytical balance. The resulting weights were con¬ 

verted to solubility in grams per 100 grams of ether to give the data 

which are plotted in Fig. 1 and from which the parameters of Table 2 

are derived. 

The infrared spectra were determined by means of a Beckman IR-4 

spectrophotometer, using samples of the several compounds pressed 

into KBr disks. 
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One-Step Methods of Preparing Substituted Coumarins 

From Phenolic Acids and From Cyanoacetic Acid 

byL. L. WOOBS and]. STERLING 

Texas Southern University 

In a previous publication Woods and Sapp (1962) have shown that ! 

substituted coumarins could be prepared in a new one-step process by 

the condensing action of trifluoroacetic acid on phenols with p-keto- j 

esters. In this report we have described six coumarins Ia-f? see Table i 

prepared by the reaction of phenolic acids with j8-ketoesters in the 

presence of trifluoroacetic acid. The course of the reaction follows, in a ' 

generalized manner, the reaction given for Ia in Chart I and differs ; 

from the Von Pechmann reaction (Von Pechmann and Duisberg, j 

1883) in that, although sulfuric acid in high concentrations does effect | 

the condensation of phenolic acids with ^-ketoesters, it does so almost I 
invariably with the concomitant decarboxylation of the resulting cou- I 

marin acids. I 

CHART I 

.0 
C-OH 

2”8 H0“ 

OH 

+ CgHgOH + HgO 

O' 0 

^0 
CH 

» ^0 

Indeed, the destructive effect of sulfuric acid was noted also in the 

formation of the acetyl derivatives of the several coumarins from 

acetic anhydride in which only catalytic amounts of sulfuric acid were 
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used. Only three acetates were obtained, as shown in Table 2, and 

these were of the decarboxylated coumarins. The other three gave 

inconsistent results, indicating partial decarboxylation. 

Table 2 

Acetates of decarboxylated members of series 

No. M.P., °C. Empirical formula 
Calculated for 

Carbon 
mula 
Hydrogen 

Ia 116 72.85 4.31 

73.29 4.43 

Id 184-186 67.45 4.17 

67.09 4.24 

* 147-148 60.87 4.37 

60.66 4.22 

Compound Ib has been prepared previously by Dale et al. (1952) by | 

the direct carbonation of a 7-hydroxycoumarin. He considered the j 
product to be 8-carboxy-7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin. We consider i 
the compound to be 6-carboxy-7-hydroxy-4-methylcoumarin because 

carbonation would take place at a least hindered site and because of 

the combined ortho and para effects which would be operative at 

position 6. Sethna (1940) has prepared the methyl ester of Ie but he 

gives none of the physical constants of the hydrolyzed product. 

Data from the infrared spectra for the Ia-p series are given in 

Table 3. The compounds give the characteristic ultraviolet absorption 

Table 3 

Significant infrared absorption frequencies’*" in CM“^ 

No. 

Ia 3333, 1724,1613-B, 1580-SH, 1449, 1370,1229,1149, 952, 860, 844, 769 

Ib 3333, 3003,1626-B, 1506,1433,1333,1242,1176,1152,1086, 975, 844, 769 

Ic 3333, 3030,1626-B, 1499, 1176, 1152, 1089, 966, 846, 769 

Id 3195,1658,1600,1546,1362,1236,1144, 1074, 947, 855, 821, 774, 694 

Ie 3401-VB, 3125, 1650,1613, 1577, 1538, 1379,1357,1294,1156, 1072, 800, 757 

Ip 3425, 1645,1595, 1529, 1443,1427, 1258,1027, 905, 865, 763, 729 

B = Broad 
VB=Very Broad 
SH = Shoulder 
+ Spectra determined on Beckman-IR-5 with KBr pellet. 

showing at least three maxima in the range of 200-350 millimicrons 

except Ip in which a quenching effect is noted (see Table 5). Not only 

does a carboxyl in an exposed position, as in Ip, suppress ultraviolet 
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absorption but it almost nullifies fluorescence in many carboxy- 

coumarins. Table 4 gives the fluorescence data for the coumarin series 

and the quenching effect of the presence of a carboxyl is very notice¬ 

able when compared with results obtained previously (Woods and 

Sapp, 1963). 

Table 4 

Fluorescence measured in quinine reference units (Q.R.U.)'*' 

No. 

Ia 2.9 

L 1.1 

L 0.04 

Id 0.012 

Ie 0.15 

Ip 0 

cone, quinine sulfate X dial reading 
g. per ml. for substance 

+ QRU (quinine reference unit) —-- 
cone, substance dial reading 
g. per ml. X for quinine 

Measured on a Turner fluorophotometer ModeTllO in distilled water using a 365 m/x filter. 

Table 5 

Ultraviolet absorption maxima"^ in 200-350 m/t range 

No. 

Ia 222 247.5 295 330 

Ib 222 250.5 293.5 

L 223 252 294.5 

Id 226 259.5 336.5 

Ie 226.5 256 326 

Ip 222 267.5 

+ Measurements made on Bausch and Lomb Spectronic-505 in spectrograde methanol. 

When several phenols were condensed with cyanoacetic acid in the 

presence of trifluoroacetic acid, 4-hydroxycoumarins were obtained. 

4-Hydroxycoumarins are difficult to isolate and purify (Sonn, 1917), 

as can be clearly seen from the poor analytical results obtained with 

these compounds in Table 6 in which the IIa-d series of coumarins is 

described. Chart II describes the reaction for the preparation of IIa 

and this may be considered to be the general course of the reaction for 

the other members of the series. 
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The acylated derivatives of the IIa-d series are given in Table 7. 

CHART U 

EXPERIMENTAL^ 

Preparation of Compounds of the Ia-f Series. A mixture consisting 

of 0.1 mole of the phenolic acid, 0.1 mole of the /3-ketoester and 25 ml. 

of trifluoroacetic acid was refluxed for 20 hours, except in the cases of 

Id and Ie. With these two compounds the reaction was complete in 45 

minutes and the mixture solidified in the flask. At the end of the 

reaction period the solutions were diluted with 100 ml. of water, heated 

to boiling, chilled in the refrigerator, and then filtered with suction. 

The compounds were dried in air and purified by taking up a sample 

in ethyl acetate and precipitating the compound with heptane. This 

process was repeated three times to get an analytical sample. 

Preparation of Acetates of the Ia-f Series. The acetates (see Table 2) 

for the Ia-f series were prepared by the usual acetic anhydride method 

using one drop of concentrated sulfuric acid as a catalyst. The com¬ 

pounds were purified by several recrystallizations from heptane or 

ethanol. 

Preparation of the 4-Hydroxycoumarins Ua-d Series. To 25 ml. of 

trifluoroacetic acid were added 0.1 mole of cyanoacetic acid and 0.1 

mole of the phenol. The mixture was refluxed 5 hours except for IId- 

After the termination of the reflux period, 75 ml. of water was added 

to each of the mixtures and the solutions were heated to boiling and 

maintained at that temperature for 25 minutes. The solutions were 

then chilled and the pyrone crystals were filtered off. Purification of 

the compounds was effected as in the Ia-f series. 

^ Analyses were performed by Dr. Carl Tiedcke, Teaneck, New Jersey and by 

Galbraith Laboratories, Knoxville, Tennessee. Melting points were taken on Fisher- 

Johns melting point blocks. 
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Acylated Derivatives of IIa-d Series. The acetates of the IIa-d series 

were prepared and purified as were those described for the members of 

the Ia-f series. The benzoates were prepared by refluxing the com¬ 

pounds with benzoic anhydride in heptane in the presence of a drop 

of concentrated sulfuric acid. They were recrystallized several times 

from heptane. Table 7 gives the pertinent data on the compounds. 

Table 7 

Calculated found 
No. M.P., °C. Carbon Hydrogen 

IIa Acetate 107-108 61.77 2.96 
61.59 2.74 

ID Benzoate 136-137 71.50 3.65 
J3 71.47 3.90 

ID Acetate 116 54.92 3.29 
55.38 3.49 

Hd Benzoate 130-131 71.14 3.58 
71.62 3.80 
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The Effect of Water on Respiration of Onion Roots* 

i?rR. W. TREADWELLf and W. E. NORRIS, JR. 

Southwest Texas State College, San Marcos 

Data have been published which show that water exerts an inhibi¬ 

tory influence on the respiratory process in a number of plant tissues 

(StMfelt, 1926; Steward al.^ 1932; Ruhland and Ramshorn, 1938; 

Allerup, 1959; Ohmura and Howell, 1960). 

As a matter of convenience, however, determinations of plant tissue 

respiratory levels are usually made with the tissue immersed in, or 

floating on, buffer solutions (Ohmura and Howell, 1960). 

Some years ago Berry and Norris (1949 a & b) investigated ex¬ 

tensively the diffusion of oxygen in onion root tissue, when the root 

segments were immersed in buffer. However, studies have not been 

made on the gas exchange shown by onion root segments in the ab¬ 

sence of suspending aqueous solutions. The purpose of the studies re¬ 

ported in this paper is to compare the respiratory responses shown both 

in the absence and in the presence of external water. 

METHODS 

Onion sets were sprouted in quarter-strength Hoagland’s solution, 

and roots were harvested after 48 hours growth in the manner pre¬ 

viously described in detail (Norris, 1951; Norris and Boyd, 1957). Gas 

exchange was determined for 100 mg. (wet weight) samples by means 

of the Warburg constant-volume respirometer. The “direct” method 

was employed as described by Umbreit et al. (1957). 

“Wet” conditions indicate that gas exchange was measured with 

roots immersed in phosphate buffer at a pH of 4.5. “Dry” conditions 

mean that respiration was measured in a water saturated atmosphere, 

obtained by placing 0.2 ml. of phosphate buffer in the sidearm of the 

reaction vessel. Rapid diffusion of gases into the liquid phase was as¬ 

sured by shaking the respirometers at a rate of 120 oscillations per 

minute through a 4 cm. excursion during measurements. Atmospheres 

of pure oxygen were obtained by evacuating the reaction vessels and 

* This study was supported by funds appropriated for organized research by the 

Texas Legislature. 

t Present address: Biology Department, Texas A & M College, College Station, 

Texas. 
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replacing the atmosphere with commercial oxygen, as described by 

Umbreit et aL (1957). Results are reported as cubic millimeters of 

oxygen consumed or carbon dioxide produced per 100 mg. (wet 

weight) of tissue per hour. 

RESULTS 

The effect of water on oxygen consumption of the apical 5 mm. seg¬ 

ment of the freshly cut onion root was determined by measuring oxy¬ 

gen uptake under wet and dry conditions in atmospheres of air and 

pure oxygen. These data are recorded in Table 1. It is clear that less 

Table 1 

Effect of water on oxygen uptake of fresh onion root tips (0-5 mm. segments) 

Air Atm. 
DRY 

Oxygen Atm. Air Atm. 
WET 

Oxygen Atm. 

145 146 107 133 

145 143 88 137 

134 129 74 90 

121 124 83 89 

107 104 126 

103 157 

100 122 

146 157 

130 127 

Average 126 134 88 115 

Oxygen uptake is repoi'ted as mm.®/100 mg. tissue (wet weight)/hr. Measvxrements were made at a 
temperature of 30°C. 

oxygen was consumed in the presence of water than in its absence. The 

difference in the rate of oxygen uptake between wet and dry conditions 

was greater in an air atmosphere than in oxygen. Also, the increase in 

respiration brought about by changing the atmosphere from air to 

oxygen was much greater in the presence of water. This is in agree¬ 

ment with results obtained by Berry and Norris (1949a) which showed 

that the oxygen content of air limits the rate of respiration of the apical 

segment of the onion root at this temperature. 

Next, the effect of water on oxygen uptake of partially starved onion 

root segments was determined. Apical (5 mm.) segments of onion roots 

were harvested and allowed to remain in quarter-strength Hoagland’s 

solution for two hours prior to the measurement of oxygen consump¬ 

tion. These data are presented in Table 2. The endogenous rate of 

respiration was considerably lower than the rate exhibited by the fresh 
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Table 2 

The effect of water on oxygen uptake of partially starved onion roots 
(0-5 mm. segments) 

Air Atm. 
DRY 

Oxygen Atm. Air Atm. 
WET 

Oxygen Atm. 

80 92 73 93 
72 93 81 110 
92 112 86 104 
97 103 86 97 

102 99 78 102 
94 101 
87 101 
99 
87 

Average 90 100 81 101 

Oxygen uptake is reported as mm.^/100 mg. tissue (wet weight)/hr. Measurements were made at a 
temperature of 30°C. 

roots used in the previous experiments. Undoubtedly, this may be ac¬ 

counted for by partial depletion of the available readily oxidizable 

substrate during the starvation period (Norris and Fohn, 1959). At 

this reduced respiratory rate, there was no significant difference in 

oxygen uptake between roots under wet and dry conditions in an oxy¬ 

gen atmosphere and only a slight difference in an air atmosphere. 

In the third series of experiments the second 5 mm. segment of the 

onion root was used. Due to the larger more highly vacuolated cells 

constituting this segment of the root a lower endogenous rate of oxygen 

consumption is characteristic (Norris, 1956). It is apparent from the 

data recorded in Table 3 that at this lower respiratory rate there was 

no significant inhibition of oxygen uptake by water. 

Table 4 depicts the data obtained when the effect of water on the 

Respiratory Quotient of onion roots was investigated. In these particu- 

larlar experiments, the presence or absence of water apparently had 

little effect on RQ, since in all cases a value near unity was obtained. 

These results are a little surprising in that usually with the diffusion 

of oxygen limited by water, as appears to be the case here, respiratory 

quotients above one would be expected to result. This would be true 

because the rate of diffusion of oxygen and carbon dioxide would not 

be reduced to the same extent due to their difference in solubility in 

water. All other conditions being equal, the rate of diffusion of gases in 

water is proportional to their solubility (Allerup, 1959; Ohmura and 

Howell, 1960). 

In order to enable calculations of temperature coefficients to be made, 
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Table 3 

The effect of water on oxygen uptake of the fresh 5-10 mm. segment of the onion root 

DR^ 
Air Atm. Oxygen Atm. 

WET 
Air Atm. Oxygen Atm. 

72 76 51 61 
75 66 73 57 
42 63 44 54 
62 56 51 59 
49 61 55 72 
59 66 64 65 
65 63 66 71 
58 85 54 76 
75 71 67 63 
58 61 

Average 62 67 58 64 

Oxygen uptake is reported as mm.^/lOO mg. tissue (wet weight)/hr. Measurements were made at a 
temperature of 30° C. 

Table 4 

Effect of water on the R. Q. of fresh onion root tips (0-5 mm. segments) 

DRY 
Air Atm. Oxygen Atm. 

WET 
Air Atm. Oxygen Atm. 

0, CO. RQ 0. CO. RQ 0. CO2 RQ 0, CO. RQ 

103 104 137 141 70 82 104 109 
106 100 134 124 79 73 108 113 
112 107 120 132 
111 97 

Avg. 109 102.94 130 132 1.01 75 77 1.03 106 111 1.05 

Gas exchange is expressed as mm.VlOO nig. tissue (wet weight)/hr. Measurements were made at a 
temperature of 30°C. 

a series of determinations of oxygen uptake of the fresh, apical 5 mm. 

segments of onion roots under wet and dry conditions were carried out 

at 24° C. These data are included in Table 5. It is readily apparent 

that at this lower temperature the respiratory rate is reduced consider¬ 

ably. Also, it is clear that at the reduced respiratory rates the difference 

in rates between wet and dry conditions, and the difference in rates 

between air and oxygen atmosphere is lessened. Combining the data 

of Table 5 with those of Table 1 temperature coefficient were calcu¬ 

lated and are shown in Table 6. The temperature coefficient of oxy¬ 

gen uptake in air in the presence of water (1.40) corresponds to that 

of oxygen diffusion in water, while the other temperature coefficients 
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Table 5 

Effect of water on oxygen uptake of fresh onion roots at 24°C. (0-5 mm. segments) 

DRY 
Air Atm. Oxygen Atm. Air Atm. 

WET 
Oxygen Atm. 

62 81 71 71 
67 74 73 73 
68 72 66 79 

Average 66 76 70 74 

Oxygen uptake is expressed as mm i.VlOO mg. tissue (wet weight)/hr. 

Table 6 

Qjq values for oxygen uptake of onion roots under dry and wet conditions 
(0-5 mm. segments) 

Temp. 
DRY 

Air Atm. O3 Atm. 
WET 

Air Atm. 0, Atm. 

24°C. 

30°C. 

66 76 
Q,o = 2.94 Qio==2.57 

126 134 

70 74 
Q,o=1.40 Qio = 2.08 

88 115 

Oxygen uptake is expressed as mm.^/lOO mg. tissue (wet weight)/hr. 

are typical of enzymatically catalyzed reactions (Ohmura and Howell, 

1960). 

DISCUSSION 

The magnitude of oxygen consumption shown by the immersed root 

segments in the experiments reported here is somewhat lower than 

previously reported values (Norris, 1956; Norris and Boyd, 1957; Nor¬ 

ris and Fohn, 1959). No explanation is offered to account for this other 

than the inherent variability of living tissues, which previously has 

been partially explored for onion roots (Norris, 1951). Mention might 

also be made of the variation shown from time to time in different 

series of the experiments described in this report. For example a com¬ 

parison of the data included in Tables 1 and 4 shows some variation 

between comparable sets of measurements made at different times. 

It is apparent from an examination of the data of Tables 1 and 4 

that water inhibits oxygen uptake in the apical segments of onion roots. 

Several factors point to diffusion rate as the cause of this inhibition. 

1. Inhibition of oxygen uptake was especially noticeable in the apical 

segment, where respiration takes place at a rapid rate. In tissues 
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where the respiratory rate was more moderate [partially starved 

roots (Table 2), second 5 mm. segment (Table 3), lower tem¬ 

perature (Table 5)], the inhibition by water was less obvious. 

2. Inhibition of respiration by water was partially or completely re¬ 

versed by an atmosphere of pure oxygen. 

3. The temperature coefficient (Qio) for oxygen uptake for immersed 

roots respiring in an atmosphere of air is indicative of diffusion 

as the rate-limiting factor. Temperature coefficients under the 

other conditions described are typical of rate-limiting chemical re¬ 

actions (Tabled). 

Umbreit et al. (1957) point out that the shaking rate employed in 

these experiments insures diffusion of oxygen through aqueous solu¬ 

tions adequate to support respiration at a level in excess of the maxi¬ 

mum rate of oxygen uptake recorded here. It therefore appears that 

oxygen uptake by onion roots immersed in aqueous buffer solution 

under an atmosphere of air is limited by diffusion of oxygen through 

the water in the tissue. 

This is in accord with the explanation offered by other workers 

(Steward et aL, 1932; Ohmura and Howell, 1960) to account for the 

inhibition by water of oxygen uptake in other plant tissues. 

SUMMARY 

Utilizing Warburg manometry, measurements were made of the 

gas exchange shown by segments of onion root tips, when they were 

immersed in buffer, and when they were in a water saturated atmos¬ 

phere. 

For apical segments the data clearly show that less oxygen was con¬ 

sumed when the roots were immersed than when they were not. In 

the case of more basal segments, or partially starved apical segments, 

the respiratory rate was lower, and thus the inhibition of gas exchange 

caused by water was lessened. Respiratory quotients were not signifi¬ 

cantly altered by the presence or absence of water. 

In an atmosphere of oxygen rather than air the inhibition caused by 

water was decreased, but was still detectable when the respiratory rate 

was high. 

The evidence, including that furnished by temperature coefficients, 

points to the diffusion rate of oxygen through water in the tissue as the 

limiting factor in oxygen uptake by immersed onion root segments. 
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Homing and Home Range for Terrestrial Gastropod, 

Kumina decollata Linne 

by DONALD H. LOKKE 

East Texas State College 

ABSTRACT 

Homing tendencies are indicated for the terrestrial gastropod, 1 
Rumina decollata Linne, with return of specimens to a zero point on a i 

study grid. Home range is also demonstrated for these representatives j 

of Rumina decollata. A frontal weather system appears to be the direct 

cause for pulmonate gastropod activity on exposed surfaces in Fort 

Worth, Texas. Recorded observations show the order of magnitude for 

movements to be up to 95 cm. under the stated weather conditions. 

Variations in home range appear to be related to changes in humidity. 

DATA AND DISCUSSION 

During the frontal invasion of 25 and 26 June 1960, many speci¬ 

mens of Rumina decollata Linne were observed in movement on ex¬ 

posed surfaces in Fort Worth, Texas. In addition, numerous speci¬ 

mens of Bulimulus dealbatus were also active. Movements of two 

representative specimens of Rumina decollata are recorded in this 

report. Both specimens had five whorls, were approximately 28 mm. 

in length, and had undergone decollation previously. The study grid 

was sparsely covered with short grass on a sandy soil. Zero point on 

the grid was the opening to a sheltered position beneath a concrete 

block. A total of sixty observations were made from 2000 CST 25 June 

1960, through 1615 CST 1 July 1960. 

The 0100 hr. weather map for 25 June, (U. S. Weather Bureau) 

shown in Fig. 1, positions a cold front over Fort Worth and south of 

Abilene. The day was overcast (10/10) with stratus, stratocumulus, 

and nimbostratus clouds providing an intermittent drizzle. Precipita¬ 

tion was recorded at Fort Worth in the 0455 hr. Weather Bureau 

observation and noted for each hourly observation through 1656 CST 

26 June. Total precipitation for the two days was 0.71 inches. During 

this time the front became stationary and began frontolysis. By 27 

June the front was not definable over Fort Worth, and a low pressure 

area was located to the northeast. On 28 and 29 June the skies were 
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Fig. 1. United States Weather Bureau Daily Weather Map for 0100 CST 25 June 1960^ 

showing cold front positioned over Fort Worth, Texas. 

clear at Fort Worth, Texas. A period of low relative humidity, no 

precipitation, high temperature, and clear skies followed through 

4 July 1960. 

A homing habit for Rumina decollata specimens, under the desig¬ 

nated weather conditions, is demonstrated (Figs. 2 and 3). Homing 

habit in gastropods has previously been demonstrated by Dr. W. G. 

Hewatt (1940) for the marine limpet Acmea scahra. He recorded. 

movement of this species from a “home” position during high tide 

submergence and return to previous location and orientation during- 

tidal recession. 

During the period of observation Rumina decollata specimen 

A-l-60‘ returned to a zero grid position three times, and specimen 

A-2--60 returned twice. Specimen A-2-60 did not return to zero grid. 
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Fig. 2. Movement of specimen A—l—60 Rumina decollata Linne, 25—28 June 1960. 

bOservations 1 through 17 are from 2000 CST 25 June through 1330 CST 26 June 1960. 

Observations 18 through 21 are from 1400 26 June through 1855 CST 26 June. Observa¬ 

tions 22 through 25 are from 2100 CST 26 June through 0700 CST 27 June. Observations 

26 through 32 are from 1705 CST 27 June through 2300 CST 27 June. Observation 33 at 

2335 CST on 27 June and observation 34 at 0615 CST 28 June. Specimen A—1—60 was 

not observed in observations 35 through 60 except under concrete slab on observation 43, 

0630 CST 29 June. 

position during the entire day of 26 June. Specimen A-1-60 had a 

short sojourn under the concrete block between the 1300 and 2100 hr. 

observations of the same day. 

Home range for specimens A-1-60 and A-2-60 is also shown in 

Figs. 2 and 3. The greatest north-south distance “of movement for 

specimen A-1-60 was 59.69 cm., and 86.36 cm. for specimen A-2-60. 

The greatest east-west distance was 95.25 cm. for specimen A-1-60 

and 81.28 cm. for specimen A-2-60. The 2300 hr. positions on the 

study grid exhibit a closing toward the zero point from 25 June 

through 27 June observations. Home range for Rumina decollata 

appears to be controlled by humidity. Specimen positions during the 

0600 and 0700 hr. observations confirm this correlation. 

The data in Figs. 2 and 3 show the extent of home range for these 

representatives of Rumina decollata. These observations suggest that 

caution should be used in home range studies of pulmonate gastro- 
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Fig. 3. Movemenfs ©f specimen A—2—60 Rumina decoHata Linne 25--28 June 1960» 

Observations 1 through 17 are from 2000 CST 25 June through 1330 CST 26 June. 

Observations 18 through 21 are from 1400 CST 26 June through 1855 CST 26 June. 

Observations 22 through 25 ore from 2100 CST 26 June through 0700 CST 27 June. 

Observation 34 was at 0615 CST 28 June. Specimen A—2—60 wos not observed in observa¬ 

tions 35 through 6© except under concrete slab in observation 43, 0630 CST 29 June. 

pods. Maximum home range may not be recorded in studies conducted 

after rains have ceased. The home range should be more extensive- 

under light rain and very humid conditions. Weather data during 

periods of observation should be included in all reports of terrestrial 

gastropod movement. 

Rumina decollata was active during precipitation in contrast to ob¬ 

servations by Batts (1957). Rain intensity and rain drop size may be 

the variable factors responsible for the apparent conflict of observa¬ 

tions (Lokke 1961 and 1962). The summer rains referred to by Batts 

may have been derived from a cumulonimbus. Precipitation recorded, 

in this study originated from nimbostratus and stratus clouds. Total 

two-day precipitation for the observational period was only 0.71 

inches, falling mainly as a drizzle throughout the entire period of 
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Study. The small drops and droplets may not have affected tentacle 

retraction. 

Gastropod movements were reduced when the relative humidity 

minimum fell below 74%. A further drop to 44% on 28 June was 

accompanied by a cessation of activity on exposed surfaces. Correla¬ 

tion of gastropod activity with minimum relative humidity appears 

significant. 

The gastropod specimens moved at various rates. Specimen A-2-60 

moved 5.1 cm. within a period of three minutes on 25 June 1960 

(2050-2053 CST). Both specimens were inactive for periods of several 

hours during the study. Specimen A-1-60 appeared to be feeding on 

dead leaves during the 2230 hr. observation on 25 June 1960. Change 

of direction was effected quite rapidly. Specimens were observed to 

twist through an arc of 180 degrees within a period of thirty seconds. 

The specimens remained alive after the period of study and on 29 

June 1960, both specimens were observed near the zero point under 

the concrete block which formed the east-west base line of the study 

grid. About three weeks after conclusion of this study, on 14 July 

1960, at 1830 hr, specimen A-1-60 was observed on the top surface 

of the low concrete block at grid position of —22.86 cm. north-south, 

and 58.42 cm. east-west. The specimen was located at 78.74 cm. north- 

south and 48.26 cm. east-west at a 2200 hr observation on the same 

day. A cold front had passed through Fort Worth with heavy rain 

during the morning and the cloud cover did not break up until the 

afternoon. 

The frontal system was the direct cause for movements of Rumina 

decollata on exposed surfaces during the period 25-28 June 1960. 

There was an absence of terrestrial gastropod movement prior to and 

following frontal activity. Under this type of weather influence, move¬ 

ments will be affected over thousands of square miles at one time. 

Such an occurrence would provide opportunity for large scale areal 

studies by a number of investigators recording activity during the 

same time interval. 
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Large Amphibian Ichnites From the Permian of Texas 

by WALTER W. DALQUEST 

Midwesten University- 

While searching for vertebrate fossils in the Lenders formation 

near the Lake Kemp dam, Baylor County, Texas, a fossil trackway of 

a tetrapod animal was discovered. The footprints are so large that 

they could have been left by only one of the larger of the vertebrates 

living at that time. The marks left by the toes are relatively short and 

broad, unlike the slender footprints attributed to pelycosaurs, such 

as Dimetrodon. The cotylossaur, Diadectes, probably grew large 

enough to leave such footprints but this reptile presumably had five 

digits on both front and back feet that were large enough to leave 

prints. The footprints discovered are consistent in showing only four 

digit marks. This, combined with the long claw drag-marks and other 

details indicating ponderous, clumsy movements with the feet 

scarcely lifted from the ground, suggests that the animal that left the 

trackway was an amphibian. The only amphibian known from this 

part of the lower Permian that was large enough to leave such foot¬ 

prints is Eryops. This amphibian is common throughout the lower 

Permian deposits of Texas, and remains were found in the rocks in 

which the trackway is impressed. 

The trackway is preserved on a number of blocks of hard, rather 

calcareous sandstone, that have weathered from cliffs a half-mile 

southwest of the southern end of the Lake Kemp dam. The talus 

originates at a level 40 inches below the Mabelle limestone member of 

the Lenders formation. 

The Lenders formation lies between the Wichita group and Pease 

River group, and has been associated with both. The age is thus 

mid-Leonardian. The sandstones, conglomerates and clays immedi¬ 

ately beneath the Mabelle limestone are very fossiliferous, and a 

study of their vertebrate fauna is now under way, supported by grant 

number GB-191 of the National Science Foundation. 

The footprints are weathered and the sandstone blocks containing 

them are broken and scattered. None of the blocks is large enough to 

permit determination of the main axis of the animal’s path in rela¬ 

tion to Ichnites and claw marks. The sandy mud over which the 

animal walked so long ago was a trifle too firm to leave the best 

possible footprints. Most of the footprints are blurred impressions, 
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but at intervals the mud was more plastic, and the footprints well- 

impressed. The animal often placed its hind feet partially on the 

prints left by the front feet, spoiling the prints. The claws usually 

dug into the mud and mud caught between the claws was either 

flipped away or pushed back into the print of the pad of the foot. 

Most of the originally distinct footprints have weathered badly or 

been broken. Nevertheless a great deal can be learned from the study 

of this trackway. So far as I am aware, no trackway or footprints 

have hitherto been attributed to Eryops. 

Restorations of the skeleton of Eryops show four toes on the manus 

and five on the pes. Footprints and claw drags of the present trackway 

show the prints of only four toes. Some of the prints are longer than 

the others, and associated claw drag marks are shorter and smaller. 

These I take to be the prints of the hind feet. Figure 1 shows the 

outline of what is presumably a right foot. The print is preserved on 

a sandstone slab (Midwestern University LF-226). In this and other, 

less distinct ichnites studied, the mark of the inner digit of the pes is 

Fig. 1. Footprint of Eryops, presumably of the right pes. 
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thickened and there is an angularity at the base. It is possible that the 

fifth digit of the hind foot was closely appressed to the fourth digit, so 

that the two left a single mark. If this is true, the fifth digit either 

lacked a claw or the claw was so short it did not leave a drag mark. 

Shorter footprints are assumed to be of the front foot. Four toes are 

indicated, and the marks of the claws are large and deep. When the 

animal’s weight was placed on the front foot, in the act of throwing 

forward the foot on the opposide, the claws dug into the mud and 

forced it back, into the footprint. The clearest of the prints of the fore 

foot found is shown in Figure 2. The angular toe mark is an artifact, 

Fig. 2. Footprint of Eryops. Presumably of the right manus. 

resulting from mud pushed backward by the claw of the third toe. 

When the sandstone block containing this footprint (LF-225) was 

brought to the laboratory, the fossil of a coelacanth fish was found on 

the opposite side. 

If the mud was too firm to leave good footprints, it was of just the 

right consistency to leave distinct claw marks. Relatively shallow 

drag marks are presumed to be of the back feet, while deeper marks 

were probably left by the front feet. The length of the “step” cannot 
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be determined with accuracy, but seems to have been 15 inches or 

less. The claw drag marks presumed to be of the front feet lie at a 

slight angle or curve to the marks of the back feet, and sometimes 

intersect them. The claw drag marks of the back feet are equidistant, 

usually straight and parallel. Those of the front feet are curved and 

the mark of the inner claw is longer, deeper and more curved than 

the marks of the other toes. The mark of each successive claw is 

shorter and straighter (Figure 3). 

Fig. 3. Claw drag marks of Eryops, left front foot. The foot was near the end of the for¬ 

ward swing, and the marks became deeper, broader and straighter. Breadth across outer 

edges of claw impressions where parallel^—four inches. 
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If the identification of front and back footprints and claw drag 

marks is correct, the following interpretation is permitted. The am¬ 

phibian moved by putting the weight of the fore part of the body on 

one front foot while swinging head and neck in that same direction. 

The opposite front foot was permitted to drag forward in an arc, 

claws drooping and dragging in the mud. The wrist must have been i 

slightly rotated, so that the inner claw left a long, deep mark while 1 
the outer claws left marks that were shorter and shallower. At the 

extreme of the swinging motion of the body, the weight was shifted | 

to the other foot, and the process repeated in the opposite direction. 

This is the method used by the modern salamanders in moving the j 

front feet. Eryops, however, was a heavy animal. If the front feet 

were moved over dry, rough ground with the toes dragging, one | 

would expect the claws to gouge into the ground and result in stubbed ' 

or broken toes. Probably the claws were permitted to drag only over j 

soft mud. I 
Modern salamanders move their back feet in the same fashion as 

they do the front feet, swinging body and leg forward in an arc (cf. 

Peabody, 1959). The present trackway does not show just how the 

back legs were moved, but does suggest that it was not in salamander 

fashion. When they can be distinguished, the claw drag marks of the 

rear feet of the two sides are seen to be parallel. The claw marks are 

relatively shallow. 

Eryops is usually considered to have been a rather terrestrial am¬ 

phibian. It may have been so, but the present trackway indicates that 

it was but little better adapted for walking on land than is a modern 

salamander. 
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Pollen Analysis of Two Archaeological Sites 

At Amistad Reservoir, Texas 

by LEROY JOHNSON, JR. 

The University of California 

Los Angeles, California 

This paper embodies a preliminary study of the pollen recovered 

from soil samples collected at Damp Cave (University of Texas 

archaeological site 41VV189) and Centipede Cave (site 41VV191), in 

the Amistad Reservoir area of Texas. These two “caves”—rockshelters, 

in the technical sense—are situated high on the canyon walls of the 

United States bank of the Rio Grande, approximately 10 air-miles 

above the mouth of the Pecos River, in Val Verde County. Pollen anal¬ 

yses were carried out by the writer in conjunction with the excavation 

and study of the two sites, in 1958, by the Texas Archeological Salvage 

Project (T. A. S. P.) of The University of Texas (Epstein, 1960). This 

is in no way a complete palynological analysis of the deposits from the 

rockshelters; rather, it is a pilot work, conducted by necessity in a short 

period of time and with limited facilities. It is hoped that fuller and 

more complete studies will be forthcoming when suitable material from 

other archaeological sites in the reservoir can be acquired. 

Special thanks are due Mr. Edward R. Jelks, Executive-Director of 

the T. A. S. P., who provided funds for this study, and to Dr. B. L. 

Turner of The University of Texas, Botany Department, who made 

available a pollen slide collection of 1030 species for comparative stud¬ 

ies, and who provided laboratory space in which to work. Drs. Jane 

Gray and Paul S. Martin of the Geochronology Laboratories, the Uni¬ 

versity of Arizona, gave the writer much helpful advice and construc¬ 

tive criticism. 

Damp Cave is a relatively small site whose interior deposits attained 

a maximum depth of 3.5 feet. The deposits contained many sorts of 

cultural debris which was preserved in relatively good condition by the 

dryness of the cave soil. Numerous burned rock fragments, plant parts, 

animal bones, shells, and aboriginal artifacts were recovered by the 

excavators. Centipede Cave is a comparable, but larger, site whose de¬ 

posits reached a depth of some 5.5 feet. The archaeological materials 

have been studied in detail by J. F. Epstein (1960), the T.A.S.P. 

archaeologist in charge of the excavations; his conclusions will be dis- 
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cussed presently along with the broader question of the nature and 

temporal range of the local prehistoric cultural complexes. 

The soil samples analyzed here were collected at the sites by Mr. 

Curtis D. Tunnell and the writer by forcing open-ended tubes into the 

previously cleaned vertical walls of the excavation puts at 15 cm. verti¬ 

cal intervals; particular care was taken to avoid mixture with extrane- i 

ous materials. The laboratory treatment employed to recover the pollen 

grains was the standard acetolysis technique of Faegri and Iversen 

(1950), with the addition of the use of hydrofluoric acid to remove 

silica. In order to compare the final pollen diagrams with the modern 

pollen rain of the vicinity, polleniferous sediments were collected from 

a nearby sheep tank (with a stone bottom); the count made from this 

material, presented at the top of Fig. 2, is quite similar to the rock- 

shelter counts. 

The two rockshelters lie within the northeastern fringe area of the 

Chihuahuan biotic province, which extends from southern New Mex¬ 

ico and western Texas southward into Chihuahua, Coahuila, and parts 

of Nuevo Leon, San Luis Potosi, and Zacatecas (Dice, 1943). This 

province is an arid desert land with rolling plains, low hills, and a few 

isolated mountains. The vegetation of the area, for the most part, con¬ 

sists of thorny shrubs and cacti, although a few trees grow along the 

rare permanent streams. Fouquieria splendens (ocotillo) is found on 

the rocky slopes, as well as Agave lechuguilla^ particularly on the lime¬ 

stone soils in the northern part of the area. On the mountains of the 

province an encinal belt of grasses and oaks can be found, and some¬ 

times pines as well. 

Pollen grains from the following plant families and genera were 

recognized in the rockshelter deposits (Figs. 1, 2): Amaryllidaceae, 

represented by the genus Agave; Cactaceae; Chenopodiaceae; Com- 

positae; Cupressaceae; Ephedraceae, represented by Ephedra (of the 

Torryana morphological type); Fagaceae, represented by Quercm; 

Gramineae*; Leguminosae, represented by Prosopis; Liliaceae; Pina- 

ceae, represented by Pinusf; Malvaceae; and Ulmaceae, represented 

by the genus Celtis. 

The pollen from the two archaeological sites seems to include many 

of the anemophilous plant families of the area today. Only Pinus is 

now quite rare in the region, although it grows in small numbers 30 

* All of the grass grains were considerably under the size range of Zea mays, 

which varies in diameter from 85 to 120 microns (Erdtman, 1952: 193). 

f Probably P. edulis; rockshelter specimens, measured in polar view, have a blad¬ 

der length from 24 to 34 microns; measurements of bladders of 20 grains of P. edulis 

from the Univ. of Texas Herbarium, ranged from 26 to 33 microns. 
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Fig. 1. Pollen diagram for Centipede Cave (site 41VV191). The samples analyzed at 

this site were collected from the northwest wall of excavation square No. 19 (see Epstein, 

1960). A—general diagram showing percentages of trees and shrubs, herbs, and the 

unknown, or unidentified pollen grains; the three most common trees and shrubs are 

plotted against each other on the left; on the right, the ferns and mosses are plotted in 

the herb column. B-—Chenopodiaceae, Gramineae, and Compositae are plotted against each 

other. C-—The typical arid land plants. Ephedra, Agave, and the Cactaceae, are plotted 

together for ease in comparison. D—The plants which appeared in the counts in very 

small numbers are shown in this part of the diagram. 

to 40 miles northeast of the reservoir. It is not surprising that Cacta¬ 

ceae and other families which grow in the region occur quite rarely 

in the counts. These families are entomophilous and only a few of their 

grains are represented in the modem pollen rain recorded at the small 

pond (Fig. 2, upper portion). 

Caution must be exercised in interpreting pollen profiles from these 

habitation sites, as certain factors may cause errors in interpretation: 

(1) the relative percentages may have been influenced by plants (with 

flowers) brought into the cave by the aborigines, (2) faecal material 

may have been added to the soil and may give emphasis to certain 

plants which were eaten and which, otherwise, might not be very 

strongly represented in the counts, and (3) the burrowing activities of 

rodents and human pit-digging may have caused some mixture of de¬ 

posits representing distinct time periods. As a result of these dangers, 

only the grossest fluctuations in relative percentages, by levels, can be 

ascribed any significance. 

As regards interpretation, the pollen diagram from Centipede Cave 

(Fig. 1) presents evidence of a climatic change, albeit slight, from a 
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Fig. 2. Pollen diagram for sheep pond fypper portionl and Domp Cave fsite 41VV189I 

flower portionL The samples analyzed at 41VV189 wer© collected from the west wail of 

exe0vaflon squore No. 15 fsee Epstein, 1 9601. 

relatively moist climate^ as represented by the pine and fern-spore 

maxima in the lower 60 cm. of the deposits, to a somewhat drier 

climate in the upper levels. The relative percentage changes, from 

level to level, among the other plants are not of a sufficient magnitude 

to indicate any noticeable floral-climatic shifts. Regrettably, Damp 

Cave yielded an imperfect and fragmentary pollen column (Fig. 2). 

Although the statistical reliability of the 2.7 ft. depth is low, the Damp 

Cave column does agree, in its major trends, with that from Centipede 

Cave, viz.^ its pine pollen and fern-moss spores are relatively more 

numerous in the lower zones. 

It is remarkable that the pollen count from the sheep tank is so simi¬ 

lar to the counts from the rockshelters, particularly in respect to the 

number and kinds of plants present. The only important inconsistency 

is the larger percentage (53 per cent) of Compositae in the pond 

sample. This, however, appears to he a simple case of over-representa¬ 

tion, since Compositae thrive in the moist and disturbed soil about the 

margin of the pond, whereas they tend to be much more widely scat¬ 

tered in the vicinity of the rockshelters. 

In summary, it may he said that there is some evidence for relatively 

moist climatic conditions in the lower strata of the two Amistad dia¬ 

grams. However, even in these lower deposits the flora indicated is, in 

every way, characteristic of a desert environment. 

The problem of relating the pollen study to the pertinent archae¬ 

ological materials is not an easy one. Although a relatively long se¬ 

quence of aboriginal prehistoric cultural periods has been defined at 

the nearby Devil’s Mouth Site (Johnson, 1963)-—a deep terrace rem¬ 

nant of the Rio Grande with discrete occupational components—the 

various local periods appear to be somewhat mixed at the two sites in 
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question. Generally, the prehistory of Amistad Reservoir may be di¬ 

vided into four somewhat arbitrary archaeological periods: the Late 

Palaeo-Indian (atc«. 6000 B.C.), the Early Archaic (5000-3000 B.C.), 

Middle Archaic (3000-2000 B.C.), and the Late Archaic (2000 B. C- 

A. D. 1000). The above dates are based, primarily, upon correlations, 

by means of similar periods, with the Central Texas archaeological 

area where several carbon-14 age calculations have been run (John¬ 

son, Suhm, and Tunnell, 1963: 121). Only a few carbon dates are avail¬ 

able for the Amistad area. 

To return to the sites in question, Epstein (1960) characterizes the 

Centipede Cave strata in which the pine and fern-moss maxima fall 

(Fig. 1, soil zones C) by the presence of dart point types Almagre, 

Langtry, and Shumla (see Suhm and Jelks, 1962, for descriptions and 

photographs of these projectile point types). The latter two types, es¬ 

pecially, are diagnostic “marker fossils” for the Middle Archaic period 

at Amistad (Johnson, 1963). The upper strata from Centipede Cave 

(Fig. 1, soil zones A and B), with lower relative amounts of pine pollen 

and fern-moss spores, can be assigned to the Late Archaic, which is 

characterized by several side- and corner-notched projectile point 

styles. Unfortunately, the deposits from Damp Cave appear to be 

rather mixed, and cannot readily be assigned to one period or another 

of the Amistad culture sequence. 

Thus, the analysis of the two pollen profiles from Epstein’s excava¬ 

tions has provided data to suggest that the climate during the Middle 

Archaic was relatively more moist than during the subsequent Late 

Archaic. So far, no palynological data are available from the Late 

Palaeo-Indian and Early Archaic time horizons of the area. The evi¬ 

dence provided by several periods of erosional cutting at the Devil’s 

Mouth Site strongly suggests that the Middle Archaic period (ca. 3000 

B. C.) represents the so-called Altithermal climatic period of the post- 

Pleistocene, which has been recognized in the Southwestern United 

States and elsewhere by similarly eroded formations. The lower levels 

of Centipede Cave may, therefore, also be assigned to this period. Large 

quantities of ink have recently been spilt over the nature of the Alti¬ 

thermal. One group (Martin et ah, 1961) maintains that this period 

was one of subhumid conditions, while the other “school” (Antevs, 

1962) strongly holds to the thesis that the Altithermal was arid. It is 

outside the scope of this paper to enter into this dispute, but the evi¬ 

dence from Centipede Cave would seem to support the position of 

Martin et aL^ at least insofar as Amistad Reservoir is concerned. 
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An in vivo Absorption Spectrum of the Eyespot 

of Euglena mesnilE 

by HOWELL D, COBB 

The University of Texas'^ 

ABSTRACT 

An in vivo absorption spectrum of the eyespot of Euglena mesnili 

over the wave length region 400-700 m/x was obtained through the use 

of a microspectrophotometer. The results reveal a major absorption 

peak in the region 480-500 m/x and a second major peak at 520-540 

m/x. Two lesser peaks are indicated at 420-440 m/x and 620-650 m/x. A 

comparison of this eyespot absorption spectrum with the phototactic 

action spectrum of Euglena gracilis published by Wolken and Shin 

(1958) indicates a relationship between this organelle and the photo¬ 

tactic response. 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been over eighty years since Engelmann (in Bendix, 1960) 

first presented experimental evidence which indicated that the eyespot 

in Euglena was the phototactic receptor. The validity of this observa¬ 

tion has been seriously questioned in recent years (Gossel, 1957; Hart- 

shorne, 1953; Vavra, 1956), yet the pigments involved in this phenom¬ 

enon still have not been identified. Mast (1917) presented the first 

balanced energy action spectrum for phototaxis in Euglena. This spec¬ 

trum revealed a single peak at 485 m/x which suggested that one of the 

carotenoids may be responsible. Numerous action spectra for the photo¬ 

tactic response of Euglena have been published since the work of Mast 

{op. cit.) and most of them have shown peaks in the 480-500 m/x 

region. All attempts to isolate pigments from the eyespot of Euglena 

have been unsuccessful; consequently the identity of the pigment or 

pigments contained in this structure remain unknown. 

With the advent of the microspectrophotometer, it has become pos¬ 

sible to obtain a reliable absorption spectrum of a single living cell and 

1 Supported by the Laboratory of Algal Physiology, The University of Texas, 

through Grant G-14365 from the National Science Foundation. 

2 Present address, Department of Biology, Trinity University. 
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even of its organelles (Gossel, 1957). Strother and Wolken (1961) 

obtained an in vivo absorption spectrum from a single eyespot of 

Euglena gracilis. This spectrum demonstrated a major absorption in 

the region of 460-490 m/i, two additional peaks near 510 and 530 m/x, 

and lesser peaks at 430 and 630 m/x. These data suggest that the eye- 

spot may contain several pigments all of which may or may not be 

involved in phototaxis. The area of greatest absorption, 460-490 m/x, 

does correlate nicely with the phototactic action spectrum. 

The purpose of this investigation is twofold: (1) to examine the 

absorption spectrum of the eyespot of a species of Euglena other than 

E. gracilis and (2) to compare such a spectrum to more recent action 

spectra for phototaxis in Euglena. In this manner perhaps a more ac¬ 

curate absorption spectrum of this photoreceptor can be obtained and 

consequently a better identification of its pigments. 

METHODS 

Euglena mesnili^ provided through the courtesy of Dr. H. C. Bold, 

was grown on the soil water medium of Pringsheim (Starr, 1960) at 

25°C. under continuous fluorescent illumination. 

The absorption spectra were determined with a microspectropho¬ 

tometer developed by Dr. Robert Welch of the Genetics Foundation of 

The University of Texas. A detailed description of this instrument is 

available (Welch and Resch, 1963). Essentially it consists of a modified 

oil immersion bioptic microscope, a light sensing device and a mono¬ 

chromatic light source. Monochromatic light is provided by a Bausch 

and Lomb 250 mm grating monochromator in which a ribbon filament 

lamp serves as a light source. Voltage into the lamp is held constant by 

a Sorensen electronic voltage regulator. The light sensing device is a 

photomultiplier tube situated in a light tight chamber mounted just 

above the eyepiece of the microscope. Light from the monochromator 

is reflected up through the specimen area and focused onto the photo¬ 

multiplier tube. The output of the tube is relayed to a spotlight galva¬ 

nometer. Differences in absorption by the specimen area are noted as 

units of deflection on the galvanometer. The microscope is equipped 

with a diaphragm which can be closed down to limit the size of the 

field to the area to be examined, thus permitting only light from the 

specimen area to reach the photomultiplier. 

In actual operation, the area of the cell to be examined is brought 

into focus. The monochromator output is then set at the desired wave 

length and the output of the photomultiplier tube is noted. The slide is 

then moved slightly and the absorption of an area of colorless cyto- 
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plasm is determined. This second measurement is taken as a reference 

reading. The per cent transmission of the specimen area at each wave 

length is determined from 100 I/Io, where I is the sample reading and 

lo the reading from the reference area. The data are plotted as optical 

density vs. wave length. (Fig. 1) 

Cells examined in this study were centrifuged at 3300 rpm for 15 

minutes. The supernatant was decanted and the cells were resuspended 

in a 2% sodium chloride solution. Under these conditions the cells re¬ 

mained immobile and the chloroplasts had a tendency to pull away 

from the eyespot leaving it surrounded by a clear area of cytoplasm. 

RESULTS 

In Figure 1 the absorption spectrum of the eyespot of Euglena mes- 

nili is shown over the wave length range 400-700 m/x,. The data indi¬ 

cate a major absorption peak in the region 480-500 mfi and a second 

major peak at 520-540 m/x,. The shoulders at 420-440 m/x and 620- 

650 m/x indicate the presence of two lesser peaks in these regions. These 

results agree quite well with those of Strother and Wolken (1961) 

except we find no evidence of the 510 m/x peak in their absorption 

spectrum. 

Light scattering characteristically produces smeared out absorption 

curves without sharp peaks; consequently as absorption spectrum of a 

chloroplast was determined as a check for this effect. The curve from 

such a spectrum revealed the sharp absorption peaks typical of the 

pigments found in the chloroplast and gave little indication of light 

scattering. 

DISCUSSION 

Studies of the pigment content of Euglena gracilis have demon¬ 

strated the presence of three main carotenoids: lutein, neoxanthin, 

and beta carotene (Goodwin and Jamikorn, 1954). These three pig¬ 

ments in light petroleum ether have absorption maxima in the range 

from 415-475 m/x. In non-polar solvents the region of absorption maxi¬ 

mum shifts to 450-510 m/x (Strother and Wolken, 1961). It is possible, 

therefore, that these carotenoids could account for three of the absorp¬ 

tion maxima shown in Figure 1. From these data, however, it is im¬ 

possible to conclusively identify the pigment or pigments actually in 

the eyespot. Goodwin and Jamikorn (1954) were unable to detect 

astaxanthin, which has often been postulated as one of the eyespot pig¬ 

ments, in their cultures of Euglena gracilis. This does not necessarily 
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Fig. 1. Absorption Spectrum of Euglena mesnili compared with Action Spectrum of Euglena 

gracilis. Absorption Spectrum: an absorption of an eyespot of Euglena mesnili from 400—700 

mju with an entering half band width of 6.6 mju. Magnification at the photomultiplier tube 

I sapproximately 1740 diameters. Action Spectrum (spectral sensitivity vs. wave length): 

Phototaxis acion spectrum for dark grown Euglena gracilis after Wolken and Shin (19S8)> 

rule out astaxanthin as one of the eyespot pigments, but if it is present 

it must exist in minute traces. 

The shoulder in the absorption curve at 620-650 mja does not match 

the absorption spectra of any known carotenoids. Strother and Wolken 

(1961) suggest that this area of absorption could be due to a porph3crin 

since mixed porphyrins have been isolated from Euglena (Wolken^ 

1960). 
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In Figure 1 the action spectrum for phototaxis in Euglena gracilis 

(as published by Wolken and Shin, 1958) is compared to the absorp¬ 

tion spectrum of the eyespot of Euglena mesnili. From such a compari¬ 

son it is evident that the major peaks for photo taxis are matched by 

corresponding absorption peaks in the eyespot. Peaks in the absorption 

spectrum not found in the action spectrum may indicate eyespot pig¬ 

ments which are not involved in phototaxis or may be due to merely 

background absorption. 
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tive Physiology and Biochemistry, Cambridge, England 

ABSTRACT 

The possible use of the nutria {Myocastor coy pus) as a laboratory 

animal for antisera production is discussed. The results show that 

nutria exhibit strong immune responses to ram seminal plasma. The 

animals remained in a healthy condition throughout the experiment. 

INTRODUCTION 

The coypu, or nutria {Myocastor coy pus) has been receiving atten¬ 

tion recently as a large animal for laboratory use (Hillemann and 

Gaynor, 1961; Hillemann, et at. 1958; Mann and Wilson, 1962; Stan¬ 

ley and Hillemann, 1959; Wilson and Dewees, 1962). Although this 

South American rodent is abundant in Louisiana, Texas, Washington, 

Oregon, and parts of England, relatively little medically oriented in¬ 

formation about it appears in the scientific literature. While maintain¬ 

ing several individuals in captivity, we decided to test these animals 

for the production of antiserum after injection with ram seminal 

plasma of known antigenic potency. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The two female nutria used for this experiment were trapped in the 

wild and subsequently housed in rabbit cages where they were supplied 

with laboratory chow, fresh vegetables, and water ad libitum. Samples 

of blood were obtained both before injection of antigen, and at 14, 35, 

and 57 days after injection. Toe clipping or heart puncture under 

anesthesia were satisfactory means of obtaining blood. The antigenic 

1 Aided in part by a grant from the American Philosophical Society to Everett D. 

Wilson. 

2 Work was conducted during tenure as a N.A.T.O, postdoctoral fellow. Present 

address: Dept, of Biology, Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville, Texas. 

3 Work was conducted during tenure as a N.I.H. postdoctoral fellow. Present 

address: Dept, of Biological Chemistry, College of Medicine, University of Utah, 

Salt Lake City. 
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preparation consisted of ram seminal plasma homogenized with equal 

equal volume of Freund’s complete adjuvant (Difco). The seminal 

plasma was derived from pooled semen collected from 16 rams by 

means of an artificial vagina. After removal of the spermatozoa by 

centrifugation, the seminal plasma was kept for six months at — 15°C. 

before use. Initially, each nutria was injected intramuscularly with 

5 ml of the antigenic mixture. After 35 days, a second injection of 1 ml 

was administered into a rear foot pad of each animal. Serum samples 

were tested for precipitin reactions with the antigen by means of a 

microagar diffusion method (Crowle, 1961) a modification of the 

Ouchterlony technique (Ouchterlony, 1948). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Serum samples obtained both before first injection, and after 14 days 

failed to form precipitin lines in the test against ram seminal plasma. 

One of the 35“day samples was also negative, but the 35-day serum of 

the other nutria formed 4 distinct precipitation bands in the test. Since 

this animal developed a small abscess at the site of the injection, the 

Fig. 1. Agar diffusion piate wifh serum of female nyfria in center well and ram seminal 

plasma in each outer well. 
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second injection was made into a foot pad of each animal. Serum ; 

samples from both animals, obtained 22 days after the second injection 

(day 57), produced numerous precipitation lines in the test against 

ram seminal plasma. Eight different bands are visible in Figure 1. 

These results demonstrate that the coypu developed strong immune I 

responses to the ram seminal plasma. The fact that the animals re- | 

mained healthy throughout the treatment and were easy to handle, I 

suggests that nutria might be useful in cases where rabbits and other 

laboratory animals fail as producers of antiserum. 

Thanks are due to Mr, A. V. Guntrip for the photograph of the agar 

diffusion plate. 
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Some Aspects of the Ecology and Population Dynamics of 

the Pocket Gopher {Geomys Bursarim) in Southern Texas^ 

by BOBBY J. WILKS 

Prefatory Note: This paper is abstracted from a Thesis presented in 

partial fulfillment of the requirements for a Master’s Degree from the 

Department of Zoology, The University of Texas and is published 

posthumously. Mr. Wilks had not prepared the final manuscript for 

publication before his tragic and untimely death, and since I was a 

close friend and associate of Mr. Wilks, Dr. W. Frank Blair, who 

supervised the study, suggested that I prepare this paper for publica¬ 

tion. While I welcome the opportunity to render this service, I deeply 

regret the circumstances which have made it necessary. Editorial 

changes have been made; however, I feel certain that I have in no way 

changed any meaning nor altered any conclusions drawn by Mr. 

Wilks. These changes have been limited to omission of certain minor 

sections, alteration of sentence structure and wording, and revision of 

the order of presentation, I have inserted occasional comments, usually 

in reference to recent literature which Mr. Wilks had not seen. These 

comments are set off in footnotes and identified by my initials. This 

paper remains entirely the work of Mr. Wilks, although I freely ac¬ 

knowledge responsibility for any typographical or grammatical errors. 

Any correspondence or queries pertaining to this paper should be sent 

to me; Gerald G. Raun^ Curator of Zoology^ Texas Memorial Museum,. 

Austin, Texas. 

INTRODUCTION 

This study was undertaken to gain information on the ecology and 

more especially the population dynamics of a natural population of the 

pocket gopher, Geomys bursarius attwateri Merriam. 

Since most of the life of the pocket gopher is spent underground 

certain phases of the life history and ecology are difficult if not impos¬ 

sible to study. As a result, little is known of the structure and dynamics 

of gopher populations. As far as I have been able to ascertain, there 

have been only two previous studies of gopher populations in which 

live trapping techniques were mainly employed. Kennerly (1958) 

worked on Geomys personatus in southern Texas, and Howard and 

^ Welder Wildlife Foundation, Contribution 41. 
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Childs (1959) made an extensive study of Thomomys bottae in Cali- | 

fornia. 

Geomys bursarius is a widely distributed species, ranging over most 

of the Great Plains from the vicinity of Corpus Christi, Texas to the i 

Minnesota-Canadian border (Hall and Kelson, 1959). This study was 

carried out within 15 miles of the southern edge of this range. A wide- 

ranging species such as this must of necessity encounter extreme vari¬ 

ations in environmental conditions. The range of a species is limited by 

its ability to adapt to variable conditions and its failure to adapt to 

others. An understandng of these interrelationships seems to me to be 

the heart of ecology. This study, confined to one point in the species j 

range, would be of little value if considered by itself. Its worth can i 

only be demonstrated when the data are compared with information j 

from other parts of the species range. | 

I would like to express my appreciation to the trustees of the Welder 

Wildlife Foundation for allowing me to carry out this study on the I 

Welder Wildlife Refuge near Sin ton, Texas, for providing living ! 

quarters during the summer of 1958, and for granting me a generous I 

fellowship during the study. To Dr. Clarence Cottam, Director, and 1 

Mr. W. C. Glazener, Assistant Director of the Welder Wildlife Foun- | 

dation, I am indebted for assistance, encouragement and many cour- !■ 

tesies extended. I am pleased to acknowledge the supervision and en- :■ 
couragement of Dr. W. Frank Blair. I am indebted to Dr. Thaddis W. i 

Box and Mr. George Williges for aid in identification of soils, and i 

plants, and to Dr. Gerald G. Raun, Mr. Harold E. Laughlin, and Mr. | 

Robert L. Downing for their assistance in some phases of the field work. | 

I wish to thank Dr. Walter E. Howard of the University of California ' 

for allowing me to read, in advance of publication, a manuscript of | 

his paper with Henry E. Childs (Howard and Childs, 1959). I am i 

grateful to my wife, Sue, for her understanding and patience and for I 

typing of manuscript. ; 

METHODS I 

Field work was carried on from June 1957 through June 1958. A : 

total of 102 days was spent in actual trapping activity. This was con- j 

centrated during the months of June, July, and August of 1957 and | 

June of 1958. During the remainder of the year field operations were j 

sporadic and limited mainly to weekends. Suggestions presented in the 

outline for an ecological life history of pocket gophers by Howard and 

Ingles (1951) were used to a great extent as a model in the formula¬ 

tion of this study. 

A modified Howard (1952) live trap was used almost exclusively. 
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Some traps were set unbaited and open at one end, others were baited 

and completely covered with dirt. The latter technique was found to 

be most successful. Rolled oats was the most acceptable bait and was the 

easiest to carry and to handle in the field. Potatoes, carrots, lettuce, 

celery, and native plants from the study area were used with less 

success. 

Burrows were located by probing around a gopher mound (prefer¬ 

ably a fresh one). A sharpened brass rod, five-sixteenths of an inch in 

diameter, was found to be a satisfactory probe. The burrows were 

opened and traps were placed at each of the openings, baited, and then 

completely covered with dirt. Ordinarily, gophers were not left in the 

traps for more than two or three hours during the day and were often 

removed within 15 minutes of capture. Those caught during the night 

were removed from the traps by 0730 the following morning. 

Individuals-were marked by clipping toes on the hind feet. The sys¬ 

tem was arranged so that no more than two toes were removed from a 

single foot. A styptic powder was applied to stop bleeding and to help 

prevent infection. After a few days the toes healed completely, leaving 

only a slight enlargement where the members were cut. During the 

process of setting traps, gophers were frequently seen coming to the 

openings of the burrows. They were plainly visible at the time, so an 

attempt was made to mark individuals by painting their noses with 

lacquer. Paint markings on a captive individual remained recogniz¬ 

able for a period of two weeks. When the paint wore off some hair 

came off also but no other detrimental effects were noted. Four indi¬ 

viduals on the study plot were painted with different colors. One of 

these was recognized 10 days after marking. The paint was not visible 

when the same animal was trapped five and one-half months later. 

The other three painted individuals were not seen again. 

Adult, subadult, and juvenile age classes were recognized on the 

basis of size, breeding condition, and stage of first molt. A juvenile was 

considered to be an animal under parental care. The first molt begins 

during the juvenile phase but is not completed until the animal is a 

subadult or young adult. A subadult is one which has left the maternal 

burrow but has not yet reached sexual maturity. Normally, subadults 

are in some stage of the first molt. Adults are sexually mature animals. 

Females are considered adult when the public symphysis is resorbed 

under the influence of ovarian hormones (Hisaw, 1925). Somewhat 

arbitrary criteria were necessary for determining male adults. If a 

male had completed the first molt and weighed 140 grams or more it 

was considered to be adult. In practically all instances the first molt 

was completed by the time this weight was reached. 
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The study area (2.8 acres) was laid out in a grid system with num¬ 

bered stakes placed at 50 foot intervals over the entire area. The point 

of each capture was noted in relation to the distance and direction to 

the nearest stake. A rough map of the direction of the tunnels, the loca¬ 

tion of traps set, and the position of nearby mounds was made at each 

trapping location. 

Captures which were made during the night were designated only 

as “night.” During the day, the time of capture was estimated to be 

half-way between the time of discovery and the time the trap was last 

checked. Gophers were weighed to the nearest 0.1 gram on an O’Haus 

triple beam balance. The gopher was first weighed in the trap, re¬ 

moved, and then the empty trap was weighed. The difference between 

the two weights was assumed to be the weight of the gopher. 

Rectal body temperatures were taken to the nearest 0.1 °C. using a 

Schultheiz Museum Special Thermometer. Air and soil temperatures 

were also taken. A frequent check of the Schultheiz thermometer was 

made with a pocket alcohol-in-glass thermometer. Both temperatures 

were always in agreement within 0.1 °C. 

Vernier calipers were used to measure the vertical diameter of the 

burrow to the nearest millimeter. Depth from the surface of the soil 

to the bottom of the burrow was measured to the nearest centimeter. 

During the 102 days spent trapping, 624 traps were set in 388 loca¬ 

tions on the study area with an average of 1.6 traps per location. One, 

two, or three traps were set at each location depending upon the num¬ 

ber of tunnels opened. A total of 43 gophers was caught 127 times for 

an average of 2.95 captures per gopher (Tables 1 & 2). I was unable 

to do any trapping from the first of February until the first of March, 

1958. For this reason the months of January and February are com¬ 

bined and March is omitted in most of the tables and figures. 

Five gophers from nearby areas were kept in the laboratory during 

the summer of 1958 and one in 1957. These animals were fed rolled 

Table 1 

Capture Frequency data. 

Se.x Age 1 2 3 
Number of Captures* 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Males subadults 4 1 1 

adults 5 5 3 1 2 2 

Females subaduits 3 2 1 

adults 5 1 2 2 1 1 

* A single capture of an unsexed juvenile is not listed here. 
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oats, carrots, and potatoes. Grass and cotton were provided for nesting 

material. Records of weight, temperature, and behavior were kept. 

Biometric analyses were made using standard methods as outlined 

by Simpson and Roe (1939) and Snedecor (1946). 

THE STUDY AREA 

The Welder Wildlife Foundation is located eight miles northeast of 

Sinton, Texas in San Patricio County. This area is included in the 

Tamaulipan Biotic Province of Blair (1950) and the Gulf Coastal 

Prairie of Tharp (1939). 

Fig. 1. Outline map of the study area and surrounding features. 

Soils. The Aransas River, which forms the northern boundary of the i 

Refuge, is an old, tortuously meandering stream with many ox-bows i 

along its lower course. Merriam (1895), Davis (1940) and others 

have demonstrated the partiality of Geomys for deep sandy soils. This | 

relationship is quite noticeable on the Refuge where gophers are found ; 

only in sandy areas along the present river bank and the margins of | 

old stream courses. The study area (Fig. 1) is on the southwest shore t 

of an ox-bow lake (appropriately called Big Lake) located three-fourths i 

of a mile south of the present channel. The plot is on an isolated island ; 

of deep Nueces fine sand, surrounded on the west, south, and southeast ; 

by tight, black Orelia clay, a member of the Beaumont series, and on ‘ 

the north and northeast by Big Lake. This ''island” of sand is separated 
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from other sandy areas to the southeast and northwest by clay strips 

approximately 125 and 300 feet wide respectively at their narrowest 

points. The clay strips are not absolute barriers since the gophers can 

cross them by traveling overland but I feel sure that none crossed by 

burrowing. 

Soil samples were taken at 50 foot intervals over the study area by 

means of a Viehmeyer tube. The deepest sand, just over four feet, 

occurs in the south-central part of the plot. The depth decreases toward 

the margins where it feathers out into the clay. The usual depth of sand 

is 30--40 inches. The soil is of uniform fine texture, light greyish-brown 

in color and is nearly devoid of visible humus or other organic materiaL 

Box (1959) has described the soils of the Refuge in detail. 

Topography, The soil surface slopes gently up from lake level (about 

5-10 feet above sea level) to approximately 25-30 feet above sea level 

on the west side of the area. The maximum slope is found within 75 

feet of the lake shore, A small draw borders the study area on the 

southeast and another slight draw runs from west to east in the south¬ 

ern section. The northwestern and central sections are relatively flat. 

The lake is subject to considerable fluctuation, alternately covering and 

uncovering a narrow beach which varied from zero to eight feet in 

width during the study period. 

Vegetation, The vegetation of the Welder Wildlife Refuge has been 

! described by Box (1957) and Rowell (1957). Williges (1959) made 

a transect survey of the blooming plants on a similar sandhill just to 

the southeast of the study area and found practically no plants in 

bloom during the months of December, January, and February. There 

' was considerable change in seasonal composition during the remainder 

1 of the year (Table 3). 

Table 3 

Changes in dominant and sub-dominant blooming plants of a sandhill environment 

j on the Welder Refuge,* 

Month Dominant Subdominant 

March U rtica chamae dry aides Lepidum virginicum 

April Lepidum virginicum Evax multicaulis 

May Aphanostephus skirrhobasis Coreopsis nuecensis 

June Aphanostephus skirrhobasis Verhesina enseloides 

July Aphanostephus skirrhobasis Commelina erecta 

August Croton capitatus Phyla incisa 

September Croton capitatus Erigonum multiflora 

October Croptilon divaricatum Croton capitatus 

November Croptilon divaricatum Verhesina enseloides 

* From Williges (1959). 
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The following plants were found to be most in evidence on the study j 

plot: Croton capitatus^ Verbesina enseloides^ Commelina erecta, Cni- I 

dosculus texana, Indigopher a sp., a few Opuntia lindheimeri, and | 

grasses including Cenchrus pauciflorus^ Paspalum sp., Setaria sp., j 

Panicum sp., and Bracharia sp. There is virtually no woody vegetation. | 

A single hackberry tree {Celtis sp.) and a few small Sesbania drum- \ 

mondii were present. A total of approximately 70 species of plants has I 

been recorded from the sandhill. 

Portions of several different kinds of plants were found in the gopher i 

burrows where they had apparently been taken for food. Those identi- ■ 
fied were: Cassia fasciculata, Chloris petraea, Cynodon dactylon^ i 

Croton capitatus^ Commelina erecta^ Callirhoe involucrata^ Cenchrus \ 

paucifLorus, Ambrosia psilostachya, Paspalum lividum, and Verbesina 

enseloides. The stems of Commelina erecta and Cynodon dactylon and ' 

the tubers of Callirhoe involucrata were the most common. Several 

caches containing only Callirhoe tubers were found, one of which con- i 

sisted of 13 tubers weighing 42.7 grams. 

The vegetation of the surrounding clay is quite different from that ; 

of the sand. On the southeast comer near the water’s edge Xanthium 

sp, is very thick. A nearly pure stand of Gutierrezia texana bordered 

the plot to the west in the late fall of 1957 and during 1958. Farther 

to the west and south of the plot is a dense thicket of low brush {Acacia \ 

sp., Berberis sp., and Prosopis juliflora) and cactus {Opuntia lindhei- 

meri and O. leptocaulis). 

Climate. According to the climatic system of Thornthwaite (1948) j 

the area is classed as megathermal and on the borderline between dry 

subhumid and semiarid. The mean annual rainfall is approximately i 

31.5 inches based on interpolation of U.S. Weather Bureau Climato- ! 

logical Data (1957, 1958) for Sinton (8 miles to the southwest) and 

Woodsboro (9 miles to the northeast). The daily maximum tern- i 

perature in July commonly reaches 100°F. and freezing temperatures 

normally occur at least once or twice during the winter. The climate is i 

greatly influenced by the nearby Gulf of Mexico which is only 25 air ? 

miles southeast of the study area. The prevailing winds are off the j 

Gulf. The disproportionally large rainfall figure for September (Table I 

4) is a result of tropical storms which are not uncommon in this area. | 

REPRODUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT i 

Most workers who have studied breeding habits of pocket gophers | 

have based their interpretations on embryo and placental scar counts, i 

This technique is not possible in a live-trapping study, therefore I have 

employed other criteria. 
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Table 4 

Rainfall data for the Welder Wildlife Refuge* 

Month Normal rainfall in inches 

January 1.82 

February 1.53 

March 2.13 

April 2.50 

May 3.62 

June 2.89 

July 3.21 

August 2.55 

September 4.15 

October 2.45 

November 1.79 

December 2.87 

Total 31.48 

* Interpolated from U.S. Weather Bureau data for nearby Sinton and Woodsboro, Texas. 

Pocket gophers have not been successfully bred in the laboratory^ so 

information on the gestation period is meager and must be inferred 

from sources other than direct observation of laboratory animals. 

Wight (1930) estimated the gestation period to be 40-50 days for 

Thomomys bulbivorus and T. quadratus {=T. talpoides) and Scheffer 

(1938) estimated it at one lunar month for T. bottae. Scheffer (1931) 

estimated the gestation period for Geomys to be approximately four 

weeks. Estimates on the length of the lactation period vary from five 

weeks in Thomomys bottae (Sagal, 1942) to six weeks for T. bulbi¬ 

vorus (Wight, 1930) and Geomys bursarius (Scheffer, 1931). 

Very soon after weaning, the young leave the maternal burrow. 

Wight (1930) said of Thomomys bulbivorus: at “an age of approxi¬ 

mately six weeks . . . the mother turned exceedingly vicious toward 

her offspring and literally kicked them out into the wide, wide world, 

plugging the doors to home against them.” Howard and Childs (1959) 

stated that if the young of T. bottae dispersed, they did so at about two 

months of age. 

In this study I have assumed that the following pattern is approxi¬ 

mately correct: gestation period is four to five weeks; location period 

is approximately five to six weeks after which the young leave the 

parental burrow. 

^ Since this was written Schramm (1961, Jour. Mamm., 42(2): 167-170.) has 

reported successful breeding of Thomomys bottae under laboratory conditions. He 

observed litters being born 18 and 19 days after copulation. G.G.R. 
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Indications of Breeding. The following criteria are taken to indicate i 

breeding activity; multiple occurrences $ — young), lacta¬ 

tion, position of testes (to a certain degree), extrusion of the penis, and 

the appearance of young individuals. 

Pocket gophers are solitary animals throughout most of their lives. 

Seldom are more than one individual found in a single burrow except 

during the breeding season and prior to the dispersal of the young. On 

three occasions I found more than one gopher in a single burrow sys- i 

tern. A lactating female, No. 18, was caught on July 19, 1957. While | 

she was being weighed another gopher plugged the opening to the ^ 

burrow. A trap was set but the second individual was not captured. | 

Ten days later No. 18 was recaptured and was still lactating or had | 

only recently ceased. The burrow was not plugged this time. On 

August 18 this female was again trapped and was definitely not lac- | 

tating. There were no indications of another gopher sharing the bur¬ 

row. Apparently the other gopher in the burrow on July 19 was one | 

of No. 18’s young. The cessation of lactation and the apparent disap¬ 

pearance of the young occurred within a short period of time and seem ' 

to support the idea that weaning is closely followed by dispersal. As- ; 

suming 10 to 11 weeks from breeding to weaning, this would place the 

time of mating between the middle of May and the middle of June. 

On December 28, 1957, male No. 24 was caught. While he was being , 

weighed another gopher plugged the burrow. Traps were set without ' 

success. If the burrow mate were a female, as seems most likely, this 

would suggest breeding activity. The nearest known female was No. 

26 who was caught the preceeding day only 20 feet from the point of ; 

capture of male No. 24. l 

Female No. 12 was lactating when caught on January 29, 1958. i 

Efforts to trap the young were unsuccessful which suggests the possi¬ 

bility that they were too small to leave the nest. If this assumption is ; 

correct, breeding must have occurred from six to ten weeks previously, ' 

or between the last of November and the middle of December. This 

female was recaptured on June 5 and June 12, 1958 and was lactating : 

both times. While she was being weighed on June 12, the burrow was i 

plugged. A trap set this time caught a juvenile (sex indeterminate) | 

which weighed 74 grams and which was still in juvenile pelage. It may ; 

have been close to weaning since it had taken rolled oats into its cheek | 

pouches. Nine days later female No. 12 was caught again. She was not | 

lactating at this time. Breeding in this instance must have occurred j 

around the middle of April (assuming 10 weeks from breeding to i 

weaning). The fact that this female was lactating in January and ; 

again in June indicates that G. bursarius produces at least two litters : 
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per year in southern Texas. No obviously pregnant females were 

caught. Miller (1946) said of Tkomomys: “As pregnancy advances, 

pregnant females probably are more secluded, perhaps more wary, 

and progressively less likely to be caught.” 

Hisaw (1925) noted that the testes of the male pocket gopher en¬ 

large and descend into the poorly developed scrotum during the breed¬ 

ing season whereas during the nonbreeding season the testes are 

smaller and are abdominal in position. Miller (1946) states that testes 

size is probably a better indicator of breeding in Thomomys than is 

position. He felt that there was a closer correlation between testes 

position and seasonal conditions than between position of the testes 

and breeding condition, since the scrotal position was more common 

during the warmer months. Males which were presumably immature 

were found to have descended testes. Miller recorded the highest per¬ 

centage of males with scrotal testes in the period from May until 

October (60-78%) and the lowest percentage in December (33%). 

Wood (1949) cited practically the opposite in Geomys bursarius in 

central Texas even though the breeding seasons of these two gophers 

(in California and Texas) are quite similar. Wood found that the 

lowest percentage of males with scrotal testes occurred in June, July, 

and September (36.3-68%) and the highest percentage was in De¬ 

cember and January (100%). My data agree, in part, with those of 

Wood in that I found that 67% of the adult males captured during the 

months of June through September had scrotal testes while 86% of 

those captured from October through May had scrotal testes. There 

does appear to be some correlation between the position of the testes 

and breeding condition despite statements to the contrary (Wood, 

1949; Miller, 1946). If testes position were dependent only upon cli¬ 

matic conditions as suggested by Miller, the highest percentage of 

males with scrotal testes should be found in the summer. This may be 

true of Thomomys but other factors seem to be affecting the percent¬ 

ages in Geomys.^ Inguinal testes were noted in some males in the 

months of June, October, November, December, and February. No 

subadults were noted to have scrotal testes and the smallest adult male 

so noted weighed 157 grams. 

Three of a total of 18 adult males were found to have part of the 

pubic symphysis missing. Two of these were old individuals (No, 2 

and No. 23) but the third was not. There can be no doubt that each of 

these were males since each was found to have scrotal testes at one time 

2 A comparison of the variation in temperature and humidity in the relatively 

deep burrows of Geomys with those in the shallower burrows of Thomomys might 

resolve some of the apparent discrepancies. G.G.R. 
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or another and one was found with an extruded penis. Hisaw (1925) i 

found only two males out of 6,000 with gaps in the pubic symphysis, j 

This condition may result from some hormonal imbalance. f 

Three of the males, caught during the months of January and Feb- | 

ruary of 1958, were noted to have the penis extruded. This is probably 

a good indication of breeding. One of these males (No. 24) was earlier 

mentioned as occupying a burrow with another gopher on December j 
28, 1957. At this time his penis was not extruded, however it was ' 

extruded when he was captured on January 31 and again on February j 
1, 1958. ! 

Individuals weighing 100 grams or less were caught during the , 

months of January, May, June, July, September, and October. Gophers I 
weighing between 75 and 90 grams are thought to be five to eight ^ 

weeks old (assuming dispersal at five weeks of age when the gopher i 

weighs between 70 and 80 grams) and those weighing between 90 and ’ 

100 grams are thought to be from eight to 12 weeks old. On the basis of 

five weeks gestation and five weeks lactation, the above dates of occur- ! 

rence of young would indicate breeding in October, February, March, * 

April, May, and June. Wood (1949) stated that G. bursarius brazensis ' 

breeds from February through August in Brazos County, Texas, ap¬ 

proximately 200 miles north of the study area. Kennerly (1958) found ! 

gravid female G. b. attwateri during November, January, February, ; 

March, and June. He did not have a sample taken in December. The ' 

absence of gravid females in April and May led Kennerly to state that 

this might represent a temporary cessation of reproductive activity 

before the summer breeding period. Kennerly also captured pregnant i 

female G, personatus in southern Texas from December through 

March and May. j 
Data accumulated in this study (Table 5) indicate that breeding | 

took place from October through June with possible peaks in Decem¬ 

ber-January and April-May. Apparently little if any breeding oc- i 

curred during the summer months of July, August, and September. ; 

The breeding period of G. bursarius in Michigan is apparently much ■ 
restricted, April through May (Bailey, 1929), in comparison with the ' 

October through June season indicated by my data. Literature records i 
pertaining to breeding of Geomys bursarius are summarized in Table 6. ' 

Miller (1946) summarized the reports of the breeding activity of j 

Thomomys by stating: “The consensus of these reports is that in the . 

northern and more elevated portions of this range, there is one more ! 

or less limited breeding (spring) while in the southern regions the ! 

breeding season is more extended, coinciding with the rainy season 

that begins in the fall and terminates late in the spring.” This state- i 
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Table 5 

Breeding indications, dates noted, and inferred dates of breeding of Geomys bursarius 

in southern Texas. 

Indication of breeding Date noted Inferred date of breeding 

Multiple occurrences 

(1) lactating female 

with young (?) July 19 May or June 

(2) lactating female 

with young (74 gms.) June 12 April or May 

(3) mature male with 

female (?) December 28 December 

Lactating females (other 

than noted above) 

(1) January 29 November or December 

(2) 
Extruded penis in 

adult males 

July 29 May or June 

(1) December 28 December 

(2) January 21 January 

(3) 

Occurrence of young 

January 31 January 

(1) 80 gms. July 4 April 

(2) 84 gms. July 29 May 

(3) 100 gms. September 18 June 

(4) 100 gms. October 5 June 

(5) 100 gms. January 31 October 

(6) 91 gms. May 15 February 

(7) 98 gms. June 6 February or March 

ment may well be applied to Geomys bursarius. Kennerly (1958) 

attributed the difference in the breeding season of G. bursarius brazen- 

sis in central Texas reported by Wood (1949) and that of G. b. 

attwateri in southern Texas to warmer climate in the range of the 

latter. 

A major climatic factor which may inhibit the summer breeding of 

G. b. attwateri is temperature. However, humidity and rainfall may 

also be involved. In southern Texas the soil is very hot and dry during 

the summer months but this condition is relieved by fall rains begin¬ 

ning in September with the advent of the tropical storm season. Vege¬ 

tation will grow in southern Texas whenever there is sufficient mois¬ 

ture, the mean temperature of the coldest month being only 57°F. The 

growing season is considered to be 12 months. 

Presumably copulation takes place in the burrow but this fact is not 

known. Kennerly (1958) and Howard and Childs (1959) suggest that 
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Fig. 2. Home ranges of male and female pocket gophers. 
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the female is the visitor in the male’s burrow. Some of the earlier 

workers (Wight, 1918; Scheffer, 1931; Howell, 1922) thought that i 

males sought mates by traveling overland. Home ranges of males and 

females overlap to a considerable degree (Fig. 2). This indicates the I 

ready access of the sexes to each other in areas of normal population 

density and suggests that there may be connections between burrow 

systems of males and females. The pocket gopher is polygamous and I 
breeding is probably restricted to immediate neighbors. More informa- I 
tion is needed on this phase of gopher life history. 

Weight and Age at Sexual Maturity 

The age at which an individual becomes a reproductive part of the i 

population is important in any consideration of the dynamics of a popu- i 

lation. Female pocket gophers reach puberty at approximately three ! 

months of age (Miller, 1946; Wood, 1949) and are presumably cap- | 

able of breeding at this time. Wood said that this is the time when | 

female Geomys lose the symphyseal bar, not at first pregnancy as sug- [ 

gested by Hisaw (1925). In the southern portion of the species range | 

females born early in the season may reach sexual maturity and j 

produce a litter before that season ends. In the northern part, where | 

the breeding season is shorter, females reach puberty and breed the 

year after birth (Hisaw, 1925). 

The smallest female, caught on the study plot, which lacked the 

pubic symphysis weighed 100 grams and the largest female with an 

intact symphysis weighed 127 grams. Both individuals were just com¬ 

pleting their first molt. Completion of the first molt and the loss of the 

pubic symphysis apparently occur at about three months of age. The 

age of attainment of sexual maturity in males is more difficult to de¬ 

termine. Males appear to complete the first molt, reach a weight of 

about 140-150 grams, and first-show evidence of scrotal testes more or 

less simultaneously. Males were considered to be adult if the first molt 

was completed and the weight was at least 140 grams. It is possible that 

males reach sexual maturity at a later age than do females and thus 

may not breed in their first year, but the data are too limited for a 

positive statement to this effect. 

Reproductive Potential 

Kennerly (1958) stated that female G. hursarius in southern Texas 

produce an average of 2.5 young per litter and at least two litters per 

year. This amounts to five young per female per year assuming max¬ 

imum production and no infant mortality, which, of course is rarely 
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realized. Miller (1946) used the '‘coefficient of birth’' of Volterra (from 

Chapman, 1931, quoted in Miller) which is obtained by multiplying 

the number of young per female by the “effective sex ratio” or propor¬ 

tion of reproductive females in the population. Miller quoted the 

coefficient of birth for Thomomys bottae navus as averaging 4.3 young 

per year. Wood (1949) estimated a birth coefficient of 2.35 for G. 

bursarius brazensis. Assuming five young per adult female per year 

and an effective sex ratio of 0.35 (5.3 adult females in an average total 

population of 15.5) the coefficient of birth for the colony of G. b. 

attwateri under observation was only 1.75. If there were 15 gophers 

present on the study plot at the beginning of the year and five of these 

were breeding females there would be 41 gophers present at the end 

of the year (assuming no movement in or out of the area and no 

deaths). The difference between the potential and the observed popula¬ 

tion size is a function of mortality, emigration, and adjustments of 

breeding within the population. It appears that the stability of the 

population is mainly a result of density dependent factors which will 

be discussed later. 

Weight and Growth 

Body weights are useful in estimating age up to three or four months, 

but beyond this they fluctuate widely and are not reliable (Howard 

and Childs, 1959). Beyond this age the males begin to outweigh the 

females. When plotted in a weight-frequency diagram the mean 

weights show a reasonably normal distribution for each sex and for all 

adults (Fig. 3). The mean weight of adult males was 184.1 ± 6.3 grams 

(range 142-237 grams) and of adult females 134 ± 5.4 grams (range 

100-161 grams). The difference between the sexes is significant. Mer- 

riam (1895), Kennerly (1958), and others have shown significant 

sexual dimorphism in skeletal measurements, the males being con¬ 

sistently larger than the females. English (1932) recorded an aver¬ 

age weight of 117.1 grams for females of G. bursarius brazensis and 

160 grams for males. 

The literature contains very little information on growth of pocket 

gophers. Wade (1927) reported that a young G. b. lutescens gained 

from 49 grams on August 12 to 167 grams on January 2. A young 

Thomomys bulbivorus weighed 6.12 grams at birth and 167 grams at 

17 weeks of age (Wight, 1918). I am able to add little information from 

the results of this study. Subadult male No. 31 weighed 100 grams on 

January 31, 1958. He was recaptured 13 weeks later at which time he 

weighed 151 grams. Male No. 27 gained 63 grams (131 to 194) from 
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AVERAGE WEIGHT IN GRAMS 
Fig. 3. Weighf-frequency diagram for adult female (lined) and adult male (open) 

gophers from the Welder Wildlife Refuge study area. 

November 29, 1957 to June 4, 1958. The average weight gain per 

week of these two individuals was three to four grams. 

Animals which were left overnight in the traps (up to 12 hours) lost 

an average of about nine percent of their body weight. Experiments 

with gophers in the laboratory confirmed these field observations. Nor¬ 

mal weight was regained rapidly after the gophers were released. 

Fluctuations in the weights of three adult males (Table 7) may have 

been correlated with seasonal abundance of green forage. The weights 

typically decrease from November through January and gain through 

the rest of the year. 

Molts and Pelage Condition 

The molt patterns and sequence generally follow those described for 

Thomomys (Morejohn and Howard, 1956). Many gophers seem to be 

in an almost continuous state of molt, one molt beginning before the 

previous one is completed. At times parts of three separate pelages are 

visible. G. bursarius, in southern Texas, undergoes two molts per year 

and thus has distinct summer and winter pelages. The spring molt is 

completed by about the first of July and the fall molt begins sometime 
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Table 7 

j Records of body weight and estes position in adult male Geomys bursarius. 

Date of capture Weight (gms.) Testes position 

June 25, 1957 

Male No. 5 

136 abdominal (subadult) 

September 19, 1957 166 scrotal (adult) 

November 1, 1957 170 scrotal (adult) 

December 28, 1957 160 inguinal 

January 21, 1958 161 scrotal (penis extruded) 

January 29, 1958 156 scrotal 

February 1, 1958 152 scrotal 

May 15, 1958 190 scrotal 

June 25, 1957 

Male No. 5 

177 inguinal 

July 1, 1957 186 abdominal 

November 30, 1957 185 inguinal 

December 27, 1957 185 scrotal 

December 28, 1957 179 scrotal 

January 30, 1958 193 scrotal 

February 1, 1958 177 inguinal 

April 5, 1958 228 scrotal 

May 15, 1958 211 scrotal 

June 7, 1958 202 abdominal 

July 22, 1958 220 abdominal 

August 19, 1958 225 abdominal 

June 25, 1957 

Male No. 10 

266 scrotal 

August 5, 1957 256 scrotal 

August 12, 1957 257 scrotal 

January 31, 1958 232 scrotal 

February 1, 1958 229 scrotal 

April 4, 1958 195 scrotal 

June 4, 1958 235 no record 

June 14, 1958 236 inguinal 

June 17, 1958 226 abdominal 

in October. My data do not show the beginning of the spring molt nor 

the end of the fall molt. The first molt (from juvenile to adult pelage) 

follows the same general pattern as do succeeding molts. The juvenile 

pelage is of finer texture and greyer in color than is the adult. The first 

adult pelage has more of a reddish coloration than succeeding pelages. 

Kennedy (1954, 1959) has correlated pelage color with soil color.® 

The fur, especially around the nose, eyes, and on the inside of the 

3 See also, Ingles, L. G., 1950. Evolution, 4(3): 353-357. G.G.R. 
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forelegs, takes on a grizzled appearance in old individuals. This is not 

the grizzled mutation described by McCarley (1951) in G. dutcheri 

in Oklahoma. White head-spotting was noted in at least two individuals 

from the study area. An examination of study skins in the Texas Nat¬ 

ural History Collection (University of Texas) revealed that this con¬ 

dition is not uncommon in Geomys from Texas and surrounding areas. 

McCarley (1951) recorded white head-spotting in Geomys from Ok¬ 

lahoma. 

During the late summer months, individuals were often found with 

completely hairless areas on the hind limbs and on the lumbar and 

sacral regions of the body. Kennerly (1954) also found this to occur 

in G. personatus and said that it might be an adaptation to the hot 

climate of this area. 

POPULATION DYNAMICS 

Population Composition 

Sex Ratio. There was a slight excess of males in the population in 

all of the months sampled (Table 8) with two exceptions. In August, 

1957 there were more females and in June, 1958 the sex ratio was 

Table 8 

Sex ratios in the population expressed as per cent males. 

Month All adults All age classes Adult residents 

June, 1957 57.1 57.1 57.1 
July 58.1 55.0 53.3 
August 50.0 46.7 50.0 
September 60.0 62.5 60.0 
October 57.1 57.1 61.5 
November 60.0 60.0 61.5 
December 66;7 66.7 64.3 
January-February, 1958 66.7 70.6 66.7 
April, 1958 54.5 57.1 60.0 
May 57.1 58.8 58.3 
June 60.0 50.0 60.0 
Mean 60.6 57.1 62.5 
X2 (none significant) 0.42 0.33 0.44 

equal. Other reports (Wood, 1949; English, 1932; Kennerly, 1958; 

and others) have indicated sex ratios slightly unbalanced in favor of 

females. I have no explanation for the reversal of the expected situ¬ 

ation which is shown by my data. During the breeding season one 
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might expect an apparent excess of males because of increased wari¬ 

ness of females but this would not account for the discrepancy in other 

months. Males tend to wander farther and thus should be caught more 

often. This does not, however, sufficiently explain the consistently un¬ 

balanced sex ratio in such a small, heavily trapped study area, but 

small sample size precludes the placing of much significance on this 

difference. 

Table 9 

Composition of the population by age and sex classes. 

Month 
Adults 

Males Females Subadults 

1957 

June 57.1% 42.9% 0.0% 

July 40.0 35.0 15.0 

August 46.6 46.6 6.7 

September 56.3 37.5 6.3 

October 57.1 42.9 0.0 

November 60.0 60.0 0.0 

December 66.7 33.3 0.0 

1958 

January-February 58.4 29.4 11.2 

April 42.9 35.7 21.4 

May 47.1 35.3 17.6 

June 46.2 30.8 23.1 

Mean 46.5 30.2 23.3 

Age Ratio: An analysis of monthly variations in age class composi¬ 

tion (Tables 9 and 10) show that an influx of subadults begins about 

three months after the beginning of the breeding season. At the age of 

three months these subadults reach puberty and enter into the adult 

class. I have no explanation for the discrepancy in subadult percent¬ 

ages between the two June samples. Perhaps the 1957 breeding season 

ended earlier than did the 1958 season and by the time the June, 1957 

sample was taken the young had all reached sexual maturity. 

Population Density 

The density of gophers in this population is compared with some 

literature records of Geomys bursarius densities (Table 11). Except 

for the records from Butcher (1929) and Davis, et al. (1938, for Lufkin 

sandy loam) these reports are in reasonable agreement. However, dif¬ 

ferent techniques were employed in making these estimates so the 
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Table 11 

Records of population density in Geomys bursarius. 

Density (gophers per acre) Conditions and Location Authority 

5.5 Deep Nueces sand in San 

Patricio Co., Texas My data 

3-4 Prairie in Mississippi 

River watershed Bailey (1895) 

10-15 Clover and alfalfa fields 

in Iowa Butcher (1929) 

4-6 Natural prairie and alfalfa 

fields in Minnesota Mohr and Mohr (1936) 

0.83-1.35 Lufkin sandy loam in 

Brazos Co., Texas Davis, et al. (1938) 

6.8 Norfolk sand in Van 

Zandt Co., Texas Davis, (1938) 

figures are not strictly comparable. I determined the number of gophers 

present simply by counting them (Fig. 4). An animal need not be pres¬ 

ent in each monthly sample to be counted in that sample. If an 

individual was caught in July and in September, it was assumed to 

have been present in August also. An arbitrary two weeks was added 

to each end of the known period of residence to compensate somewhat 

for gaps in my trapping data. Only resident gophers (caught more 

than once) were treated in this manner. Transients were scored only 

for the date of capture. The mean density was 5.5 gophers per acre for 

the year with extremes of 4.6 in June, 1958 and 7.1 in July, 1957 

(Table 10). Kennerly (1954) estimated densities G. personatus in 

southern Texas at 1.0 to 4.6 per acre. 

The density remained reasonably stable throughout the year as 

might be expected in the case of highly territorial animals in a small 

area of restricted suitability. Territorial behavior should tend to force 

the emigration of excess animals during times of high population 

density, i.e., after the breeding season. Established residents are the 

most successful in maintaining their “dominant” position in the pop¬ 

ulation, forcing weaker adults and especially subadults to less favor¬ 

able parts of the area or forcing them to seek other areas. Eight of the 

17 known transients were subadults and 26 of the 28 residents were 

adults. Predation probably reaches its peak intensity during the (pre¬ 

sumably overland) emigration of these transients. 

The number of mounds (Ingles, et aL, 1949) and mound series 

(Davis, et al.^ 1938) have been used in the estimation of population 

densities. I found these criteria to be impractical on my study area 
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Fig. 4. Occurrence of marked gophers in the population. Individuals which were un¬ 

recorded for a period but later recaptured were considered to have been present during 

the unrecorded interval. S—Sub-adult at first capture; J—Juvenile at first capture. 
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because of extreme difficulty in determining where one series of 

mounds ended and another began. During the summer of 1958 there 

were approximately 1000 mounds per acre on the plot. This was de¬ 

termined by actual count of mounds in several 50 foot square quad¬ 

rats and also by the point centered quadrat method (Cottam, et aL, 

1953). Because the mounds may remain visible for several months and 

I because digging activity (hence mound formation) varies with the sea¬ 

sons, mound density is not a good indication of pocket gopher density. 

Biomass 

Mohr (1947) summarized information on biomass for a number of 

mammals. His figures for G. bursarius, which were taken from Bailey 

' (1895), Butcher (1929), and Mohr and Mohr (1936), averaged about 

2400 grams per acre. This is considerably higher than my estimate of 

approximately 900 grams per acre (Table 10). However, if the figures 

of Butcher, which seem disproportionately high (up to 5200 grams 

per acre), are omitted the average falls just below 1400 grams per acre 

and becomes more comparable to my data. 

All of the former estimates were based on instantaneous surveys 

using mainly kill trapping methods. The individual weight used in 

calculating these biomass figures was 350 grams, an exceptionally 

large Geomys. I estimate the mean weight of all gophers of both sexes 

in my population to be about 165 grams, less than one half the weight 

given by the above mentioned authors. Mohr (1947) pointed out that 

the biomass figure for pocket gophers is lower than that of other herbi¬ 

vores such as Microtus where extreme estimates of up to 40,320 grams 

per acre have been made (Piper, quoted in Mohr, 1947). Mohr said 

that this low figure for gophers may be a result of ‘‘nervous require¬ 

ments which demand greater isolation than do most other species.” 

Longevity 

The period of time covered by this study was insufficient to obtain an 

accurate estimate of the life span of the pocket gopher. However, some 

information was obtained on this little known phase of gopher ecology. 

Kennerly (1959) said that it was possible that the longevity of G. 

personatus was about two years. Howard and Childs (1959) stated 

with reference to T. bottae: “The mean length of life for gophers taken 

after September 1 was about 7.6 months for males and about 12.3 

months for females. It is, of course, necessary to add six months to 

these to obtain a figure more nearly approximating actual longevity. 

The oldest female on the plot lived to be at least four years and nine 
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months of age, whereas the oldest male attained only three years.” 

Blair (1953) has summarized literature records for longevity of |. 

several species of insectivores, rodents, and lagomorphs. In comparison 

with these, Geomys has a much higher percentage of survival through i 

one year. This is probably a result mainly of the protection offered by 

the burrow. Four of the 12 gophers marked during the first week of 

trapping were still present at the end of the study one year later. Two ; 

others were known to have lived at least 11 months. All were adults at | 

first capture. Longevity records (Table 12) indicate an average known , 

survival of 27.5 weeks for males (range 5 to 52 weeks) and 25 weeks | 

for females (range 5 to 52 weeks). As Howard and Childs (1959) ’ 

stated, at least six months must be added to these figures to obtain a ! 

more accurate longevity estimate. However, three of the males and two ■ 
of the females were at least one year old at first capture. 

j 

Table 12 

Longevity of resident pocket gophers on the study area. An “S” designates sub¬ 

adult, “ad” adult at first capture. 

Females 
Animal number Weeks present on study area Animal number 

Males 
Weeks present on study area 

ad 40 5* ad 11 4f 

S 20 6 ad 33 5 

S 41 6 ad 17 11 

ad 1 8 S 37 11* 

ad 18 9 ad 23 16 

ad 4 13 ad 8 18 

ad 9 35 S 31 20 

ad 26 38* ad 24 21 

ad 6 50 ad 29 30* 

ad 12 52* ad 27 33* 

ad 16 52* ad 2 36 

ad 3 51 

Mean 25.0 ^ ad 7 52f 

ad 5 52* 

ad 10 52* 

Mean 27.5 

* Alive at end of study, 
t Accidently killed. 

These data indicate that Geomys bursarius may live for consider¬ 

ably longer than two years. At the last capture of male No. 5, he was 

very grizzled around the eyes and in the gular region. His movements 

were slow and stiff which might indicate that he was reaching senility. 

At that time he weighed 225 grams, only three grams less than his 

maximum weight recorded in April, 1958. Most gophers continued to 
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gain weight as long as they were under observation with the exception 

of seasonal decreases (winter) and increases (spring) (Table 7). 

The capture of juvenile No. 43 with female No. 12 in June, 1958 

when she was between 18 and 24 months of age indicates that females 

remain reproductively active through most of their lives. 

Home Range and Territoriality 

The home range of the pocket gopher is, in the strictest sense, a tube 

several hundred feet long and two to three inches in diameter. This 

unique characteristic of the gopher's home range presents difficulties 

in interpretation which have been discussed by Mohr (1947). Scheffer 

(1940), Smith (1948), and others have described in detail excavated 

burrows, but this information was obtained at great expense to the 

gophers. Since the emphasis in this study was on the live animals, less 

drastic techniques were required. Home ranges were, therefore, esti¬ 

mated by connecting the outermost points of capture on a diagram to 

form a polygon. The area of the polygon was taken to be the home 

range. Howard and Childs (1959) estimated home ranges of Tho- 

momys in California by this method. This may not be the most de¬ 

sirable method of estimating home range but was the only feasible one. 

The males had a significantly larger home range (5040 ± 596 sq. ft.) 

than did the females (1560 ± 307 sq. ft.) (Table 13). These figures are 

estimated for the entire year. I feel sure that there were some minor 

shifts during this period but no major ones. Howard and Childs (1959) 

estimated home ranges of male Thomomys bottae at 2700 sq. ft. and 

females at 1300 sq. ft. 

The home range and territory are probably synonymous with re¬ 

spect to the pocket gopher. Males appear to be intolerant of other males 

and females are apparently intolerant of other females as is indicated 

by almost complete overlap in home ranges (Fig. 2). The overlap in 

the ranges of males No. 5 and No. 10 was probably of short duration. 

There is some overlap in the home ranges of males and females as 

might be expected. As Burt (1943) pointed out, the lack of overlap is 

indicative of, but not proof of, territoriality. Adult males have only 

rarely been reported as sharing a common burrow with other adult 

males. Multiple occurrences of two adult females are less rare but still 

infrequent. However, during the breeding season territoriality breaks 

down and it is not uncommon to find an adult male and female in the 

same burrow. Frequently the young are also present to form a family 

group. ^ 

4 For a discussion of plural occupancy of burrows see Hanson, R. M. and R. S. 

Miller, 1959. Jour. Mamm., 40 (4): 577-584. G.G.R. 
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Table 13 

Estimated home range sizes based upon live trapping and recapture methods. 

Animal 
number 

Time under 
observation 

No. of Maximum Maximum 
captures length (ft.) width (ft.) 

Area 
sq. ft. acres 

Males 

7 12 mo. 8 142 59 4800 0.11 

27* 7 mo. 4 160 85 5200 0.12 

2 6 mo. 3 162 

3 11 mo. 8 95 85 4900 0.11 

24 4 mo. 5 106 

5 12 mo. 10 162 56 7200 0.17 

10 21 mo. 10 150 42 3100 0.07 

Mean 9.1 mo. 6.8 140 ± 10.7 65 ± 8.6 5040 ± 596 0.116 ±0.01 

Females 

1 1 mo. 3 46 30 700 0.02 

4 2 mo. 7 57 31 1550 0.04 

6 11 mo. 4 83 68 2600 0.06 

9 7 mo. 3 114 

12 12 mo 9 58 30 1350 0.03 

26* 8 mo. 6 55 48 1600 0.04 

Mean 6.8 mo. 5.3 69 ± 10.5 41 ± 7.5 1560 ± 307 0.036 ± 0.007 

* Captured first as a subadult. 

The observed spaces between home ranges (Fig. 2) are most likely 

not real. They are probably utilized by subadults, transients, and those 

residents that were trapped too infrequently for home range estimates 

to be made. Little suitable space in the colony remains vacant for long. 

The supply of space is probably always exceeded by the demand. 

Burrow Construction 

The burrow system is very important Xo the gopher and the adapta¬ 

tions of the gopher to a fossorial existence have been clearly demon¬ 

strated (Merriam, 1895; Hill, 1937). Horn (1923) estimated that the 

gopher spends 99/100 of its life below the surface of the ground. Schef¬ 

fer (1940), Smith (1948), and others have described burrows of G. 

bursarius in detail and Davis, et at. (1938) and Kennerly (1958) have 

given additional information on burrows of this species in Texas. 

Since the burrow diameter is a reflection of the size of the gopher, 

measurements of burrow diameters must be considered separately for 

the two sexes because of marked sexual dimorphism (Table 14). The 

mean diameter of burrows of adult females was 7.6 =t 0.2 cm., and for 

adult males it was 8.3 ± 0.2 cm. Although the difference is not sig- 
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nificant it does show a decided trend for the males to excavate larger 

burrows than the females. In a study of G. bursarius in southern Texas, 

Table 14 

Correlations of burrow diameter-body weight, burrow depth-body weight and bur¬ 

row depth-burrow diameter for adult resident pocket gophers. 

Adult males Adult females 

Burrow depth (cm.) Mean 28.0 ± 2.3 29.6 ± 1.0 

d 10.4 3.4 

Burrow diameter (cm.) Mean 8.3 ± 0.2 7.6 ± 0.2 

a 0.88 0.87 

Body weight (gms.) Mean 180.6 ± 6.4 134.9 ± 5.4 

1 or 28.8 19.5 

Body weight-burrow r 0.351 0.711 

diameter correlation P > 0.10 < 0.01 

Body weight-burrow r 0.077 0.387 

depth correlation P > 0.10 > 0.10 

Burrow depth-burrow r 0.129 0.724 

diameter correlation P > 0.10 < 0.01 

Kennerly (1959) noted mean diameters of 7.0 ($$) and 7.2 cm. 

( ^ d ), and stated that the larger G. personatus had burrows of greater 

i diameter (female personatus have larger burrows than female hur- 

sarius and the same is true of males). The average diameter for both 

sexes of G, bursarius brazensis in the vicinity of College Station, 

Texas was reported as 6.1 cm. (Davis, et al., 1938). 

I Correlation coefficients for body weight plotted against burrow di- 

•i ameter show no significance in males (0.351, P > 0.10) but a very 

I highly significant correlation in females (0.771, P < 0.01). The sample 

i of females shows less variability than that of males in body weight, 

: burrow diameter, and burrow depth. 

! Kennerly (1958) stated that the larger individuals (males as op¬ 

posed to females and personatus as opposed to bursarius) tend to- 

i ward deeper burrows. I could find no correlation between body weight 

:i and burrow depth in this population of bursarius nor were there dif¬ 

ferences related to sex. The correlation coefficient for weight against 

depth is 0.077 (P > 0.10) for males and 0.368 (P > 0.10) for females; 

neither of which is significant. I can offer no explanation for a highly 

: significant correlation between burrow depth and burrow diameter in 

females (r = 0.724, P < 0.01). This may be meaningless since sig¬ 

nificant correlation between two variables does not necessarily indicate 

a causal relationship. 
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Davis, et al. (1938) found an average depth of 20 cm. from the 

ground surface to the burrow floor and stated that gophers require at 

least four inches of sandy topsoil for burrowing. They also found, as 

did I, that gophers burrowed just on top of hard clay, when the clay 

was within four to 10 inches of the surface, and would never dig down 

into the clay. 

Fig. 5. Plan ©f excavoted gopher burrow systems demonstrating complex interconnections. 

The width of the tunnels is not drawn to scale. 

The burrow systems are complex (Fig. 5) and are dynamic. Gophers 

are constantly digging new tunnels and plugging old ones as they 

search for better feeding areas and abandon poorer situations. During 

the hot and dry months of late summer gophers are active at lower 

levels where moisture and temperature are presumably more favor- 
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able. The upper tunnels are filled with dirt from the deeper diggings 

and very few surface mounds are formed. As a result trapping in the 

late summer is usually not very productive. Miller (1948) has dis¬ 

cussed seasonal trends in burrowing activity of Thomomys in Cali¬ 

fornia. I found no evidence of aestivation. 

Some evidence exists which indicates that there may be connections 

I between burrow systems and that gophers may on occasion share a part 

j of their burrow with other gophers. Wight (1930) caught five mature 

Thomomys from one burrow and thought that this was a migration 

tunnel. Howard and Childs (1959) found that Thomomys returned 

home, after being displaced a moderate distance, through the existing 

burrow systems of other gophers. This was taken to indicate a knowl¬ 

edge of such systems and a tolerance (?) of the returning gophers by 

!i the burrow residents. Hubbell and Goff (1939) mentioned the exis¬ 

tence of temporary connections between burrows through which 

I arthropod inhabitants disperse. They also said that when gophers 

[Geomys in Florida) encounter tunnels of other individuals they “. . . 

1 apparently make use of them for disposal of sand.” They and other 

authors have stated that abandoned burrows are found and brought 

into use by other individuals after the resident has disappeared. How¬ 

ard and Childs (1959) referred to subadults and newly arrived adults 

living in marginal areas and being crowded between home ranges of 

established gophers until they could either move into a vacated portion 

of a neighboring system or perhaps displace their neighbors. They 

found that it was unusual for an established gopher to move into a new 

territory. 

Invasions of abandoned burrows may occur rapidly. Adult Male No. 

10 was caught and taken into the laboratory in the latter part of June, 

1958 and the burrow at the point of capture was left open. Three days 

later the burrow was plugged. A trap set at the site caught female No. 

12 on the following day. If female No. 12 had been sharing the burrow 

with the male at the time of his capture the burrow would have been 

closed much sooner; therefore, she must have invaded No. lO’s burrow 

after his removal. Male No. 7 was accidentally killed on July 4, 1957. 

Two days later the burrow was plugged but traps set here were not 

successful in trapping the occupant. These instances of rapid invasion 

indicate considerable contact between gophers in the course of con¬ 

stant probing and exploration of the margins of the home range. 

TEMPERATURE RELATIONS 

Burrow and Air Temperatures 

In addition to providing protection from predators, the burrow 
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protects the gopher from climatic extremes, especially temperature. 

The insulation of the soil reduces variation in diurnal and seasonal 

burrow temperature. The air temperature in the burrow was found 

to be the same as the temperature of the soil at that depth. Figures 

given below show the variation in temperature at various depths com¬ 

pared with air temperature (taken at 1400 hours on June 20, 1958). 

Location 

40 cm. above surface 

10 cm. above surface 

surface 

5 cm. below surface 

10 cm. below surface 

20 cm. below surface 

30 cm. below surface 

Temperature (°C.) 

33 (air) 

35 (air) 

46 (soil) 

33 (soil) 

31.5 (soil) 

30.5 (soil) 

29.0 (soil) 

The diurnal temperature lag was found to be about five hours at 

30 cm. depth. Maximum air temperature is reached between 1300 and 

1400 hours and the minimum occurs just before sunrise. The max¬ 

imum burrow temperature at 30 cm. was recorded between 1800 and 

2400 hours and the minimum between 1000 and 1200. The daily vari¬ 

ation in temperature at 30 cm. depth was only about 4°C. compared 

with a variation of about 12°C. in air temperature. These observations 

showed little seasonal variation and are in agreement with data given 

by Geiger (1950). 

Seasonal fluctuation in soil temperature is also buffered to some ex¬ 

tent. The maximum temperature at 30 cm. was recorded in July 

(32°C.) and the minimum in January (12°C.). Extreme air tempera¬ 

tures for these months were approximately 37°C. and —1°C. re¬ 

spectively. The variation in air temperature is nearly twice that ex¬ 

perienced by the gophers. The greatest danger from temperature ex¬ 

tremes in this part of the species range is probably overheating and 

even this is probably of rare occurrence. 

Activity Periods 

Most small rodents are either strictly nocturnal {Peromyscus, Neo- 

toma^ etc.) or strictly diurnal {Cynomys, Sciurus, etc.). Pocket goph¬ 

ers, dwelling in darkness except for short periods when they come out 

on the surface to briefly feed or to dispose of dirt, are not influenced 

by light periodicity during their normal activity. Soil temperature 

seems to be the major factor which controls the daily pattern of ac- 
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tivity. During the summer the activity is more intense in the forenoon 

and less at night than at any other time of the year (Table 15). Noc- 

Table 15 

Activity periods of pocket gophers as indicated by time of captures. 

Period Summer N Fall N Winter N Spring N Mean N 

Forenoon 35.8% 24 20.0% 3 9.7% 3 7.2% 1 24.4% 31 

Afternoon 47.8% 32 53.3% 8 29.0% 9 57.1% 8 44.9% 57 

Night 16.4% 11 26.7% 4 61.3% 19 35.7% 5 30.7% 39 

Total 100.0% 67 100.0% 15 100.0% 31 100.0% 14 100.0% 127 

turnal activity is greater in the winter than at any other time of the 

year except spring, and activity during the forenoon and afternoon is 

lower. This may seem strange unless one takes into account the lag in 

temperature penetration into the soil. Coolest burrow temperatures 

occur in the forenoon during the summer months. During the winter 

the warmest burrow temperatures occur during the night. Activity is 

highest when the temperature in the gopher’s burrow is most com¬ 

fortable.® 

Body Temperature 

A cursory review of the literature revealed no information on tem¬ 

perature relations in the pocket gopher except for a short section by 

Kennerly (1959) in which he mentioned the constant microclimate 

of the burrow and suggested that Geomys personatus may be slightly 

better adapted to high temperatures than G. bursarius. 

In the course of this study 67 rectal temperatures were taken on 28 

individuals in the field and many more were recorded for animals in 

the laboratory. The temperatures were taken with a Schultheis Mu- 

® Vaughn and Hansen (1961, Jour. Mamm., 42(4) : 541-543.) have shown that,, 

under laboratory conditions, the diel activity of Geomys bursarius revealed “. . . 

no clear activity ‘peaks’.” They further stated that their experience in trapping trends 

to support their laboratory data. They concluded that there is no diel rhythm in ac¬ 

tivity and commented that observations of such patterns by other workers probably 
represent variation in surface activity which may be completely unrelated to the 

total activity patterns. 

While the variations in temperature recorded by Mr. Wilks are of low magnitude, 

they do exist and could contribute to activity patterns which are not discernable in 

a laboratory colony. However, this question cannot be resolved by laboratory experi¬ 

mentation nor by trapping alone. The use of radioactive tracers which would enable 

one to follow the movement of an individual gopher in its undisturbed burrow might 

provide an answer. G.G.R. 
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seum Special thermometer inserted 3.8 cm. into the gopher’s rectum. 

Within 15-30 seconds the thermometer reached equilibrium and the 

reading was made. The average rectal temperature of all pocket goph¬ 

ers tested in the field was 37.0°C. (range 32.0°C. to 38.9°C.), which is 

comparable to temperatures of other small rodents as cited by Wizlocki 

(1933) and Kendeigh (1945). 

Table 16 

Rectal temperatures of field caught pocket gophers (all temperatures are °C.). 

Summer Winter • Spring and Fall 
Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range 

Caught at night 37.5 37.3-37.5* 36.1 33.5-37.9 36.9 36.4-37.2 

Caught during the day 37.9 36.6-38.9 36.6 32.0-38.2 37.3 36.3-38.1 

Total 37.9 36.3 37.1 

* This figure appears too low since the mean cannot possibly equal the maximum and summer tem¬ 
peratures should be somewhat higher at the upper end than winter temperatures. G.G.R. 

It appears that the average rectal temperatures are higher in the 

summer and lower in the winter (Table 16) and that they become 

even higher and lower respectively after long periods of confinement 

in the traps even though the traps are covered with dirt and ample 

food is provided. One adult male was accidentally left in a trap from 

0700 to 0900 in late June, 1958. The trap was exposed to the direct rays 

of the sun and the temperature of the gopher, taken just before he 

died from overheating, was 44°C. This gives some indication of the 

maximum lethal temperature. Temperature tolerance levels have not 

been established for this species. 

Two groups of experimental animals were maintained and tempera¬ 

tures were taken. One group was kept in the laboratory where air. 

temperatures ranged from 22° to 27°C. The other group was kept out¬ 

side on a shaded porch and were exposed to temperatures ranging from 

24° to 33°C. The average of 12 rectal temperatures of a female kept in 

the laboratory (mean air temperature 25.3°C.) was 35.9°C. with a 

range of 32.8° to 37.0°C. Another adult female, kept outside (mean 

air temperature 26.8°C.), had an average rectal temperature of 36.8°C, 

with a range of 35.7° to 37.9°C. The data are insufficient for a com¬ 

plete analysis but it appears that even this slight difference in air 

temperature is reflected in the rectal temperature of these animals. 

A subadult female weighing 92 grams was placed in a glass jar with 

a screened top and was exposed, in a refrigerator, to varying tempera¬ 

tures for different periods of time (Table 17). Her rectal temperature 

dropped from 36.0° to 25.6°C. after four hours at 7.5°C. and without 
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Table 17 

Temperature of a subadult pocket gopher placed in a refrigerator for varying 

periods of time. (All temperatures are in degrees centigrade.) 

Air 
Time temperature 

Rectal 
temperature Comments 

July 13,1958—no food 

0 24.0 36.0 Before being placed in refrigerator 

30 min. 7.5 35.6 No apparent effects 

1:00 hrs. 7.5 34.0 No apparent effects 

4:00 hrs. 7.5 25.6 Appears stiff, poorly coordinated 

4:05 hrs. 26.5 26.0 Removed from refrigerator, begins feeding 

4:10 hrs. 27.0 26.9 Still feeding 

4:15 hrs. 27.0 27.7 Still feeding, looks better 

4:25 hrs. 27.0 29.2 

4:35 hrs. 27.0 32.0 

4:45 hrs. 27.0 33.3 

4:55 hrs. 27.0 34.6 Appears perfectly normal 

5:15 hrs. 27.0 36.2 

7:20 hrs. 27.0 36.7 

July 14, 1958- —food provided 

0 26.0 36.0 Before being placed in freezer 

20 min. -3.0 35.0 

1:00 hrs. - -18.0 32.0 Some food eaten 

2:00 hrs. — -18.0 31.0 Removed after this reading 

July 15, 1958- —food provided 

0 26.0 36.0 Before being placed in freezer 

1:00 hrs. 5.0 34.8 

4:00 hrs. 5.0 33.9 Some food eaten 

5:00 hrs. 5.0 35.0 

6:00 hrs. 5.0 34.2 

7:00 hrs. 5.0 32.0 Eight fecal pellets in cage 

8:00 hrs. 5.0 29.8 No additional fecal pellets 

9:30 hrs. 5.0 25.2 

10:00 hrs. 5.0 21.8 Removed from freezer 

10:05 hrs. 27.0 23.0 

10:10 hrs. 27.0 24.0 Began eating oats 

10:15 hrs. 27.0 24.8 Stiff and wobbly, fur slightly wet 

10:20 hrs. 27.0 25.3 Still eating 

10:25 hrs. 27.0 26.5 

10:30 hrs. 27.0 27.2 

10:40 hrs. 27.0 28.0 

10:50 hrs. 27.0 29.0 

11:00 hrs. 27.0 29.8 Movements still slow, otherwise normal 

food. After one hour at an ambient temperature of 27°C. her body 

temperature rose to 36.7°C. On the following day she was placed in 

the freezing compartment where the temperature was — 18°C. An 
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abundance of oats and carrots was available for food. After two hours 

her rectal temperature had dropped from 36.0° to 31.0°C, The follow¬ 

ing day she was exposed to an air temperature of 5°C. for eight hours 

during which time her temperature decreased from an initial 36.0° to 

21.8°C. She was removed from the refrigerator and after one hour at 

an air temperature of 27.0°C. her rectal temperature rose to 29.8°C. 

She appeared normal at that time and observations ceased, but eight 

hours later she was dead, apparently of pneumonia. 

These few data indicate a wide lability in body temperature. Ken- 

deigh (1945) stated that a Peromyscus recovered after having its tem¬ 

perature lowered to 23.4°C. I believe that the gopher which was tested 

might have survived its last test had it not been repeatedly subjected to 

rapid fluctuations in temperature. Variaions in air temperaure of this 

magniude would never be encountered by a gopher in its burrow in this 

part of the species range. 

Rectal temperatures showed little fluctuation with activity. An 

average rise in body temperature of 0.2°C. in five minutes was ob¬ 

served during the handling of several gophers. 

Further experimentation may show a greater temperature liability 

for pocket gophers than for non-hibernating, non-fossorial rodents of 

comparable size. Because of the great stability of the microclimate of 

the gopher burrow there may be less selection pressure for strict homo- 

iothermy than in animals which are subjected to wider temperature 

extremes. Humidity is undoubtedly an important factor in the environ¬ 

ment of the gopher but this aspect has not been investigated. 

BEHAVIOR 

Probably the least known aspect of the life of the pocket gopher is its 

behavior. It is, of course, impossible to observe this animal as it goes 

about its daily activities in the burrow. Observations in the laboratory 

may be useful, but one must bear in mind that behavior under arti¬ 

ficial conditions may be misleading. 

Associations With Other Animals 

Intraspecific Associations. Many authors have written of the pug¬ 

nacity of the pocket gopher and most have stated that when two goph¬ 

ers are caged together the larger quickly kills the smaller. However, 

English (1932) was able to maintain a pair of Geomys bursarius in 

peaceful co-existence for an entire year. I was able to keep an adult 

male, an adult female, and a subadult female together in a wire cage 

(2' X 3^ X 4^ for a period of six weeks. They seemed very congenial 
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and often slept together in a pile. Fighting was limited to a few minor 

skirmishes. The subadult female was the most active of the three. She 

stayed busy much of the time dragging pieces of paper, cotton, grass, 

and food from one end of the cage to the other. At times she seemed to 

play with a large piece of cardboard, pushing it, pulling it, and shak¬ 

ing it much as a small dog would do. The association of this group was 

accidentaly terminated one night when an escaped bull snake {Pi- 

tuophis melanoleucas) entered the cage and killed all three. 

Gophers typically appear nervous when first placed with another 

individual and each seems to be anxious to avoid the other. In their 

scurrying about the enclosure they would often bump into each other. 

Apparently neither was aware of the other’s presence prior to actual 

contact, and both would quickly retreat. When approached by a 

strange gopher or some unfamiliar object, the gopher would raise its 

head, present its formidable incisors to the intruder and begin grind¬ 

ing its teeth rapidly. These actions are evidentlj'^ threat mechanisms. 

Frequently the tooth grinding of one individual initiated the same ac¬ 

tivity by gophers in nearby cages, which is an indication of the impor¬ 

tance of this mechanism and offers a clue to the sense of hearing which 

is present. When greatly agitated, the gophers rapidly exhale and in¬ 

hale, producing a wheezing sound. Another sound which is produced 

I is a soft whimper, most frequently heard when the gopher is sleeping 

lightly. Only the first two of the sounds mentioned above appear to 

have any social significance. 

Interspecific Associations. As long as they remain in their burrows, 

the gophers are relatively safe from predators other than those, such 

as the badger, which are specialized for digging.® It seems quite un¬ 

likely that any of the predators recorded from the vicinity of the study 

plot would be successful in digging out a gopher. However, when a 

gopher leaves the burrow it is then at the mercy of all these predators 

and most of the predation losses probably occur on the surface. 

Only one predator is known to have eaten pocket gophers in the 

vicinity of the study plot. Gopher bones were frequently found in the 

scats of coyotes {Canis latrans). Among the vertebrates which were 

found in the burrows (Table 18), only the glossy snake {Arizona 

elegans) could be classed as a predator. This burrowing snake may 

have been in search of young gophers since small mammals form part 

of its diet (Stebbins, 1954). Perognathus hispidus may be guilty of 

® Vaughn (1961. 7onr. Mamm., 42(2): 171-174.) records the frequent occurrence 

of long-tailed weasels {Mustela frenata) in gopher burrows in Colorado. Weasels 

have not been recorded from the Welder Refuge and appear to be quite rare in 

southern Texas. G.G.R. 
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Table 18 

Vertebrate associates of Geomys bursarius on the study area. 

Potential Predators 

Canis latrans Lampropeltis getulus 

Mephitis mephitis L. calligaster 

Lynx rufus Strix varia 

Crotalus atrox Tyto alba 

Pituophis melanoleucas Bubo virginianus 

Spilogale gracilis six species of large hawks 

Burrow Associates 

Perognathus hispidus (1) Bufo speciosus (several) 

A rizona elegans (1) B. valliceps (several) 

Heterodon platyrhinos (2) Scaphiopus couchi (several) 

S. holbrooki (1) 

Unknown Relationship 

Didelphis marsupialis Peromyscus leucopus 

Dasypus novemcinctus Baiomys taylori 

Cryptotis parva Onychomys leucogaster 

Lepus californicus Neotoma micropus 

Sylvilagus floridanus Odocoileus virginianus 

Citellus sp. Bos taurus 

Mus. musculus 

robbing the food caches of Geomys. All of the remainder of the re¬ 

corded burrow inhabitants are presumably of neutral relationship with 

the gophers. Anurans were frequently found in small side burrows 

leading from the main gopher tunnel. The single Scaphiopus holbrooki, 

taken from a gopher burrow, represents the only record of this species 

from the Refuge. T. B. Scheffer (1945) listed several mammals^ and 

Hubbell and Goff (1939) have recorded numerous arthropods that use 

gopher burrows. 

The relationship between the pocket gophers and the remainder of 

the mammals known to have been present on or near the study plot is 

obscure and probably unimportant. Armadillos {Dasypus novemcinc- 

tus) are abundant in this area and on several occasions they dug into 

gopher burrows perhaps accidently or out of curiosity. White-tailed 

deer and steers often stepped on the burrows and caved them in. It is 

unlikely that competition as defined by Birch (1957) occurred between 

the gophers and any other species of mammal present. 

Sanitation 

Gophers are normally very clean animals. In the burrow, they have 

^ See also, Vaughn, 1961. Jour. Mamm., 42(2): 171-174. G.G.R. 
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special tunnels for the disposal of feces. In the laboratory cages a cer¬ 

tain corner of the cage was used for urination. Fecal pellets were placed 

outside the nest or were eaten.® 

Gophers are very fastidious about keeping their fur clean. The 

grooming procedure which was commonly observed is as follows. First 

the gopher cleans its foreclaws by pulling them between the upper and 

lower incisors, then it cleans its cheeks and cheek pouches with the 

forefeet and claws, sometimes everting the pouches. Next the forefeet 

are repeatedly drawn forward over the head, beginning in the vicinity 

of the ears and continuing down over the nose. Following this the ab¬ 

domen and perineal region are cleaned with the mouth and forepaws. 

Then the thighs and lower back are groomed as far as can be reached. 

It was not established whether the teeth or tongue were used in clean¬ 

ing with the mouth. No external parasites of any kind were ever found 

on any of the gophers in this study. 

The fur-lined cheek pouches, an interesting adaptation of geomyid 

and heteromyid rodents, are used to transport food and nesting material 

and are never used to carry dirt. Large pieces of food, such as tubers 

over two or three inches long and which are not eaten immediately are 

pushed into the pouch as far as possible. The excess is then bitten off 

and pushed into the pouch. A favorite pastime of gophers in the labora¬ 

tory is filling the cheek pouches with food or nesting material, carrying 

the material to another part of the cage and dumping it. The process 

of emptying the cheek pouches is accomplished by quick forward 

pushes of the forefeet along the pouches (Merriam, 1895). When go¬ 

phers are asleep, the cheek pouches are often everted, possibly due to 

muscle relaxation. 

Senses 

The vision of the gopher is not acute, a fact that has been noted by 

many authors. Gophers released a few inches in front of their open 

burrow almost invariably began to dig a new hole, apparently com¬ 

pletely unaware of the nearby opening. 

The tactile sense, which is much more useful in the dark burrow 

than is vision, is highly developed. The tail is especially useful as a 

tactile organ (Merriam, 1895, and others). Individuals which were 

moving about in the observation cages always kept the tip of the tail 

in contact with the substrate whether they v/ere moving forward or 

backward. 

8 See Wilks, 1962. Jour. Mamm., 43(2): 267 for a detailed account of reingestation 
in gophers. G.G.R. 
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Sleeping Habits 

Much time is spent sleeping in the characteristic position: curled up 

in a ball with the top of the head on the floor of the cage (Breckenridge, 

1932). After going to sleep the gophers often fall over and are seen 

sleeping on their sides or on their back with their feet in the air. In the 

normal sleeping position the forefeet are pulled in close to the cheeks 

and often are actually placed inside the cheek pouches. 

The deep sleeping habit of the pocket gopher has been noted by Eng¬ 

lish (1932) and Howard and Childs (1959). I have picked up sleeping 

gophers, probed them, pulled their cheek pouches out, and handled 

them rather roughly before they woke up. Deep sleep is characterized 

by constant twitching of the muscles of the forefeet, tail, mouth, and 

skin. 

SUMMARY 

This study was undertaken to obtain information on the ecology 

and population dynamics of the pocket gopher, Geomys bursarius^ in 

southern Texas. Live trapping and marking was carried out over a pe¬ 

riod of one year on the Welder Wildlife Foundation Refuge in San 

Patricio County, Texas, only 15 miles from the southern edge of the 

range of this species. Forty-three gophers were caught 127 times on 

an isolated sand hill 2.8 acres in area. 

Breeding indications such as lactation, multiple occurrences, extru¬ 

sion of the penis, and the presence of young suggest that the breeding 

season extends at least from October through June. Differences in 

breeding habits in different parts of the range of this species are dis¬ 

cussed in relation to climatic and other environmental conditions. Fe¬ 

male gophers reach puberty at about three months of age. Young 

pocket gophers disperse at an age of about six to eight weeks. Two litters 

per year may be produced by individual females. A birth coefficient 

of 1.75 young per year was estimated. A significant difference in the 

mean weights of adult males and females was noted, the males being 

the larger. 

The main feature of the population during the study period was its 

stability. Population density averaged 5.5 gophers per acre with ex¬ 

tremes of 4.6 and 7.1. The biomass was estimated at an average of 900 

grams per acre. Territoriality seems to be the major factor controlling 

population numbers. Resident animals may have a life span of some¬ 

what over two years. 

The constancy of the microclimate and its effects on the activity 

periods of the gophers was discussed. Average rectal temperature, taken 
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in the field, was 37.0°C. with normal extremes of 32.0° and 38.9°C. 

The influence of environmental temperature on rectal temperature 

was noted and a possible explanation for the lability of the body tem¬ 

perature was offered. Extreme rectal temperatures of 44.0° and 21.8° 

C. were noted. Both of the animals involved died shortly thereafter as 

a direct or indirect result of these high temperatures. 

Behavior of animals observed mainly in the laboratory was dis¬ 

cussed. 
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The Effect of 2,4-Dinitrophenol on Respiration of 

Onion Roots^ 

by W. E. NORRIS, JR. and R. W. TREADWELL^ 

Southwest Texas State College 

INTRODUCTION 

The influence of 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP) on the physiology of 

plant tissues has been extensively investigated. Kandler (1950) and 

Newcomb (1950) have reviewed the pertinent literature with regard 

to the influence of DNP up to 1950, while more recent reviews are 

those by Laties (1957) andMarre (1961). 

Laties (1957) tabulated, complete with references, a variety of ex¬ 

periments involving DNP stimulation of respiration. Approximately 

fifteen different plant tissues have been investigated; however, no re¬ 

ports have been made on the effect of DNP on onion root tissue, which 

is the purpose of this paper. 

METHODS 

Onion sets were sprouted in quarter-strength Hoagland’s solution, 

and roots were harvested after 48 hours growth in the manner pre¬ 

viously described in detail (Norris, 1951; Norris and Boyd, 1957). 

Only the apical segment (0-5 mm.) of the onion root was used for ex¬ 

perimentation. Gas exchange was determined at 30°C. for 100 mg. 

(wet weight) samples by means of the Warburg constant-volume res¬ 

pirometer. The “direct” method was employed for both oxygen and 

carbon dioxide measurements, as described by Umbreit et aL (1957). 

The suspending medium for the root tips was M/15 phosphate buffer. 

Buffers with a pH higher than 5.0 bind appreciable amounts of CO2, 

and this bound gas was released at the end of the experimental period 

by tipping in an excess of acid from the side arm of the vessel. Rapid 

diffusion of gases was assured by shaking the respirometers at a rate 

of 120 oscillations per minute through a 4 cm. excursion during meas¬ 

urements. 

1 This study was supported by funds appropriated for organized research by the 

Texas Legislature. 

2 Present address: Biology Department, Texas A & M College, College Station, 

Texas. 
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Atmospheres of pure oxygen were obtained by evacuating the reac¬ 

tion vessels and replacing the atmosphere with commercial oxygen, 

as described by Umbreit et ah (1957). Control experiments verified 

the previously reported fact (Norris, 1951) that this treatment did not 

alter the gas exchange of the tissue. 

Results are reported as cubic millimeters of oxygen consumed or 

carbon dioxide produced per 100 mg. (wet weight) of tissue per hour. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Data presented in Figure 1 show the effect of dinitrophenol on oxy¬ 

gen consumed by apical segments of onion roots at a pH of 4.5. The 

concentration of dinitrophenol examined covered a range of 8.5 X 10“'^ 

to 1 X 10“^ molar. Oxygen consumption was measured in both an at¬ 

mosphere of air and of oxygen since it has been shown by Berry and 

Norris (1949) that the oxygen tension of air may limit the respiratory 

rate of onion root tips at this temperature. In the case of the controls 

(no DNP) this did not prove to be important as the respiratory rate 

was 88 cu. mm./lOO mg. tissue (wet weight)/hour in air, and 89 in 

oxygen. However, this respiratory rate is somewhat lower than rates 

previously reported by this laboratory (e.g. Norris and Boyd, 1957; 

Norris and Fohn, 1959) and as the respiratory rate increased, the dif¬ 

ference between the values obtained in an atmosphere of oxygen and 

an atmosphere of air increased. 

It is clear (Fig. 1) that the weaker concentrations of DNP cause 

stimulation of oxygen consumption, while stronger concentrations pro¬ 

duce inhibition. A DNP concentration of 5 X 10~®M shows maximum 

stimulation both in air (122% of control) and in oxygen (164% of 

control). Maximum inhibition is shown with a concentration of 1 X 

10“^M DNP, where the respiratory rate in air was only 34% of the 

control, while in oxygen it was 36% of the control value. 

Thus it is evident from the data of Figure 1 that the apices of onion 

roots respond to appropriate concentrations of DNP in much the same 

manner as do most other plant tissues that have been investigated 

(Beevers, 1953; Eliasson and Mathiesen, 1956; Laties, 1957). The ex¬ 

planation, accounting for the stimulation of respiration brought about 

by certain concentrations of DNP, is usually based upon the fact that 

DNP is recognized to be one of the leading chemical uncouplers, which 

permits oxidation to proceed without the occurrence of phosphoryla¬ 

tion. Laties (1957) presents an excellent discussion of the mechanism 

of action of DNP. 

The response of a given tissue to DNP is markedly influenced by the 
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Fig. 1. The effect of various concentrations of dinitrophenol on oxygen consumption by 

apical segments of onion roots. Each value is the average of at least three measurements. 

pH of the medium (Bonner, 1949a; Stenlid, 1949; Newcomb, 1950; 

Beevers, 1953). Beevers (1953) points out that the response to DNP 

depends on the amount actually entering the cells, and that this can 

be altered either by changing the concentration of the applied DNP or 

by altering the pH conditions outside the cell (Simon and Beevers, 

1952). He goes on to state that at any single pH, stimulatory and in¬ 

hibitory concentrations of DNP can be found; and conversely, a single 

concentration of DNP may produce either stimulation or inhibition as 

the pH is varied. This is due to the fact that DNP is an ionizable sub¬ 

stance, and that the undissociated molecules seem to be the most active 

in entering the tissue; however, the ions cannot be ignored (Field et aL, 

1934; Stenlid, 1949; Newcomb, 1950; Simon and Beevers, 1952). 

Since pH controls the degree of ionization of DNP, the effect of DNP 

on respiration at various pH levels was investigated. In the experiments 

reported here two concentrations of DNP were used; 5 X 10“®M, which 

had exhibited maximum stimulation of respiratory response at a pH 

of 4.5, and 1 X 10“^M, the concentration which proved to be the most 

inhibitory at a pH of 4.5. The pH range investigated extended from 4.5 
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to 8.6. The results are shown in Figure 2. Each point plotted represents 

the average of three or more measurements. Utilizing 5 X 10~®M DNP 

the maximum respiratory rate was obtained at a pH of 4,5. Above a 

Fig. 2. The influence of pH ond DNP ©n oxygen uptake and carbon dioxide output ©f 

onion roots. 

pH of 4.5 gas exchange decreased with increasing pH values. There 

was a greater depression of CO2 output than of oxygen uptake at the 

higher pH values which resulted in a decreasing respiratory quotient 

(Fig. 3). In the presence of 1 X 10“^M DNP the minimum respiratory 

rate was shown at a pH of 4.5, while the maximum rate occurred at a 

pH of 7.4. Above 7.4 the rate again decreased. A decreasing respiratory 

quotient was also revealed in this case (Fig. 3). Control experiments 

(without DNP) are not shown as they were in accord with previously 

published data (Norris and Boyd, 1957). In the controls oxygen con¬ 

sumption was not significantly different at the various pH’s investi¬ 

gated, except that at the highest value (8.6) it was lessened; however, 

CO2 evolution fell off with increasing pH levels, resulting in decreasing 

R.Q. values (Norris and Boyd, 1957). 

Beevers (1953) and others have noted a significant differential effect 

of DNP on O2 uptake and CO2 production. Concentrations of DNP that 

stimulate O2 consumption generally stimulate CO2 production to a 

greater degree, resulting in R.O. values greater than unity. Also aerobic 
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pH 

Fig. 3. The influence of pH and DNP ©n the respiratory quotient ©f onion roots. 

fermentation is usually induced (Newcomb, 1950; Beevers, 1953). The 

apex of the onion root employed in the experiments reported here do | 

not reveal these points (Figs. 2, 3). Perhaps it is worth noting that [ 

other investigators (e.g. Beevers, 1953) have obtained maximal DNP 

effects with storage tissue, and minimal effects with meristematic tis¬ 

sue such as the root tip. 

Bonner (1949b) noted that the effect of inhibitory concentrations of 

DNP on Avena coleoptiles could be altered drastically by the addition 

of pyruvate as a substrate, although he found sucrose to be ineffective. 

In order to determine whether or not a substrate could accomplish the 

same thing in onion roots, glucose was added to reaction vessels con- j 

taining an inhibiting concentration (1 X 10“^M) of DNP, and oxygen j 

uptake was measured. The results are summarized in Table 1. Gen¬ 

erally, except in cases of experimental starvation, fresh tissues show no 

response, or at best a limited response to the addition of a substrate 

(Laties, 1957). This is apparent from the first two lines of Table 1, | 

which are in accord with previous experiments performed on onion 

root tips' (Norris and Fohn, 1959). It is evident from the data that 

glucose alone does not increase the respiratory rate in air over that of 

the controls; however, in an oxygen atmosphere some increase is ap¬ 

parent. In the first case this implies that readily oxidizable endogenous 
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substrate within the tissue is not a limiting factor at the respiratory 

rate supported by air; however, in an oxygen atmosphere, which is 

capable of supporting a higher respiratory rate, endogenous substrate 

becomes limiting, hence the increase in rate shown in the presence of 

added glucose. This is related to diffusion of oxygen within the tissue 

and has been considered in detail elsewhere (Berry and Norris, 1949; 

Treadwell and Norris, 1963). 

Table 1 

The effect of glucose on DNP inhibition of oxygen uptake of onion roots 

O, Consumption 

Air Atmosphere Oxygen Atmosphere 

Control (no glucose, no DNP) 88 89 

Glucose (0.2 ml. of O.OlM/vessel) 85 107 

DNP (1 X 10-4M) 30 32 

Glucose (0.2 ml. of O.OlM/vessel) 

and DNP (1 X lO-^M) 38 45 

Oxygen Uptake is expressed as mm.^/100 mg. tissue (wet weight)/hr. Measurements were made at a 
pH of 4.5 and a temperature of 30° C. Each value represents the average of five or more measurements. 

It may be seen, however, from the remainder of the data of Table 1, 

that partial reversal of DNP inhibition is brought about by glucose. In 

the presence of DNP, but no glucose, respiration is inhibited to a 

marked degree; when glucose is added as a substrate, oxygen uptake 

rises slightly in an air atmosphere, and more noticeably in an oxygen 

atmosphere. Eliasson (1959) in his investigations on the effect of DNP 

and glucose on oxygen consumption of wheat root tissue, found a low¬ 

ered sensitivity to DNP inhibition in the presence of glucose. If this is 

also the case in onion root tissue, the partial reversal of DNP inhibition 

by glucose is accounted for. By way of interpretation Eliasson (1959) 

presents an extensive discussion in which he relates this lowered sen¬ 

sitivity to DNP inhibition to the hypothesis that the phosphate acceptor 

concentration limits the oxidation rate. 

In order to produce its effect on respiration DNP must penetrate the 

tissue. The question arises as to whether or not this penetration is rapid 

or gradual. By way of clarification, the following experiments were 

conducted. Duplicate reaction vessels were prepared, differing only in 

that one of them had DNP in the side arm adequate to make the final 

concentration in the reaction vessel 1 X 10“^M, when dumped. Meas¬ 

urements of oxygen consumption were initiated as usual, and when 

a steady respiratory rate was attained the DNP in the side arm of the 
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experimental vessel was tipped into the main compartment of the ves- 

seL Measurements were continued at fifteen minute intervals. The re¬ 

sults are plotted in Figure 4 for atmospheres of both air and oxygen. 

TIME (minutes) 

Fig. 4. Time of initiation of inhibition of oxygen consymptlon by onion roofs offer 

addition ©f DNP Cl x pH 4.5. 

Inhibition of respiratory rate by DNP is clearly evident within fifteen 

minutes after its addition to the suspending medium of the tissue, and 

the inhibition continues to become more pronounced with time. This 

is in accord with earlier results obtained by Field et aL (1934) work¬ 

ing with yeast and by Newcomb (1950) working with tobacco callus. 

Laties (1957) has also called attention to the fact that the effect of 

DNP is immediate. Control experiments indicated that evacuation in 

the presence of DNP did not enhance its penetration into the tissue, as 

the onset of the DNP effect failed to appear any earlier. 

SUMMARY 

1. Utilizing standard Warburg manometry the effect of DNP on respi¬ 

ration of onion root tips has been investigated. 

2. The response of this tissue is similar to that of other plant tissues. At 
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a pH of 4.5 a DNP concentration of 5 X 10“®M showed maximal 

stimulation of oxygen consumption both in an atmosphere of air and 

in an atmosphere of oxygen. Higher concentrations of DNP proved 

inhibitory to gas exchange. 

3. The effect of DNP is pH sensitive. A concentration of DNP (1 X 

10"^M) that was inhibitory at a pH of 4.5 was stimulatory at higher 

pH’s. This has been explained on the basis of dissociation of the 

molecule. 

4. Stimulatory concentrations of DNP apparently did not induce aero¬ 

bic fermentation (as revealed by R.Q. values) in the root tip, which 

differs from previously reported results for other tissues. 

5. The depression of oxygen consumption by DNP was lessened by the 

presence of glucose, which is in accord with previous experiments 

showing that the sensitivity of wheat roots to DNP was lowered by 

the presence of glucose. 

6. DNP penetrates the tissue and exerts its effect rapidly. 
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Ion Exchange in Sediments^ 

by]. A. SCHUFLE AHMAD HASSAN^ 
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ABSTRACT 

The results of analyses of 74 arid zone soil profiles are reported. 

These results are interpreted in terms of ion exchange column be¬ 

havior. The sodium ion particularly seems to show peaks in concentra¬ 

tion at certain depths in a freely drained arid zone sedimentary soil. 

The relation of this peak to the age of the sediment is discussed. 

The Rio Grande river in New Mexico runs north and south in an en¬ 

trenched valley cut into ancient sedimentary surfaces. It is bordered 

by a series of more or less parallel terraces which have been described 

by Ruhe (1962). Named the Fort Selden surface by Ruhe, the lowest 

and youngest of these terraces, in the Las Cruces, New Mexico area 

was dated at 2,600 ± 200 years using charcoal from a hearth site buried 

beneath the surface. The intermediate level terraces, named the Pica- 

cho surface, are older than the Fort Selden surface but their age could 

not be determined by Ruhe. 

This report is a study of the variation of concentration of various 

exchangeable cations with depth in the upper approximately 36 inches 

of similar terraces along the Rio Grande at Socorro, New Mexico, about 

150 miles north of Ruhe’s Las Cruces area. These terraces are well 

drained and their surfaces are situated several hundred feet above the 

water table in most cases, so that there is little penetration of water 

from below by means of capillarity. Therefore, the weathering action 

of water takes place almost entirely from the surface downward. 

It is sometimes useful to look at these soils as being similar to a well 

drained ion-exchange column. This study was undertaken originally 

in order to determine the normal distribution of exchangeable cations 

in soils in connection with an earlier laboratory study of the effect of 

1 Presented at the thirty-ninth annual meeting of the Southwestern and Rocky 

Mountain Division of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

Albuquerque, May 1, 1963. 

2 Present address: Desert Institute, Cairo, Egypt. 
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complexing agents on the order of cation exchange on kaolinite 

(Schufle, 1957). Seventy-four soil profiles were sampled, most to 

depths of 36 inches, but a few extended to 72~in depths. The samples 

were collected within a 10-mile radius of Socorro on both sides of the 

Rio Grande. The samples described in this report came only from the 

west side of the river. 

Samples were collected by cutting back a foot or more from exposed 

surfaces along the sides of arroyos in most cases, but a few profiles 

were sampled by digging fresh holes in level surfaces to the desired 

depth. Samples of 2-Kg. size were taken every six inches through the 

profile. Each soil sample was sieved and the clay silt fraction, less than 

200-mesh size was analyzed for exchangeable cations. 

Exchangeable cations on the clay-silt fraction of the soil samples 

were determined by analysis of an ammonium acetate leachate of the 

soil. One normal ammonium acetate solution was mixed in a 10:1 

ratio by weight with the soil; the mixture shaken for one hour and al¬ 

lowed to stand for 24 hours. The solution was then filtered and an- 

upper abscissa : extractable cations in in.e./ioo gms. 

lower abscissa : clay + silt % 

ordinate : depth in inches 

DISTRIBUTION OF EXTRACTABLE IONS 

( Ca, Mg, No, K ) AND CLAY + SILT 

Fig. L 
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alyzed for sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium using a Beck¬ 

man, Model B Flame Photometer. 

A typical analysis is shown in Figure 1. Other profiles gave similar 

distributions but a pattern was not discernible until the results from 

one set of terrace profiles were separated from those from another set 

of terrace profiles. 

If the average sodium content of seven lower terraces (analogous to 

Ruhe’s Fort Selden surface) on the west side of the river is plotted 

against depth, the sodium content increases to the 24-30 inch depth 

and then decreases (Fig. 2). This is similar to the peak in concentra¬ 

tion of an adsorbed ion found on a partially eluted ion-exchange col¬ 

umn. The average calcium content in the same seven profiles was 

found to decrease, then increase in a manner similar to behavior ex¬ 

pected of such an ion on an ion-exchange column where sodium con- 

Na and Ca Content, Lower Terraces West 

Fig. 2. 
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centration is increasing. The potassium content of most of the soils 

analyzed was so small that significant trends in concentration were 

not observed. The magnesium content of the soil samples, in general, 

followed the same behavior as the calcium. 

A comparison of the average sodium content in these seven profiles 

from lower terraces with average sodium content of eighteen profiles 

from intermediate terraces (approximately 200 feet higher in elevation 

than the lower terraces and analogous to Ruhe’s Picacho surface) is 

shown in Figure 3. The sodium content of the intermediate terrace 

profiles continues to increase with depth to the 36-inch depth, which 

was unfortunately the limit of sampling in most cases, although five of 

the eighteen profiles were sampled to greater depths. If there is a peak 

in the sodium concentration in these intermediate terrace profiles, it 

is at a depth greater than the 30 to 36-inch depth. Five intermediate 

terrace profiles were sampled to greater depths and the average sodium 

content of these five profiles reaches a maximum at about the 36-inch 

depth as shown in Figure 4. This is in agreement with what we would 

Na Content, 

Fig. 3. 
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expect if these intermediate terraces were older and the sodium were 

being washed through the soil as in an ion-exchange column. Unfortu¬ 

nately the higher sodium content of these five profiles, as compared to 

the average of the eighteen intermediate terrace profiles, detracts from 

their significance as representative samples. 

Having obtained these experimental results, let us see what we can 

deduce from them if we consider the soil as an ion-exchange column. ! 

The distribution coefficient for sodium ion on the average soil is: 

^ _ g. Na/g. soil 

g. Na/liter of solution 

= .03 Liters/gram (Bower and Goertzen, 1958) 

We may use the principle stated by Mayer and Tompkins (1947) 

that the distribution coefficient is numerically equal to the volume of 

solution which has passed through the column when the concentration 

of solute in the eluate has reached a maximum. Thus, the volume of 

water necessary to wash sodium through one acre-foot of soil (approxi¬ 

mately 3 X 10® g.) is: 

Volume = (.03^-/g) (3 X 10® g.) 

= 9x10^ liters 

_ 9 X 10^ liters 

1.25 X 10® liters/acre-foot 

= 70 acre-feet 

= 800 acre-inches 

To bring the peak in the sodium concentration to a depth of two feet, 

which is approximately the case in the lower terraces, would require 

a volume of approximately 1600 acre-inches of water over an acre of 

soil. This is equivalent to 1600 inches of rainfall. The average rainfall 

in the Socorro area over the last 100 years is estimated at 9 inches per 

year. Thus about 200 years would be required to wash the sodium to 

the observed depth of two feet. Since Ruhe reports an age of about ten 

times this amount for the lower terraces, based on C-14 analysis of 

charcoal found in a hearth site buried beneath the surface, we can 

suggest that perhaps 90% of the rainfall is lost to the soil by run-off 

and evaporation in the Socorro area. 

One might also suggest that the intermediate terraces are perhaps 

50% older than the lower terraces based on the greater depth of the 

maximum in sodium concentration. 
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Experiments with an Ozone-Oxygen-Methane Flame' 

by MARSHALL ALAN FEIN" 

Henrietta M. King High School, Kingsville, Texas 

INTRODUCTION 

This work consisted of measuring the temperature of the ozone- 

oxygen-methane flame, calculation of the calories released by the flame 

and finding a possibly new phosphorus compound. j 

No work on methane flames containing ozone was found in the avail- ' 

able sources (Jour. Am. Chem. Soc., 1879-1961). , 

Apparatus ^ | 

The apparatus was developed from a test tube oxygen generator as [ 

a source of supply to a 2,400 Ib/sq in oxygen tank. In the final appara- ; 

tus, oxygen from the tank was passed over calcium chloride, and then ! 

through a valve, a Y tube, and a Tesla Coil. Ozone was made in the Y I 
tube by the electrical discharge. The ozone then went to a Bunsen : 

burner and was injected through the burner flame to make the ozone- i 

oxygen-methane flame (See Figs. 1 and 2). The nozzle used was made 

from 2 mm diameter pyrex glass tubing which was warmed, pulled, 

and filed smooth. Fuel used in the burner was natural gas. 

Experimentation 

The first group of experiments were those in which temperature of 

the ozone-oxygen-methane flame was measured. As a control, tempera¬ 

ture of an oxygen-methane flame was measured. A thermocouple made 

from German silver wire, nichrome wire, and a milliampere meter, 

was used to measure the temperatures of the flames. Thirty-one dif¬ 

ferent readings were made in each of the flames. Temperatures were 

measured through the top of the flame, down the center of the flame, 

and across the bottom of the flame (Fig. 2). Each flame was measured 

in this manner; the same number of temperature readings were taken 

in both flames. Results are shown in Figures 3-5. 

1 Highest Merit Award Paper in Physical Science, Junior Academy of Science, 

1962. 

2 Present address: Box 844, 31 McAlister Drive, Tulane University, New Orleans, 

Louisiana. 
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Fig. 1. Photograph of equipment with ozone-oxygen-methane flame. 

Fig. 2. Direction of measurement of ozone-oxygen-methane flame. 
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The second group of experiments consisted of calculating the calories 

per second released in an ozone-oxygen-methane flame and in an 

oxygen-methane flame. Rolled lead was placed in the flames at various 

distances from the nozzle. The time it took to melt the lead at different 

distances from the nozzle was measured. The time it took to melt the 

lead in the different flames was also measured. The calories per second 

absorbed by lead was then calculated by using the formula H=Mass 

X Temperature X Specific Heat. The second formula used was Cal¬ 

ories per second = H/Time. 

In the third group of experiments red phosphorus was placed in the 

ozone-oxygen-methane flame at the point of maximum temperature 

which was 4 cm from the nozzle. Red phosphorus was also placed in an 

oxygen-methane flame at the point of maximum temperature. 

RESULTS 

The maximum apparent temperature observed in the ozone-oxygen- 

methane flame was measured at about 2000°C. hotter than that for the 

corresponding oxygen-methane flame. This increase in temperature 

showed true at points of maximum temperature on the lower and up¬ 

per edges of the flames. 

In the ozone-oxygen-methane flame and in the oxygen-methane 

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE IN FLAME (CM) 
Fig. 3. Temperature as a Function of the Distance from Tip In the 03-02”CH^ Flame. 
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flame, the hottest part was in the center of the flame. Also the lower 

and upper edges of the ozone-oxygen-methane flame were hotter than 

the corresponding edges of the oxygen-methane flame. The position of 

point of maximum temperature corresponded to the flame (Fig. 3). 

From Figure 4, which shows the calories per second released by the 

ozone-oxygen-methane flame and the calories per second released in 

the oxygen-methane flame, it can be seen that there are more calories 

per second released by the ozone-oxygen-methane flame at all meas¬ 

ured points along the length of the flames. 

At 5 cm the ratio of calories released per second for each flame is 

Calories Per Sec. Absorbed By Lead 
Fig. 4, Calories per Second Absorbed by Lead as a Function of the Horizontal Position 

in the Og-O^-CH^ Flame and in an Og-CH^ Flame. 
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about 2:1 with 8.5 calories per second released by the ozone-oxygen- 

methane flame and 3.8 calories per second released by the oxygen- 

methane flame (Fig. 4). 

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE IN FLAME (CM) 
Fig. 5. Temperature as a Function of the Distance in the Centers of the 03-02”CH^ Flame 

and in the O2-CH4 Flame. 

In the phosphorus experiments with the ozone flame fumes were 

collected in an evacuated flask. These were odorless in contrast to those 

from the oxygen flame (Chart 2); so a possible new product or dif¬ 

ference in reaction is indicated. 

Chart 1 

Thermal properties 

Ozone-Oxygen-Methane flame 
Center Lower edge Upper edge 

of flame of flame of flame 

Oxygen-Methane flame 
Center Lower edge Upper edge 
of flame of flame of flame 

Position of point 

of maximum 

temperature along 

the flame zone 4 cm 5 cm 8 cm 6 cm 7 cm 2 cm 

Calories per second 

absorbed by lead 

at position of 

maximum 

temperature 8.49 cal/sec . . 3.81 cal/sec 
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Chart 2 

Some physical properties differences of phorphorus oxides 

Molecular 
Name weight Color State Odor Solubility 

Phosphorus 

Trioxide 109.95 White Gaseous Irritating 

Pungent 

Odor 

Tetroxide 125.95 White Gaseous Irritating 

Pungent 

Odor 

ss 

Pentoxide 141.95 White Gaseous Irritating Forms 

Pungent 

Odor 

H3P0, 

Possible new gas 

formed in the 

Ozone-Oxygen- 

Methane flame White Gaseous No odor ss 
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A Systematic Approach to the Factorization of Integers and 

Determination of Primes by the Use of Positive 

Definite Integral Binary Quadratic Forms 

by WILLIAM EDWARD CHRISTILLES 

St. Mary's University 

The purpose of this paper is to develop a systematic approach to 

the factorization of integers and determination of primes which is ap¬ 

plicable, yet not restricted to certain specific types or forms. Although 

we previously discussed this problem in the Mathematics Magazine, 

we shall, in this paper, improve upon our earlier results. 

Before continuing, the following definitions and restrictions are 

observed: 

Let M be a positive integer properly represented in the form 

(1) aa^+bay+Cy” 

in integers a and y, with integral coefficients, of discriminant D=4 

ac—b^>0 and not the square of an integer. We shall only refer to those 

values of a, b, and c in this paper which are such that 

(2) —a<b^a, c=a, with b^O if c=a. 

Note 1. The method used in this paper need not be restricted to 

forms of discriminant D>0; however, due to the difficulty of placing 

limits on the range of values of B (to be discussed later) using in¬ 

definite forms (Dickson, 1957: 99), their discussion is omitted from 

this paper. 

By 
(3) fi=aiai“+biQ:iyi+Ciyi^, 

we shall mean the n reduced forms (Dickson, 1957: 67-72) of dis¬ 

criminant D—4ac—b“>0 where l^i^n. Hence any M, not a prime, is 

the product of some two of the n reduced forms, say fk and fj, for some 

k and j where 1 ^k^n and 1 ^n and can be written as 

(4) M=ri ro=fkfj 

where ri=fk and r2=f j. 

We now introduce the following five lemmas. 

Lemma 1 (Dickson, 1957: 95). If a number is represented properly 

by a form [a, b, c] of discriminant d, then any divisor of that num¬ 

ber is represented by some form of the same discriminant d. 

Note 2. D=—d. 

Lemma 2. If M is an integer represented properly by the form 
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(6) 

(5) aa^+ba y+Cy^ 

of discriminant D=4ac—b^ and ri^hx^+ky^, r2=eu“+dv^, with D=4ac 

—b^=4hk=4ed, are any pair of positive integral factors of M such 

that M=ri rg, then there exist integers n, m, p, and q such that 

( i) ri=npx^+mqy^ 

(ii) r2=mpu^+nqv^ 

in integers x, y, u, and v, where D=4nmpq=4ac—b“. 

Proof of Lemma 2. By hypothesis M is an integer represented prop¬ 

erly by form (5), aa^+bay+cy^, of discriminant D=4ac—b^; and more¬ 

over, by hypothesis 

( i) ri=hx2+ky^ 

(ii) r2=eu“+dv2 

where 4hk=4ed=4ac—b^ Hence hk=ed. Now let (h,e)=p and (k,d) = 

q. We then have h=mip, k=m2q, e=nip, and d=n2q, in integers mi, 

m2, ni, and n2, where (ni, mi)=l and (m2, n2)—1. Consequently, 

D=4mi m2pq=4nin2pq and it follows that mim2=nin2 since neither p 

nor q is zero. Upon multiplying the preceding equation by the recipro¬ 

cal of ni, we have 

mim2 
=n2 

(7) 

ni 

where ni^O. Since .(mi,ni)=l, ni|m2 and we can write m2=ni^, where 

0 is an integer. We then have 

mini^ 

ni 
—mi^==n2. 

(8) 

But (m2, n2) = (ni0, mi(9 =0=1, since m2=ni0, n2=mi0, (m2, n2) = l 

and (mi, ni)=l. Now since 0=1 we have mi=n2. It follows immedi¬ 

ately that m2=ni. Finally from (7) we have 

( i) ri=npx2+mqy“ 

(ii) r2=mpu“+nqv^ 

where h=mip, k=m2q, e=nip, d=n2q, m2=ni=m, mi=n2=n, and 

D=4nmpq=4ac—b“. 

Lemma 3. If M is an integer and ri and r2 are any pair of integral 

factors of M, with M=rir2, such that 

( i) ri=npx2+mqy^ 

(ii) r2=mpu^+nqv^ 

in integers x, y, u, v, m, n, p, and q, then M has the form 

nm0^+pqy2 

in integers 0 and y. 

Proof of Lemma 3. We have 

M=ri r2=(npx2+mqy^) (mpu^+nqv^) 

=nm (xup ±yvq) ^+pq (myuTnxv) 

(9) 
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If we let (xup±yvq)=0 and (myu^nxv)=y, we have the form 

M=nm02+pqy^ 

Lemma 4 (Dickson, 1957: 68). Every real, positive form q is equiv¬ 

alent to a reduced form. 

Lemma 5 (Dickson, 1957: 71). There is only a finite number of in¬ 

tegral, positive, reduced forms having a given discriminant —A. 

Note 3. D=—A. 

We now introduce Theorem 1. 

Theorem 1 (Christilles, 1961: 414-415). If M is an integer, rep¬ 

resented properly by form (1) aa^+bay+cy^, of discriminant D, and ri 

and r2 are any pair of positive integral factors of M where M=rir2, 

there exists integers x, y, h, w, D, and B such that 

nO') 16hM=x'=+Dy" 
(ii) y-—4B(DB—x)=w". 

Moreover, there are integers v, n, ai, and a2 where B=vn and h=aia2, 

such that 

are integers. 

To factor a given integer M, by Theorem 1, we must first find a 

proper representation of M in form (1), of discriminant D>0. That 

any integer M>0 may be so represented is easily shown. For example 

consider the form 

—xy+My2 

where x=y=l, of discriminant D=4M—1, which is easily seen to 

satisfy the above statement. 

Now let M be written as 

(1) ^ M=a«2+b«y+cy2=a(-1)(-1) (1) +c(1)2 
of discriminant D=4ac—1 where a=—l and b=y=L Now a positive 

form is reduced if 

(2) ' —a<b^a, c^a, with b^O if c=a (Dickson, 1957: 68). 

But from (1) W can be written as 

(12) c=(M+l)-a. 

We can choose from (12) any combination of a and c which satisfies 

(2)2 Each such distinct choice of a and c, due to the definition of a 

reduced form (Dickson, 1957: 68), will yield a proper representation 
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of M in form (1)' with a discriminant D>0 which is different from 

all other such choices of a and c. We could choose values for b, a;, and 

y, other than b=y=l and «=—1, in properly representing M in form 

(1) which might yield distinct values for the discriminant, D, other 

than those obtained when b=y=l and a~—l; however, we can show 

that this will have no serious effect upon our proof. To clarify the 

previous statement let n(D) designate the number of proper represen¬ 

tations of M in form (1)' with distinct discriminants D>0, and n(D) 

denote the number of proper representations of M in form (1) with 

distinct discriminants D>0. Clearly n(D)^n(D), and both n(D) and 
n(D) are finite (see Theorem 56, [l],pp. 71-72). But from (1), (1)', 

(2) ', and (12) it is seen that we can always obtain a sufficiently large 

M', where M'>M, such that n(D')>n(D), where n(D0, designates 

the number of proper representations of M' in form (1)' having dis¬ 

tinct discriminants D'>0. Thus we have shown that given any M 

there is an M'>M such that the number of solutions of (12) and (2') 

with b=l for M' is greater than that for M; and moreover, that there 

is an M' greater than M such that the number of solutions of M in 

form (1) is less than that for M'. 

Note 4. The above proof should not be confused with i/'(M), the 

number of proper representations of M in form (1) of a single given 

discriminant D* >0. (M), as may be seen from Theorem 64 (Dickson, 

1957: 78-79), is dependent primarily upon the number of positive 

divisors of M. 

Now the restriction that the discriminant, D, be positive guarantees 

that none of the ai or Ci be zero when dealing with reduced forms, fi, 

where l^i^n; however one or more of the ai or yi may be zero. Since 

(13) M=rir2=fjfk==(ajaj2+bjajyj+Cjyj2) (akttk^+bkakyk+Ckyk^), 

where l^j^n and l^k^n, we see from (13) that if one of the ai is 

zero, where i=j or k, then the corresponding Ci is a factor of M; and 

likewise, if one of the ai is zero, where i=j or k, then the corresponding 

ai is a factor of M. Since by this method of factoring integers we first 

determine the reduced forms, f i, of discriminant D, it is a simple matter 

to test to see if one of the Oi or Ci is a factor of M. If this is not first done, 

before attempting to use Theorem 1, our attempt to determine the 

factors of M may result in a failure. This may be seen by examining 

(10) with the value of B=0. 

Note 5. The reduced forms, for a given D>0, can be obtained either 

by tables, such as listed by Dickson (1939: 58) or by direct calcula¬ 

tions, also discussed by Dickson (1939: 55-56). 

In the application of Theorem 1, the following, mentioned by the 

author in an earlier paper, should be noted: “For all the possible 
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(14) fi=ai«i^+bi«iyi+Ciyi^ 

where of discriminant D>0, we will have only a finite number 

of hq’s (since the number of reduced forms is finite), such that 

(15) Hq ajOk, 

where l=i=k=n, and l^q^[c(n,2)+n]. Correspondingly, a finite 

number of Bq’s exist such that 

(16) Bq=yjyk. 

That B is always integral can be seen by referring to Theorem 1 

(Christilles, 1961: 411-413). Thus, in general (25) (Christilles, 1963; 

31-35) can be written as 

(17) 
4(hqM)y2 

D 
J3q 

4(hqM)V2 

D 

where D>0. Consequently, if M does not have a solution by Theorem 

1 over the range of values of Bq, expressed by (17), then M is a prime 

integer. By a solution of M is meant the process of finding a Bq which 

will yield two integral factors ri >1 and r2 >1 such that M=ri Ts.” 

(Christilles, 1963: 34). 

We now show a formula for expressing the number of Bq’s we must 

test in (ii) of Theorem 1 in order to factor M. 

Note 6. “To factor an integer M, properly represented in form (1) 

by the use of Theorem 1, we must satisfy both (i) and (ii) of Theorem 

1. Once (i) is satisfied, we then attempt to satisfy (ii) by successively 

substituting for B in (ii) the integers ±1, ±2, ±3,.. Thus in 

general the rapidity of this method is seen to depend upon the maxi¬ 

mum value of IBI. Since by (11) we can place limits on the range of 

values of B when D>0, we exclude for the remainder of the paper the 

case in which D=0 (Christilles, 1963: 33-34),” 

Let[s] refer to the greatest integer not greater than s, where s is a 

real number. When C(D)=y^l we will have more than one value for 

hq, where l^q^^c(n,2)+n|- and n is the number of reduced forms of 

discriminant D. Hence we must attempt to satisfy (i) and (ii) of 

Theorem 1 separately for each distinct hq. For a given hq, say hr, where 

l^r=^c(n,2)+n|^ there will be exactly Br possible values of B to test 

in (ii) of Theorem 1 which can be represented by 

(18) Br=2 
4(hrM)V2 

D 

Note 7. C(D) refers to the class number where the bracket function 

is defined as above. The expression in the bracket is multiplied by two 

since we have both positive and negative values for B. It follows im¬ 

mediately that 

(19) Bt-Bi+Bs ... Bo- 
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=2 
4(hiM);4 1 

4-2 
4(h2M)V2 

4- . . +2 
4(h<rM)% 

D 1 D D 

•- -* 

or 

(20) 
~ 4(hiM)y» 

1 D 
1} 

1 ,=1 Jj 

where a- =-;c(n,2)+n I-, l^i^n and Bt r 

Bq’s necessary to test in (ii) of Theorem 1 in order to factor M. 

The reader should observe from Theorem 1, (17), and (20), that 

when the discriminant, D, is large in magnitude, M is of reasonable 

size, and the number of reduced forms of D is a minimum. Theorem 1 

yields not only an applicable means of factoring a given integer M, but 

also an effective means for testing M for primality. Unfortunately, the 

number of positive discriminants, D, having only one reduced form, 

denoted by C(D)=1, is limited to D=3, 7, 11, 19, 43, 67, 163 and at 

most, one more (Hardy and Wright, 1954: 213). In fact, it was shown 

by Heilbronn (Davenport, 1952: 149-150) in 1934 that C(D) tends 

to infinity as D tends to infinity. 

Now since the factorization of a given integer M, properly repre¬ 

sented in form (1) of discriminant D, is greatly simplified when D is 

such that C(D) is a minimum we are naturally concerned with the 

problem of calculating C(D). Fortunately, there are means available 

for calculating C (D), the simplest case occurring when D is a prime, p. 

We then have 

(21) C(~-p)=—, ([6], pp. 148-149) 

where A is the sum of all the quadratic residues (mod p) and B is the 

sum of all the quadratic non-residue (mod p). For a more descriptive 

account of C(D) the reader is referred to Jones (1950: 181-185) or 

Pollard (1950: 111-114). 

It is perhaps worthy of mention that since a field has unique fac¬ 

torization of integers into prime integers if and only if its class num¬ 

ber, C(D), is one (Pollard, 1950: 111-112), we must always consider 

values of h, from Theorem 1, other than h=l unless C(D)=1. When 

C(D) = 1, then h=l. In general, if C(D)=n we have c(n,2)+n differ¬ 

ent values for hq, as can be seen from the range of values on q which 

follows (15). 

In certain instances it will be found beneficial to seek an integer tt 

such that ttM is properly representable in form (1) having as large a 
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discriminant D' as is possible with relatively few reduced forms. It 

should be noted that representing M properly in form (1) of dis¬ 

criminant D', where D' represents the maximum value of D' for which 

C(D')=1, is not always the best choice of D' to use in attempting to 

factor M, since, in the first place it is not always possible to represent 

ttM in form (1) of discriminant D' with C(D')=1; and, secondly, the 

number of discriminants D for which C(D)=1 is finite, with 163 the 

largest known such D (Hardy and Wright, 1954: 213), which, due to 

(17), would eliminate, generally, any further improvement in simpli¬ 

fying the factorization of M by Theorem 1. It is clear by Theorem 1, 

(17), and Note 6, that simplification of the factorization of M refers 

to that process of reducing the number of possible integral values of B 

necessary to test in (ii) of Theorem 1 to a minimum. Thus in general 

it is more practical to seek from all the D' which are maximal that one 

which has C (D') a minimum. 

The fact that the number of proper representations of M in form (1) 

having different discriminants D increases as M increases in magni¬ 

tude, as mentioned earlier, enables us to seek the best suited discrimi¬ 

nant, from among many discriminants, for use in the factorization of 

M. To clearly illustrate this fact let Bt represent the total number of 

possible values of B necessary to test in (ii) of Theorem 1 in order to 

yield all factors of M; and let Bt' designate the total number of possible 

values of B' necessary to try in (ii) of Theorem 1 in order to yield all 

factors of ttM. In finding all integral factors of ttM we also obtain all 

the integral factors of M. In order for it to be practical to factor M by 

first multiplying M by an integer tt it is necessary, in general, for 

(22) 
4(hi7rM)V2 ■j 

D 
j 

where l^i^^c(n,2)+n}- and o-'=jc(n,2)+n|>, to be smaller in magni¬ 

tude than 

(23) 
4(hjM)V2 

D 

where l^j^jc(n,2)+n}> and or=jc(n,2)+n[-. In general, tt must be 

small in comparison to M if this method is to be expedient, as can be 

seen from (22) and (23). 

Note 8. We need only consider proper representation of M in form 

(1), aa^+bay+cy^, where (a,y)=l; since, if (a,y)=d>l, then d, from 
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(1), is a non-unit factor of M and the desired results of factoring M is 

already achieved. 

Finally, the factorization of a given M=ri r2=fifj, of discriminant 

D>0, where l^i^n, l^j^n, and n is the number of reduced forms of 

D, may in certain instances be simplified by initially reducing the pos¬ 

sible number of hq’s, where q=[c(n,2)H-n]. This is possible when the 

product 4%efifj does not belong to the same genus as 42heM, where 

hi^he=hq; and, hence he^aiaj can be eliminated. As an example we 

note that 

(24) 4%eM=4^aiajrir2= [4ai (aiai^+biaiyi+Ciyi^) ] 

[4aj (ajffi'+bjajyj+Cjyj^) ] 
= [ (2aiai+b,yi) 2+Dyi^] 

[(2ajffj+bjyj)2+Dyj2] 

=x"+Dy", 

where x=[(2ai«i+biyi) (2ajaj+bjyj) TDyiyj], 

y=[2aiai+biyi)yj ± (2aja:j+bjyj)yi], M^aa^+bay+Cy^ and 

D=4ac—b^=4aiCi—bi^=4ajCj—bj2. Thus 

(25) 4%efifi=x^+Dy^=x2(mod D), 

where (4^hefifj,D)=l. Hence for a given he, where l=e=q and 

(4%efifj5D)=l, either 

(26) 4%eM^4%efifJ (mod D) 

or we need not consider hg. For a more detailed account of the theory 

of genera, the reader is referred to Dickson (1957: 81-90; 141-150) 

or Jones (1950: 105-121; 168-170). 

We now proceed with the statement and proof of Theorem 2. 

Theorem 2, If M is a positive integer of the form (1), aoj^+ba^+c^^ 

of discriminant D=4ac—b^>0 and ri=hx^+ky2>l and r^=eu^+dv2>l, 

in integers x, y, u, v, h, k, e, and d, are any pair of positive integral 

factors of M where M=rir2 and D=4ac—b^=4hk=4ed>0, then there 

exist integers a', y, p, q, m, n, w, and B such that 

(27) (i) M=nma'2+pqy^ 

(ii) (yp)^—4pmnB(qB—«')==(wp)^ 

where D=4ac—b^=4mnpq. Moreover, there are integers v and y where 

B=vy such that 

(28) M=r,r.= [mp (|^)' +nq(v)^ ] [np (^)' +mq(y)^] , 

where (^—^)and (77—-) are integers. 
2ym 2vn 

Proof of Theorem 2. It follows from lemma 1, lemma 2, lemma 3, 

and the conditions stated in the theorem that 

(29) M=rir2=(hx^+ky2) (eu^+dv^) 
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= (npx“H-mqy‘‘^) (mpu“+nqv2) 

=nm (xup ±yvq) “+pq (myu=f=nxv) 2=nma2+pqy% 

where h=np, k^mq, e=mp, d=nq, a'~(xup±yvq) and y=(niyu=i= 

nxv). Eliminating x from the last two relations and solving the result 

for u, we obtain: 

yP± [ (yp) "4pmnyv(qyv-a') ] 
(30) u= 

2mpy 

Similarly, eliminating u and solving for x, we get 

(30) ' ,,-yP- K(yp)"-4pmnyY(qyv-«0] ‘/^ 
2npv 

Consequently, in both cases we have, 

(31) (yp)2—4pmnB(qB—a') = (wp)2 

where B=yv and w is an integer; and solving for a', we obtain: 

(32) '^/-(wp)^-(yp)'+4pmnqB^ 

4pmnB 

M=nma:'^+pqy- =nm[ 
(wp) (yp) ^+4pmnqB^ 

=mn 
{[ 

(wp)‘‘-2(wpyp)=+(yp) 

4pmnB ] +pqy' 

(4pmnB)^ 

r 8pqmn(ypB)“+8pqmn(wpB)n + r42p^m-n2q2B^11 
L J-Tkm n Tt ^ 2 J L (4pmnB)“ 

] 

(4pmnB) 

' nmp^ ( y2wy+W^ ) ( y^+2yW+W“ ) 

(4pmnB)“ 
+ 

r4pq(mnpB) (w“+2wy+y^) +w^—2wy+y^) } 1 , 

L (4pmnB)2 J 
r d^p-q-m-n^B^I 

L (4pmnB)^ 

_nmp"(y-w)-(y+w)- _^_pq[(y-w)"+(y+w)"] 

i4mnB)- 4 mnp 

)ym 

where y =u and 
2ym 

z=x from (30) and (30)'. 
2vn 

This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 

To place limits on the range of possible values that B can assume, 

with regard to Theorem 2, we proceed as follows: Let 

(33) M=rir2=(npx2+mqy-) (mpu^+nqv^) 

=nmp^ (xu) 2+mnq“ (yv) “+pqm^ (yn) “Tpqn^ (xv) -, 

where M>0. But (33) can be written as 

(34) mnq^B^^M— [nmp^ (xu) “+pqm^ (yu) ^Tpqn^ (xv) , 

where B=yv. Since D=4nmpq>0 and M>0, we can without loss of 

generality, assume ri and rs both to be positive. Now with ri=(npx^+ 
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1 ^ 
(M.YA ^ 1 1 i f MV/q 
V-} —’ 

iq ' q 

mqy“) >0, r2=(mpu^+nqv^) >0, and D=4mnpq>0 we have 

np>0, mq>0, mp>0, and nq>0. 

From the above relations, it follows that 

m2pq>0 and n2pq>0. 

Hence, pq>0; and, since 4nmpq>0 we then have mn>0. Consequently, 

[nmp2 (xu) 2+pqm2 (jru) 2+pqn- (xv) >0, 

since nm>0 and pq>0. It follows from the above inequality and (34) 

that 

(35) mnq^B^^M 

or 

(36) 

We now introduce the following corollaries which follow immedi¬ 

ately from the above statements, (36), Theorem 2, and Note 9 below. 

Note 9. Euler called a number l=nmpq>0 idoneal (numerous 

idoneous) if every integer representable in a single way by the form 

(37) nma^+pq^^ 
with (nma, pq0)=l, is either a prime, or the double of a prime or the 

square of a prime, or a power of two (Dickson, 1918: 361-362). 

Corollary 2.1. If M is a positive integer represented in form (37), 

nma^+pqy-, in integers a and y with integral coefficients where 

=nmpq is an idoneal number, (nma, pqy)=l, nmo:^ and pqy^ are 
4 

of different parity, and B has no solution in (27) is over the range of 

values expressed by (36), then M is either a prime integer or the 

square of a prime. 

Corollary 2.2. If M is a positive integer represented in form (37), 

nma:“+pqy“, in integers a and y with integral coefficients where 

—=nmpq is an idoneal number, (nma, pqy)=l, nma^ and pqy^ are of 
4 

different parity and there exists a solution of (27) ii over the range of 

values of B^O expressed by (36), then M is a composite integer. More¬ 

over, there are integers v and y where B=vy such that 

(38) 

where 

M=rxr2=[ 

) 

mpV 
fy—W 

2ym 
) +nq(v)2] [np(^^) +mq(y)2] 

-w 

2ym 
and are integers. 

Although Theorem 2 can sometimes be used to factor an integer M, 

Theorem 1 is easily seen to be the better method in general. Corollary 

2.1 has its greatest use in the determination of large primes when M 

can be expressed in form (37), nma^+pq^^, where ——nmpq is an 

idoneal number. Corollary 2.2 can be used to advantage in the factori- 
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zation of composite integers which are expressible in form (37) with 

—=nmpq idoneal. Unfortunately, there are only 65 known idoneal 

numbers, the largest of which is 1848; and, if there are others they are 

greater than 100,000 (Dickson, 1918: 365). 

We conclude the paper with the following example. 

Example: Let M = 5,170,283= 1820(34)2+3(1011)2=mn^2+pqy^ 

where p=l, q=3, mn=:1820, o!=34 and y=1011. Now M is seen to be 

not a perfect square and odd. Hence, from Corollary 2.1 either M is a 

prime integer or B^O has a solution in (27) ii over the range of values 

expressed by (36). From ^36) we have 

(39) l(gF0.g83)VM 
^ ^ I 3 ^ 1,820 ^ I ' ' 

But (27) ii has no solution over the range of values expressed by (39). 

Consequently, 5,170,283 is a prime integer. 
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On the Absolute Convergence of Infinite Determinants 

by MAX K. MILLER 

Defense Research Laboratory 

The University of Texas 

ABSTRACT 

A proof is given for a set of sufficient conditions for the absoliilt* 

convergence of infinite determinants. Infinite products which diverge* 

to zero, or converge absolutely, are used as an upper bound on the* 

modulus of the determinant in order to establish convergence of the 

determinant. 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the absolute convergence of 

an infinite determinant are generalized by using infinite products 

which diverge to zero as an upper bound on the modulus of the infinite 

determinant. A special class of infinite determinants is shown to satisfy 

these generalized necessary and sufficient conditions for convergence. 

ANALYSIS 

The notion of the convergence of determinants of infinite order was 

first introduced by Hill (1886) and has since been discussed by certain 

authors (Whittaker and Watson, 1940; Cohen, 1930; McDuffee, 1946; 

and Muir, 1906). Sufficient conditions as well as necessary and suf¬ 

ficient conditions for convergence of infinite determinants have been 

established by using converging infinite products as upper bounds on 

the modulus of the infinite determinants (Whittaker and Watson, 

1940; Cohen, 1930). It is the purpose of this paper to generalize cer¬ 

tain requirements for the absolute convergence of an infinite determi¬ 

nant and to show that convergence can be established in some cases by 

the use of infinite products which do not converge, but do diverge to 

zero. The necessity for generalization of the requirements for con¬ 

vergence will be illustrated later in our analysis. 

Before we proceed, however, we define a determinant of infinite 

order in the following way. 
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a_2-2 a-2-i InD o
 a-21 a_22 

a_i_2 a-i-i a-10 a-ii a-12 

ao-2 a 0-1 aoo aoi ao2 

a 1-2 a 1-1 Rio ail ai2 

a2-2 a 2-1 a2o a2i a22 

Definition 1. Let an infinite determinant be denoted by A. Denote 

each element of the array A by an,. Let aik be defined for all in¬ 

teger values of i and k, and denote by Dm the determinant formed 

by the numbers aik (i,k = —m, . . +m). If Dm tends to a limit D 

as m-> 00, then the infinite determinant A is said to converge and 

to have the value D. If limit Dm, as m-^ ^, fails to exist, then the 

infinite determinant A diverges. A is said to be absolutely con¬ 

vergent if I Dm I tends as to a limit as m^ co. 

We need some basic definitions for infinite products which are used 

in the analysis which follows concerning the convergence of an in¬ 

finite determinant. 
00 

Definition 2. The infinite product | | Un is said to be convergent if 
n = 0 

and only if there exists a positive integer m, such that for every 

positive integer n, n > m, no factor of the infinite product van¬ 

ishes, and the partial products, pn = Um+i.Um+2--.Um+n, tend, as n 

increases without bound, to a limit, finite and different from zero. 

If this limit be Um, then the number U = Ui.U2...Um.Um, which is 
oo 

independent of m, is the value of the infinite product | | Un. The 

00 

infinite product | | Un is said to be absolutely convergent pro- 
n = 0 

00 

vided I I I Un I converges. 
n = 0 

00 

Definition 3. The infinite product | | Un is said to diverge to zero pro- 
n = 0 

vided that either, (1) it contains an infinite number of terms that 

are equal to zero, or (2) it has no more than a finite number of 

terms which vanish, and there exists a positive integer m, such 

that for every positive integer n, n>m, |un|>0, and the partial 

products, Pn = Um+i.Um+2---Um+n, tend to the limiting value zero 

as n increases without bound. 
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Definition 4. Those infinite products which fail to converge, or which 

fail to diverge to zero, are said to diverge. 
00 

Definition 5. The infinite product | | Un is said to converge provided 
n=- 00 

both the products 
00 — 00 

I I Un and I I Un converges. 
n = 0 n=-l 

Denote these products by pi and p2 respectively. The value of the 
00 

product I I Un is given by 
n=— 00 

00 

I I Un — Pi-P2, provided both pi and p2 exist. 
n=— 00 

00 — 00 00 

Should one or both of | | Un or | | Un diverge, then | | Un is said 
n = 0 n=-l n=-oo 

to diverge. If either of the products pi or pa converges, and the 
00 

other product diverges to zero, then | | Un is said to diverge to 

zero. If both pi and ps diverge to zero, then the product | | Un 
n==- 00 

diverges to zero. 

The importance of infinite products which diverge to zero will be 

exploited as we proceed to (1) establish sufficient conditions for the ab¬ 

solute convergence of certain infinite determinants, and (2) generalize 

a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the absolute convergence 

of infinite determinants. First, consider the following theorem. 

Theorem 1. Sufficient conditions for the absolute convergence of an 

infinite determinant A are that 
CO 

(1) 2 |aik|,i^k, converges absolutely, and 
i ,k=— oo 

CO CO 

(2) I I (2 l^iivl) converges absolutely, or diverges to zero. 
i =—00 k=—00 

Proof: In order to establish Theorem 1, we denote the value of an m X 

m determinant by Dm. Consider the product 
m m 

P™ = TT (S lai.l). 
i =—m k=-m 

Since Pm contains terms of equal or greater modulus than Dm, we have 

I Dm I ^ Pm- By hypothesis 
CO 

2 |aik| converges, 
i ,k=— 00 

and thus each term of (2) is finite. In the limiting process, as m-^ co, 
mm 00 00 

limPm = lim | j (2 |aik| ) = | ! (2 |aik| ), 
i=-m k=-m i=-oo k=-oo 

which either converges or diverges to zero by hypothesis (2). There¬ 

fore as m-> CO, lim Pm ^ lim |Dm| > 0. That is, |Dm| is bounded as m in- 
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creases without limit in the positive direction, and the infinite deter¬ 

minate A converges absolutely. Thus, the proof is complete and the ab¬ 

solute convergence of A is assured under the hypotheses of Theorem 1. 

As we consider the following theorem from the literature (Cohen, | 

1930; MacDuffee, 1946), the importance of an infinite product which j 

diverges to zero becomes even more evident. [ 

Theorem 2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the absolute con- | 

vergence of an infinite determinant A are that ' 
00 

(1) I I Iaii I converges absolutely, and | 

(2) there exists a positive integer p such that p > 2 and 
00 00 1 i 

2 [ 2 |aik|^]^^ converges absolutely for i =7^ k. ! 
i=—00 k=-oo ! 

It is not the purpose here to give a proof of Theorem 2, but we illus- , 

trate the need of generalizing this theorem by amending the first ' 

hypothesis to read as follows: 

(1') I I Iai i I converges absolutely, or diverges to zero. 
i =— 00 i 

The necessity for extending Theorem 2, as we have done in (1'), is | 

best seen by considering the special class of infinite determinants in I 

which all nondiagonal terms are zero and the diagonal terms are all ! 

non-zero and finite. Denote such an infinite determinant by B. Let ! 

bnn be of the order 1/n for 0, and for n = 0, let boo be finite. For the i 

infinite determinant B that is defined in this manner, all bik = 0 for i 

i =7^ k, and therefore, the value of the terms summed in the manner pre¬ 

scribed by condition (2) of Theorem 2 is exactly zero. Thus, the infi¬ 

nite determinant B satisfies the second requirement of Theorem 2. 

The first hypothesis of Theorem 2 requires the convergence of | | 

|biil. Since bnn is of the order 1/n (n=7^0), | | |bii| diverges to zero. 
i-=: 00 

Because B does not converge absolutely, it does not satisfy the first re¬ 

quirement for absolute convergence as set forth in Theorem 2. There¬ 

fore, by Theorem 2, B diverges. 

It follows, however, from the definition of an infinite determinant 
00 

that the value of the determinant B is given by lim Dm = lim | | ha 
m—)■ 00 m-> 00 i =—m 

= 0. Thus, we have B = 0, although B fails to satisfy Theorem 2. This 

apparent contradiction is avoided if the first hypothesis of Theorem 2 

is generalized to read as it is stated in (!')• Then B satisfies the neces¬ 

sary and sufficient conditions for absolute convergence as they are 

stated in (1') and (2) of Theorem 2. It may be concluded, therefore, 
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that it is necessary to generalize Theorem 2 as it has been done in (1') 

in order to include the possibility of using an infinite product w^hich di¬ 

verges to zero. An infinite product which diverges to zero may then be 

used as an upper bound on the infinite determinant in question, and, 

as it is in the case for the determinant B, the infinite determinant may 

even be exactly equal to the infinite product. 

SUMMARY 

An infinite product which diverges to zero (or converges absolutely) 

has been used as an upper bound in Theorem 1 and in the generaliza¬ 

tion of Theorem 2. Such infinite products are useful in establishing 

convergence of certain infinite determinants, as it has been illustrated 

in the class of infinite determinants described by B. Also, it is noted 

that B satisfies the sufficient conditions for absolute convergence given 

in Theorem 1. Theorem 1 is in some cases easier to use than Theorem 2. 

However, the generalization of Theorem 2 is more complete in the 

sense that it gives both necessary and sufficient conditions for the abso¬ 

lute convergence of an infinite determinant. Both theorems illustrate 

the importance of infinite products which diverge to zero when con¬ 

vergence of infinite determinants is being established. 
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Origin of Spring Creek Beds, Garza and 

Lynn Counties, Texas 

by C. C. REEVES, JR. 

Texas Technological College 

ABSTRACT 

Evidence gathered in a study of the Spring Creek Canyon area, as 

part of a long-term investigation of Recent and Pleistocene lake basins 

of West Texas, clarifies the origin of the controversial Spring Creek 

beds. A possible silt-sand dune remnant along the northeastern flank 

of the Spring Creek beds, lithologic and physiographic similarities to 

accumulations in modern depressions, and location with respect to lines 

of Pleistocene drainage indicate that the Spring Creek beds are lacus¬ 

trine rather than fluviatile deposits. 

Measured sections illustrate the lithology of the Spring Creek beds 

and closely related strata. 

INTRODUCTION 

The filled and unfilled natural depressions of the Texas High Plains 

have been classified by the writer (1962). This investigation deals 

with what is considered to be a filled depression in which sediments 

are now exposed by dissection. Geologic examination of filled depres¬ 

sions is difficult unless considerable well (irrigation, salt, or oil) con¬ 

trol is available or erosional dissections occurs. Several filled depres¬ 

sions of Class I and/or Class II type (Reeves, 1962) have recently 

been discovered and are now undergoing evaluation; however, the 

Tule, Blanco, and Spring Creek beds, often considered representative 

of depressional fills, have long been known. 

The geological study of sediments within these depressions unfortu¬ 

nately raised the question of whether the sediments are fluviatile rather 

than lacustrine. It is the writer’s purpose to describe the geology of the 

Spring Creek beds, emphasizing the particular aspects indicative of a 

lacustrine origin. The geological facts and suppositions concerning the 

Spring Creek beds will also apply, in great part, to the type Tule and 

Rlanco beds. 

The name Rlanco Formation was given by Cummins (1891) to 

Pleistocene strata exposed along Blanco Canyon in north-central 

Crosby County (Fig. 1). Several geologists (Cope, 1892; Cummins, 
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1891: 1892: 1893; Gidley, 1903; Gould, 1906; Baker, 1915; Matthew, 

1925; Sellards, et al.^ 1933; Evans and Meade, 1945; Meade, 1945; 

Frye, et al., 1948; and Frye and Leonard, 1957) have studied the 

Blanco beds, as well as other Pleistocene outcrops from several lo¬ 

calities on the Texas High Plains, yet there is still basic disagreement 

as to whether they are fluviatile (Frye and Leonard, 1957) or lacus¬ 

trine (Evans and Meade, 1945). The equivalent Rita Blanca beds near 

Channing, Texas, about 140 miles northwest of Blanco Canyon, have 

been proven to be lacustrine (Kirkland and Anderson, 1963). The 

Blanco beds are of Nebraskan age (Evans and Meade, 1945). 

Fig. 1. Index map of a portion of the southeastern Llano Estacado showing the locations 

of the Tule, Blanco, and Spring Creek Canyon deposits. 
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The name Tule Formation was given by Cummins (1893) to Pleis¬ 

tocene strata exposed along Tule Canyon in west-central Briscoe 

County (Fig, 1). The Tule and equivalent Rock Creek strata have been 

extensively studied (Cope, 1893; Cummins, 1893; Gidley, 1903; Lull, 

1915; Troxell, 1915a: 1915b; Sellards, et aL, 1933; Evans and Meade, 

1945; Frye and Leonard, 1957) and dated as Kansan by correlation 

with Mississippi Valley glacial deposits (Frye, et al.^ 1948). 

The Tule beds were originally considered stream deposits (Gidley, 

1903) but Evans and Meade (1945), after extensive regional study of 

West Texas Quaternary strata, suggested a lacustrine origin. Frye and 

Leonard (1957) recently supported Gidley’s (1903) hypothesis for the 

type Tule. 

The Spring Creek beds were named by Evans and Meade (1945) for 

Pleistocene exposures along Spring Creek Canyon in southwestern 

Garza County (Fig. 1). Frye and Leonard (1957) recently assigned 

the Spring Creek beds to the Tule Formation and, like the type Tule, 

consider them fluviatile deposits. 

C. D. Martin (1950), studying the Tertiary strata of the Spring 

Creek Canyon area, concluded that the Spring Creek beds were of 

lacustrine origin. 

REGIONAL AND LOCAL STRATIGRAPHY 

The Texas High Plains, known as the Llano Estacado, includes Cre¬ 

taceous, Tertiary, and Quaternary strata resting uncomformably on 

a Triassic foundation. Various Cretaceous formations are overlain by 

the Pleiocene Ogallala Group. The Ogallala, predominantly of clays 

and soft calcareous cemented sand, may be in some localities divided 

into the lower Couch and the upper Bridwell formations (Evans, 1949: 

1956). Quaternary strata, consisting of Pleistocene lake beds, fluviatile, 

and aeolian debris, occur primarily in innumerable natural depres¬ 

sions, in filled Pleistocene depressions, or in filled and/or nearly filled 

Pleistocene drainage valleys. 

Triassic, Cretaceous, Pliocene, Pleistocene, and Recent strata are 

exposed in the Spring Creek Canyon area. The Triassic Dockum 

Group, consisting of variegated shales and micaceous sandstones with 

interbedded conglomerate and gypsum, outcrops in the deeper canyons 

and gullies. 

The Dockum is unconformably overlain by the Pliocene Ogallala 

Group (Fig. 3) except in several localities where thin Cretaceous out¬ 

crops occur. The Cretaceous is of no direct interest to this study. 

The lower Ogallala (Couch?) generally contains up to 12 feet of 
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Fig. 3. Unconformable contact of Ogallala (Pliocene) and Dockum (Triassic) Groups, 

north-central part of Spring Creek depression. 
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conglomerate overlain by up to 20 feet of nearly uniform, fine-grained, 

well-sorted, buff to grayish sand. The upper Ogallala (Bridwell?) con¬ 

sists of about 30—40 feet of red brown sand with local clays, conglom¬ 

erates, caliche zones and nodules, and silicious lentils. A sporadic 

opalized zone 4-15 inches thick often marks the Couch (?) -Bridwell (?) 

boundary in nearby areas. 

The main “cap rock” caliche, which upholds the prominent High 

Plains escarpment, occurs at the top of the Ogallala. This “cap rock,” 

ranging in thickness from less than 10 feet to over 20 feet in the Spring 

Creek Canyon area, marks the Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary. 

Througout the High Plains the breached “cap rock” also generally 

defines what is considered as having been the maximum limits of the 

large Pleistocene lakes. 

The Spring Creek beds consist of light greenish, yellowish, and white 

bentonitic clays, which were undoubtedly derived from the Pearlette 

volcanic ash (Frye, et aL, 1948), red to tan to white sands, occasional 

thin fresh-water limestones, and caliche and conglomerate lentils. 

Where the Spring Creek beds are thickest they rest mainly on lower 

Ogallala (Couch?) but as they thin toward the edge of the basin the 

upper Ogallala (Bridwell?) appears. Caliche lenses sporadically occur 

within or at the top of the Spring Creek section (Fig. 4). Quaternary 

stream gravels and aeolian sands and soils, ranging from 2 to about 12 

feet in thickness, cover the Ogallala and/or Spring Creek beds. In sev¬ 

eral local areas the Spring Creek beds are covered with dark blue gray, 

often arenaceous, Tahoka Clay. The Tahoka Clay is considered of 

Wisconsin age (Evans and Meade, 1945). 

Lithology of the Spring Creek beds varies considerably, dependent 

mainly on position in relation to the edge of the deposit. Near the mar¬ 

gins conglomerate of “cap rock” fragments and stream deposits, often 

with arenaceous silt and clay, commonly occur (Fig. 5), while toward 

the thicker parts of the section finer grained elastics (Fig. 6), often 

with occasional fresh-water limestones, predominate. Several meas¬ 

ured sections (see appendix) illustrate lithology found in select loca¬ 

tions (Fig. 2). 

ORIGIN OF THE SPRING CREEK BEDS 

Evans and Meade (1945) and Martin (1950) consider the Spring 

Creek beds lacustrine deposits; however, Frye and Leonard (1957) 

suggest “. . . cyclical stream deposits with gravels in the base but with 

sand and silt in the upper part. ...” Frye and Leonard (1957) base 

their fluviatile origin on the following: 

1) absence of silt-sand dunes adjacent to the Spring Creek area and 

absence of lag concentrate in the base of the Spring Creek beds. 
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Fig. 4. Friable caliche profile at the top of the Spring Creek beds on the northeast flank 

of the depression. 

'^pbTc i js''s-- • -i. ■ . 
Fig. 5. Conglomerate composed mainly of “cap rock” fragments near the northeast flank 

of the depression. 
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yet absence of evidence suggesting aeolian abrasion, 

3) lithologic similarity between equivalent terrace deposits, 14) similarity of ecological requirements of molluscan faunas be¬ 

tween those of the Spring Creek beds and equivalent terrace de¬ 

posits, and 

5) reflection of a buried drainage system on the Texas High Plains, 

The writer painstakingly studied the geology of the Blanco beds in 

Blanco Canyon, the Tule beds in Tule Canyon, and the Spring Creek 

beds in Spring Creek Canyon, but failed to find much to add to the 

excellent studies of Evans and Meade (1945) and Frye and Leonard 

(1957). The writer supports the lacustrine hypothesis of Evans and 

Meade (1945), therefore, this discussion is concerned mainly with 

j reinterpretation of evidence gathered by Frye and Leonard (1957) 

j based on 1) the small amount of new evidence gathered in the Spring 

I Creek Canyon area by the writer, and 2) the writer’s (1962) classi- 

: fication of depressions on the Texas High Plains. 

Aerial photographs, field reconnaissance, and hand auger samples 

show old Pleistocene drainage valleys extending north, northwest, 

and south of the Spring Creek Canyon area (Fig. 1), and a valley of 

pre-Ogallala age is suggested by Cronin’s (1961) control. The pre- 

Ogallala drainage, which may have influenced Pleistocene drainage, 

trends due west with a tributary valley splitting off to the southwest 

(Fig. 1). The possibility of a broad Pleistocene valley filled with flu- 

viatile debris at and below the confluence of these streams certainly 

exists, but it seem incongrous to suspect broad valley development with 

sluggish stream deposits or abandoned valley fills relatively near the 

escarpment because of the normal increase in stream gradients. It also 

seems illogical to suspect development of a broad valley in the incom¬ 

petent Ogallala. 

Frye and Leonard (1957) believe that local channel deposits and 

absence of fish, amphibians, and fossil aquatic mollusks, is indicative 

of a fluviatile origin for the Blanco beds. Channel-like deposits and 

aquatic gastropods are not hard to find in the Spring Creek beds, but 

to date no fossil fish or amphibians are known. Several horse teeth 

were found during the writer’s investigation. 

Observation and study in present depressions indicate that the 

“channel deposits” of Frye and Leonard (1957) are probably formed 

as parts of small deltas, or related distributary channels, after cloud¬ 

bursts. The general absence of aquatic mollusks remains is due to rapid 

destruction by wave action in the characteristically shallow water 

(personnal communication, J. E. Sublette). In many lakes a near total 

absence of aquatic forms is due to high salinity. 
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Frye and Leonard (1957) mention the occurrence of the buried i 

Pleistocene drainage system of the Texas High Plains, particularly j 

calling attention to the fact that . linear sags project toward areas of 

thick Tule.” The writer, with Cronin's (1961) control, studied and i 
mapped the pre-Ogallala and Pleistocene drainage trends of the Llano ii 
Estacado and assigned, to depressions initiated by accelerated local! 

solution along such drainage, a Class IV designation. Hutchinson j 
(1957) mentioned the similarity (from the air) between the basins of I 
the Llano Estacado and those of the southern Transvaal, Africa, Wei- | 

lington (1943) considers the Lake Chrissie basins of the eastern Trans- ! 

vaal remnants of an old drainage system, and Jaeger (1939) mentions i 

basins in the Kalahari Desert associated with ancient drainage valleys. i 

Since practically all large, unfilled, linear depressions on the Estacado 

are of Class IV type it is only reasonable to suspect that linear wedges ! 

of lacustrine-like sediment represent previous Class IV depressional i 

fills rather than fluviatile debris, especially when such fills occur along 

present drainage valleys, • 

Examination of Pleistocene drainage reveals that, in most cases, the ■ 

valleys are narrow and shallow, their greatest depth being about 30-40 j 
feet. Thus it seems that the Spring Creek beds, which in some areas 

are above the general plains surface, could hardly represent channel 

or valley deposits. 

In most areas the Ogallala “cap rock” defines the depression’s limits, 

but on the northeastern flank the “cap rock” occurs about 30 feet be¬ 

neath the top of the predominantly sandy Spring Creek beds. Border¬ 

ing aeolian dunes undoubtedly supplied much of the sand and silt to 

the depression during Kansan time and, therefore, could not be ex¬ 

pected to still recognizably fringe the basin. However, the nearly im¬ 

perceptible sandy ridge paralleling and overlying what remains of the 

basin’s northeast and southeast flanks, as well as the upper sandy part 

of the Spring Creek beds in the immediate area, is certainly dune-like 

and therefore considered a possible dune remnant (Fig. 2). 

The Ogalla caliche conglomerates and coarse sands would not, as 

Frye and Leonard (1957) point out, have been removed by wind defla¬ 

tion and consequently should appear in the base of the Spring Creek 

beds as a lag concentrate. The writer often observed coarse-grained 

sand and caliche conglomerate in the base of the Spring Creek beds and 

Martin (1950) mentions conglomerate or coarse-grained sand at the 

base of three measured sections. 

When near depressional limits, the conglomerates may represent 

deltas built by Kansan streams; however, when found beneath a- 

maximum thickness of Kansan strata, and away from the depression’s 
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edge, the sands and conglomerates are considered as remnant patches 

of Ogallala lag. In general the sporadic nature of clearly recognizable 

Ogallala lag is probably due to the similarity of Ogallala caliche con- 

clomerates and ‘'cap rock” debris. Secondly, the majority of the Ogal- 

lala’s coarse-grained material, as well as “cap rock” debris, was un¬ 

doubtedly removed and concentrated in the downstream, central part 

of the basin by early Kansan stream action: this portion of the basin 

has unfortunately been destroyed (Fig. 2). 

Table 1 

Comparison of Spring Creek to other Class IV depressions on the Estacado. 

Characteristics Spring Creek Depression Other Class IV Depressions 

Principal lithology: 

North flank fine-grained sands with fine-grained sands. 

coarse clastic zones stream conglomerates 

East flank fine-grained sands fine-grained sands, silts 

South flank silts and clays, coarse silts and clays. 

elastics near edges conglomerates near edges 

West flank clays, coarse elastics. clays, coarse elastics. 

stream conglomerates stream conglomerates 

Central areas varve-like sediments varve-like sediments 

Trend N.60° E. average N. 50° E. 

Length/width ratio 1.67 average 1.93 

The character of the Spring Creek depression is correlative with 

existing Class IV depressions (Table 1). Present Class IV depressions 

trend either northeast or northwest. Those trending northeast range 

from N. 75°E. to N. 40°E., with an average trend of N. 50°E. Although 

the Spring Creek depression trends about 10° east of the average it is 

still well within the trend range. The length to width ratios of present 

Class IV depressions range from 1.1 to 3.3, and average about 1.93. The 

length to width ratio of the Spring Creek depression is 1.66-1.88 (about 

5 miles long and 3 miles wide). 

Varve-like sediments, as in the Rita Blancan depression (Kirkland 

and Anderson, 1963), occur in parts of the Spring Creek beds (Fig. 7). 

Glacial lake varies typically consist of a coarse, light-colored summer 

deposit overlain by a finer grained, darker colored winter zone, both 

representative of deposition in quiet waters (Shrock, 1948). The Spring 

Creek varies (?) consist of light-colored and somewhat darker colored 

zones (Fig. 7). The darker zones range from y4.-mch. to 1^/2 inches in 

thickness, most being in the i/4-inch range. The lighter colored zones 

range from i/4-inch to 4^ inches in thickness, generally averaging 

about 1-1 ^/2 inches. 
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Fig. 6. Fine-grained sand, silt, and bentonitic clays near the southern margin of Spring I 

Creek depression. 

Fig. 7. Varve-like sedimentation in the north-central part of the Spring Creek depression. 

Notice thin dark zones and thicker light colored zones. 
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Lithologically the light-colored zones consist of sand, a small per¬ 

centage of heavy minerals, and sometimes as much as 15 per cent con¬ 

glomerate debris, in a light gray to white calcareous matrix. The darker 

colored zones consist of sand and about 10 per cent heavy minerals in 

a dirty white to gray, calcareous matrix. About 90 per cent of the grains 

in the dark zones are in the 80-Pan sieve range. The light-colored zones 

have about 66 per cent in the 80-Pan sieve range. Conglomeratic len¬ 

tils, with frosted and well rounded quartz and rose quartz fragments 

up to l^-inch in diameter and small pieces of “cap rock” caliche, occur 

in both zones. 

Kirkland and Anderson (1963) show that the Rita Blancan varves, 

which consist mainly of clay, silt, and CaCOs, were produced in deep 

water (30-125 feet) by seasonal changes. The sand-size elastics and 

conglomeratic debris of the Spring Creek “varves” suggest formation 

near-shore (Twenhofel and McKelvey, 1941), and are therefore not 

considered representative of a cyclic, annual sedimentary variation. 

Lithologically the darker colored zones seem to be representative of 

pluvial conditions, the lighter colored zones of drier periods when 

deposition was mainly of aeolian debris. Conglomeratic lentils, whether 

in a dark or light-colored zone, probably represent sheet wash caused 

by thunderstorm or cloudburst. 

In the northern part of the basin the Spring Creek beds have been 

stripped from local areas; however, relative elevation and local “cap 

rock” outcrops are fairly indicative of past basin extent. This area, 

which must have been much shallower than the rest of the lake, is 

cluttered with skeletal remains; W. C. W. Morris (personal communi¬ 

cation) reports finding a near-complete “mastodon” skeleton. 

Much of the evidence listed by Evans and Meade (1945) to support 

their lacustrine hypothesis for the Blanco beds is unreservedly appli¬ 

cable to the Spring Creek beds. The distribution of coarse elastics along 

the margins and finer-grained sediments toward the central and 

southern parts of the Spring Creek beds, good stratification, and the 

occurrence of fresh-water limestones and bentonitic clays is especially 

significant. 

Although Frye and Leonard (1957) consider the Spring Creek beds 

of Kansan age there is no way to determine the absolute age of the 

depression. Initiation may have taken place as early as Nebraskan, 

with deflation occurring during the Aftonian interglacial, or the de¬ 

pression may have formed as late as early Kansan. Initially the Spring 

Creek depression was of Class IV type, conversion to Class I taking 

place during Kansan time and to Class II during the Wisconsin. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The following evidence strongly suggests that the Spring Creek beds 

are of lacustrine rather than fluviatile origin: 1) reflection of buried 

Pleistocene drainage valleys leading into the Spring Creek Canyon 

area, 2) similarities of lithologic distribution between the Spring Creek 

beds and present depressional fills, 3) sporadic occurrence of Ogallala 

lag concentrate in the base of the Spring Creek beds, 4) physiographic 

similarity between Spring Creek beds and present depressional fills, 

5) presence of fresh-water limestone and bentonitic clays, 6) stratifica¬ 

tion with general absence of cross-bedding and current ripples, and 

7) presence of probable sand dune remnants northeast of the Spring 

Creek beds. 

Ecological evidence (Frye and Leonard, 1957) indicates that Kan¬ 

san time was the wettest of the four major pluvial periods, therefore,' 

Pleistocene drainage remnants on the Estacado must have fully de¬ 

veloped at that time. Class IV depressions (lakes) along such streams, 

such as Spring Creek once was, naturally created temporary base levels 

and initiated sedimentation. Frye and Leonard (1957) mention buried 

drainage valleys connecting with other areas of thick Tule strata and 

Kirkland and Anderson (1963) find evidence in the Rita Blanca beds 

for an open lake system. The writer therefore suspects that the Tule 

studied by Frye and Leonard (1957), although appearing to be fluvi¬ 

atile in places, is actually lacustrine. 

The Llano Estacado has not been significantly altered during all of 

Pleistocene time other than by the initiation, development, and filling 

of its natural depressions and drainage valleys. Thus present physio¬ 

graphic appearance can justifiably be considered analogous to that of 

Nebraskan or Kansan time. The lack of wide stream valleys accumu¬ 

lating slack water fills is obvious. However, the presence of large linear 

depressions along drainage valleys (such as “Tahoka Lake'’ just 13 

miles northwest of the Spring Creek Canyon area and on the connect¬ 

ing drainage valley), which are now being filled by aeolian and lacus¬ 

trine sediments, is notable. 
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APPENDIX 

Section measured on east side of Spring Creek depression at location 

1 (fig. 2) by the writer and R. B. Reeves. 

Surface soil Feet 

Spring Creek (Tule) beds 

Sand, brown to red brown, fine-grained, some medium-grained, 

appears to be blow sand. 5.0 

Caliche, white to gray, vugular, massive to thinly laminated, 

nodular outcrop .......... 1.0-3.0 

Sand, grayish white, medium- to coarse-grained, rounded with 

few angular grains, most grains frosted, pieces of caliche up to 1 

mm in diameter throughout, matrix of fine-grained sand and car¬ 

bonate, more competent than underlying unit, erodes into mini¬ 

ature hoodoos. 5.0 

Sand, white, very fine-grained, incompetent, calcareous, silty.  5.5 

Sand, brownish gray, very fine-grained, well rounded and frosted, 

full of caliche pebbles 1-2 inches in diameter... 33.0 

Sand, gray white, very fine-grained, calcareous cement, outcrop 

blocky, lentils of caliche fregments, becomes more calcareous near 

top, top very irregular. 6.5-10.0 

Sand, light gray, very fine-grained, vugular, grains subangular to 

rounded, frosted, calcareous, lentils of caliche conglomerate with 

fragments averaging V^-i^ich in diameter, sporadic caliche pebbles 

throughout section. 8.5 

Thickness of Spring Creek beds. 61.0-64.5 

Unconformity 

Ggallala Group 
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Section measured on south side of Spring Creek depression at loca¬ 

tion 2 (fig. 2) by the writer and R. B. Reeves. 

Surface soil Feet 

Spring Creek (Tule) beds 

Sands, brownish gray to light gray, very fine-grained, full of 

caliche fragments inch in diameter... 5.5 

Sand, grayish, very fine-grained, silty..... 0.5 

Clay, yellow green to gray, bentonitic, arenaceous, contains gastro¬ 

pods (mainly Succinea avara), full of old root holes —. 2.0 

Silt, yellowish gray, weathers gray, vugular, caliche fragments 

up to 1 inch in diameter, bentonitic ....... 3.0 

Silt, brownish, arenaceous, soft, sand grains very frosted, variable 

thickness, looks like old soil profile... 2.0-4.0 

Caliche, white, incompetent, vugular, full of old root holes, forms 

small cliff, thickness varies ....... 1.0-3.0 

Sand and clay interbedded, sand gray white to light gray, fresh 

surface shade darker, clay apparently bentonitic, has blocky out¬ 

crop, beds average 1-1^ feet in thickness, unit becomes very 

sandy about 13 feet from base, occasional lentils of coarse-grained 

sand, sporadic caliche fragments up to %-inch in diameter, be¬ 

comes vugular and full of root trails 16^ feet from base, sand be¬ 

comes fine-grained, numerous animal burrows filled with brown 

aeolian(?) sand and caliche fragments, unconformity at top. 20.0± 

Caliche, yellow brown when fresh, weathers light gray, arena¬ 

ceous, nodular to pebbly, competent to incompetent, lentils of fine¬ 

grained sand, grains subangular, frosted. 1.5 

Clay, greenish gray, weathers gray, bentonitic, sporadic grains of 

angular quartz... 3.0 

Thickness of Spring Creek beds. 38.5-42.5 

Unconformity 

Ogallala Group 

Section measured on west side of Spring Creek depression at location 

3 (fig. 2) by the writer and R. B. Reeves. 

Surface soil Feet 

Spring Creek (Tule) beds 

Caliche, gray to light gray, nodular and brecciated. 3.0 

Caliche, gray to light buff, arenaceous, very dense.. 9.0 

Sand, gray, very fine-grained. 0.7 

Limestone, gray, arenaceous .     1.1 

Sand, light gray, very fine-grained, occasional lentils of white to 

gray caliche............. 6.5 

Sand, buff to light gray, very fine-grained, limonitic stained, thick¬ 

ness very irregular, pockets of conglomerate (probably Ogallala 

lag) ............. 6.5 

Thickness of Spring Creek beds .... 26.8 

Unconformity 

Ogallala Group 
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Sand, gray, very fine-grained, calcareous, quartz pebbles up to 

14-inch in diameter, few small pieces of caliche. 1.0 

Caliche, buff to light gray, friable and nodular, pebbles up to 1 

inch in diameter, irregular lentil . 3.5 

Sand, gray, very fine-grained, glauconitic, occasional caliche peb¬ 

bles and lentils of caliche conglomerate . 3.5 

Clay or silt, buff to gray, full of caliche and quartz pebbles, water- 

worn Cretaceous fossils, hard shale in places ... 21.0 

Thickness of Ogallala Group ... 29.0 

Unconformity 

Dockum Group 

Shale, red to maroon to greenish, arenaceous, lentils irregular, 

tV to ^-inch thick, micaceous, red shale more competent than 

green, red shale mainly in the lower half . 5.6 

Sandstone, buff to green gray, buff on fresh surface, very fine¬ 

grained, incompetent, channeled and cross-bedded, glauconitic, be¬ 

comes argillaceous in upper part and grades into overlying shale. 14.5 

Thickness of Dockum Group . 20.0 

Covered 
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INTRODUCTION 

There have been but six reports of ichthyosaurian remains from 

Cretaceous deposits of North America: one from an unspecified for¬ 

mation within the Benton group (Albian-Cenomanian) of Wyoming 

(Merriam, 1905); one from the lowermost Belle Fourche formation 

(Cenomanian) of Wyoming (Nace, 1941); two from the Mowry Shale 

(Albian), also of Wyoming (Gilmore, 1914; Nace, 1939) ; one from 

the Albian of Texas (McNulty and Slaughter, 1962); and one from 

Oregon, listed only as Upper Cretaceous (Merriam and Gilmore, 

1928). From this, one might conclude that ichthyosaurs are uncom¬ 

mon in American Cretaceous deposits. The recent recovery of four ad¬ 

ditional specimens from three different formations in Texas may indi¬ 

cate that the seeming rarity is simply due to a lack of work on verte¬ 

brates in Texan rocks of this age. 

Nace (1939) concluded there may not be a sharp functional distinc¬ 

tion between centra from different regions of the vertebral column of 

such highly specialized animals, but for convenience referred centra 

with two rib tubercles and confluent neurapophysis-diapophysis, to 

verticals; those with two rib tubercles but separate apophysis, to dor¬ 

sals; and those with single rib tubercles, to caudals. We have followed 

Nace in this. 

DESCRIPTION OF TEXAS CENTRA 

Specimen SMP-SMU 60901* 

Horizon and locality. Near the base of the Duck Creek (Albian) for¬ 

mation, some 9 miles north of Fink, Grayson County, Texas; at the 

northern end of Preston Point peninsula, Lake Texoma. Collected by 

Mr. Paul Frost, Dallas, Texas. 

Description. Although the transverse diameter is slightly greater 

than the dorso-ventral diameter, the centrum would be almost circular 

* SMP-SMU. Shuler Museum of Paleontology, Southern Methodist University. 
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if the dorso-lateral edges were not recurved to meet the neurapophysis. 

The diapophysis is positioned just above midheight, and there is no 

suggestion of bony ridges connecting the diapophysis to either the 

neurapophysis or the parapophysis. Due to the eroded condition of the 

rib tubercles, their oval shape is all that can be determined. The cen¬ 

trum is deeply amphicoilous. The anterior face is a little less concave 

than the posterior face. There is no peripheral flattening of either face. 

When describing Myopterygius americanus (1939), Nace stated that 

there is no peripheral flattening on the first 19 dorsal centra, but such 

flattening occurs in progressing strength after the nineteenth. Thus the 

lack of flattening in this Texas specimen, plus the position of the rib, 

tubercles, suggests it is a mid-dorsal vertebra, or one slightly anterior 

to the mid-dorsal region. 

Specimen SMP-SMU 60944 

Horizon and locality. The uppermost Fort Worth formation (Al- 

bian) exposed in a small streamway 2 miles south of Krum, Denton 

County, Texas, on Farm Road 156. Collected by Hoover. 

Description. The shape of the centrum is nearly circular departing 

therefrom in its slightly greater transverse diameter. Although the 

specimen is badly coded, it is evident that the diapophysis is connected 

to the neurapophysis by a ridge of bone, a character attributed to 

cervical centra. There is a distinct hypophyseal keel on anterior cer¬ 

vical centra of known Cretaceous ichthyosaurs. This keel is said to be 

reduced to a simple ridge by the ninth vertebra, and is not present on 

centra posterior to this. The lack of this keel on this Texas specimen, 

plus the fact that the diapophysis is connected to the neuropophysis, 

indicates a posterior cervical position for the specimen. The anterior 

face is almost flat, with the central position abruptly excavated. The 

posterior face slopes more typically towards the center, but is also 

steeply excavated in the central region. Such a character is mentioned 

by Nace (1939) as occurring in M. americanus, but is not nearly so 

well defined. If this almost flat face condition is interpreted as being 

an extreme case of the often mentioned peripheral flattening, it occurs 

much farther forward in the vertebral column of the Denton County 

form than in others described. 

Specimen SMP-SMU 60975 

Horizon and locality. One hundred yards north of Texoma Estates 

boat dock, Lake Texoma, Grayson County, Texas; near the top of the 

Duck Creek formation (Albian), Collected by Hoover. 
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Description. Like the other Texas specimen, the shape of the cen¬ 

trum is nearly circular, and has a transverse diameter greater than the 

dorso-ventral diameter. The posterior face is eroded, but the anterior 

face has no suggestion of peripheral flattening. The rib tubercles are 

separate and occupy a position slightly dorsal to that in the other Gray¬ 

son County specimen. 

Specimen BEG-UT 40565-D 

Horizon and locality. Del Rio formation, five miles southwest of 

Austin, Travis County, Texas. There is some doubt whether the Del 

Rio formation is uppermost Albian or lower Cenomanian. In either 

case, this is the youngest Texas specimen referable to Ichthyosauridae. 

Collected by Dr. Ernest L. Lundelius, University of Texas. 

Description. The centrum is that of a caudal vertebra as evidenced 

by the single rib tubercle, which is positioned about half way between 

midheight and the ventral edge. Peripheral flattening is more pro¬ 

nounced on the anterior face. The specimen is almost identical to the 

64th centrum (24th caudal) of M. americanus in form and positioning 

of the rib tubercle, but is somewhat larger. 

Fig. 1. Vertical cross-sections through casts of Texas ichthyosaurian centra. Anterior to 

left, n/2 reduction.) A—Cervical, SMP-SMU 60944; B—Dorsal, SMP-SMU 60313 (after 

McNulty and Slaughter, 1962); C—Dorsal, SMP-SMU 60901; D—-Dorsal, SMP-SMU 60979; 

E~Caudal, BEG-UT 40565-1. 

Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas. 
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Measurements of Texas ichthyosaurian centra 

Length of centrum at 

SMP-SMU 
60313 

SMP-SMU 
60979 

SMP-SMU 
60901 

SMP-SMU 
60944 

BEG-UT 
40565-1 

midheight 42 mm 32.4mm 38.5mm 40.6mm 26.9mm 

Height at saggital plane 100 mm 68.2mm 100 mm 98.2mm 81.4mm 

Maximum transverse diameter 

exclusive of tubercles 97.3mm 71.1 mm 104.9mm 108.6mm 84.2mm 

Distance between rib tubercles 

center to center 25 mm 17.5mm 27.3mm 28.7mm 

Distance between neura- 

pophysis 31 mm 29.4mm 37 mm 37 mm* 28.2mm 

* Center to center, approximate. 

DISCUSSION 

Isolated ichthyosaurian centra, at this time, cannot be considered 

adequate for generic assignment. We may note, however, that Myop- 

terygius is the genus most often recognized in rocks of Cretaceous age. 

The only two species proposed from the American Cretaceous were re¬ 

ferred to this genus. The smaller of the two is M. americanus Nace, and 

the larger, M. petersoni Nace. The two smallest Texas specimens 

(SMP-SMU 60903: BEG-UT 40565-) are intermediate between these 

in size. The two other specimens reported here and the one previously 

reported from Texas by McNulty and Slaughter (1962) are slightly 

larger than M. petersoni, but smaller than the English species, M. 

campylodon (Carter). 

The Texas cervical centrum (SMP-SMU 60944) differs from the 

other described material in its relatively flatter anterior face, and from 

all but M. americanus in its abrupt central deepening. The height- 

width ratios of the two dorsals do not differ significantly from M. 

americanus or M. campylodon. The Texas dorsal reported by McNulty 

and Slaughter, on the other hand, is slightly higher than wide, a feature 

present in anterior dorsals of M. petersoni. 

Nace (1941), however, states that Russian material described by 

Kirprijanoff show that variability of centra shape is somewhat greater 

in some species than in others. With this in mind, the differences be¬ 

tween the Texas specimens and other described material may not be 

significant. More essentially complete vertebral columns are needed 

to settle the point. 

Gilmore’s specimen was collected from the Mowry Shale which was 

regarded by him as being of Upper Cretaceous age. Current G.S.A. cor¬ 

relation charts show the Mowry Shale to be a western interior equiva¬ 

lent of the Washita Group (Albian) of Texas, and of either middle or 
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lower Cretaceous age, depending on whether the reader subscribed to 

the binomial or trinomial division of the Cretaceous. As the Mo wry 

Shale is a member of the Benton Group of the Northwest, Merriam’s 

(1905) specimen, and Merriam and Gilmore’s (1928) specimen may 

also belong to the Albian. If this is the case, the specimen described by 

Nace (1941) from the Belle Fourche formation (lowermost Ceno¬ 

manian) is the youngest reported ichthyosaur in North America. 
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Heavy Minerals of the Red Mountain Gneiss and 

Associated Rocks, Llano County, Texas 

by ROBERT E. BOYER 

TheUniversity of Texas 

ABSTRACT 

The Red Mountain Gneiss occurs as sills of granite gneiss in the { 

Packsaddle Schist. In places Red Mountain Gneiss is in contact with | 

Big Branch Gneiss which has been converted from quartz diorite to ! 

quartz monzonite by potash enrichment accompanying the (Red | 

Mountain) granite intrusion. To test field interpretations of relation- j 

ships between Red Mountain Gneiss, Big Branch Gneiss, and Pack- 

saddle Schist, the following characteristics were determined from sam¬ 

ples of each: specific gravity of crushed rock; weight per cent of total 

heavy minerals and of magnetic heavy minerals; variety and relative 

amounts of nonmagnetic heavy minerals; and slopes of reduced ma¬ 

jor axes plots of zircons. 

Results indicate that field mapping distinctions between sills of fine¬ 

grained Red Mountain Gneiss and similarly appearing pink leptite 

units of Packsaddle Schist are justified; significant differences in spe¬ 

cific gravity, zircon parameters, and variety and relative amounts of 

nonmagnetic heavy minerals were recorded for the two rock types. 

Markedly different specific gravity and heavy mineral values for 

Big Branch and Red Mountain gneiss samples support field evidence 

that they are genetically unrelated. A sample from the Red Mountain- 

Big Branch contact yielded values between the two types, thus con¬ 

firming the presence of a contamination zone along their mutual 

boundary. 

The Red Mountain Gneiss is possibly derived by local melting of 

Packsaddle Schist; similarities in weight per cent of total heavy min¬ 

erals support this. Other characteristics have sufficiently close ranges 

of values so as not to preclude this possibility. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent investigation of the Red Mountan Gneiss (Clabaugh and 

Boyer, 1961) indicates that this rock, now a granite gneiss, intruded a 

sequence of Precambrian metasedimentary rocks known as the Pack¬ 

saddle Schist. The Red Mountain Gneiss occurs as a series of con- 
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cordant sill-like, granite gneiss plutons, nearly everywhere in contact 

with the Packsaddle Schist. One of the most prominent units of the 

Packsaddle Schist here is pink leptite (fine-grained granulite—see 

Clabaugh and McGehee, 1962: 70) which appears similar to fine¬ 

grained Red Mountain Gneiss (Clabaugh and Boyer, 1961: 9-10). 

Along part of its length, the Red Mountain Gneiss borders Big Branch 

Gneiss which has been coarsened and enriched in potassium feldspar 

derived from the intruding (Red Mountain) granite. The Big Branch 

Gneiss has been converted from quartz diorite to quartz monzonite by 

this enrichment. 

Heavy mineral examination of the Red Mountain Gneiss and asso¬ 

ciated rocks was undertaken for the following reasons: (1) to test the 

field distinction between leptite units of the Packsaddle Schist and the 

finer-grained facies of Red Mountain Gneiss; (2) to determine if the 

(Red Mountain) granite gneiss might have been derived locally from 

the Packsaddle Schist; and (3) to evaluate any genetic relation be¬ 

tween the Red Mountain and Big Branch gneisses. 

Red Mountain, type locality of the Red Mountain Gneiss, is located 

in the southeastern part of Llano County, Texas. It lies near the border 

of exposed Precambrian rocks of the Llano Uplift (Boyer, et al,^ 1961: 

fig. 1). All samples herein reported were obtained in this vicinity. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Samples examined include six of Red Mountain Gneiss, three of Big 

Branch Gneiss, four of Packsaddle Schist, and one of a transitional 

phase along the Red Mountain—Big Branch contact zone (Sample 

RMG-BBG 7 of Table 1). Samples of the Red Mountain and Big Branch 

gneisses were chosen from outcrops of fresh homogeneous rock. All 

Big Branch samples are from the potash-enriched quartz monzonite 

gneiss. Packsaddle Schist samples were restricted to units of pink 

leptite. 

About 75 g of each sample were crushed to pass through a 60 mesh 

(0.250 mm) sieve. Crushing was done using a fine setting of a disk- 

grinder so as to free a maximum number of zircons (Larsen and Polder- 

vaart, 1957: 550). Each sample was thoroughly mixed and a fraction 

weighed to 50 g. The magnetic portion of this 50 g fraction was re¬ 

moved by a bar magnet and weighed (Table 1). The nonmagnetic 

portion was centrifuged in bromoform and the entire heavy mineral 

concentrate was dried, weighed, and mounted on glass slides. The spe¬ 

cific gravity was determined by the pycnometer method on a fraction 

of each sample in excess of that needed for the heavy mineral separa¬ 

tion (Table 1). 
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MINERAL STUDY 

For each heavy mineral assemblage the approximate amount of each 

mineral and its physical characteristics and optical properties were 

determined. The heavy mineral assemblage was thus obtained for each 

rock type. 

A statistical analysis was made of zircon parameters; length and 

breadth on up to 200 doubly terminated zircons were measured for 

each sample. Using the microscope, measurements were made on each 

doubly terminated zircon along equally spaced traverses across each 

slide. Where the heavy mineral concentrate yielded less than 200 

zircons, all suitable zircons in each slide were measured and the total 

number indicated (Table 1). Statistical parameters of the zircons were 

used to compute slopes of the reduced major axis (RMA) plot of each 

sample for which a minimum of 50 zircons was measured (Fig. 1). 

Sample spgr wgt%h wgt % mags N X Y Sx Sy a r Dd i 

RMG 1 2.67 1.30 0.20 4 

RMG 2 2.64 2.46 0.64 200 .1802 .0936 .0493 .0247 .5016 .0204 .820 .163' 

RMG 3 2.68 2.10 1.18 200 .1854 .0914 .0497 .0253 .5081 .0220 .792 .174! 

RMG 4 2.69 1.32 0.22 63 .2105 .1116 .0507 .0249 .4918 .0358 .822 .141; 

RMG 5 2.65 0.40 0.16 17 

RMG 6 2.67 0.36 0.10 22 

Average 2.67 1.32 0.42 

RMG 1-6) 

RMG- 

BBG ‘ 
2.72 7.42 1.60 72 .1398 .0743 .0605 .0321 .5307 .0324 .860 .229 

BBG 8 2.74 14.62 1.34 10 

BBG 9 2.76 16.98 <0.01 129 .1703 .0682 .0592 .0245 .4147 .0260 .707 .267 
BBG 10 2.75 11.60 0.04 146 .1611 .0646 .0595 .0238 .4003 .0242 .687 .2921 
Average 2.75 14.40 0.46 

BBG (8-10) 1 
PS 11 2.67 1.70 0.60 19 

PS 12 2.71 2.14 0.06 43 
■ ■ ■ ! 
• • • ii 

PS 13 2.68 1.96 0.08 74 .2316 .1038 .0897 .0339 .3785 .0274 .789 .246! 
PS 14 2.70 0.74 0.08 0 

Average 2.69 1.64 0.21 . . . j 
PS (11-14) 

Table 1. Specific gravity and heavy mineral data. (RMG, Red Mountain Gneiss; 

BBG, Big Branch Gneiss; PS, Packsaddle Schist; sp. gr., specific gravity; wgt. % h., 

weight per cent of total heavy minerals; wgt. % mags., weight per cent of magnetic 

heavy minerals; N, number of zircon crystals measured; X, mean length; Y, mean 

breadth; Sx, Standard deviation of length; Sy standard deviation of breadth; a, slope; 
A 

aa, standard error of slope; r, correlation coeffiecient; and Dd, coefficient of relative 

dispersion.) 
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The method and calculations of the theory of the reduced major axis 

as a fitted line have been described by Imbrie (1956). Larsen and 

Poldervaart (1957) elaborated on the application of RMAs to zircon 

analysis. 

Necessary data for computing RMAs are listed in Table 1. Using the 

formulae described by Larsen and Poldervaart (1957: 548) the RMAs 

were thus obtained. A Z-test was then used to compare slopes of each 

RMA with every other RMA to establish statistical significance (Lar¬ 

sen and Poldervaart, 1957: 549). Above computations were made using 

The University of Texas Control Data 1604 computer. 

RESULTS 

Specific gravity showed marked grouping for each rock type (Table 

1). Average specific gravities are as follows: Red Mountain Gneiss, 

2.67; Rig Branch Gneiss, 2.75; Packsaddle Schist, 2.69. Barnes (1953: 

3) recorded similar differences in specific gravity between Red Moun¬ 

tain Gneiss and Big Branch Gneiss samples, although his values are 

slightly lower than those recorded here. Barnes (p. 2) sampled a va¬ 

riety of rock types in the Packsaddle Schist; therefore, his values show 

considerable range. 

Total heavy mineral content (weight per cent) is markedly higher 

in the Big Branch Gneiss (average 14.40) than in the other rock types 

(Table 1). The Red Mountain Gneiss and Packsaddle Schist samples 

have ranges—0.36 to 2.46 and 0.74 to 2,14 respectively—and the two 

cannot be distinguished on this basis. 

Magnetic heavy mineral content (essentially magnetite) shows con¬ 

siderable range in each type (Table 1). Barnes (1953: 2 and 3) meas¬ 

ured magnetic susceptibility and detected this same wide range; he 

(p. 3 and 6) indicated the highest average value to be in Big Branch 

Gneiss. 

Variety and relative amounts of nonmagnetic heavy minerals also 

have a notable spread in values (Table 2). The widest range is in the 

Packsaddle Schist—particularly content of epidote, garnet, horn¬ 

blende, and zircon—which reflects compositional differences in ori¬ 

ginal sedimentary layers. Diagnostically, the Packsaddle Schist is high 

in platy mineral content (particularly biotite, muscovite, and chlorite). 

The Red Mountain Gneiss is characterized by a much higher per¬ 

centage of opaque grains (primarily ilmenite and leucoxene with lesser 

hematite and pyrite). The opaque grains approach 90 per cent of the 

nonmagnetic heavy mineral content of some samples. Also biotite con¬ 

tent is generally lower in the Red Mountain Gneiss than in the other 

rocks. On the other hand. Big Branch samples are high in biotite (gen- 
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Apatite Biotite Chlorite Epidote Fluorite Garnet Hornblende 

RMG C-M C-M M-R 

! i 

M-R 

BBG C A R C-R C-R 

PS C-R A-M C-M C-R C-R C-R 

Muscovite 
Opaque 
Minerals Pyroxene Sillimanite Sphene Zircon 

RMG M-R A R M-R M-R 

BBG M M M-R 

PS C-R A-C M-R R R 

Table 2. Heavy Minerals Showing Appropriate Amounts. (RMG—Red Mountain 

Gneiss, BBG—Big Branch Gneiss, PS—Packsaddle Schist. A—^abundant, > 50%; 

C—common, ±20%; M—minor ±5%; R—rare or absent, <1%. Amounts rela¬ 

tive to total nonmagnetic heavy mineral content for each sample.) 

erally greater than 50 per cent) and hornblende and low in opaque 

mineral content. 

Poldervaart (1955; 1956) demonstrated that the characteristics of 

zircons in sedimentary rocks differ from those in igneous rocks. Appli¬ 

cation of zircon parameters has proved particularly useful in distin¬ 

guishing rock types—including different igneous rocks, e.g., Alper and 

Poldervaart (1957), Hall and Eckelmann (1961), Larsen and Polder¬ 

vaart (1961), and Spotts (1962). The RMAs of Figure 1 reveal sig¬ 

nificant differences for each rock type, both in position and slope. 

Z-tests of slopes confirmed both statistical similarities of samples of the 

same rock type and statistical differences between rock types. 

The sample taken along the Red Mountain-Big Branch contact 

(RMG-BBG 7 of Table 1 and Fig. 1) is particularly revealing. Values 

of specific gravity and weight per cent of heavy mineral content for 

this sample (Table 1) fit between the values of these two rock types. 

The RMA (Fig. 1) is also distinct from that of either rock type. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Previous mapping distinctions between the Red Mountain Gneiss 

and pink leptite units of the Packsaddle Schist are justified. Specific 

gravity, zircon parameters, and variety and relative amounts of non¬ 

magnetic heavy minerals—especially opaque minerals and platy min¬ 

erals (biotite, muscovite, and chlorite)—are substantially different in 

the two rock types. The leptite units are not sills of fine-grained Red 

Mountain Gneiss. 

On the other hand, it is possible that Red Mountain Gneiss is de¬ 

rived from local melting of Packsaddle Schist. A similarity exists be- 
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Fig. 1. Reduced major axes of zircon from samples of Red Mountain Gneiss and associated 

rocks. (RMG, Red Mountain Gneiss; RMG-BBG, sample along Red Mountain-Big Branch 

contact; BBG, Big Branch Gneiss; PS, Packsaddle Schist. Numbers refer to sample numbers 

of Table 1.) 

tween Red Mountain Gneiss and Packsaddle Schist for weight per cent 

of total heavy minerals (Table 1), whereas these values for Big Branch 

Gneiss are distinctly different. The Red Mountain-Packsaddle dif¬ 

ferences in heavy mineral assemblage and zircon parameters are ex¬ 

plained if the rock passed through a molten state. In addition, the Pack- 

saddle Schist is composed of a variety of rock types which should yield 

a heavy mineral assemblage distinct from that of one particular rock 

type (in this case the leptite). No differences were observed to preclude 

local derivation of the Red Mountain Gneiss from Packsaddle Schist. 

Marked differences exist between the Big Branch and Red Mountain 

gneisses in specific gravity, weight per cent of total heavy minerals, 

variety and relative amounts of nonmagnetic heavy minerals (particu¬ 

larly biotite, hornblende, and opaque minerals), and zircon param¬ 

eters. These results justify the previous interpretation that the two 

gneisses are genetically unrelated. The data from the sample along the 

Big Branch-Red Mountain contact yielded values between the two 

types, thus indicating a truly ‘mixed’ zone. This lends support to the 

concept that potassium metasomatism of the Big Branch Gneiss accom¬ 

panied intrusion of the (Red Mountain) granite. 
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Teeth of Petalodus alleghaniensis Leidy from the 

Pennsylvanian of North Texas 

by C. L. McNULTY, JR. 

Arlington State College 

Although uncommon, teeth of extinct petalodont selachians have 

been known for more than a century and reported widely from Car¬ 

boniferous and Permian rocks of Europe and North America. Most 

American material was described during early state and national sur¬ 

veys of the last century, and petalodonts, especially the common Peta¬ 

lodus alleghaniensis Leidy, were reported from most states with Car¬ 

boniferous rocks. However, this note is the first formal report from 

Texas. 

The specimens illustrated below (Fig. 1) were found two years ago 

in the quarry of the Wesco Corporation, located 4^/2 miles northwest of 

the town of Bridgeport, Jack County, Texas. The quarry is excavated 

in a biohermal development of the Winchell Limestone Member of 

the Graford Formation, Canyon Group (Missourian). The teeth oc¬ 

curred in a few blocks of crystalline limestone that lay in close proxim¬ 

ity upon the quarry floor. Each block contained some teeth and/or 

fragments. From the proximity of the blocks and the similarity of the 

teeth one may reasonably infer that the teeth are from a single indi¬ 

vidual. This is a point of some interest, as is noted below. 

It is a pleasure to thank Mrs. Bettie Hatley of the Children’s Mu¬ 

seum, Fort Worth, Texas, for the gift of the Jacksboro specimens and 

for the difficult and tedious preparation of the Bridgeport specimens. 

Measurements of properties that are often used in distinguishing 

species of Petalodus are listed in tabular form below. 

Other properties worthy of note are the variations in symmetry of 

crown, the variations in acuteness and consequent shape of the lateral 

angles of the crown, and variation in details of the root. 

la lb 
tooth of figure 

Ic Id le 
height (mm.) 59 49 38 ? ? 

breadth (mm.) 41 39* 30 31 25* 

breadth to height ratio of 

crown on anterior face 1.7 1.9* 1.9 2.5 2.5^ 

on posterior face 1.1 1.4* 1.3 1.8 1.8 

crown enamel folds 

(on posterior face) 9 8 8 7 6 

* Estimated. 
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Fig. 1. Petalodus alleghaniensis Leidy from the Winchell Limestone Member, Wise 

County, Texas, x Va. a-e anterior view; a'-e' posterior view. 

The larger teeth appear identical to P, alleghaniensis\ whereas the 

small ones display transverse elongation (and consequently large 

height to breadth ratio of crown) and acuteness of lateral angles of 
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crown that suggest P. acuminatus. But the specimens seem taxonom- 

ically inseparable and are roughly gradational in their variation. 

Hay (1895, p. 564; 1902, p. 278; 1929, p. 550) preferred P. ohioen- 

sis^ a possible senior synonym, to P. alleghaniensis. Eastman (1896, p. 

174) argued that the former is by deficiencies of description a nomen 

nudum, and his view is followed here in assigning the Texas speci¬ 

mens to P. alleghaniensis. 

Like most petalodonts, the species of Petalodus were defined on iso¬ 

lated teeth and little is known of the variation which might have oc¬ 

curred within the individual oral cavity or the species. As remarked 

above the specimens of this note may represent a single individual. At 

any rate they certainly appear conspecific. Consequently, their varia¬ 

tion suggests that which might occur in P. alleghaniensis. When com¬ 

pared to descriptions of other species, it is evident that the variation in 

the series above encompasses properties some times employed to dis¬ 

tinguish species of Petalodus. In this regard it might be noted that the 

number of enamel folds is difficult to determine because two or three 

of the folds are of slight relief and are located upon the ventral and/or 

recessed surface of the raised band of imbrication. A little weathering 

or gangue could hide them and result in an erroneous report of fold 

number. 

In addition to the specimens discussed here, I have fragmentary 

specimens from a locality 3^/2 miles northeast of Jacksboro, Jack 

County, Texas, and accordingly from the lower Graham Formation, 

Cisco Group (Virgilian). Mr. Bob Slaughter of the Shuler Museum of 

Paleontology at Southern Methodist University has advised me of 

specimens in their collections that were found in lower Strawn beds 

(Desmoinesian) at a locality 2^/2 miles southwest of Brock Junction, 

southwestern Parker County, Texas. I have seen specimens without lo¬ 

cality information but of probable Texan Pennsylvanian origin in two 

local, amateur collections. 
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A Unique Behavior Pattern and Observations of Roseate 

Spoonbills (Ajaiaajaja) in Kleberg County Texas^ 

by BURRUSS McDANIEL,^ EDWIN BOGUSCH,^ 

and SHIRLEY McDANIEL^ 

Observations were made of a flock of over 200 Roseate Spoonbills in 

the Laguna de Los Olmos area. The flock contained first and second 

year juveniles and adults. Observations were made from April 24, 

1963 to September 5, 1963. This is the first time these birds have been 

sighted in the Baffin Bay region which has been extensively surveyed 

for its avian fauna during the past two years. The area in which the 

Laguna de Los Olmos is located has within its confines several eco¬ 

logical nitches. There are mud flats that are partially covered by water 

during high tide and a wooded area on the southeast boundary which 

contains large mesquite trees. The preferred loafing area was a small 

rocky projection from the southeast shore that remains above water 

during high tide. 

When the flock was first observed, there were approximately 30 

Roseate Spoonbills present. The count showed a steady increase up to 

July 26, when approximately 250 were present, after which there be¬ 

gan a steady decline. On several occasions they were observed feeding 

singly or in flocks of approximately 20 birds beginning in mid after¬ 

noon and continuing until observations were no longer possible due to 

darkness, and during the early morning hours. At this time the birds 

were noted, on several occasions, to leave the area in which they were 

feeding, walk to the shore to defecate, and then return to the water to 

resume feeding. This behavior was observed so frequently that it 

seemed to be a characteristic habit of this flock of Roseate Spoonbills. 

Feeding birds would frequently come within six feet of the authors 

(Fig. 1). However, they would take flight when approached in associa¬ 

tion with Great Blue Herons {Ardea herodias) and Snowy Egrets 

{Leucophoyx thula)^ when these other shy large wading birds flew. 

The Roseate Spoonbills appeared to be relatively tame in association 

with fishermen or the observers. On August 28, when excavation was 

1 This research was supported in part by legislative appropriations to Texas Col¬ 

lege of Arts and Industries for organized research, Grant No. 449-3. 

2 Texas College of Arts and Industries. 

2 Kingsville, Texas. 
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Fig. 1. Second year juvenile Roseate Spoonbill feeding alone in mid afternoon. 

begun on the southeast slope approximately 100-200 yards from the 

preferred resting area, the birds dispersed into smaller flocks within the 

area. By September 5, 1963 only three birds were found inhabiting the 

Laguna de Los Olmos region. 

In the spring of 1960, Roseate Spoonbills were observed nesting in a 

rookery located in Waller County, Texas. This rookery, situated in a 

large grove of oak trees about two miles northwest of Waller, Texas, 

contained many White Ibises (Eudocimus albus). Since the 1957 

A.O.U. Checklist of North American Birds refers to the breeding range 

in Texas as the coastal area (Second Chain of Islands, Aransas County, 

to Vingt’un Islands, Chambers County), this would indicate that the 

breeding range of the Roseate Spoonbill is extending inland. Bent 

(1926) reported that Roseate Spoonbills feed in fresh water as well as 

salt water. Finding a rookery this far inland would possibly support 

his statement. However, the feeding area for the birds within the 

rookery was not established. 
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Galileo and Modern Science^ 

by DUANE H. D. ROLLERS 

The University of Oklahoma 

Ladies and gentlemen, I feel that I must begin with an apology, 

having sat through so many after-dinner speeches myself. My only 

excuse for speaking after a banquet is that if I didn’t do it someone 

else would. 

Probably a more descriptive title for what I have to say would be 

“Some rambling comments on the state of American science, in the 

light of historical knowledge.” I want to talk about some ideas concern¬ 

ing the nature of science that have come out of the history of science 

in recent years. And I would like to express these ideas in terms of a 

case history, in terms of one of the really famous figures in the history 

of science, Galileo Galilei. Although Galileo’s scientific researches 

were largely confined to the realm of physics and astronomy, it is not 

unusual for a student to encounter Galileo in the study of any science. 

And usually the reason for introducing the 20th-century student to 

this 17th-century Italian is quite clear: Galileo marks the beginning 

of modern science. Certainly an appropriate person for a student of 

modern science to meet. 

Why is Galileo so widely regarded as the founder of science? We 

are told that science as we know it first became possible in the 17th- 

century when man first learned to experiment and observe, rather 

than to just read old books and perhaps engage in some idle specula¬ 

tion. This provided a new way of studying nature, sometimes called 

the scientific method. Galileo stands as the representative and the sym¬ 

bol of this dramatic change in man’s approach to the world of nature, 

for he was the first, or at least one of the first, to use the new techniques. 

Many examples from Galileo’s work have been given to illustrate the 

new approach. Let me cite a few of these often given examples, a few 

of his startling successes, most of which, I am sure, are well known to 

you. 

Galileo was the first to know of the isochronism of the pendulum. 

His eye was caught by the swinging of the famous Possenti chandelier 

1 Banquet address of the Texas Academy of Science, presented at the annual meet¬ 

ing on 6 December 1963 at Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas. 

2 McCasland Professor of The History of Science, The University of Oklahoma, 

Norman, Oklahoma. 
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in the cathedral at Pisa, a beautiful bronze lamp that hung on the end | 

of a long chain and that was sometimes set in motion by a gust of air 

or the lamplighter pulling it to one side. Countless men had been 

present in this and other cathedrals when this and other chandeliers | 

had swung, but this teen-aged boy, in his first year at university saw | 

what others had failed to see, even though it happened before their | 

very eyes, namely, that the time required for one swing of the pendu- | 

lum is always the same, whether that swing is large or small. This was 

a tremendously important discovery; first, of course, it added to our | 

knowledge, always a desirable achievement. But also this meant that 1 
a pendulum could be used as a timing device, for once set in motion, 

as long as the swinging continues at all, the time for each swing is the 

same. All of this new knowledge came about because Galileo observed, 

as others before him had not. Incidentally, one can see this very 

chandelier in the Cathedral at Pisa today, a reminder of how science 

began when Galileo opened his eyes and looked. 

Another often given and famous example of Galileo’s work is his 

inclined plane experiments in which he made a careful study of the 

behavior of a bronze ball rolling along a groove in a long sloping piece 

of wood. Here, as with the cathedral lamp, he strikingly displayed the 

characteristics of observing rather than of speculating, of seeing for 

himself what really happens, rather than reading books about what 

allegedly happens. Here is the very model of a scientist, dealing di¬ 

rectly with the facts. 

A third example of Galileo’s different approach is his insistence upon 

trying to describe phenomena rather than trying to account for the 

causes of the phenomena. He firmly turned away from the question 

'‘'‘Why do heavy things fall?” and asked instead '^How do they fall?” 

That is, he attempted to find a description of the motion of falling ob¬ 

jects. We are often told that Galileo’s great success in physics is that 

he asked “How?” instead of asking “Why?” and thus obtained equa¬ 

tions that describe the fall of heavy objects where no man had been 

able to do any such thing before. In brief, pinning oneself down to the 

facts of observation and describing them rather than speculating as to 

causes is a hallmark of modem scientists, a hallmark first displayed 

by Galileo. 

And of course the most famous anecdote of all is his brilliant public 

demonstration in which he dropped objects of different weights from 

the top of the Leaning Tower of Pisa, a demonstration performed be¬ 

fore the eyes of the assembled faculty and student body of the Univer¬ 

sity of Pisa. This spectacular affair sums up nearly every aspect of the 

Galileo story. The purpose of the demonstration was to show that ob- 
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jects of different weight, when dropped together from a height, will 

strike the ground at the same time. The various accounts that have 

come down to us of this famous event differ somewhat, but there is 

general agreement on certain fundamental facts: first, the students 

and faculty assembled on the flat ground at the base of the leaning 

tower; second, Galileo dramatically carried two objects of different 

weight up the tower—perhaps a one-pound canon ball and a one-hun¬ 

dred pound canon ball; third, he dropped them together from the top 

of the tower; and finally, they struck the ground together, to the horror 

of the professors. For those professors had read in Aristotle’s books that 

heavy things fall faster than light ones and they had repeated this 

year after year in their lectures without ever thinking of trying it for 

themselves. Thus the anecdote powerfully demonstrates four things: 

first, how the false teaching of Aristotle had dominated European sci¬ 

ence for 2000 years because the university professors read Greek books 

and speculated about what they read without observing nature and, 

since the Greeks had not observed either, the books were wrong; sec¬ 

ond, the anecdote displays the extraordinary power of experimenting 

and observing, for, as one twentieth-century author has put it, “with 

the simultaneous thud of the two canon balls of different weight strik¬ 

ing the ground together in Pisa, Aristotelian science, the greatest mis¬ 

fortune ever suffered by the human race, vanished from the face of the 

Earth”; third, the story demonstrates the typically-modem courage 

of Galileo in fighting for truth and against falsehood, for it is hard to 

believe that his colleagues on the Faculty would have taken lightly the 

destruction of the very foundations of their knowledge; fourth, it is an 

example without parallel of the creed of the modem scientist—“don’t 

believe anything until you’ve tried it for yourself.” 

There is no point in my giving further examples of Galileo’s atti¬ 

tudes and actions: they all add up to an emphasis upon observation and 

experimentation that marks the advent of the scientific approach to the 

study of nature. As a friend of mine once put it, “I know how Galileo 

thought, because I’m an experimental physicist and so was he.” 

Now the history of science is a new profession, truly a child of the 

20th century. To be sure, scientists have always had an interest in the 

past of science, just as members of any profession are interested in its 

origins and development. But the historian looks at the past in a very 

different way than the way the other people do. When my physicist 

friend looks at Galileo he sees himself, doing research with one hand 

and fighting off the Inquisition with the other. But the historian looks 

at the past, in a sense for the past’s own sake. He wants to know what 

happened and why it happened, without paying much attention to the 
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question of whether earlier ideas and earlier writings had a modern 

ring. My point here is that the historian takes a different approach to 

history than does the non-historian. I do not intend to defend the his¬ 

torian’s mode of studying the past as being better than the scientist’s 

(although I will say that, being an historian, I naturally think that it 

is), but I do insist that it is a different approach from the scientist’s. 

And, different approaches are always likely to be fruitful. Let us see 

what fruit was produced from the study of Galileo by 20th century 

historians of science. 

To begin with, historians have discovered that Galileo was not al¬ 

ways so honored by science textbook writers as he became in the late 

19th and early 20th centuries. It is only in books of the last hundred 

years that Galileo has cropped up as the founder of modern science. 

What produced the change? What happened in the 19th-century that, 

so to speak, thrust Galileo into the forefront of so many science text¬ 

books? 

First of all, a new philosophy of science developed, taking its roots 

in the positivism of Auguste Comte and culminating in late 19th cen¬ 

tury experimental positivism. This philosophy considered successful 

science as being firmly grounded in experimentation and observation. 

One might express this view thus: “A scientist is a person who asks 

questions of nature by observing and who accepts the answers which 

he obtains, which are the laws of nature.” 

Now when the experimental positivist displayed that very human 

trait of looking back into the past to find a patron saint, Galileo seemed 

to admirably fill the bill. He marked the advent of modem science, he 

did what others before him had failed to do, and all of this because he 

experimented and observed where they had not. Since he was the first 

to use this new scientific approach, it was easy to recognize him as the 

tme founder of science. 

At the same time that experimental positivism was developing, Gali¬ 

leo was brought to prominence by another development. There was 

mid-19th century resurgence of Catholicism in England and there was 

also an understandable reaction against it by Protestant philosophers 

and historians. As these latter looked back into the past for evidence of 

the undesirability of a strengthened Catholicism in England, they en¬ 

countered the martyrdom of Galileo, his persecution by the Catholic 

Church. Now Galileo was unquestionably persecuted. Just why he 

was persecuted and to what extent and by whom is a very elaborate 

story in itself, one which I do not want to get into here. But whatever 

the details of that story may be, the Italian Inquisition and the Catho¬ 

lic Church have gotten the credit. Consequently the persecution of 
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Galileo has been a wonderful anti-Catholic weapon and it has been 

used to the limit by ardent Protestants. 

Here then we have a man identified as the patron saint of the ex¬ 

perimental positivists simultaneously becoming a Protestant martyr. 

For reasons I don’t completely understand, patron saints are the more 

precious if they are martyrs and martyrs are the more convincing if 

they are someone’s patron saint. At any rate, there was cross-rein¬ 

forcement between these two groups, the experimental positivists and 

the Protestant philosophers and historians, and in the late 19th century 

Galileo became elevated to a position he had never held before, the 

martyred patron-saint and founder of modern science. Incidentally 

this was quite congruent to the so-called “great man” theory of history 

that ran wild in the 19th century. 

Now experimental positivism is a point of view and not a truth. But 

it is a friendly and familiar viewpoint to us because we were all edu¬ 

cated in this particular philosophy of science. Because experimental 

positivism places emphasis upon laboratory work, upon the manipula¬ 

tion of things, upon experimental equipment, it tended to catch on 

most successfully in materialistically oriented cultures, such as in the 

United States. As a consequence the Galileo saga spread widely in this 

country, for we recognized its importance, being generally speaking, 

both Protestant and experimentally minded. This then is briefly the 

history of Galileo’s elevation to prominence; he admirably fitted the 

purpose of two aggressive groups in the late 19th century and he fitted 

the American concept of what a scientist is. 

Now as I remarked a moment ago, the history of science is a new 

discipline. By the mid 1930’s this new field had produced some pecul¬ 

iar anomalies in the Galileo story. Let us look at a few of them. 

First, Galileo’s observations of the swinging Possenti chandelier at 

Pisa. That lamp still hangs in the cathedral at beautiful Pisa, and 

tourists by the hundreds of thousands have seen it. However, although 

it hangs there now, it did not hang in the cathedral when Galileo first 

went to Pisa or indeed for several years after he had left there. Conse¬ 

quently, it is difficult to see how Galileo could have observed its motion. 

Furthermore the pendulum was used for timing purposes before Gali¬ 

leo was bom. In brief, the anecdote is almost beautifully false: Galileo 

could not have made the discovery in this way and besides it had 

already been made. 

Second, although Galileo’s work on falling bodies can indeed be 

described as asking “How?” objects fall rather than “Why?”, his il¬ 

lustrious successor Isaac Newton is famous precisely for attacking the 

problem of why objects fall. Trying to characterize all science as ask- 
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ing “How?” seems strange indeed. Close examinations of other ex¬ 

amples from the history of science show that this dichotomy between 

“why” and “how” is a not-very-meaningful play on words—no more. 

And incidentally Galileo never wrote any equations, much less the so- 

called Galilean equations. 

Third, the famous experiments of rolling a bronze ball along a 

groove in a board are not reproducible. That is, those who have per¬ 

formed the experiments have found that they could not get the experi¬ 

mental results that Galileo says that one would get. A good deal of 

effort has been put into this problem by the experimental positivists, 

but they have never succeeded in overcoming the bland criticism of 

Galileo’s contemporaries who tried the experiments and found that 

they failed to meet the primary test of experimentation: reproduci¬ 

bility. Curiously the results given by Galileo agree with those predicted 

by today’s theories in physics for the “ideal case,” that is, for a sphere 

rolling on a plane. But one cannot conduct an experiment in which a 

sphere is rolled on a plane, for spheres and planes are geometric 

figures, not things and neither sphere nor plane have material exist¬ 

ence. There are considerable grounds here for suspecting that Galileo 

worked out the answers with pencil and paper, rather than obtaining 

them with experimenting and then that, in his book, he cast his results 

into language that has sounded experimental to certain 19th and 20th 

century readers. Galileo of course wrote in 17th century Latin and 

Italian, using contemporary phrases and terms, that have been mis¬ 

understood and mistranslated by modems. 

Turning now to the famous public demonstration from the Leaning 

Tower of Pisa, the historian finds many peculiar things about this 

anecdote. Galileo attended the University of Pisa for three years but 

quit before reaching graduation. A few years later, through political 

pull, he became a member of the Faculty. I need not tell you that he 

only lasted a short time. But the anecdote tells us that this most junior 

faculty member, highly in disfavor with his colleagues, publicly an¬ 

nounced that if the students and faculty would gather at the bell-tower 

that he would show them that Aristotle was wrong. He would show 

them that when Aristotle said that heavy things fall faster than light 

ones, as the professors were teaching in their courses, that Aristotle 

was wrong and therefore the Faculty was wrong. Then, before this 

vast multitude that is supposed to have gathered, Galileo is alleged to 

have demonstrated experimentally that when two objects lof different 

weight are dropped simultaneously from the top of a tower they fall 

side by side and hit the ground together. I hope you see that there is 

something a little strange about this whole business. You being all 

academics, can see how difficult it is to imagine that his invitation 
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would have been accepted, although perhaps a reporter from the stu¬ 

dent newspaper would have been willing to show up to watch a Fac= 

ulty member, even a junior one, make a fool out of himself. But we 

are asked to imagine that the entire student body and Faculty of one 

of the greatest universities in the world gathered here at the foot of the 

tower and that Galileo demonstrated that the professors were ignorant 

fools. If this indeed happened, not a single person among those present 

ever wrote down anything about this momentous event or ever said 

anything about it to anyone who wrote it down. This is, at least to an 

historian, unbelievable. Where then, did the story come from? His¬ 

torians have shown that it was invented by Vincenzo Viviani, who had 

not even been bom when this great demonstration is supposed to have 

happened. He first told it some sixty~five years after the supposed 

event, twelve years after Galileo’s death. Every single version of the 

story is a repetition or an embellishment of this single account by 

Viviana, although the original lacks some of the color and detail found 

in the later versions derived from it. 

There is another and even more powerful reason for doubting the 

story. Galileo could not possibly have shown that two objects of differ¬ 

ent weight fall to the ground in the same time, because they don’t. 

Aristotle was right: heavy things do fall faster than light ones, as 

Galileo well knew and as one can easily demonstrate by trying the 

experiment for themselves. Galileo certainly knew this, for during his- 

brief career as an undergraduate at Pisa he dropped a ball of lead and 

a ball of wood from the Leaning Tower and saw that the lead fell faster 

than the wood—just as Aristotle said it would. Later, after he had 

become a scientist the very theories of motion that he published predict 

that heavy things fall faster than light ones. Consequently it is quite 

unbelievable that Galileo would have scheduled a great public demon¬ 

stration to show actually that his own experience and his own theories; 

were wrong. 

Perhaps the most curious thing of all about this story is that so- 

many modern writers have sneered at the stupid university professors 

at Pisa who thought that heavy things fall faster than light ones and 

didn’t have sense enough to try the experiment, when obviously those 

modem writers have not tried it. Furthermore it is difficult to under¬ 

stand how they can say Galileo established the creed of the modem 

scientist, “don’t take anyone’s word for it, try it for yourself,” when 

the simplest experimental test will show that heavy things fall faster 

than light ones. One suspects that they are taking someone else’s word 

for the manner in which Galileo showed that you shouldn’t take any¬ 

one’s word for anything. 

During the last half century historians of science have opened up a 
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new field of inquiry concerned with work in science in general and i 

physics in particular, the study of the few centuries prior to Galileo. 

In the 14th and 15th century books they have found practically all of 

what we usually call Galilean mechanics. This new historical evidence 

has forced a considerable re-evaluation of Galileo’s position in history. 

Thirty years ago one could believe that Galileo had to invent the very 

concept of acceleration. Today a colleague of mine is working on a 

book devoted to acceleration written three hundred years before Gali¬ 

leo’s book on mechanics was written. I hasten to add that this is not an 

isolated case. 

Other work in the history of science has turned up still other anom¬ 

alies that make the Galileo legend even less believable. Thus, for 

example, the experiment of dropping objects of different weight from 

a tower had been performed and published in a well-known book in 

the 5th century, over a thousand years before Galileo was born. Fur¬ 

thermore, studies of Aristotle’s writings have shown that he empha¬ 

sized the importance of observation in science, so that Galileo could 

hardly have overthrown Aristotle’s authority by insisting on observa¬ 

tion. Facet after facet of the Galileo legend has crumpled in the face 

of historical research. 

Incidentally, notice that this places experimental positivism in a 

somewhat peculiar position, at least in so far as its historical justifica¬ 

tion is concerned. If Galileo’s work in mechanics was done by others 

before him, we must turn to these earlier researchers and ask ourselves 

“how did they work?” Is the solution to this historical problem simply 

that Galileo was mistakenly identified as the patron saint of science? 

Must we simply push back the boundary of the beginning of the 

modern period to an earlier date, say in the 14th century? Or must we 

push it back to the 4th century B.C., to the time of Aristotle, who in¬ 

sisted so much that observation is the basis of science? If that be the 

case, what do we mean by “Modern Science?” Or if Galileo did make 

important contributions to learning, how did he work: by observing? 

As you can see, we have here a very complicated historical problem. 

Up to this point I have concerned myself with negative information, 

with the modem historical work that has indicated that Galileo did not 

do what he has been credited with doing. Let me turn now to the 

positive evidence and ask two questions: “What did Galileo do?” and 

“When did science begin?” Let us take a look at the second question 

first. 

Science, like practically everything else of note, began in Ancient 

Greece. The Greeks invented science, they invented all of the really 

major problems of science, and they invented the major modes of 
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attack on those problems. Since that time there has never been science 

in a culture that was not thoroughly familiar with Greek writings on 

science. There may be some sort of a moral in that historical fact. 

Science, to the Greeks, was a way to knowledge. There are, wrote 

Aristotle, two ways of knowing about an event. The first is to observe 

its occurrence and this type of knowing was called “empirical knowl¬ 

edge.” The second way of knowing about an event is to predict its 

occurrence theoretically. Thus we can observe a stone released from 

the top of a tower and see it fall. But we can also, from the theoretical 

structure of physics, predict that a stone released from the top of a 

tower will fall. (And incidentally, we can predict that heavy stones 

will fall faster than light ones.) By this intellectual process we gain 

“rational knowledge” of the fact. The aim of science, said Aristotle, is 

to bring these two kinds of knowing, empirical and rational knowledge, 

together, that is, to obtain theories from which deductions can be made 

that agree with the observations. During a period of some eight hun¬ 

dred years the Greeks applied this definition of science to the study of 

natural phenomena with extraordinary success. 

The Roman world had no interest in science. Consequently the 

Latinizing of the West produced a culture that was ignorant of Greek 

science. It is therefore not surprising that for the first thousand years 

of Christendom there was no science in the West. 

Greek knowledge poured into Western Europe in the 12th century, 

through translations into Latin both of Greek words and of Arabic 

versions of Greek books. The Greek knowledge was assimilated into 

the Christian culture to produce a new culture, a strange mixture of 

Jewish, Roman, Christian, Arabic, and Greek threads, a blending that 

resulted in that remarkably virile culture that we call European. 

Insofar as science is concerned, the writings of Aristotle had a par¬ 

ticularly powerful influence when they became available in the 12th 

century to Western scholars. The reason for this is simple and straight¬ 

forward: Aristotle’s ideas on science were more sophisticated and more 

informative than anything else available. He was himself an observa¬ 

tional zoologist and he provided a vast reservoir of observational infor¬ 

mation, an elaborate compendium of scientific theory, and, most im¬ 

portant of all, a methodology for scientific work. Accordingly, the 

finest education available to an embryo-scientist of the 13th, 14th, 

15th, and 16th centuries was a thorough grounding in the teachings 

of Aristotle. There are some who think it might not be a bad place for 

would-be scientists of the 20th century to start. 

Aristotle generally took the view that reality lies in the objects that 

we see around us. The scientist, studying these objects and their be- 
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havior, constructs abstractions for dealing with these real things. Thus | 

from the experience of seeing a lot of animals that have four legs and 

a tail that moo and give milk, man invents the concept “cow.” We 

never see cow^ we only see individual animals. The concept “cow” is 

not reality, according to Aristotle, it is just a word that we have in¬ 

vented for our use. It is the individual animals that are real. From this 

Aristotelian point of view such concepts as “atom,” “speed,” “gene,” | 

and “Pleistocene” are not reality. All of this seems very reasonable to ' 

us because we are, generally speaking, Aristotelian in our outlook. | 

However all of the Greeks were not Aristotelian. Aristotle’s teacher, 

Plato, tended toward the opposite view. To Plato the concepts like 

“rose” represented reality, whereas the individual roses that we see 

are just crude imitations of reality. Plato accounted for the differences 

that one sees in individual roses by regarding each of them as being a 

crude, imperfect copy of reality, whereas Aristotle saw the concept 

“rose” as an idealized abstraction from the vast variety of roses we 

observe. Europeans of the 12th and 13th centuries, exposed to Greek 

ideas, found the down-to-earth Aristotelianism a more satisfactory 

outlook than Plato’s idealism. Thus science in its early modern period 

beginning in say the 13th century, was Aristotelian-oriented. Now 

Aristotelianism tends to produce students of nature who pay close 

attention to the details of observation. For example, it was known long 

before Galileo that if a piece of lead and a piece of wood are dropped 

together from the same height that the piece of lead will hit the ground 

before the piece of wood does. This was the fact in the case and the 

Aristotelian scientists before Galileo felt that their role was to explain 

this fact, to explain the observations. Consequently they asked “why 

does lead fall faster than wood?” 

By the 16th century the tremendous impetus given to science by 

acquisition of the Aristotelian point of view and the tremendous em¬ 

phasis that it gave to observation, was beginning to stagnate. In one 

sense scientists had exhausted the great reservoir of knowledge given 

to them by the Aristotelian writings. They needed new approaches, 

new sources of inspiration. One who offered novelty was Galileo Gali¬ 

lei. Let us see what we know about him that might account for his 

remarkable achievements. What produces a great scientist? 

Galileo was a native of Tuscany and he grew up in the capital city 

of that kingdom, the city of Florence. Many people think that Florence 

is the most beautiful city in the world and certainly no place enjoyed 

more of the tangible fruits of the Renaissance than did Florence. It 

was a city crammed full of the works of Botticelli and Brunelleschi, 

Donatello and Ghiberti, Michelangelo and Leonardo da Vinci. Under 
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the patronage of the Medici family, Renaissance Florence had spawned 

intellectual work as well as artistic. Cosimo de Medici established 

great libraries and other Medicis continued the patronage of intel¬ 

lectual activity. An Academy was established to renew the ideals and 

aspirations of the Platonic Academy of the Golden Age of Athens. 

Here Marsilio Ficino translated the works of Plato and Greeks were 

brought to Florence to stimulate Platonic studies. Florence in Galileo’s 

day was a city of beauty, dominated by leadership that saw beauty not 

only in sculpture and painting but also in intellectual achievement. It 

was a culture that was saturated with Platonic ideas, that recognized 

the unity of such fields of study as mathematics and music and that 

thought in terms of the general unity of knowledge. It was a culture 

that would have despaired of its future if it had developed specialists 

who were ignorant of fields other than their own. Galileo’s father, 

Vincenzo Galilei, a merchant by profession, was a musician by avoca¬ 

tion and made significant contributions to its development. He taught 

his son to play the lute, write poetry, and value knowledge. He be¬ 

longed to an organization of men interested in the unity of all knowl¬ 

edge. 

Galileo then was raised in an atmosphere heavily steeped in Plato¬ 

nism and in the most fundamental of the Platonic disciplines, mathe¬ 

matics and music, both of which were an intimate part of his homelife. 

Although the standard education of his time leaned heavily on the 

Aristotelian philosophy and although the Counter-Reformation had 

^ attempted to freeze educational patterns in the Catholic countries, 

Galileo had ample opportunity to learn the exciting idealism of Plato. 

It has been said that Galileo had two extraordinary advantages over 

most people in becoming a scientist: first his father was a musician and 

second he failed to finish university. 

It is not surprising that this young man, bright and aggressive, be¬ 

came a professional mathematician. After the fiasco at Pisa, Galileo 

got a job as mathematics professor at the University of Padua in the 

republic of Venice, It was here, in 1609, that Galileo heard about the 

recently-invented telescope and, building one, he made astronomical 

observations, the first such use of the telescope. In 1610 he published 

a book about them, including a description of his discovery of the four 

satellites of Jupiter. He named these satellites the Medician Stars. This 

judicious act of naming the satellites after the Medici family had the 

desired effect: it got Galileo on the Medici payroll and back home to 

Florence. He was appointed court mathematician and scientist to the 

Grand Duke of Tuscany. 

In Galileo’s work with a telescope we have a great deal of observing. 
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obviously. But Galileo was fond of saying—and in this he was quoting 

Plato directly—that one sees with the eye of the mind, not with the eye 

of the forehead. His astronomical ideas demonstrate this admirably. 

When others looked at the Moon through the telescope they saw specks 

of bright light from the Moon’s surface, but Galileo saw mountain 

peaks, glistening in the late afternoon sun. Where others saw dark 

patches, Galileo saw oceans. Thus other observers saw a celestial body 

covered with light and dark areas, but Galileo saw another Earth. 

When other observers saw the planet Venus going through phases like 

the Moon, Galileo, with the eye of his mind, saw that Venus was like 

the Moon and the Moon was like the Earth, so that Venus was another 

world like ours. No one ever saw that with the eye of the forehead; 

no Aristotelian who let the facts speak for themselves ever made such 

a discovery. 

Galileo had already become an ardent disciple of Copernicus’ teach¬ 

ings and a proponent of Copernicus’ theory that the Sun and not the 

Earth was in the center of the universe. Galileo decided that the weak¬ 

est point of the older astronomical theories, which he now wished to 

attack in support of Copernicanism, lay in their treatment of problems 

in mechanics. Accordingly he turned the major part of his attention 

to the study of mechanics. And when he did this he naturally ap¬ 

proached the problem in a manner determined by his background. He 

was an educated man, despite his lack of classroom schooling, and he 

was a Platonist. Therefore he began by avidly reading what had been 

written on the subject and conducted his own work in a Platonistic 

fashion. Thus he steeped himself in the writings of Aristotle, in the 

writings of the Aristotelian scientists of the few hundred years pre¬ 

ceding his own time. But he also studied logical treatises from the 14th 

century in which logicians had worked out dry postulatory-deductive 

structures concerning change. The essence of Galileo’s achievement 

was to bring the logical mode of approach to bear upon the study of 

nature. Let me illustrate by quoting some of his arguments. 

Problem. How is one to understand free fall^ that is, what happens 

when a heavy object is released. There was little point in throwing 

rocks off towers—people had been doing that for centuries and hadn’t 

learned anything. He knew, from what he read in books and from his 

own everyday experiences that heavy things fall faster than light ones, 

for he had not had to memorize the preposterous statement that they 

don’t until he believed it. So, knowing that heavy things fall faster 

than light ones and thinking about these facts, Galileo decided that the 

facts were wrong, that there was something inherently unpleasing 

about these facts. The Creator of this beautiful world and of mathe- 
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matics and music, of Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, would not 

have permitted a world of such displeasing facts to exist. He accord¬ 

ingly applied logic to the problem, operating entirely in the ideal world 

of his mind, the world of Plato and of Euclidean geometry, where 

everything is perfect, where there are (to use a good Aristotelian term) 

no “accidents.” Let us presume, he wrote, that heavy things do fall 

faster than light ones and let us see where that assumption will get us. 

Imagine two objects, one heavier than another, which are permitted 

to drop side by side. According to the assumption, the heavy one will 

outstrip the lighter one. Now let us imagine that the two objects are 

tied together to make still a heavier one. Presumably the heavier one 

of the two will drag the lighter one along at a faster speed and the 

lighter one will drag back on the heavy one, preventing it from moving 

as fast as it would otherwise. Thus the two objects together will move 

at some speed intermediate between the speeds at which they fall 

separately. Or, to put it differently, this heaviest object, made up of 

the other two objects, will fall somewhat more slowly than the heavier 

one falls alone. We have now deduced, from the assumption that heavy 

things fall faster than lighter ones, that a heavier one will fall slower 

than a lighter one. This is the kind of an absurdity that tells us that 

our original assumption is wrong. By this sort of logical argument 

Galileo concluded that objects of different weight will fall to the 

ground in the same time—even if they don’t. Now this logical ap¬ 

proach is not a new one and its spectacular success had been repeatedly 

demonstrated by Galileo’s predecessors. Its importance to modern de¬ 

velopments is that Galileo asked that one go further and tie this theory 

to the observed facts. He is able to immediately say that falling objects 

are slown down from their natural mode of motion by the resistance 

of the air through which they fall—again something that had been 

known for thousands of years. But he is able to show logically that 

heavy objects are slown down less by air resistance than are light 

objects and thus connect the logical arguments with the observed facts. 

From the assumption that the time of fall for a given distance does 

not depend on the weight, Galileo was able to deduce predictions of 

what would happen if a sphere were rolled on a plane. In one sense he 

has no need of rolling balls along boards to see what will happen, for 

he can deduce theoretically what will happen and he is able to do so 

with such a tight logical system that he is convinced of its validity 

without any need for testing it. He was a first-rate creative scientist, 

far too busy to waste time experimenting. 

Everywhere we look we find the same sort of thing in Galileo. But 

one must know where to look. Galileo’s most famous book in physics. 
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his Two New Sciences, was translated into English by an experimental 

positivist who repeatedly falsified (although of course not maliciously) 

Galileo’s ideas. When Galileo says “I found,” the English edition reads 

“I found by experiment.” Where Galileo writes “When I think about 

an object falling,” the English version reads “When I observe an object 

falling,” so one must go to the original and not to the English transla¬ 

tion. 

It requires little more than a cursory familiarity with the results of 

modern research in the history of science to realize that Galileo did not 

invent observation—it is Aristotle who taught that a scientist must 

observe. But the historian of science has given Galileo a new dignity 

and a new historical position as one of the founders of modern mathe¬ 

matical physics, an honor that he shares with others. The historian of 

science has also deprived experimental positivism of its patron saint. 

But unfortunately for that philosophy, historical work seems to be 

depriving it not only of its saint, but of all its examples. Modern his¬ 

torical studies seem to be steadily denying the importance of the ac¬ 

cumulation of data by scientists who engage in significant scientific 

work. In case after case that has been studied historically, vast amounts 

of data have failed to produce scientific advances, in case after case 

major discoveries have been produced with nearly no data collecting. 

Clearly this raises serious questions about the validity of the experi¬ 

mental approach in science. The quick acceptance of experimental 

positivism in the United States is understandable for we are a material¬ 

istic people. We think in terms of things, rather than in terms of ideas, 

and experimental positivism is really a sort of neo-Aristotelianism— 

although I doubt that Aristotle would be flattered by the comparison— 

a view that emphasizes observation and experimentation, that empha¬ 

sizes manipulation of things in contrast to thinking about ideas. So it 

is not surprising that we as a nation should have welcomed a philoso¬ 

phy that implies that science is concerned with concrete objects rather 

than with ideas. Having welcomed and accepted this philosophy, we 

have become trapped by it, trapped into an outlook on science that does 

not agree with the outlook of the major scientists throughout the ages, 

from Aristotle to Galileo, from Plato to Newton and Einstein. No 

wonder we don’t produce first rate scientists. 

Looking at ourselves dispassionately we can see why we have such 

unscientific attitudes. Pioneer countries tend to be materialistic, to 

think in quantitative terms rather than in qualitative, to place empha¬ 

sis upon things and physical action rather than upon ideas and think¬ 

ing. Our pioneering background probably accounts in large measure 

for our materialism, our accent upon technology rather than upon 
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science and even, to some degree, our anti-intellectualism. Sixty years 

ago, when one could count the really major scientists the United States 

had produced on the finger of one hand, one could point to our youth, 

our western expansion. But today, in 1963, when you can still count 

the number of major scientists we have produced since the Pilgrims 

landed on our fingers, I wonder if we can continue to shrug our 

shoulders and continue to regard ourselves as a primitive nation. Per¬ 

haps it is time for us to try to become a civilized nation. We might then 

be able to produce scientists. 

This of course is not a novel idea but unfortunately the solutions to 

this problem are not novel either and they haven’t worked as yet. 

Those who are in a position to do something about this are trapped by 

their failure to understand the intellectually creative nature of science. 

This means that the solutions being proffered are fruitless. Foundations 

hoping to support science give grants for fact collecting and digging 

holes in the ground—as long as they are bigger collections of facts and 

deeper holes. Our children are being encouraged to build gadgets for 

science fairs, but scientists don’t build gadgets, they create ideas. Our 

youth are being urged to take more highschool science courses, where¬ 

in they are taught experimental positivism and they come out of high 

school with an anti-scientific bias and unable to engage in any intel¬ 

lectual activity, including science, because they lack the fundamental 

intellectual tools of being able to read and write. Meanwhile children’s 

books on science with beautiful multi-colored drawings of Galileo 

throwing canon balls off the Leaning Tower sell like hotcakes and a 

quarter of a century after most of the errors of the Galileo story had 

been corrected they are still being taught. 

I am certain that you will not be astonished at my natural bias— 

and I hope you will forgive me for it—but perhaps the history of 

science has something to offer here. When I say “the history of 

science” I do not mean old wives’ tales about James Watt and the tea¬ 

kettle or Darwin falling over a giant turtle and discovering evolution; 

I mean the sober scholarly studies being published in modem journals 

of the history of science. Incidentally there are more than 20 history 

of science journals currently published but few libraries seem to re¬ 

alize it. We are learning a very great deal about what creative scien¬ 

tists are like, what fashions them, and what makes them tick. This 

information should be put to use. 

Galileo himself has a good deal to teach us about the nature of cre¬ 

ative scientific work. He and his contemporaries created theoretical 

physics and they did it by taking their noses out of the data, by think¬ 

ing, by seeking the reality that Plato had insisted was more important 
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than the observations. These men created ideas where none had existed 

before; they denied the facts to create the reality more important than 

the facts; they saw the beauty of intellectual achievements that could 

match the beauty of the artist’s work. 

Galileo’s most important book, entitled The Two Chief Systems of 

the Universe^ is a dialogue involving an Aristotelian named Simplicio 

and a spokesman for Galileo named Salviati. Over and over again 

Simplicio insists that one can only learn by observing, that one cannot 

figure out what will happen but must observe what does happen and, 

over and over again, through the lips of Salviati, Galileo says, in effect: 

You’re wrong, Simplicio, you and your whole crew of Aristotelians. 

You don’t learn about nature by observing, you learn about nature by 

thinking. God gave you a mind, Simplicio. Use it, and become a scien¬ 

tist instead of a data collector. 

The history of science teaches that Galileo gave Simplicio pretty 

good advice. 



The Texas Academy of Science and Current Problems in 

Science Education^ 

hy ADDISON E. LEE^ 

The University of Texas 

I change careers about every 10-12 years. My first 11 years were 

spent as a high school biology teacher. Then I spent 13 years doing 

teaching and research in the Department of Botany at The University 

of Texas, and during the past five years I have been working as the 

Director of the Science Education Center at the University. In one 

sense I have almost made a circle; I started my professional career as 

a high school teacher and now I am working again at the high school 

level with science teachers and with science curriculum materials, but 

now, also, at the elementary school level and at the college level. It is 

becoming increasingly hard to separate clearly what is being taught 

at these different levels—it seems, at least in some instances, that 

elementary students and college students are studying the same mole¬ 

cules. 

I was impressed not too long ago (May 24, 1959) with the statement 

by the President’s Science Advisory Committee when they said in 

part: 

In a frontier society, such as that of America of 100 years ago, it was nat¬ 

ural that physical prowess and bravery, inherent in the pioneer, should 

have been held in high esteem. Today the frontier is intellectual; the 

scholar, the research worker, the scientist, the engineer, the teacher are 

the pioneers. 

Until recent years the total intellectual capacities of our nation have 

never really been fully challenged. But they are being challenged today. 

Our intellectual resources will be adequate to meet our needs only if all 

the brain power of our population is fully developed and utilized. Well- 

trained minds are among the most critical of our present national assets, 

among the scarcest and most valuable of our resources. 

This requirement for intellectual excellence poses many problems 

to those who are concerned with education in the sciences. These prob¬ 

lems are compounded by the rapid rate at which our scientific knowl- 

1 Presidential address of the Texas Academy of Science, presented at the annual 

meeting on 6 December 1963 at Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas. 

2 Director, Science Education Center, The University of Texas. 
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edge is increasing. It has been estimated that our knowledge is doub¬ 

ling every ten years. It has been estimated also that over 90 per cent of 

all scientists who have ever lived are alive and working today. These 

numbers, of course, are divided among scientists in government, in¬ 

dustry, and academic fields. A recent look at the catalogues of ten 

Texas colleges reveals the increase in number of full-time science 

teaching faculty from 1952 to 1963. These data are given in Table I. j 
Table I ! 

Increase in number of full-time science teaching faculty at ten Texas colleges. 

College 1952 1963 Percent increase 

Baylor University 36 53 47 

The University of Houston 85 87 2 

North Texas State University 32 50 56 

Rice University 33 51 55 

Southern Methodist University 50 55 10 

Southwest Texas State College 15 31 107 

The University of Texas 107 172 61 

Texas A & M University 125 174 39 

Texas Christian University 25 48 92 

West Texas State College 10 21 no 

The increase in number of full-time science teaching faculty by 

subject matter fields from these same colleges is given in Table II. 

Table II 

Increase in number of full-time science teaching faculty by subject matter fields at 

the same colleges listed in Table I 

Field 1952 1963 Percent increase 

Biological Sciences 113 187 66 

Physical Sciences 162 226 40 

Earth Sciences 57 58 2 

Mathematics 113 154 36 

Psychology 73 101 38 

These data show a considerable increase in number of academic 

scientists; however, if one makes a kind of subjective extrapolation, it 

would appear that the increase in number of governmental and in¬ 

dustrial scientists is still proportionately greater. 

The problems of education in the sciences are further compounded 

by our dependence on science and technology. Dr. Harrison Brown 

of the California Institute of Technology has placed science in this 
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fundamental context and has emphasized the role of education in it. 

He has pointed out that man has moved from an environment of 

nature to an environment of his own making and that we are depend¬ 

ent on the smooth maintenance of this man-created environment. 

The task of keeping the complex machinery of industrial society func¬ 

tioning . . . will necessitate our accumulating knowledge in the decades 

ahead at a rate which is far greater than the rate of our accumulation to¬ 

day. Whether we like it or not we have passed a major point-of-no-return 

and have become as dependent upon science, technology, and industry for 

the well being of our civilization as we are dependent upon food for the 

well being of our bodies. 

We have to face the fact that we are simply not sufficiently well-educated 

to survive in our modem world—that the savage in the jungle was far 

better equipped to survive in his world than we are in ours. The savage 

who is not familiar with his tools and weapons and who does not under¬ 

stand the habits of the plants and animals about him cannot survive for 

long. Similarly, we who live in the complex environment of industrial 

civilization must understand that civilization, the forces which operate 

upon it, and the dangers which threaten it. 

Dr. Bentley Glass of Johns Hopkins University has said: 

For a scientific society to be democratic, the people themselves must under¬ 

stand the nature of the scientific forces and problems that dominate their 

lives. The general cijjzen of this country, the man in the street, must learn 

what science truly is, and not just what science can bring about. If he 

fails to learn, then within a brief period of years we may expect either nu¬ 

clear devastation or worldwide tyranny. It is not safe for apes to play with 

atoms. Neither can men who have relinquished their birthright of scien¬ 

tific knowledge expect to rule themselves. 

It is obvious that the objective of education in the sciences is training 

our citizens to understand the scientific world in which we live and to 

prepare enough of them to be able to cross the frontier of knowledge 

and add new information that is and will continue to be required to 

maintain and expand science, technology, industry, and the well-being 

of man and opi; civilization. The alternative is that our civilization— 

and perhaps man also—will become extinct. It is important for us to 

realize that this is what has happened to most living forms that have 

appeared on earth, to other civilizations and cultures, and to nations. 

But what do we do about these problems and what possible impli¬ 

cations do they have for the Texas Academy of Science? Dr. Glass has 

sharpened our perspective about what we can and are doing in the 

context of science education. 
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Something radical must be done to cope with the ever-widening disparity 

between what is known and what is taught in the sciences. Our educational 

system is poorly organized to transmit to the next generation even the 

core of a body of knowledge which is now increasing at an exponential 

rate. 

Consider the teacher. The teacher of today is the student of yesterday, 

and the knowledge he passes on in his classroom is largely the knowledge 

he gained as a student. As he teaches, his skill may increase; but his stock in 

trade, unless it is changed, will grow more and more outmoded until, after 

30 or 40 years of teaching, it is a couple of generations behind the times. 

In the secondary school the problem is aggravated if the teacher comes 

from a college or university where the professors of science teach what 

they were taught. 

Nor do we escape the dilemma by turning to our textbooks. Today’s biology 

textbooks, for example, represent for the most part the knowledge of 30 

years ago. The people who write them have the same problem as the rest 

of their university colleagues: Unless they remain avid learners and have 

the rare skill of critical evaluation and synthesis, their knowledge be¬ 

comes obsolescent at a horrifyingly rapid rate. 

Obviously the first answer to the problem is to keep the curriculum up to 

date. Curriculum studies are now progressing in the United States in 

physics, mathematics, biology, chemistry, and geology, with support from 

the Federal Government through the National Science Foundation. Large 

and expert groups of scientists and teachers have been enlisted to prepare 

textbooks, develop laboratory programs, and work out innovations in teach¬ 

ing methods; for the first time in American history, curriculum studies are 

producing something more tangible than recommendations and outlines. 

The Texas Academy of Science is, or should be, the organized repre¬ 

sentative for science in Texas at the state level. It is the one organiza¬ 

tion at the state level which cuts across the different disciplines in 

science and which involves scientists from government, industry, and 

academic fields. It is important, therefore, that Texas scientists—mem¬ 

bers and non-members of the Academy—examine carefully the role 

and the contributions of the Texas Academy of Science in the scientific 

affairs of the state. 

Members of the Academy are making their contributions to science. 

In 1952 there were 92 papers presented at the annual meeting. In 

1962 there were 214 papers presented at the annual meeting. The 

Collegiate Academy and the Junior Academy have likewise shown 

increased productivity in learning and adding to our knowledge in 

science. 

Members of the Academy as individuals and as representatives of 

their respective institutions have also made important contributions as 

spokesmen for science in Texas. In 1963, fifteen different colleges in 
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Texas conducted eighteen special Summer Institutes for Science and 

Mathematics Teachers, one Academic Year Institute and a number of 

other special programs designed to upgrade science instruction in the 

state. Included among these have been many contributions to the de¬ 

velopment of the new science and mathematics curriculum programs. 

The Science Education Board has been very active in the support 

of and participation in numerous activities. The state science fair pro¬ 

gram, science curriculum developments of the Texas Education 

Agency, and the Annual Conference for the Advancement of Science 

and Mathematics Teaching are examples. 

The Academy itself has developed two major educational projects 

that are supported by the National Science Foundation: (1) The Col¬ 

legiate Science Research Conferences and (2) The Visiting Scientist 

Program. Both of these programs have received very favorable na¬ 

tional attention. For example, the November 17, 1962, issue of the 

Saturday Review reported: 

A different approach with similar objectives (e.g., to give added scope to 

science teaching in the schools, stimulate student interest in scientific 

careers, and to supplement textbook materials, which become dated so 

rapidly) has been sending university professors as well as industrial scien¬ 

tists into Texas junior and senior high schools for the past three years. 

Designed to bridge the gap between Texas high schools and colleges by 

“bringing up-to-date scientific knowledge to students and teachers,” the 

program places working scientists in secondary school classrooms for one 

to three days at a time. There they serve as lecturers, demonstrators, career 

guidance consultants, and members of panel discussions. 

More recently in Science Teachers World, October of 1963, page 1 

begins with a short note, “Scientists Come to the Classroom”: 

The ever-increasing gap between what is known and what any one per¬ 

son can know presents one of the toughest problems for people in the con¬ 

temporary world—especially scientists and science teachers. 

In Texas, a program is under way to help science teachers bridge this gap. 

This year, 120 scientists from education and industry will spend from one 

to three days lecturing in junior and senior high schools.. .. 

Sponsored by the Texas Academy of Science, the program is carried out 

at no expense to the participating high schools. 

Academy publications are rated among the very best in state acad¬ 

emy circles. The debut of the Texas Academy of Science NEWS¬ 

LETTER has made significant contributions to communication among 

members of the Academy and others interested in scientific affairs in 

the state. Our representatives from the AAAS Academy Conference 

report that our status in that organization is high. 
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It is obvious, therefore, that the Texas Academy of Science has made 

important contributions to science and to science education in Texas. 

But there is much more we can do—and will do, I am sure, during the 

years ahead. Nicholas Murray Butler said: ‘T divide the world into 

three classes: the few who make things happen; the many who watch 

things happen; and the vast majority who have no idea what hap¬ 

pens.” 

It is my hope that all the old and the new members of the Texas 

Academy of Science can be first class—the ones who make things 

happen. 
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Abstracts of Papers Presented at the Sixty-Seventh Annual 

Meeting of the Texas Academy of Science 

Section I—Mathematics 

A NECESSARY CONDITION FOR A NON~TRIVlAL SOLUTION IN 

INTEGERS OF X^+Yp+Zp = O, p AN ODD PRIME 

William Edward Christilles, St. Mary's University 

The purpose of this paper was to introduce the following concepts 

with regard to Fermat’s conjecture. A necessary and sufficient condi¬ 

tion for a non-trivial solution in integers of xp+jp+zp = 0, p an odd 

prime, is that x^P+xPyP+y^p — x^p+xp+z^p = ysp-pyp^p-j-^^p. A neces¬ 

sary condition for a non-trivial solution in integers of xP+yP+zP = O 

is that both x®p = y^P = z^p = xPyPzP(mod M) and x“P+y"P+z"P = O 

(mod M), where M = |xPyP+xPzP+yPzP|. 

AN ARITHMETICAL IDENTITY AND ITS APPLICATION TO THE 

FERMAT PROBLEM 

Don E. Edmondson, The University of Texas 

For a natural number n, x^+y'^+z" defines a symmetric polynomial 

in X, y, z. From an explicit formula for these polynomials in terms of 

the elementary symmetric polynomials, elementary necessary condi¬ 

tion is evolved for these to be a Case I solution for n of the Fermat 

Problem. 

PRIMARY ABELIAN GROUPS: THEIR HISTORY AND SOME 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Henry E. Heatherly, Texas A<&M University 

The development of the theory of primary abelian groups is traced 

historically from the explicit work of Gauss (on residues) to the recent 

module theoretic and homological treatments. Three periods are dis¬ 

tinguished as follows: the classical period culminating in the work of 
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Kronecker, Stickleberger, and Frobenius (1870-1880); the modern 

period initiated by Prnfer’s paper of 1921 and epitomized by the struc¬ 

ture theorems of Zippin and Ulm and the work of Baer; the recent 

period initiated by Kulikov’s work of the early 1940’s and influenced 

strongly by Kaplansky and Fuchs. The major structure problems are 

still far from solved. 

A CHARACTERIZATION OF COMPACT OPERATORS 

H, Elton Lacey and R. J. Whitley, Abilene Christian College and New 

Mexico State University 

In this paper we give a characterization of compact operators which 

supports the intuitive impression that such operators are small. We 

use this result to propose possible approaches to the limit problem: 

that every compact operator from one Banach space to another is the 

limit of finite dimensional ranged operators. An analogous character¬ 

ization of strictly singular operators is given which illuminates the 

relation between strictly singular and compact operators. All spaces 

are Banach spaces and all operators are bounded and linear. 

The principle results are: (1) T :X">Y is compact if and only if for 

each E > 0 there is a closed subspace M L X, with finite codimension in 

X, such that ||T|M||<E, (2) T:X->Yis strictly singular if and only 

if for each E > 0 and each closed infinite dimensional subspace M c X 

there is a closed infinite dimensional subspace N £ M such that 

|!TiN||<E, 

A CLASS OF ITERATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR THE FACTORIZATION 

OF POLYNOMIALS 

H. A. Luther, Texas A&M University 

A method of iteration is developed in terms of a function of some¬ 

what arbitrary character. The process yields factors of arbitrary degree 

for polynomials in one variable. Both Lin’s method and Newton’s 

method occur as special cases. 
n 

Let a polynomial of degree n in z be f(z) = 2 aiZ”“k a© = E Let 
i =0 
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1 < m < n and let f(z) be factorizable as f(z) = s(z)t(z) where 
m n-m 

s(z) = 2 t(z) = 2 
i = O i =0 

both Po and Po being one. Let the superscript k refer to the kth step in 

an iterative process based on an initial choice of the m numbers p^^^, 

p^2^\ . . . For all values of k, p^^^^ = 1. Let the further members in 

the iterative process, which involves the numbers p^^^K — j - and 

b(k)(0 < j < n) be defined by the recursion relations 

m 

2 = a. , b^*^^ = O of s < O, O < i < n; 

.i-i 
(k+i) — (k) -p (k) y ^(k)U(k) 

P j P j ' . * n-n + j-i 

Here pf ^ • • . P^O, and y(pi, pa, . . . Pm) is described be¬ 

low 

Let the zeros of s(z) be ak 1 <j< m, and let it be assumed that no 

zero ttj is a multiple zero of f(z). Let y(pi, p2, • • . Pm) be continuous 

in a neighborhood of (pi, p2, . . . pm) and let 

I 1 - y(pi, p2, . . . Pm)t(aj) I < 1, 1 < i < m. 

It can be shown that if (pj^k p^^k • • • PmO is “near enough” (Pi, p2, 

. . . Pm) then lim p^^^ = p , 1 < j < m. 
k—^ 00 ^ 

For the case m= 1, the choice y(pi) = l/f'(—pi) gives Newton’s 

method. The choice y(pi, pa, . . . Pm) = l/bn_m(pi, P2, ... Pm) gives 

Lin’s method. Amongst other useful choices is (pi, p2,. . ., pm). 

SOME MILESTONES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF GROUP THEORY 

William S. McCulley, Texas A&M University 

There appear to be few readily accessible histories of the theory of 

groups, and nothing comparable to Dickson’s History of the Theory of 

Numbers. The proliferation of group theory since the 1920’s has cre¬ 

ated a need for a more detailed explication of historical development 

attributions, with dates, of fundamental or principal theorem such as 

Lagrange’s Theorem 1770, Cayley’s (von Dykk’s) Theorem (1882), 

and other influences in the development of group theory to 1910 are 

discussed. A “genealogical” tree is constructed. 
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SOME PROPERTIES OF CUBICS 

Ernest E. Moyers, Tidewater Oil Co-mpany, Houston 

The (two-dimensional) .general equation of third degree is dealt 

with in (homogeneous) projective point coordinates. If the equation 

has real coefficients, then a real cubic curve is the set of all complex 

number triples satisfying it. 

Standard definitions, conventions, and terminology of algebraic ge¬ 

ometry are adopted. Those of particular importance are locus, line, in¬ 

tersection, and tangency. The basic theory of systems of curves is 

called upon. 

Three theorems are proved. The final result is the converse of the 

THEOREM: Let the real two-dimensional algebraic equation f = 0 

be a cubic. Then, every set of three tangent lines to f at 

three collinear points intersect the curve again in three 

points which are collinear. 

ON AN ALTERNATIVE DEFINITION FOR PSEUDO-INVERSE OF A 

MATRIX 

P. L, Odell and J. E. Scroggs, The University of Texas 

The paper presents an alternative definition of a pseudo-inverse of a 

matrix similar to the one defined by E. H. Moore in his General Analy¬ 

sis^ Part I Memoirs, Amer. Philos. Soc. 1 (1935), and later modified by 

others. The alternative definition allows the property that if Ai is a non 

zero eigenvalue 1/Ai is an eigenvalue of the pseudo-inverse. The 

pseudo-inverse as defined by Moore does not have this property. 

A TWO SIDED IDEAL IN THE CLASS OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTION 

ON [a,b] 

D. E. Ryan, The University of Texas 

The class of functions that are continuous and ecdrt fini on [a,b] are 

shown to be an algebra of functions using convolution as a product. 

This class of functions is shown to be an ideal in C[a,b] and is a 

Banach space under a suitable norm. 
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THE JOINT DISTRIBUTION OF THE UNADJUSTED SUMS OF 

SQUARES OF BLOCKS & TREATMENTS (UNDER THE NULL HY¬ 

POTHESES) FOR A SYMMETRIC BALANCED INCOMPLETE BLOCK 

DESIGN 

J. T. Webster, Southern Methodist University 

Consider a symmetric BIBD with (a + 1) treatments. Let SSB and 

SST denote the unadjusted sums of squares for blocks and treatments, 

E the efficiency of the design and the error variance. This paper 

shows that under the joint null hypotheses: 

Ho: The effect of each block and treatment is zero 

SSB a SST ^ 
Sxi^andV=— 

0^ 

where (xi, yi) is an independent sample from a standard bivariate 

normal distribution with p^ = 1 — E. 

Thus the joint distribution of U and V is the central bivariate Chi- 

square distribution as derived by M. Siotani, 

frTT\0 - r(i+a/2) (1-E)^ (UV) exp[-(U+V)/2E] 

^ ^ i=l r(a/2) (i) ! [2i+"/2r (i+a/2)Ei+"/2]2 

A BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE TEST OF MULTIPLE STANDARD ERRORS 

OF ESTIMATE 

Ray Whiteside, The University of Texas 

Bottenburg and Ward at Lackland AFB have demonstrated some ex¬ 

panded uses of multiple linear regression analysis. With this technique 

it is possible to achieve quite efficient predictor systems with regard to 

many facets of the behavioral sciences. One of the values of the tech¬ 

nique is that non-normally distributed predictor variables may be 

used—even dichotomous (binary-coded) data. 

This study was concerned with predicting high school grade point 

averages from 7th grade data. When predictions are made on the 

basis of multiple linear regression equations, an estimate of the margin 

of error of predicted scores is given by the multiple standard error of 

estimate (MSEE). The null hypothesis to be tested was: the magnitude 

of error scores predicted with dichotomous, curvilinear, and skewed 

variables will not fall outside the ranges of the MSEE as anticipated 

by a Gaussian distribution. 
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Using two groups of 174 subjects each and performing cross- 

validations from Group I regression weights to Group II and from 

Group II to Group I, contingency tables of observed and expected mag¬ 

nitude of error frequencies were computed and tested with the chi 

square technique. 

Out of a total of 24 chi square tests made on cross-validations, seven 

were significant at the .05 level (three of these at the .01 level). One 

or more significant chi squares were found with each kind of predictor 

data: dichotomous, curvilinear, or skewed. One apparently causal fac¬ 

tor for significant chi square values appearing predominantly when 

predicting Group I scores with Group II weights was the fact that the 

criterion score variance was smaller for Group II than for Group L 

Another factor could have been relatively leptokurtic error distribu¬ 

tions, resulting from highly correlated predictions. Caution is advised 

in estimating the distribution of error scores under these conditions. 

For comparative purposes, six cross-validations were run using nor¬ 

mally distributed predictors. The error distributions did not deviate 

significantly from normal. It is pointed out that although we may not 

be too confident about estimating the distribution of error scores when 

predicting with non-normal data, this does not nullify the fact that 

often non-normal predictors are more efficient. 

Section II—Physical Sciences 

DEMONSTRATION OF MICROWAVE PHENOMENA 

Bill T. Adams and Herbert D. Schwetman, Baylor University 

Experiments in physical optics are many times difficult to explain 

completely due to the measurement of minute distances, wave lengths, 

and path lengths. The object of this presentation is to demonstrate new 

equipment specifically designed to use three centimeter microwaves 

for teaching microwave technique and demonstrating some physical 

optical experiments on this large scale. 

Microwave technique and theory were demonstrated with the use 

of a tunable klystron, slug tuned cavity for frequency measurement, 

an attenuator consisting of a carbon card insertable into the waveguide 

for attenuation control, slotted wave guide and a movable probe for 

standing wave ratio and wave length in the wave guide measurements, 

and various size feed horns for impedance matching and energy cou¬ 

pling experiments. 
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Optical phenomena of reflection, refraction at a plane surface, trans¬ 

mission or absorption of energy by materials. Young’s double slit in¬ 

terference, thin film interference, and the Michelson interferometer 

were demonstrated. 

The Bragg crystal lattice reflection law was demonstrated, using 

microwaves and a lattice of ball bearings embedded in styrafoam slabs. 

With the three centimeter waves and a 3.4 centimeter lattice spacing, 

an interference maximum occurred at 27 degrees and 65 degrees. 

With normal incidence second order interference was noted at 53 de¬ 

grees, as predicted by theory. 

A DIFFERENT BEGINNING MECHANICS LABORATORY 

Roy H. Riser, Lamar State College of Technology 

The place of the laboratory in the elementary physics course has 

been widely discussed in the last few years. A beginning mechanics 

laboratory emphasizing the predictive nature of physics is described. 

The unique features of this laboratory are the handling of large num¬ 

bers of students with the minimum of equipment, the emphasis on 

derivations of the general cases and curve plotting, and the direct aid 

on points of special difficulty. 

EVALUATION OF A SUMMER INSTITUTE PROGRAM FOR HIGH 

SCHOOL PHYSICS TEACHERS 

Virgil E. Bottom, McMurry College 

The Summer Institute Program for high school science teachers is 

doubtless serving an important function in helping to improve the 

quality of science teaching in the high school. The program, however, 

has a number of weaknesses. The range of preparation and background 

presented by the participants precludes the presentation of a program 

of the maximum value for anyone. Most participants have attended 

several institutes whereas most teachers have not participated in even 

one institute. Finally the program should be considered as an emer¬ 

gency measure only and not a substitute for regular college and uni¬ 

versity courses in the subject matter field. 
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I 
RECENT ULTRASONIC OBSERVATIONS IN COPPER AND SILVER 

C. W. Burmeister, Trinity University 

An open-orbit absorption resonance of ultrasound has been observed 

in copper. The extremely sharp and very pronounced spatial resonance 

line and its second harmonic have been observed in the absorption of 

high-frequency shear waves in copper. The two lines are observed for 

sound waves propagated along the [110] direction, the polarization 

vector along the [110] direction, and the magnetic field in the [110] 

plane perpendicular to the [111] direction. The spatial resonance is 

caused by conduction electrons moving in periodic real-space open 

orbits parallel to the direction of the sound propagation. 

Very pronounced magnetoacoustic oscillations are observed in silver 

and copper for the configuration corresponding to q along the [110] di¬ 

rection and the magnetic field in a region perpendicular to the propa¬ 

gation vector. 

i 

! 

THE ABSORPTION SPECTRUM OF SO2 IN THE VACUUM ULTRA¬ 

VIOLET^ 

John P. Decker^ and J. B. Coon, Texas A&M University 

Photographic, absorption spectrograms of sulpher dioxide using the 

two isotopes of oxygen, and have been obtained in the range 

between 1080 A and 1350 A with a dispersion of 4.23 A/mm. Spectra 

of SOJ® were also recorded photoelectrically providing absorption in¬ 

tensity data. Isotope shift data indicate that there are six or more elec¬ 

tronic absorption systems in the region investigated. Two of these elec¬ 

tronic systems consist of a simple bending progression with associated 

“hot"’ bands. Analysis of the first of these two systems for yields 

the origin at 78,773 cm”^, v/ = 397.2 cm~h and v'“ 517.3 cm“^; for 

SO2®, the origin at 78,782 cm"^, v'' = 384.2 cm“^, and v' = 493.9 cm“h 

The origin of the second system is not observed but is estimated from 

the isotope shifts and the assignment of a “hot” band to lie at 80,740 ± 

5 cm"h and v' = 380 ±5 cm"^ for 

1 Supported by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research. 

2 Present address: Sam Houston State College, Huntsville, Texas. 
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A MODULAR RELATION FOR THE NUMBER OF THE GROUP IN 

WHICH AN ELEMENT IS LISTED IN THE PERIODIC TABLE 

Willis W. Floyd, Sam Houston State Teachers College 

The modular base eight has been used in a relation for expressing 

the number of the group in which each of sixty-six elements is listed in 

the periodic table, as a congruence of the atomic number of the ele¬ 

ment. These sixty-six elements comprise the complete roster of one 

hundred three known elements with the exceptions of the nine group 

eight elements, the fourteen lanthanides, and the fourteen actinides. 

COLLISION TIME IN EXTREMELY HIGH ENERGY NUCLEON- 

NUCLEON COLLISIONS 

G. Gray, Trinity University 

A detailed analysis of collisions of 27-Bev protons with nuclei of 

photographic emulsions has shown that these collisions can be divided 

into several groups according to the number of target nucleons in¬ 

volved in the particle production stage of the collision. Analysis of the 

pion energy and angular distributions in the center-of-momentum sys¬ 

tems indicates that as many as two target nucleons can be involved 

coherently in the collision. The collision proper time is then estimated 

to be within (.43—.86) X 10“^^ sec. This indicates that the ‘‘tunnel 

model” for nucleon-nucleus collisions will become effective at proton 

bombarding energies near 1000-Bev and incident on silver nuclei 

within photographic emulsion. 

THE NEW PHYSICS PROGRAM AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON 

T. N. Hatfield, TheUniversity of Houston 

The undergraduate physics program at the University of Houston 

differs in some respects from the usual program of most colleges. This 

is particularly true for the introductory physics courses in which the 

laboratory is taken after the lecture rather than along with the lecture. 

We have found this arrangement to be both desirable and necessary. 

Other departments, such as Chemistry, are showing some interest in 

this laboratory after lecture program in order to take care of a larger 
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number of students. A physics major program based on pre-requisites 

rather than on student classification is discussed. 

SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE GROWTH OF SAPPHIRE WHISKERS 

ON A SINGLE-CRYSTAL SAPPHIRE SUBSTRATE 

S. Huang and P. L. Edward, Texas Christian University 

In 1949 Frank^ proposed that crystals grow by adding material at 

the neverending step due to screw dislocations. This implies that 

whiskers (filamentary crystals) possess axial dislocations. Supporting 

this idea are the experiments of Edwards and Happel,^ who, using the 

growth techniques of Dragsdorf and Webb,® showed that whiskers 

grow coherently on a single crystal sapphire substrate in directions of 

possible screw dislocations. They probably grow where screw disloca¬ 

tions emerge on the substrate surface. To test this idea we have com¬ 

pared whisker growth sites with dislocation etch pits. Scheuplein and 

Gibbs^ have formed edge-dislocation etch pits on sapphire by boiling 

in ortho-phosphoric acid. Our procedure has been to grow the whiskers 

and then to photomicrograph to locate the growth sites. After etching, 

the same spot is photomicrographed again and the micrographs com¬ 

pared. Our experiments show that the etch pits do not form at the 

growth sites. From this we conclude either that the acid does not form 

screw-dislocation etch pits, or that the whisker growth sites are not 

at the point where screw dislocations come to the substrate surface. 

Our studies to date have been on (0001) surfaces, but we are beginning 

work on other surfaces. 

1 F. C. Frank, Disc. Faraday Society, 5, 48(1949). 
2 P. L. Edwards and R. J. Happel, Jr., J. Appl. Phys., 33, 826(1962). 
3 R. D. Dragsdorf and W. W. Webb, J. AppL, 29, 817(1958). 
^ R. Scheuplein and P. Gibbs, J. Am. Cer. Soc., 43, 458(1960). 

IDENTITY OF SLOW PARTICLES EMERGING FROM EXTREMELY 

HIGH ENERGY NUCLEON-NUCLEON COLLISIONS 

I. Krowl and G. Gray, Trinity University 

The pion energy spectrum in the center-of-momentum system of 

proton-(nucleon) and proton-(coherent two nucleon) collisions at 27- 
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Bev incident laboratory energy (see previous paper) indicates that 

there will frequently emerge from such collisions slow pions in the 

laboratory. It is thus important to determine the relative frequency of 

pions producing “gray” tracks from collisions having only one or two 

such tracks. Preliminary results of such an investigation will be re¬ 

ported. 

THE CALCULATION OF THE MAGNETOACOUSTIC EFFECT IN 

THE NOBLE METALS 

H. Leo, Trinity University 

The attenuation of ultrasonic waves propagated along the [100] 

direction with a magnetic field applied in the [001] direction has been 

calculated by applying Pippard’s resulP to the extended zone model 

for the noble metals. The Fermi surface considered is the one proposed 

by Roaf.^ The mean free path is assumed to be long and the deforma¬ 

tion coefficient constant over the Fermi surface. The results are com¬ 

pared with the experimental curves for copper for the same geometry, 

and with the calculations of Burmeister® et al. using perfect spheres 

joined by cylinders along the [111] direction. 

A. B. Pippard, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) A 257, 165 (1960). 

2 D. J. Roaf, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London) A 255, 137 (1962). 

3 C. W. Burmeister, J. D. Gavenda, Bull. Am. Phy. Soc. II 7, 123 (1962). 

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE STUDIES OF PURE AND SA¬ 

MARIUM-DOPED CaFg CRYSTALS 

R. J. Lysiak and P. P. Mahendroo, Texas Christian University 

The nuclear magnetic spin-lattice relaxation time (Ti) and spin- 

spin relaxation time (Tg) have been measured in single CaFs crystals 

over a temperature range of 77°K to 1300°K. Our major interest is the 

nuclear Tj. The samples were commercially produced crystals of opti¬ 

cal grade. The magnetic recovery method was used for the measure¬ 

ments. In properly annealed samples, Ti is found to be inversely 

proportional to the number of samarium centers. At the higher tem¬ 

peratures, the relaxation rate is well predicted by vacancy diffusion 

theory. The minimum in the plots of Ti vs 1 /kT is found to occur at 
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the same temperature for all the samples. Low temperature measure¬ 

ments of the doped samples indicate that the Ti is proportional to the 

absolute temperature below 400 °K, This implies that cor « 1 where t 

is the electronic relaxation time. 

A HIGH RESOLUTION SCINTILLATION BETA SPECTROMETER 

J. F. McClary, Texas A&M University 

A scintillation beta spectrometer utilizing a Nal(Tl) crystal as the 

primary detector has been designed and tested in the low-energy nu¬ 

clear physics laboratory at Texas A&M University. The distortion to 

the beta spectrum caused by electron scattering has been eliminated 

by positioning a scintillating plastic detector in such a way that it de¬ 

tects the scattered electrons. The pulses from both detectors are fed to 

an anti-coincidence circuit and only those pulses from the Nal(Tl) 

which are not coincident in time with a pulse from the plastic are al¬ 

lowed to enter the multi-channel pulse height analyser. Thus only those 

electrons which lose their entire energy in the Nal(Tl) are analyzed, 

and the scattering distortion is eliminated. 

The spectrometer is in use in the laboratory and has given excellent 

results. The resolution on the 624 Kev. conversion electron peak of 

Cs^^‘ is 8.3%. Kurie plots made from the spectra are very linear. The 

Nal (Tl) crystal used is a disc thick and 2" in diameter. 

POLARIMETER FOR INTERMEDIATE STUDIES IN POLARIZED 

LIGHT 

L. Manning and G. Gray, Trinity University 

A device designed specifically for the study of polarized light in un¬ 

dergraduate laboratories will be discussed. Using a photoresistor as an 

intensity indicator, several quantitative features of polarized light can 

be studied: 

1. ) Transmission of light by polaroid 

2. ) Polarization by reflection 

3. ) Brewster’s Angle. 

Additionally, one may use the device for determination of reflection 

and transmission coefficients for thin films, and for measurement of 

absorption coefficients for dielectrics. 
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THE UNDERGRADUATE NUCLEAR PHYSICS LABORATORY PRO¬ 

GRAM AT SAM HOUSTON COLLEGE 

Jay M. Menefee, Sam Houston State College 

A brief summary of the experiments and experimental facilities pro¬ 

vided for the undergraduate nuclear physics program at Sam Houston 

State College will be made. This program initiated in 1961 has been 

realized through funds provided cooperatively by Sam Houston State 

and the United States Atomic Energy Commission. Three single¬ 

channel scintillation spectrometers and other additional equipment has 

been purchased since 1961. 

Some twenty experiments have been outlined utilizing this equip¬ 

ment and of these eight to ten are chosen for a particular semester. The 

choice is based on maximum correlation between the laboratory work 

and the lecture material. Several color transparencies will illustrate 

the equipment and its arrangement for ten typical experiments per¬ 

formed during a semester. 

This junior level course is designed to introduce students to research 

orientated investigations of nuclear phenomena and experimental 

techniques. The student also learns techniques and safety precautions 

for handling radioisotopes. 

ABUNDANCES OF ELEMENTS IN A STELLAR ATMOSPHERE^ 

Hugh O. Peebles, Lamar State College of Technology 

The intensities of absorption lines appearing in the spectrum of the 

star 6 Ursae Majoris (spectral t3q)e F6, luminosity class IV) were 

analyzed to obtain information concerning the properties of the stellar 

atmosphere. In particular, abundances of Ca I, Ti I, Ti II, Cr I, Mn I, 

Fe I, Co I, and Nil were determined by comparing observed curves of 

growth with four sets of theoretical curves of growth. These curves are 

based upon different assumptions as to the structure of the stellar at¬ 

mosphere and the mechanism of line formation. The curves employed 

in the investigation were as follows: 1) Wrubel’s pure scattering^ 

curves for the Milne-Eddington model, 2) Hunger’s pure absorption 

curves for the Milne-Eddington model, 3) Wrubel’s pure scattering^ 

curves for the Schuster-Schwarzschild model, and 4) Hunger’s pure 

absorption curves for the Schuster-Schwarzschild model. The results 

obtained from the four sets of curves were compared. There was no 
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clear indication that one set of curves should be preferred over an¬ 

other. 

1 This work was done at Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, and 

supported in part by a grant from the Office of Naval Research. 

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS ON THE ATTENUATION AND VELOCITY 

OF ULTRASONIC WAVES IN TEFLON 

William E. Phillips and Herbert D. Schwetman, Baylor University 

A description is given of a temperature control system using a Leeds 

and Northrup DAT (Duration Adjusting Type) temperature con¬ 

troller which held temperatures stable to within ±0.25° C. The prob¬ 

lem of calculating the effect of an unequal transfer of energy associ¬ 

ated with ultrasonic longitudinal waves across two different pairs of 

interfaces is examined and equations are derived which take this effect 

into account. The pulse technique is used in an arrangement wherein 

two different lengths of teflon are placed between three barium titanate 

transducers, permitting simultaneous measurements of the attenuation 

and velocity of ultrasonic waves in the samples. Data is given for at¬ 

tenuation and velocity of ultrasonic waves in teflon as a function of 

temperature. There was no change in attenuation in units of nepers 

per cm. over the temperature range of 0° C. to 100° C. The velocity 

varied from approximately 1400 m/sec at 0° C. to 1050 m/sec at 100° 

C. The attenuation in units of nepers per wave length varied from ap¬ 

proximately .144 at 0° C. to .100 at 100° C., and at a frequency of 500 

KCPS. Data was taken at five different frequencies ranging from 500 

KCPS to 835 KCPS. 

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF PHYSICS REGIONAL COUNSELOR 

REPORT 

J. G. Potter, Texas A(&M University 

Texas is engaged in most of the activities for the improvement of 

science education, which are being pursued in any of the other states. 

Ten visits to Texas high schools by academic physicists are being made 

this year in the American Institute of Physics Visiting Scientists Pro¬ 

gram in addition to those under other programs. The AIP program 
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budget could be used next year to finance programs held at academic 

centers for visiting high school groups. Discussion invited from the 

floor indicated considerable interest in, and enthusiasm for, this type 

of program. Summer Institutes for the less well prepared college 

physics teachers are very few in number in the entire country. More 

could be supported if there were a sufficient show of interest and more 

proposals. 

A NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE EXPERIMENT FOR AN 

UNDERGRADUATE LABORATORY IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS 

Marcus Rigby, Sam Houston State College 

In 1952 Edward Purcell at Harvard University and Felix Bloch at 

Stanford University received the Nobel prize in physics for, almost 

simultaneously, discovering a way to tune in on the magnetic fields 

of spinning nuclei of atoms. Since that time many articles have ap¬ 

peared dealing with the theory of nuclear and electron spin resonance. 

However, the techniques for observing nuclear magnetic resonance 

have, in general, been assumed to be too involved to be used in an 

undergraduate laboratory. This paper deals with a simple apparatus 

suitable for undergraduate investigations of some aspects of nuclear 

magnetic resonance, as used at Sam Houston State College. The circuit 

used is a modification of a marginal oscillator designed by J. A. Cowan 

and W. H. Tanttila at Michigan State University. 

TEACHING ENERGY CONCEPTS IN GENERAL PHYSICS COURSES 

Carl J. Rigney, Lamar State College of Technology 

Teaching of three principles can be accepted as a goal. (1) Quali¬ 

tatively, work is done only if energy is converted or transferred. (2) 

The amount of work done is equal to the amount of energy transferred 

or transformed. (3) The total energy of an isolated system remains 

unchanged (even while work is done within the system). Item (2) 

quantitatively defines the relation between work and energy, and 

(3) is the conservation principle. Calculations and experiments to il¬ 

lustrate these principles are cited. 
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GROWTH SOLVENT EFFECTS ON THE MORPHOLOGY AND ISOLA¬ 

TION OF POLYETHYLENE SINGLE CRYSTALS^ 

C. G. Shugart and D. G. Ashburn, Hardin-Simmons University 

The morphology of single crystals of polyethylene grown in a 

variety of solvents was examined. Growth solvents included the 

xylenes and some acetates with distinct differences in crystal shapes 

found despite holding other growth conditions constant. For example, 

elongated six-sided crystals were found in addition to the common 

lozenge-shaped and hexagonal crystals. Two processes were used to 

decrease crystal damage during removal from the solvents. Extraction 

was used to replace growth solvents with solvents having lower sur¬ 

face tensions. The second method involves extraction using liquid CO2 

in a pressure bomb. 

1 This work was supported in part by a National Science Foundation Grant. 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A RATING SCALE FOR SPEECH- 

TRANSMISSION CIRCUITS^ 

W. H. Tedford, Jr., Southern Methodist University 

An attempt was made to demonstrate the feasibility of constructing 

a scale whereby a numerical rating could be assigned to speech-trans¬ 

mission circuits. This rating would be an indication of the percentage 

of listeners who would prefer a higher-numbered circuit. 

The technique employed was a variation of the paired-comparison 

scaling method. Loudness level of the transmitted speech and of a 

thermal noise background were the manipulated parameters. Analysis 

of the responses of 25 subjects showed that the variation in choice was 

significantly greater between two high-quality systems than between 

two poor ones, when the absolute difference between the systems was 

the same in both cases. This correlation of variance and quality was 

the basis of constructing the scale. 

1 Tbis work follows from a pilot study by W. A. Munson and J. E. Karlin at Bell 

Telephone Laboratories. 
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DISCUSSION OF ACCREDITATION OF HIGH SCHOOL 

SCIENCE TEACHERS 

Lloyd D. Vincent, Sam Houston State College 

A panel discussion on the accreditation of high school physics teach¬ 

ers will be conducted by members of the AAPT. Current developments 

concerning the new accreditation requirements will be considered, 

especially the current twenty-four semester hour requirement in 

physics required for accredited teachers who teach high school physics. 

Consideration will be given to the possibility of the Texas Academy of 

Science recommending to the State Education Agency that any non- 

accredited teacher have at least twelve to eighteen semester hours of 

college physics before being allowed to teach a high school physics 

course in an accredited high school. The feasibility of refusing to allow 

accredited high schools to teach physics when teachers with these mini¬ 

mum qualifications are not available will be discussed. 

THE IMPACT OF THE VISITING SCIENTIST PROGRAM 

AT SAM HOUSTON STATE COLLEGE 

Lloyd D. Vincent, Sam Houston State College 

Sam Houston State College has participated in a number of visiting 

scientist programs during the past four years, including those of the 

Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, the American Institute of 

Physics, the American Astronomical Society, and the American Geo¬ 

physical Union. Visiting scientists have included Dr. Robert Hofstad- 

ter, 1961 Nobel prize physicist. The effect of these visits on student and 

faculty interest will be considered, and the extent to which the visiting 

scientists have assisted in obtaining administrative support for the 

physics programs will be discussed. 

A list of all of the visiting scientist programs sponsored by the Na¬ 

tional Science Foundation will be provided, including the names of 

persons to be contacted for participation. Suggestions for making the 

visits more effective will be considered, and Sam Houston’s future 

plans in connection with the visiting scientists programs will be out¬ 

lined. 
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INITIATION OF THE SPECTROSCOPIC RESEARCH PROGRAM AT 

SAM HOUSTON STATE COLLEGE 

B. T. Young, Sam Houston State College 

The absorption spectra of various vapors will be investigated in the 

2000 A-10,000 A wavelength region using a Jarrell-Ash 3.4 Meter 

Ebert Spectrograph. In an attempt to learn more about molecular 

energy levels and potential functions, spectra will be taken of vapors I 
heated to 1000°K-1500°K; thus increasing the intensity of electronic | 

transitions from excited vibrational states of the ground electronic 

state. A pre-dispersing unit is being designed in order to eliminate high 

order overlap. 

THE SYNTHESIS OF 2,6-DIAMINO-3-METHYLHEXANOIC ACID 

Jack Zaun, Alvie L. Davis and Tommy J. McCord, Abilene Christian 

College 

It has previously been reported that the introduction of a methyl 

group at the E carbon of lysine results in the formation of a competitive 

antagonist of lysine.^ In the present investigation it was of interest to 

prepare 2,6-diamino-3-methylhexanoic acid (3-methyIlysine) and ex¬ 

amine the effect of the ^-substituent on biological activity. 

The reaction of 1,4-dibromopentane with a molecular equivalent of 

potassium phthalimide yielded N-(4-bromopentyl) phthalimide, 

which was subsequently condensed with ethyl acetamidomalonate. 

Acid hydrolysis of the malonate intermediate resulted in the forma¬ 

tion of 2,6-diamino-3-methylhexanoic acid dihydrochloride. The latter 

compound was not inhibitory to the growth of Escherichia coli 9723 

or Leuconostoc dextranicum 8086. 

1 McLaren, A. D. and Knight, C. A., /. Amer. Chem. Soc., 73, 4478 (1951). 

Section III—Earth Sciences 

COMPARATIVE GROUND-AIRPHOTO FRACTURE PATTERN ANAL¬ 

YSES, SOUTHERN BURNET COUNTY, TEXAS 

Robert E. Boyer and Jereld E. McQueen,^ The University of Texas 

A detailed field study was made of fractures—faults and joints—in 

an area of about 185 square miles in southern Burnet County, Texas. 

All bedrock exposures approximately 5,000 square feet or more in size 
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were traversed and all joint strikes measured and recorded. Joint sets 

were established from these data. 

Aerial photographs of the area were then scrutinized with the aid of 

a stereoscope. All airphoto linear features (defined as relatively 

straight alignments of small scale features that may be of natural 

origin, visible on aerial photographs and mosaics) were marked and 

the data transferred to a corrected aerial photograph mosaic. 

Data obtained from the two methods were placed on geologic base 

maps for visual comparison. The fractures measured on the ground 

show close parallelism with the airphoto linear features. Comparison 

of these airphoto linear features with the faults was particularly 

striking because all major faults are clearly visible on the photographs. 

More detailed comparisons were restricted to lithic units to avoid the 

influences of lithology and bedding thickness on the patterns. Distri¬ 

bution diagrams (strike rose patterns) were made for the (Precam- 

brian) granite which covers approximately one-third of the area 

studied. Diagrams of total joints measured, joint sets, and airphoto 

linear features are very similar. Diagrams are now being made for 

specific rock types in the (Paleozoic) sedimentary rocks covering the 

remainder of the area. Preliminary results indicate that these patterns 

are also markedly similar. 

It is concluded that airphoto linear features: 

1) Are largely a reflection of fractures in the rocks, emphasized 

by vegetation and topography, 

2) Have widespread distribution irrespective of rock exposures and 

thus afford a supplement to ground measurements, and 

3) Are particularly useful for quickly determining major fracture 

(fault) trends for use in regional stress analysis. 

1 Present address: Humble Oil and Refining Company, Corpus Christi, Texas. 

GEOLOGY OF SPRING BRANCH AREA, COMAL AND KENDALL 

COUNTIES, TEXAS 

John D. Cooper, The University of Texas 

Cretaceous rocks of Aptian to Early Albian age occur as flat-lying 

strata in the Spring Branch area of Comal and Kendall counties, Texas. 

Aptian rocks include the Cow Creek Formation, the Hens el Formation, 

and part of the lower member of the Glen Rose Formation. Cow Creek 

and Hensel rocks crop out in the entrenched valleys of the Guadalupe 

River and tributary streams on the upthrown side of the Spring Branch 

fault; these are the southernmost exposures of Cow Creek and Hensel 
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rocks in central Texas. Albian rocks include part of the lower member 

of the Glen Rose Formation. Glen Rose strata underlie the upland 

areas above the streams and constitute the complete stratigraphic sec¬ 

tion on the downthrown side of the fault. Lithology, fauna, and dep- 

ositional features suggest that this entire stratal interval was deposited 

in a variety of carbonate lithotopes on a broad, shallow marine shelf. | 

Physical relationships among the cartographic units illustrate a | 

number of the principles on which the cyclic Division-concept is based, I 
and rocks have been referred to the Trinity Division rather than the ’ 

Trinity Group. The bored top surface and upper bioclastic intraspar- ' 

ites of the Cow Creek Formation record the high-energy, terminal j 

transgressive phase of a cycle of sedimentation. The lower Hensel 

dolomite represents an interruption in the overall progressive trans¬ 

gressive deposition of the Trinity, whereas the upper terrigenous Hen¬ 

sel reflects the initial detrital phase of a new cycle of sedimentation. 

Fossiliferous limestone of the lower Glen Rose represents the upper, 

carbonate phase of the cycle and indicates a return of normal marine 

lithotopes and biotopes accompanying the renewed advance of the 

Trinity sea. 

THE MINERALOGY OF A NEW RARE EARTH PEGMATITE FROM 

THE CENTRAL MINERAL REGION, TEXAS 

A. J. Ehlmann, J. W, Walper and J. Williams/ Texas Christian Uni¬ 

versity 

The discovery of a new rare earth bearing pegmatite in the Central 

Mineral Region has made possible the detailed study of a pegmatite 

quite similar in mineralogy and paragenesis to the famous Raringer 

Hill pegmatite, now flooded by the waters of Buchanan Lake. Con¬ 

tinuing studies of this new discovery have indicated that it will be 

classed as a zoned, radioactive complex oxide pegmatite. The dominant 

mass of the pegmatite consists of bodies of milky quartz in contact 

with and including large, irregular bodies and crystals of pink, per- 

thitic microcline feldspar. 

The rare earth minerals have been found in three general associa¬ 

tions. Allanite and fergusonite are found along a quartz-albite contact 

but within the albite. The albite is a generally soft, red feldspar ap¬ 

parently similar to the “red zone” of the Raringer Hill pegmatite. 

Cyrtolite and fergusonite occur disseminated in the massive microcline 

perthite. Cyrtolite, fergusonite and gadolinite occur interlaminated 
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with large sheets of biotite mica along a microcline perthite-quartz 

contact. 

Thus far the following minerals, including many alteration prod¬ 

ucts, have been identified from the pegmatite: quartz, albite, micro¬ 

cline, biotite, allanite, fergusonite, gadolinite, cyrtolite, bastnaesite, 

thorogummite, nontronite, sericite, magnetite, hematite, pyrite, garnet 

and hyaline opal. Metamictization is complete in the allanite, fergu¬ 

sonite and gadolinite and partial in the cyrtolite. 

1 Texas Architectural Aggregate Company, San Saba. 

THE BLACK PEAK THRUST FAULT: AN EXAMPLE OF VERTICAL 

TECTONICS IN BREWSTER COUNTY, TEXAS 

John R. Everett, The University of Texas 

The Black Peak fault is a NNW trending, E dipping fault displac¬ 

ing Cretaceous and older rock along the west flank of the Marathon 

Basin. The east side of the fault is upthrown and overthrust to the 

west. The fault is well exposed in the vicinity of Del Norte Gap. North 

of the gap, dip separation is approximately 100' with an additional 

200' of structural relief on a monoclinal flexure which lies immedi¬ 

ately west of the fault that is down to the west. South of Del Norte 

Gap, the fault has 2,000' of vertical separation and 2,000' of horizontal 

separation. 

Three types of evidence suggest the Black Peak fault is a result of 

Vertical tectonics. First, the horizontal and vertical movements are 

the same order of magnitude. Second, compressional features normally 

associated with thrust faults due to horizontal compression are absent. 

Third, deep canyons and windows through the fault show that the dip 

of the fault plane increases downward from less than 15° to vertical. 

This corresponds well to the analytical and experimental configura¬ 

tions of shears formed by differential vertical movement of basement 

blocks and to previously described examples of vertical tectonics. 

GRAIN SIZE CHARACTERISTICS OF PADRE ISLAND (TEXAS) SEDI¬ 

MENTS; A STUDY OF EFFECTS OF BIMODALITY ON GRAIN SIZE 

PARAMETERS 

Miles O. Hayes, The University of Texas 

Recent studies by Mason and Folk (1958) and Friedman (1961), 
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covering a wide spectrum of geographical localities, indicate that sedi¬ 

mentary environments can be distinguished on the basis of statistical 

grain size parameters. Skewness was found to be a very useful param¬ 

eter for distinguishing between beach and dune sediments. Beach sand 

tends to be negatively (coarse) skewed and dune sand tends to be 

positively (fine) skewed. The success of these studies in differentiating 

beach and dune sediments using grain size analysis is not duplicated 

in this study. Grain size parameters derived from grain size analyses 

of 60 dune and 16 beach samples from Padre Island, Texas show no 

differentiation between beach and dune sediments on the basis of 

skewness, or any other grain size parameter. 

Two grain size modes occur in the terrigenous sand of Padre Island, 

a coarse mode (2.3-2.4^) and a fine mode (2.8-2.9</)). Both modes 

occur within the fine sand range. The coarse mode is prevalent on the 

southern part of the island, and the fine mode is prevalent on the 

northern part of the island. The modes are mixed in proportions of 

1/3 to 3/1 in a narrow, ten-mile “transition zone” in the center of the 

island (near latitude 27° N). The source for the coarser sand on the 

southern end of the island, which contains abundant volcanic minerals 

and rock fragments, is the Bio Grande, whereas the source for the finer 

sand on the northern end of the island, which is highly quartzose, is 

the Nueces, Colorado, and other rivers to the north (based on heavy 

mineral data of Bullard (1942) and Van Andel and Poole (1960), and 

on point counts on thin-sections—this study). 

The effects of the two grain size modes and modal mixing on sta¬ 

tistical grain size parameters are demonstrated by dividing the samples 

into three groups according to geographical location and petrologic 

province—(1) southern province (Rio Grande source), (2) transition 

zone (mixed source), and (3) northern province (northern rivers 

source). Mean values of the four major statistical parameters for all 

samples occurring within the three geographical areas follow. 

The effect of bimodality on skewness (Ski) is striking. In the south¬ 

ern province, where the coarse mode is dominant over the fine mode, 

the samples are positively (fine) skewed. In the transition zone, where 

the modes occur in approximately the same amount, the samples are 

nearly symmetrical. In the northern province, where the fine mode is 

dominant over the coarse mode, the samples are negatively (coarse) 

skewed. 

The effect of bimodality on sorting (o-j) is also strong. Poorest sort¬ 

ing occurs in the transition zone, where the presence of equal amounts 

of the two modes causes a broad spread in grain size distributions. For 

both parameters, skewness and sorting, the factor of depositional en¬ 

vironment is completely overshadowed by modal mixing. 
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petrologic 

province 

environment 

(# of samples) 

Mg (Mean) 

(phi units) 

(graphic 

standard 

deviation) 

SKj 

(inclusive 

graphic 

skewness) 

K'u 
(transformed 

graphic 

kurtosis) 

Southern 

Province 

dune 

(29) 

2.474 0.332 + 0.135 .510 

(Rio Grande 

source) 

beach 

(12) 

2.440 0.302 + 0.105 .511 

Transition 

Zone 

dune 

(9) 

2.513 0.406 + 0.008 .476 

(mixed source) beach 

(1) 

2.433 0.364 + 0.098 .500 

Northern 

Province 

dune 

(22) 

2.891 0.293 — 0.085 .502 

(northern rivers 

source) 

beach 

(3) 

2.796 0.347 — 0.085 .475 

These results indicate that source material, particularly where more 

than one grain size mode is produced by the source area(s), has a 

strong influence on grain size distribution characteristics of sediments. 

Furthermore, if polymodality is pronounced, the factor of source ma¬ 

terial may obliterate environmental influences. 

DISTRIBUTION OF IRON IN THE WECHES FORMATION NEAR 

JACKSONVILLE, TEXAS 

Edward C. Jonas, The University of Texas 

In a new exposure formed by a roadcut four miles SE of Jackson¬ 

ville the entire Weches section is exposed. The alternating layers of 

limonite-hematite-siderite and glauconite are well developed. The 

section offers the best possible opportunity to investigate the concept 

that the siderite and limonite layers represent concentrations of iron 

from the surrounding glauconite layers. Samples from the measured 

section were analysed for total iron content using X-ray fluorescence 

spectroscopy. It was found that the average iron content for the entire 

section exceeds the maximum iron content of any possible silicate 

mineral constituent of the glauconite. Local deficiencies in iron are not 

adequate to account for the adjacent concentrations. Deposition of the 

high-iron, non-silicate minerals of the Weches (limonite, hematite, 

and siderite) was primary and not a result of post depositional re¬ 

distribution of iron from decomposed silicate minerals of the glau¬ 

conite. 
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THE EARTH SCIENCE CURRICULUM PROJECT 

William H. Matthews III, Lamar State College of Technology 

Recent studies indicate a phenomenal increase in secondary-school 

earth science courses. This rapid expansion has precipitated a definite 

need for additional course materials for use at the ninth grade. These 

include laboratory materials, teacher’s guides, reference publications, 

etc. 

As a result of these almost explosive developments, the Earth Science 

Curriculum Project, an interdisciplinary course-content improvement 

program supported by the National Science Foundation, was initiated 

in 1963. Dr. Robert L. Heller is Director of the project which is spon¬ 

sored by the American Geological Institute and is headquartered in 

Roulder, Colorado. The ESCP program is committed to evaluate earth 

science materials and curricula now in use, and to develop and test 

new curriculum materials. 

To inaugurate the program, a preliminary Planning Conference 

involving earth scientists was held at the University of Colorado from 

August 19-29, 1963. Material produced by this group will be utilized 

in writing the text, laboratory, and teacher’s guides. The latter materi¬ 

als will be written during a two-month Writing Conference to be held 

at the University of Colorado in the summer of 1964. Participants in 

the Writing Conference will include astronomers, geologists, and geo¬ 

physicists, meteorologists, oceanographers, and geographers. Materials 

produced by this group will be tested in selected schools during 

1963-64. 

IGNEOUS ROCKS OF THE NORTHERN SIERRA DE PICACHOS, 

NUEVO LEON, MEXICO 

John F. McKnight, The University of Texas 

Igneous activity in the northern Sierra de Picachos began in the 

Tertiary Period with forceful injection by multiple intrusion of 

titaniferous gabbroic and dioritic magma to form a laccolith (western) 

with surface dimensions of 2^/4 x 3 miles. Titanaugitic pyroxenite and 

mafic gabbro were formed through magmatic assimilation of limestone 

roof pendants or abyssal xenoliths which increased the CaO concentra¬ 

tion of the magma and promoted crystallization of pyroxene in place 

of plagioclase. Titanium was concentrated either by a compressed 

carbon dioxide gas phase or by complex ions in an aqueous phase to 
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form local sphene concentrations as high as 40 percent. Andesite, dia¬ 

base, and basalt dikes were intruded during and soon after crystalliza¬ 

tion of the western laccolith. Later intrusion of aegerine-augite micro- 

cline-perthite syenite formed a laccolith (eastern) with surface dimen¬ 

sions of 3 X 4 miles and enlarged the western laccolith. Microsyenite 

was emplaced: 1) in sills up to 225 feet thick, 2) in dikes in the lacco¬ 

liths, and thinner dikes in the surrounding cretaceous limestone, 3) in 

a flat bottomed and probably laccolithic “bridge,” now eroded to an 

irregular form, which connects the upper parts of the two laccoliths, 

and 4) in an irregular east-west trending elongate body, located along 

the axis of the eastern laccolith, that contains syenite and microsyenite 

xenoliths. 

Contact metamorphic rocks include marble and calcite-wollastonite- 

garnet-vesuvianite skarn; the latter occurs in a restricted contact zone 

of the western laccolith, and is associated with eudialyte and eucolite- 

bearing aplite and pegmatite dikes east of the western laccolith. 

Igneous rocks of the northern Sierra de Picachos are part of a 400- 

mile-long alkalic province extending along the Sierra de Tamaulipecas 

and northwestward into Trans-Pecos Texas. 

ROSTRAL TEETH OF Ischyrhiza mira leidy from northeast 

TEXAS 

C. L. McNulty, Jr. and B. H. Slaughter, Arlington State College and 

Shuler Museum, Southern Methodist University 

Rostral teeth of the extinct sawfish, Ischyrhiza mira, have been 

found in northeast and central Texas in rocks ranging from Turonian 

to Montian in age. 

This material shows that Ischyrhiza is closer to the Schlerorhyn- 

chus-Onchopristis-Ganopristis ganopristids than to the Onchosaurus- 

Schizorhiza ganopristids and that Dalpieza is not a synonym of 

Ischyrhiza. 

GULFIAN AND PALEOGENE PHOSPHORITES OF THE TEXAS 

COASTAL PLAIN^ 

Don E. Owen, Bureau of Economic Geology, The University of Texas 

Phosphorite beds of Gulfian and Paleocene age occur at ten or more 

horizons in the Woodbine, Eagle Ford, Austin, Taylor, Navarro, Kin¬ 

caid, and Wills Point Formations of the Gulf Coastal Plain of Texas. 
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They are best developed in northeast Texas. A matrix of chalk, lime¬ 

stone, marl, clay, or sand encloses the phosphatic particles. 

Some of the phosphorite beds are so lenticular that they cannot be 

traced beyond a single locality, but others are traceable across several 

counties. The fish-bed conglomerate near the Eagle Ford-Austin con¬ 

tact and the basal phorphorite of the Pecan Gap Chalk are the thickest 

and most persistent. Individual phosphorite beds are commonly about 

one-foot thick, but locally are as much as six-feet thick. 

The phosphorite particles are microscopic to approximately two 

inches in diameter, and occur as nodules, pebbles, grain aggregates, 

shell replacements, and burrow fillings. Pelecypods, gastropods, Bacu- 

lites^ and shark teeth commonly occur in the phosphorites. Locally, 

pellets of glauconite are associated with phosphatic particles, and some 

phosphorites grade laterally to glauconite beds. 

Texas phosphorites commonly occur immediately above sharp lith¬ 

ologic contacts which delineate transgressive marine disconformities. 

The phosphate is a marine deposit which probably accumulated in 

areas of very slow sedimentation or by-pass of fine-grained sediments. 

Formation of the phosphatic compounds and associated glauconite by 

organisms is likely. Alteration and concentration of the phosphatic 

material into nodules and replacements of fossils occurred during dia¬ 

genesis. 

1 Publication authorized by the Director, Bureau of Economic Geology, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas. 

HOW TO REPEL STUDENTS FROM THE PROFESSION 

John J. W. Rogers, Rice University 

Intensive efforts to recruit scientists and engineers during the past 

few years have failed. The failure has resulted from the fact that cap¬ 

able high school and undergraduate students who are making career 

choices are repelled by the importance and publicity currently at¬ 

tached to technical subjects. The attraction of capable students is 

probably best accomplished by lower-powered methods than are pres¬ 

ently being used. 

EFFECT OF A PERMEABLE STRATUM ON THE DEPLETION OF 

CONTIGUOUS TIGHT ZONES 

R. C. Schlaudt, R. D. Gamblin and Paul B. Crawford, Texas Petroleum 

Research Committee, A. and M. Division, College Station 

A study has been made to show the effect of a permeable stratum on 
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the depletion of contiguous tight zones in oil reservoirs or aquifers. In 

separate computations the permeability of the tight zone was 1/10, 

1/100 and 1/500 of the permeable zone, and at a given period of time 

it was found that the tight zone was 45, 20 and 10 percent depleted for 

these conditions, respectively. 

The porosity of the permeable zone varied from one-half to twice 

that of the tight zone. When the porosity of the permeable zone was 

0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 times the porosity of the tight zone, the tight zone was 

found to be about 35, 45 and 55 percent depleted at a given period of 

time. 

The effect of pay thickness of the tight and permeable zone was also 

studied. 

GEO-STUDY: RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

John L. Snyder, American Geological Institute, Washington, D.C. 

In November 1963 Part A of a two-part report on the Geological 

Education-Orientation Study was published as a supplement to GEO¬ 

TIMES magazine. Many previous surveys on the status and needs of 

undergraduate geological education previously have been published. 

Most of these, however, involved only a small segment of the geological 

profession and although the majority made recommendations of some 

kind, little was ever done as a direct result of these recommendations. 

Consequently, GEO-Study was designed to determine, in so far as 

possible, the present status of undergraduate geological education and 

in so doing, to involve a significant number of professional geologists. 

In the winter of 1962-63 a visit program was set up in which 46 

different geology departments across the country were visited by a 

total of ten teams, each comprised of three men. The reports of these 

teams were condensed and summarized by the GEO-Study Steering 

Committee and three basic problems were recognized as being suffi¬ 

ciently universal to warrant further study. These were: a) the intro¬ 

ductory course, b) undergraduate curricula and course content, and 

c) faculty obsolescence. At a July 1963 meeting of distinguished geolo¬ 

gists and other scientists at Boulder, Colorado each of these topics was 

the subject of a day of intensive deliberation. Based on the recommen¬ 

dations of the Boulder conference the GEO-Study Steering Committee 

has recommended the following action: 

A commission on undergraduate geological education should be 

established, composed of a) a full-time director and necessary secre¬ 

tarial staff, b) an advisory board of distinguished geologists, c) several 
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ad hoc panels, each designed to deal with a particular segment or prob¬ 

lem in undergraduate geological education. Each panel would serve as 

a stimulus for the appropriate individual department or organization 

to develop resource materials, revise curricula, or do whatever the 

panel feels is necessary in their particular area of concern. 

In order to succeed, a commission of this sort will need the interest 

and assistance of geologists throughout the profession. 

ENVIRONMENTAL INTERPRETATION OF THE LOWER MEMBER 

OF THE MARBLE FALLS FORMATION (PENN.) NEAR BEND, 

TEXAS 

James H. Stitt, The University of Texas 

Rapid lateral and vertical changes in types of carbonate rock occur 

in the Lower Member of the Marble Falls Formation in the Bend area. 

Detailed examination of closely spaced measured sections has made 

possible an interpretation of a fairly complex facies tract. 

Six types of limestone were identified: 1) superficial oosparite, con¬ 

taining superficially-coated ooliths; 2) Ivanovia-tVih\x\dcc foraminiferal 

biomicrosparite, a slightly recrystallized lime mud containing strips of 

sparry calcite believed to be the green alga Ivanovia, and tubular fora- 

minifers which grew attached to the Ivanovia'^ 3) pelmicrosparite, a 

slightly recrystallized lime mud containing abundant fecal pellets; 4) 

oolitic intrasparite composed of intraclasts and superficially-coated 

ooliths; 5) tubular algal biosparite containing fragmented pieces of a 

delicate red alga; 6) Cuneiphycus biolithite and biomicrosparite con¬ 

taining Cuneiphycus in growth position and fragmented pieces of this 

red alga. 

From its lateral relationships the superficial oosparite is thought to 

have formed on a shifting shoal area, with the oolitic intrasparite 

accumulating on the seaward edge of the shoal. Behind the shoal, in 

shallow water, a carbonate flat existed on which pellets, Ivanovia, 

Cuneiphycus, and the tubular alga were deposited. The pellets and 

tubular alga accumulated nearest the shoal, the Ivanovia and Cunei¬ 

phycus grew back farther on the flat. 

Purdy, Newell, and Imbrie have reported from the Bahama Banks 

similar carbonate environments to those proposed above. 
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ROCK PROPERTIES COMPUTED FROM RANDOM PORE SIZE DIS¬ 

TRIBUTION 

A. W. Talash and Paul B. Crawford, Texas Petroleum Research Com¬ 

mittee, A. and M. Division, College Station 

A study of rock permeability and porosity has been made using a 

random distribution of laboratory determined pore radii. Since succes¬ 

sive pore radii are believed to be random, the computer was pro¬ 

grammed to select random pore sizes within specified limits for use in 

the computations. This method utilizes Poiseuilles’ equation in con¬ 

junction with Darcy’s equation to estimate rock permeabilities, porosi¬ 

ties, and pore volumes. 

Previous methods reported in the literature require correction fac¬ 

tors, tortuosity or other empirical relationships. The present method 

requires only that a range of pore sizes and the number of pores per 

cross-sectional area be known. In some cases, particularly unconsoli¬ 

dated media, the latter need not be known since it may be calculated 

from the grain size. 

Theory, sample calculations and practical application are presented 

in detail along with tables and figures. The discussion includes the 

effect of sample length on the ability to determine true permeability 

and the percent variation in calculated permeabilities due to short 

sample length. A relation between pore size and number of pores per 

unit area is presented. 

FOSSIL SHARK TEETH IN THE STUDY OF CRETACEOUS ENVIRON¬ 

MENTS NEAR TERLINGUA, TEXAS 

Bobby G. Wixson, Texas A.&M. University 

The fluctuations of the Aguja Sea level during the upper Cretaceous 

left an excellent geologic record of marine, near-shore, estuarine, and 

continental deposits in the Big Bend region of Texas. Numerous shark 

teeth of two genera, identified as Corax and hums, are found in the 

alternating basal sand and clay beds of the marine Aguja formation 

located about 300 yards north of Terlingua, Texas. These shark teeth 

indicate the lateral gradiation of estuarine and near-shore deposits into 

continental deposits of the Aguja. 

A tongue of sandy limestone overlying the shark tooth beds contains 

numerous fossil representatives of the Cretaceous molluscan fauna 
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representing an inner sublittoral environment. Variations in terrestial 

environments are reflected in palm stumps, plant remains, fish scales 

and bone fragments of crocodiles, turtles and dinosaurs found in the 

supra-littoral non-marine sandstones of the upper Aguja. 

Excellent fossil collecting combined with easy accessibility make the 

Terlingua shark tooth beds valuable in the study of upper Cretaceous 

environments. 

THE ROESSLER MAPS, EARLY GEOLOGIC MAPS IN TEXAS 

Keith Young, The University of Texas 

A. R. Roessler was secretary of the Texas Land and Immigration 

Company of New York when he published maps of some 17 counties of 

Texas in 1876. Maps of 12 counties have turned up in the Geology 

Department of the University of Texas. They are of historical interest 

because they are the only extant record of the geological mapping com¬ 

pleted by the First Geological and Agricultural (Shumard) Survey of 

Texas. Only a few copies of these maps have survived the Civil War, 

burning of the Texas State Capitol, and shenanigans of early Texas 

politics. The counties represented in the University of Texas collection 

are: Rrown, Comanche, Fayette, Galveston, Gillespie, Haskell, Jack, 

McCulloch, Marion, Montagne, Rains, and San Saba. 

Section IV—Biological Sciences 

THE EFFECT OF TETRACYCLINE ON MINERALIZATION AND IN¬ 

HIBITION OF SKELETAL FORMATION 

Gerrit Bevelander and Hiroshi Nakahara, The University of Texas 

Dental Branch 

A detailed experimental study concerned with the inhibition of 

skeletal formation resulting from exposure to tetracycline was carried 

out on several species of marine molluscs. Exposure of specimens of 

Pedalion alata to diverse concentrations of the drug inhibited the rate 

of which the shell regenerated in direct proportion to the concentration 

of tetracycline to which the organisms were exposed. Examination of 

specimens of regenerating shell of Pinna show that reduction in rate 
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or amount of shell laid down during the period of exposure to the drug 

is the result of a reduction in the size of the calcite crystals produced. 

In the inner surface of the shell of Pinctada, consisting of aragonite 

crystals, the areas of shell produced during exposure to tetracycline 

consist of imperfectly formed crystals much reduced in size. In addi¬ 

tion many areas appear to lack crystals entirely. Discrete fluorescent 

layers appear in the shell following injection of tetracycline into the 

molluscs. The fluorescence appears in all the components of the shell: 

the crystals, the periostracum, and the ground substance. The binding 

capacity which tetracycline exhibits for the organic component of the 

growing shell is an important factor, we suggest, in the inhibition of 

mineralization which results from exposure of tetracycline in the 

growing skeletal system. These findings are correlated with previous 

studies showing inhibition in vertebrate skeletal formation resulting 

from administration of tetracycline. 

TOLERANCE TO AQUATIC SUBMERSION IN Alligator mississipi- 

ensis following surgical occlusion of the left aortic 

ORIFICE 

H. L. Brockman and J. P. Kennedy, The University of Texas Dental 

Branch 

A surgical technique for permanent closure of the left aortic orifice 

in Alligator mississipiensis has been developed (Brockman and Ken¬ 

nedy, Texas J. Science Dec., 1962). Such a procedure effects a complete 

anatomic separation of the pulmonary and systemic circulations by ef¬ 

fectively blocking the shunting of venous blood from the right ventri¬ 

cle to the left aorta which may occur during diving, breath holding, 

and underwater feeding (Greenfield and Morrow, J. Surgical Research 

1: 97-103, 1961). When 4 alligators (1.0-1.5 meters in length) were 

observed in a terrestrial environment for a period exceeding one year 

following this operation, no changes in behavior or appearance were 

found. In 2 of these animals, the left aortic orifice was closed using a 

woven dacron patch graft (patch group). In 2 others, closure was ob¬ 

tained by direct suture of the valve leaflets (suture group). 

Tolerance to aquatic submersion was measured in these two groups 

of animals and in a control group of two additional animals on the 

basis of 20 one hour observation periods for each animal. Maximum 

tolerance to submersion was measured by placing a barrier beneath the 

water surface which prevented the animal from voluntarily terminat¬ 

ing the dive. 
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These periods of maximum tolerance to submersion averaged 38.2 

minutes (range 21-85) for the control group, 39.6 minutes (range 

22-65) for the suture group and 24.1 minutes (range 10-56) for the 

patch group. 

There appears to be a significant difference in the values obtained in 

the patch group as compared with those from the other two groups. 

The values obtained in the suture group approximate those found in 

the control animals. This may imply that during the observation pe¬ 

riod closure of the left aortic orifice has been more effectively main¬ 

tained in the patch group of animals as compared with the suture 

group. Indirect evidence is thus obtained which may indicate a func¬ 

tional adaptive advantage to a right ventricular—left aortic shunt in 

the alligator during prolonged diving. 

EFFECT OF GIBBERELLIC ACID ON ELONGATION AND GEOTROP- 

ICALLY INDUCED CURVATURE OF AvCUa COLEOPTILES 

Beatrice Brotzman and W. E. Norris, Jr., Southwest Texas State Col¬ 

lege 

Employing the floating section technique and the second five milli¬ 

meter segment of the deleafed Avena coleoptile (measuring from the 

apex) elongation was determined after twenty-four hours. 

As compared to control values obtained in distilled water, gibberellic 

acid at a concentration of 0.1 ppm significantly stimulated section 

elongation. Concentrations of gibberellic acid above 1 ppm were not 

much more effective than the weaker concentrations. 

It is well known that indole-acetic-acid (lAA) is stimulatory to 

Avena section elongation. Values were determined for lAA at a con¬ 

trol concentration of 0.1 mg/liter. Maintaining the concentration of 

lAA constant, a series of concentrations of gibberellic acid were tried 

without effect. Thus no synergistic effect as a result of interaction of 

lAA and gibberellic acid was apparent, even though each stimulated 

elongation independently. These results indicate that gibberellic acid 

can replace lAA as a growth stimulator up to a point, at least under 

the experimental conditions employed. 

Gibberellic acid at a concentration of 1 ppm significantly increased 

the amount of geotropically induced curvature resulting after stimula¬ 

tion for a 90 minute period. 
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EFFECT OF PURIFIED GONADOTROPINS ON OVARIAN TISSUE IN 

HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED MICE^ 

Henry C. Browning and Anna Lou Brown, The University of Texas 

Dental Branch 

Groups of 5 to 8 C57BL/BALB/c FI hybrid mice were castrated and 

received bilateral intraocular ovarian isografts. Vaginal smears and 

transplant morphology were followed daily to confirm the re-establish¬ 

ment of normal cycles. The animals were then hypophysectomized. 

Following hypophysectomy, vaginal smears showed anestrus and 

ovarian transplants regressed to thin sheets of stroma with minute (im,_ 

mature) follicles only. After an interval of one to 3 weeks, animals in 

all groups received 100 to 200 ug of FSH* daily for 5 to 7 days. One or 

both ovarian transplants developed mature (vesicular) follicles during 

this time. Animals in some groups then received 10 to 20 ug of LH 

as a single or daily dose. Corpora lutea formed from mature follicles 

within 3 or 4 days of the initial administration; these corpora did not 

show the hyperemia of function. Animals in other groups received, in 

addition to the FSH and LH, daily doses of 50 to 100 ug of LTH daily, 

commencing on the day after the initial administration of LH. The 

corpora lutea which developed in these animals exhibited the hy¬ 

peremia typical of function. 

1 Supported by USPHS Research Grant CA-02880. 

MAMMARY GLANDS STIMULATION BY PITUITARY ISOGRAFTS 

WITH ECTOPIC OR in situ OVARIAN TISSUE^ 

H. C. Browning, W. E. Gibbs and W. D. White, The University of 

Texas Dental Branch 

Two groups of 28 Strong A female mice, 2^/^ to 41/^ months of age, 

were castrated and received bilateral intraocular ovarian isografts. 

Each animal in one group received a subcutaneous isograft of two an¬ 

terior pituitary glands, placed in contact with the tip of the 4th right 

mammary gland. Two similar groups remained intact; animals in one 

group also received subcutaneous isografts of pituitary. 

All animals were autopsied after 5 months and whole mounts made 

of all mammary glands of each mouse. Animals with no pituitary 

grafts and ovaries in situ or placed intraocularly showed a well- 

developed duct system but virtually no alveolar proliferation, indicat- 
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ing estrogen stimulation only. Half of the animals with ovaries in situ 

and pituitary grafts had similar mammary development, but glands in 

the other half showed numerous alveoli, indicating estrogen-proges¬ 

terone stimulation. Half of the animals with intraocular ovarian grafts 

and subcutaneous pituitary grafts also showed estrogen-progesterone 

stimulation but the remainder had lobulo-alveolar proliferation, indi¬ 

cating the additional action of luteotropin (prolactin); however, all of 

the animals in this group showed alveolar and duct dilatation, suggest¬ 

ing secretion. Apparently the interaction between a pituitary graft and 

the ovary differ according to the site or amount of the latter present. 

1 Supported by USPHS Grant CA-02880. 

HISTOCHEMICAL STUDIES ON DEVELOPING MAST CELLS 

A. L. Burton, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

By means of a new staining procedure (using a mixture of Astra 

blue and safranin O), studies on the polysaccharides of the mast cell 

granules were made in adult and embryonic connective tissues of the 

rat. According to their staining reactivity toward these dyes, it was 

found that, in the adult tissues, mast cells can be classified into three 

groups: 1) Astra blue positive mast cells or “blue” cells, which repre¬ 

sent approximately 10% of the total mast cell population; 2) safranin 

positive mast cells, or “red” cells, which are the most numerous cells; 

3) intermediate forms, which exhibit affinity for both dyes: “mixt” 

cells. In the embryo, mast cells appear first on the 15-16th day of de¬ 

velopment as small round cells, the cytoplasm of which contains flakes 

of Astra blue positive material; rapidly, this material becomes granu¬ 

lar, and on the 21st day (just before birth) a large mast cell population 

exists in the subcutaneous connective tissue of the embryo, consisting 

only of cells of the “blue” type. Five or six days after birth “red” and 

“mixt” cHls are visible. Progressively, the mast cell population be¬ 

comes of the adult type. It is assumed that these variations in the stain¬ 

ing reactivity correspond to the evolution of the cell: the blue forms 

are the younger cells and the red forms are the adult mast cells. This 

is probably related to a progressive increase of the amount of strong 

acidic groups which are present in the polysaccharidic molecule. 
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LIVING CYTOLOGY 

A. L. Burton, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

“LIVING CYTOLOGY” is a teaching film, 16 mm. black and white, 

silent, about 20 minutes long, when projected at 16 frames per second. 

Its purpose is to demonstrate various processes of the life of the cell as 

they can be observed by means of phase contrast microscopy and time 

lapse cinemicrography. In tissue cultures and in blood preparations in 

the living state, cell movements, phagocytosis, pinocytosis, endocyto- 

plasmic movements, mitosis are shown. The film can be obtained as a 

free loan by writing the author. 

ION FLUX ON ISOLATED ROOT SYSTEMS 

Robert F. Davis and James R, Lott, North Texas State University 

A potometric method was described with which one may obtain 

rates of water and ion (Rb®® and Na^^ efflux from isolated onion roots 

simultaneously. The purposes of the study was to correlate ion flux 

with water flux on root systems and to determine the effects of meta¬ 

bolic inhibitors (5 X 10"^^ azide and 1 X 10“^^ dinitrophenol) on these 

process. It was found that both inhibitors brought about an immedi¬ 

ate and sustained decrease in water efflux which was reversible. On the 

other hand, neither inhibitor appeared to alter significantly the efflux 

of Na^^ or Rb®® from the roots. The results indicate independent mecha¬ 

nism of transport of water and ions in root systems. 

PLASMA LEVELS OF CORTICOSTERONE IN RATS TREATED WITH 

DIPHENYLHYDANTOIN SODIUM^ 

Russell E. Dill, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

Intraperitoneal injection of 100 mg/kg of diphenylhydantoin so¬ 

dium in the rat was followed by a pronounced elevation of the plasma 

corticosterone level, which reached a peak about one hour after the in¬ 

jection. The ability of the pituitary-adrenal systems to respond to acute 

stress was determined by measuring the level of corticosterone in the 

plasma one half hour after a standard laparotomy. This test was ap¬ 

plied to groups of rats which had received diphenylhydantoin on the 
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following basis: (1) 100 mg/kg, 2/day for 2 days, (2) 100 mg/kg, 

2/day for 7 days, and (3) 100 mg/kg, 1/day for 28 days. All rats re¬ 

sponded normally to the standard stress and all failed to show signifi¬ 

cant elevations of the basal corticosterone level 18 hours after the last 

injection. These data do not support the current concept that this drug 

inhibits the release of ACTH from the interior pituitary. 

1 This investigation was supported (in part) by Public Health Service Grant AM 

07257-01 from the National Institutes of Health and in part by a small grant from 

an institutional grant 1 SO 1 FR-05127-01 from NIH. 

BIOPHYSICAL AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF MILK 

FROM HIGH AND LOW MAMMARY CANCER STRAINS^ 

L. Dmochowski, C. E. Grey and J. A. Sykes, The University of Texas 

M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute and Baylor University 

College of Medicine 

Many workers have reported upon the presence of the Bittner virus 

in milk from mice with a high incidence of mammary cancer and its 

absence in the milk from mice with a low incidence of mammary can¬ 

cer. Recent biophysical and electron microscope studies in our labora¬ 

tory have demonstrated the presence of virus particles in the milk from 

low-mammary-cancer-strain mice. The results of bioassays of high¬ 

speed centrifugal pellets of milk from the low-mammary-cancer-strain 

mice, in which characteristic virus particles have been found, indicate 

that these particles are the Bittner virus. Preliminary electron micro¬ 

scope studies of high-speed pellets prepared from mouse milk and 

placed on cesium chloride or potassium tartrate density gradients have 

shown that it is possible to achieve separation of complete and incom¬ 

plete Bittner virus particles. 

^ Supported in part by grants No. 03679-05 and No. 04140-05 from the National 

Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, United States Public Health Service. 

ELECTRON MICROSCOPE STUDIES OF LEUKEMIA VIRUS IN RATS^ 

L. Dmochowski, L. Gross and F. Padgett, The University of Texas 

M. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute, Baylor University 

College of Medicine, and Cancer Research Unit, Veterans Administra¬ 

tion Hospital, Bronx, U. Y. 

Electron microscope studies have been carried out on organs from 

rats with leukemia induced by passage A mouse leukemia virus of 

Gross. Bone marrow, spleen, peripheral and mesenteric lymph nodes 
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and mediastinal tumors from leukemic rats and similar tissues, includ¬ 

ing thymus gland from control healthy rats have been examined. In 

all organs and tissues from leukemic rats, characteristic particles have 

been found which could be divided into vesicular or doughnut-type 

particles (700A~1000A) with an electron-lucent center, and particles 

with an electron-dense center (630A) surrounded by one or two mem¬ 

branes (750A-1200A). The latter particles have been described as ma¬ 

ture virus particles. In addition, in the bone marrow and spleen, char¬ 

acteristic tubular or cylindrical structures have been observed in the 

megakaryocytes. The diameter of the outer, intermediate, and inner 

membranes of these structures corresponds with that of the vesicular 

particles. Transitional forms between the latter and cylindrical struc¬ 

tures have been found. Formation of vesicular particles by budding of 

membranes of specific granules and of the system of channels has also 

been observed. Mature virus particles are present in the channels of 

megakaryocytes and vacuoles and intercellular spaces of lymph nodes 

as well as of mediastinal tumors. Mature virus particles appear more 

numerous in the lymph nodes and in the mediastinal tumors than in 

other tissues examined. Occasional formation of vesicular particles by 

budding of plasma membrane of lymphoblasts has been noted. The 

possible mode of virus particle formation, based on the observations 

will be presented. No changes could be found in similar tissues of nor¬ 

mal rats. 

1 Supported in part by Grants No. 0-3679-05 and 0-4140-05 from the National 

Cancer Institute, National Institutes of Health, United States Public Health Service. 

f 

STUDIES OF ISOLATED CADAVERIC HEMOGLOBIN BY ELECTRO¬ 

PHORESIS 

Russell C. Faulkner and Alice M. de Czekala, Texas Christian Univer¬ 

sity 

This study illustrates postmortem transformation of human hemo¬ 

globin into verdohemopigments, referred to as Choleglobin. 

Samples of hemoglobin obtained from blood of seven human cadav¬ 

ers were analysed by filter paper electrophoresis using the hanging 

strip method and a continuous flow electric current of 275v. for ten 

hours. Following buffers were utilized: diethylbarbiturate pH 8.6, 

phosphate buffer pH 6.5 and Borate buffer pH 10.0. 

A control was prepared from crystallized, purified hemoglobin, and 

synthesized verdohemopigments. 

A comparative evaluation of the different pigments, hemoglobin, 
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methhemoglobin, choleglobin and sulfbemoglobin was made by ob¬ 

serving tbeir respective anodic displacements and tbeir corresponding 

densitometric diagrams. These indicated that cboleglobin is tbe main 

constituent of tbe green bemopigments of cadaveric blood. Sulfbemo¬ 

globin is present only in minor amounts. 

It is concluded that in vitro sulfbydric acid in tbe presence of oxygen 

reacts witb bemoglobin to yield a mixture of cboleglobin and sulfbemo¬ 

globin, In tbe corpse, sulfbemoglobin is probably produced wben sul¬ 

furic putrefaction products react witb oxidized bemoglobin. In vivo, 
cboleglobin is tbe only green pigment formed in tbe catabalism of 

bemoglobin. 

These findings were correlated with blood taken from victims of 

pneumonia, myocardial infarction and coronary occlusion. 

INDUCED OVULATION IN NUTRIA {Myocastcr copyuY 

Cecil Ferguson and Everett D. Wilson, Sam Houston State Teachers 

College 

The ability to bring on estrus, induced ovulation and subsequent 

mating in animals is of extreme value to reproductive physiologists 

and embryologists. In animals with a long estrous cycle such as that 

found in nutria and several domesticated animals, the ability to in¬ 

duce estrus and subsequent phenomena would greatly reduce the in¬ 

terval between each generation. 

We have found that the estrous cycle in nutria ranges between 24- 

26 days. Since the cycle is quite long and there is need for dated preg¬ 

nancies, we tried various methods to induce estrous and ovulation. 

Three basic methods were used: 

1. From two to six daily doses of 100 lU of pregnant mares serum 

followed by 100 lU of human chorionic gonadotrophin (HCG) 

failed to induce ovulation. 

2. Six to eleven daily doses of horse pituitary homogenate (API 18B) 

followed by various doses of HCG induced ovulation in 3 out of 

9 animals. 

3. The technique commonly called progesterone withdrawal was at¬ 

tempted and 3 of 5 animals ovulated. 

These are only preliminary findings and even though the results are 
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far from encouraging, we feel that with the development of proper 

techniques, as has been done in mice and rats, ovulation can be in¬ 

duced in nutria with considerable regularity. 

1 This investigation was supported in part by Public Health Service Grant GM 

11020-01 from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences. 

THE EFFECTS OF PHENYL-THIOCARBAMIDE AND PARA- 

ETHOXYL-PHENYL-THIOUREA ON THE TASTE BUDS OF THE 

NEGRO AND CAUCASIAN GROUPS 

W. A. Fingal, Texas College 

Ever since man started eating, he first realized that there were dif¬ 

ferent kinds of tastes. Many times, like today, he mistook the “taste” 

of a substance with its odor. 

Early this century, two chemicals, phenyl-thiocarbamide and para- 

ethoxyl-phenyl-thiourea were discovered to have individualistic tastes. 

Extensive research has led to not-so-surprising discovery that all tastes 

are not alike and is probably analagous to the fact that no two finger 

prints are alike. Even in the same individual his taste thresholds may 

differ from time to time. 

In this experiment, individuals were identified as tasters or non¬ 

tasters when they were tested with phenyl-thiocarbamide and para- 

ethoxyl-phenyl-thiourea, and their reactions were observed. 

The results showed many different taste reactions such as sour, 

bitter, sweet, salty, tasteless. One individual experienced a weedy taste, 

“like that of grass.” It was found that the saliva played a very impor¬ 

tant role in one’s ability to be able to taste either chemical. In persons 

who had not eaten all day, it took them a longer time to respond, but 

after the test paper strips were moistened with saliva the subjects re¬ 

sponded. 

Our results did not indicate any significant difference in tastes 

among the Caucasian and Negro Groups. 

SIZE DIMORPHISM IN THE SPERM OF Myocastor coypu^ 

Billie R. Hale and Everett D. Wilson, Sam Houston State Teachers Col¬ 

lege 

The possibility that mammalian sperm are of different sizes has in¬ 

terested scientists for many years. This interest lies with the possi- 
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bility that size difference might be associated with the X and Y chro¬ 

mosome. 

In the course of research work at Cambridge University in 1962, 

Dr. E. D. Wilson noticed what appeared to be two populations in a 

sperm smear of Myocastor coypu. The purpose of the present study 

was to determine whether two populations did, infact, exist. 

Sperm smears were stained utilizing the PAS (Periodic-acid Schiff) 

reaction, which gives very good differentiation between acrosome and 

nucleus. Damaged sperm were obvious and their measurement was 

avoided. 

Measurements of head length and width were made of sperm from 

different slides. Observed graphically, the head lengths present what 

appears to be a distinct bimodal curve. The head lengths ranged be¬ 

tween 3/x and 6.3/x, with concentrations at two levels, 24.9% of them 

being 3.85ft in length and 49.7% being 4.6ft in length. These concen¬ 

trations suggest a bimodal distribution. However, whether or not such 

a distribution exists, there is certainly a much wider range in the head 

length of the sperm than is seen in most mammals, some of the sperm 

heads being over twice as long as others. 

This fact suggests several avenues for further research. It is possible 

that the difference in size is due to the presence or absence of the X 

chromosome. However, this is unlikely since . . it is utterly impos¬ 

sible to detect any size difference between X and Y chromosome¬ 

bearing spermatozoa by any system of light microscopy” (Van Duijn, 

C., Jr., 1961 Fertility and Sterility 509). 

It is more probable that some other phenomenon, such as polyploidy 

is being exhibited. At present we are making chromosome squashes of 

seminiferous tubules to obtain chromosome counts of the spermatids 

and other stages of spermatogenesis. 

1 This investigation was supported in part by Public Health Service Grant GM 

11020-01 from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences. 

THE ELECTROMYOGRAPH OF SELECTED MUSCLES OF THE HAND 

DURING IMMOBILIZATION OF THE FOREARM AND HAND 

Virginia F. Harrison, Mary H. Yeakel and Jo Anne K. Gronley, Brooke 

Army Medical Center^ Fort Sam Houston 

The changes in the electrical activity of selected muscles of the hand 

during immobilization of the forearm and hand are discussed. 
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There appear to be several patterns of motor unit activity which 

tended to be consistent with a particular subject. One pattern observed 

was synchronization in motor unit discharges occurring as twitches 

which were at times detected (felt) by the subject. Another pattern 

was an interference pattern that gradually increased in amplitude as 

the experiment progressed. This pattern tended to persist in one subject 

even when she was in a deep sleep. Concurrent with the increase in 

magnitude of the interference pattern the intensity of awareness, that 

is proprioception and kinesthesia, decreased progressively as immobili¬ 

zation duration increased. 

A third pattern of electrical activity occurred infrequently. This 

pattern was unusual in that it occurred as a synchronous series of elec¬ 

trical events. These events were characterized by an individual signal 

of large amplitude followed progressively by 6—8 separate signals of 

progressively smaller and smaller amplitude. 

SPERM NUMBERS AND FERTILITY IN IRRADIATED RABBITS^ 

E. W. Hupp and J. W. Austin, Texas A.&M. University 

Six adult male rabbits were irradiated with 800 roentgens (r) from 

Cobalt®® at the rate of 49 r/hour; 2 additional rabbits served as controls. 

Beginning 30 days after radiation, semen was collected from 2 irradi¬ 

ated males twice weekly in an artificial vagina. Semen was collected 

from the other 6 once weekly and each was allowed to mate with a 

proven fertile female once each week. Sperm numbers began to decline 

39 days after irradiation, reached a low point of less than 1 million 

sperm per ejaculate at 67 days, then began to increase; the number of 

sperm had returned to the control range of 200-300 million sperm per 

ejaculate by 100 days after irradiation. The percentage of sperm which 

were alive and morphologically normal began to decline 38 days after 

irradiation, reached a low point of 25% at 58 days and had returned 

to the control range of 70-80% by 82 days after irradiation. The males 

were fertile until approximately 48 days after irradiation, then were 

sterile for about 30 days, then regained fertility. A greater number of 

living and morphologically normal sperm were required for fertility in 

the pre-sterile period than in the post-sterile period. 

1 This data was obtained while the authors were members of the staff of the Agri¬ 

cultural Research Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
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GIBBERELLIC ACID ON Neurospora GROWTH 

Sekender A. Khan and Karen L. Parmer, Texas College and Lamota 

High School 

The growth stimulating effect of gibberellic acid on Neurospora was 

first reported in literature in 1962. It has been found that certain con¬ 

centration of gibberellic acid gives longer growth of Neurospora hy- 

phae than the control. In this report more information is represented 

in regard to microscopic study of Neurospora cells. 

Neurospora crassa EM5256A was grown in minimal medium in the 

presence of .001%, .0001%, and .00001% gibberellic acid. A control 

with no gibberellic acid was maintained. The Neurospora were grown 

at room temperature. The average mycelial growth was found to be 

more in .001 % and .0001 % concentration. In .001 % of gibberellic acid 

the mycelian growth was about 11 % over the control. 

Microscopic study was made to determine the length and breadth of 

the cells in each treatment. Distinct cell elongation has been found in 

the mycelia from gebberellic acid treatment. At .001% the average 

length of the cell was found to be as much as 206% longer than the 

control. A correlation between length and breadth was also found. Sev¬ 

enteen different dyes were used to stain the mycelial from different 

treatments. (Reaction of carbolfuchsin was found to be very little on 

the mycelia grown in .001%) while in other higher or lower concen¬ 

trations including control growth reaction this was prominent. Mala¬ 

chite green and safranin were found to stain the mycelium from all 

treatment equally prominent. 

SODIUM 22 EFFLUX ON X-IRRADIATED NERVE FIBERS 

James R. Lott and C. H. Yang, North Texas State University 

A method was introduced by which the efflux of Na^^ from isolated 

nerve fibers could be measured before, during, and following X-irradi- 

ation. Ventral caudal nerves of the Sprague-Dawley strain of rats were 

used. Efflux from nerves loaded with Na^^ and isolated in a small plas¬ 

tic chamber was monitored with standard scintillation counting de¬ 

vices, The nerves were not stimulated during the experiments. It was 

found that during X-irradiation at 6.6 per/min., there was a measur¬ 

able increase in Na^^ efflux from the nerves, indicating an alternation 

of permeability. Following X-irradiation, the Na^^ efflux decreased to 

sub-control levels. The results may explain the enhancement in the 

action potentials of isolated nerves during X-irradiation. 
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SODIUM AND POTASSIUM URINARY EXCRETION IN MICE 

DRINKING 4% SODIUM CHLORIDE 

Wallace McNutt, R. E. Dill and G. F. Brossman, The University of 

Texas Medical Branch 

Two strains of mice maintained by Drs. R. F. and L H. Blount have 

been shown by them to differ markedly in their ability to survive on a 

high salt intake. When drinking 4% NaCl as the only water source 

the NH strain reaches the 50% survival level in one week and all are 

dead by six weeks. On the other hand the 50% survival level is reached 

at 35 weeks for the IHB strain and some are living well beyond one 

year. Crosses between these two strains have shown the difference to 

be genetically multifactorial but the number of genes are thought to 

be relatively few because of the rapid approach to the parental sur¬ 

vival values in the backcross generations. This report deals with the so¬ 

dium excretion of the IHB strain after weight loss has been stabilized 

on the 4% NaCl regimen. Individual mice differed in their sodium ex¬ 

cretion pattern. Some were found to produce no urine specimen as 

concentrated as the ingested salt solution (685 mEq./l). Others far 

exceeded this going above 900 mEq./l in some males and over 1000 

mEq./l in some females. After the fifth week such high levels were 

not reached. Six mice were followed for a 24 hour period to deter¬ 

mine if a cyclic excretion of sodium occurred. The day was divided 

into six four-hour periods as follows 8-12 A.M., 12-4 P.M., 4-8 

P.M., 8-12 P.M., 12-4 A.M. and 4-8 A.M. Both mean sodium con¬ 

centration and total sodium excretion was found to be greater in 

the 8-12 A.M. period (625 mEq./l, 6.6 mg) to decrease in the next 

periods and reach a low in the 12-4 A.M. period (216 mEq./l-2.6 

mg) from which it increased in the next period to complete the cycle. 

It is apparent that all the sodium is not accounted for and further 

study of this problem is in progress. Some mice have been on sea water 

for 6 months which they survive apparently even better than the 4% 

NaCl so other ions in the sea water do not introduce diarrhea or other 

complications for survival in these mice. 

THE CONCEPT OF '^THE INDIVIDUAL^’ AS USED IN BIOLOGY 

Ronald H. Pine, Texas A&M University 

In quite a number of cases the lines which have been drawn between 

what is 1 organism and 1 + n (where n is an integer) organisms have 
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been inconsistent and arbitrary. They have often been a function of 

the peculiarities of the group in question rather than being based on 

rules which could apply to all living things. This paper attempts to de¬ 

fine '‘the individual” in such a way that arbitrariness and ambiguity 

disappear and the definition holds for all kinds of organisms; without 

exception. If the kind of organism in question is unicellular or acellular 

an individual is characterized by continuity of protoplasm. Under this 

scheme such a “colonial” flagellate as Eudorina would be classed as 

being solitary. If a multicellular living unit came into being by a- 

sexual means it is an individual if it has continuity of tissue all of 

which is descended from a cell or tissues of a parent which possessed 

genetic variability owing only to somatic mutation. Under this scheme 

such “colonial” coelenterates as Millepora and Physalia are best re¬ 

garded as solitary. If the living multicellular unit came into being as 

a result of sexual processes it is an individual if it possesses continuity 

of tissue all of which was derived from division of a single cell with 1 n 

or 2n chromosomes. 

INFLUENCE OF ACTH AND TESTOSTERONE ON EMBRYONIC 

CHICK ADRENALS AND BURSA OF FABRICIUS 

Cynthia Rogers and Everett D. Wilson, Sam Houston State Teachers 

College 

White Leghorn eggs were incubated at 99.5-99.75 degrees F. with 

humidity ranging between 80-95 per cent until hatching. Beginning 

on the 14th day of incubation, eggs were injected with dosages of 

ACTH by drilling a hole through the small end of the shell and in¬ 

jecting into the albumin. Dosages included 0,5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 5.0, and 

10.0 lU of ACTH diluted to the correct concentration with a delaying 

medium consisting of 95 per cent peanut oil and 5 per cent beeswax. 

In jections were given daily until pipping. 

After hatching, the chicks were killed, body weights recorded, and 

adrenals, bursae of Fabricius, ovaries, and testes were removed and 

weighed. Records kept on these organs indicate an increase in adrenal 

weights and a decrease in bursa weights with increasing dosages of 

ACTH. Mortality also increased with the higher doses of ACTH. 

Along with this work, similar treatment was given to eggs which had 

been dipped in an alcohol-testosterone proprionate solution. This so¬ 

lution has been reported to prevent the development of the bursa of 

Fabricius, which is a lymph-like structure located in the cloacal region 
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of birds and is believed to inhibit ACTH activity. In the present study, 

treatment with the testosterone proprionate prevented the develop¬ 

ment of the bursa in most cases; but while mortality was greatly in¬ 

creased, the adrenal weights were not significantly affected. 

In vivo PALATINE SHELF MOVEMENT IN MICE^ 

Lawrence M. Ross, The University of Texas Medical Branch 

Walker and Fraser (1956) reported that the palatine shelves of 

embryos observed in air at the time of normal closure, would move 

from a vertical to a horizontal position when the tongue was displaced 

from between the vertical shelves. Atnip (1963) studied embryos im¬ 

mersed in 0.9% saline and claimed that the shelves would not move to 

a horizontal position. Further study is necessary to settle this question. 

Preliminary results from two experiments on palatine shelf movement 

will now be described. 

In order to create a more normal environment, embryos of the 

A/Jax strain were removed from the uterus at the critical period of 

palate closure, and submerged in mouse blood plasma. The mandible 

was carefully lowered and the tongue displaced. The shelves appeared 

to move horizontally. The emgryos were then placed in Bouin’s fixa¬ 

tive. The shelves were re-examined and found to be in a full horizontal 

position. 

Since observations in vivo are subjective and the shelves conceivably 

could change position when placed in the usual aqueous fixatives, some 

embryos were frozen with dry ice while still immersed in plasma. By 

cutting through the frozen head with a scalpel, it was possible to see 

the shelves in cross section, and thus objectively evaluate their position. 

The selves were found to be horizontal, in agreement with the original 

observations. 

^ Supported by USPHS Research Grant HD00153. 

BILE DUCT REGENERATION IN Rana PipienS: A PROGRESS RE¬ 

PORT 

J. Clark Streett, Texas Wesleyan College 

In Rana pipiens the common bile duct passes through that portion 

of the pancreas which lies in the hepatoduodenal ligament and then 
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emerges from the pancreas short of its insertion on the duodenum. The 

duct can thus be interrupted, by ligature or otherwise, either in the 

hepatoduodenal ligament or near the intestine. Adult female frogs 

were placed under ether anesthesia and in one series of 55 cases the 

hepatoduodenal ligament was tied with cotton thread. In this position 

the ligature closed three passages: the bile duct, the hepatic artery, and 

the portal vein. The frogs were sacrificed at intervals from 10 to 133 

days, and the bile duct was tested for continuity by squeezing the gall 

bladder in order to determine whether bile would flow to the intestine. 

It did so in 25 % of the cases, in which the restoration of continuity was 

verified by serial sections. There was evidence that the blood vessels 

also regenerated. The systemic effects of the ligature were variable 

and did not follow a consistant pattern. The mitotic index in the bile 

duct epithelium ranged from 3.4 (48 day specimen) to 11.5 (5 day 

specimen) mitosis per thousand cells in the cases so far studied. In 27 

cases where the bile duct was ligated near the intestine, thus avoiding 

the blood vessels to the liver, continuity was restored in 74%. In this 

area the bile duct only was also interrupted by cutting (29 cases), re¬ 

moving a segment (19 cases), and cutting and ligating (18 cases). Re¬ 

generation occurred in a proportion of all experiments. Percentage of 

restoration over all operations done near the intestine was 66. 

ULTRASTRUCTURAL CHANGES IN ALVEOLAR CAPILLARIES IN 

RADIATION PNEUMONITIS 

R. A. Turner and F. L. Jennings, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch 

Capillaries in the walls of alveoli in rat lungs showed degenerative 

and later, regenerative changes secondary to 4000 R of thoracic radia¬ 

tion. Rats were subjected to thoracic radiation, with suitable shielding 

of the rest of the body, and then sacrificed at postradiation intervals 

up to 90 days. The earliest degenerative changes in alveolar capillary 

walls were endothelial cytoplasmic vacuolization, seen at about 10 

days, with later thickening and irregularity of the endothelial base¬ 

ment membrane. Cytoplasmic vacuolization was much less extensive 

and occurred later in the postradiation period in the epithelial cells 

lining alveoli. At 45 days, the epithelium appeared to be restored but 

the endothelium remained completely absent, resulting in exposure 

of the capillary basement membrane to blood flow. Proliferation of en¬ 

dothelium was conspicuous by 60 days, and by 90 days the endothelial 

lining of most capillaries was restored. 
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ADRENAL AND PLASMA CHOLESTEROL LEVELS IN X-IRRADIATED 

RATS 

David M. Wagnon and James R. Lott, North Texas State University 

The purpose of the study was two fold: First to establish a relation¬ 

ship between adrenal cholesterol content and circulating cholesterol in 

X-irradiated rats, and secondly, to compare the fluorometric method 

of cholesterol determination with the standard colorimetric technique. 

Sprague Dawley rats received X-irradiation in three ways: (1) Whole 

body, (2) Head shielded, (3) Abdominal shielded. Irradiation was de¬ 

livered at 78 r/minute for 10 minutes to all of the test animals. No sig¬ 

nificant correlation between plasma levels of cholesterol and adrenal 

content was evident from the data obtained. The fluorometric data in¬ 

dicated presence of other sterol fractions not found in the colorimetric 

determinations. It was concluded that the fluorometric technique is the 

more sensitive of the two methods and that the extraction procedure 

used in the colorimetric analysis may be inadequate for the fluoro¬ 

metric method of cholesterol determination. 

THYROID UPTAKE AND WHOLE BODY RETENTION OF I^^^ IN 

NUTRIA {Myocastor coypuY 

Everett D. Wilson^ and William D. Gibbs,^ Sam Houston State Teach¬ 

ers College 

A single dose of 25 microcuries of iodine-131 was administered in- 

traperitoneally to both adult and immature male and female nutria. 

Whole-body retention of iodine-131 was measured at various hourly 

and daily intervals up to and including 22 days. After 48 hours three 

animals were killed and selected tissues were removed, weighed, and 

assayed for iodine-131 content. 

The whole-body retention in adult animals ranged between 14 and 

18 % of the administered doses after twenty-four hours, while the thy¬ 

roid contained between 5 and 10% of the dose at this time. The range 

in percentages had dropped to 6-11 % and 2-5 % respectively after 7 

days. The range in whole body retention for immature animals after 

twenty-four hours was 35-51 %. The range in thyroid uptake was 12- 

17 % at the same time interval. 

Distribution of in immature animals after 48 hours indicated ap- 
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proximately 50% of the whole body retention was present in the thy¬ 

roid. 

The remaining activity being distributed as follows: Intestinal tract 

22.4%, fur 5.7%, the remaining percentage equally distributed 

throughout the body. 

1 This investigation was supported in part by Public Health Service Grant GM 

11020-01 from the National Institute of General Medical Sciences. 

2 Work done while a research participant at the Medical Division, Oak Ridge In¬ 

stitute of Nuclear Studies, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, under contract with the Uinted 

States Atomic Energy Commission. 

3 Medical Division, Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 

POSSIBLE SEASONAL OVARIAN TRANSPLANT RESPONSE IN THE 

SQUIRREL MONKEY, Samini sciureus^ 

Ozro B. Wiswell, William E, Gibbs and Charles R. Kent, The Univer¬ 

sity of Texas Dental Branch 

Establishment of a small colony of squirrel monkeys was initiated 

about two years ago to evaluate gonadotropic requirements for ovula¬ 

tion in a primate. Autologous transplants of ovarian fragments were 

made into anterior eye chambers and broad ligament of unilaterally 

and bilaterally castrated animals during various phases of their es- 

trous cycle. Gonadotropins were administered to intact and trans¬ 

planted animals. Reaction of the in situ ovary, vaginal smears and the 

transplants were compared. Although the in situ ovary and vaginal 

smears responded, eye chamber transplants vascularized and only per¬ 

sisted for 25-30 days, exhibiting minimal or no response. The influence 

of reserpine and cortisone was observed on some transplants, the latter 

decreasing the ovarian transplant persistence by half. 

Adrenal transplants were made with apparent “indefinite” per¬ 

sistence. The findings to date strongly suggest seasonal gonadotropic 

receptivity of ovarian transplants, as compared to certain domesticated 

animals and tissues having a high non-seasonal amplitude of activity. 

1 Supported in part by USPHS General Research Support Grant 1-SOl-FR- 

05044-01. 
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Section VI—Environmental Sciences 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE LARVAE AND JUVENILES OF BreVOOrtitt 

Gunteri hildebrand (clupeidae: pisces) 

Richard J. Baldauf and Molla F. Huq, Texas A&M University 

Young of both Brevoortia gunteri Hildebrand and B. patronus Goode 

are found in coastal bay areas of Texas. Larval and juvenile stages of 

the two species are superficially similar and difficult to separate. Sutt- 

kus (Trans. 21st N, Amer. Wild. Conf., pp. 390-406) described me- 

ristic and other characters and illustrated the larvae and young of B. 

patronus^ for sizes and ranging from 18.9 mm to 58.4 mm. 

In this report we describe comparable characters of larvae and ju¬ 

veniles of B. gunteri, ranging from 21 mm to 30 mm, collected from 

the lower limits of the Neches and Trinity Rivers. The study discloses 

external features by which B. gunteri can be distinguished from B. 

patronus, for the sizes studied. 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE ECOLOGY OF A SMALL, POLLUTED 

STREAM 

Carol R. Davidson and Waldemar M. Walter, Southern Illinois Uni¬ 

versity and Texas Woman^s University 

Helisoma trivolvis lentum (Say), Lymnaea bulimoides techella Pils- 

bry and Feriss, and Physa anatina Lea, freshwater pulmonate snails, 

were observed from February to May 1963, in Denton, Texas. Creek 

volume varied from trickle to flood; its composition changed irregu¬ 

larly from materials introduced in waste water from local establish¬ 

ments. Observation revealed that simple community composition up¬ 

stream graded to relative complexity downstream correlated with dim¬ 

inution of flood and pollution effects. 

WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS OF BLACK-BELLIED TREE 

DUCKS 

Eric B. Bolen, Waelder Wildlife Foundation 

Taxonomic measurements from 21 Black-bellied Tree Ducks {Den- 

drocygna autumnalis fulgens) are presented in tabular form. No sex- 
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ual dimorphism is shown in these linear data. Weight data, however, 

indicate that the females outweigh males although the difference may 

result from advanced ovarian development during the breeding season. 

A WAY TO INTRODUCE UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS TO THE 

PROBLEMS OF EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Richard B. Davis, Texas A&M University 

Good experimental design depends primarily on clear, accurate ex¬ 

pressions of relationships between the question asked and the specific 

data to be collected. The relationship can usually be tested for clarity 

and accuracy by development of a table expressing the form of ex¬ 

pected results. Elucidation of the steps in moving from question to 

table often seems to carry undergraduates over the obstacle of fear of 

inadequate statistical background. 

AUDIO-VISUAL DISCRIMINATION IN TWO SYMPATRIC CYPRINID 

MALE FISHES 

Exalton A. Delco, Jr., Houston-Tillotson College 

The responses of redfin shiners, Notropis lutrensis, and blacktail 

shiners, Notropis venustus are reported for three populations of these 

minnows respectively. 

When redfin and blacktail males are exposed to movies of homo- 

specific and heterospecific pairs of spawning fishes, and, at the same 

time, are exposed to the “mating calls” of both females, males were 

able to discriminate the “correct” combination of stimuli. The positive 

responses of these test animals to audio-visual stimuli emphasizes the 

possible role both stimuli must play as isolating mechanisms under 

usual ecological conditions for these sympatric forms. 

ON THE NATURE OF CHIHUAHUAN DESERT VEGETATION IN 

TRANS-PECOS, TEXAS 

Frederick R. Gehlbach, Baylor University 

The Chihuahuan Desert is a plant formation, not a geographic re¬ 

gion, with a typical physiognomy conferred by leaf succulent and lil- 
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iaceous species. It characterizes the arid region of Trans-Pecos, Texas, 

southern New Mexico, and the Mexican Plateau which also contains 

microphyllous shrub, graminoid, coniferous, evergreen scleophyllous, 

and broadleaf deciduous vegetation. These growth-form components 

contribute to Desert Grassland, Desert Shrub, Evergreen Woodland, 

and Riparian Woodland formations throughout the Southwest, how¬ 

ever. As studied in Big Bend National Park and the Guadalupe Moun¬ 

tains, Agave lophantha and Dasylirion leiophyllum are dominant 

plants of the Chihuahuan Desert based on importance value (com¬ 

bined relative frequency, coverage, and density). Other leading species 

of superior strata include Nolina spp., Viguiera stenoloba, and in the 

Guadalupes, Juniperus monosperma. Trees are never present, but 

ground, half-shrub, and shrub synuseae may be delineated quantita¬ 

tively. The Chihuahuan Desert usually occupies a position, structur¬ 

ally and floristically, between the more xerophytic Desert Shrub (or 

the Dessert Grassland) and the more mesophytic Evergreen Wood¬ 

land. 

LIMNOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF INTRODUCING OIL FIELD BRINE 

INTO FARM PONDS TO REDUCE THE TURBIDITY 

Dee Keeton, Texas Christian University 

In the southwest, turbidity caused by negatively charged colloidal 

clay particles commonly limits aquatic productivity by reducing light 

penetration. Turbidity can be precipitated by materials containing 

positive ions which neutralize the negatively charged clay particles. 

Organic and inorganic fertilizers are in use but are expensive, difficult 

to obtain and laborious to use. A source of positive ions is the brine wa¬ 

ter which is a waste product in pumping oil. Brine was introduced in¬ 

termittently into a pond until clearing occurred, and the limnological 

effects observed. As brine was introduced, it remained in slightly 

higher concentration at the surface, dispersing uniformly by autumnal 

circulation in about two weeks. Although the concentration of ions in 

the brine (Na, Ca, K, Cl) increased during introduction, their concen¬ 

trations later decreased by absorption into the bottom sediments. Chlo¬ 

rides which increased from 22 to 447 ppm during introduction, de¬ 

creased to 47 ppm 10 months later. Any deleterious effects of these ions 

on the biota occurred during the high concentration period of three or 

four months. Certain species of plankton and benthos were limited 

temporarily by increased brine concentration. However, most species 
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of plankton, benthos, fish and aquatic plants ultimately showed an in¬ 

crease in growth. Brine was introduced into a second pond in a single, 

large application during thermal stratification and brine concentrated 

in the deepest water, dispersing uniformly in about three months. The 

concentration of brine in the deepest point was sufficient to kill plank¬ 

ton and benthos. However, the biota as a whole was not seriously af¬ 

fected. The maximum concentration of the brine in the first and second 

ponds was approximately the same after uniform dispersal. Brine in¬ 

troduction to reduce turbidity is recommended. Unsupervised treat¬ 

ment is inadvisable. 

MICROENVIRONMENT OF THE POCKET GOPHER 

Thomas E. Kennerly, Jr., Arlington State College 

Certain microenvironmental factors such as temperature, relative 

humidity and soil moisture were found to be less variable than surface 

conditions. Other factors such as, oxygen content and carbon dioxide 

content of burrow air were more variable than surface conditions. 

There was a general correlation between soil moisture and mound¬ 

building activity. Soil volume of mounds was measured on 5 acres for 

one year. Pocket gophers appeared to have poor control of body tem¬ 

perature. 

MIGRATION PATTERNS OF Muscivora forficata (SCISSOR- 

TAILED flycatcher) IN KLEBERG COUNTY, TEXAS 

B. McDaniel and S. McDaniel, Texas College of Arts and Industries 

During the past two years work has been undertaken to gather in¬ 

formation on the migratory habits of the avian groups that pass 

through Kleberg County which is located along the Gulf Coast region. 

In order to make a comparison with other passerine species, a single 

species, Muscivora forficata (scissor-tailed flycatcher), was selected. 

A count was made of the species over a selected route that covered the 

coastal region of Kleberg County between U.S. Highway 77 at Kings¬ 

ville to the county line at Biviera, Texas. The route covered an area of 

approximately 75 miles including the Baffin Bay area which is an ex¬ 

tension of the Laguna Madre. The number of scissor-tailed flycatchers 

was established by a count of birds visible from this route. 
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The data accumulated established that the first spring migrants ar¬ 

rived in Kleberg County on March 14. Six field surveys along the es¬ 

tablished route for the remainder of March showed a total of 86 birds 

for that month. During April, 14 observations showed a total of 1,422 

birds; May, 18 observations showed a total of 1,079 birds. The peak 

of the spring migration was established to be between April 4 and 

April 24. The resident population was established at this time as nest¬ 

ing was observed and fledglings were seen along the route on May 29. 

During the months of June and July, total counts of 739 and 834 birds 

were observed respectively. Between July 17 and 20 congregations of 

birds were observed and it was established that these were the resident 

forms preparing for migration. During the remainder of the month of 

July and the first part of August the number of scissor-tailed flycatch¬ 

ers observed dropped as low as 14 for the entire route. On August 19 

there was an influx of juvenile birds far outnumbered the adult birds. 

This large juvenile population made a steady decline throughout the 

month of August and by the end of September only an occasional ju¬ 

venile was observed. On September 21, the first evidence of adult fall 

migration was apparent as large flocks were observed containing 25-30 

birds in a group and the total count for that day rose to 139. Adult fall 

migration was established by the steady increase in the number and 

the presence of large flocks which sometimes numbered over 1000 

birds. During the months of September and October (up to the 20th) 

the number of birds observed were 1,609 and 3,992 respectively. The 

peak of fall migration was found to be during the month of October. 

In a comparison of spring and fall migration of the scissor-tailed fly¬ 

catcher, the number of birds passing through Kleberg County was far 

greater in the fall than in the spring. Several conclusions may be 

drawn from the accumulated data: (1) that the resident population 

migrates out of the area before the influx of the scissor-tailed flycatch¬ 

ers from the more northern regions; (2) that there appears to be a 

separate migration of juvenile birds accompanied by a few adults with 

mass migration of adult birds at a later date, and (3) that fall migra¬ 

tion tends to follow the Gulf Coast region, whereas spring migration 

appears to be not so restricted. 

AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE NESTING AND LAYING HABITS 

OF THE BAYA WEAVERBIRD, PloCSUS pMUppinUS (LINNAEUS) 

Chandra P. Misra, Jarvis Christian College 

The studies on the nesting and egg laying habits of the Baya Weav- 
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erbird, Ploceus philippinus were carried out in the District of Meerut 

(U.P.), India in the summer of 1963. 

The Baya Weaverbird belongs to the family of blackbirds or Ic- 

teridae. It is about the size of a House Sparrow, distributed throughout 

the Indian Union, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon. 

Nesting Habits: 

The Weaverbirds build the most elaborate of all pendent nests. And 

in the Baya Weaverbird, Ploceus philippinus the building of pensile 

nests has probably reached its highest perfection. The nest is retort or 

gourd shaped from 16 to 26 inches long with an average length of about 

18 inches. It consists of the egg-chamber and the entrance tunnel. 

The nests are built in colonies of up to 60 or more. In one case 72 

nests were counted from a single palm tree, Phoenix dactylifera. About 

585 nests were studied from 87 different trees. Eighty-five percent of 

these nests were found hanging from the leaves of palm trees, Phoenix 

dactylifera and fifteen percent from the twigs of Acacie arabica. The 

nests are difficult to reach and are thus protected from the predators. 

The Baya Weaverbird is a polygamous open country bird avoiding 

heavy forest. The colony is first started by a number of adult but un¬ 

mated males. The male builds the nest. It builds the egg-chamber and 

the entrance tunnel but the interior of the egg-chamber is finished by 

the female. The inside dome is sometimes lined with small pellets of 

mud which gives a further protection from the rain. Strips of leaves of 

rice, corn, sugar cane, plantain, grass, etc. are used to weave the nest 

and new nests may be recognized from the old by their green color. 

When the eggs are laid the male proceeds to build a second nest which 

may be selected by another female. Sometimes the nests are left un¬ 

finished and may be completed in the next breeding season. 

The breeding season lasts from April to October coinciding with the 

monsoon season. 

Egg Laying Habits: 

From a total number of five hundred and eighty-five nests examined 

only two hundred and sixty-five were found containing eggs. Out of 

these 245 contained only two eggs each which is the normal clutch, 15 

contained three and only five contained a cluth of four, the maximum 

number. Each egg measures about 0.85 by 0.60 inch. It is white, un¬ 

marked and pointed at the small end. 

AN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE PROGRAM FOR TEENAGERS 

John R. Preston. Children's Museum, Fort Worth 

A Natural History Club for teenagers has been active within the 
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Fort Worth Children’s Museum for over 13 years. During the summer 

and fall of 1959, an effort was made to revitalize the organization by 

introducing the Environmental Science approach with emphasis on 

field collecting, laboratory preparation and research. The primary 

objectives of this new program were to provide facilities and encour¬ 

agement for those young students with a special interest in “wild 

things” and at the same time increase the size of the museum’s refer¬ 

ence collections. 

No records are available on the results of student participation in 

this type of activity prior to 1959. An index to the potential value of 

this new program is obtained by examining the achievements of stu¬ 

dents after this time. 

During the fall of 1959, 16 junior high school students enrolled in 

the Natural History Club and for the next three years received a vigor¬ 

ous combination of field and laboratory instruction. Since that time 

four of these students have entered college as biological science majors. 

Three are majoring in other fields, and two are seniors in high school, 

looking forward to a career in science. Six of the original sixteen 

dropped out after one year. One student with below average high 

school grades is working full time in the Natural History Department 

while attending night school. 

Club members have placed high consistently in the local science fair, 

presented papers before various societies and made themselves invalu¬ 

able to the museum as lecturers, emissaries and volunteer preparators. 

Since 1959, 1,175 mammal skins, and 3,643 herpetological specimens 

have been collected, prepared and cataloged by these enthusiastic 

young naturalists. 

Many of the world’s eminent naturalists and biological scientists 

received their initial inspiration from museums. The results thus far 

of work being done with teenagers interested in the Environmental 

Sciences at the Fort Worth Children’s Museum, points out again the 

influence that a museum program can have on students of this age 

class who possess the proper aptitude and desire. 

VIABILITY OF Fi HYBRID TREEFROGS 

William F. Pyburn, Arlington State College 

Fi hybrid embryos and larvae from the cross $Hyla squirella X 

9 Hyla cinerea were as viable as the controls under laboratory condi¬ 

tions. The larval and metamorphic periods of the hybrids were shorter 

than those periods in the controls. The Fi hybrids were sterile in the 

backcross to $ H. cinerea and the Fi controls were only partially fertile. 
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FLUCTUATIONS IN RODENT POPULATIONS IN SOUTHERN 

TEXAS, 1958-1963 

Gerald G. Raun, Texas Memorial Museum, Austin 

During the period from 1958 through 1963, rodent populations in 

southern Texas have undergone some major population fluctuations. 

These fluctuations have involved not just one or a few species, but 

apparently all species of rodents were affected. During the fall of 1958 

the cotton rat, Sigmodon hispidus, underwent a population explosion 

which affected an area extending from the vicinity of Crystal City, 

Texas northward into southern Kansas. At this time the density of 

Sigmodon along the coast in southern Texas was quite low. The cotton 

rats did not increase in numbers in this area until the fall of 1959 and 

the spring of 1960, after the Crystal City populations had crashed. On 

the Welder Wildlife Refuge, San Patricio County the Sigmodon popu¬ 

lation peaked during the spring of 1960, and while extremely high 

densities were not experienced, the increase had a profound effect upon 

the population of pygmy mice, Baiomys taylori. 

Prior to the late spring of 1961, rodents were fairly abundant 

throughout southern Texas, but since that time trapping efforts have 

been almost completely unsuccessful, indicating a general reduction 

in population levels. The decline and disappearance of rodents has been 

documented on the Welder Wildlife Foundation and some evidence is 

presented as to the causes of the decline. Quantitative data are lacking 

for other areas, however qualitative information indicates that the 

scarcity of rodents has been general and not localized. Unusual cli¬ 

matic conditions appear to have been one of the major factors influenc¬ 

ing these fluctuations over such a broad geographic area, however, 

evidence from the Welder Wildlife Refuge study indicates that several 

different factors were involved in the decline in density in populations 

of woodrats, Neotoma micropus, cotton rats, and pygmy mice. 



Junior Academy—Abstracts of Award Papers 

THE EFFECT OF Yucca tenuistyla on other plants^ 

David Bowles, S. F. Austin High School, Austin 

The hormones from Yucca tennistyla were extracted from the tips 

of the bloom stalks using anhydrous ether. The acid, basic, and neutral 

fractions were separated and made water soluble. 

Radish and rye grass seeds were sprouted in each of the three frac¬ 

tions and then transplanted and raised for a week in the solution in 

which they were sprouted. Water and gibberellic acid were used as 

controls. Careful measurements were kept on the growth of each plant. 

Pansies were raised and treated with each of the three fractions, 

with water, and with gibberellic acid in an attempt to determine if a 

flowering hormone could be detected. 

1 Award of Merit. 

THE EFFECT OF ISONICOTINIC ACID ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF 

THE CHICK LIVER^ 

Robert Brock, Arlington Heights High School, Fort Worth 

The effects of a range of injections of isonicotinic acid upon the in¬ 

ternal and external morphology of the liver of the chick when ad¬ 

ministered after 96 hours of normal embryological development has 

been demonstrated. Groups of four fertile eggs each were given injec¬ 

tions of .6cc, .4cc, and .2cc of 1%, .5%, .1%, and .01% solutions 

respective into the yolk sac of the embryos. Compared to a control 

group of ten normal eggs no alteration of the liver histology was ob¬ 

served. The majority of the injections caused a significant deviation in 

the size of one or both liver lobes according to Student’s “t” distribu¬ 

tion test. In these cases the liver was predominantly smaller. Rela¬ 

tively high mortality rates were observed in the groups which received 

.2cc of the .1 % solution and the group which received .6cc of the .01 % 

solution. 

1 Award of Merit. 
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TRANSPLANTATION OF ISOLOGOUS OVARIAN TISSUE IN MICE^ 

Richard A. Evans, Kashmere Gardens High School, Houston 

We propose to find experimentally whether the transplantation of 

isologous ovarian tissue from one region to another in organisms would 

result in further development and proper functioning of this tissue. 

This can be of great value to man in transplanting organs using two 

organisms with slight genetic variations. If this tissue is found to be 

compatible, applications of the concepts found here will alleviate many 

pains and malformations resulting from accidents, wars and even birth 

deformities. 

The stages of the Estrous Cycle were evaluated by direct observation 

of the changes of the cellular content of vaginal smears. The vaginal 

smears were obtained and stained. Microscopic examinations of the 

smears were made to determine whether the mouse was in Proestrous, 

Esterous, Metestrous or Diestrous. These stages were determined by 

the presence and dominance of polymorphonuclear leucocytes, nucle¬ 

ated epithelial cells, and mucous. Observations of vaginal cellular con¬ 

tent were made of intact animals, ovariectomized animals and again 

after the ovariectomized animals had received transplants. 

Comparison of control and experimental animals showed there were 

some irregularities in the function of the cycles of some of the experi¬ 

mental mice, but on the basis of the observations and data recorded 

during this research, we might conclude that ovarian tissue transplant¬ 

ed from one mouse to another of the same strain will take and function 

properly. 

1 Award of Merit. 

A BIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HEMOGLOBIN IN Daphuia 

magna strauss^ 

Arthur Frankel, S. F. Austin High School, Austin 

A Study of an isolated colony of the water fleas, Daphnia magna 

Strauss, yielded interesting results with the use of the Beckmann and 

Cary Spectrophotometers, the globin analysis of lypholyzed daphnia 

globin prepared from a 1.5% acid-acetone solution of daphnia hemo¬ 

globin, the starch gel electrophoresis of daphnia hemoglobin, the 
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American Optical binocular microscope for microscopic studies, and 

the Grinding or Freeze Separation Method for sample crustacean 

hemoglobin. Daphnia magna hemoglobin has characteristic peaks at 

5760 Angstroms, 5 720A, 4128A, and 3400A. Daphnia hemoglobin has 

more amine and less carboxyl groups in its protein shell than human 

hemoglobin. The synthesis of daphnia hemoglobin is higher in no 

aeration than in helium or nitrogen aeration. The Freeze Separation 

Method of obtaining the hemoglobin from this small crustacean seems 

to be the only easy and effective method of removing and extracting 

daphnia hemoglobin. Globin analysis indicates that the protein part 

of daphnia hemoglobin consists of one amino acid chain. 

1 Award of Merit. 

PARAMETER EFFECTS OF MODAL OSCILLATION IN NEGATIVE 

RESISTANCE DEVICES^ 

H. Grady Rylander III, S. F. Austin High School, Austin 

Quite contrary to established theories, oscillation sustained by cir¬ 

cuits employing medium conductance negative resistance devices is 

strictly modal. This effect can be minimized by controlling various 

circuit parameters including the tunnel diode shunt capacitance and 

total circuit resistance. If these two parameters are increased progres¬ 

sively in value two distinct levels of oscillation appear at remote bias 

points. 

Level A 
1 

Level B 
1 1 1 1 1 

Bias 

As the numerical value of either the tunnel diode shunt capacitance or 

the total circuit resistance approaches a value of zero the two levels 

become more closely related in bias voltage until in the limit they are 

instantaneously activated and the resulting single level of oscillation 

is the vector sum of all minor levels of oscillation. 

' ' Bias 

This combining of the levels, named the Versammeln Effect, could 

be attributed to a series resonant current created by the negative 
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resistance of the tunnel diode. The amplitude of the series resonant 

current varied directly with the product of the values of total circuit 

resistance and tunnel diode shunt capacitance. Thus, whenever these 

parameters are numerically large they create a large series resonant 

current which shifts the instantaneous bias point of the oscillator creat¬ 

ing the existence of the two major levels of oscillation. 

Previous experimenters have found that the application of the tun¬ 

nel diode to practical circuits was limited by what was termed “incon¬ 

sistent oscillation.” This could be effectively minimized by proper 

parameter consideration which gives rise to its successful application 

in frequency demodulation circuits and television scanning systems. 

^ Award of Highest Merit, Physical Sciences. 



Program of the Texas Academy of Science Annual Meeting 

The sixty-seventh annual meeting of the Texas Academy of Science 

was held at Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas, December 5-8, 

1963. The program of the Texas Academy of Science meeting is given 

below. Abstracts are included for those papers preceded by an 

asterisk (*). 

GENERAL SESSIONS 

Friday, December 6. 

12:00 NOON. Luncheon and Presidential Address—Addison E. Lee, 

The University of Texas: The Texas Academy of Science and 

Current Problems in Science Education. 

7:30 p.m. Banquet Address—Duane H. D. Roller, University of 

Oklahoma: Galileo and Modern Science. 

SECTION I—Mathematics 

Friday Afternoon, December 6. James F. Gray, St. Mary’s University, 

Chairman. 

A. Luther, Texas A&M University: A Class of Iterative Tech¬ 

niques for the Factorization of Polynomials. 

T. Webster, Southern Methodist University: The Joint Distribu¬ 

tion of the Sums of Squares of Blocks and Treatments (unad¬ 

justed ) for a Symmetric Balanced Incomplete Block Design. 

’^William Edward Christilles, Saint Mary’s University: A Necessary 

Condition for a Non-trivial Solution in Integers of = 

O, p an Odd Prime. 

S. S. Wilks, Princeton University: Order Statistics. 

*H. Elton Lacey, Abilene Christian College: Remarks on General 

T apology. 

^Donald E. Ryan, The University of Texas: A Linear Space of Func¬ 

tions Which Is a Two Sided Ideal in C'. 

’^Ernest E. Moyers, Tidewater Oil Company: A Theorem on Cubics. 

Saturday Morning, December 7. Herbert C. Parrish, North Texas 

State University, Chairman. 
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*Henry E. Heatherly, Texas A&M University: Primary Abelian 

Groups: Their History and Some Recent Developments, 

’^William S. McCulley, Texas A&M University: Some Milestones 

in the Development of Group Theory. 

’*'Don Edmondson, The University of Texas: An Arithmetic Identity 

and Its Application of the Fermat Problem. 

Woodward Robbins, Abilene Christian College: The Place of Mod¬ 

ern Algebra Methods in the Current Public School Mathematics 

Curriculum. 

* Patrick Odell and James Scroggs, The University of Texas: On an 

Alternate Definition of the Pseudo-Inverse. 

Brock Barton, Abilene Christian College, undergraduate: Remarks 

on Closed Convex Curves of Constant Width. 

’^Ray Whiteside, The University of Texas: A Behavioral Science Test 

of Multiple Standard Errors of Estimate. 

Panel Discussion: Pro's and Con's, Problems, and Potential of the 

Freshman Combined Analytics and Calculus Course. 

SECTION II—Physical Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 6. 

Division A: O. D. Sittler, Texas A&M University, Chairman. 

Jimmy F. McClary, Texas A&M University: A High Resolution 

Scintillation Beta Spectrometer. 

’^William Phillips and Herbert D. Schwetman, Baylor University: 

Temperature Effect on Attenuation and Velocity of Ultrasonic 

Waves in Teflon. 

*Bill T. Adams and Herbert D. Schwetman, Baylor University: 

Demonstration of Microwave Phenomena. 

"^C. W. Burmeister, Trinity University: Recent Ultrasonic Observa¬ 

tions in Copper and Silver. 

*H. Leo, Trinity University: The Calculation of the Magnetoacoustic 

Effect in the Noble Metals. 

P. J. Riley, The University of Texas: The Use of a Pulse-Ion Source 

in Time-of-Flight Experiments. 

Division B: Jerry D. Fuller, Baylor University, Chairman. 

*L. Manning and G. Gray, Trinity University: Polarimeter for In¬ 

termediate Studies in Polarized Light. 
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*Willis W. Floyd, Sam Houston State Teachers College: A Modular 

Relation for the Number of the Group in Which an Element Is 

Listed in the Periodic Table of the Elements. 

’•'Hugh O. Peebles, Lamar State College of Technology: Abundancies 

of Elements in a Stellar Atmosphere. 

George W. Crawford, Southern Methodist University: Dose Meas¬ 

urements in Space. 

*John Decker, Texas A&M University (now at Sam Houston State 

College): Absorption of SO2 in the Vacuum Ultra-Violet. 

Young-Moo Shin, The University of Texas: Energy Calibration of 

Tandem Accelerators. 

’•'Jack Zaun, Alvie L. Davis, and Tommy J. McCord, Abilene Chris¬ 

tian College: The Synthesis of 2, S-Diamino-^-Methylhexanoic 

Acid. 

Friday Afternoon, December 6. 

Division A: C. W. Burmeister, Trinity University, Chairman. 

*C. G. Shugart and D. G. Ashburn, Hardin-Simmons University: 

Growth Solvent Effects on the Morphology and Isolation of Poly¬ 

ethylene Single Crystals. 

Jack A. Barnes, Texas A&M University: The Electron Quantum 

Mechanics and Crystalline Spectrum of Tetramethylpyrazine. 

*R. J. Lysiak and P. P. Mahendroo, Texas Christian University: 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Pure and Samarium- 

Doped CaF^ Crystals. 

*S. Huang and P, L. Edwards, Texas Christian University: Some 

Observations on the Growth of Sapphire Whiskers on a Single- 

Crystal Sapphire Substrate. 

D. Isgitt and C. W. Burmeister, Trinity University: Some Observa¬ 

tions on the Design and Construction of a Superconducting Sole¬ 

noid. 

* Bernard T. Young, Sam Houston State College: Initiation of a Spec¬ 

troscopy Research Program at Sam Houston State College. 

’^Carl J. Rigney, Lamar State College of Technology: Teaching 

Energy Concepts in General Physics Courses. 

Division B: Virgil E. Bottom, McMurry College, Chairman. 

O. D. Sittler, Texas A&M University: Analyzing Neutral Activity 

With a Multichannel Pulse-Height Analyzer. 
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* Marcus Rigby, Sam Houston State College: A Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance Experiment for An Undergraduate Laboratory in 

Nuclear Physics. 

Raymond Sims, Midwestern University: Electronic Excitation of 

Helium. 

*G. Gray, Trinity University: Collision Time in Extremely High 

Energy Nucleon-Nucleon Collisions. 

*1. Krowl and G. Gray, Trinity University: Identity of Slow Particles 

Emerging from Extremely High Energy Nucleon-Nucleon Col¬ 

lisions. 

’^William H. Tedford, Jr., Southern Methodist University: Establish¬ 

ment of a Rating Scale for Speech-Transmission Circuits. 

'*‘Jay Menefee, Sam Houston State College: The Undergraduate Nu¬ 

clear Physics Laboratory at Sam Houston State College. 

Saturday Morning, December 7. Division A: Bob Clark, Southern 

Methodist University, Chairman. 

G. Potter, Texas A&M University: American Institute of Phys¬ 

ics^ Regional Counselor Report. 

C. W. Burmeister, Trinity University: Report on Advanced Place¬ 

ment Conference in Physics. 

*Lloyd D. Vincent, Sam Houston State College; Impact of the Visit¬ 

ing Scientists Program at Sam Houston State College. 

"^Virgil E. Bottom, McMurry College: Evaluation of a Summer Pro¬ 

gram for High School Physics Teachers. 

*T. N. Hatfield, University of Houston; The New Physics Program 

at the University of Houston. 

'^'Roy H. Riser, Lamar State College of Technology: A Different 

Beginning Mechanics Laboratory. 

* Lloyd D. Vincent, Sam Houston State College : Discussion of Ac¬ 

creditation of High School Teachers. 

SECTION III—Earth Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 6. (Jointly sponsored by the Texas Section 

of the National Association of Geology Teachers) Neal Bates, 

Hardin-Simmons University, and Keith Young, The University 

of Texas, Chairmen. 

* Robert E. Boyer, The Uni versity of Texas, and Jereld E. McQueen, 
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Humble Oil and Refining Co., Corpus Christi, Texas; Compara¬ 

tive Ground-Air photo Fracture Pattern Analyses, Southern 

Burnet County, Texas. 

* A. J. Ehlmann, J. L. Walper, and J. Williams, Texas Christian Uni¬ 

versity; Mineralogy of a New Rare-earth Pegmatite from the 

Central Mineral Region, Texas. 

*John R. Everett, The University of Texas; Black Peak Thrust Fault 

as an Example of Vertical Tectonics in Brewster County, Texas. 

’^C, L. McNulty, Jr., Arlington State College, and Rob H. Slaughter, 

Southern Methodist University; Rostral Teeth of Ischyrhiza mira 

Leidy from Northeast Texas. 

*John F. McKnight, The University of Texas; Igneous Rocks of 

Northern Sierra de Piachos, Nuevo Leon, Mexico. 

’^R. C. Schlaudt, N. T. Cotman, and Paul R. Crawford, Texas Petro¬ 

leum Research Committee, Texas A&M University; Effect of 

Permeable Stratum on the Depletion of Contiguous Tight Zones. 

* James H. Stitt, The University of Texas; Carbonate Facies of the 

Lower Marble Falls Formation, Bend, Texas. 

*A. W. Talash and Paul R. Crawford, Texas Petroleum Research 

Committee, Texas A&M University; Rock Properties Computed 

From Random Pore Size Distribution. 

’^John L. Snyder, American Geological Institute; GEO-Study: Results 

and Recommendations. 

Friday Afternoon, December 6. (Jointly sponsored by the Texas Sec¬ 

tion of the National Association of Geology Teachers) Arthur 

J. Ehlmann, Texas Christian University, and H. E. Eveland, 

Lamar State College of Technology, Chairmen. 

*Miles O. Hayes, The University of Texas; Grain Size Characteristics 

of Padre Island (Texas) Sediments: A Study of Effects of Bimo¬ 

dality on Grain Size Parameters. 

*Don E. Owen, Rureau of Economic Geology, The University of 

Texas; Gulfian and Paleocene Phosphorites of the Texas Gulf 

Coastal Plain. 

* William H. Matthews III, Lamar State College of Technology; The 

Earth Science Curriculum Project Its Philosophy and Objectives, 

* Keith Young, The University of Texas; The Roessler Maps, Early 

Geologic Maps in Texas. 
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*John J. W. Rogers, Rice University: How to Repel Students From 

the Profession. 

H. D. Raish, Texas Christian University: Quantitative Mineralogic 

Analysis of Carbonate Rocks. 

* John D. Cooper, The University of Texas: Geology of Spring Branch 

Area, Comal and Kendall Counties, Texas. 

* Bobby G. Wixson, Texas A&M University: Fossil Shark Teeth in 

the Study of Cretaceous Environments near Terlingua, Texas. 

Edward C. Jonas, The University of Texas: Distribution of Iron in 

the Weches Formation at Jacksonville, Texas. 

SECTION IV—Biological Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 6. 

Division A: Daude N. Griffin, East Texas State College. 

’^Sekender A. Khan and Karen L. Parmer, Texas College, Lometa 

High: Gibberellic Acid on Neurospora Growth. 

Beatrice Brotzmann and W. E. Norris, Jr., Southwest Texas State 

College: Effect of Gibberellic Acid on Elongation and Geotropi- 

cally Induced Curvature of Avena Coleoptile. 

Dale L. Mordue and O. D. Sittler, Texas A&M University: E. R. 

G. Stimulated by Red Light in the American Cockroach. 

^L. Dmochowski, C. E. Grey, and J. A. Sykes, Section of Virology 

and Electron Microscopy, The University of Texas, M. D. Ander¬ 

son, Hospital and Tumor Institute, and Department of Micro¬ 

biology, Baylor University College of Medicine, Houston, Texas: 

Biophysical and Electron Microscope Studies of Milk From High 

and Low Mammary Cancer Strains. 

William Zebrun, Department of Anatomy, The University of 

Texas, Southwestern Medical School: Characterization of Nuclear 

Inclusions in a Transplantable Hepatoma of C57L/J Mice. 

*L. Dmochowski, L. Gross, and F. Padgett, Section of Virology and 

Electron Microscopy, The University of Texas, M. D. Anderson 

Hospital and Tumor Institute, and Department of Microbiology, 

Baylor University College of Medicine, Houston, Texas, and Can¬ 

cer Research Unit, Veterans Administration Hospital, Bronx, 

New York: Electron Microscope Studies of Leukemia Virus in 

Rats. 

^Alexis L. Burton, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Histo- 

chemical Studies on Developing Mast Cells. 
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David M. Wagnon and James R. Lott, North Texas State University: 

Adrenal and Plasma Cholesterol Levels in X-irradiated Rats. 

*R. A. Turner and F, L. Jennings, The University of Texas Medical 

Branch: Ultrastructural Changes in Alveolar Capillaries in Radi¬ 

ation Pneumonitis. 

"^Russell E. Dill, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Plasma 

Levels of Corticosterone in Rats Treated with Diphenylhydantoin 

Sodium. 

Ronald H. Pine, Texas A&M University: The Concept of ''The 

Individual'' as Used in Biology. 

"^Ozro B. Wiswell, William E. Gibbs, and Charles R. Kent, The Uni¬ 

versity of Texas Dental Branch: Possible Seasonal Ovarian Trans¬ 

plant Response in the Squirrel Monkey., Samini sciureus. 

Division B: Dr. E. L. Miller, Stephen F. Austin State College, Moder¬ 

ator. 

Panel Discussion: Present Status of the Introductory College Biology 

Course in Texas. Panelists: George P. Ivy, Howard Payne Col¬ 

lege; Addison Lee, The University of Texas; Cornelia M. Smith, 

Baylor University; Roy V. Talmadge, Rice University; W. E. 

Norris, Jr., Southwestern Texas State College; M. D. Bryant, 

Austin College; Elsie Bodemann, Texas Technological College; 

Arthur Pullen, East Texas State University. 

Friday Afternoon, December 6. Division A: Bobby E. Wilson, East 

Texas State College, Chairman. 

’^H. L. Brockman and J. P. Kennedy, The University of Texas, Dental 

Branch, Department of Anatomy: Tolerance to Aquatic Sub¬ 

mersion in Alligator missippiensis Following Surgical Occlu¬ 

sion of the Left Aortic Orafice. 

^Virginia F. Harrison, Mary H. Yeakel, and Jo Anne K. Gronley, 

Medical Field Service School, Brooke Army Medical Center: The 

Electromyography of Selected Muscles of the Hand During Im¬ 

mobilization of the Forearm and Hand. 

Robert D. Yates, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Cor¬ 

relative Histochemistry and Electron Microscopy of Adreno- 

Medullary Cells. 

^Wallace McNutt, R. E. Dill, and G. F. Brossman, The University of 

Texas Medical Branch: Sodium and Potassium Urinary Excretion 

in Mice Drinking 4 % Sodium Chloride. 
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Ricardo Morales, Robert Rehment, and Donald Duncan, Depart¬ 

ment of Anatomy, The University of Texas Medical Branch: A 

Precisely Ordered Crytoplasmic Body in Lateral Geniculate 

Neurons. 

Vick Williams and Donald Duncan, Department of Anatomy, The 

University of Texas Medical Branch: Identification of Cell Types 

and Cell Processes in the Spinal Cord with the Electron Micro¬ 

scope. 

Tristan Castaneda, Department of Anatomy, The University of 

Texas Medical Branch: Effects of pH and Molarity on the Fine 

Structure of Peripheral Axoplasm. 

* Lawrence M. Ross, Department of Anatomy, The University of 

Texas Medical Branch: In Vivo Palatine Shelf Movement in 

Mice. 

* Alexis L. Burton, The University of Texas Medical Branch: Film: 

Living Cytology. 

Saturday Morning, December 7. 

Division A: Zeno E. Bailey, East Texas State College, Chairman. 

’^Robert F. Davis and James R. Lott, North Texas State University: 

Ion Flux in Isolated Root Systems. 

* Cynthia Rogers and Everett D. Wilson, Sam Houston State Teachers 

College: Influence of ACTH and Testosterone on Embryonic 

Chick Adrenals and Bursa of Fabricius. 

’^Billie R. Hale and Everett D. Wilson, Sam Houston State Teachers 

College: Size Dimorphism in the Sperm of Myocaster Coypu. 

* Cecil Ferguson and Everett D. Wilson, Sam Houston State Teachers 

College: Induced Ovulation in Nutria (Myocastor coypu). 

Everett D. Wilson and William D. Gibbs, Sam Houston State Teach¬ 

ers College, Medical Division Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear 

Studies: Thyroid Uptake and Whole Body Retention of P^^ in 

Nutria (Myocastor coypu). 

*James R. Lott and C. H, Yang, North Texas State University: 

Sodium 22 Efflux in X-Irradiated Nerve Fibers. 

^Russel C. Faulkner and Alice DeCzekala, Texas Christian Univer¬ 

sity: Studies of Isolated Cadaveric Hemoglobin by Electropho¬ 

resis. 

Marjorie Sue Sharp and S. T. Lyles, Texas Christian University: 

Invasiveness of Staphylococci for the Chick Embryo. 
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J. Clark Streett, Texas Wesleyan College: Bile Duct Regeneration in 

Rana pipiens: A Progress Report. 

Division B: Arthur M. Pullen, East Texas State College, Chairman. 

Donald R. Bailey, Department of Psychology, Howard Payne Col¬ 

lege: Isolation as a Factor in Experimental Neurosis. 

Donald R. Bailey and Larry W. Eckert, Department of Psychology, 

Howard Payne College: The Effects on Abliation of the Anterior 

Portion of the Neocorty on Retention in Albino Rats. 

H. G. Applegate and C. O. Wilson, Texas A&M University: Tissue 

Culture of Cacti. 

William J. Dobson, Texas A&M University: The Use of Dermestes 

in Obsteological Preparations. 

’^Gerrit Bevelander and Hiroshi Nakahara, The University of Texas 

Dental Branch, Department of Histology: The Effect of Tetra¬ 

cycline on Mineralization and Inhibition of Skeletal Formation. 

^H. C. Browning, W. E. Gibbs, and W. D. White, The University of 

Texas Dental Branch, Department of Anatomy: Mammary 

Gland Stimulation by Pitutiary Isografts with Ectopic or in situ 

Ovarian Tissue. 

Henry C. Browning and Anna Lou Brown, The University of Texas 

Dental Branch, Department of Anatomy: Effect of Purified 

Gonadotropins on Ovarian Tissue in Hypophysectomized Mice. 

*W. A. Fingal, Texas College: The Effects of Phenyl-Thiocarbamide 

and Para-Ethoxyl-Phenyl-Thiourea On the Taste Buds of the 

Negro and Caucasian Groups. 

^Eugene W. Hupp and Joseph W. Austin, Texas A&M University: 

Sperm Number and Fertility in Irradiated Rabbits. 

SECTION VI—Environmental Sciences 

Friday Morning, December 6. Clifford E. Murphy, Texas Christian 

University, Chairman. 

Everett D. Wilson, Sam Houston State Teachers College: A Film 

About Nutria (Myocastor coypu). 

*Chadra P. Misra, Jarvis Christian College: An Ecological Study of 

the Nesting and Egg Laying Habits of the Bay a (Ploceus philip- 

pinus). 

J. P. Kennedy, The University of Texas Dental Branch: Molting of 

the Eastern Fence Lizard, Sceloporus undulatus. 
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^William F. Pyburn, Arlington State College; Viability of Fi Hybrid 

Tree Frogs. 

Friday Afternoon, December 6. Clifford E. Murphy, Texas Christian 

University, Chairman. 

Gerald G. Raun, Texas Memorial Museum, Austin, Texas; Fluctu¬ 

ations in Rodent Populations in Southern Texas^ 1957-1963. 

* Thomas E. Kennerly, Jr., Arlington State College; Microenviron¬ 

ment of the Pocket Gopher. 

Carol Davidson and William M. Walter, Texas Woman’s Univer¬ 

sity; Observations on the Ecology of the Small Polluted Stream. 

’*‘Dee Keeton, Texas Christian University; Limnological Effects of 

Introducing Oil Field Brine into Farm Ponds to Reduce Turbidity. 

* Richard J. Baldauf and Molla F. Huq, Texas A&M University; A 

Description of the Larvae and Juveniles of Brevoortia gunteri 

Hildebrand (Clupeidae; Pisces). 

*Exalton A. Delco, Jr., Huston-Tillotson College; Audio-visual Dis¬ 

crimination in Two Sympatric Cyprinid Male Fishes. 

McDaniel and S. McDaniel, Texas College of Arts and Industries; 

Migration Patterns of Muscivora forficata (Scissor-tailed Fly¬ 

catcher ) in Kleberg County, Texas. 

*Eric G. Bolen, Welder Wildlife Foundation; Weights and Meas¬ 

urements of Black-bellied Tree Ducks. 

Saturday Morning, December 7. Russell C. Faulkner, Jr., Texas Chris¬ 

tian University, Chairman. 

*John Preston, Fort Worth Children’s Museum; The Museum as a 

Laboratory. 

Nancy Scott, Midwestern University; Progress Report on a Survey 

of the Wood-rotting Polyporaceae of the Arbuckle Mountains. 

Arthur F. Beyer, Midwestern University; The Influence of En¬ 

vironment on the Anatomy of the Stem and the Root of a Fossil 

Woody Dicot from Yellowstone National Park. 

* Frederick R. Gehlbach, Baylor University; On the Nature of Chi- 

huahuan Desert Vegetation in Trans-Pecos, Texas. 

’’‘Richard B. Davis, Texas A&M University; A Way to Introduce 

Undergraduate Students to the Problems of Experimental Design. 

Pauline James, Pan American College; A Review of the Status of 

the Forktailed Flycatcher, Muscivora tyrannus. 



Texas Academy of Science Collegiate Academy 

Program of the Texas Academy of Science Collegiate Academy An¬ 

nual Convention held December 5-7, 1963, at Abilene Christian Col¬ 

lege in Abilene, Texas: 

Friday Morning, December 6. 

Biological Sciences 

James E. Parker, Texas A&M University: A Study Using Radio¬ 

active Phosphorous to Determine the Effect of Different Moisture 

Levels on Cotton Root Growth. 

Van Conner, Texas A&M University; A Preliminary Study of the 

Pelvic Girdle and Caudal Vertebrae of the Aquatic Lizard., Anolis 

barkei Schmidt. 

Edwin S. Kapihiro, Way land Baptist College: Isolation of Tricho¬ 

phyton mentagrophytes from Guano of Mexican Freetail Bats 

(Tadarida brasiliensis mexicana). 

Idis W. Goddard, Texas A&M University: Another Case of Super¬ 

numerary Limbs in the Bullfrog, Rana catesbeiana, with Descrip- 

tion of Certain Morphological Features. 

Fred Mayberry, Pan American College: Native Plants Utilized as 

Nesting Sites by Birds along Railroad Right-of-Way. 

Ramiro Lozano, Pan American College; Fluctuation in Nesting 

Densities in a Limited Habitat. 

Don E. Wilson, Texas A&M University; Reproductive Potential of 

Juvenile Mourning Doves. 

Physical Sciences 

A1 Jackson, North Texas State University: Finite Difference Quan¬ 

tum Mechanics. 

R. David Pliler, North Texas State University: Some Results of a 

Finite Difference Quantum Mechanics. 

Jimmy W. Worley, Midwestern University: Point Progression Pat¬ 

terns in Geometry. 

James N. Downing, Texas A&M University; Theory of Detection 

in Gamma Scintillation Spectrometry. 

Jack Gibbs, Texas A&M University: Electrical Resistivity of Iodine 

with Perylene Impurities. 
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Janice Hiroms, Mary Hardin-Baylor College: How Science Helps 

Interpret the Old Testament. 

Charles 0. Hook, Texas A&M University: Lifetime Measurements 

of Excited Nuclear States by Gamma-Gamma Coincidence. 

Tim Megarity, Texas A&M University: Phase Contrast Micro¬ 

scopy of Polyethylene Crystals. 

Friday Afternoon, December 6. 

Biological Sciences 

Alfred N. Poindexter, Prairie View A&M College: Preliminary 

Studies on the Influence of Thyroid Analogs upon Development 

of the Limbs in Rana catasbeiana. 

Harry W. Centner, Texas A&M University: The Effects of Dif¬ 

ferent Temperatures on Vertebrae, Ribs, Dor sol and Anal Fin 

Rays and Spines of Developing Largemouth Bass. 

Marie Kathleen McClung, Our Lady of the Lake College: Effect of 

Ionizing Radiation on Seed Germination and Growth. 

Mary Ann Wight, Our Lady of the Lake College: Effect of Ionizing 

Radiation on Artemia salina. 

Joe Truett, Texas A&M University: The Effect of Environment, 

Food Supply, and Behavior on Color Change in Anolis caro- 

linensis (Reptilia, Iquanidae). 

Maxine Benke, Our Lady of the Lake College: Effect of Ionizing 

Radiation on Phosphorous Up-Take on Plants. 

Betty Wong, Incarnate Word College: A Study of Mineral Up-Take 

in Mustard Seedlings by Use of Radioisotopes. 

M’Liss Harrison, Incarnate Word College: Microfloral Pathogens in 

The Rhizosphere of Conifer Seedlings. 

Amelia Hernandez, Our Lady of the Lake College: Chromosomal 

Studies on Root Tips of Plants Exposed to Ionizing Radiations. 

Connie Heath, Shreveport, Louisiana: Distribution of Planktonic 

Chaetognatha on the Argentine Continental Shelf, in the Drake 

Passage and Brans field Strait with Special Reference to their 

T axonomy. 

Physical Sciences 

Billy Don Faubion, Texas: An Analysis of the Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance Spectra of Eight Normal Alcohols. 
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G. W. Lester, Prairie View A&M College: Spectrophotometric 

Study of Gold with the Woods Reagent. 

Robert Petty, Texas A&M University: Field Emission Electron 

Microscope. 

David Jessel, Southern Methodist University: Analysis of Light 

Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation. 

Billy C. Doggett, Stephen F. Austin State College: A Wide Band 

Ultrasonic Generator. 

John A. Lipe, Texas A&M University: Photomicrographic Studies 

of Thin Sections of Variously Treated Briquets and Soil Hardpans 

in Adjacent Layers. 

Vangie Zubiate and Arlene Patterson, Incarnate Word College: The 

Isolation of DNA of a Lymphatic Leukemia Tumor. 

Francis King, Incarnate Word College: The Reduction of Perman¬ 

ganate by Calcium Hydride. 

W. F. Semmelrogge, Jr. and Fred Sicilio, Texas A&M University: 

A Study of the Secular Equilibrium of Ce^^^-PC^^ by Solvent Ex¬ 

traction. 

Louise Marie Ching, Our Lady of the Lake College: Comparison of 

Analytical Methods on Calcium Cyclamate. 

Larry Maurer, St. Edward’s University: Sugar Components of the 

Pulp of Diospyros texana (Mexican Persimmon). 

Charles Mayer, St. Edward’s University: Components of Argenone 

Aurantiaca. 

Saturday Morning, December 7. 

Biological Sciences 

James Nicholls, Texas Christian University: Synthesis and Analysis 

of Solid Solutions in the Olivine-Tephroite System. 

John R. Lewis, Lamar State College of Technology: The Cat skill 

Delta. 

Vangie Zubiate, Incarnate Word College: A Report on the NSE Stu¬ 

dent Research Participation Program at Yale University. 

Francis King, Incarnate Word College: A Report on the NSE Stu¬ 

dent Research Participation Program at Purdue University. 

James M. Burns, Jr., Texas A&M University: A Triggered Spark 

Gap in Air for Fast Switching of High Power. 
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Physical Sciences 

Ronald E. Dean, Stephen F. Austin State College: Topological Net¬ 

works Applied to Electrical Circuits. 

Judy E. Fowler, Stephen F. Austin State College: The Fibonacci Se¬ 

quence and Phyllotaris. 

Julia Tung and Pam Quitta, Incarnate Word College: An Analysis 

of Steroids of Thin Layer Chromatography. 

Deretha Rainey and Mary Ann Vering, Incarnate Word College: A 

Sugar-Amino Acid Reaction. 

Diana Willenbrock, Incarnate Word College: The Solubility of Cal¬ 

cium Sulfate in the Presence of Foreign Ions. 

Ariadne Thomas, Incarnate Word College: The Preparation of a 

Anilids of Para-Aminophenylmer-Captoacetic Acid. 

Leroy J. Humphried, Hardin-Simmons University: Diffusion of 

Radon in Air and Water. 

George Chao-Tsi Kung, Hardin-Simmons University: Mathematical 

Analysis of an Equatorial Undercurrent. 



Texas Junior Academy of Science 

Program for the Texas Junior Academy of Science Annual Conven¬ 

tion held December 5-7, 1963, at Abilene Christian College in Abilene, 

Texas: Abstracts are included for those papers preceded by an asterisk 

(*). 

Friday Morning, December 6. 

Physical Science 

Leslie Webb, Falfurrias High, Falfurrias: Cyclic Groups and Deri¬ 

vations of Euler's Phi Function. 

Patsy Brewer, Andrews High, Andrews: An Application of the 

Mathematical Principles to the Hexton System. 

Wesley W. Egan, Cooper High, Abilene: A Basic Study in Geophys¬ 

ics. 

Sandra K. Tomlin, King High, Kingsville: The Influence of the 

Solue to Solvent Mole Ratio on Selected Physical Properties of 

Miscible Non-electrolytes. 

Linda C. Hayes, Andrews High, Andrew: Experimentation on an 

Electromagnetic Radiation Technique to Study Chemical Com¬ 

pounds Comparatively. 

Jeanette E. Kuhn, Kimball High, Dallas: The Formation of Crystals 

in Silica Gel. 

*H. Grady Rylander III, Austin High, Austin: Parameter Effects of 

Modal Oscillation in Negative Resistance Devices. 

Rose Mary Smith, King High, Kingsville: The Chemistry of Corro¬ 

sion Reactions of Iron in a Magnetic Field. 

Carol E. Walker, Kashmere Gardens High, Houston: The Relation 

of Dipole Moments of Several Alcohols to Their Structure. 

John E. Killough, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown: Linear Program¬ 

ming, A Flexible and Powerful Tool of Economic Analysis. 

Nancy Wood, Arlington Heights High, Fort Worth: Photoelastic 

Effect on Vinyl and Polyethylene Plastic Film. 

Raymond Porter, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown: Rarity. 

Biological Science 

Robert Montgomery, Central High, San Angelo: A Study of the 

Glycogenic Function of the Liver. 
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Chas. B. Pelphrey, McCallum High, Austin: Correlation Between 

Gamma Globulin Levels and Antibody Production, 

Linda Upton, Freer High, Freer: Pond Ecology. 

Ronnie Roberson, Central High, San Angelo: Thymus May be Key 

to Transplanting Organs. 

Ronnie Rohrer, Freer High, Freer: Extra Sensory Perception. 

Jack Hoover, Central High, San Angelo: Preliminary Work on the 

General Study of Blood and the Circulatory System. 

Michael Haralson, Abilene High, Abilene: Mutations in Tomato 

Plants Produced by Gamma Ray Radiation. 

Travis Bray, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown: Studies in Post-Irradia¬ 

tion of Escherichia coli 15 T-A-U. 

Friday Afternoon, December 6. 

Biological Science 

Donald L. Jones, Kermit High, Kermit: 5-Fluro-2-deoxyuridine and 

DNA Replication in Chinese Hamster Cells In Vitro. 

David Block, Falfurrias High, Falfurrias: A Comparative Study of 

Oxygen Rates by Respriometric Analysis of the Rana pipiens and 

Cricetus cricetus. 

Gus Clemens, Central High, San Angelo: Plant Hormones. 

Terri Lindsey, Cooper High, Abilene: Can Acquired Characteristics 

Be Inherited? 

Jane Marie Yett, McCallum High, Austin: Observations on the Gen¬ 

erative Cell and Tube Cell in Pollen Germination. 

Rick Simmons, Memorial High, Houston: DNA of Serratia mar- 

cescens. 

* David Bowles, Austin High, Austin: The Effect of Hormones from 

Yucca tennistyla on Other Plants. 

Saturday Morning, December 7. 

Biological Science (Division A) 

Blanche Beasley, King High, Kingsville: Effect of Varying Wave¬ 

lengths of Light on Germination Time of Zinnia Seeds. 

Roger Bennett, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown: Vertebrate Natural 

History. 
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Karla Brand, Memorial High, Houston: Search for a Bacterial Mu¬ 

tant. 

John Adams, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown; A Study in Paleoecol- 

ogy for Microfossils. 

Delores Thomas, Abilene High, Abilene: Toxic Responses in Ble- 

pharisma. 

Virgil Hoppe, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown: Metamorphosis of In¬ 

sects. 

Scott Black, Memorial High, Houston: Transduction with P1 Phage 

on E. coli strain 12. 

* Robert Brock, Arlington Heights High, Fort Worth: Effect of Iso- 

nicotinic Acid on the Morphology of the Chick Liver. 

Biological Science (Division B) 

Frances Crawford, Memorial High, Houston: Search for an Organic 

Iron Chelating Agent. 

Henry H. Hesser, Arlington Heights High, Fort Worth: The Effect 

of Renese on the Morphology of the Kidney and Liver of the Five 

Day Chick Embryo. 

John Burns, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown: Psychological Testing. 

* Richard A. Evans, Kashmere Gardens High, Houston: Transplant¬ 

ing of Isologous Ovarian Tissue in Mice. 

Mary Baldwin, Arlington Heights High, Fort Worth: The Isolation 

of a Soil Microorganism from Local Sample Showing Antibiotic 

Effects on B. subtilis and/or E. coli. 

Terry Mueller, Memorial High, Houston: The Effects of Goldthio- 

glucose on Lymphosarcomas in C3H Mice. 

Herschel Rosser, Robert E. Lee High, Baytown: The Nature of En¬ 

zyme Activity. 

* Arthur Frankel, Austin High, Austin: A Biochemical Analysis of 

the Hemoglobin in Daphnia magna Strauss. 
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